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STATUE OF A BOY LEANING ON A PILLAR.

[PLATES I., II.]

THIS statue, which was in the possession of Dr. Philip Nelson of

Liverpool, has recently become the property of the Bavarian ' Verein der

Kunstfreunde
' who allow the charming work to be exhibited on loan in

the Munich Glyptothek.
1

That the original, of which this statue is a copy, was famous and popular
in antiquity is amply proved by the large number of extant replicas. The

present example brings up to twenty the number of authenticated replicas

given in the English edition of Furtwangler's
'

Masterpieces
'

(p. 272, note 4)
and the list could doubtless easily be increased if the eleven replicas in Rome
(Matz-Duhn, Antike Bildwerke in Rom. vol. i. pp. 275-278) and the thirty-
seven replicas enumerated by M. Salomon Reinach in his Repertoire de la

Statuaire (Index, s.v.
' Narcissus

')
could be thoroughly examined and sifted.

This is a task which I had proposed to myself in view of this paper, but

which I have as yet been unable to carry out.

It is strange that no other instance of the type appears to exist in the

rich English private collections, if we except the entirely restored torso, with

the movements reversed, at Rossie Priory (Michaelis, Ancient Marbles in Great

Britain, Rossie, No. 1) and the more than doubtful example at Holkham

(Michaelis, Holkham 20, Reinach, Repertoire i. p. 180, 1) which has been

turned into a '

Meleager.'
The publication of this statue was courteously offered to me by the

English owner in May of last year, before it passed to Munich. The editors,

however, having prepared and lettered the plates for this number of their

Journal, cannot well withdraw or postpone them. At present, therefore,
I must be content to contribute a few words of description based upon the

photographs, and upon observations kindly sent to me by the former owner,

though I shall probably seek to resume the subject when I have examined
the replicas outside the list in the '

Masterpieces.' I may add that this
'

Boy
'

is only one item among a number of notes upon
' inedited works of

1 See a note on p. 296 of the Burlington Magazine for January 1906.

U.S. VOL. XXVI.



2 EUGENIE STRONG

antique art in English private collections/ the publication of which, however,

other more urgent work has obliged me to postpone.
The restorations in our statue are very numerous and apparently not

altogether happy. The nose, the left arm from the elbow, the legs from the

knees, the tree trunk and the plinth are all modern. Moreover, the left arm

is wrongly restored with the hand turned outward, towards the spectator,

instead of backward with the palm resting on the supporting pillar. The

correct movement and pose of this arm are well known from the beautiful

replica found in the Nile Delta and purchased by the Louvre in 1894

(published by E. Michon in Monuments Piot, i. PI. xvii.
;
text pp. 115-128).

The head of our Nelson-Munich replica has been badly replaced, owing to

the markedly clumsy restoration of the neck : the pose should be corrected,

again by comparison with the Louvre example. But in itself the head, save

for the restored nose, seems to reproduce with simplicity and sincerity the

lines of a distinguished original of the latter half of the fifth century B.C.

Furtwiingler, who first brought the type into prominence in his
' Master-

pieces
'

(pp. 272-275 ;
cf. also his article in Bull. d. I. 1877, p. 158), places

the lost original within a cycle of Argive creations, immediately influenced by

Polykleitos. In fact from the pose of the feet he links the statue to a group
of works more or less closely connected with the '

Pythokles,' the basis of

which is extant at Olympia. Furtwiingler shews, however, that the type,

though Polykleitan in its essence, is not uninfluenced by Attic models (ib. p.

274). On the other hand, M. Michon, to whom we owe an excellent critical

notice of the Louvre statue, inclines rather to the theory of an Attic origin.

The view taken by Dr. Amelung in his descriptions of the replicas in the

Colonna Gallery (Arndt-Amelung-Bruckmann, Einzelaufnahmen, No. 1139)
and in the Museo Chiaramonti (Amelung, Skulpturen des Vaticanischen

Museums, vol. i. No. 536, Plate 70) is that the type is the direct product of

combined Attic and Argive influence with preponderance of the Attic.2

In the Louvre, and apparently also in the Munich figures, the broad

frontal construction is especially interesting, and proves at once the compara-

tively early period of the original. The forms are soft, yet the absence of

any roundness of modelling is conspicuous. This flatness of the planes

always a concomitant of frontal construction gives effect to the beautiful,

curving silhouette. The design is severely self-contained, the silhouette

finding its starting and meeting points at what affords the key, so to speak,
to the whole composition, the supporting palm of the left hand. The
chiastic construction is peculiarly emphasized, the weight on the left hand

being balanced by the weight on the right leg, and the bend of the right

elbow by the bend of the left knee.

The marked inclination of the head, -the melancholy satiety of the

expression, the weariness of body suggested by the pose of the left hand, all

seem carefully thought out in order to express some psychological state

* Until I have examined more replicas, I do two versions of the 'Narcissus,' the one more

not feel competent on Dr. Amelong'a theory of Polykleitan, the other more Attic in character.
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peculiar to the subject represented. As M. Michon subtly remarks {Mon.

Piot, i. p. 125)
' son laisser aller va au dela du simple repos physique et

s'e'tend du corps a 1'esprit.' In spite too of the sweetness of the forms of

the face, there is yet a sombreness of expression to which we are unaccus-

tomed before the Roman period and the portraits of Antinous.3 This attempt
to attain to spiritual individuality gives the statue an almost unique place

among the more generalized creations of the period to which it belongs

technically as well as structurally, and efforts to discover the name of the

being represented have been plentiful, although, owing to lack of corrobora-

tive evidence, none brings definite conviction. Furtwangler disposes of the

name of Narcissus by which the type has long been known, and of his own

earlier interpretation of Hyacinthus, and at the same time he wishes to

substitute that of Adonis. The present writer inclines to the theory, already

many times put forward and rejected, that the figure has a sepulchral inten-

tion, that it commemorates some young athlete snatched away perhaps in

the moment of success and victory. The so-called ' Adonis
'

has been

brought by Furtwiingler into relation with the earlier versions of the ' wearied

Herakles
'

leaning forward on his club
;
nor must it be forgotten that this

type of Herakles was shewn by Mr. A. S. Murray to have been transformed

into a sepulchral figure in the beautiful Athenian' stele acquired a few years

ago for the British Museum (J.ff.S. xxii. 1902, Plate I.).

The dimensions of the statue, which is'about two-thirds life size, are, I

am informed, identical with those of the Louvre replica (Michon, p. 116), the

total height being T125 metre.

EUGENIE STRONG.

3 The melancholy of the expression has been the two works are considered side by side, a

more than once compared with that of the deeper and more individual emotion will be felt

' Wounded Amazon '

of Polykleitos. But if to pervade the
'

Narcissus
' than the ' Amazon.

'

B 2



THE PANKRATION AND WRESTLING.

S

III.

[PLATES III.-V.]

A. The Nature of the Pankration.

THE combination of boxing and wrestling known as the pankratiori was

a development of the primitive rough and tumble. To get his opponent down
and by throttling, pummelling, biting, kicking, to reduce him to submission

is the natural instinct of the savage or the child. But this rough and tumble

is not suitable for an athletic competition : it is too dangerous and too

undisciplined. To the early Greeks, athletics were the recreation of a warrior

class, they were not the serious business of life or even a profession, and in

an age of real warfare the warrior's life was too valuable to be endangered for

sport. Moreover, without some form of law athletic competitions are

impossible, and in the growth of law the simpler precedes the more complex
Hence it was only natural that particular forms of fighting, such as boxing
and wrestling, should be systematized first, and so made suitable for compe-
titions before any attempt was made to reduce to law the more complicated

rough and tumble of which they both formed parts. Wrestling and boxing
were known to Homer, but not the pankration, and Greek tradition was

following the natural order of evolution in assigning the introduction at

Olympia of wrestling to the 18th, of boxing to the 23rd, and of the pankration
to the 33rd Olympiad.

We have already seen that the essential difference between wrestling and

the pankration is that in the former the object is to throw an opponent, in

the latter the struggle goes on until one of the two pankratiasts acknowledges
his defeat (aTrayopevei).

1 The Spartans, we are told, were therefore forbidden

to compete either in the pankration or in boxing, because it was considered

disgraceful for a Spartan to acknowledge defeat. Another reason perhaps for

the prohibition was that at Sparta the primitive rough and tumble unrestricted

by any laws, and unrefined by science 2 was practised as a mere test of

1 Phil. Gym. 9.
* Phil. Im. ii. 6

; v. vol. xxv. of this Journal, p. 19, n. 27.
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endurance and as a training for warfare, and it was felt instinctively that such

an exhibition of brute force was not fit for an athletic competition. But at

Olympia and all the great games, the pankration was subject to the i/o/to?

Ivaywvios, and was, at all events in its best period, a contest no less of skill

than of strength.

B. Laws of the Pankration.

The fullest account which we possess of the pankration is in Philostratus'

picture of the death of Arrhichion.3 After vividly describing the scene and

the enthusiasm and excitement of the spectators he continues : ol -rrayicpar-

idfyvres tceKivBvvevfjievr) irpoo")(f><avrai rfj TrdXrj, Set yap avrois v-rrnaafi v

re 01 prf eio-iv do-<a\et? TO> Tra\atovn teal O~VUTT\OKO)V ev al? Trepiyi'yveaffai

%pi) olov TriTrrovra, Bel Be aurot? teal re^mj^ e<? TO a\\ore aXXw? dy^etv, ol Be

avrol ica\ <r<f>vpa) 7rpocnra\aiov<7i teal rrjv yelpa <npef3\ovai 7rpoo~6vro<f rov

jraieiv /cat evd\\(70ai, ravTi yap rov Traytcparid^eiv epya TT\T}V rov Bdxveiv

teal opvrreiv. AaKeBaipovioi pev ovv xal ravra vofii^ovcriv d-noyvfivd^ovre^,

olaai, eavrovs es ra? /za^a?, 'HXeioi Be xal ol dywves ravrl fifv d<f>aipov<ri,

TO Be ay%eiv 7raivov<riv.

It would be difficult to give a more concise description of the pankration.

Wrestling, hitting, and kicking are employed : the wrestling is xeicivBvvevfjieifrj

victory is usually secured by dy^eiv ;
Bdicveiv and opvrreiv alone are

prohibited. The details of the description will be considered later : for the

present we must confine our attention to the two things prohibited. Aa/ci/eti/

explains itself, and has been illustrated in my last article.
4

'Opvrreiv is

more difficult. Liddell and Scott translate it
'

to dig or give a heavy
blow.' The translation is pointless; we cannot suppose that in such a

contest only light blows were allowed :

6 nor can we distinguish jraieiv and

opvrreiv as striking with an open hand and with the fist respectively ;
for

the Panathenaic vases prove conclusively that striking with the fist was

allowed. The clue to the meaning of opvrreiv will be found in a

closer examination of two other passages in which it occurs, Aristo-

phanes, Aves 442 and Pax 899. In both passages there is an obvious

reference to the rules and methods of the pankration; in the. Aves indeed the

reference is to the very prohibition quoted by Philostratus. In both passages

opvrreiv is used in sensu obscoeno* and the adjoining words give us the true

meaning. It means to injure an opponent by digging the hand or fingers into

certain tender parts of an opponent's body. I should be inclined to give it a

general meaning so as to include forcing the fingers into an opponent's eye.

* Loc. eit. Stttv v\yaf of the pankration (AVt. iii. 29) ;

4 Vol. xxv. p. 272. Cp. also Phil. /HI. i. 6. 12, cp. Iithm. v. 60.

a description of the sports of Erotes, and Lu- 8 Cf. vol. xxv. p. 15, n. 3. The word i*a-

cian, Demon. 49 Kuitofiaxovrrai <tol vapa rbv itAji'oiretATJ is used exclusively in an erotic sense,

voLfuviov 5d.Kvovras. and there is no evidence for its use u a wrestling
3
Pindar, for example, speaks of the KUfj.aru- term.
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A kylix in the B.M. E 78 (Fig. 1) gives us a vivid picture of such a scene.

One of the pankratiasts has inserted his thumb into his opponent's eye as if

to gouge it out, and the official is hastening up with his rod uplifted to

interfere and punish such an act of foul play. Since I wrote the above,

The Rev. C. W. Townsend has pointed out to me that this extension of the

meaning of opvrreiv is confirmed by the next remark of Peisthetairus in the

Aves, Ta)<f>0a\(j,(o Xeyw, and he makes the interesting suggestion that opvrretv,

besides its obvious meaning in the passage, means '

to scratch.' In view of

FIG. 1. R.-F. KYLIX. B.M. E 78. (After Hartwig, Meisterschal. Fig. 53.)

this I should be inclined to see another example of opvrTeiv in Fig. 3 where

one pankratiast digs his fingers into the other's mouth, and the official again
is interfering.

C. The Standing Parikration.

The pankration may be divided into two parts TO avw ira^Kpd-riov and TO

Karw TrayrcpaTtov. In the former the opponents endeavour to throw each

other to the ground employing not only all the tricks of opQrj 7rd\r)

but also hitting and kicking.

The wrestling is described as KKivSvvev/j,vrj, au epithet appropriate to

such throws as the flying mare,
7 and also to the various legholds which though

too dangerous for opOij 7rd\r) were freely used in the pankration.
8 Thus

Anacharsis in Lucian's dialogue exclaims teal r\v ISov dpdftevo? eiceivos TOV

7 v, J.U.S. vol. xxv. pp. 23, 268. where various illustrations of and references ta
8 v. ib. pp. 26-29, 283-286, Figs. 19-23, legholds are collected.

*
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erepov etc rolv <rice\oiv d<f>i)tcei> et$ TO eSa^o?. An illustration of these words

may perhaps be seen in a much mutilated group on a kylix from the Biblio-

theque Nationalc published by Hartwig.
9 One wrestler is kneeling on his left

knee and having seized his opponent between the legs lifts him up and bends

forward as if to throw him to the ground. All that we can see of his

opponent is his right foot hanging over the other's back. Another good
illustration of a leghold is afforded by a gem in the British Museum (Fig. 4),

representing a wrestler with his head '

in chancery
'

seizing his opponent

by the thigh. In this case we cannot say which of the two is the attacker,

and whether the leghold is employed in attack or defence
;
and the same is

true of the type represented on the coins of Aspendus,
10 where one wrestler has

caught his opponent's leg and appears to be tilting him backwards. A further

variety described by Philostratus perhaps belongs rather to ground wrestling,

but may be mentioned here for convenience. Speaking of the short, thickset

type of pankratiast, ol ev pitcpa) fji,yd\oi, he ascribes their success to their

skill in wrestling. They are, he says, quick and active and able to extricate

themselves from the most hopeless grips, Tri<TTT)pi6fj,voi rf} K<f>a\fj icaOdirep

/3d<rei.
u I know of no representation of this scheme in Greek art, but

it is depicted clearly on the tombs of Beni-Hassan and in the present day
it is no uncommon sight to see a wrestler picked up by his legs supporting
himself on his hands and head.

Again the wrestling of the pankration is tcetcivSwevfievr) because the

pankratiast employs such means as ffrpefiXovv and ay%eiv. These tricks

belong principally to the later ground wrestling, but they are also possible in

the standing pankration. As an example of arpeftXovv we have the Sicyonian

pankratiast Sostratus, who won his victories by breaking his opponent's

fingers, or Arrhichion, who even at the moment when he was being strangled
to death forced his adversary to succumb by twisting his ankle out of

its socket. Again in Philostratus' description of the wrestling Erotes, one of

them tries to break the other's hold o-r/oeySXtuo-a? eva ro>v SaxrvXcov. 1 - In

the Uflfizi wrestling group the upper wrestler is twisting and forcing his

opponent's arm across his back, and the same motive is represented on one of

the groups of the frieze of Lysicrates' monument. At first sight we are

apt to condemn such practices as barbarous and unsportsmanlike, but the

principle of <r-rp/3\ovv or incapacitating an opponent by twisting any limb

has been reduced to a science in Japanese wrestling. The same may be said

of ay%iv or strangling, a method of finishing the contest much approved by
the Eleans. The Tusculan Mosaic,

13 to which I have already referred, shows

us a wrestler who has leapt on to his opponent's back while the latter is still

standing, and with his arms and legs twined round him tries to strangle him,

a manoeuvre also described by Philostratus in his account of the wrestling

9 Meisterschal. xvi. Other groups from the 10 Vol. xxv. p. 271, Fig. 96.

same vase are referred to, vol. xxv. p. 268,
"

Gym. 36. Cf. Terence, Adelpki 316.

Fig. 5. There is no grouud for Hartwig's sug-
la Pans. vi. 4, 2

; I'hil. ///. ii. 6, i. (3.

gestion that the scene represents &wowTtpvi(*ir,
1S Mon. </. /. vi., vii. 82; Schreiber, Atlas,

a. term which will be discussed below. xxiii. 10.
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Erotes. But though strangling played its part in the standing pankration

or even in pure wrestling, the struggle on the ground offered far more

facilities for it, and so the pankratiast required TC^I/TJ et? TO aXXore a\\<o<?

The use of hitting and kicking in the pankration can be best illustrated

from the Panathenaic vases. Two of the latter figured in the Monumenti u

represent a wrestler who has seized his opponent's leg and is in the act

of tilting him backwards. The vases have disappeared but their evidence is

confirmed by the similar type on the Aspendus coins, while a curious

parallel is again afforded by one of the Beni-Hassan groups.
15 In the latter,

however, and on the coins the wrestler standing on one leg tries to save

himself by seizing his opponent's shoulders, on the vases he draws back

his hand as though to strike him. I have before suggested that we have

here a combination of kicking and hitting,
10 and this suggestion is supported

by two later representations in which the motive is unmistakeable,

another group from the Tusculan Mosaic and a relief in the Louvre represent-

FIG. 2. R.-F. KYLIX. BERUN. (After Hartwig, Fig. 12.)

ing the Genii of Sport.
17 To these I should add the Lamberg amphora

published in Vol. I. of this Journal, PI. VI. which seems to represent the

same combination of hitting and kicking. Somewhat later moments than

that on the Larnberg amphora are represented by a Panathenaic amphora
in the Louvre (F 278) where the right hand pankratiast is in the act of being
knocked down by a blow on the face, and by the fragment of a Berlin kylix

(Fig. 2) where he has actually fallen. This method of attack might be fitly

described as evdX\.e<r0ai.

In all the cases mentioned above we may notice that the fist is clenched,

a fact which conclusively disproves the assumption that hitting with the

fist was not allowed in the pankration. The only authority for such

a statement is to be found in a single passage of Galen,
18 which at the most

14 Mon. d. I. i. 21, 106 and 22, 8&. }8 De Motu Muse. i. 6
'

5e SKOO-TOJ TUV 5a-
15

Reproduced in Rawlinson's Herodotus, vol. rv\<av Kdnmrj, rb v^nna. T i* xflP^>5 ytvoiro

ii. p. 320. jt<\t<rra -rots iv Tra.yKpa.-riu> irporfraK6fft
16 Vol. xxv. p. 28. 2/uoioi'. Of. infra, F.

17 Reinach, Repertoire, i. 75.
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proves that the pankratiast did sometimes use his open hand, and certainly

does not exclude the fist.

A second Panathenaic type is represented by two vases in the British

Museum B 604, 610 (Pis. III., IV.). Here we have a conventional representation
of boxing and wrestling. It is conventional because such attitudes can surely
never have occurred in actual contest except with the most clumsy of

performers, and can only be explained as an attempt on the part of the

artist to combine in a single scene boxing and wrestling. The right hand

pankratiast rushes in with his head down and allows bis opponent to catch

his throat in the bend of his left arm and pummel him with his right hand.

In B 610 the latter lifts his fist to strike, in 604 the intention is not so clear ;

but in both the noticeable feature is the way in which his opponent has put
himself into and remains in so hopeless a position.

D. The Pankration on the Ground.

The struggle on the ground described variously as TO KUTO)

Kv\i<ri<t, d\tv&r)<ri<i must have been the really decisive part of the pankration.
It was probably as long and as complicated as it is in the present day,

Fio. 3. R.-F. KYLIX. BALTIMORE. (After Hartwig, I'l. LXIV.)

the combatants sometimes sprawling at full length, sometimes on their knees,

sometimes one on the top of the other as in the Uffizi group. It is this

part of the pankration to which Plato objects and which leads him to exclude

it from his ideal state as useless for military training because it did not teach

men to keep on their feet. 19 We may conjecture from this objection that in

19
Leg. 796, 834. Cf. Theocritus xxiv. 112, r' ti* ycuav wpowiffoms I

ao<piff/Liara
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Plato's time the pankratiast like the modern so-called Graeco-Roman

wrestler was apt to neglect the preliminary contest and to go down on

the ground at once. This grovelling would appear to have been a sign of

the decay of these antagonistic sports which we know had set in before Plato's

time
;
it must have been unknown to Pindar, who emphasizes the importance

of boxing in the pankration.
It is generally stated that hitting was not allowed when the opponents

were on the ground. That it was not of general use is true because it was

less effective than other means of ending the contest
;
but the gratuitous

statement that it was not allowed is based solely on our modern idea of not

hitting a man when he is down, and it is disproved by the evidence of

the vases. In the Baltimore kylix (Fig. 3) a pankratiast having thrown

his opponent over his head kneels over him holding him down with his

left hand and lifting his right to strike. The official interferes apparently

. 1830

FIG. 4. WRESTLING GROUPS ON GRAECO-ROMAN GEMS IN B.M.

to stop the contest, but if any breach of the rules is intended, it consists

probably not in hitting an opponent who is down, but in forcing the hand into

his mouth, which may well come under the head of opurreiv. The same type

occurs, however, on other vases where the one opponent is either fallen

or falling (Fig. 2), and especially on some of the Antaeus vases, the motives

of which are all taken from the palaestra.
20 We may notice particularly that

the moment illustrated is precisely that when hitting would be most effective,

when Antaeus has just fallen or is in the act of falling (PI. V). The Uffizi

group is useless as evidence owing to the uncertainty as to the restoration of

the right arm of the upper figure.

Ground wrestling is seldom represented in art except in certain

30 B.M. Vases E W, 322; Annali, 1878 D; Millingen, PI. XXXI. ; Klein, Euphronios, p. 122,
c. f. k. D.
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mythological types : it did not lend itself readily to palaestra scenes in which

most of the figures are upright. We learn from Luciau's Asinits, that its

various movements were taught systematically in the same way as those of

opBtj TTtiXij. He mentions particularly TO. UTTO yovdrav.-
1

Groups of this

kneeling type though not occurring on the vases are frequent on later gems,

being particularly suitable for oblong and oval spaces, but from this class of

monument we can derive little detailed information. The examples repre-

sented from gems in the British Museum explain themselves (Fig. 4).

The sprawling type is associated chiefly with the struggles of Heracles

with the lion and with Antaeus. In the case of the lion Heracles forces its

head down and tries to strangle it.
22 Antaeus has usually been thrown by a

neckhold, and is trying to support himself with his right hand while Heracles

with both arms fastened round his neck strives to force him to the ground
ffl

FIG. 5. R..F. KYLIX. (From J.H.S. x. PI. I.)

(Fig. 5), a curious rendering of the scene, had the story that Antaeus derived

fresh strength from earth existed in the sixth and fifth centuries. The kylix

published in the Arch. Zdt. actually represents Heracles throttling his opponent.
Antaeus has been forced on to his back in the manner described above or

possibly thrown by the flying mare, and Heracles leaning over him with his

right hand pins his right arm to the ground, and with his left hand grips him

by the throat.

Another interesting type afforded by Heracles' contests with the Triton

and Achelous will be discussed in connexion with

21 Cf. Aristoph. Pax 895

*1 77;$ waAai'f i>', Ttrpatrofiritibv iff-rdvat,

\ayiav KaraBd\\nv, ft y6vara *cuj85' ivrdvai.

B.M. I'cucs B 159, 199, 217, 301, etc., r.

H. B. Walters, Introduction to B.M. Votes, II.

p. 14; Gerh. A. V. 139, 183.

- s
Klein, loe. cit. A ; J.If.S. x. PI. I.; Arch.

1861, PI. CXLIX.
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E. The alleged Brutality of the Parikration.

It has been the fashion to treat the pankration as a contest of brute

force and to contrast the ideal pankratiast Heracles and the ideal wrestler

Theseus as the representatives of force and skill respectively. The com-

parison is unfair to the pankration and to Heracles.24 The pankration is

essentially a contest of skill, and there is no ground for so contrasting Heracles

and Theseus. The invention of the pankration is ascribed to both heroes

alike. According to Bacchylides, Heracles employed this method of fighting

against the Nemean lion,
25 and vanquished the latter, not by brute force but

by all manner of skill. Another tradition tells us that Theseus was the

inventor of the pankration, employing it against the Minotaur.26 Both
Heracles and Theseus were represented as the types of science as opposed to

force in their contests with Antaeus and Cercyon.
27 A comparison of two

passages written at very different periods will make both points plain. To
Pindar the pankration was a contest of skill and Heracles was its noblest

representative. But what is his idea of Heracles? Not the cumbrous giant
of later art, but a man '

of short stature, and of unbending soul.' And of

Melissus whom Pindar compares to Heracles we are told ' not of the stature

of Orion was this man, but his presence is contemptible, yet terrible is he to

grapple within his strength,' and he owes his victory
' not only to the spirit of

a lion, but to the sleight of the fox.'
28

Philostratus writing seven centuries later has the same ideal. To him
too Heracles is not the overdeveloped monstrosity of later times, but icr^iyjo?
real Te%vr)<; e/x-TrXew? 81 evapfjioariav TOV o-tw/zaro?.

29 Heracles is indeed of

stature beyond that of mortal man : but such stature is not regarded by
Philostratus as essential to the pankratiast. I have already alluded to Philo-

stratus' account of those pankratiasts whom he calls ol e'i> fju,Kp<t> /j,eyd\oi. He
gives us an excellent illustration of such a pankratiast in his story of the

Cilician who on account of his smallness of stature was nicknamed '

Halter,'
or the '

Dumb-bell.' 30 Whether the ideas of Philostratus corresponded to

the practice of his own day may be doubted : the object of his treatise on

gymnastics is to revive the purer and more skilful athletics of the past. At all

events his evidence is a valuable confirmation of what Pindar tells us both
of the pankration and of Heracles.

The injuries inflicted in the pankration have been much exaggerated.
Fatal accidents did occur as in the case of Arrhichion, but they were very rare,

rarer apparently than in Greek or in modern boxing. The Anthology presents

24 In my earlier articles, written before I had which marks those of Theseus. The reason is

studied the pankration, I have fallen into the that the exploits of Heracles belong for the

same mistake. most part to the black-figured, those of Theseus
26 xiii. to the red-figured period.
28 Schol. Pindar, Nein. v. 49. < j^ m
27 It is true that on the vases the exploits of 29 Im. ii. 21.

Heracles are not characterized by the grace
30 Heroic. 54, p. 678.
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us with a gruesome array of the injuries inflicted by the hard and heavy

boxing thongs,
31 but we hear nothing of the injuries inflicted in the pankration.

Indeed we are expressly told by Artemidorus 32 that the pankration differed

from boxing in being less dangerous, and this statement is borne out by the

story told by Pausanias that Cleitomachus being a competitor on the same

day in the pankration and in boxing asked the Hellanodikai to put the

pankration first before he had been wounded in the boxing.
33 For the so-

called pankratiast's ear I can find no authority whatsoever. We frequently

hear of the boxer's injured ear, and the crushed ear is regarded as the sign of

an athlete.34 But though it may have been sometimes caused by a blow, it

may quite as well have been due to wrestling, to which Philostratus M expressly

attributes it. It appears to have been precisely similar to the swollen ear so

familiar to the Rugby footballer some years ago, and the ear-cap which the

modern forward wears is identical with the a/n<am'8<j worn by the Greek

wrestler.

The pankration must not be held responsible for all the evils for which

Galen and later medical writers condemn it and which it shared with boxing

and wrestling. Such sports when they become a profession have always a

degrading influence and the evil effects were increased in Greece by the

utterly unscientific system of training introduced by professionalism, a life of

over-feeding, over-sleeping, over-exercise, the coarsening effects of which on

body and on mind we can still trace in later art. In the case of boxing we

can see how the sport itself degenerated and became more brutal and less

scientific. But these evils are due not to the sport but to the abuse of it.

What the pankration was at its best we can learn from Pindar ** and even in

Xenophon when the evil had already begun we find the charming picture of

the boy pankratiast Autolycus. The closest parallel to the pankration, the

Japanese Jiujitzu, is certainly neither unscientific nor as practised by the

Japanese brutal.

F.

is explained by Liddell and Scott as a kind of wrestling in

which the opponents grasped one another's hands without clasping the body

(eru/iTrXo/o;), and most modern books of reference agree in regarding it as

some form of wrestling. Krause interprets it as the exercise familiar to

every schoolboy in which two opponents clasp one another by the fingers and

31 Anth. Pal. xi. 75, 76, 77, 78, 81. M Heroic. 180, rii 8} &ra Kartayw! jt> oi>x
** Oneir. i. 64 rb 8e irayKpdrtov -ra ourck TTJ uirb iraXTjj.

fvyitri arinaivtt A.J)i> Aa#7jr.
M

Eight of his odes are in honour of pan-
31 1'aus. vi. 15, 5. Cf. the story of Theagenes kratiasts, and from them can be illustrated

and Euthymus, ib. vi. 6, 5. every feature of Pindar's athletic ideal

34
aroKara^is, urrotfAaSia;, are used as epithets strength, beauty, training, skill, courage, and

of athletes (Lucian, Lexiph. 9, Diogeii. Laert. endurance, while over all preside the fair.

v. 67). Cf. Theocrit. xxii. 45, Plat. Oorg. 515 E, haired graces 'who give and grace victory.'

Prolog. 342 B.
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test their strength. This he says was a special trick of the pankration.
But though we do hear of a wrestler or pankratiast securing victory by

breaking his opponent's fingers,
37 the position described by Krause could not

occur in a real contest.

The explanations given above are based solely on Pausanias' story of

Acrochersites and entirely neglect the much more accurate definition of

Suidas.38 dtcpoxeipio-fjios has properly speaking nothing to do with wrestling ;

it belongs to boxing, and to the pankration only so far as boxing formed

part of the pankration. Plato in his Alcibiades distinguishes irpoaTrakaLeiv
and dtcpo-^eipi^effdai.^ The same distinction is found in Lucian, who also in

another passage definitely explains dfcpo^eipia-dfjLevoi by the words xal

Trai&avres KOI iraMrdevres ev TO> fjiepei.
40 But dicpoxeipi^etrdai is not quite the

same as -nvicreveiv. It implies that the hand is extended, not clenched nor bound
with any form of t'/tta? or caestus. It means '

to spar
'

and is properly used

not of the actual contest but of practice. Thus Aristotle 41 as an instance of

injury inflicted involuntarily quotes the case of a man who in demonstrating
to another how to deliver a blow like ol dKpo%eipi6fjLvoi accidentally deals

him a serious blow. Philostratus in his rules for training lays down the

principle that athletes who have over-eaten themselves a practice for which
the professional strong man was notorious in later times and which was indeed

encouraged by trainers must be strictly moderate in exercise. For example
he says Trvxrai aKpo^eipt^ea-dcav e\a<ppoi re Kal ae/n^bi/re?.

42 And in Athenaeus

we find the similar combination crKiafj,a^ov<Ti KOI 777)09 d\\tj\ou<; aKpo^eipi-

%ovrai. depi^eiv, a-Kiafia^elv^ mean to beat the air, fight with an

imaginary opponent, and aKpo-^eipi^ecrdai means to spar lightly with an

opponent for practice and exercise. Sometimes a bag filled with sand called

the K<apvKos was used in the same way as the modern punchball, a light one

by boxers, a heavier one by pankratiasts.
44 These various forms of exercise

are classed together by Hippocrates as means of hardening the body and

removing superfluous flesh aKpo^eipi^ Ivyyaivei /cal ra? <rdpKa? e\Ki
dvo) Kal KtapVKOfJia^ia ical ^etpovofjiia rd Trapcnr\ij<Tia Sia-rrpija-o-erai.*

5

The training of the pankratiast would naturally be partly the same as

the boxer's, but in his case dr/?o%etpt<7yttd? appears to be used not merely of

practice, but of the actual contest. Philostratus after describing the wrestler

says Kal TrayKpartd&ei ye 6 roiovros TO Karca Traytcpdnov aKpo^eipLelrai re ov%
We have seen that the use of the fist was certainly not forbidden in

37 Paus. vi. 4, 1. Cf. vol. xxv. of this Journal,
* Athen. xiv. Another word of similar mean-

p. 271. ing is xttpovopia. So the statue of Glauco.s
38 irvKTtvtHi % TrayKpaTidfciv irpbs erepov &vfv represented him uKia^axovvros (Paus. vi. 10, 3),

avp.ir\oKri3 % 8\us rats &Kpcut per' &\\ov yvftvd- and Lucian describes an athlete practising as

faOai. \a,KTioi>Ta (Is rbv atpa 7) u( Kfv^v Tf\riyf}v nva
J!i jilcib. i. 107 E. KarcKpfpovTa us rbv avraytuviffT^v ir/Bev traiovra

40
Lcxiphan. 5 ; De Salt. 10. (ffermotim. 33).

41 A'ic. Eth. iii. 1. The r.Z. ff%ai Qnv\6^vos
44 Phil. Gym. 57.

adopted by Bywater for the usual 3rai 4S De Diaet. ii. p. 364, 1. 16 (Foesius) ; cp.

ftov\6ft.tt'os would suit my argument still better. 374. 3.

42
Gym. 50. Op. rif. 36.
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the pankration. At the same time one can understand that in a contest

combining wrestling and boxing there is an advantage in striking with the

open hand so as to be able to secure a grip without delay and also to avoid

injuring the knuckles. A good illustration of such fighting is afforded by a

fragment of a r.-f. kylix in Berlin 47
(Fig. 2) on which we see a fallen

pankratiast bleeding at the nose and bearing on his back the full imprint of

his opponent's hand. The latter is leaping on him with one hand grasping

his arm, the other hand drawn back to strike. A possible reminiscence of the

word occurs in Nonnus' description of the struggle between Aristaeus and

Aeacus, ap^ari ^ip<av aKpordrtf tT^iy^avTe*;.
48 We can see then how

appropriate the term is to describe the preliminary sparring in the pankra-
tion. In boxing there can have been little sparring after the introduction of

the heavy caestus, and therefore the word atcpoxcipto-/j.6<; which does not

occur before the fourth century is confined to the training school.

G.

The lexicographers give the usual stereotyped explanations of this terra

frapdyeiv KOI 8ia<rTp<f>eiv, <rtce\iiv Kal SicurTptyeiv.
49 The true explan-

Fio. 6. HERACLES AND TKITOX. B.-F. AMPHORA is B.M. B 223.

ation was suggested long ago by Hermann in connexion with the chorus in

Sophocles' Trachiniae 497-530 describing the contest between Heracles and

Achelous, and a comparison of the monuments leaves no doubt as to the

47
Hartwig, Fig. 12.

44
Dianys. xxxvii. 560.

Snidas, Photius, Etym. Mag.
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correctness of Hermann's interpretation. K\i/j.arcieiv means to jump on to an

opponent's back knotting one's legs and arms about him to make as it were

a ladder of him. The cognate word /eXt^a/a? is used similarly of a woman
who makes a ladder of herself by allowing some one to climb upon her back.

Sophocles describes the struggle between Heracles and Achelous as an

athletic contest. It was the pankration -Tra/iTrX^/cra n-ayxovtra r aed\'

dywvaw, and Kypris stood by as umpire holding the rod, pa/38ov6fji.ei,

TOT' rfv ^e/305, r)v 8e r6i~(ov

ravpeicov r' dvafjuyba

r)v

7r\rfy/J,aTa KOI

o\6evra

d/j.(f>otv.

FIG. 7. HERACLES AND ACHELOUS. R.-F. STAMNOS. B.M. E 437. (Gerh. A. V. 115.)

Every detail in this passage recalls the representations of the contest on

the vases, in the light of which the ro^wv Trarayo? becomes at once

intelligible. Heracles has his bow still slung across his shoulders and the
'

clatter of the bow '

mingles quite naturally with the '

clatter of fists and

horns
'

in the scene depicted on Fig. 8.

The scholiast commenting on a/x^iVXe^TOi K\ifJiaKe<; says Trava/3do'i<;
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Trapa avut re xal Karto avrovs <rrp<f)(T0ai fv rf) ^id^rj, rovro Be TO <ryT}/za

'Hpa/c\t
f

oiM? aKovcrreov. The scholiast is right : K\ifiaKKTfi6<; does mean

mounting on an opponent's back and this type is associated in art with

Heracles in his contests with various monsters. A very favourite subject in

early art was Heracles wrestling with the fish-tailed Triton. We find it on

island gems, on bronzes from Olympia, in the pediments of the temple of

Assos, in the archaic pediments from the Acropolis,
50 and on numerous black-

figured vases (Fig. 6).
61 Heracles attacks the Triton from behind and knots his

arms round his neck : in the pediments where the group fills the angle space
he sprawls beside the Triton, on the more ample vase spaces he is always

FKJ. 8. HERACLES AND ACHELOUS. B.-F. HYDRIA. B.M. B 313. (Oaz. Arch.)

represented astride the Triton who vainly strives to loosen his grip. On a

r.-f. stamnos in the British Museum E 437 by Pamphaeus (Fig. 7) we find the

same type adapted to the contest with Achelous, who differs only from the

Triton in the addition of the horn. This vase is, however, exceptional, Achelous

usually being represented as a bull with a human head or body, while Heracles

attacks him either in front or from behind and seizes his horn. Here too

the motive is taken from the pankration or wrestling. On a b.-f. amphora
in the Louvre,

62
Achelous, who is here represented centaur-like with a man's

body growing out of a bull's, seizes with his hand Heracles' left foot, an

adaptation of the Antaeus type ; on a b.-f. amphora and a hydria, both in the

60 E. A. Gardner, Greek Sculpture, pp. 63,

112, 159.
41 B.M. rases B 201, 223, 224, 311, 312, 493,

U.S. VOL. XXVI.

494; Gerh. A.V. 111.
M Arch. Zcii. 1862, PI. CLXVII.
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British Museum B 228, 313 (Fig. S),
63 we have, I think, a reminiscence of the

Triton type. Heracles has seized Achelous by the horn and by the beard :

Achelous has been forced on to his knees and Heracles raises his left leg in

order to mount astride him. It is by the same means that Theocritus repre-

sents Heracles killing the Nemean lion,
54

though the artistic type is not as

far as I know employed for this contest.

We see then that the explanation of the scholiast is supported by the

evidence of an artistic type with which Sophocles must have been familiar.

Heracles is represented constantly as '

mounting
'

on the Triton, and some-

times on Achelous. The motive, as we see from the literary and artistic

evidence, is borrowed from the palaestra, and its identification with K\ifjLag is

confirmed by the elaborate description of it in the account of Heracles and

Achelous by Ovid,
55 who faithfully preserves the old literary and artistic

tradition.

Further evidence is supplied by a line of Plato Comicus, Hpe<rj3. 2.

%atpei<; avrbv perairerredaas KCU StaXt//.a/aVa9. To execute the \t//,a it

was necessary to get behind one's opponent either by turning him round

/ieTay8*/?afetz/,
56 or by springing round him. fieraTrerreveiv, to move a

draughtsman, is an obviously appropriate variation for fjLerafttfid&iv, and

Buue\ifHucifav is merely a strengthened form of K\ifjLaieieiv perhaps denoting
the success of the movement, just as Sicnrakateiv means to wrestle success-

fully, or throw. The other method is clearly described by Lucian in

Anacharsis 31. Anacharsis draws a humorous picture of the Greeks advanc-

ing to meet an enemy's attack like boxers with clenched fists.
' And the

enemy/ he says,
'

naturally cower before you and take to flight for fear lest, as

they stand gaping, you fill their mouths with sand'or TrepnrrjStfo-avre? a>9 Kara

vcarov yevrjcrOe, TrepnrXegrjre avrois TO, <TK\r) jrepl rrjv jaarepa teal Bidy^rjre
VTTO TO KpdvO? V7TO/3a\6vT<> TOV TTrf^VV.'

The K\ifjia/ci<Tfj,6<; may be used when the opponent is standing or when
he is already on the ground, but both varieties belong to the pankration and

not to opOrj 7rd\ij. For it is impossible to throw an opponent in this way
without falling oneself, and in the standing type as well as on the ground

throttling is employed to force him to yield. The standing type is described

by Philostratus in his picture of the wrestling Erotes.57 6 fiev yprjtce rov

dvriTraXov 7repnrrd<f avry Kara r&v va)r(ov KCU e? Truly/na dTro\a/j,/3dvei ical

Kara&et rot 9 crtceX-ecnv, 6 8e ovre aTrayopevei /cat opOos viraviararai, KOI SiaXvei

rrjv %ipa vfi ^9 dy^erai <7Tpe/3X<oo-a9 eva rwv SaKrvXwv, peO' ov OUKCTC ol

\onroi e%ovcriv ovSe elcrlv ev rc3 d^rpi^, d\yel Be 6 <Trpe(3\.ovp,evo<s KO\ Kare<r0iei

rov TraKaivrov TO 0^9- offev bvexepaivova-iv ol 0ea>/j,voi rwv epwrtov a>9 doi-

KOVVTI Kal K7ra\aiovn. The type on the ground is described by Lucian in the

first chapter of the Anacharsis, and at greater length by Heliodorus.58 Both

83 Arch. Zeit. 1885, PL VI.; Gaz. Arch. 1875,
56 Cf. vol. xxv. of this Journal, p. 287.

PL XX. 57 1m. i. 6, 12.

54 xx. 266 ff.
M Aeth. x. 31, 32, quoted in full by Krause,

65 Met. ix. 33 IF., especially 51, 52. Cf. op. cit. p. 912.

Lucan, fhars. iv. 626 ; Statins, Thcb. 900.
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types occur on the Tusculan Mosaic to which reference has been made
;

in both cases we see the attack made from behind, the legs turned round the

opponent's body and the arms round his neck.

Very similar is the Uffizi wrestling group, of which according to Hans
Lucas the Mosaic group is a reminiscence. In the marble, however, the

uppermost wrestler is not throttling his opponent and cannot have been so

represented whether the present restoration of his right arm is correct or not.

It is presumptuous to give an opinion without having seen the original, but

so far as I can judge from photographs and casts I see no reason to doubt the

general correctness of the restoration. The fallen wrestler is supporting
himself on his left arm, and his opponent's immediate object is to breakdown
that support. This could be effected by a blow. For the underneath

wrestler's right, arm being secured he can only guard his head with his left.

The description in Heliodorus is to the point. Theagenes having forced the

Aethiopian champion on to his knees twines his legs round him and then

knocking away his wrists eK/cpova-dfievo^ TOI)<? icapirovs ol? eVepetSo/iei/o? 6

AWio-ty dvi% ra a-repva and knotting his arms round his head he forces

him down on his stomach to the ground. While a wrestler is supporting
himself on his hands and knees his position is far from hopeless, and he can

by a quick and vigorous movement often overturn his adversary and secure

the advantage. Such is the moment selected by the sculptor of the Uffizi

marbles : the victory is still undecided, the uppermost wrestler is anxious to

make sure of his victory, the other is eagerly watching to take advantage of

any carelessness on the part of his opponent and reverse matters. The situation

can be illustrated by Philostratus' account of the death of Arrhichion.

Arrhichion is being strangled by his opponent who is on the top with arms and

legs entwined round him
;
but even as he is expiring he takes advantage of a

moment's relaxation of the grip to kick his right leg free, and rolling over so

as to crush his opponent's left side he seizes his right foot and twists it out

of its socket with such violence as to force him to yield and so even with his

last breath he secures the victory.
59

The term -rrXiyfjia preserved by Hesychius is apparently another name
for K\ifjLaKi(rfji6f. He defines it as ftfjfia UTTO TWV tcvXiofievav teal iraXaiuvrcov

orav TrapaftdvTfs rots <rKe\(ri

H. c

The trick by which Arrhichion secured his victory appears to have been

similar to that known as TO dTroTnepvifciv, the invention of which Philo-

stratus assigns to the Cilician pankratiast nicknamed, for the smallness of his

stature. Halter.60 The latter, on his way to compete at Delphi, stopped at

the shrine of the hero Protesilaus, to consult him and ask how he could

vanquish his opponents. The hero replied iraToufievos. He was disconcerted

89 Im. ii. 6. Cf. Pans. viii. 40, 2.
80 Heroic. 53, 54.

c 2
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at first by such an answer, but being a man of invention he devised TO

airotrrepvi^etv, understanding that the advice of Protesilaus was fjirj /j,0i<rdai

rov TroSoV rov yap 7rpo<nra\aiovra rfj rrrepvy rrareladai re fi/e^eo? j^prj

KOL v7roKi(r6ai TO) dvTi7rd\w. By this means he acquired renown and was

never defeated. We have seen already that Philostratus enumerates among
the methods of the pankratiast trcpvpw TrpocriraXaieiv. In the LXX. Trrepvl^w

is used of Jacob supplanting Esau, and in the account of the birth of the

twins we read l\a/3e TT}? Trrepvrj*;.
61 Suidas explains the verb as dirara f)

Aa*Ti'et, and Liddell and Scott translate it accordingly in the passage of

Philostratus quoted above '

to kick off with the heel.' One can only suppose

that they took the translation on trust and did not verify the reference. For

Philostratus leaves no possible doubt as to the true meaning,
'

to seize by the

heel and so throw.' This meaning is required by every passage quoted and

is in agreement with a further note in Suidas irrepva 6 80X05 teal rrrepvifa

TO Kara/SdXXw. We have seen how Antaeus grabs at the foot of Heracles

and how in doing so he is forced on to his knees. Antaeus represents clumsy
untrained brute force. In the hands of a strong and active adversary the

attack is far more dangerous and any one who has seen Japanese wrestle will

understand something of grips in which victory may be secured by falling,

a-v/j,7T\OK6i)v ev al? irepiyiyvecrdai ^pfj olov rrircrovra.

I. V

The last two sections will help us to understand these av^rc\oKai and

the VTrriaa-fioi mentioned by Philostratus. vimaaubs means '

falling back-

wards.' A favourite Japanese throw is the stomach throw. A wrestler

seizes his opponent by the shoulders or arms and throws himself backwards

at the same time planting his foot in the other's stomach and thus throwing
him heavily clean over his head while he himself falls lightly. The throw

was known to the Egyptians, being represented on the tombs of Beni-Hassan.

It is accurately described by Dio Cassius 62 in his account of a battle between

the Romans and the lazyges :

' whenever any of them fell backwards he would

drag his opponent after him and with his feet hurl him backwards as in

wrestling.' A similar method of defence is suggested by Pindar's description
of Melissos in the third Isthmian ode. 'In craft he is as the fox that

spreadeth out her feet and preventeth the swoop of the eagle.'
63 This clearly

denotes some form of vTrnaa-fjios, and once more Antaeus affords us an

example of the failure of this means of defence and of that described in the

last section. A b.-f. hydria in Munich w represents him lying on his back

with his right hand grasping Heracles' left foot and his left leg kicking him
in the stomach. But in vain. Heracles has seized his uplifted leg with his

81 Gen. xxvii. 36, xxv. 26. w
1. 78 :

62 Ixxi. 7 : a\\' (19' Sim6s TIS avruv tirtat, altrov & r' a.vcnriTvafj.(i>a f>6/n0ov tffxft-

<rvi'f<j>fi\KfTo r}>v a.vriira\ov KCL\ rots irofflf is w
Jahn, 114 ; Arch. Zeit. 1878, x.

foviriffia avf^iirrei iLairep lv ird\T].
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left hand and his head with the right, and forces leg and head together.

The only other example that I know of such a position is a bronze, figured

by Montfaucon,
86

representing a wrestler fallen on his back apparently

Fie. 9. B.-F. HTDRIA. MUNICH.

kicking his opponent in the face, but I have failed to discover any further

details of this group.

J. Technical Terms of Doubtful Meaning.

It remains briefly to mention certain technical terms known to us for the

most part only from lexicographers. Without further examples of their use

any explanation that can be offered is merely provisional.

ay tc v\t e tv (Pollux). Hesychius defines aytcv\ii as 17 rov ayKtovos

KapTrij and Grasberger therefore explains aytcvXi^eiv as seizing an opponent's

neck in the bend of the arm. Another explanation is suggested by the

scholiast to Homer, Iliad xxiii. 726, etcpovaev avrov, tfrijaiv, eirtrv^v ojriBev

TTJV lyvvrjv TJTI? ical aytcvXrj /caXeiTcu. Philostratus Im. ii. 6. 62 uses ayxvXrj

in the same way. aytcvXi&iv might therefore mean to
'

ham.' or strike

behind the knee.

Ant. Expl. iii. 166, 2 ; Reinach's Repertoire, ii. 538, 6.
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d 7 K ta v I e i v (Pollux), according to Krause = ayKvXt&iv, according to

Grasberger to drive one's elbow into an opponent's ribs, a trick of doubtful

utility in wrestling. Perhaps on the analogy of other wrestling terms it

might mean to seize an opponent by the elbow, a grip often represented.

a TT a 7 e t v (Pollux), meaning unknown.

Trapatcpovciv (Et. Mag.) Trapatcpoverai
= cnrara airo fieracpopds

r&v TraXatcrTlov ov KaTa/3a\\6vTcov aXX' ev wpa irapaKpovovroav ^ 77081 r\

%ipt tcai ov piTTTovTcov. It means therefore to deceive an opponent by

feinting either with hand or foot. Similarly a wrestler may by a false

movement of his own lose his balance, and so Plato describes the errors into

which a dialectician falls as o^aX/iiaro. a v<p' eavrov TrapafcetcpovcrTai

(Theaetet. 168 A).

TrX a 7 i d i v (Pollux) usually interpreted as Trapaicpoveiv. Perhaps
used in its natural sense 'to turn or throw sideways.' Thus Eustathius 1327.

8. R commenting on the Homeric wrestling match says 7r\dyioi iriirTovcnv.

Other technical terms occur in the Oxyrhynchus papyrus iii. 466. The

papyrus consists of three columns of which two have been published. The

first is so much mutilated as to defy interpretation ;
it is marked like the

second column by the repetition of the command TrXefoy varied by pen/rot/

which does not occur in the second column. The latter is much better

preserved and I have in previous articles suggested interpretations of certain

portions of it. I have been unable to form any consistent idea of the move-

ments described in lines 21-27 and I have therefore appended the whole text

in the hope that some one more experienced may be tempted to suggest a

solution.

s TO ftecrov
' KOI etc /ce-

<rv Treptdes
'

crv VTT ai/rrjv VTTO-

20 \aj3e
'

a-v 8ta/3a? TT\^OV'
<TV V7r6j3a\e rrjv Be^idv [

'

<r]v

ets o i7ro/3aXXet 7re/ji#[ei]5

Kara 7T\evpov rov ev[<i)]vv-

ftov /SaXe
'

<rv UTro/SaXe rrj ev-

25 wvv/jua
'

crv avrbv /iera/Sa?

TT\^OV
' av /iera/SaXou

'

(TV Ka-

ra TWV Bvo 7T\ej;ov

(TV ySaXe 7r68a
'

crv SmXa/S[e
'

crv e]

Trt/Sa? avdtc\a '

crv 7rpocrr[a<i\

30 avdvfve ical et? avro[y . . .

Xoi Kal avrbv

My thanks are due to Mr. Cecil Smith for permission to publish various

vases in the British Museum, and also to Mr. H. B. Walters for constant

assistance and advice, particularly with regard to the mythological types.

E. NORMAN GARDINER.



POEMANENUM.

[PLATE VI.]

THE site of Poemanenum is- a vexed question in Mysian topography,
on which no clinching evidence is as yet forthcoming : it is important for

its bearing (a) on the Roman road-system, and especially on Aristides'

routes, and (6) on the geography of the Byzantine wars. The position of the

place may thus be deduced from two sets of data relating respectively to the

Roman road-post and to the Byzantine fortress : those who work from road-

evidence alone tend to place the site either on the Aesepus at Gunen, or, more

vaguely, in the Tarsius valley : those who lay stress on the Byzantine
evidence point inevitably to Eski Manyas, a village some few miles south of

the lake of the same name.

The claims of Eski Manyas to the Byzantine site appear to me
incontestable :

l to put quite briefly what has often been discussed at length,

we have here remains of the strongest Byzantine castle in the district, in a

position corresponding to what we know of Poemanenum
; and, besides this,

an echo of the ancient name is evidently preserved.
2

I venture to differ, however, from Dr. Wiegand as to the import-

ance of Eski Manyas as a natural road centre : its direct communication

with the plain of Balukiser is a little used horse-track, while, of the two high-

roads which intersect at Manyas on Dr. Wiegand's map, the Pergamon-

Cyzicus would pass more expeditiously west of the lake, while his >'ipxaia

fia<ri\iKij, as the later route given by Hadji-Khalfa
3
shews, need never rise

so far into the hills. If this reasoning be correct. Manyas was the Byzantine

site, and the Roman lay elsewhere.

Such a theory has nothing in itself improbable : the territory of the

Poemaneni marched with that of Miletopolis on the east,
4 and may well

have extended to the Aesepus on the west : there is thus ample room for a

1 The identification was first made by Hamil- Voyages, 1845, ii. 139-40).

ton (ii. 105) : for descriptions of the site see a Cf. especially a form Tlotnaviov which occurs

also A. D. Mordtmann in Ausland 1855, 587 ;
in several episcopal lists.

A. Sorlin Dorigny in Jii-v. Arch, xxxiv. 102 ff. ;

3 Trans. Norberg, ii. 530. The road passed

J. A. R. Munro in Geog. Jotirn. 1897, 160 ; from Ulubad bridge by Salyr to Kurpeagatch.

and Th. Wiegand in Ath. Mitth. xxix. 282. 4 A boundary stone was found at Mihallitch

Le Has placed Poemanenum, fortress and (Ath. Mitth. xiv. 247, J.H.S. xvii. 271, 13, cf.

village, near Kestelek (Rev. Philol. i. .211-216, il. xxiv. 24).

if. V. ik- St. Martin in Xouvelles Annales lies
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second site, while the transfer of population to better protected positions in

troublous times is a common phenomenon.
The evidence of Stephanus is wholly in our favour: he describes

Poemanenum as (1) TTO\K? ijrot fypovpiov earn, 8e /cat (2) -^copiov T% KV^IKOV,

the (Byzantine) fortress and the (Roman) village on the road.

The Peutinger Table, to turn to the road evidence, places Phemenio

between Cyzicus and Argiza (Balia Bazar, on the upper Aesepus)
5 on the road

to Pergamon. This statement taken alone has led to the theory that

Poemanenum was at Gunen (on the lower Aesepus), and an inscription from

the latter has been restored with the name H]rjn[av]r)va)[v
6

: this, however,

granting the restoration to be correct, proves at most that the territory of

the Poemaneni extended to Gunen, while Aristides definitely separates the

springs on the Aesepus (certainly at Gunen) from the temple of Asclepius

at Poemanenum, which lay on his way thither. Gunen, then, may be

discarded.

Prof. Ramsay in his Historical Geography
8
placed Poemanenum in the

Tarsius valley, seeing that the Pergamon road must inevitably pass west of

the lake. We have evidence for a Roman road about Balia (probably the

Ergasteria of Galen,
' 440 stades from Cyzicus on the way to Pergamon '),

9

and the natural route thence to Cyzicus is the Tarsius valley. Munro,
10

after much consideration, inclines to the opinion that '

if Aristides was

making for Gunen
'

(which view Munro was forced to accept later),
11

' Poemanenum would fall about five miles north-west of Ilidja.'

The chroniclers of Barbarossa's expedition
12 throw a fresh light on the

subject. The army, on its way from Lampsacus to strike the Macestus valley

road, after crossing the Aesepus, passed a '

palus undique stagnans' (the lake

of Manyas) and encamped
'

inter oppidum Ypomenon et civitatem Arch-

angelon.'
13

Ypomenon is certainly the fortress of Manyas, while the civitas

Archangelos may well represent the town about the church of S. Michael,

which appears to have succeeded the temple of Asclepius at Poemanenum. 14

In 1904 I was tempted by the usual mysterious rumours to visit the

new Circassian village of Alexa, on the left bank of the lower Tarsius.15 Alexa

is one of many settlements which have been attracted by the rich grass-lands

of the broad valley, here separated from the plain and lake of Manyas only

by the low ridge on which Hadji Paon stands. Overlooking the valley just

west of the village is a hill crowned by a grove of small but well-grown oaks,

a peculiarity shared by none of the surrounding hills
; though the valley at

this point is said to be full of ancient remains right down to, and even

6 See Ath. Mitth. xxix. 272. " J.H.S. xxi. 234-5.
6 Ath. Mitth. ix. 35. The provenaiice given

I2 Ansbert (ed. Dobrotcsky] ; Tageno (Frcher

is 'South of Gunen.' Scriptores It. German.), Anon. Canisii (The-
7

i. 502-3, Dind. saunis iii. 527, ed. 1728 Antw.)
8 P. 158 (after Kiepert) though he identified 13 Anon. Canis. Ansbert lias inter civitatem

it with Manyas, doubting the correctness of the Archangelon et castrum qaoddam.
latter'a position on the map.

M
Acrop. 37 B lv rots ntptai TOV noi/jMt/rivov.

9 DC Medic. Simplic. ix. 127. ls About an hour below Suleimanly on
10 P. 168. Kiepcrt's map.
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beyond, the river, this particular hill is considered the surest place for stones,

and rubble foundations are visible in a clearing among the trees on the top.

Such a site, facing due south, and enjoying, as I was told, immunity from the

fevers of the lake plain, is perfectly suitable for a temple of Asclepius, what-

ever truth there may be in the villagers' story of an ancient hammam
discovered on the slope of the hill. The grove of oaks, again, may well be

referred to the ancient Zeus, who appears from the autonomous coins of

Poemanenum to have preceded Asclepius.

The comparative paucity of inscribed stones may be accounted for by the

newness of the settlement and by earlier plundering of the site both in modern

times by neighbouring villages and very possibly also by the Byzantine
builders of the castle at Manyas. Worked marble blocks are common both

at Alexa and at the next village below (Tchaoush Keui), while a thorough
search of the house walls a delicate business in a Mahometan village

would probably increase the list of inscriptions.

Beyond this, remains of two ancient bridges over the river are said to

exist, one immediately below the wooded hill, another half an hour higher :

the river was too high at the time of my visits to allow of my seeing any-

thing but very doubtful remains of the northern abutment of the first.

It is more important to note that the site at Alexa lies within a few

minutes of the modern road between Panderma and Balia, which, taking ad-

vantage of a low way in the hills, passes through the neighbouring villages

of Tchakyrdja and Hadji Paon; this road leaves the Tarsius valley at

Boghaz Keui to avoid the gorge and passes through Ilidja, descending into

the valley again above Kailar. An eastern branch of it passes through

Shamly to Balukiser. The road between Alexa and Balia, therefore, would

represent the Poemanenum-Ergasteria section of the Pergamon road while the

Shamly route was probably that taken by Aristides on his way to the Aesepus.
The coins shewn me in the villages included imperial of Cyzicus (at

Tchaoush Keui) and at Alexa a much worn autonomous coin of Poemanenum
itself

;
of this I have only found two other examples in the country (at

Panderma and Balukiser respectively) during four seasons' collecting.

Revisiting Alexa in 1905 I found the following inscriptions :

1. By the river : fragment of marble funeral relief. Letters '02.

A NAP 'AvBp[ofjid'xr) ? Mrjrpo ?-

AHP 8tap[ov, xaipe,

2. House-wall of Osman Effendi : marble '17 X '22. Letters '01.

IOZ

AIONYZIOY A<oiWou

TTOZIAEOZITOYTOYAe Iloo-tSeo? <ITOU> TOV 'A0[i)vaiov?

EZTIAIOZEZTIAIOY
f

E<rrmto? 'Eortat'oi;

OEO(()PAZTOY
OAOTOZOEO
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3. Ibid. : worn-bluish marble slab at foot of stairs, T08 x 0'63m., with

relief of herm in arched naiskos raised on steps. Letters "03.

IOY ... iov

\ 1 1 E

Other inscriptions from Alexa are published in J.H.S. xxv. 60 (22); cf.

C.I.G. 3700
;

ibid. 61 (23). See also below, No. 6.

At Tchaoush Keui are the following :

4. Fragment with bust in relief. Letters '02.

V\ A V7r6fj,vr)]/j.a
~A 1 Y I r Tatov 2[p/3i\iov ?

<IOYY A.OV]KIOV v[iov

5. Banquet stele, '08 X '60, broken. Letters '02.

MHNO(|5IAEMHNOEMIAOS
HPft({>IAOnATPI XAIPE

Below and to r. relief

of herm on steps,

For ripw <f)i\oTraTpi on a funeral stele, cf. A.-E.M. xx. 73 = Berl. Cat.

Sculp. 835 (Zeleia ?) : on a basis Ath. Mitth. vii. 254, 24 (Cyzicus). I also

saw fragments of a second banquet relief, and of a horseman relief, and

bought the lower half of a bronze plaque of Roman date with relief of

Cybele enthroned in naiskos flanked by Hermes Cadmilus and Artemis. 16

From Chaoush Keui comes the stele [PI. VI.], discovered and photo-

graphed by Mr. A. E. Henderson at Yeni Manyas, and now in the Imperial
Museum (No. 1502).

The dimensions of the stele are 1*08 by 070 metre: the reliefs are

somewhat unskilled and flat. The upper represents the deceased, accom-

panied by (a) an attendant with spare spears and (6) two dogs, riding right
with uplifted spear towards a wild boar, already seized by one of the dogs :

the thick, clumsy outlines (especially the shapeless head and neck) of the

horse do not suggest Greek models.

The lower relief shews a somewhat unusual type of the funeral banquet :

the wife of the deceased takes her place, as usual, on his couch, while a

second female figure is represented seated on a throne (which has lion-

head supports) to the right of the spectator, and receiving a patera from the

reclining male figure.

All the components of the upper relief occur, if not in this exact com-

bination, on the ' horseman
'

stelae characteristic of Thrace. Dumorit, in his

16 A somewhat similar plaque exists in the not uncommon, e.g., Berlin, Catal. Sculp. Nos.

Louvre (Catal. Bronzes No. 616) : the type is 692, 699.
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analysis of their types,
17 cites eight examples of the hero hunting; in seven

his quarry is a boar, in the other a stag. In two cases he is armed with a

spear, and in seven examples he is accompanied by a dog. In one at least he

is followed by an attendant with a spear. Finally, in nine cases the
'

horse-

man '

relief is associated with the
'

banquet
'

relief.

Dumont's No. 57 seems the nearest parallel to our own stele: on it the

horseman gallops right holding a spear, his mantle floating in]the wind
;
he is

accompanied by a dog and attacks a boar.

Nor are we without parallels at Cyzicus itself, where the horseman

relief is fairly common : in particular a stele from Ermeni Keui with two

reliefs published by Dr. Mordtmann in Ath. Mitth. vii. 253 (23) bears marked

resemblances, in type at least, to the Manyas reliefs : the style is radically

different
('
sehr hohes und sorgfaltig gearbeitetes Basrelief ') but the horseman

scene (here the lower relief) is a very near parallel. Dr. Mordtmann describes

it thus : 'Mann auf einem sich buumenden Pferd, schwingt den Speer nach

einem Wolf oder <?for-artigen Thiere. Hinter ihm ein Mann den Speer auf den

Riicken. Unter dem Pferd ein Hund.'

As far, then, as type is concerned, we should consider this stele one of the

monuments of the immigrant Thracians, of whom we have so many traces in

this part of Asia Minor,
18 and whose place is aptly enough filled to-day by

the horse-loving settlers from the Caucasus.

Still more interesting are the traces, first pointed out to me by Mr.

G. F. Hill, of Persian influence : to it must be referred the costume of the two

figures in the upper relief, and the treatment of the tail and mane of the

horse. Both of these are tied or plaited, the forelock of the mane forming
a kind of crest. This is shewn frequently in pure Persian monuments,19

while the tied tail occurs also on the coins supposed to have been struck by

Evagoras II. in Caria :
20 on these coins the pose of the rider sometimes closely

resembles that of our '

hero.'

A further point of interest, shewing the curiously partial action of the

Persian influence, is the treatment of the boar's mane : the gap in the

middle is a peculiarity common to certain districts all within the range of

Greek influence.21

On the other side of the lake, at Yenije Keui, Munro discovered 'a

marble slab with a sculptured relief of three horsemen in Oriental garb

galloping over two corpses. The style and types resemble those of the

17 Initcrr. de la Thrace, p. 513. Unfortu- Cf. e.g. Perrot, Perse, p. 801, Fig. 474,

nately none seem to be illustrated. and the cylinder (Babelon, Coll. Pauvert de la

18 It is perhaps pertinent in the present Chnpclle, PI. III. 17) compared by Mr. Hill

connexion to cite as an example the name (/>'. .If. Cat. Cyprus, cxi.) with the Evagoras
Poemanenum and the Macedonian tribe Poe- coin-type.

menii mentioned by Stephanas. Radet (de
1JO

Babelon, Perses Achemenidcs, p. cxxiii.

Coloniia a Maccdonibus . . . deductis, p. 10)
- 1

Lycia, Cyprus, and S. Russia ;
see Furt-

assigns a Macedonian origin to the place on the waengler, GoMfund von J'fUenfelde, p. 28 :

ground of Pliny's juxtaposition of Poemaneni I owe this reference to the kindness of Mr.

'Macedones. 0. M. Dal ton.
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Lycian reliefs
'

:
w and higher up the Karadere I saw a mutilated lion in

marble which certainly betrayed non-Greek influence, especially in a curious

convention of loops set in rows to represent the hair of the mane.

Another inscription probably belonging to the series is published in

Syllogos viii. 171 (1). The provenance is given as
'

near Miletopolis,'
^ the

inscription being communicated by Nicodemus, Metropolitan of Cyzicus, who

placed Miletopolis at Hadji Paon 24
(Kiepert's Adji Bunar). The text runs :

a8\i<; TOV ficopbv \

Ho<rei86vi (sic) \
KXavSiavb? 'A.<r-

ov TOV
\ 'AvSpoveixov iep(t)fj,e[vo<; Tr/awro? TOV 6e-

\bv K T<av ISitov
| dveQrjKev.

The beginning is possibly to be restored fiera TOV a-e]t-a-fjibv d[va0]ei<},

but, as we know nothing of the stone, conjecture is rash : the restoration

o-eia-fjLov, however, has the advantage of giving an appropriate cause for

the dedication inland. It should be noted also that (a) KXavoiavbs 'A<7K\rj. is

one of the few magistrates' names which occur on the imperial coins of

Poemanenum :

25
(6) that this coin is of Commodus as Caesar : and (c) that an

earthquake destroyed Smyrna in the last years of M. Aurelius.26 The type of

the coin an Eros similar to the Parian is unique in the district, and it is

possible that EPHTOS should replace RPnTOZ in line 7, and that the dedi-

cation refers to the statue shewn on the coin.

I take this opportunity of publishing the following :

6. Panderma, Levon Effendi : stele with two reliefs, the upper broken

away except remains of altar, Zeus and eagle : beneath. Letters '015.

TARtfOYOEOYANEGHCAeiKeTeYCON

Ouapt(o)? ..... Tla>\\i(i)v tear' eVt-

rayrjv TOV 6eov dve6i]Ka eucertvw

The lower relief represents a man leading bull r. to sacrifice. This

stele is possibly from Alexa, since with it was a small square base with relief,

of which I saw a counterpart in Alexa.

7. Fragment with remains of incised outlines of feet, inscribed (letters

015).

POY HrAACJ) AZKA NHT

OY OZ HHIA OAI
AOY POY

22 J.G.S. 1897, 158. \tyovaiv ol nBtvTfs avrjjv [sc. Mi\T)rovito\ti>]
13 '

AvTfypd<pr) iv TLV\ TovpKiny x<ap(<fi ir\i)ffiov irapa rb TovpiciKbv x taP^("' X.afj.a/j.\i, avfitrtpt-

rf;r roiroOfffias TTJS fv Mvcrla Mi\ijToir6\fti>f . . . \a^.Bo.vofj.tvov KO< TOV veov XpiffnaviKOv \<apiov

TOJ ffitfjif'ia 8r ixp"nff^fvff(V >J)3a(rj o7aAjuaros.
-"'

Habelon, Jnv. ; Waddington 996 (Com-
24 In his npoX7d/ifi'a wtpl rfji ^irapx's T^S modus) ; cf. also Zeitschr. /. JVm. iii. 123.

KV^KOV, printed with '

A.Ko\<,v6ia TOV iv iytois
-6

Waddington, Vic d'Aristide, pp. 66 ;
cf.

iraTpbs ripiav Ai/j.i\iavov tiriffKdirov Trjs Kv^litov, Dio Cass. Ixxi. 37.

Cons. 1876, pp. 26, 27 : Kaff yniu iriOavtAroTa

\
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There are many other similar monuments from Cyzicus, Dethier Bpig.

Pis. VIT-IX incl.
;
Ath. Mittk. vi. 122, 4; vii. 252, 18a, b; x. 207. 32;

cf. C.T.G. 6485. Outside Cyzicus, cf. Fraenkel Inschr. v. Perg. 574, C.I.G.

4945-6.

The Thrakia fCome stele (J.H. S. xxiv. 21. 4, Imperial Museum, No. 1503)

is now said to have come from Mahmun Keui.

The correct restoration of the honorary inscription of Trophimus (J.H.S.

xxiii. 77. 8) is rNW]MH[B]OYAH[ZKAl!A]HMOY, etc.

8. Apollonia (copy communicated by M. Alplionse Serafimoff).

Stele with pediment :

APOAAHNIAOZPPAIIOY
'

A7ro\\coviSo<; Upa%iov

THZPPAIIOYTOYPA T>}? Upa&ov rov Ua-

TPHNOZ T/Jwi/o?

F. W. HASLUCK.

Note on an Inscription from Maiinara.

The following epigraphic text from Marmara, published by M. J. Gedeon

,

27
p. 90, is not without importance for the history of Cyzicus and

Proconnesus in Imperial times. Gedeon published (1) copies taken by
himself of three fragments, and (2) a copy, communicated by a friend, taken

from the same stone when in a more perfect condition.

(1) a 7 ft

HAIOSNITEPIE ATOKAIZA OKOPNHAIOZ
KAIEHETEAEZE OYZAmNAZ I

APXOYNTOZ AAEKIANOY IEPHZ

EHEYTYXIAH ZEYTYXIAOY YTOKPATO

IZTHAAHNANE ZTHZEN
IKOYNTOZEPM AHPOYTOY
OAAftNIOYIEPHZ ENOYTHZ
TPOZZHZITENOY OYMENEY((>PO
ZAABONTOZAIA AIOYIOYAIOY

APXOYNTOZ
YHTAPOEP
PTOYIEPHZ

PIOZKOAP
ATOKAIZAP

27
Constantinople, Keil, 1895.
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(2) HAIOZNirEPIEPHZATOKAIEAKAIEriETE

AEZETOYZAmNAZAPXOYNTOZKA*APXOYNTOZ
AYTOKPATOPOZKAITITOYAIAAAPIANOY*ZnZI

rENOYTOYMENO(t>POZIEPHZAMENOYTHZTPOZ
PIOZKOAPATOYATOKAICAPKAIEAkAIEriETE
AEZETOYZAmNAZANTHNOlKOYZGEOKPI
TOYGEOKnOYIEPHZATOKAIEAKAIEHETE
AEZETOYZATnNAZ

(1) is a careful copy, and the small space between (a) and (7) is easily

restored : in (7) I have divided 11. 6, 7, which are printed by Gedeon as a

single line : (2) is a very unintelligent copy (further perverted by the frequent
recurrence of formulae which has distracted the copyist's eye) and evidently

neglectful of spaces where the inscription is illegible : the first four lines are

a mangled version of 11. 1-8 in (1), the rest carries us further. I have

inserted 109) quite conjecturally in an obvious but not indicated lacuna in

l(a), supplying the Emperor's name from (2), where a comparison with l(a)

shews it is misplaced.

The following is an attempt at combination :

Ko/Ji/] 77X409 N/7ep ie[prj(7^aro Kaura-

teal eVereXeo-e [T]OI"? dywvas.

[K]X. Atciavo[v

rj\v crrij\\r)v d

ov (T)OV

, ieprja-[a/jL\vov TTJS

T\OV

v 'lov\tov . .

I .. . K o pv 7\ i o 5 N 476/5...
I e p i][<r a T o K a /<r ap o 9 K a I eTre-]

[reXecre rou? ay&vas]
i TT Tr\a P%OVVTOS a v r o K p d r o p o ?

K a 4. T i T o v A I X. 'A B p i a v o v ['A v-

Ttoveivov?], I e prj cr[a /* e v o v

ical eVe-

reXecre

??] @0/C/34TO(9)

p\(ir}ov ieprjGdTo Ko/(<r)a[/309

KCU eVereXeo-e roi9 dywva*;.

For the form ieptjo-aTo, cf. J.H.S. xvii. 271, 12. iepq(rd/j,evov.
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From the inscription we gain the following information

1. That the worship of the Proconnesian Mother (Pans. viii. 46) was

important down to Imperial times, and that the priest was either the epony-
mous of Proconnesus or intimately associated with the Imperial cult : the

Imperial festival mentioned, it should be remarked, was certainly not annual,

as is shewn by the intercalated Hipparch Euneos : the mention of the setting

up of the stele suggests that the cult was only established in Hadrianic

times. A dedication to Antoninus is published by Gedeon (op. cit. p. 101,

PI. II. 11.)

2. Several new Hipparchs' names, viz. :

(a) Claudius Decianus (Euneos ?) : a Claudius Euneos was certainly

stratcf/us at Cyzicus under Hadrian (Coins e.g. B.M. 214
; cf. also a base at

Yeni Keui, Ath. Mitth. vii. 254. 24).

(b) Hermodorus Apollouii.

(c) Antoninus : on the poor authority of (2), but in consideration of

other Imperial hipparchates at Cyzicus (Caligula, Ditt. 2. 365, Drusus, J.H.S.

xxiv. 28). Antoninus was certainly at Cyzicus as proconsul in 120

(Waddington, Pastes No. 135).

F. W. HASLUCK.



CLAY-SEALINGS FROM THE FAYUM.

DURING the excavations of Messrs. Hogarth Grenfell and Hunt for the

Egypt Exploration Fund in the winter of 1895-6 on the site of Karanis(Kom

Ushirn) in the Fayum, a considerable number of clay-sealings were found,

mainly in the cellars of the Roman houses. These were recently put in my
hands for investigation and offer some interesting material.

The sealings have evidently come from various kinds of articles : in

many instances the clay is too much broken for any determination of the

shape which it had taken to be possible ;
but among the better preserved

pieces are examples from the mouths of bottles, some of which have been

squeezed down into the neck like a cork, others placed over a linen covering,

sometimes tied down with cord : others are from the flat sides of wooden

boxes, often showing the marks of cord : others again from parcels of irregu-

lar shape, in some cases seemingly wrapped in papyrus. The common points

of all are that they consist of lumps of Nile-mud, and that they have been

impressed, while the clay was damp, with signets, which were presumably
those of the merchants who forwarded the goods upon which the sealings

were placed. It is these impressions which give the interest to this collection,

and they are therefore catalogued in the following list.

It should be premised that the material is not a good one for taking

sharp impressions from intaglios', and therefore the descriptions of the work

must in some cases be rather vague. Some of the sealings, also, are breaking

up through the impregnation of the clay with salt
;
and in a few instances

the only example of a type preserved is incomplete. The list, however, at-

tempts to give, so far as is possible, in addition to a description of the type
and size of the seal, a rough classification of the workmanship : the number
of impressions of each type is added. In the descriptions, the position of the

objects is as they appear on the sealing.

A. Graeco-Egyptian and Egyptian Deities.

1. Head of Sarapis, facing, crowned with inodius.

Oval. 14x11 mm. Fairly good. (5)

2. Bust of Sarapis to right, wearing modius : hair bound with taenia.

Oval. 12x8 mm. Poor. (3)

3. Bust of Sarapis to right, wearing modius : hair bound with taenia.

Oval. 15x11 mm. Fairly good. (1)
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I, Head .!' S.irupis {> rk'lit, wearing modius.

Oval. 15x10 HUM. Poor. (ft)

5. H irapis to right, wearing mediae, nnomtdad by legend A I CONG AP AH 1C
Oval. 12x10 iniu. Moderate. (5)

6. Bust of Sarapis facing (impression from a signet in high relief).

(1)

7. Head of Helios Sanipis to right, wearing modius and radiate down ; in front an object

(defaced).

Oval. 15x11 mm. Good. (2)
-
u-apis seated to right on throne with high back, with left hand stretched out (part of

impression defaced).

Oval. 15x12 mm. Fair (?) (1)

9. Jugate busts to right of Sarapis, wearing modius and taenia, and Isis, crowned with

disk and horns : both draped.
Oval. 12-5x10-5 mm. Fair. (11)

10. Jugate busts to right of Sarapis, wearing taenia, and Isis, crowned with disk and
horns : both draped.

Oval. 16 x 11.r) mm. Fairly good. (2)

11. Busts of Sarapis to right, crowned with modius : behind, bust of Isis to right, crowned
with horns and plumes : before, bust of hawk-headed Horns to left, crowned with

modim.
Circular. 14 mm. Rough. (3)

12. Busts of Sarapis to right, wearing modius, draped, and hawk-headed Horus to right,

draped, divided by vertical line.

Circular. 11 mm. Fairly good. (3)

13. Bust of Sarapis to right, flanked by figures of Dioscuri standing facing with heads

turned inwards : below the bust, in two lines, the name
(ON

Rectangular. 16x12 mm. Poor. (1)

14. Sarapis standing facing, with head turned to left, crowned with modius, wearing

chlamys thrown over left arm, in right hand holding patera over altar : on left, Isis

standing to right, crowned with disk and horns, wearing long chiton, holding in

left hand a wreath over head of Sarapis, and on right arm a cornucopiae.

Circular. 11 mm. Fair. (4)

15. Bust of Sarapis to right, crowned with modius : below, eagle standing with wings

spread and raised, head to left.

Oval. 15 x 12 mm. Coarse. (2)

16. Head of Sarapis to right : in front, defaced object : below, eagle standing turned to

left, with wings spread, head to right.

Oval. 15x11 mm. Coarse. (1)

17. Head of Sarapis to right, wearing taenia and crowned with modius, faced by ram

standing to left, above which a crescent.

Oval. 15x11 mm. Fair. (4)

18. Head of Sarapis to left, crowned with modius, faced by griffin standing to right
Oval. 15x11 mm. Moderate. . (1)

I'.i. Bust of Sarapis to right, wearing taenia and crowned with modius, flanked on each

side by uraeus erect turned inwards.

Circular. 19 mm. Fairly good. (6)

20. Bust of Sarapis to right, wearing taenia and crowned with modius, flanked on each

side by uraeus erect turned inwards : beneath, a horizontal line : below this, scarab

with wings spread.
Oval. 19x14 mm. Poor. (2)

H.a V<>L. xxvi. D
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21. Bust of Sarapis to right, crowned with modi us : behind, a vulture (?) to right, in front,

a hawk to left, both standing on a horizontal line : from the middle of this, a

vertical line dividing lower part of field, on each side of which a lion walking
inwards : at bottom, scarab with wings spread.

Oval. 17xl3min. Poor. (1)

22. Head of Sarapis to right, flanked by erect uraei turned inwards : below, two lions

standing facing each other : at bottom, scarab with wings spread.

Oval. 17 x 12 mm. Poor. (7)

23. Isis seated to right on high-backed throne, crowned with disk and horns and wearing
a long chiton : she nurses an infant Harpokrates crowned with skhent, raising his

right hand and holding in his left a lotus-flower (?) : in front |H (or HI).

Oval. 16x12 mm. Rough. (8)

24. Isis seated nursing Horus as on 23, but Horns holds nothing in his left hand.

Oval. 18x12 mm. Fair. (1)

25. Bust of Horus, body facing, head to right, crowned with disk, and wearing deep
collar : side-lock shown.

Oval. 15x11 mm. Fair. (3)

26. Bust of Horus, body facing, head to right, wearing deep collar : side-lock shown.

Oval. 10x7 mm. Moderate. (4)

27. Bust of Horus, body facing, head to right, wearing deep collar, side lock shown :

in front, serpent.

Oval. 15x11 mm. Coarse. (1)

28. Bust of Horus as on 27, with serpent in front.

Oval. 12x9 mm. Fairly good. (1)

29. Bust of Horus, hawk-headed, body facing, head to right, crowned with skhent and

wearing deep collar.

Oval. 14 x 10 mm. Fair. (9)

30. Bust of Horus, serpent-headed, body facing, head to right, wearing deep collar.

Oval. 12x9 mm. Moderate. (15)

31. Horus seated to right on ground, with knees drawn up, crowned with skhent, holding
out serpent in his right hand.

Oval. 12x9 mm. Rough. (28)

32. Horus seated with serpent as on 31.

Oval. 10 x 6 mm. . Poor. (8)

33. Horus standing facing, head to right, nude, holding up a serpent in each hand.

Oval. 12x9 mm. Fair. (13)

34. Horus standing with serpents as on 33.

Oval. 14x10 mm. Rough. (5)

35. Horus seated to left on throne, wearing long robe : behind him, gazelle to right

(upper part only shown) : before him, baboon seated on its haunches to right :

above this, ibis (?) to right : over his head, an indefinite object : he holds out a

snake (or scorpion) with both hands.

Oval. 15 x 13 mm. Poor. (10)

36. Horus seated to left, nude, with knees drawn up, on basket : facing him, winged

griffin seated to right, with left front paw raised : above its head, uraeus erect to

right : between this and head of Horus, scarab : above this, scorpion to right.

Oval. 16x11 mm. Fair. (6)

37. Horus seated to right, nude, with knees drawn up, disk on head : facing him, hawk

standing to left : over it, disk and uraeus (?) to left.

Oval. 17 x 13 mm. Course. (1)

38. Bust of Harpokrates to right, crowned with skhent, finger to lip?.

Oval. 8x5 mm. Poor. (G)
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llar|mkrates standing to left, nude, wiih right hand to lips, and cornucopiae on

left arm.

Oval. 12 x 81111.1. Fair. (13)

40. Harpokrates (I) standing to left, nude, with right hand raised, left resting on sceptre :

in front, altar.

<>\ul. 11x8 linn. Fair. (1)

41. Harpokrntes seated to left, on lotus-flower, nude, disk on head, with right hand to

lips, holding club in left.

Oval. 13x10 mm. Poor. (2)

42. Harpokrates seated on horse advancing to right, nude, crowned with skhent (?), head

turned back, hand to lips.

Oval. 12x9 nnii. Rude. (12)

43. Harpokrates seated to right, apparently nude and crowned with modi us, left hand to

lips, right holding scourge over shoulder, on rain walking to right.

Oval. 16x11 mm. Fair. (1)

44. Harpokrates seated to left, nude, with right hand to mouth, on back of androsphinx
couched to right.

Circular. 12 nun. Poor. (1)

45. Bust of Hershef, ram-headed, facing, showing horns on each side, wearing hem-hem
crown.

Oval. 15x11 mm. Rough. (2)

46. Bust of Zeus Ammon to right, draped, crowned with disk.

Qval. 15x12 mm. Fair. (1)

47. Bust of Zeus Ammon to right, draped, crowned with disk.

Rectangular. 12 x 10 mm. Fair. (3)

48. Head of Zeus Ammon to right, crowned with disk : below, ram standing to right
crowned with disk and horns.

Oval. 17x13 mm. Rough. (1)

49. Anubis, jackal-headed, standing facing, head to left, nude, holding palm-branch (?) ia

right hand, in left caduceus: chlamys thrown over left arm.

Oval. 14x10 mm. Fair. (12)

50. Hermanubis standing facing, head to left, nude, with legs crossed, and left elbow

resting on pillar : in right hand palm-branch, in left caduceus (?)

Oval. 15 x 12 mm. Fair. (1)

51. Bust of Osiris, facing, wearing atef (?) crown, scourge over each shoulder.

Oval. 14 x 12 mm. Rude. (5)

B. Greek Deities and Mythical Figures.

52. Bust of Athene to right, wearing helmet : in front, spear upright.

Oval. 12 x 10 mm. Fair. (19)

53. Athene advancing to right wearing long chiton, left hand raised, with right seizing

serpent erect in front.

Oval. 12x9 mm. Poor. (41)

54. Bust of Apollo to right, wearing taenia, chlamys over shoulders (of archaistic style).

Oval. 10x9 mm. Fair. (3)

55. Bust of Helios to right, wearing radiate crown, chlamys over shoulders.

Oval. 13x9 mm. Fair. (8)

56. Head of Herakles to right, bearded, wearing taenia.

Oval. 17 x 15 mm. Coarse. (3)

57. Head of Herakles to right, bearded.

Oval. 15x11 mm. Fair. (2)

D 2
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58. Herakles standing facing, head to right, nude, holding out on left hand figure of Nike,.

in right hand lion-skin and club.

Oval. 15 x 9 nun. Fair. (2)

59. Tyche standing to right, wearing long chiton and peplos, crowned with modius : in

left hand rudder, on right arm cornucopiae.

Oval. 15 x 10 mm. Fair. (7)

60. Tyche standing to left, wearing long chiton, crowned with modius : in right hand

rudder, on left arm cornucopiae.
Oval. 18x14 mm. Fairly good. (1)

61. Leda reclining to left, with robe over legs, embraced by swan.

Oval. 14x11 mm. Moderate. (7)

62. Gorgoneion.
Oval. 18x14 mm. Fair. (2)

C. Egyptian Animal Forms.

63. Ram standing to left, with head turned back : round upper edge from right, with

letters outwards, the legend I C 6 O C

Oval. 13x11 mm. Fair. (1)

64. Hawk-headed crocodile (Soknopaios ?), crowned with disk (?), to right, head turned

back : behind head, crescent : legs twisted underneath : below, two lines

(perhaps <5).

Oval. 16x13 mm. Rough. (7)

t>5. Winged griffin seated to right on haunches.

Oval. 15x14 mm. Rough. (4)

66. Winged griffin, seated to right on haunches : right fore-paw on wheel.

Oval. 16 x 15 mm. Moderate. (1)

67. Winged griffin, couched to right.

Oval. 10x7 mm. Fair. (10)

68. Griffin seated to right on haunches.

Oval. 12x9 mm. Poor. (1)

69. Lion-headed sphinx couched to right : below, scarab with wings spread.
Oval. 13x10 mm. Fair. (3)

70. Lion-headed sphinx couched to right : below, scarab with wings spread : behind 1

head, crescent (?).

Oval. 14x11 mm. Moderate. (7)

71. Human-headed sphinx couched to right, with Egyptian headdress : tail turned over

back, with threefold end : in right paw, ankli (?) upright.

Oval. 16x13 mm. Moderate. (1)

72. Uraeus serpent erect to right, crescent on head : a key (?) horizontally across field :

at edge, below, on right, O~l, above, on left, ^ (i.e. TOP reversed).

Circular. 33 mm. Fair. (3)

73. Two uraei, erect, crowned with disks, facing one another.

Oval. 15 x 12 mm. Fair. (3)

74. Two uraei erect, facing one another.

Oval. 14x12 mm. Poor. (2)

75. Two uraei as 74.

Oval. 12x10 mm. Poor. (1)

76. Two uraei as 74.

Oval. 13x11 mm. Poor. (2)

77. Two uraei as 74, but crowned with crowns of Upper and Lower Egypt respectively..

Oval. 12x10 mm. Coarse. (2)
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^t.iin]) divided into two compartments vertically : in left one, uraeus serpent erect to

right : in right, DSO downwards : surrounded by line-border ( ? 'Optrtvoi^is).

I; tan^ulai. 30x25 mm. Rough. (42)

79. Uraeus serpent with head f Sarapis, erect to left, crowned with modius, confronted

by uraeus with head of Isis, erect to right, crowned with disk and horns : both on

basket- base.

Oval. 10x12 mm. Moderate. (3)

80. Serpent with human head erect to right, crowned with plume*, confronted by hawk

standing to left.

Oval. 16 x 13 mm. Rude. (3)

SI. Agathodaemon serpent with human head erect to right, crowned with modius (?),

holding in its coils stalks of corn.

Oval. 16x11 mm. Fair. (3)

D. Miscellaneous Scenes.

82. Figure of a man with right hand raised, in chariot drawn by two horses advancing to

left.

Circular. 12 mm. Poor. (1)

83. Figure riding to right, with right hand raised, apparently on a bull with its tail in

the air : before this a male figure reclining to left, with right hand outstretched,

and cornucopiae (?) on left arm (perhaps Nilus).

Oval. 16x10 mm. Moderate. (4)

84.. Bearded figure standing to left, wearing short chiton and extending hand to smaller

figure in front standing to right with hand raised : on the left, an indefinite object :

on the right, a palm-tree and a hawk (?) standing to left : below, a line, beneath

which two figures looking towards one another with hands raised over an altar (?)

and to right of these three figures facing with both arms raised.

Oval. 18 x 15 mm. Rude. (2)

85. Three figures standing facing, in long robes.

Circular. 12 mm. Moderate. (2)

86. Three figures standing facing, in long robes : the centre one with both arms raised,

the outer ones with outer arm raised in each case.

Circular. 13 mm. Rude. (1)

87. Nike flying to right, in long chiton, holding out wreath over figure lying on ground.

Oval. 15 x 10 mm. Fair. (5)

88. In centre, tree, on right of which a man (?) standing to right, with altar in ^ont : on

left, an animal standing to right with head turned back.

Oval. 13x10 mm. Poor. (1)

89. Lion springing to right on gazelle couched to right with head turned back.

Oval. 16x12 mm. Fair. (6)

4)0. Modius filled with corn : serpent issuing to right : below, indefinite object.

Oval. 17x11 mm. Moderate. (2)

K, lliixt* : jHixxibli/ Portrait*.

IH. Female bust to right, hair bound with taenia (possibly Cleopatra VII).

Oval. 21 x 16 mm. Moderate. (1)

Bust to right, with K^yptian royal headdress : in front. Al~IO

oval. 15x11 mm. Fair. (1)

53. Bust to right, with Egyptian royal headdress : beneath, crocodile to right.

Oval. 14x10 mm. Fair. (1)
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94. Bust (male ?) to right.

Oval. 12x8niin. [Worn.] (5)

95. Male bust to right.

Oval. 15x11 mm. [Worn.] (1)

F. Names and Linear Devices.

GJHMO
.,

96. Name in two lines -.. ( Ovvaxppis)

Rectangular. 10x6 mm.

ON/
97. Part of stamp in two lines : apparently T B I

Oval. 15x10 mm.

98. Fragment of stamp with name < \ A P l<(

Circular (?)

99. Key shown horizontally, handle to right : above, MIA^AB, below, COT A 98 3

Rectangular. 14x8 mm.

100. Linear device.

Rectangular. 11x5 mm.

Ten stamps too much damaged for identification.

The main importance of this group of sealings lies in the evidence given

by them as to the kind of devices favoured for signet-rings among members
of the merchant class in Egypt : incidentally, some light is thereby thrown!

on the popularity of various deities in the same society. Whether the rings

were specially made to order as must have been the case where they were-

engraved with the owner's name or selected by purchasers from a stock

kept ready by the dealer, it may reasonably be assumed that, as a rule, a
man's religious partialities would influence his choice of a signet, and that

engravers, when preparing a supply of goods, would have a special regard to,

the ideas and beliefs most generally current among their customers. It will

be observed that types connected with Egyptian or Greek religion and

mythology form the great majority in the foregoing catalogue.

Fortunately, it is possible to compare with this collection a list of signets
from another district. In the first half of the second century A.D. it was

customary at Oxyrhynchus for the witnesses to a will to specify their

o-<t>payi8e<; ;
and nine of the published Oxyrhynchus papyri (Nos. 105,

489-492, 494, 634, 646, 649) thus give particulars of thirty-five examples.
The following is the list of the devices :

Sarapis (6 examples) : Isis (2) : Harpokrates (3) : Harpokrates standing :

Harpokrates on a lotus : Amrnon : Helios Ammon : Zeus : Zeus on an eagle :

Athene (3) : Apollo : Hermes (3) : Herakles (2) : Dionysus : Silenus : Tyche
with a rudder : Thonis : Enkanopos : SpatcovTofjiopfo*} (probably a serpent
with human head): a philosopher (2) :
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Tin* list shows much the same kind of types as the Fayum sealings,
and the owners of the Oxyrhynchus signets were doubtless of the same
social rank as the merchants who sealed the jars and boxes for the Fayum
trade : at any rate, it is clear from the contents of the wills that the testators

were 'middle class' people, living in the town and possessed of some small

property; and they would presumably find the witnesses to" their signatures

among members of their own class.

These Oxyrhynchus signets are also not far removed in date from the

Fayum sealings. The latter appear to be of the middle of the second

century A.D. : the scanty epigraphic evidence given by the names or legends

engraved on the seals points generally to this period; and a closer determina-

tion can be obtained from the types. These show, as will be more fully

stated later, a general relation to the reverse-types of the Alexandrian coins :

and in two instances Nos. 13 and 14 the resemblance is so close that the

devices on the signets must either have been borrowed from the coins or

derived from the same source. The coins in question (Dattari Numi Alex-

andrini 2863 = British Museum Catalogue (Alexandria) 1108, and Dattari

3530) are both large bronze pieces of Antoninus Pius; and, like many of

this series and reign, have for their reverse-types somewhat elaborate groups
of a kind almost unknown in earlier and later periods of the Alexandrian

mint. It is not practicable here to discuss at length the general question of

the derivation of such types; but there is much reason to suppose that the

die-engravers to the mint in this reign did not as a rule take their types

directly from any existing works of art, but designed them freely and with

some originality. If this is granted, the signet-devices must have been

boiTOwed from the coins, and were probably engraved very shortly after the

issue of the latter, as the Alexandrian bronze coinage of the second century
wore badly and soon became defaced : their date may therefore be taken as

about the end of the reign of Antoninus Pius.

The types have been roughly classified in the catalogue ;
but it is worth

while to examine some of them in more detail. There is a distinct pre-

ponderance of Egyptian and Graeco-Egyptian religious subjects (classes A
and C) among them

;
and the largest part of these is supplied by representa-

tions of the Alexandrian triad Sarapis, Isis, and Harpokrates or Horus. It

may be observed that, while Sarapis and Harpokrates are frequently repre-

sented alone, Isis only appears either by the side of Sarapis or nursing Harpo-
krates. This circumstance may be illustrated by the relative frequency and

nature of references to these deities in papyri, and by other extant representa-
tions. Sarapis was, practically, the official supreme deity : if the writer of a

letter expressed a wish for the health of a friend, this almost invariably took

the form of a prayer to Sarapis. His temple at Alexandria was the chief one

of the town, the neocorate of which was a sufficient honour to be accepted by
Roman officials

;
and most provincial towns seem to have had similar Sarap-

ieia which, if Oxyrhynchus is a typical example, served as centres of the

social life of the towns in which they stood. But, while temple statues

u-apis must have been common, and a comparatively large number of
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remains of large figures of him are extant, minor representations in bronze or

terracotta are proportionately rare
;
and almost all conform to one or two

fixed types, one seated, the other standing. Jt would perhaps be fair to

describe Sarapis as a god who was worshipped in temples. Isis is much more

frequently mentioned than Sarapis, though commonly with the addition of

one of her myriad names, marking her as a local form of the goddess which

had possibly been quite distinct in origin ;
and her worship was usually

joined and subordinated to that of some male god. Her temples, or rather

shrines, were apparently of small official account : in the ordinances of

Ptolemy Euergetes II they are classed with animal shrines, and such evidence

as is given by the papyri concerning them goes to show that they were not

endowed, but depended for their support on the offerings of the pious and the

begging of the priests. The essential importance of the Isis worship seems

to have been in the fact that it was a link with an earlier period of Egyptian

religion : she was a native goddess, who was allowed to remain in the official

triad
; and, though crowded out of the first place in the temples, was kept in

evidence by the priests. She had become the goddess of the wayside. The

popular god, however, was Horus, especially in the form of Harpokrates :

terracotta statuettes of him, in a multitude of types, abound at every Graeco-

Roman site in Egypt, though there are few references to his worship in the

written records, and he was rarely the principal deity to whom a temple
was dedicated. He was essentially the god of the house.

The types of Sarapis on the sealings do not call for much remark : as noted

above, they generally follow regular types. There was a tendency in the

Roman period to develop a pantheistic form, beginning with the fusion of Zeus

and Helios with Sarapis, and extending later to the inclusion of Ammon and

14 17

Poseidon : the head of Helios Sarapis (7) is an instance of this in the earlier

stages, with which may be compared the Helios Ammon of the Oxyrhynchus
lists. As has been remarked previously, the representation of a bust of

Sarapis flanked by figures of the Dioscuri (13) is interesting, on account of its
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correspondence with the reverse-type of a coin of Antoninus Pius, a name

taking on the seal the place of the date on the coin
;
and the group of Sarapis

n owned by Isis (14) is also traceable to^a coin-type. The association of the

bust of Sarapis with an eagle, a ram, or a griffin can likewise be paralleled on

coins
;
but the more complex groups, especially those in which the lion

occurs (21 and 22), are exceptional, and are probably due to Gnostic

influence.

Some Gnostic connexions are also traceable in the Horus-types, especially

on Nos. 35 and 36, where the association with the gazelle in one case and

the scorpion in the other are particularly noticeable. In nearly all examples
a serpent appears, either in the field or held by Horns, which may also be

23 35 (and 9) 36

put down as a Gnostic symbol. The types which are marked by the position
of the hand of the deity against his lips as representing Harpokrates are more

distinctively Graeco-Egyptian, both in style and attributes, and can generally
be paralleled from Alexandrian coins, which show nothing corresponding to

the Horus-types. One or two of the forms of Harpokrates may be assign-
able to special localities the Harpokrates on the lotus (41) is taken to represent
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Harpokrates of Taua, and the Harpokrates on the androsphinx Harpokrates
of Buto, while the figure on the ram carrying a scourge may be Harpokrates
of Mendes ; but, as these types were used on the Alexandrian coinage, they
would be disseminated through Egypt, and cannot be taken as* marking

definitely a connexion between the sealings and the special centres of the

worship of Harpokrates. The type of Harpokrates on the lotus reappears on

the Oxyrhynchus signets. The bust of Hershef (45) is of a more distinctly

local character, and is not, so far as known at present, a coin-type : in this

case there is some probability that the signet from which the impression was

taken belonged to an inhabitant of Herakleopolis Magna, the seat of this

deity.

The only remaining examples amongst those classed as of Graeco-

Egyptian and Egyptian deities which offer points of interest are those of

Anubis and Hermanubis (49 and 50), which stand in much the same relation

as those of Horus and Harpokrates : the jackal-headed Anubis is the more

48 49

Egyptian form, and possibly is influenced by Gnostic ideas, while Herm-
auubis appears in a Greek type closely related to that of Hermes and similar to

that of the Alexandrian coins.

There are comparatively few among these sealings which can be called

distinctly Greek : of those which have been placed under this head, the two

types of Athene (52 and 53) are very probably assignable to the influence of

her worship at Oxyrhynchus, where she was identified with the local goddess
Thoeris : this is the more likely as these types are very closely related to

two which commonly appear on a class of leaden pieces of which large num-
bers have been found at Oxyrhynchus, and which almost certainly represent
a local token-currency. The Tyche types (59 and 60) are probably taken

from Alexandrian coins
;
and the types of Herakles, while not directly

traceable to coins may perhaps have been suggested by the series of represen-
tations of the labours of Herakles issued from the Alexandrian mint under

Antoninus Pius, unless they are due to the equation of Herakles with

Hershef at Herakleopolis Magna. It may be noted that Athene, Tyche, and

Herakles, as well as Apollo, are all to be found among the Oxyrhynchus
signets. The most definitely Hellenic of all the sealings is really the group
of Leda with the swan (61): which was, for some reason, a very popular

subject in Egyptian art down to Coptic times.
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The class of animal-forms does not provide much of interest. The hawk-

headed crocodile of No. 64 is probably Soknopaios, the local form of the

crocodile god Sebek worshipped at Soknopaiou Nesos (Dimeh) in the Fayum,

61 58

as he seems to have been represented in this shape. The comparative common-

ness of serpent-types though both the human-headed serpent, the SpaicovTo-

of Oxyrhynchus, and the uraeus with disk or royal crown are frequently

7'.' 67

found on Alexandrian coins may be due to some extent to Gnosticism :

in one case at any rate (72) a Gnostic influence is marked by the addition

of a key. It is possible that No. 78 is intended as a rebus the serpent with
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the letters Opa- representing the name, common in the Fayum during the

Graeco-Roman period, of 'Opa-evov<j>i<;.

In class D there are some puzzling groups, which need further explana-

tion. No 82 a figure of a man in a biga is probably borrowed from the

coin-type representing an emperor which was among the commonest on Alex-

andrian large bronze of the second century. The attitude of the reclining

82 84

figure on No. 83 suggests that it is Nilus and in this case the figure riding

towards him. on a bull may be the genius of the inundation. The worn con-

dition of the examples of Nos. 85 and 86, as well as the rough work of the

signets, makes it impracticable to say what was intended by the groups of

three figures ;
and the same difficulties prevent the interpretation of the

more complicated scenes on Nos. 84 and 88.

Some of the busts classed under E may be intended for portraits, or they

may be of a generic nature, as were presumably the '

philosophers
' who ap-

peared on two Oxyrhynchus signets. But, if their origin may be looked for on

coins, the female bust on No. 91 shows considerable similarity to that of

Cleopatra VII on her copper coios, while the busts with Egyptian royal head-

dress of Nos. 92 and 93 resemble the types of Arsinoite nome-coins struck

under Hadrian the possible connexion with which is strengthened in the

case of No. 93 by the addition under the bust of a crocodile, also a type of

the coins of the same nome in the same reign.

Among the last group, the only signet calling for special note is No. 99,

which is the most distinctly Gnostic of all, with the representation of a key
Hanked by two mystic words.

From the foregoing remarks, it will be seen that, in a large proportion of

instances, the sealings show a close analogy to Alexandrian coin-types ;
the

most noticeable exceptions being in the cases where Gnostic influence is

traceable, especially in the group of representations of Horus. And, so far as

it is possible to judge of the style of the signets, there is a certain distinction

of treatment which is parallel to this division of the types. The figures

drawn from Greek mythology, and also those of the Alexandrian triad Sara-

pis, Isis, and Harpokrates ore unmistakeably Greek in style : pose and dress

are alike derived from Greek tradition
;
and the designs which are not to be
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un Alrxaii'lriaii coins are executed in a manner so similar to that of the

coin-types that the seal-engravers might be regarded as workmen of the s.-im.-

school as the men employed in the mint of Alexandria. On the other ham I,

the influence of native Egyptian ideas in the execution of the figures of Horus
is equally clear in every way : the difference is not simply due to the endeav-

our of the artist to give a purely Egyptian character to his representation of

the god, as may be seen if the treatment of the bust with Egyptian royal
headdress (No. 92), which, notwithstanding the subject, is Greek in effect,

is contrasted with that of any of the busts of Horus (Nos. 25 to 28).

It is of course impossible to say where the seals were made, or even

where they were used. The accumulation of the clay impressions at Karanis

only marks the spot where the goods were unpacked : they may have been

packed and sealed anywhere in the Nile valley. And the types are, for the

most part, such as can hardly be definitely localised : the bust of Hershef

(No. 45) would be most likely to be used by an inhabitant of Herakleopolis

Magna, the figure of Athene (Nos. 52 and 53) by one of Oxyrhynchus, that of

Soknopaios (No. 64) by one of Soknopaiou Nesos
;
but Sarapis or Horus, Helios

or Tyche, a sphinx or a serpent, might be expected equally well in almost any
district of Egypt. The Nile-mud .of the sealings limits them to Egypt; but

no closer definition is possible. And the signets themselves may have been

made at Alexandria, or by local workmen in the country towns; but, except
in one or two instances, there is nothing in style or subject to suggest any
likelihood that they were imported into Egypt. It is fairly safe to say that

they represent the kind of work executed for ordinary use in Egypt about the

middle of the second century A.D.

J. G. MILNE.

NOTE. The illustrations are derived from photographs, which have

been slightly enlarged and touched up for purposes of reproduction by
Mr. F. Anderson after examination of the original sealings. I have deposited

a set of negatives, showing examples of all the types described, with the

Hellenic Society.
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IN a preceding article (J.H.S. vol. xxv, pp. 294-319) the attempt was

made to fix chronologically the order in which the Olympian 'treasuries'

were founded, and conclusions were summarily presented in connexion with a

general consideration of the origin and function of
'

treasuries
'

at Olympia
and elsewhere. Now it is necessary to test these conclusions by a detailed

examination of the architectural remains found on the terrace at Olympia,
and in so doing to pass in review the successively founded Olympian
communal houses called treasuries, taking them in the order thus theoretically

arrived at, i.e. XII, X, XI, VII, VI, V, IX, IV, II, III, and I.
1

The Geloans' House, No. XII? The foundations of this fabric were

identified at the eastern verge of the terrace in 1877-78, in which year
various parts of its superstructure came to light at the opposite corner of the

Altis
;
but not till 1881-83 was this superstructure entablature-stones of

several kinds and fragments of terracotta (painted and unpainted) belonging
to the treasury-chamber, as well as triglyphs, metopes, columns, and capitals

belonging to the porch completely recognised and convincingly distributed

between the old treasury-chamber and the later porch.
3 The stereobate of

the Geloans' porch has disappeared, and its extant foundations are mere

footings of broken stones. In contrast with these are the foundations of the

old
'

treasury '-chamber or cella behind, consisting of blocks of a somewhat

1
Practically all the available facts, together (see Dr. Adler's account of it, 01. Text i, p. 95),

with the most various and valuable conclusions, entablature-stones, triglyphs and metopes of

not always easy to acknowledge adequately in poros were taken from the south porch of the

detail, are derived from Olympia die Ergebnisse Geloans' treasury and built into the east wall

der von dem Deutschen Reich veranstaltetcn of this improvised stronghold. Later, for the

Ausgrabung (A. Asher and Co., Berlin, completion of its south-west wall, the builders

1892-1897). The five Textbander are referred of Leo I completed their dismantlement of the

to as 01. Text i-v, the four volumes of plates porch as well as of the older treasury-chamber
as 01. PI. i-iv, and the Atlas as 01. At. Of the behind it, and of the Megarians' treasury (XI)

plates and cuts in this truly monumental adjoining. Here were recovered further en-

publication the freest use has been allowed and tablature-stones and also drums and capitals of

the kindness is hereby gratefully acknowledged. poros belonging to the south porch aforesaid,
2 See Fig. 1, and J. H.S. xxv, pp. 296 ff., and with them entablature-stones of a decidedly

303 f. and 308 f. harder poros, identical with that used in the
3 When, late in the fifth century A.D., the foundations of the Old Geloans' treasury-

menace of Vandal piracy prompted the building chamber, mixed up with broken bits of

of an Olympian fort or rather ' block-house
'

brilliantly-painted terracotta veneering.
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coarse poros with petrified molluscs. 4 Of this same poros are the

entablature-blocks belonging .to the old Geloans' '

treasury,' and found in the

west wall of Leo's fort. These are of three classes. I, ~with tops * up-

slanting for the course of roof-tiles next to the eaves, an interior dressed face

sunk to provide seatings for the ends of ascending rafters and horizontal

beams, and an exterior dressed face offering two vertical bands of about equal

height, the lower being slightly recessed so as to leave a narrow intervening

soffit, while it ends downward with a more extensive soffit, inward-slanting

after the fashion of eaves.5 Blocks of this class (I) formed the entire

entablature along the northern and southern sides of the quadrilateral

chamber, while blocks of the two following classes, II and III, formed the

pedimental entablature along the eastern and western faces
;
but blocks of

class II, shewing a front face exactly reproducing the bands and soffits of

class I, unite with these last in completing what must be called the

architrave of the treasury-chamber, although it has no frieze. Blocks of

class II differ from those of class I in their tops, which are not upslanting but

fit the square dressed tympanum-blocks above. Blocks of class III shew a

front face reproducing only the upper band and soffit of I and II, and are

dressed at the inside so as to receive in suitable channellings the sides of all

the courses of roof-tiling, being otherwise so dressed and combined as to form

a coping for the obtuse angles of the tympana.
6

Common peculiarities of these entablature-blocks, classed I, II, and III,

and shewn in Fig. 2, are : (a) the same iron nails (measuring 5 millimetres) in

positions corresponding to perforations in the fragments of a brilliantly

painted
7 terracotta scheme of veneering applied to them all on a consistent

4 See Dr. Dorpfeld's account, 01. Text ii, of the quadrilateral chamber. Add '30 metre

p. 217. for the spread of each of the eaves, and the
5

Fig. 2, bottom. resulting 10 '60 metres is not surprisingly at
6 By no means all the blocks of class I have variance with the 11 '19 metres of the Lageplan

been recovered; those that are missing may in 01. At. In fact a discrepancy of 0'59 metre

perhaps be accounted for by the broken bits between superstructure and foundations in so

picked up on the terrace close to the Geloans' archaic a building can hardly be deemed

foundations. Leo's engineers may have flung discreditable or disconcerting. By these calcu-

them down. If so they were doubtless carried lations Dr. Dbrpfeld has banished the last

off by nameless and undated village-builders, possible doubt as to assigning blocks I and III

since the Geloans' treasury is most easy of to the pedimental entablatures of the Geloans'

access from the old high-road still leading to tre'asury-chamber, and these, being thus

Meraka. The north and south walls, to assigned, carry with them, as certainly belong-

which these blocks (I) corresponded, measured ing to the sides of the same quadrilateral huild-

13'17 metres each. The recovered blocks of ing, the blocks of class II, although so few of

class II measure 18 good metres, so that them have been recovered that their total

each of the two horizontal copings running length falls short of that of the corresponding
under the tympana must have measured at foundations by upwards of 1 1 metres.

least 9 metres. The foundations call for a 7 The astonishing brilliancy and persistence,

width of 11 '19 metres. This discrepancy can after more than two and a half thousand years,

be partially corrected by calculations based on of the matt-glimmering colours on these and

the numerous recovered stones of the tympana. other archaic terracottas used for architectural

The height of each tympanuha was 1'43 metre, decorations in Greece, MagnaGraecia, and Sicily,

the gradient was 1 : 7, and thei>efore 10 metres derives from skill in their manufacture as well

is the length for the east and west vdes or faces as from skill in the application of the colours.
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plan similar to other schemes of the kind peculiar to Sicily and Magna
Graecia: 8

(6) the same colour and consistency shewn (in that constituent part
of the clay which h;id been only once and moderately fired) throughout the

terracotta veneering common to all three classes of blocks as well as in that

of the cornice which decorated them all.

Invented no doubt before stone had supplanted wood, and developed while

still imperfect tools made the smooth dressing of stone a formidable under-

taking, the fashion of sheathings or veneerings was carried to a great pitch
of perfection in far eastern countries, and long survived in Sicily and Magna
Graecia. Indeed, as applied to the Geloans' Olympian house and to the

Selinuntine temple
'

0,' this system has its sound practical justification. It

probably protects the top of a fabric, parts exposed to the weather, better

applying the three colours, and in finishing the

surface. The mixture of black metal and nn-

burnt local clay was first modelled, then its

surface was washed over with a very thin slip or

engobe of fine buff clay which formed a self-

coloured background of delicate yellow, instead

of the decoratively hopeless motley of the

unwashed metal. Then came the etching (or

estamping) of the pattern, which finally was

painted in with the two remaining colours, red

and black. All this done, and the model still

having something like the leathery consistency
of sun-dried clay, a spatula was deftly plied

over all its surfaces which were smoothed, and

took on their peculiarly subdued and glim-

mering polish. (On all these processes, see

Dr. Graef in 01. Text ii, pp. 189 f.)
8 See M. A. Choisy's Histoire de VArchi-

tecture, i, pp. 285 ff., where, by a slip of the

pen, an Olympian treasury of the Himeracans

is mentioned, the reference being doubtless to

the treasury of the Selinuntines. Fragments
of terracotta veneering which may have be-

longed to this treasury (IX) are discussed by
Dr. Graef (01. Text ii, pp. 201 f.) and assigned

doubtfully to treasury IV. Certainly the re-

covered fragments of terracotta veneering be-

longing to temple
' C '

at Selinus (see M.

Choisy's account) suggest the probable employ-
ment of a similar decoration at Olympia by the

Sclinuntines in their treasury (IX), and this

idea is confirmed by Dr. Graefs observation

(01. Text ii, p. 189) that terracottas painted in

three colours peisisted in Sicily long after they
had been superseded in Greece by painted
marble or stuccoed poros. This being granted,

treasury IX, though none of the earliest, may
well have been veneered. It should be re-

membered that terracotta veneering was super-

seded very early in Greece proper by the

application of filmy stucco, whereas the use of

terracotta cornices lasted longer.

In their manufacture these ancient clays

were not when compared with undecorated

specimens of the same period, or with modern

terracottas decorated and nudecorated sub-

jected to a high degree of temperature. But

permanency requires great heat which involves

loss of brilliancy, and so the facts are discon-

certing. This manufacturer's puzzle is, how-

ever, solved by noting that all these archaic

terracottas were composed of two ingredients :

(a) local clay of varying colours, for the

Geloans' treasury and at Gela, of a pronounced

ruddy hue (this ruddy Geloan clay suggests

manufacture at Gela and subsequent imiorta-

tion) ; of a pinkish colour for the] Megarians'

treasury (XI) ;
of a yellowish-gray for the

Olympian Heraeum and Council-House, and

(b) an invariable ingredient of black metal, or,

to be more specific, an admixture of bright

black grits or grains (measuring from 2 to 4

millimetres). Chemical analysis by a manu-

facturing exiert of this ingredient (common to

all archaic terracottas), made at Dr. Wiegand's

request, reveals in the black metal of terracotta

from the Geloans' treasury only 0'03 more

of silicic acid than is contained in
'

scharfge-

brannter Klinkerthon
'

i.e. twice-burnt clay hav-

ing in its second firing been subjected to a

maximum heat. Plentiful admixture of such

twice-burnt clay thus plays its part in pro-

ducing brilliancy and persistency of colouring

on all archaic terracottas by making it possible

to dispense (when the two ingredients, (a)

and (b), have been mixed together) with the

maximum heat in firing which would other-

\\ i-'- have been quite indispensable. (See

l>j>.
183 f. in Dr. Wiegand's Porosarchitektr.r

der Akropolis ;u Atfun, Th. G. Fischer [Kassel

und Leipzig, 1904], which will be referred to

below as ll'iegand.) Of equal importance in

producing the results obtained was the skilful

im-thod used, before the clny was burned, in

H.S. VoL. XXVI.
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than any stucco such as was used in conjunction with it (on less exposed

parts) by the Old Geloan builders at Olympia.
9

Turning now to Figure 2, note

the recessed band along the bottom of I and II, upon which a shadow from

the veneered projection above is thrown. On this less exposed band and

the slightly upslanting soffit below it stucco was applied. Although nothing
is known of the Geloan fabric between them and the foundations in situ, this

band and soffit, since they run completely around the building, may conveniently
be likened to an architrave. This ' architrave

'

of poros, be it noted, was care-

fully and smoothly prepared with a view to sightliness when stuccoed, whereas

the unstuccoed surfaces above it were left quite in the rough, as about to be

masked in a sheath of veneering. On these unfinished surfaces was applied the

terracotta sheathing brilliantly patterned in red, black and buff 10 as follows : (A),

a maeander or fret running horizontally (and therefore not shewn in Figure 2

except in profile) between two containing astragal mouldings running also

horizontally (a) and (b), striped both of them in the three colours, (a) being

spirally and (b) vertically striped ; (B), a pattern of spirals guilloched, or

entrailed, into a central enrichment ofwhich are introduced, through regularly

recurring perforations, the fastening nailheads.11 This guilloche covers a

broad vertical band shewn along the top of I, II, and III,
12 and is contained

by two astragal mouldings (c) and (d) striped in the three colours. 13

Turning now to the surmounting terracotta cornice nailed down along the

tops of the veneered blocks I, II, III, note its band (C), and Egyptian cavetto,

(D), with the astragal (e) intervening,
14 and surmounted by (E), a narrow

9 Its value as a protection, compared with this was driven vertically into the poros blocks

the colours applied on the finished stone, below a row of nails which made doubly secure

ordinarily in combination with the preliminary the whole of the veneering, attached already

layer of fine stucco, remains still a matter of by nails driven horizontally through perfora-

doubt. Probably the veneering afforded the tions in the vertical guilloched band. To this

greater protection. Dr. Graef (01. Text ii, top veneering surface was applied, so as to

pp. 183 f.) indicates that the stucco surfaces project backward beyond it, another blind

were less weathered where red had been applied (undecorated) surface, the horizontal foot of

than where blue had been used. the terracotta cornice. Where this backward-
10 Coloured plates are accessible not only in spreading foot stretched clear of the top veneer-

01. PI. ii, PI. cxvii, but also in Baumeister's ing surface underneath, a row of extra long

Denkmaeler, PI. xlv, and in Meyer's Konver- nails was driven vertically into I, II, and III

sationslexicon, s.v. Ornamente, Fig. 23, PI. I. (see Fig. 2).
11 Almost exactly this guilloche is shewn on 12 On III this vertical guilloche slanted

the veneering of temple 'C' at Selinus (see upwards to form the obtuse angle of the

Baumeister, 1. I.). See also Dr. Graef (01. Text pediment.

ii, pp. 188 and 200, Fig. 20) on the oldest 13 The lower astragal, (c), running below the

specimen of veneering found at Olympia (but guilloche, i.e. above and alongside of (b),

not assignable to any known fabric), which exactly reproduces (a), except that its stripes

shews a very similar but less enriched guilloche. are wider.

As for the fastening nails, note that this com- 14 Cornices of this profile, with the Egyptian
bination of (a) (A) (b) (c) (B) (d), a narrow cavetto, though not further exemplified at

horizonal fret (A) underhanging a vertical Olympia, have been found at Gela and

guilloche (B) each running between two Syracuse, and one such is in the Palermo

astragal mouldings (a) and (b), and (c) and (d), museum (see Baumeister, /. /. ). Most Olympian
is all of the terracotta sheathing that shewed a cornices, however, shew instead of the cavetto

third and not visible surface, however, re- between two bands a cyma reversa, with or

mnined, and this was undecorated. Through without a band below, surmounted along the
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fretted band contained at the top by (f), an astragal moulding striped ana

proportioned exactly like (a). Along the eaves, the band (C) with projecting

waterspouts releases the rainfall, and masks the outward edge of the lowest

course of roof- tiles. Here, being important, it is variegated not, only by its

striking pattern of reversed palmettes, but also by its waterspouts a row of

anemone-like discs painted as rosettes with red (mottled clay) campanula-

shaped water conduits debouching at the centre. Below runs (d) and above (e).

When we come to the pediment, where waterspouts are of course inadmissible,

this band, losing with them its relative importance, carries instead of inverted

palmettes a more monotonous and formal lozenged pattern.
15

Such were the entablature and cornice, and such was the roof 16 of the

old original Geloans' treasury-chamber, which measured 10'85 (1T16) by

13'17 metres. Little or nothing else about the fabric above its foundations

is known,
17

except that Pausanias saw the inscription on it, and did not see

the statues once housed within its walls. 18 What manner of entrance it had,

what was the purpose of the quadrangular holes with which its limestone

floor is honeycombed (see Fig. 1), whether it originally had a portico or

porticoes on the east and west, what manner of walls supported its entabla-

ture, all this is quite unknown. Shewing no triglyph or other frieze, the

Geloans' superstructure cannot be classed as Doric. If, however, its Dorism

could be asserted because the sons of its builders' grandsons added a Doric

porch, then this entablature, being what Palladians used to term, in discours-

ing of the Etruscan order, an 'architrave cornice,' might figure as a missing

link, the friezeless Doric, corresponding to the friezeless Tuscan order. 1*

eaves by a row of alternate waterspouts and

antefixes.

15 See 01. Text ii, Fig. 8, p. 193, for evidence

that a chequered pattern, of simpler decorative

effect than these lozenges, may have supplanted
the reversed palmettes on band (C) along the

northern side, where it presumably shewed

waterspouts
16 The Geloan scheme of roof-tiling has been

reconstituted (Figure 2 top) : along the ridge-

pole were laid large and all but cylindrical tiles,

serving as imbrices to the topmost rows, one

on either slant, alike of tegulae and imbrices.

These enormous ridge-pole tiles were joined
each to each by three under and overlapping

rings or vertical reedings, embossed ; and each

of them raised skywards an enormous palmette

spreading lengthwise of the ridge-pole. Viewed

from many points on the Altis during the cen-

tury before the south porch was added, the

effect of this serried row of enormous flower-like

palmettes must almost have suggested, but

for different colours here, a dress-parade of

marshalled peacocks. The ordinary roof-tiles

(teyulae) were not convex but flat and quad-

rangular (nearly 2 feet square). Except for

their under- and overlapping tops and bottoms,

these were bedded in clay, and the tops of the

uppermost courses on either slant met at an ob-

tuse angle on the ridge-pole, under cover of its

mammoth imbrices. The contiguous sides of

all the rows of these Icgulac were modellel with

up- and outward-curving quadrant-shaped edges,

and each neighbouring pair of these edges
formed part of a semi-circular rib or riilge (run-

ning from eaves to ridge-pole) down which rode

semi-cylindrical rib-tiles (imbrices). Semi-cir-

cular arched voids shewn on either side in the

lower edges of the mammoth ridge-polc-

imbrices admitted the insertion of the upper
ends of the two top rows, one on either slant,

of these smaller rib- or rafter-z'wiftricw.

17 See 01. Text ii, p. 44, where mention occuis

of a shaft with only sixteen flutings found in

the east wall of Leo's fort. This (shewn in

Fig. 3) belonged, Dr. Dorpfeld suggests, either

to the Council-House or to the Old Geloans'

treasury.
18 J.H.S. vol. xxv, p. 308, and Pausanias VI,.

xix, end.
19 See M. A. Choisy, op. laud, i, p. 320.
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But with no means of discovering the module, there can be little point in

classing this ancient ark of the Geloans as Doric.20

Fi<; 3. ARCHAIC SHAFT (SIXTEEN FLUTINGS) AND CAPITAL FOUND IN THE EAST WALL OF

LEO'S Four.

The Gfloans' South Porch. When, however, in the course of the sixth

century, a long row of treasuries had sprung up on the terrace, all of them

in the Doric style, the stamp of architectural Dorism 21 was set also upon the

'* One final archaism should be noted :

iifitln-r tin- Cumulations nor the iv-'>v.-r. d

entablature stones exhibit marked true

clamps or do\v.'Mings.
21 As indicated mi

]>.
46 abnve. M..IH-S consti-

tuting a ciimplftc Doric ciitalilatiirc \\itlidiuiiis

\\M\~- a]i|*-rtaiiiing \v-rc loiiud in Loo's wall

al<in^ \\itli tlic ri'inains >l tlic older chamber.

The tri^lyjihs of this eiit ihlature measure 0'518

by 75'2 metre, its metoju's an- 0'752 metre

square, and the ilniins shew twenty rtutiiii;^.

At the top of the shaft not far from its juncture

with the capital a]>|>ear four horizontal fluting

or incisions, and the shaft shews pronounced
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Geloans' ancient house by the addition on the south of a Doric porch ;

22 thus

too, its entrance was apparently shifted from the east to the south side 23 and
conformed to that of the later-built houses west of it. Very practical considera-

tions sufficed in those early days to dictate this addition, the need of some
sheltered rendezvous for Geloan worshippers, numerous at the time of the

chariot victory of Pantares.24 After the era of treasury foundations this need

fell into abeyance, when, the opisthodomus of the great temple of Zeus and

various porticoes having been built, there was abundant accommodation in

more central parts of the Altis for all worshippers indiscriminately. But the

entasis. The beautiful echinus of the capitals
shews an overhanging parabolic curve, and

striking resemblance in profile to one found at

Terra Nova (Gela). See Figure 4, where the

proportionately high architrave is also shewn,
and also its un'runncllcd regulae. Note (

Wic-

gand, p. 46, Fig. 64) that the tides of the Heca-

tompedon, dating from ca. 550 B.O., also had

under its eaves regulae without guttae (trunnels),

those under the pediments being truunelled. The

Temple at Assos, the Olympian Council-House

and Selinuntines' treasury (IX) also (see

01. Text ii, p. 49) omitted truunels on the

regulae under the eaves. Above the square

metopes of the Geloans' porch, as also above its

triglyphs, are the usual mutules, but these again
are untrunnelled. For Athenian fragments of

a cornice shewing mutules without trunnels,

see Wiegand, p. 177, Fig. 179 (a) and (b).

The area of the Young Geloans' triglyph is two-

thirds of that of the metope. For marks of the

clampings used, see the corner metope (Fig. 4).

Two sorts were used (1) the i

'

-shaped,

probably of metal, and (2) those shaped like the

head of a rudimentary double-axe, probably of

wood.
22 This whole Doric superstructure (see note

above) belongs certainly to the porch-founda-
tions in situ (see Fig. 1), as Dr. Dorpfeld has

demonstrated : supposing it had ten triglyphs

measuring as above, its south frontage works

out at 13 '17 metres. Six of the seven columns

and capitals found are thus bestowed, with the

intercolumniations
( 2 '53 m.) suggested by their

diameter, along the south face or front. The

seventh and a missing eighth stand behind the

first and sixth (the corner) columns of the front

row and in front of the two half columns and

capitals (see Fig. 4), applied respectively to the

south-east and south-west corners of the old

treasury chamber. The southward extent of

the foundations on the east and west allows just
room for the footing of two columns and a half

with two intercoluniniations
;
hence the demon-

stration is complete. The more so because,

among the poros-fragments of the porch, are two

half-capitals (see Fig. 4) applied by the young
Geloan builders to the two southern corners

above mentioned. All the other seven capitals

recovered had indeed been roughly halved by
Leo's builders for easier transportation and

handier use
;
but these two, far more carefully

dressed at the back, were unmistakably washed

with the regular stucco of Hellenic builders not

in front only but partly also at the back, one

of them at the right and the other at the left hand

end (see Fig. 4). This proves that they were

the half-columns of half capitals slightly pro-

jecting res]>ectively beyond the east and west

walls of the original chamber.
23 See J.H.S. xxv, pp. 297 f., 299, note 10,

302, note 19, 306, and 309. For the existence

of any sort of entrance there is unfortunately no

proof or evidence whatsoever.
24 The date, not far from 500 B. c.

, suggested
for this porch (J. TJ. S. xxv, p. 297 f. ) needs no

confirmation by a supposed new departure in

the footing of the porch foundations. Here is

imdoubtedly a substratum of broken field stones

entirely dispensed with by the Old Geloan

chamber and by all the older treasuries adjacent

(except No. X, the Metapontines' house), but

iised by the five westernmost and latest built ;

but see below, notes 28, 72, and 79. The

subsoil in front of the Old Geloans' chamber

was evidently considered unstable and the

architects very sensibly had recourse to footings

which were not needed, and therefore not used,

by the builders of the chamber. The Young
Geloan foundation courses thus bedded are,

however, quite out of joint with those of the

older chamber, and the three contemporaneously
built steps surrounding porch and chamber

alike are hopelessly out of joint with the floor

of the chamber though not with that of the

porch ; on the west the chamber floor lies

wholly below the top step outside. This is

good evidence continuing the fact otherwi.-i-

established that the Young (Moans' porch was a

later addition.
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Young Geloans could not foresee what was coming, and were at pains to make
their porch long enough, witness the overlapping of their half columns

applied to the two southern corners of the old chamber or cella (see note 22,

above, and Fig. 4), and deep enough to make sure of elbow room (see Fig. 1 and

note 21, above). The six columns of this porch were surmounted not by
a pediment, but by what was almost a '

lean-to
'

roof; one so nearly flat that

it scarcely could be seen even if you stood on the terrace in front.25 This

roof abutted at right angles upon the lowest and undecorated band of the

Old Geloans' entablature. Thus the veneered surfaces of the old chamber
with the ornamental cornice above them and the ridge-pole pahnettes still

higher, on the sky-line, fairly dominated this later porch. Evidently there

was no desire on the Young Geloans' part to hide the brilliant handiwork of

their pious forefathers.

The Metapontines' House, No. X20 It is probable
27 that the Metapontines'

treasury was built next after the old Geloans' treasury-chamber, and long before

the young Geloans' porch. Its cella measured 8'30 by about 9'60 metres, and

its vestibule was upwards of 2 metres deep. For its foundations see Fig. 1.

Careful scrutiny of these, though it raises difficulties, favours the idea that X was

built before XI, and next after XII.28 Near them, and no doubt originally built

into them, were unearthed, in fragments, triglyphs and metopes of a friable

and marly limestone,
29 the attentive study of which reveals several experi-

mental variations through which the evolution of the Doric style at Olympia

25 The conclusive evidence of this derives and 79 ITU/.). In size the boulder-stones under

entirely from Dr. Dorpfeld's discovery, 01. Text the foundations of X far exceed all others on the

i, p. 54, on one of the recovered entablature- site, excepting those on which the Heraeum walls

stones of the Old Geloans' chamber, class I, of a were bedded (01. Text ii, pp. 50 and 28). As

mark of the abutting porch roof with the in the case of the Heraeum and of treasuries I and

inconsiderable slant of 1 : 9. II (III and V being out of the count for lack of
28 J.H.S. xxv, pp. 294 ff., with n. 3, 300, evidence) and IV having footings under all its

312, with n. 45 and 317. walls) these unfashioned footings of X are

27 J.H.S. xxv, p. 298. See also U. von entirely absent at the north end, and gradually
Wilamowitz-MoellendorfFs Heraklcs (1895), i,

shew themselves toward the south end, where

pp. 10 f. and n. 22. they reach to a considerable depth. They con-
28 Unlike the five nearest treasuries, includ- tain sporadic fragments of sandstone and poros.

ing the Old Geloans' chamber, but like the five Above them runs the topping off course (fvOwvii-

treasuries furthest off and the Young Geloans' p*o) of dressed blocks, which, being of rathercoarse

porch (see above, note 24 init.), the foundation Olympian poros, contain many shells. Neither

walls of X are bedded on rough stones laid in these nor any other blocks recovered shew the

clay. Is X on this account of even date with least traces of any use of clamps, a note which

these last ? No, for the use of footings was not they have in common with the stones of the

a question of date but of varying stability in the Heraeum and of the Old Geloans' chamber, but

subsoil of the Olympian terrace. The architects the rough inner dressing of these courses shews

concerned one and all determined for or against that they were laid below the interior floor-

footings in the most sensible and practical level of the cella.

manner, though not (cf. the case of VII and V)
"9

Having served originally as jart of X,
with invariably fortunate results. Experience these fragments may have been built into the

shewed that the subsoil at the back of the foundations in the course of latter-day repairs :

ten-ace and east of VIII was solid, but that they may be stones rejected by the original

footings were everywhere needed to the west of builders. In either case their study is of the

it (see above, uote 24, and below, notes 72 greatest importance.
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had to pass before reaching the harmonious regularity of Libon's great temple.

One of these (see Fig. 5) a metope fragment shows at the back the profile

of a cornice with a soffit of only 0'124 metre.30 With this stonemason's

blunder is to be taken into account the startling experiment (also shewn in

Fig. 5) on the frieze of the Metapontines. There, entirely replacing the

abacus and the taenia of the developed Doric frieze, is shewn, running alum:

the top alike of metopes and triglyphs, a rudimentary cornice (suggestive of

the Old Geloans' veneered soffit, shewn just above their apology for an archi-

trave), the total projection of which is not quite half 0*124 metre, that of

Fio. 5. FRAGMENTS AND RESTOKATIONS OF THE METAPONTINES' FUIEZE

the eccentrically dressed fragment just discussed. Made here in an extreme

form, this experiment was repeated by the Sicyonians in a much reduced

and restrained form, and so successfully that it influenced the builders of the

*
Begun apparently as a cornice by a muddle-

headed workman, this block was presumably
afterwards taken in hand for a metope ; but an

odd point is that 0'124 metre should have been

deemed l.y anyone, even momentarily, to be the

right depth fur the soffit of a cornice. Possibly
there was confusion between the notion of a

cornice strictly so-called and that eccentric and

e.\ieiiineiital cornice projection shewn along the

to]> of the triglyphs and metopes in X. But

see 01. PI. i, Plate xxxv for details of a

ounice, ]>ossibly belonging to one of the

treasuries, the total projection of whose soflit is

O'lOG metre
;
and note that just such a cornice

would have suited a fabric crowded in close

to an older one, as was the Selinuntines' treasury

(J.ff.S. xxv, pp. 294 and 298), No. IX.
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Parthenon.31 Another sign of the fluid stage of archaic Olympian Doric,

when the Metapontines built what was the earliest Doric entablature of stone

at Olympia, shews in the curves of the glyphs of this same frieze. 32 Data for

determining the intercolumniations and the number of columns 32a are entirely

lacking, as are also discoveries upon which to base any theories as to its

decoration with terracotta or otherwise.

The Megarians' House, No. Jf/.33 Of the Megarians' house nothing remains

on the terrace except the foundations34 and portions of the cella walls (see Fig. 1)

from which to gather any information;
35 but a discovery in the south-western

corner of the Altis has made all the difference, transforming these foundations

of the north-eastern corner into those of one of the best-known fabrics of Greek

antiquity. At the southern end of the west wall of Leo's fort were found (a)

stones from the stylobate, (1} drums and capitals, (c) blocks from the archi-

trave, notably the central one that stretched across the void between the two

columns in antis bearing, in characters of the Hellenistic age, the inscription

MEr[AP]EON, (d) triglyphs and metopes for the frieze,
36

(e) portions of the

31 See J.H.S. xxv, p. 299, and the account of

the Sicyoniar.n' house, p. 82 below. Although the

Sicyonians used no cornice, but confined them-

selves to a simple astragal moulding, they
nevertheless preserved the idea of a sightly and

fair-sized detail, which should serve to give a

visible continuity to the frieze, too much broken

up otherwise by the ingeniously contrived pro-

portions of their abaci metopes and triglyphs

(see n. 121 below). Reflect that the Metapon-
tines' house, since the old Geloans' treasury-
chamber was not Doric, while the characteris-

tically Doric features of the Heraeum were

presumably in wood, was the earliest Doric

fabric at Olympia made of stone, and .the

overdoing of this experiment with its frieze will

explain itself.

32 Their tops shew something hardly distin-

guishable from the roundest of '

pointed,' or

the most pointed of round arches (see Fig. 5,

and note the narrowing of the aperture sub-

tended by the curve).
32a There were almost certainly fewer than

four. Dr. Dbrpfeld hesitatingly suggests two,

required for a templum in antis. This involves

three triglyphs on the frieze above the void

between the columns. Three columns, but for the

awkwardness of the approach involved, would

answer the dimensions best (01. Text ii, p. 50).

The Olympian Council-House certainly had
three columns in antis, and for an archaic

Athenian building
' B '

in Doric style with three

columns in antis, see ITiegand, pp. 155 to 162.

Between the Olympian Council-House (its older

and northern wing that is) and the Metapon-
tines' house there cannot be much difference as

to date ; but Dr. Wiegand's fabric
' B '

was

apparently built considerably later even than

the latter. The awkwardness of three columns

in antis might be regarded as a final proof of

the archaic and experimental character of the

Doric of the Metapontine treasury builders at

Olympia.
33 J.H.S. xxv, pp. 294 ff., 298 f., 302 f.,

and 306 f.

34 XII and X are not far from equilateral, but

XI, lying between, is roughly twice as long as

it is broad (6 '80 by 12 '29 meties), III being the

only one more nearly of these proportions. In

its smaller dimension, XI is less by a third

than X, and less than XII by two-fifths, whereas

X, XI, and XII are practically of the same

length. These facts support the view that XI
was founded after XI I and X, having its breadth

determined by the available space remaining

(J.H.S. xxv, pp.298f. ). Differences oflevel doubt-

less located it nearer to X (within 1 '60 metres)

than to XII (within 3 '90 metres). Note that

the foundations of XI, though carelessly laid as

regards the walls above and without footings,

were strengthened with care at the two southern

corners.

35 For the semi-detached foundations of an

altar adjacent see J.H.S. xxv, pp. 306 f.; cf.

also Dr. Dorpfeld in 01. Text ii, pp. 41 and 51,

and p. 78 below.
36 Each component block consisted of a

metope and its adjacent triglyph. This same

combination occurs sporadically (01. Text ii,

p. 7) in Libon's temple, and the limestone

frieze blocks on the sides of the Athenian

Hecatompedon were thus combined
( ll'iiyand,
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cornices both horizontal an<l upslanting, (/) tiles from the roof, ami. la*t but

not least important, remains of five sculptured blocks. These last filled the
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style the battle of the gods and giants, mentioned by Pausanias as adorning
the pediment of the Megarians' treasury.

38
Owing to a split in one of the

recovered drums,
39 the height of the columns can only be approximately fixed

at 3'50 metres
;
but they certainly shew (see Fig. 6) no traces of entasis.40

Although no stone of either anta has been recovered, the restoration as a

temple in antis is quite assured. Neither architrave, nor frieze, though both are

shewn conspicuously together below the pediment (see Fig. 7), appears alongeither
of the sides,

41 an additional proof, if one were needed, that the Metapon tines'

adjacent house was already standing to mask the western side of XI when the

Megarians built it.
42 At the two south corners appeared, however, two incipient

metopes running for a short distance along each one of the sides, and sug-

gesting an unseen continuation of the frieze, the absence of which could only
be detected from very few points of view.43 Another experimental singularity
at the corners of the entablature is apparent in Fig. 7, the ingenious com-

plication of junctures for the stones meeting at the corners, so contrived

as to avoid their all coming together diagonally on the same vertical

plane.
44

The same experimental economy of labour, which dispensed with both

architrave and frieze along the sides where their absence could escape obvious

detection, shews also in the dressing of the Megarians"
1

column-shafts (see Figg.
6 f.). Roughly dressed for the incision of twenty vertical flutings, they shew

together tallies with what the foundations of XI

require (see 01. Text iii, pp. 5 ff., where Dr.

Treu gives an account of them).
18

VI, xix. 13 : TOV drjcravpov Se fvfipyaffrai

Ttf a.ertp 6 riav yiyavroiv Kal 6(u>i> iro\e/j.os.
39 proved by the cumulative evidence of

numerous tallying measurements and agreements

otherwise, the appurtenance of the remains (a)-

(c), to the Megarians' foundation is perhaps
most strikingly evidenced to the casual eye by
the fact that there are recovered drums fitting

exactly weathered outlines still visible (in the

eighties) on the stylobate in situ (Fig. 7).
40 A fact disconcerting to the theory that

excessive entasis muxt be regarded as the note of

excessive archaism (see below, page 81).
41 Dr. Wiegand (p. 39) cites this treasury

as resembling the Hecatompedon in having a

frieze, but no architrave, along its sides.

Plainly his reference is to the Sicyonians'

treasury (I), not to XI. See below, p. 76.
42 An interval of only 1 '60 metres separated

XI from X. The Sicyonians' house, on the

contrary, where the frieze but not the architrave

was continued along the sides (see the note

preceding) was masked on the west by no

building whatever. The architrave was appar-

ently not deemed so essential for the eye as the

frieze and therefore dispensed with in I as

in XI.

43 This illusion was enhanced by ending the

incipient side metope downwards with half a

regula and three tmnnels ; nor was it presumably

greatly interfered with by the entire absence of

any corresponding half mutule under the

corona above. See Fig. 7, where is also shewn,

upside down, one of the two corner mutules

with the corona appertaining. Notice the

rectangular termination of the front mutule, and

the sharp diagonal ending of the soffit from

which it depends.
44 This triumph of delicate adjustment is

masked on the outside, but shews from within.

Note also the I 1 -shaped clamps of the entab-

lature, which also apj>ear elsewhere throughout
the superstructure. No clamps or dowellings
were used in the foundations. Horizontal

commissures shew no rabettings, but smooth

faces
;
vertical commissures are so rabetted as to

leave broad bands on all edges. All commis-

sures are more than occasionally covered with

the same stucco used for the outside faces, a

sure sign that each stone was individually
stuccoed before it was put into place. Incisions

made for tlu- claws of lifting-irons occur in many
stones, others were apparently handled with

levers and inclined planes. The prevailing

piiins is frequently patched with marly lime-

stone, many trunnels lu-ing of that material and

patched in with lead.
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only the eleven visible from the front
;

45
and, instead of the nine remaining, nine

flat unfluted vertical faces such as would belong to a polygon. Moreover the

three parallel incisions or horizontal flutings, at the top of the shafts (see

Fig. G) near the capitals, extend also only half-way round so as to shew

from the front. The capitals themselves were dealt with more '

sincerely
'

;

the curve of the echinus, which, as is the case of Libon's temple and of the

Metapontines' house, is parabolic not elliptical, shews above four annulets

ending each capital downwards. The abaci were presumably of the more

extensive archaic type. Neither capitals nor metopes reveal traces of colour.46

The surmounting cornice of terracotta painted with palmettes, and moulded into

an archaic profile,
47 a lower flat band topped by a convex curve that suggests

the cyma reversa of later days, was confined to the pediment,
48 and quite

45 See Wiegand (p. 174 and Fig. 73 b), for a

discussion of a Doric capital of yellow poros

that shews only nine flutings. Dr. Wiegand
intimates that it must have stood against a

wall. Thus it would have formed a startlingly
' rococo

'

feature in any conceivable archaic

fabric of Doric style ; but does not this

Olympian analogy go far towards invalidating

Dr. Wiegand's obiter dictum ?

46 Plain marks of a dark blue encaustic

colour shew on the triglyphs, regulae, mutules,

and all trunnels. Traces of red have been

detected on the upper members of the archi-

trave, on a narrow horizontal band below, and

on the interspaces between the mutules as well

as on the
'

taenia
'

or narrow horizontal band

just above the regulae. These brilliant colours

were also applied to the pedimental sculptures.

Dr. Graef's plate (number xliv in Bau-

meister's Denkmaeler, where it figures as the
' Corner of a Doric temple in antin

'

in Dr.

Borrmann's article on Polychromy ) represents the

Megarians' Olympian house with unimportant
variations as follows : no suggestion of the

pedimental sculptures is given, the capital of

the anta is purely hypothetical in profile and

decoration, and from the side must be

entirely expunged the whole frieze with

triglyphs, metopes, mutules, regulae, trunnels

and all their appurtenances, while a half metope
and trunnelled regula must be substituted at the

corner. Dr. Graef has well given the flat terra-

cotta band masking the corona of the Megarian
sides. It was painted with a fret and surmount-

d with terracotta palmettes as antefixes. These

occurred at intervals, one for each downslanting

ridge of imbrices (Ka\virrripe s). The intervening

tegulae abutted on this plain fretted baud,

which had no waterspouts except at the corners.

There, reproduced by Dr. Graef as well as the

scale allows, were remarkable lion's-head water-

spouts. Masking laterally the beautifully

profiled and decorated terracotta mouldings

applied to the upslanting pedimental cornice,

whose acroterion was a shield taken from the

Corinthians in some dateless encounter (see

Pausanias VI xix 13 and J.H.S. xxv, p. 303),

these wonderful lions shew two crescent-shaped
ears upstanding among the flame-like waves of a

mane so radiating from the face as a centre that

it resembles an animated palmette. This truculent

replication of the palmette antefixes and the

palmette pattern on the pedimental cornice,

being itself conventional, is effectively blended

with the conventional treatment of the hair

about the lips. Here the colouring is dark blue,

and produces a thrilling impression of fierceness.

For a most elaborate restoration in colours, see

01. PI. ii, PI. cxix, which should be care-

fully compared with Fig. 9 in 01. Text iii,

p. 13, where Dr. Treu figures it uncoloured and

unrestored. This lion shews all the elements

that were finally blended and glorified in the

finest marble waterspouts of Libon's great

temple. Perhaps even the lion's head still

visible on the north-eastern corner of the

Parthenon may be called its lineal descendant.

The closest parallel to it, however, derives from

Sicilian Himera, and may be seen in the Palermo

Museum.
47

Nothing of this could be shewn in Fig. 6.

For the preparation and painting of this cornice,

see above, note 7. The native clay used

by the Megarians was coarse. They did not,

like the Old Geloans, fasten their cornice down
with nails, but used a perforation 0'05 metre in

diameter which tunnels through all the re-

covered pieces. Some sort of reed or rod was

apparently inserted here and the cornice was

by that means made secure. Just how this was

done is not plain.
48 The small scale of the pediment, as shewn

in Figures 6 and 7, has involved the entire

omission of this palmette pattern ;
but it
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outshone the plain tn-ttr <l band running along the sides in continuation of the

lower member t tin- pediment*! profile. Indeed this pediuiental cornice

fulfilled for the Megarians just what the Old Geloans aimed at with their

Egyptian cavetto, only the Megarians, being here as elsewhere of a frugal

mind, confined this splendour to the place where it would make the finest

show, and the resulting total effect more than justified their parsimony.
Their example was followed in this particular by the builders of the Parthenon,

but not by Libon in ornamenting the great temple of Zeus, which, in this

decorative 49
detail, aimed at the archaic effect dear to the Old Geloans. The

whole scheme of the ceiling of the Megarians' vestibule or pronaos has been

reconstituted in connexion with a series of parallel and narrow rectangular

compartments or caissons formed by eight wooden beams stretching across

from the front cella wall to the back of the entablature above the columns in

Fio. 8. RESTORED SCHEME OK THE MEGARIANS' PRONAOS CEILING.

antis, and the two corresponding stone beams (Ortbalkeri) topping the lateral

inside walls (of the vestibule: see Fig. 8 50
). The cardinal discovery for

restoring the palmette decoration was its appearance, without any trace of the

appears repeated on a wholly flat band in

Fig. 7 as the decorative interior frieze of the

pronaos, and is admirably *hewn in Dr. Graefs

plate (see the preceding note 46). The Megarians'

cornice-profile, two surfaces, the under one flat,

the upper one outswelling, painted with

alternately upright and reversed palmettos and

lotuses, was. practically reproduced in the

painted marble cornice, diversified by water-

spouts, along the eaves of Libon's great

temple ; its pattern but not its profile sln-wa

with an insignificant variation for the worse (a

feeble intrication of spirals) on the Selinuntincs'

temple 'C' (cf. Plate xlv, Fig. 2 in Bau-

nic ist. r'. It the date of the Sclinuntines'

triiipli- is fixed late in the seventh century, then
it looks as if the Megarians had improved upon
tin Selinuntine pattern. Note that this

pattern and in general the whole polychromy of

XI was executed in the same three colours

already familiar as used by the Old Gt'oans.
49 A practical consideration may after all

have played a decisive part with the Megarians
as well as with the builders of the Parthenon.

Confining the painted cornice to the pediments
enabled them to dispense on the sides with a

gutter and its waterspouts and to have '

dripping
eaves.' Such were equally desirable on the

crowded Olympian terrace and the frequented
Athenian Acropolis.

80 At the point of juncture of this stum

beam, shewn at the top on the right in Fig. 7,

notice a narrow vertical cutting obviously suited

for the insertion of a thin rectangular piecf of

wooden veneering. Projecting from the stone

beam in which it was bedded this veneer-

ing panel was similarly inserted into tin-

next parallel transverse beam. Its insertion
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colours, but still most clearly, on one of these two stone beams (see Ol. Text ii,

p. 52, where Dr. Dbrpfeld gives an account of the matter).

As for the roof of the whole fabric, a square seating for its fair-sized

ridge -pole shews at the top on the inside of the middle tympanum-block. It

may be inferred that the slanting rafters had support from various uprights

resting on horizontal beams forming the ceiling of the cella. On these rafters

were laid the planks which in turn carried the tegulae bedded in clay. The
three recovered tympanum-blocks,

61 and the sculptured representation in high
relief of the battle of the gods and giants, were unearthed where they, along
with various terracotta fragments from XII and XI, had been piled in, not

far from the north-western angle of the South Portico, to form the '

core
'

of the

last eight metres at the southern extremity of Leo's West Wall. They must

have been transported upwards of 250 metres, along with the whole entabla-

ture of which they formed a conspicuous part. The group as restored is

sketched in outline in Figure 6. As for the use of colours, the background

unquestionably implies (he identical insertion

between the same transverse beam and the

same lateral stone of a second veneering panel

in order to close the caisson at its opposite

end (on the front cella wall). Thus was formed

a compartment or caisson
-40 metre wide by

3 '44 metres long. This quadrilateral compart-
ment was repeated eight times, for behind the

triglyph-blocks of the frieze shew not only the

square seating cut to receive the beam just

mentioned, and shewn in Fig 7, but seven

others t due intervals and exactly like

it. That all the vertical faces of these

eight beams were decorated with the same

pattern of alternately reversed palmettes and

lotuses, already described as applied to the

pedimental cornice, is practically certain,

because unmistakable traces of it have been

made out on one of the lateral stone beams

(Oribalkeri) as shewn in Fig. 7.

61 These three tympanum-blocks when assem-

bled yield 0744 metre for the height, and

5*70 metres for the breadth of the tympanum.
The horizontal cornice of the pediment mea-

sured 6 "30, the foundations below 6 '80 metres.

Three facts, (a) the exact suitability in dimen-

sions of the.'e tympanum-blocks to the measure-

ments of the Megarians' house, (b) the agree-

ment of their sculptures with Pausanias' glance
at the Megarians' pediment, (c) the material of

(b}, which is the same yellowish (travertine)

limestone from the Alpheius valley (Dr.Treu, 01.

Text iii, pp. 1, 3, and 5) used for the more or less

contemporaneous archaic and colossal head of

Hera belonging to the Hemeum, all conspire to

identify these blocks with the Megariaus' en-

tablature whose broken bits were recovered

along with them : (c) is evidence, though the

entablature is of different and coarser stone,

because the trunnels patched in on XI (see above,

note 44) are invariably of this same marly

(travertine) limestone. Another small piece

of evidence depends on the fact that the

Megarians' pediment sculptures were not in the

round, but in high relief (cf. Pausanias' expres-

sion t ir f i p y a <r T a t r<j> aerf & ro>v ytyavToav

Kal Qfiav ir6\fuos, see above, note 38). This

accounts for the fact, proved by the otherwise

impossible lines of juncture shewn by the five

sculptured stones, that these limestone block*

were laid in the tympanum before they were

sculptured. Dr. Treu demonstrates this by
various detailed considerations (01. Text iii,

pp. 11 f. ), e.g. if the blocks had been first

sculptured and afterwards hoisted into place,

the thin vertical slice of Heracles' breast cut off

by one of the junctures would certainly have

suffered serious fracture, involving in the

process of fitting it on to its continuation on,

the block adjacent repairs that were certainly

never made. That Pausanias' use of 4*1

should imply sculpture of the blocks previ-

ously bedded in the tympanum could have

been learned of Dr. Schubarth (Philologus

xxiv, p. 584), and is also proved by the

position and trend of chisel-markings on the

blocks themselves. These were made by
chisels of more than one width plainly shewn

and measured on the blocks. Drills were also

used for the first rough work on the deeper

cuttings. The indications of these pediment

sculptures shewn in Fig. 6 are obviously in-

sufficient, but they substantially agree witn

Dr. Treu's final restoration, which has been

followed here and should be scrutinised in 01.

PI. iii, Plates ii-iii.
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was of a brilliant lightish blue," red iron oxide was also used, and the actual

state of preservation of all the nude surfaces proves their original protection

by colour of some kind all traces of which have disappeared. Male figures
alone arc involved, since Athena (middle left-hand group in Fig. 6) was

draped, and for them something like the orange yellow,
'

favouring
'

red, shewn
on the archaic terracotta group of Heracles and the Hydra in the Acropolis
Museum must have been used. Although no longer, as when they were first

unearthed, the oldest known pediment-sculptures, these Megarian figures

have gained rather than lost in interest through the comparisons made

possible by discoveries on the Athenian Acropolis. They shew for instance

a marked advance upon the obviously more ancient Athenian group of Hera-

cles and the Hydra (not to speak of the more than archaic architrave-frieze

at Assoswith which there are also points of resemblance), and have even some

points of advantage over the possibly contemporaneous battle of the gods and

giants on the Siphnians' house at Delphi. But this last parallel is of course

comparatively fruitless, because a pedimental group is one thing, and a

continuous frieze like the Siphnians' is quite another. The Siphnians

certainly had superior technique, but perhaps the Megarian sculptor, less

preoccupied by purely decorative considerations, has achieved a more vividly

dramatic composition. One comparison however is now possible where the

Megarians unquestionably have the worst of it that with the battle of

Athena and the giants in the pediment of the remodelled Pisistratid Heca-

tompedon.
53

Though one may contrive to miss in this serenely triumphant
Athena and her almost monotonously cowering foes a note of awkward but

genuine poignancy present in the intenser Megarians' pedimental group,
54

yet the later art of the Athenians is incomparably superior for many reasons,

w See above, note 48, at the end. Vestiges of made, since both groups as recovered are about

the blue background were detected behind th equally incomplete rat Athens ( Witgand, p. 196)

helmet of Zens (central group) as well as behind two auxiliary gods with their defeated giants

his and his giant antagonist's legs. Red iron are missing, while at Olympia nearly the

oxide was found on this same giant's shield und whole of every one of the victorious gods is

helmet, on the chiton of Ares (right hand the result of Dr. Treu's well inspired g"'iius for

corner group), and on the hair of the giant restoration (see 01. PI. iii, PI. ii-iii, where

assaulted with club and bow by Heracles the restorations are minutely indicated). In

(middle light hand group). The same brilliant what remains of young Heracles are vivid in-

red also appears on the head, lips, and eyes of timations of spring and power, and the relics of

Poseidon (hurling Nisyros at his prostrate foe forward swerving Ares give a hint of formid-

in the left hand corner group). The eyes in ably compressed energy ; but the vanquished
all cases are archaically almond-shaped. Black giants really remain in possession of the field,

must have been freely used to bring out various though the evidence is good, shewing that

details inch as toes, hair, and the like
; the Poseidon, himself guessed at more than

more so because, though several bits in high seen, is hurling Nisyros, and that Athena's

relief were pieced on, resort was not had, as in left foot was certainly planted on the fallen

the Aeginetan pediment and elsewhere, to giant's right leg near a gaping wound made just

bronze n|.pnrteiiaiices or details of any kind. in front of ii by the onset of her spear. Both

Note lhat Athena's bare left foot must have Zeus and his thunderbolt are conspicuously
been of some light colour. absent, so that the study of t lie giants' varied

43 See H','i-'_i'iii'f, pp. 126-147, for Professor figures (alike only in that each one is paralyse I

Hans Si'hiinlfi's ao-.nmt <>f it. by the terror of impending destruction) is about
5 * No v.-ry strict comparison can however be all that can be safely indulged in : the one

U.S. VOL. XXVI. F
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of which one has to do with their use of marble instead of the Megarians'

limestone. But the most obvious one certainly is the ludicrously diminutive

scale forced upon the Megarians by the size of their Olympian house.

Their gods and their giants are not quite half life-size, whereas the

Athenian figures are much over life-size, the Athena being over life-size

and seven and a half heads high at that, and the giants being represented

not only in proportion, but as real giants. Turning to a comparison more to

our Megarians' advantage, note with Kekul^ a certain resemblance between

the Heracles here and the Heracles of the well-known Selinuntine metopes
of temple

'

C.' A compendious vitality, gained at the expense of delicate

finish, no doubt, but still achieved, characterises alike these Megarian

sculptures, and those of Selinus, a granddaughter colony.
56 General com-

parison of the composition in hand with larger and later pediment sculptures

reveals a neglect in the smaller work of strict symmetry such as is found

alike in the Pisistratid, the Phidian, the Aeginetan, and the great Olympian

pediment groups. In dispensing' with a central figure, the Megarians were

but cutting their coat according to their cloth
;
and so escaped the snare of

triviality so hard to avoid with diminutive figures and small space.
56 To

have pediment sculptures at all for so diminutive a building may have been

the Megarians' new idea; the still better plan of entirely dispensing with

pediment sculptures was the new idea of a later day, though but a reversion

to the practice of the Geloans and the Metapon tines.

The, Cyrenaeans House, No. VII.57 After the Megarians' treasury had

occupied all the available 58
space between the ancient altar (VIII, cf. J.H.S. xxv,

p. 294) and the Stadium, communities seeking good sites for new com-

munal houses began
59 to build west of the altar.

60 The Cyrenaeans came

before Zeus takes his death with a bmtishly corresponding east pediment any central figure,

comatose grimace, the victim before Heracles Like the Megarians' treasury, which it did not

lies in a disjointed heap, Athena's foe lies para- greatly exceed in size, it shews only a central

lysed by her spear-thrust, while Poseidon's group.
still grips his sword and requires the quietus

67 See J.II.S. xxv. pp. 294-301 passim, for

which is descending upon him. evidence that VIII was an altar, and on the
M J.H.S. xxv, pp. 298f. Noticeably similar whole question of identification,

details in both are (cf. Dr. Treu in 01. Text iii,
^ It could not have occurred to them, as it

p. 14) the similar fashions of breast-plates, did to the Selinnntines, when VII, VI and V
leathern as well as of bronze, the central giant had been built west of the altar, to crowd their

lias a breast-plate and greaves of bronze indica- house in between VIII and X (see J.H.S. xxv,
ted by a colour different from that of the p. 294, plan).

leathern ones of his followers, he also wears a S9 If a precise date must be hazarded, Dr.

helmet with plumes, these being carefully Studmczk.a,'s]a.teTda.te(KyreneeineaUg)'iechische

pieced on to the original stone, the similar Gotlin (1890), p. 36) rather than his Sfvrtpa.i

treatment of the folds of the shirts shewing Qpov-rtits in Roscher iii, p. 1724 (01. Text iii,

below the accoutrements and a similar play of p. 23, n. 1) might be adopted. Though
facial expression. For other points of similarity VII was the earlier foundation, the date

between this whole fabric and Selinuntine work, 554-544 B.C., that of Arcesilas II, may stand

see above, note 48. for all three of them.
68 Note ( Wicgand, p. 106, Figg. 109 and 110)

w The notion that VII must be among the

that the Hecatompedon pediment-group of Hera- very oldest fabrics on the terrace because it is

clesand the Triton has no central figure, only a built on a high level is far-fetched,

tree for the impedimenta of the hero, nor has the
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first and laid the foundations marked VII 01
(see Figg. 1 and 9). Of these

foundations little remains,
62 and of their superstructure nothing for the

student of architecture (Ol. Text ii, p. 48). But Dr. Treu (01. Text iii,

pp. 19-23) convincingly argues that two sculptured fragments of North African

limestone,
63 found at diagonally opposite extremities of the Altis, may have

decorated its pediment.
04 One of them certainly represents Gyrene throttling

a lion (Pindar, P. ix. vv, 17 and 26 ff.),
an episode popular with Cyrenaeans at

all epochs.
65 Dr. Treu's evidence w is all the more important because it suggests

that the Cyrenaeans, like the Old Geloans, fashioned at least some part of

their treasury at home and carried it piecemeal across the Mediterranean

to Olympia.
67

The Sybarites' House, No. F/.68 Built in approximately the same decade

with the houses on either side of it, VI, although currently identified with

the Byzantines', should figure as the Sybarites' house. A little more is known

81
Currently identified with the Sybarites'

treasury but not on the evidence of any ob-

served facts. The identification depends en-

tirely on Pausanias and cannot stand if VIII is

an altar.

62 See J.H.S. xxv, p. 297, n. 5.

83 It is of a kind common in Libya, harder

and whiter (01. Text iii, p. 21, n. 2) than any
found near Olympia. The fragments are (a)

the mutilated torso of the nymph Gyrene

engaged in throttling a diminutive lion (figured
in Dr. Stndniczka's article Cyrene, Roscher, iii,

p. 1723), and (6) the headless, legless and
tailless trunk of a cock which nevertheless is

obviously identical in type with birds depicted
on Cyrenaean vases (Studniczka's Kyrene 36).

Though found far apart, among the remains of

two quite distinct Byzantine settlements, the

sameness of their Libyan material and their

agreement in scale prove (a) and (b) to be parts
of one and the same composition, while the

Libyan provenience of the limestone, the

Cyrennean scene depicted, and the style of the

representation, being notably of Cyrene, con-

spire to identify these sculptures with the

pedimental decoration of the Cyrenaeans' house.
64 The brilliant identification by Treu and

Studniczka of these pedimental sculptures ought,

although these scholars by no means counten-

ance such an idea, to dispose of the current

identification with VIII of the Cyrenaeans'

treasury, and should go far toward confirming
its identification with VII ; for VIII, restored

as a treasury (J.H.S. xxv, p. 295, with n. 1)

could not house these sculptures in its pedi-

ment, since the scene (Pindar, P. ix, 17 and
26 ff.

) absolutely requires a figure of Apollo for

whom there would be no room (01. Text iii,

p. 22, and Roscher as above). Furthermore

Dr. Studniczka notes that the date required by
the style of these sculptures is about the

middle of the sixth century, whereas that

assigned to VIII is much earlier. Again such

limestone as appears in VIII is of the wrong
kind to go with the African variety. VII, on

the contrary, had a pediment wider by 1 31

metre than any that could be attributed to

VIII, and would therefore house both Cyrene
and Apollo most comfortably. If the sculptures

are dated much earlier than the approximate
date (554-544 B.C.) here suggested for the

founding of VII, VI, and V, then the fact

observed by Dr. Treu, that Cyrene cannot

have been in the archaic posture attributed

to her by Dr. Studniczka (with one knee on the

ground) and commonly known as the Knielauf

(01. Text iii, p. 20), is disconcerting.
65 In the British Museum are two late

Cyrenaean monuments, one a marble relief

found in the temple of Aphiodite at Cyrene,

the other a group found in the Cyrenaean

temple of Apollo (Smith and Porcher, Dis-

coveries at Cyrene, PI. 76). Studniczka identi-

fied this Olympian fragment as representing

Cyrene by comparison with both these later

monuments.
66 See notes 63 f. above.
67 Note that the Sicyonians fashioned every

detail of their house (I) at home and trans-

ported the whole of its superstructure to

Olympia, see below note 110 end, undJ.ff.S.

xxv, p. 309.
68 See Fig. 9 and J.H.S. xxv, pp. 294,

plan, 296, witti n. 2, 297 u. 6, and 298 f., with

n. 8, and a'so 01. Text ii, p. 47.
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of its foundations (see Fig. 9), but no more of its superstructure
69 than in

the case of VII. Poros foundations like these with no footings are evidently
ticklish things, for there has been a phenomenal settling at the south end,

and what should be joints in its side walls are gaping rifts. The rabetting
or sinking of commissures, vertical and horizontal, has been overdone, leaving
a very narrow outside rim or zone of complete contact. There are marks of

the use of swallowtail-fashioned dowellings (01. Text ii, p. 47), and the dowels

may have been either of bronze or of wood. The dimensions of VI as of VII
make it practically certain that each had two columns in antis. Dr. Treu

(Ol. Text iii. pp. 23 f.) makes out a very good case for assigning several

remains of sculptured birds to the pediment of VI, which may have aimed
at something like the decorative effect of VII, where the group of Gyrene
was flanked by figures of the same kind, though of a very different style in

the execution.70

The Byzantines' Hoiise, JV0. F.71 The next foundations on the west, V,

currently identified as the Epidamnians', should figure as the Byzantines'
house. Though of about the same date with VI and VII, V may because of

the footings of its foundations have been the last built of the three.71

The need of such footings was suggested perhaps by early signs of instability
in the case of VII and of VI. At all events, V must have been founded

before the Scythian campaign of Darius and the capture of Byzantium by
Otanes 73 in 513 B.C. Disappointments lie in ambush for the careful student

of the foundations of V. The footings of pebbles in a matrix of hard clay
have not prevented the southern substructure from falling 0'20 metre

lower than that on the other sides
; only one single course of poros-blocks

"
4

constituted the substructure thus bedded
;
on the north there were apparently

no footings, and the course above has completely vanished. A welcome detail

is the footing of the front or south cella-wall (a partition with a doorway),
which has been clearly made out. This determines the exact position of the

cella door, under which there is no footing but only foundation blocks for

bedding the threshold-stone. A final disappointment, however, lurks in

89 Not a stone of the entablature, the 71 See Fig. 9 and J.JT.S., pp. 294, with

columns or the antae, and very few stones of the plan, 295 n. 2, 296, 299 f., with n. 10.

cella wall have been identified in situ. Even n On the instability of the foundations of

this is more than can be said for VII. VI, see above, and for the same defect in VII,
70 Dr. Treu'.8 identification holds good when see J.H.S. xxv, p. 296, n. 5 ; on the whole

VI is regarded not as the Byzantines' but as question of footings under Olympian founda-

the Sybarites' house, for he has discovered tions, see above, notes 24 (p. 54), 28 (p. 58),

nothing peculiarly of Byzantium about the and below, note 108 (p. 78).

subject represented, and the material used he n An observation of Dr. Treu (01. Text iii,

identifies as 1'isutan limestone. Nor does p. 24), which he of course applies to IV, the

his remark, that the comparatively advanced currently accepted Byzantines' house, here

style of these still archaic fragments forbids identified as the Epidamnians'. It applies
our classing them with such pediments as those equally well to V.

on the Athenian Acropolis which were entirely
7i Most of the poros is of the marly variety,

filled with animal figures (01. Text iii, p. 25 but there are two stones of coarser grnin, con-

init.), imply a date for them other than the taining abundant shell deposits,
middle of the sixth century.
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the plainly scratched 75 circle marked on a central top stone of the southern

foundation-wall. No column could have stood here for several reasons : (a) the

scratched stone was not of the stylobate, but underlay it
; (b) a column in that

place would have implied eight columns for the whole front more than it

could hold 70 and would also have blocked the cella-door. The rabettings

or sinkings of commissures are identical with those of VI, but as to the use

of clamps or dowels there is no evidence whatever, since no stone of the

superstructure has been recovered. Dr. Treu's reasons (Ol. Text iii, pp. 16-18)
for associating with V a splinter and a substantial fragment of sculptured
limestone are not given as conclusive

;
but it seems not unlikely that he has

really pitched upon relics of the Byzantines' pediment sculptures. If any
house on the terrace was decorated with pedimental sculptures, surely V was

one of them, since it was uniquely elaborate, the Young Geloans' porch being
an afterthought in having six front columns.77

The Selinuntines' House, No. IX. Not wishing
79 to build farther

west than V (the Byzantines' house), the Selinuntines so contrived that they
were allowed to build their house just east of the altar (VIII), crowding it

into the uninviting space
80 west of and adjoining X.81 The date, 554-544,

experimentally suggested above 82 for VII, VI, and V, would accord with that

75 See Fig. 9. Dr. Dorpfeld conjectures

(01. Text ii, p. 47) that the architect may have

scratched this circle in order to see whether

the foundation wall was broad enough, or he

may have originally intended to use the

scratched foundation-stone for the drum of a

column.
78 With eight columns the intercolumnia-

tions would be reduced to 0'64 metre, although
V is, with]the exception of XII, the broadest of

the treasuries, being broader in proportion by
one-third than most of them.

77 See 01. Text ii, p. 47, and J.H.S. xxv,

p. 299, n. 10.

78 See Fig. 1, and J.H.S. xxv, pp. 294-298

with nn. 3 and 6.

79 The Selinuntine architects plainly adopted
their site as a pis oiler, and were fully justified,

after the fact, in avoiding the alternative site

where later the Epidamnians built IV (see

Fig. 9 and J.H.S. xxv, plan on p. 294), by the

eventual settlement (O'll metre along the south

wall of IV) in spite of exceptionally careful

footings, laid under all four walls of the Epidam-
niaus' foundations (see above, n. 72), and note

that the lamentable instability even of V, in

spite of its carefully laid footings, must have
re-enforced the warning afforded to the Seli-

nuntines by the condition of VII and VI, of

which they cannot have been unaware (see
also above, nn. 24 and 28).

80 Difficulties caused by the natural level,

lower than that of VIII, forced the Selinuntines

to build around and outside of their founda-

tion-walls at the north-west corner the low

wall which appears in Fig. 1. Thus, although

they escaped the task of bedding their founda-

tions, they had to support them. Also there

were serious architectural drawbacks involved

in crowding their house between the altar and

X (see above, n. 30 end and cf. n. 58).
81 Had VIII been a treasury, the Cyrenaeans'

or another, the Seliuuntines might have found

it difficult to secure their site. To overcome

the scruples of the lletapontines may indeed

not have been easy, and certainly it was the cue

of the Eleans, with whom doubtless the decision

finally rested, to prevent the giving or taking
of offence in such an uncomfortable matter.

The Megarians, near neighbours of the Selinun-

tines on the terrace, were doubtless (see above,

notes 46 end and 48 end, and also J.H.S. xxv,

pp. 298 f. ) friendly, and may possibly have used

their influence to help their colonists secure

the site.

82 A more precise date than the one estab-

lished (before 510 B.C., J.H.S. xxv, p. 299)

may possibly be derived from raising the

question why the Selimintiues did not imitate

the Megarians in decorating their pediment
with sculptures. That their pediment was un-

sculptured is proved by recovered fragments
of their tympanum (01. Textii, p. 50 init., and

iii, p. 24, with PJ. i, PI. xxxiii, Fig. 4). All
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of, say, 540-530 B.C. for IX.83 The material used by the Selinuntines for

their foundations (Ol. Text ii, p. 49) was poros, but of finer grain and closer

texture than the Olympian variety used for Libon's great temple. These

peculiar characteristics, possibly indicating it as quarried near Sybaris

(J.H.S. xxv, p. 298 ad fin.}, have made easy the identification (Ol. Text ii,

p. 49) of scattered remnants of the entablature.84 On these are no marks
of the use of clamps or dowellings except the (

'

shaped one shown
on the corner of the triglyph-frieze in Fig. II.85 If the north wall of V has

entirely disappeared (see above, p. 69), the same is true of the Selinuntines'

south wall (with the doubtful exception of two stones shown on Fig. 1), of

half of their east wall, and of the whole of their south-west corner. Their

FIG. 10. THE Two SUCCESSIVELY LAID FLOORS OF THE SELINUNTINES' HOUSE (IX).

front cella (partition) wall has also vanished. In what must have been the

centre of the cella are eight stones, evidently belonging to the support for

previous!}' dedicated houses (except the oldest,

XII, and possibly X, founded next after XII),

had such sculptures. Not one founded afttr IX

appears to have had them. For, as to IV, the

fragments ingeniously assigned to its pediment

by Dr. Treu (01. Text iii, pp. 16 ff.) hardly
bear out his case and are in fact difficult to

connect with any pediment, and there is no

evidence one way or the other in the case of II

and III. Prone, as Selinuutines, to take their

cue from metropolitan Megaru, our builders

nevertheless took the lead on the terrace in

departing from the Megarian precedent (see

above, p. 66), probably because the Pisistratid

gigantomachy had conic into existence and

made it evident that marionette figures on

diminutive fabrics were absurd. The Pisis-

tratid foundations for the enlarged Hecatompe-
don are dated with tlieir sculptures in the last

half of the sixth century, presumably after the

restoration of the temple of Apollo at Delphi,
which took place soon after 548 B.C. ( IViegand,

p. 126). Due time being allowed for these

Athenian sculptures to make their mark in Greece,
it is not unreasonable to date the Selinuntines'

self-denying ordinance, and with it th< dedica-

tion of their communal house about 585 B.c.
83 See above, n. 58.
"' These identifications are certain because

one course of the cella wall, the opOoffTtLrat

(two rows upstanding on edge and back to

back), see Fig. 1, still remains in situ, and is

of just this material. Note the large swallow-

tail-fashioned dowel-holes which make it cer-

tain that wooden dowels were used, and con-

trast, on Fig. 9 the smaller holes of VI, whose

dowels may have been of bronze (see above,

p. 69).
M The occurrence of i

'

shaped clamps

along with swallowtail-shaped dowellings is

paralleled in the Council- house, and in the

Young Geloans" porch (Fig. 4), in both of which

fabrics both of these were applied to one and

the same stone.
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some statue.86 Close examination of the cella floor and walls reveals earlier

work beneath (see Fig. 10).
87 The Doric entablature shows many experi-

mental archaisms. Its regulae have not been recovered, but were presumably
untrunnelled 88 like its mutules, agreeing in this regard with the regulae and

mutules of the young Geloans, and of the south wing of the Council House

(see above, note 21). The glyph-tops are almost rectangular, ottering a

striking contrast to the almost pointed arch of the Metapontines' frieze and

to the Epidatnnians' shapely and rounded glyph-tops.
89 It has perhaps after

all been possible to identify the capitals,
90 but no remnants of the columns

have been recovered.

The Epidamnians' House, No. IV.91 The date and name of the founda-

tions numbered IV, currently identified with the Syracusans'
'

Carthagi-
nian

'

house, but more reasonably to be designated as the Epidamnians ', call

for no further discussion w here. None of the superstructure stands in situ,

and only two courses of the foundations remain, along with their very

thoroughly laid footings.
93

(See the east wall foundations to the left of V on

84 See Fig. 1. Here is the solitary indication

from the Olympian terrace that there may have
been in a treasury something of the nature of a

oultus statue.
87 The earlier floor consisted of limestone

concrete, i.e. (a) 5-10 millimetres of mortar, (b)

5 millimetres of very hard mortar or concrete,

(c) a very thiu layer of lime, spread directly on

the soil and still in a state of excellent preserva-
tion. About 0'44 metre above this floor is laid

a later floor, consisting of poros flagstones,

separated from the concrete by a void. The
film of stucco applied to the side wall by the

contrivers of the concrete floor and extending

plainly down to its level, shews that they did

not also lay the flagstones.
a It is, however, possible that the Selinun-

tines, like the builders of the north whig of the

Council-house, may have trunnelled their

regulae and left their mutules untrunnelled.
w Dr. Wiegand's fabric

' B '

has square glyph-

tops also (pp. 156-162, and PI. xiii, no. 3):
see on p. 163 the case of the Hecatompedon
whose glyph-tops are scrupulously rounded,
while (incised and painted in red and blue

alternately) on a line with them as their con-

tinuation across the adjacent metopes, are flat

or square-topped glyphs like those of the

Selinuntines. It is still more noteworthy that

the flat and the rounded glyph-top figure to-

gether, though not in the same frieze, upon
Libon's great Olympian temple. The glyphs
of the pteron are flat, but those above the cella

door are round (c/. below n. 99).
Kl Two Doric capitals have been found, both

of a stone which matches that of IX, but shew-

ing profiles so divergent that Dr. Db'rpfeld

declares (01. Text ii, pp. 49 f.) it impossible
to decide which one is Selinuntine, and insists

that both cannot have belonged to the same

fabric, although both, so far as measurements

go, might be adopted. Then we should but have

a repetition, in treasury IX, of that strange
variation in the profile of capitals belonging to

the same building which is thoroughly exempli-
fied by the ancient Olympian Heraeum near by.

This view has seemed to me the mote reason-

able one, and both these columns arc therefore

shewn in Fig. 11. Here again is an illustration

of the experimental phase of archaic Doric

as exemplified by the Olympian communal
houses.

l See Fig 9 and also J.ff.S. xxv, pp. 294 ff.

with nn. 2 and 11.

92 Ib. pp. 294 ff. with plan and 11 2, and

298 ff. with nn. 8 and 11. It is, however, just
worth mentioning that Dr. Wiegand's fabric

'A' (which offers, as will appear below, startling

and detailed agreements with the superstructure

assigned to IV) agrees also with it in date (see

below, note 99). The assignment of the

superstructure is proved. It follows therefore

that the current attribution of IV to the

Syracusaus must be abandoned, unless we give

up Pausanias' well-accredited date for the

Syracusans' foundation (J.H.S. xxv, p. 299

ad fin.).
93 Here again, as in the case of V, the

footings have not prevented a settling of the

foundations (Oil metre on the south side).

What would have happened, if the Epidamuians.

taking warning from the condition of VII,
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Fig. 9 and the plan in J.H.S. xxv, p. 294.) Scattered splinters of brilliantly
white limestone have led to the identification,

94 as parts of the superstruc-

FIG. 12. DETAILS OF THE EPIDAMNIANS' HOUSE (IV).

VI, and V, had not taken pains with their

footings, may be guessed from the fact that,
to reach the solidly compacted soil further

west, the Sicyonians had to dig as deep as

3 metres. As compared with the eastern end of

the terrace this western end was evidently the

recent result of land-slips from Mt. Cronius(see

above, notes 24, 28, 72, and 79). Although few

traces of the Epidamniaus' footing* were found
under the north wall, yet they evidently laid

footings there and to this extent profited by the

exjierience of the Byzantines. Both remaining
courses of their foundations together reach a

height of 070 metre; the stone used

is ordinary Olympian poros with sporadic bits

of sandstone or marly limestone. But these

stones are not dressed as for ashlar-work, but

with a view to a sort of polygonal masonry not

paralleled elsewhere on the site.

94 See Fig. 12 and J. H. S. xxv. p. 300, n. 11.
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ture, of five groups of fragments shewing the same fades.
96

(These constitute

the evidence justifying the several restorations of the architectural details of

IV shewn in Fig. 12.)

These last again shew interesting archaic variations from the more

settled forms of full-fledged Doric : in place of the ordinary 20 flutings

vertically bounded or contained by 20 arrises, the shaft shews, apparently,

as many as 32 flutings bounded by 16 of the usual arrises alternating

with 16 vertically cut astragal mouldings recessed between and contained

by right angles : the horizontal member ending the architrave upwards
is not a ribbon-band or taenia pure and simple performing the functions

of an undecorated abacus ;
instead of this it carries horizontally the

recessed astragal already introduced vertically between the alternate flutings

of the columns: 90 as for the regulae, they carry four trunnela,
97 and the

same number is repeated on the mutules;
98 a more successful experiment

than that of the profiled taenia of the architrave is made in the beau-

tifully rounded glyph-tops of the frieze :

" the regular number of three

These fragments found in the neighbourhood
of the Prytaneum, and appropriated to the

foundations of IV, belong to it independently
of the name it may bear (for the same case of

VI, see nn. 63 and 72). Measurements based

upon these fragments regarded as relics of

a Doric superstructure tally in all particulars

with the requirements of the foundations num-

bered IV, providing for an extra triglyph

between the two columns in antia, a by no

means inadmissible arrangement.
95 These five are : (a) sufficient bits of the

stones of the walls to determine their size and

i 1 shaped dowellings (restored in Fig. 12),

to make out in the right places gripping-holes

drilled for lifting-irons, and to shew that their

rabbetings, horizontal and vertical, were deep

and sharply cut so as to leave a broad surface of

complete contact ; (&) splinters of a Doric

column
; (7) a fragment of the architrave ; (5)

a good number of fragments from the frieze,

by careful measurement of which the resjtective

dimensions of triglyphs, meto]>cs, regulae, and

various members appertaining have been arrived

at : () remnants of the cornice and of a tympa-

num-block, the former sufficient to confirm the

fact, otherwise anived at in the case of the

regulae, that there were only four trunnels

abreast on the mutules, tlie remains of the latter

being ample for determining the upward slant

of the pediment (see Fig. 12).
98 I discover only one parallel to this tri-

partite profiling of the taeuia, its analogue
occurs on the ' middle

'

temple at Selinus.

The Metapontincs' treatment as a cornice of

tin- abacus along the top of their frieze is,

however, a somewhat analogous experiment

(sec above, pp. 56, ad fin. and 67 with

note 31).
97 The trunnels hang 9 millimetres apart,

but otherwise eluile measurement ;
the very

precisely determined measurement of ench

regula, however, is 0'806 millimetre and

allows only four trnnnels.
98 Archaic Doric had evidently not a fixed

rale as to the number of trunnels to l>e shewn

abreast either in the architrave or on the

cornice, for the Athenian Hecatompedon
( Wicgand, Plate ix) shewed four trunnels on

mutules above metopes and six on those above

triglyphs and on regulae. Dr. Wiegand's fabric

'A' on the other hand (Plates xi and xii)

shews four trunnels above metopes, but five

above triglyphs and on regulae.
98 Just such are the glyph -tops of Dr.

Wiegand's fabric 'A' (Plates xii and xiii 2),

and the measurements of its frieze are strikingly

identical with those of the Epidamnians, while

the date assigned to it is the one roughly

assigned by Dr. Dorpfvld to the Epidamnians'

superstructure (see H'icgand, p. 155 and 01.

Text ii, p. 46 ad fin.). While the pointed

glyph-top of the Metapontines appears to be an

architectural fiirof \ty6fntvov, so to speak, it is

hard to decide whether the squared type of the

Selinuntiues and Sicyonians or the rounded

type of the Epidamnians was the prevalent one

in archaic Doric. The latter is found on the

temple at Assos, and the Selinuntine temple
'

C,' but the former on a still older Selinuntine

temple, while both were used by Libon on the

Olympian temple of Zeu*. The squared type
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rows (four in each and not six) appears in the trunnelling of the

mutules. 100

The ? Samians House, No. 777,
101 and the Syracusans' House, No. II. 102-

As no'recovered and recorded details exist, either of the Samians' (?)house III,

or of the Syracusans' 'Carthaginian
'

house, II, nothing can here be added

to the discussion of them previously given, and only the Sicyonians'

treasury remains to be considered.

The Sicyonians' House, No. I.103 The first or westernmost of the twelve

treasury foundations on the Olympian terrace was also the first to be

unearthed, and was for a time supposed to represent the second treasury

mentioned by Pausanias, the first seen by him having been provisionally

identified with foundations further west, of a most scanty and dubious

character. 104 Less dilapidated than those of the other treasuries,
105 the

Sicyonians' foundations lack only a portion of their south wall (see Fig. 13).

finally prevailed, no doubt because it harmonises

best with the characteristic Doric model for the

tops of column-flutes. The rounded type is

suggestive of Ionic flutings (cf. n. 89 above).
50 Precise measurement proves that each

glyph on the Epidamnians" frieze was 0'102

metre broad, 0'306 being the width of the

whole triglyph. Thus is confirmed the length

(otherwise obtained) of the regulae, and also

the mutules are proved to have carried only
four trunnels. The number of rows (sometimes
ther.: were two, sometimes three), as well as

the number in a row, seems to have varied

in archaic Doric, although there is no recorded

case of two rows at Olympia.
101 There are several circumstances in the

connexion of Samos with Olympia at the

beginning of the fifth century A.D. which

make it not unreasonable to suggest that the

Hellenistic inscription (found on May 23, 1878,

north-east of the Heraeum in a Byzantine wall)

SAMIHN (Piirgold and Dittenberger, 01.

Text v, no. 652),
' from some building not seen

by Pausanias was really on a building which

Pausanias did see, namely on the otherwise

anonymous treasury of J.H.S. xxv, pp. 294 f.

with notes 1 and 2, and p. 300, i.e. III. This

attribution would bear out the prior foundation

of IV (J.H.S. p. 300), and the Hellenistic date

of the inscription is matched by that of the

strikingly similar one on XI, (01. Text v, no.

653), cf. above, p. 58.

m See Fig. 9, and J.H.S. pp. 294 f., with

plan and nn. 1 f. and 4, 299 f., and 306.

103 See Fig. 13, and J.U.S. pp. 294 ff. with

plan, 299 f., 306 f., and 309.

104 The word SXKVONION, inscribed on

a stone unearthed close at hand (belonging upon

the south face of the eastern anta, where it

confronted everyone entering with a glance to

the right) practically settled the question, see

Dr. Adler in volumes iv, pp. 35 ff. and v, pp.

30 f. of the Ausgrabungen. za Olympia. The

disconcerting ruins on the west, foundation-

stones of a south-western corner under remains

of the'Exedra' of Herodes, are now conjectured

to be relics of a temple of Aphrodite Urania

(see Dr. Robert, Mittheilunyen, xviii, p. 43, and

Dr. Dorpfeld, 01. Text, i, p. 75).
105

Because, apparently, it alone of all the

treasuries was buried under the great landslip

of the sixth century, A.D., a well authenticated

catastrophe especially interesting because it

suggests similar landslips in remoter times to

explain why the soil along the whole western

end of the terrace was so unstable that even

the most carefully bedded foundations there

laid (those of I, IV, and V) exhibit marks of

instability (see above, notes 93 and 72) while

those laid without footings (VI and VII)
suffered most seriously from settling, see .

Text ii, pp. 48 f. and above, notes 58

and 80), and compare notes 24, 28, and 79.

Until this laiulship, I, like all the other founda-

tions on the terrace mid their ruining superstruc-

tures, lay for long generations at the disposal

alike of the builders of theBasilica (ca. 426 A.]>.

when Libon's great temple was burned) and of

Leo's fort (ca. 465-470 A. i>.). It was appa-

rently monopolised by the former and by the

still less skilled, but contemporaneous, builders

of the earlier Byzantine village around the

Prytaueum. Doubtless it did not tempt Leo's

engineers because the open way along the front

of the Echo portico made easy the transportation

of materials from XII and XI.
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Steps two in number, one of them apparently refashioned into two, are

plainly visible on all sides. Much of the inside pavement lies in situ, and

also not a fesv blocks of the bottom course of the cella walls, many others

,
_, y

FIG. 13. FOUNDATIONS OF THE SICYOXIAXS' HOUSE.

of which were found scattered about near at hand, along with many stones

from the architrave, cornice, and frieze. 106 These are the large and unmanageable

106 A proof of the ruinous condition of the the builders of the Basilica and the Prytaneum
whole fabric before the great landslip, but after village had wrecked it.
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stones from the wreck ;
more portable ones came to light in the Basilica and

the Prytaneum village. All extant portions of the building have, with time and

patience, most assuredly been recovered, their imported Sicyonian stone being

unique on the site (J. H.S. xxv, p. 309). Examples of practically all its archi-

tectural members having thus been identified, the last built among the

dedicated communal houses at Olympia (/.#. xxv, pp. 299) takes its place on

the record of modern archaeological research as one of the most adequately

recovered and interpreted minor monuments of Hellenic architecture.

The merest glance at the ground plan given in Fig. 13 shews such a

difference in solidity as regards their foundations between the front (south) and

the partition (front cella) walls, that the former alone can have been intended

to support columns. This justifies the restoration of the whole fabric as

a templum in antis. 107 Measuring inside 10'49 by 5'26 metres, and 12 80

by 7'31 outside, I, small though it was, ranks among the larger houses on

the terrace. For their modest building, the Sicyonians dispensed of course

with anything like the solid masonry that formed the Parthenon stereobate,

or the mounded erection under Libon's great temple, and were content with

piecemeal foundations and footings.
108 Just at the back (north) end, how-

ever, where the virgin soil 109 came nearest to the surface, something like a

solid and continuous stereobate is laid. This extends under the whole northern

half of the cella, where the two foundation-courses underlie not only the

walls but also the whole floor of the north half of the cella. Upon the

flagging above this very solid basement (discontinued under the southern

half of the cella and the vestibule) were doubtless placed the ponderous

0d\afj,oi dedicated, says Pausanias, by Myron and the Sicyonians (J.H.S. xxv,

pp. 308 f.). Reverting again to the opposite (south) foundation-wall, and fixing

attention on its right hand (south-eastern) corner, note particularly a detached

extension of it so laid that it cannot but have been intended to support an

altar (J.H.S. xxv, p. 306 f., and n. 35 above).

As for the superstructure of I, whose more essential features are exhibited

107 This restoration is amply confirmed by Sicyonians' treasury, see J.H.S. xxv, p. 309)

recovered stones belonging to both antae. far more ancient than I (see 01. Text ii, p. 41).

108 Unlike the Epidamnians, the Sicyonians These footings underlay the whole south wall

left their north wall and end without footings and extended for a short distance northward

probably because IV had settled perceptibly under the two side walls. Above them and

before I was planned, and the fair inference was also under all parts where footings were dis-

that its builders could with safety revert to pensed with, cuine the foundation-courses

the practice of the Byzantines, since V, with no strictly so called : (a) small stones laid in a

footings und< r its north wall, had fared no worse mortar of clay, (0) ordinary blocks, chiefly of

than IV. The Sicyonians did, however, dig common local poros, but occasionally of the same

very deep trenches for their footings, especially imported tawny sandstone of Sicyon used for

under their south wall where the subsoil was the whole superstructure.

most ticklish (see above, note 105). Their 109 Under the south wall the virgin soil ran

trenches were filled with rubble, pebbles, in places as much as 3 '40 metres below the sur-

fcplinters from poros-blocks, chips of breccia, face, the soil to that depth having presumably

and also a few sherds of terracotta roof-tiling slipped down from Mt. Cronius (see above,

of strikingly archaic mould and derived evid- n. 25).

cntly from some fabric (possibly an earlier
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(as restored) in Fig. 14, not only are all its very numerous recovered blocks

and fragments of the same tawny limestone (verging toward sandstone) pre-

sumably quarried near Sicyon, but sixteen important blocks among them
bear as stonemasons' marks peculiar letters belonging specifically to the

alphabet of common use at Sicyon between 500 and 450 B.C. 110 If the

building were at Athens, the further fact that
,

'

-shaped clamps (see

Fig. 13) are used throughout the whole superstructure would weigh among
the many other convincing arguments in favour of dating it as near to 500 B.C.

as would on other grounds be possible.
111 It is, however, satisfactorily evident

that Dr. Db'rpfeld can away >vith these clamps iu his defence of the date

ca. 450 B.C. (see J.H.S., xxv, p. 299, and Ol. Text ii, p. 43). In the Pelopon-
nesus such clamps may be on any building of the first half of the fifth

century, just as the alphabet of all the inscriptions might appear on any

Sicyouian building of that half century. There remains, however, a certain

presumption favouring a date early in that period for the use of
,

'

clamps,
and no one has stated this presumption in the case of Peloponnesian buildings
better than Dr. Dorpfeld himself (01. Text i, p. 80). Thus the burden of

110 B (for B), fc(for El?), X (foi'EorH),

and the straight iota occur among others, and

reproduce the alphabet of a vase from Caere

dated by the artist's name Exekias (see Roberts'

and E. Gardner's Introduction to Greek Epi-

graphy, pp. 127 and 136). The same date

500-450 B.C. is assigned to these stonemasons'

marks, when we consider the identity of their

alphabet with that of the inscription (see above,

note.104, and cf. 01. Text v, Inscription no. 649)

on the anta of I and its variation from that of

the earlier dedicatory inscription on a Sicyonian

bronze lance head (shewing M for
)
found at

the north-eastern corner of Leo's wall in 1878

(01. Text v, no. 245). These sixteen stones were

all inscribed on their bottom horizontal com-

missures in the outer bands (smoothly dressed

for complete contact). The sixteen thus

especially noted were doubtless those about the

proper placing and fitting of which perplexities

might easily arise, considering that all the

stones alike were (a) quarried, dressed and

marked at Sicyon, (#) thence transported by sea

to the mouth of the Alpheius, (7) and thence

carried by road or in barges to the Olympian
terrace (J.ff.S. xxv, pp. 303 end and 309, and

no. 616 in Purgold and Dittenberger's 01.

Text v).
111

Considering the absolute definiteness with

which Athenian buildings are dated earlier and

Jater according as they have i

'

-shaped or

I 1 -shaped clamps, it is disconcerting for

the unexpert to find that both kinds were used

on the temple of Apollo at Bassae, and to note

that i

'

-shaped clamps were used on the

Megarians' treasury (see above, note 44), the

former built long after, and the latter as

certainly much before 500 B.I;., the date when
we are to suppose that the i

'

shape was

definitively abandoned at Athens. No inferences

can therefore be confidently drawn in the

Peloponnesus as to the date of a building from

the use of i

J or I 1 -shaped clamps.
But see Dr Dcirpfeld's argument (01. Text ii,

p. 43) in view of which his argument (01. Text

i, p. 80) concerning these Peloponnesian fabrics

is perplexing, for in this last he makes no dis-

tinction between Athenian and Peloponnesian

work, saying
' Wenn wir beim Zeustempel und

bei der Basis des grossen Kultbildes Eisenklam-

mern von der Form I 1
,
beim Gebaude

A dagegen solche von der Form i

'

finden,

so sind wir, so langa nicht das Gegenlhcil

positiv erwiesen ist, verpflichtet an verschiedene

Bauzeiten zu denken.' His conclusion is that

fabric A (with i

'

-shaped clamps) is of

earlier date than Libon's great temple (with
I 1 -shaped clamps). Has Dr. Dorpfeld so

clearly demonstrated the architectural moder-

nity of I that he is not bound by his own rule to

date it before Libon's temple ? The consistent

archaisms of its details are eloquent in a

contrary sense. It seems one of the most

pressing desiderata for the study of Greek

architecture that some competent expert should

gather all the evidence now available as to the

use of clamps and dowellings, without quite

taking it for granted that every Athenian

building shewing i

'

-shaped murks is

therefore to be dated earlier than 500 u.o.
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proof so far lies with those maintaining 450 ns against 480-477. The rest

of the evidence also favours return to the date 480-477 B.C., assigned to I on

its first discovery by Drs. Adler and Purgold. The former was guided by
architectural considerations mainly, the latter by epigraphical ones, so that

they drew light from a wide range of evidence and are the less likely to have

rred, even though, when they fixed the date, they believed that I was the

Syracusans'
'

Carthaginian
'

house, built in commemoration of the victory at

Himera (Ausgrdbungen zu Olympia, IV, p. 30). The capitals, of which one is

recovered, had four annulets; the echinus, though decidedly archaic, is more

like that of Libon's temple than any of the splaying profiles of the Heraeum
;

but it shows no approach toward the profile of the Parthenon. 112 Of the two

column-shafts of I, two drums 118 have been recovered, and these combined

yield evidence of an entasis so slight that it escapes detection when each is

viewed separately. The Megarians' house (XI, see above, note 40) is a

parallel example, showing that entasis could be wholly dispensed with in

archaic Doric at Olympia. The height of the columns was approximately
3*84 metres,

114 and an iron gate fenced off the vestibule. 116
Scrutiny of the

many recovered blocks from the upper courses of the side walls shews that

the two uppermost of these courses corresponded to the architrave on the south

and north faces of I.
116

Thirty-six metopes and the same number of triglyphs
formed the frieze, which adorned all four faces of I,

117 and the archaic habit

112 Libon's Olympian temple was planned about

twenty years after 480-477 B. c.
,
the date adopted

above for 1
; the Parthenon came later. Dr.

Dbrpfeld's date for I is after the Parthenon, and

is defended because of an astragal moulding

along the top of the frieze alike of I and of the

Parthenon. But the Parthenon may quite as

well have got this feature from I (J.H.S. xxv,

p. 299). Now the profile of the Sicyonians'

capital (Fig. 14) is nearly identical with that

of the Megarians' (Fig. 6), and both are equally
and strikingly similar to those of Libon's

temple but absolutely agree in differing from

them as to the profiling of the four annulets

thr-io the Megarians and Sicyonians terminate

with sharply defined angles, whereas Libon ends

his with a flat terminal surface (see 01. Text

PI. i, PI. xv, and cf. Ib. Pis. xxx (Sicyon) and

xxxvii (Megara)). But just this differentia,

the Dinted annulets of XI and I are found on

the Young Geloans' capitals (Fig. 4), dated before

500 B.C. as XI is dated before 550 B.C., and also

<ui the capitals of the southern or later wing of

the Olympian Council-House (01. PI. i, Plate

Ivii). These last are otherwise very similar to

Libon's profiles, although Dr. Dbrpfeld for obvi-

ously good reasons dates the south wing consider-

ably earlier (01. Text i, p. 79). But if we adopt
this date for that fabric, how can we, in the face

of the Geloan and Megarian atfinities of I, fail

toil> i the lik-' f>r I ! Iixlrf'l tin 1 uiitnistworthi-

H.S. VOL. XXVJ.

ness of dates based on any one architectural

detail is just here brought home by the further

fact that the profiling of the annulets on Libon's

temple is matched by what may be the oldest

of all Olympian Doric capitals (see Fig. 3 and

Ol. Text i, pp. 44 and 77, and above, n. 17).

113 Each shaft consisted of two drums. At

the tops or necks ran three horizontal neckings

or incisions, and here again the profiles of the

Megarians and the Sicyonians are alike, and

agree in differing from Libon's as well as in

resembling those of the Young Geloans' and of

the archaic capital of Fig. 3 above, i: 17, both

of which, however, had four incisions.

114 The column -height has been calculated as

corresponding to the lower twelve courses of the

walls, since the recovered lower drum is so

fractured at the base that direct measurements

were impracticable.
118 This is proved by three semicircular

seat ings drilled into the lower drum at suitable

heights and intervals.

118 See above, p. 60, 01. Text ii, p. 42, and

:<md, p. 61, where the same peculiarity is

noted in the Hecatompedon at Athens and the

Olympieion at Agrigentum. Here again is an

archaic note borne also by Dr. Wiegand's fabric

' A '

(p. 149) dated ca. 550 B.C.

117 Of the thirty-six sandstone blocks, twenty -

nine have bcni recovered.
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of fashioning triglyph and metope together from one and the same block is

adhered to.
118 Taenia and regulae, as a necessary downward finish for the

frieze, appear also on all four faces, crowning the top course of ashlar along
the two sides. In treasury I, the old fashion of mutules shorter above

metopes than above triglyphs has been abandoned
;
but two archaic notes still

attach to its frieze, absent both of them from Libon's temple : (a) the

proportions and profiles of its glyphs are comparatively inelegant, their tops

being flatter and closely resembling those of the Athenians' Delphian treasury,

built presumably in commemoration of Marathon
; (/3) its pedimental metopes

are broader by 0'40 metre than the metopes of its eaves, which are

square ;

llft and consequently, as the mutules were all of the same length, the

voids (viae) intervening must have varied in breadth.120 Another consequence
of having metopes of different breadths was that, in order to make the broader

(pedimental) ones appear to the eye as square, these were heightened at the

expense of curtailing the supervening abaci,
121 which thus became narrower

than the abaci above the adjacent triglyphs. But this would have resulted in

a most disagreeable effect of discontinuity in the frieze as a whole, if the

Sicyonian architect had not invented to counteract it the brilliant idea of

an astragal moulding which he introduced continuously along the tops of all

his abaci, for all details see Fig. 14. If this reasoning finds acceptance, the

hypothesis that the Sicyonians must have waited until the Parthenon was

built before conceiving the desirability of their famous astragal is untenable.

Marks, or rather notches, for the use of lifting-irons, some of them after-

wards plugged, have been noted on many of the stones of the superstructure,
but a number of the cornice-blocks shew in their horizontal commissures

two holes not far apart, being the points of emergence or mouths of a semi-

circular tunnel dexterously drilled to receive the noose of a cable with which,

instead of with lifting-irons, they were swung into place.
122 Horizontal

118 Another archaic note (see above, n. 36).
119 The Hecatompedon and many other

archaic poros buildings had one breadth for

pedimental triglyphs and a lesser breadth for

triglyphs on the sides. The Sicyouians inno-

vated, but were still true exponents of '

pre-

canonic' or experimental Doric in trying one

breadth for pedimental metopes and a lesser

breadth for metopes along the sides. Here

then is another archaic note which at the same

time shews that the experimental period is

drawing to its close, since the Sicyoniaus' in-

genuity resulted in a great advance toward

harmony and regularity.
120 Here again is an archaic note which is at

the same time an improvement on various old

Athenian poros buildings where short mutules

stood above metopes and long ones above

triglyphs, apparently in order to avoid any
variation in the breadth of the intervening
voids. This last variation the Sicyonians evi-

dently tolerated as a lesser evil, and thereby
shewed admirable artistic discretion. For the

disquieting and ungainly effect of their rejected

alternative, see IViegand, Plates i and xii.

121 Note in Fig. 14 that along the sides the

abaci are all of exactly the same dimensions,

whereas, under the pediment, abaci over

triglyphs are twice the height of abaci over

metopes (see note 31 above). The idea of such

a variation may have derived from the Pisis-

tratid extension of the Hecatompedon, where,
as in Libon's temple, all abaci over metopes
are of less height than the abaci over triglyphs.

On the original Hecatompedon, and on Dr.

Wiegand's fabric 'A,' as on the sides of I,

there is no variation in the dimensions of abaci.
122 Here is another archaic note, since this

substitute for lifting-irons is abundantly proved
for the beginning of the fifth and end of the

sixth century B.C. by the recovery of similar

tunnellings (a) on blocks built into the north
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commissureswere so rabbeted as to leave two-thirds of their surfaces for complete
contact

;
on the vertical commissures these surfaces were relatively smaller.

Wooden dowels 65 millimetres square and 50 high were used in the drums of

the column-shafts. Abundant evidence shews that the pedimental cornice and

the tympanum space cannot have had any sculptural or other decoration. 123

There is little doubt that the Sicyonians' roof was of marble, since many
fragments of marble tegulae and imbrices were unearthed close to the

foundations, and with these were relics of a marble cornice belonging to the

pediments. Dripping eaves (see above, n. 49 end) ran along the sides, each

downward flanking ridge of imbrices being presumably terminated by an

antefix although no antefix-fragments have been recovered. Traces of colour

were not lacking. Cobalt blue shewed on several triglyphsand on the trunnels of

one cornice-block mutule. Vestiges of red and blue shewed on the Lesbian

cyma of the ascending as on the Dorian cyma of the horizontal pediment
cornice. 124 The pediment also shewed ornamentation which had plainly

never been touched with paint.
125 On the capital, which is well-preserved,

there are no traces or intimations of colour or decorative design, the same

being true ofthe Megarians' and the Young Geloans' capitals and of those of the

Hecatompedon at Athens. To the modern eye at least, this is a great point
of superiority in archaic Doric as compared with that of the Parthenon, if we
must accept Dr. Botticher's ideas about the painting of its capitals. Traces

not of actual red and blue, but of their former presence,
126 shewed quite unmis-

takably along the top of the inside walls, so that nothing is more certain than

the former decoration both of the vestibule and of the cella walls throughout
with a fretted frieze ending, where it touched the ceiling,

127 with a Doric

cyma. The effect of this design is strikingly similar to that of the painted

anta-capital of Dr. Wiegand's fabric
'

A.'

L. DYER.

wall of the Athenian Acropolis from the that used by the Sicyonians. In the points of

Hecatompedon, (0) on one of the triglyph-blocks difference, however, the Athenians shewed their

found in the substructure of the Mnesiclean artistic pre-eminence over Peloponneaians of a

Pinacotheca, but identified as having originally later period of more advanced art (see Dr.

belonged to a small apsidal Doric building with Wiegand's really wonderful Plate i).

three columns in antis of about even date with 12S See 01. Text ii, p. 42 ad Jin. No details

the Athenians' Delphian treasury ( JPiegand, or further particulars are given. Perhaps the

p. 158, init.). decoration may have been like that shewn on
123 See above, n. 82. Dr. Wiegand's Plate vi, although in that case
134 Dr. Wiegand's 'fabric 'A' has, in most it would hardly be certain there may not have

respects, just the scheme of colouring shewn here been some colour sparingly used,

and in the Megarians' treasury (see above, note ia8 By reason of greater protection from

52). It shews just this red and blue Doric weathering afforded to the delicately stuccoed

cyma, once on its pedimental cornice and again original surface (see above, n. 9) by the pre-

on the capitals of its antae, as well as under paration of red here used as contrasted with

the pediment along the top of the tympanum the blue, 01. Text ii, p. 184.

(see IVitgand, PI. xii). Note also that, if 1 '-'7 Above the Doric cyma, along the sides of

brown for triglyphs and mutules be substituted, the cella and the vestibule, shewed seatings

the beautifully modulated colour-scheme of the for the beams of the ceiling.

Athenian Hecatompedon is almost the same as

G 2



ON THE 'LIST OF THALASSOCRACIES ' IN EUSEBIUS.

IT is some years now since I had occasion to enter on the question of

the value of the List of Thalassocracies, attributed to Diodorus and to Castor,

in connexion with an enquiry, not yet completed, into the history of Cyprus
in early Hellenic times

;
and it seemed to me then, first, that it would be of

considerable importance, elsewhere than in Cyprus, if this list should turn

out to have historical value
;
and second, that the evidence for its credibility

was considerably stronger than was currently supposed. But it was not until

the appearance of Dr. Hugo Winckler's paper on the Euphrates-lands and

the Mediterranean in the popular German series entitled Der Alte Orient?-

that it seemed worth while to say anything about this formally ;
and I only

do so now because with all the respect due to so distinguished an Orientalist,

it does not seem to me that Dr. Winckler's interpretation satisfies all the

conditions of the problem.
What I hope to be able to do in the present paper is, first, to establish

a case for the general credibility of the list, from its lower end up to the

lacuna which mars its middle sections
;
next to attempt to find a fixed

chronological point in the part of the list which comes above and before the

lacuna
;
and then, with this basis, to try both to fill the lacuna approximately

and to explain its origin.

1. The Origin of the List of Thalassocracies.

The List of Thalassocracies comes down to us in a passage in the

Ghronicon of Eusebius.2 Eusebius ascribes it expressly to Diodorus
;
and

as it is known that Diodorus dealt with the period which it covers in

his lost Seventh Book, the excerpt is to be found printed among the frag-

ments of that book in the Didot edition. It is also printed, for the reason

which will appear directly, among the fragments of Castor of Rhodes, at the

end of the Didot Herodotus. 3

The existence of such a list of Thalassocracies is plainly presumed at

1

Leipzig (Hiurichs), vol. 7, part 2, 1905. temporibus Thalassocratorum qui mare tenebant.
2
Pp. 168-9 iii Mai's edition ; p. 226 in Post bellum Troianum mare obtinuerunt etc. etc.

Schoene's. . . . usque ad Alcxandri (sc. Xerxis) trans
8 lam inde ex Diodori seriptis, breviter, de missionem.
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the end of Diodorus v. 84.4 But the following books are lost, and we are

dependent on other sources than the text of Diodorus for the details of the

period which follows.

That Diodorus took this list from his contemporary, Castor of Rhodes,
as supposed by Bornemann,5

is possible; though Wachsmuth, for example,
doubts it.

6 But this does not follow the document appreciably further back
;

and Eusebius at all events says he got it from Diodorus.

Castor however is quoted by Suidas as having written on the Thalasso-

cracies : eypatye 8e dvaypa<pt]v Ba/St/Xewz/o? /cat TWV fya\a<T<TOKpa-n)<rdvT<i>v

cv #i/9A.t'oi<f $' apparently a double-barrelled treatise, of which one half dealt

with the /anrf-history of tlie East, and the other with the M>ae? f

-history of the

Eastern Mediterranean. There are plenty of fragments of the Babylonian

part ;
but of the other no direct quotation survives. We are consequently

not in a position to say whether Castor's list was of his own composing, or

whether, as in the case of the Babylonian chronicle, he abridged and com-

piled from identifiable sources.

The word 0a\a<r<TOKpaTtja-ai however is of older currency, being used of

Carthage by Polybius,
7 and of pre-Achaean Paros by Apollodorus.

8 The

reckoning of Thalassocracies was also carried up earlier than the Trojan War,
as is shown by the case of Paros just quoted ; by that of pre-Achaean Carpa-
thos in Diodorus v. 54

;
and by the still earlier case of Minos. A similar

phrase is used also by Strabo about Chios
;

9 and again about Polycrates,
10

probably in reference to the same thalassocracy of Samos as appears in the

systematic List. Local thalassocracy, like that of Sinope in Pontus,
11

illus-

trates perhaps a wider use of the word
;
but perhaps may be brought into

connexion with the Phrygian thalassocracy in our List.12 But the proper
sense of the word seems to be clear : a state was said 8a\a(rffOKparfj<rai, if

it practically
' ruled the waves

'

for a period of years : the circumstances

under which 'sea-power* in this sense passed from one state to another might

vary; but posterity might without difficulty lay its finger on this or that

occurrence as marking such transferences of sea-power; and it was probably
in some such rough-and-ready way as this that our list came into existence

originally.

2. The Date of the Composition of the List.

Another passage of Strabo throws a little light on the circumstances

under which the attention of scholars, and others also, had been imperiously

4 rat/ret f*ft> olv t-wpdxQi) wpb rtv TptaiK&v-
5 De Castori* chronicis Diodori Siculi fonte

afro 8i TJ)V Tpoiar a\<aaiv Kaptt aufqOfWcs tVt ac norma, Liibeck, 1878.

Tr\ttov tOa\arroitpdrriffav, Ka\ r>v K.vx\d$uv e
Einleilumj, p. 102, n. 3.

vr\aoiv KparrtffavTts, -ru-as /j.tt> ISia icartffxov xal 7
i. 7. 6, ii. 16. 17.

rovs iv alra.lt Karoixovvraf Kpfjra* if@a\ov t

8
ii. 5. 9.

rivat 8* KOIKJJ /xtrek ruv irpotvoutovimav Kpijrav
9

txttcrriVTO 8t xa\ vavrutAv WOT* Xo, ra<

Kar^KTiffav. Sffrtpov 8, Twv 'E\ Arji'a.'i' ai/^Tj- avdi\irrovro T^J Kara Qdkaffffav 4\tv6*pias, 955 C.

Qivrtav, ffvvf&r) riu ir\ftovs rwv KvKAaSwv vr\a<av
J0 947 B.

i Kal roi's ftapBdpovs Kapat t avruv n
Strabo, 821 A.

irtpl !>v TO Kara fj.tpos iv rot* olxtlois 12 See p. 123.
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directed to the problems of sea-power. For he uses the word 13 to describe

the reign of terror maintained by the Cilician Pirates until their suppression

by Pompeius. The sudden revolution which Pompeius effected could not but

strike the imagination of historians
;
and may well have suggested, particu-

larly to a Rhodian scholar, the task of reckoning backwards the sequence of

sea-powers, so far as tradition served
;

if only for the opening paragraphs of

an eVt'Setft<?, a laus Pompeii Magni. The services rendered by their fleets to

both sides in the Civil War were a further object-lesson in the same depart-

ment of history ;
and it is with the triumph of Julius Caesar, that Castor's

great chronography seems to have ended. There^ is therefore some slight

probability that the List of Thalassocracies may actually have taken its final

shape in the generation of Castor and Diodorus. It is also not improbable,

if the subject was thus '

in the air,' that more than one writer may have tried

his hand at codifying these materials : in fact, that both Castor and Diodorus

may have been merely gratifying a current fashion in constructing each his

own List of Thalassocracies. That there was diversity of opinion, for example,

as to the position of the Rhodians in the list, is clear from the statement of

Syncellus ;

u and it is not impossible that the Rhodian sympathies of one of

the compilers may have been responsible for this discrepancy.

But the List of Thalassocracies, as it stands in Eusebius' excerpt from

Diodorus, and as its contents are incorporated here and there in the Eusebian

Canon, presents two features which suggest an earlier and more instructive

origin. It begins with the fall of Troy, ignoring Minos, and the pre- Achaean

thalassocracies recorded by Diodorus himself, and others
;
and it ends with

the Persian War, ignoring all subsequent sea-powers from the date of the
'

crossing of Xerxes'
;
that is, from the point at which Aegina had to make up

its bitter feud with Athens, and acquiesce, as the event proved, in a

thalassocracy which was ultimately Athenian. The list thus covers exactly

the period reviewed by Thucydides in his introduction to the history of the

greatest of Greek thalassocracies, the Delian League ;
and the allusive

character of Thucydides' survey, the emphasis which he lays throughout on

the revival of sea-power as a symptom of the growth of Hellenism, and his

selection of Samos and Phocaea 15 as types of early Greek advancement

between these terminal points, suggest that he presumed his reader's famili-

arity with some such catalogue of sea-powers, as a rough outline or conspectus
of the main subdivisions of the period.

The procedure of Thucydides does not of course prove in the least that

the list preserved by Eusebius is of fifth century date
; though the mention of

Samos and Phocaea favours such a possibility. But it does suggest strongly
that in the Periclean Age some such list was extant

;
and the circumstances

of the Delian League, and the concentration upon Periclean Athens of so

many converging lines of historical development, provide iust such a provo-

13 980 A, B. 15
i. 13 SwaruTara yap ravra. TUV vavrtKwv

14 See p. 90, below. $.
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cation to compile such lists, as the events of Castor's age provided, for its

rehabilitation and revision later on.

Now we are fortunately situated for testing, after a fashion, the antiquity
and the historical value of the extant list. Nothing is more characteristic

of Diodorus, in a general way, than his dependence upon fourth century

sources, and in particular upon Ephorus and the Isocratic school of history-

writing ;
and nothing is more characteristic of this school than its systematic

revolt against fifth century tradition. Thucydides in this respect stands right

upon the dividing line; regretting the 'vulgar errors' not always so

erroneous either of Herodotus and other ' ancient authorities
'

;
but pro-

testing no less vigorously against the slipshod rhetoric which he foresees in the
' new school.' But Herodotus is as pre-Thucydidean as he is pre-Socratic.

Though for him also the Trojan and the Persian Wars open and close a

great period of the world's history, and though his life and mind are wholly
of the generation which was first capable of making such a retrospect as the

List of Thalassocracies presents, there is no trace, from beginning to end of

his book, of any such scheme of classification by sea-power, or even of any

theory of sea-power such as the List of Thalassocracies presumes. On the

contrary, on the one occasion when he mentions the word, it is to contrast

Polycrates, TT/JWTO? r<av q/iet? tSpev '^\\rfvwv o<? 8a\a<r<TOKpa,Tiv eirevoijOr),

with Minos xal el Sij ns aX\o<? trporepot TOVTOV %pf;e T/}<? 6a\d<r<rr}<t' TT}<? Se

avBptoTrrjir)^ yevef)? Ho\vKpaTrj<; Trpwro? :
16 so that there is even some reason

to suppose that Thucydides, in selecting, for mention along with Samos,

Phocaea, its immediate predecessor (as it happens) in the Eusebian list, may
be gently reproaching Herodotus for another of his

'

vulgar errors.'

Now if, as seems probable, there was a fifth century
'

List of Thalas-

socracies,' and if Herodotus did not know of it, while Thucydides apparently

did, we are in a position to fix the date of its composition within fairly narrow

limits
;
for Herodotus was in Athens, and on the fringe of the Periclean circle,

as late as 444 B.C. or thereabouts ;
and Thucydides was already getting his

materials together and adjusting the perspective of his prologue, in the years

immediately succeeding 432 B.C.

Again, if Herodotus did not know of such a list, and was uninfluenced

by any Thalassocrat-theory, it is obvious that any data he may have trans-

mitted about any of the states which are included in the Eusebian list will

have all the value of undesigned testimony in regard to the question whether

the extant list represents genuine fifth century tradition. If it disagrees

with the Herodotean data, we shall have strong grounds for assigning it to a

period after the authority of Herodotus had become discredited, that is, to a

date not earlier than the end of the fifth century. If, on the other haud, it

agrees with the Herodotean data, it will be clear that it has not undergone

any serious modification at the hands of Ephorus or any other of the normal

sources of Diodorus
;
and we shall have important confirmation of the suspicion

suggested by its aposiopesis at the '

crossing of Xerxes.' If finally we find

18
iii. 122.
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that its contents, though consistent with the fifth century data, are incon-

sistent with the statements of Diodorus and other post-Ephoran writers;

that, in order to make them fit the later systematic chronologies, the list had

to be literally dismembered ;
and that, even so, its data had to be frequently

ignored ;
then we shall be in a very strong position indeed for asserting that

the extant list represents essentially a genuine fifth century document, of

Periclean date and authority; and we shall be supplied with a new and (I

think) very valuable instrument for recovering the fifth century view of the

earlier history of Greece.

The objective value of the information contained in the list is of course

a separate question. It can only be decided by comparison with independent

chronological data
;
but though our conclusions differ in detail, I venture to

think, with Dr. Winckler, that our knowledge of the history of the Nearer

East is by this time sufficiently accurate and full to justify a renewed attempt
to test the historical value of this list, the only chronological document, other

than personal genealogies, which attempts a perspective of the ' dark age
'

of

Greece. The last serious attempt to interpret the list was that of Dr.

Goodwin in a brilliant little paper printed in 1855
;
and it will be seen from

what follows that while the method of enquiry remains the same, the new

data, which have become available meanwhile, put a very different face on

the matter.

3. The Text of the List, and its icse by Eusebius.

Our authorities for the list, and the data which they preserve, are

tabulated on p. 88. The notes and criticisms which follow are intended to

throw some light on the relation in which these authorities stand to one

another, and to justify certain inferences as to the light in which Eusebius

and his followers interpreted the list, and as to the state of the text of it in

Eusebius' time and earlier.

ColumnsABC give the substance of the list as it is quoted from Diodorus

in the Armenian version of the Chronicon of Eusebius. 17 The introductory words

are as follows: lam inde ex Diodori sci'iptis, breviter, de temporibus 'Ihalasso-

cratorum qui mare tenebant. Post bellum Troianum mare obtinuerunt . . . : then

follows the list of seventeen names; or rather sidecn, with a lacuna in place

X, where the Canon, as we shall see (p. 91), inserts the name of the Carians.

Following the name of the Aeginetans in place XVII are the words '

usque

ad Alemndri transmission^' The word rendered Alexandri is taken by all

the editors as a scribe's blunder for Xerxis
;
and the phrase is obviously intended

to refer to the Persian War of 480-479 B.C. The Armenian orthography

presents no serious difficulty : Pclezgii, Phynikii, Melcsseni, and Acncretrii are

easily identifiable with the help of the corresponding entries in the Canon

(v. below).

It is important to note that in the column which gives the duration, in

17 I use throughout Schoene's edition of Eusebius, 1875-88.
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years, of each 'sea-power' the numerals are missing in places VIII, IX, X,

XI, and again in place XIII
;
for we shall see reason to believe that these

represent a real and early lacuna in the list, which at its middle point involved

damage to the name-column also, and led to uncertainty as to the reading
Cares in place X.

Column D gives the evidence of Syncellus, who inserts, at their proper

places in his chronology, certain of the same names and numerals, and also

the numerical order of each name as given in Col. A.

In places II, III, IV, V, XII, XV, XVII he gives complete information

agreeing in all points with Eusebius' Excerpt. But in places I, VI-XI inclu-

sive, and XIII he omits the numerals
;
and in places IX, X, and XI even

the names, just where the corruption in Eusebius is deepest. He also

presents a few aberrations, which are worth notice, as illustrating certain

difficulties of transmission, which are peculiar to such a list as this.

(1) In place IV he notes the Rhodians
;
but adds 'Kara Be rivas Tre/wro*.

This may be a real variant
;
but it may also be the expansion of a dittograph

of the TT&TTTOI of place V, immediately following.

(2) That the latter is more probable is suggested by his comment on the

Phrygian numeral in place V, where he gives, as well as the Eusebian

numeral 25, the variant '

or 6.' Here also we seem to have the ordinal

numeral of place VI carried up into the sentence before.

(3) In place XVI, for the 15 years of the Eretrians, he gives 7 years. But
note here also that in his copy the Greek numerals i, 49, te, i, t came in

close proximity ;
and a very slight confusion among these would bring a

,

unaccompanied by an i into the place where it 'stands in his version. The
numeral (7) for the Eretrians is in any case unsupported, and is also incon-

sistent with the external evidence, as we shall see later on.18

(4) In place XIV, for the 2 years of the Lacedaemonians he gives 12. Here

also the presence or absence of a single stroke (t
= 10) makes all the difference

;

and the true figure is the only one out of the last twelve in the list, which

does not thus begin with t
;
but though Syncellus' variant is unsupported, it

may very likely have originated in an attempt to solve a real chronological

difficulty, which we shall have to consider later on in its proper place.
19

Column E gives the entries from the Canon of Eusebius, so far as it is

preserved in the Armenian version. The numerals opposite the sea-power-
numerals of Cols. C D are the sea-power-numerals wherever they are given in

the margin of the Canon. Wherever they are so given they agree with those

in the Excerpt ;
but they are missing, just as in the Excerpt, in places VIII,

IX, and XIII; and in places VIII and IX even the names are omitted. In

place XI, where the Excerpt is silent, one manuscript only gives the numeral

96, an obvious attempt to fill the gap by calculating the difference between

the initial and the terminal year (1441 1345 = 96).

A curious error of this version, in place XIII, in the entry respecting the

Samians, gives us one more piece of evidence. In place of the ordinal numeral

18 P. 97. '

P. 99.
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XIII, the numeral XVI is given, which makes nonsense as it stands. Now
this cannot have arisen from any mere contamination with numerals above or

below it, for none of these provides the materials for such a mistake. But we

shall see, when we come to consider the historical evidence, that the Samiau

sea-power probably began with the rise of Polycrates, and this event is dated

by Eusebius to the year 1484 (
= 532 B.C.) and by Jerome to 1487 (v.l

1485 : i.e. to 531 or 529 B.C.), and that its close is dated by Eusebius to 1503

(
= 513 B.C. : Jerome is silent). Consequently the duration of the Samian sea-

power if estimated by subtraction would amount to either 17 years or a little

less. How much less, we cannot tell precisely in the absence of the terminal

figure in Jerome's version of the Canon. It is possible therefore that this

numeral XVI, standing where it ought not, represents an attempt to calculate

the duration numeral of the Samians by simple subtraction, in the way

already described. We shall see further on, however, that the numeral

16 or 17 in this place is very probably correct
;
and it may even have stood

on the edge of the lacuna in the original of Eusebins' Excerpt.
The places III IV and VI VII fell on pages which are missing

altogether in the Armenian version
;

these gaps however only cover the

years 1031 1099 and 11C7 1120
;
and so cannot be invoked to explain the

silence of this version in places VIII and IX. This silence therefore is due

to the same lacuna in the Excerpt as is exhibited in our text of it
;
and we

may therefore infer that this lacuna goes back to Eusebius' time, and very

probably existed in his copy of Diodorus.

On the other hand, in place X, where the Excerpt is silent even in the

name-column, the Canon gives the name of the Carians, and the numeral 61.

This numeral may have arisen by a process of subtraction like that suggested
above in the case of the Lesbian numeral; but the correspondence is not

quite exact,' for the difference of years only amounts to 59. We shall

have to return to this Carian numeral at some length, when we come

to compare the external evidence.20

Column G gives the equivalents, in years B.C., of the Eusebian dates

which are given under the
'

year of Abraham '

in the Canon and in Col, E.

Between these dates I have given, in italic numerals, the actual intervals,

obtained by subtraction, wherever adjacent dates are preserved. From a

comparison of these intervals with the duration numerals given in the Excerpt

(Col. C} and in Syncellus (Col. D), as well as in the margin of the Canon (Col.

E}, it is clear that the two sets of data are quite independent of one another.

The only case in which they agree exactly is that of the corrupt Lesbian

numeral in place XI, and here borrowing is evident; only in three cases

do they approximate even within a year or two, as in places X, XII, and

XIII, and in both X and XII the Excerpt is deficient likewise.

It seems to follow from this that, so far from accepting the list which he

took from Diodorus as a continuous record of events from the Trojan War to

the Persian War, Eusebius regarded it merely as a collection, of detached

20 P. 107.
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statements as to the length of sea-power enjoyed by each state separately,

while constructing his general chronology on quite different lines. The
result is that sometimes he placed consecutive thalassocracies so as to overlap
in his Canon, as in the case of the Lydiaus, who held sea-power 92 years, yet
were succeeded by the Pelasgians after only 80 ;

sometimes there was a gap
between them

;
for example, the Phocaeans had sea-power for 44 years, but

were not succeeded by the Sainians till after the lapse of 45. In the case

of the Eretrians, who held sea-power for 15 years, but are given in the Canon

26 years, from 511 B.C., there has obviously been a blunder, caused by the

total omission of the Naxians, whose initial date, and term of 10 years, have

consequently been ascribed to their successors in the list. It is possible that

this may also be the cause of the error of Syncellus in place XIV, if he
detected the mistake about Eretria, but credited the spare 10 years to

Lacedaemon, instead of allowing for the Canon's omission of the Naxians.21

Column F gives the dates (in 'years of Abraham'), and the duration

numerals, which are preserved in Jerome's version of the Eusebian Canon.

Like Syncellus, Jerome gives no numeral to the Lydians ;
he gives 19 years to

the Thracians instead of 79
;
25 (with a v.l. 20) to the Phrygians; and 23 (with

v.l. 32) to the Cyprians instead of 33. He omits the Egyptian and Carian

numerals, but gives 18 years to the Milesians, and 68 to the Lesbians. For

all below this point he is silent, except that he gives 20 years to the

Aeginetans instead of 10.

From all this it is clear that while his copy of the Canon had similar

entries to those of the copy which underlies the Armenian version of

Eusebius, and though his omission of the numerals for Egypt and Caria

suggests a similar imperfection to that which we have seen to exist in the

Eusebian Excerpt, either he has reproduced his entries very carelessly (as is

suggested by his variant numerals for Thrace, Cyprus, and Aegina, and by his

silence as to Lydia, and in places XII to XVI), or he had access to some other

source, such as that from which, he derived his numerals for Miletus and

Lesbos.

In the case of Miletus there is the more reason to suspect this, because

the numeral 18 does not agree with the subtraction numeral (which I have

tabulated in Col. IT) ;
nor can it easily be derived by corruption from any

adjacent numeral.22 It probably represents, therefore, a real contribution

towards filling the lacuna in the Excerpt; and, as we shall see presently

(pp. 112-5), the numeral 18 has historical probability to support it.

Column H, which serves the same purpose in Jerome's case as Column Gf

in that of Eusebius, shows still more clearly how arbitrarily the compilers of

the Canon, or Canons, pulled to pieces the list given in the Excerpt, and how

21 This incident is of interest also, in view misread 1H' (
= 18). For a similar confusion

of Schoene's view that Syncellus used the Canon between Greek and Latin words and symbol*
rather than the Chronicon. Here at all events see p. 105, below, and Jerome's own corruption
he has used the Chronicon. of iO\a // into Athlamos or Athlas won*

22 The only possibility in this direction is (Canon, p. 181, h) ;
see Schoene, Gott. Gel.

that the Milesian ordinal IX may have been Am. 1875, pp. 1496-7.
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freely they ignored its purpose as a continuous chronological outline. Not

only do his intervals differ from those of the Armenian version in every case

but that of the Rhodians in place IV, where alone all authorities agree in

repeating the 23 years of the Excerpt ; but, wherever his numerals differ,

they differ more from the numerals of the Excerpt than do the intervals of

the Armenian text. Whether the reason is, as Schoene suggests in a recent

essay, that Jerome was using a later and maturer edition of the Eusebian

Canon than that on which the Armenian version is based, or whether these

variations are Jerome's own contribution to chronology, the conclusion to

which they point is the same : namely that Jerome had no more idea than

Eusebius of treating the List as an organic whole. He was simply quoting
extracts from it under the title of the several states which he names

;
but his

Canon-dates for the sea-power of those states are derived from quite different,

sources.

The dates given by Jerome differ, also, from those in the Armenian

version, in every case but that which divides the Carian sea-power from that of

Lesbos, i.e. 1345 (
= 671 B.C.). Above this point, and apparently as far back as

the date between Rhodians and Phrygians (1113 = 903 B.C. in Eusebius)

(1123 = 893 B.C. in Jerome), the dates given by Jerome would seem to

have been ten years later : probably because he allows only 49 years

instead of 59 to the Carians in place X. Though the Armenian version

is wanting in place IV, the evidence of Syncellus as to the lost Eusebian

text, and the circumstance that here alone all authorities agree on an interval,

and a thalassocracy, of 23 years, suggest that the same relations existed

between the two Canon-dates here also.

But above this there is chaos. In place III Jerome assigns no less than

three separate dates to the initial year of the Thracian sea-power. Two of

these (AA 1050 and AA 1055) fall within a missing page of the Armenian
;

but the third and earliest does not, and receives no support, even allowing for

a ten years' discrepancy, from the Armenian text. Nor do any of Jerome's

intervals (92, 41, or 46) correspond either with his duration-numeral (19) or

with that of the Armenian version
;
and these discrepancies are in no way

explained by those in places II and I. Nor, and this is most curious of all,

though the Excerpt in its present form plainly dates the Lydian sea-power

post bcllum Troianum, does either the Armenian version or Jerome make

it begin from the Fall of Troy ;
but Jerome ten years later, and the Armenian

sixteen.

Below place X, Jerome, as we have seen, gives no data until AA 1508

(
= 508 B.C.), to which he assigns the beginning of the Aeginetan sea-power.

Now, as he assigns 20 years (instead of 10) to the Aeginetans, he must

have put their loss of sea-power in 488 B.C. Yet this is not, on any reckon-

ing, the date of the Xerxis transmissio. The Armenian version, on the other

hand, though giving the Aeginetans only 10 years, as in the Excerpt, dates the

beginning of their M -a -power from 485 B.C.: its end therefore cannot fall

earlier than 475 B.C.
; yet this date is no more that of the .AYr<V.< transmissw

than is 488 B.C. Here again, therefore, the plain chronological statement.
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which concludes the Excerpt, has been ignored in both versions of the Canon

alike.

All this looks hopeless enough ;
but it looks so, as we have seen, simply

because of the view which both the Armenian text and Jerome chose to take

of the character of the information in the Excerpt. We have seen, however,

that apart from two discrepancies on the part of Jerome (in places III and

XVII), at points where fortunately the Excerpt, Syncellus, and the Eusebian

Canon are agreed, the Excerpt which each had before him was substantially

the same, so far as they have quoted it
;
and also that all copies of it contained

much the same lacuna round places VIII-XIII.

4. The List as a Scheme of Chronology.

What we have next to consider, therefore, is whether these late writers

were right in their view of the meaning of the list
;
or whether they would

not have been wiser to have taken the list as an organic whole, so far as it

goes, and as an attempt to classify the centuries usque ad Xerxis transmis-

sionem by dead-reckoning backwards from this terminal event.

If this was the real character of the list, it ought to reveal itself on a

comparison of the data contained in it with such evidence as to the sequence
of events as can be derived from other sources

;
and if, as I have suggested, it

bore this character as early as the fifth century, then it ought to stand

comparison with other fifth century sources; that is, for practical purposes,
with the narrative of Herodotus. What I propose to do next, therefore, is to

make this comparison, beginning at the lowest point in the list, and working
backwards as far as either the list or Herodotus will serve us.23

But obviously the existence of the great lacuna from place VIII to

place XI, and its probable continuation in place XIII, precludes all possibility

of dead -reckoning backwards from the dates below the lacuna to those above

it. On the other hand, if it should be possible to find any fixed point among
the dates above the lacuna, it ought to be possible to build up provisionally a

reconstruction of the lost dates. The problem, therefore, with which we are

confronted is really threefold. First, we have to determine, as I suggested to

begin with, by comparison with fifth century sources, that is to say, prac-

tically, with Herodotus, whether the dates below the lacuna are real dates,

or at all events whether they represent fifth century tradition about leading
events in the sixth century. If they do not, then the list may be set aside

as neither better nor worse than any other part of the information which

comes to us, unascribed, through Diodorus. But if they do, if, that is, the

23 I have purposely confined myself in the apud Eitscbium, Gottingen, 1855. 1 owe much,
text to purely Herodotean evidence ; but, for in what follows, to this brilliant essay, though

completeness only, have added later evidence I only became acquainted with it when revising

in the footnotes. It does not however contribute the present paper for the printer. It is only
much. The whole question was admirably where it relies upon non-Hellenic history that

handled long ago by Prof. W. W. Goodwin, DC it is antiquated by subsequent discoveries.

veterum gentium maritimarum epochis
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List represents a lost fifth century original, then it will be worth while to go
on to attack the second problem. Here, though for Egypt and Phoenicia

Herodotus will still be of importance, the comparison will be mainly with a

different class of testimony, namely the contemporary history of the eighth
and seventh centuries as it has been recovered from the annals of Assyria
and New Babylonia ;

and it is here that we shall have to acknowledge the

suggestive hint of method supplied by Dr. Winckler's paper. Thirdly, it is

only if we are able to establish the historical character of the List for this

remoter period, that it will be worth while to attempt either to fill up the

lacuna which intervenes, or to discuss the problems raised by the discrepancy
between the heading of the List as it stands, and the commonly received

opinions about the period which succeeds the Trojan War.

5. The Sea-power of Aegina. 490-480 B.C."

The lower members of the List, aa far back as the lacuna, have obviously
a general appearance of authenticity. The sea-power of Aegina lasts ten

years, and extends usque ad Xerxis transmissionem
;
and this date ought to

mean, on the current reckoning, the year 480. But actually Eusebius

reckoned from 475, and consequently placed the beginning of the Aeginetan

sea-power in 485 : while Jerome put the beginning of his twenty-year period
in 508, and consequently must have reckoned it to end in 488. Now if the

List really started from 475, it would indeed have the advantage of starting
from the point at which the greater Thalassocracy of Delos superseded all

others
;
and it was probably some such consideration as this which influenced

Eusebius in his selection of his terminal date. But even though the Aegiue-
tans received the prize of valour at Salamis,

25
it is difficult to see how the

five years which followed could be credited to them : for Athens had already
a far larger number of ships at Salamis; and the command of the pan-
Hellenic fleet was continuously in the hands either of a Spartan or an

Athenian.

There are two further reasons why the year 480 is inevitable as a

starting-point in our backward reckoning. First, byno possibility can a thalasso-

cracy of Eretria (in place XVI of the List) be prolonged after the destruction

of that city by Datis and Artaphernes in 490. Second, it was apparently very
close to the year of Marathon, that the death of Cleomenes.and an anti-Athenian

reaction in Sparta, untied the hands of Aegina, and led to the agitation for

the return of the hostages from Athens.'26 The result was the resumption of

aKripvKTos 7ro\e/io<? between Aegina and Athens,
27
just at a moment when

the hopes of every medizing state and faction in Greece were raised high by
the coming of the Persian expedition. This aKtjpvtcTOs TroXe^to? must have

1

II. mi. forward, for brevity and conveui- * Hdt. viii. 93.

ence, I omit the 'years of Abraham '

and give
* Hdt. vi. 85-87.

all dates in years n.r. Hdt. vi. 94.
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lasted nearly twenty years in all
;
but though after 400 Athens is upholding

the cause of Eretria (deceased) under extreme difficulties, yet as we approach
480 it is Athens who is preparing for a decisive struggle with her rival. At the

moment of Xerxes' expedition the situation was most critical it was the

greatest quarrel in all Greece, as Herodotus says
28 and how difficult it was

for Aegina, we may judge from a comparison of the two squadrons at

Salamis : Aegina brought 30 ships, Athens ISO.29

We may therefore take the year 490 as the year of the transference of

thalassocracy from Eretria to Aegina ;
and reckon the ten years assigned by

the List to Aegina as running, in the words of the Excerpt, usque ad Xerxis

transinissionem. We may infer, also, that in the mind of the compiler of the

List the five years from 480 to 475 were either reckoned as an interregnum, or

were assigned to the Thalassocracy of that Pan-Hellenic League which Delos

and Athens claimed later to perpetuate. We have thus a sure foundation in

the double dating 499-480, and can safely proceed to build upon it so far as

the List will allow.

6. The Sea-power of Eretria. 505-490 B.C.

The Eretrians
'

rule the waves
'

for fifteen years, according to Eusebius.

They must therefore have begun not later than 505 B.C. Now though
Athens sent the larger force to Ionia in 500, Herodotus lays some stress on

the contingent from Eretria,
30 and emphasizes the pietas which bound Eretria

to Miletus, as the real reason of their mission. Eretria therefore was of some

peculiar importance in Greek waters at the time of the visit of Aristagoras ;

and it is not necessary to scratch very deep into the phil-Athenian veneer of

Herodotus' history to discover that it was Eretria, as the event proved,
31 and

not Athens, which from the Persian point of view was the primary objective

of the expedition of 490. What the Persians could not well foresee was that,

thanks to Themistokles and some others, the little finger of Athens would be

thicker than the loins of Eretria.

Now the date 505, which, according to the reckoning of the List, is the

initial year of the Eretrian sea-power, falls a year or two later than the last

act of the Peisistratid drama in Athens
;
and it was in this last act that the

Athenians e<? va-repov efjLe\\ov ^vri^v Troieea-Qai BOIWTWV teal XaA,tSeo)v :
32

with the result which Herodotus describes as the Double Battle on the

Euripus. Chalcis fell, and received an Athenian cleruchy; and all this

happened about the time of the reforms of Kleisthenes, and a little before the

21 Hdt. vii. 145. firopfvovro 5t tiri re 'Epfrpiav Kal '\64\vas : cf. vi.

29 Hdt. vii. 46. Compare Strabo, 375. OUTTJ 94, 98, 100, 101. He notes also that when the

5' fffrlv [rj Aiybm] TJ Kal 6a\arroKpa.T^aa.ffii irore Athenians retired from Ionia in Hdt. v. 103,

KOI irtpl irpuTttwv dju</><(r)87jTVj <ra(7o irpbs 'A6r)- there is no mention that the Eretrians retired

vaiuvs Iv TT) -rrepl 2.a\au'it>a. va.viu.axia Kara TO too ; and infers, not improbably, that they
. stayed. They did not, however, fight at Lade.

50 Hdt. v. 99. 32 Hdt- v 74- 77
31 See Goodwin, I.e. 67, esp. Hdt. vi. 43.
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visit of Aristagoras. We have no precise date for the ' Double Battle
'

; but
three points are clear : it fell somewhere between 508 and 500 ; it involved

the cooperation of somebody's fleet for the passage of the Euripus; and it

had the effect of paralysing for a generation the agelong rival of Eretria. I

think we can hardly doubt that here also we have the glowing Athenian
version of an affair which had more than one aspect ;

and that what the 0vea

Boiwrwv inscription really commemorated was an event, which an Eretrian

would have described as the establishment of Eretrian sea-power, and the

reversal of the verdict of the Lelantine War. At all events Herodotus'

narrative and the date 505 for the Eretrian Thalassocracy shed a very

interesting light on one another, and increase the probability that the

numeral 15 in the Excerpt is right, and the 7 of Syncellus wrong.
33

Note also that it was very shortly after 505, that Thebes, deprived of the

aid of Chalcis, began to negotiate for that of Aegina against her amphibious
nemy; and shortly after this, again, that the a*7;'puTo<? TroXe/xo? began.
The effect of the latter was to cut off Athens from Eretria, so far as the

Sunium-route was concerned, and to retard by ten years or more the rise of

an Athenian sea-power; but inevitably, also, to throw Aegina's Saronic rival,

Corinth, into the most benevolent of neutralities towards Athens. How far

is all this the consequence of the entanglement of the newly-won sea-power
of Eretria in the affairs of Aristagoras of Miletus, a very poor imitation of

the Thrasybulus who was the '

friend of Periander
'

of Corinth, nearly a

century before 1
3*

7. The Sea-power of Naxos. 515-505 B.C.

The predecessor of Eretria, however, is not Chalcis, but Naxos, with a

sea-power of ten years' duration. Herodotus has not much to say in his

history about Naxos
;
but all that he. does say is entirely to the purpose.

The proximate cause of the Ionic Revolt, he says, was a recent change
in the balance of power in the Cyclades. The Tra^et? of Naxos had been

expelled ;

^ and this offered, from the point of view of Aristagoras, a favourable

opportunity for establishing with their aid a Persian protectorate over the

islands. Clearly, too, the .same events which had expelled the Tra^et? had

also favoured the democratic party in Naxos itself. What were these events,

and how do they bear upon the transfer of supremacy at sea from Naxos
to Eretria 1

Of the previous history of Naxos we learn from Herodotus only this :

that one of the consequences of the establishment as rvpavvos in Athens
of Peisistratus, whose immediate base of operations had been in Eretria,

30 had

** Goodwin, I.e. 68 refers to this same had been under Naxos recently in 501 ; see

success the great Eretrian -no^ described Hdt. v. 31 and n. 42 below,

(without date) in Strabo 448. The passage
''* Hdt. i. 20 v. 92, and p. Ill, beVw.

certainly includes a reference (ivJipxov) to the " Hdt. v. 80.

establishment of & regular hegemony over * Hdt. i. 61.

islands : and, in particular, over Andros, which

H.S VOL. XXVI. H
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been the establishment of his prote"g4 Lygdamis as rvpavvos of Naxos
;

37 and

presumably the expulsion of a more or less oppressive oligarchy from the

island. And now we find that shortly before 500 the Tra^et? or oligarchy of

Naxos had been expelled by a democratic rising, and were trying to get help
from Miletus, which, though apparently phil-Eretrian, had been since the

days of Cyrus consistently loyal to Persia. 38 Now unless the Peisistratidae were

installed, or at least expelled, very much later than is commonly supposed,
these two data can hardly refer to the same crisis in Naxos. But if they do

not, then we are authorized to infer a third fact : namely the collapse of the

rvpavi/i<i of Lygiamis, and the re-establishment of a government of Tra^et?
in Naxos : for unless they had returned to power in the interval, they could

not have been expelled shortly before 500, in the circumstances stated by
Herodotus. We get, consequently, the following outline scheme for the

history of Naxos in the sixth century : (i) oligarchic regime, lasting down
into the Peisistratid period, and presumably not phil-Eretrian; (ii) the

rvpavvis of Lygdamis, under Peisistratid, that is phil-Eretrian, protectorate ;

(iii) oligarchic counter-revolution, presumably not much earlier than the

collapse of the Peisistratid tyranny, and probably anti-Eretrian
; (iv) renewed

democratic activity, and appeal of the tmigrts, as usual, to Persia, through
the intermediation of Persia's chief naval dependency in the Aegean, namely
Miletus. We begin to see some light on the circumstance that Aristagoras

simultaneously divests himself of his philo-Persian rvpavvis, and secures for a

democratic movement in Miletus the sympathy and the assistance of Eretria.

All this suits very well the data supplied by the List. The fall of

Lygdamis, and the return of the oligarchs to Naxos, if it occurred about 515,

would come to us as an early symptom of that Peisistratid decline which

came to a crisis somewhere about 510. And in 505, or soon after, one of the

first results of the fall of Chalcis was to set Eretria free to support its ancient

proteges, the Naxian
/"}//,(>?,

in a second expulsion of their oligarchy.

Finally, to clinch the connexion between Naxian sea-power and the

Naxian oligarchy, let us return to the advantages held out by these Tro^et?
as the price of the support of Persia. Naxos, they say, has 9,000 hoplites

Athens had only 13,000 at the height of her power KOI 7r\oia paKpa
TroXXa 39

;
and enjoys a hegemony over Paros,

40
Andros,

41 and the rest of

the Cyclades.
42

37 Hdt. i. 64. of Miltiades' attempt to annex Paros, as soon
38 Note in passing that Tvpawls within the as Athens is beginning to see her way through

limits of the Persian Empire meant something her entanglements with Aegina. She is picking

totally different politically from rvpnwls in a up the pieces, as elsewhere, of the Eretiian

free Greek ir6\ts. It was in fact essentially px^-

anti-democratic, a forcible oligarchy-of-onc.
41 Yet in Strabo, 448 (p. 97, n. 33, above),

Hence the Ionic Revolt begins with a whole- Andros is reckoned as a tributary of Eretria.

sale Tvfiwtav Karoiiravffts and the establish- It would obviously be one of the cornerstones

mcnt of Itrovofjilri in Miletus, Hdt. v. 37, 38, of an Eretrian sea-power ;
and a considerable

and is appeased by a wholesale recognition of A^UTJ, in the hands of Naxos.

SnuoKpartat, Hdt. vi. 43.
*'2 The fact of a Xaxian sea-power is admitted

89 Hdt. v. 30. also in Diod. v. 52 : see also Suidas, x. c.

"*
Incidentally we see here the significance *)aiovpy))s ita.vBa.pos.
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8. The Sea-power of Lacedaemon. 517 515 B.C.

It is above this point that our serious difficulties begin. The variation

of the numeral (2 in Eusebius, 12 in Syncellus) is not hard to explain,
for the omission or addition of i in the combination of iff is only too easy.
But which figure is right ?

If we had the Samian numeral, which precedes it, it would be easy to

decide : for, as we shall .see, we have fairly good evidence for the date of the

fall of Phocaea, which gave the Samians their chance, and for the rise of

Polycrates, which enabled them to seize it. But the Samian numeral is

missing in the Excerpt ;
and though we shall be able to make out a fairly

good case for the numeral 10 or 17, it is only on the hypothesis that Syncellus
is wrong that we are justified in restoring it in the Excerpt. We are there-

fore thrown back on external evidence mainly, both for the Lacedaemonian
and for the Samian sea-power.

If we had any accurate dates in Spartan history during this period, we

might be able to piece together the evidence for Spartan sea-power, in a form

which would test conclusively the data of the List. But none of the three events

which postulate such a sea-power at all, is very precisely fixed. (1) The

Libyan expedition of Dorieus 43 does indeed satisfy the conditions positively.

Unless the fall of Sybaris can be displaced from 510, Dorieus' first expedition
cannot have set out later than 514, or earlier than 517. (2) The expedition of

Anchimolius to Attica 44
is usually put later than 515

;
but it is not precisely

dated
;
Herodotus is much more prone to compress than to stretch his

intervals
;
and we have seen already, in the case of Naxos, that the decline

and fall of the Peisistratidae may have been a slower affair than is usually

supposed.

(3) The Spartan expedition to Samos causes greater difficulty, and

involves once more the chronology of the next state upwards on the list. It

presumes a considerable degree of sea-power on the side of Sparta : it was, as

Herodotus contends, an elaborate and important affair
;
and it is dated by him

with some precision : for he says that it occurred during the rvpawk of

Polycrates, and about the time of Cambyses' expedition against Egypt. On
the strength of this, Lepsius long ago assigned it to 527

;
which would just

bring it within the 12 years given by Syncellus, if reckoned back from 515 ;

and Goodwin accepted this date.45 But there is no good reason to assign to

it on this ground an earlier date than 522 or 521
;

40 and Syncellus' variant,

if intentional at all, may very well be intended to include this famous

incident within the period of the Spartan thalassocracy. But Eusebius' own

Hdt. v. 42. Lepsius, Berl. Afotiatsber. May, 1854, p.
44 H.lt. v. 63 wtuwovtrt 8 TOVTOVS Kara 217. Goodwin, DC potentiae vetcrum gentium

6a\a<rffav Tr\olotfft, and in sufficient force for maritiinarum epochis apiut Eusebium, p. 63.

their rrtivat to be in no danger, once they had ** Diodorus i. 68 assigus the expedition to

rk..l. Ol. 63. 3 (
= 521 B.C.)

H 2
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date for the Spartan expedition (01. 64.1 = 519 B.C.) is itself too high to fall

within a two years' thalassocracy, if those years ended in 515.

We are therefore reduced to a choice of three views, (a) Syncellus may
be right, in principle at all events, and the Spartan sea-power may have to be

extended upwards. As we have not the numeral for the Samian sea-power,

we cannot disprove this : all we can stipulate is that the date shall not be

higher than to cover the Egyptian expedition of Cambyses, and that it shall

not conflict with any other evidence as to the sea-power of Polycrates.

(b) Or there may have been an interval between the negotiations of

Polycrates with Cambyses and the Spartan expedition to Samos. In this

case the Spartan expedition may have fallen appreciably later than the

expedition of Cambyses, and the real reason of Cambyses' neglect to help

Polycrates may have been his death and the chaos into which thereupon the

Persian Empire fell. In this case, it may very well have been the last

desperate excesses of Polycrates which brought the Spartans to Samos, at the

head of a mixed force of Corinthians and others, as the instrument of the

general indignation. If the Spartan expedition were thus the '

beginning of

the end
'

of Polycrates, it may very well have fallen within the reign of Darius,

and not very long before the final suppression of the Samian '

reign of terror.'

In this case the so-called Spartan thalassocracy would represent little more

than an interregnum (like that of 480-476) during which Sparta nominally
led a loose confederacy, brought together for a special bit of police work, but

dissolved as soon as any member of it, such as Naxos. went its own way and

created a genuine
'

sea-power,'

(c) Or, thirdly, the Spartan expedition to Samos may not have fallen

within the period of the Spartan thalassocracy at all. We must remember

thatjthough successfully landed, and backed by the Corinthians, it maintained

the siege only forty days, and retired unsuccessful
;
and that a fiasco of this kind

could hardly be brought forward as evidence for a Spartan sea-power, even if

it fell within the limits of date. This is the view which seems to me pre-

ferable : the Spartan expedition shows Sparta aiming at sea-power, and

striking a premature and unsuccessful blow at the thalassocrat of the moment.

But for the real thalassocracy of Sparta I am inclined to think (1) that we have

to wait till Persia, not Sparta, had made an end of Polycrates, shortly after

the accession of Darius, and consequently not earlier than 521 and also not

much later (2) that the List is correct in assigning the two years 517-515 to

this thalassocracy ;
and (3) that probably this short-lived sea-powar with its

sea-borne attack on Athens and its schemes of Libyan colonization is one of

the early exploits which gained for the young Cleomenes the reputation of

bein aicoiavr^ KOI ov

47 I had not the opportunity of seeing Mr. in or about 517. But if the earlier date, 520,

Wells' paper on the Reign of Cleomenes, in the should be maintained, it would have the

last volume of this Jounuil, until this paper advantage of permitting us to include the ex-

was already nearly completed ; and I am not pedition to Samos within the period of activity of

entirely convinced as yet by his arguments, that great man : though in that case it is stninu'

preferring still to place the accession of Cleo- that Herodotus should not have mentioned

menes, on other grounds than that stated above, Cleomenes' name in connexion with it.
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We have still to account for the dates .")13-511 given by Eusebius in the

Canon. But this is simple when we remember that his starting-point was
five years too low, and that so far he has only diverged by one year from the

dead-reckoning of the Excerpt. Consequently when adjusted to 480 as zero-

point, his dates ."i:i and ">ll become 518 and 516 respectively ;
and allowing

further for the current attribution of the starting-point of the Delian League
to 476 not to 475, we have as the finally revised Eusebian dates exactly
the years 517 and 515 which we reached by the previous argument.

9. The Sea-power of Samoa. 534-517 B.C.

We are now on the very edge of the lacuna in the Excerpt, and we
have only external evidence to go upon; apart from the vague indications of

an original numeral 16, and the Eusebian dates 530-513 (giving the revised

dates. 534-517) with their interval of seventeen years.

But the sea-power of Samos is so closely bound up, in ancient tradition,

with the personal fortunes of Polycrates that it is natural to turn to the date

of his rise as a probable terminus a quo, just as we have had to discuss the

date of his fall to establish the terminus ad quern. Now Eusebius gives Ol.

62.1 (
= 533 B.C.) as the date of his accession. If this date could be shown

to depend on the Excerpt we might have to revise it by four years, like the

thalassocracy-dates in the Canon, and assign it to 537 ; but there is no proof
of this, and we may probably take this date as independent evidence. We may
therefore regard the year 533 as a probable approximation to the first year of

Samian sea-power.

On the other hand Samos, in the List, succeeds Phocaea as mistress of

the seas. If therefore we can fix the date for the fall of Phocaea, we shall

have a precise upward limit for the Samian sea-power. Now Phocaea fell in

the course of the Revolt of Pactyas, and the story of this is told by Herodotus

in a context which puts it in close relation to the campaign of Cyrus against

Babylon, which he gives as the reason for Cyrus' departure from the West, and

the signal for the revolt. Now Babylon fell in 538, and we must conse-

quently place the fall of Phocaea not much earlier than this, and probably
somewhat later. We shall see reason, presently, for bringing down the date

of the fall of Phocaea as low as we possibly can
;
but meanwhile let us note

that we obtain from the evidence just cited a minimum interval, for the

Samian sea-power, of 16 years (533-517) and a maximum of 21 years

(538-517) with a certain presumption in favour of the minimum. Now the

Eusebian revised dates are 517 and 534, giving 17 years interval
;
the lapsus

calami of the Armenian version (p. 91) seems to indicate that it was the

numeral 16 which stood in the original text of the Excerpt. Also, the case

of the Eretrians,*
8 and that of the Phocaeans, indicate a tendency on the part

48 In the cast of the Eretrians the numerals in the latter the 10 years of the Naxiaus, as

are 15 and 26, but he has wrongly included explained on p. 92, above.
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of Eusebius, on any occasion when he adj usts the dates of a thalassocracy by
the numerals of the Excerpt at all, to allow a '

year of grace
'

at the

transition.

10. The Sea-power of Phocaea. 577-533 B.C.

There is no doubt about the historical character of the Phocaean thalasso-

cracy. Thucydides names Phocaea alongside of Samos Bwarforara yap
ravra rwv vavrttcwv rjv and refers to repeated victories (eviictov) over the

Carthaginians.
49

Herodotus, too, knows of the Phocaeans as the earliest

of Greek explorers in the West.50

Of course the whole of this westward activity did not fall within the 44

years of
'

sea-power.' Eusebius for example puts the foundation of Massilia

in 586, which if true makes it one of the numerous by-products of a very

eventful time;
51 and the phrases used by Herodotus about the early

Phocaean voyages can hardly refer to periods subsequent to the ' rush to the

West '

in the last half of the eighth century. But the policy of transferring

Phocaea bodily to its western sphere of influence would have been hardly

practicable unless the Phocaean hold on the West was still strong in the

middle of the sixth century. All that is in question here, however, is the

period during which Phocaea was, for whatever reason, predominant in the

Aegean as well
;
and for this the conclusive evidence is Herodotus' statement

that it was Phocaea, not Samos or Miletus or Lesbos, which was regarded by

Harpagus as the 'Hellenic ringleader in the Revolt of Pactyas ;
and that it

was Phocaea which was provided, through the munificence of Arganthonius,
with what was thought at the time to be an impregnable defence on the land-

side. Phocaea in fact was, for the moment at least, the Trpocr^iia 'low'?;? in

the same sense as Miletus later; and like Cnidus, and Athens afterwards,

planned to
' make itself an island

;

'

and very nearly succeeded. Its commer-

cial importance is further attested by the considerate offers of Harpagus
52

;

and by the subsequent jealousy of the Chians in the matter of Oenussae.53

As to the chronology of this Phocaean sea-power, if the numeral (44)

given in the List is right, the date, 575, given in the Canon for its beginning,
is certainly wrong : for it brings the end of the sea-power down to 531, several

years later than the lowest possible date for the fall of Phocaea, which we
have seen to be about 534. On the other hand the '

revised
'

Eusebian dates

48
Goodwin, I.e. p. 59 brings out well the their voluntary exile after the revolt of Pactyas

force of the imperfect tense in this passage. (i. 164), second, of the fate of Dionysius the
50

i. 163. The later writers fill out the story Martinet (vi. 17). Compare also Pausauias

somewhat. Justin's account is graphic and 10. 8. 6, and Strabo 179.

probably true : namque Phocaccnses, cxigui-
51 See pp. 112-3, below.

late et macie terrae coarM, studiosius mare 82 Hdt. i. 164. They recall the tactics of

quam terras exercuere : ptscando, mercando, Alyattes against Miletus, two generations before,

plcrumque eliam latrocinio maris (quod illis i. 27.

temporibus gloriac habcbatur) vitam tolerabant. 5S Hdt. i. 165. Sf^aivovrfs ^ at per V-
43. 3. Their loose attachment to the mainland ir6piov ytvuvrai, r\ Si avriiv vriaos a.

comes out again in Herodotus' story, first, of rovrov tlvtita.
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would be ~.'H :ml ."7H. But even 534- is a '

lowest possible/ and if for any
reason the fall of Phocaea had to be put earlier, which in the absence of a

Samian numeral is quite possible, either the upper date will have to go

back higher than 578, or the Phocaean numeral, well attested as it is, will

have to be regarded as corrupt as it stands. And this is by no means

impossible : for it lies well within tin- penumbra of the lacuna in the Excerpt,

and we shall see directly
5t that it has been partly responsible for further

.corruption, in the past.

11. The Lacuna in the List.

This is as far as it is possible to go by direct reckoning upwards from the

Tx>ttom of the List as we have it. It reveals the fact that wherever we can

test the data in the List by external evidence, they present the appearance
of genuine materials ;

and as our main witness throughout has been

'Herodotus, we may fairly claim that, if genuine at all, these data go back to

at least a fifth-century source ;
that is to say, at least to the period of the

great Thalassocracy of Delos, which is pre-supposed, as we have seen, as the

goal to which the sequence leads.

But above the Phocaean sea-power, we encounter successive difficulties.

For the next four places (VIII-XI) the List is very ill preserved ;
and even

where we have the data at all, they refuse to agree with the traditional course

of history.

If we accept, as above, the date 534 as the '

latest possible
'

for the close

of the Phocaean thalassocracy, and reckon backwards from it with the

numerals given in the List and in the Canon, we are confronted with the

following chronological scheme :

Phocaean sea-power ends 534 : lasts 44 .'. begins in B.C. 578 Eus. [ ] Jer. [ ].

Lesbian ,, 578 : ,, 68 ,, 646 ,, 671 ,, 671.

Carian 646: 61 ,, 707 730 ,, 720.

Milesian ,, 707: 18 ,, 725 [760]
M 750.

Egyptian ,, 725 + [no numeral preserved] ,, [794]
M

,, 784.

Now an Egyptian thalassocracy ending in 725 would fall in the early

part of the Ethiopian Dynasty,
60 and in the reigns of King Usorkon III. of

Thebes 57 and King Tefnekht of Sais.53 But at this time Egypt was disunited
;

and the Delta, in particular, was divided among a number of petty chiefs.

An Egyptian thalassocracy therefore is quite out of the question at this time
;

and the same is in fact the case right on to the year 664, when the revolt of

Psammetichos freed Egypt from Assyria, unified the country, and rapidly

created that phil-Hellene and Mediterranean sea-power which was used to

such effect by Necho, both for peaceful and for offensive ends.

64 P. 105, below. Petrie, Hist. Eg. iii. 268.

83 Interred from Jerome's evidence, as ex- w 755-730. Petrie, Hist. Eg. iii. 262.

plained on p. 93. M 749-721. Petrie, Hist. Eg. iii. 314.

M Piankhi I. reigned 748-725 or later.
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Now no amount of adjustment of the lost Samian numeral will relieve this

discrepancy in the case of Egypt ; even if it were possible to bring the Phocaean

dates lower
;
and this we have seen is out of the question. Three possibilities

remain. Either (1) there was some reason (now lost) for assigning to Egypt
a sea-power before that of the XXVIth Dynasty; or (2) the List, which has

hitherto presented every sign of genuine historical tradition, must be thought
to change its character, altogether, somewhere in this section

;
or (3) there

must be something gravely wrong with the numerals for Lesbos, or Caria, or

Miletus, or more than one of them.

The first hypothesis is ingeniously handled by Goodwin, who brings

together evidence to show that a well-attested Greek tradition, at least as-

old as Herodotus, did actually dislocate Egyptian history in the period

indicated by the Eusebian dates (794 750 inclusive) and assigned to the

eighth century the
'

Pyramid Kings
'

of what we call the IVth Dynasty.
But this interpretation, though it throws an important light on the Egyptian
narrative of Herodotus, and explains how the data in the List as we have it

escaped criticism in Hellenic times, does not account for the very marked

discrepancy between the Lesbian numeral and the Eusebian interval assigned

to the Lesbian sea-power, and leaves out of account the cumulative evidence,

which we have already collected, against the trustworthiness of the Eusebian

text in this section.

The second hypothesis is a counsel of despair ;
and is best met by the

proof, which follows in 15-17, that in the places immediately preceding the

difficult section the List does give accurate historical information. For if this

is so, it is difficult to see why the List's authority should be bad in the

seventh century, if it is good in the sixth and eighth.

The third hypothesis is that to which we have already been driven by
the consideration of the textual evidence

;
and as soon as we begin to advance

further into what I have already described as the ' lacuna
'

in the List, we
shall find evidence accumulating rapidly in its favour. The logical procedure
would be first, to survey briefly the historical evidence, such as it is, for the

thalassocracies of Lesbos, Caria, and Miletus respectively, so as to see whether

Greek tradition gives any support to the doubtful numerals
; then, to marshal

the non-Greek testimony to the historical character of the numerals above

the lacuna
;
and then to return to the numerals which fall within the lacuna,

to see what attempt can be made to explain their corruption, and to restore

the true figures. But some repetition will be saved by anticipating the

result of the second enquiry so far as will allow us to discuss the restoration,

of the true figures for Lesbos, Caria, and Miletus pari passu with our criticism,

of the corruptions.

12. The Sea-power of Lesbos.

The List, as we have seen, gives no numeral for the sea-power of Lesbos..

Jerome's version of the Canon supplies the numeral 68 ;
but as it has no

entry for the Phocaean sea-power, we cannot tell what interval was reckoned
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for that of Lesbos from its initial date 671. The Armenian version of the

Canon assigns the same initial date ;
and the year 575 for Phocaea : giving

an interval of 96 years. Here is a serious discrepancy to begin with.

The Canon also assigns the war between Athens and Lesbos to 611
;
and

identifies Phrynon the Athenian general, who was killed therein by Pittacus or

Lesbos, with the Phrynon who was Olympic victor in 632 (
= O1. 36).

Eusebius also dates from 620 the tyranny of Periander of Corinth, who
arbitrated in this quarrel ;

and the Eusebian dates for Alcaeus and his con-

temporaries go back also into the seventh century. All these dates probably
stand or fall together. Whether Eusebius tried to recover a numeral which

was missing in his List by the aid of Phrynon's Olympic date, or whether the

numeral which he read in the List led him to his identification of the two

Phrynons, we cannot now tell
;
but it is clear in any case that if Jerome's

numeral 68 is right, Eusebius disregarded it in calculating the interval

between the '

accession,' so to speak, of Lesbos and that of Phocaea.

At this point we should remember, first, that the Lesbian numeral falls

within the limits of the textual lacuna : second, that the silence of Syncellus,
and of the Armenian entry, as to the numeral, shows that the lacuna is at

least as old as Eusebius. Can we trace the corruption any farther back ?

An obscure passage of Pliny suggests that we can. Speaking of Lesbos

he says restant Eresos, Pyrrha, et libera Mytilene, annis MD potens*
9 Now by

no chronological ingenuity can Mytilene be given a potentia, naval or other,

extending over 1500 years. But it can hardly be a coincidence that the

Greek symbol MA represents the numeral 44 which stands in the next place
in our List, opposite the name of Phocaea

;
and nothing is more probable than

that in transcribing from Greek into Latin, the symbol MA should have been

made into MD. I think we may fairly infer from this passage of Pliny, first, that

Pliny had among his authorities, either all, or part, of the same List as Eusebius

ascribes to Diodorus
;
second that either Pliny or his authority had this List in

such a condition that the Lesbian name became associated with the Phocaean

numeral, to the consequent extinction of its own.

Now such a corruption would be very much more likely to occur, if the

lost Lesbian numeral were something which resembled 44, than if it were not ;

and none of the modes of representing 68 (Ixviii or ZH) is the least likely to

have caused such" a confusion with any of the modes of writing 44 (xliv or

MA). Nor is any of the modes of representing the Eusebian interval 96

(xcvi or <J>~) at all liable to such confusion; not to mention the fact that this

interval gives a date which is itself inconsistent with the historical evidence

as to the XXVIth Dynasty, without allowing anything at all for the tha-

lassocracies of Caria, Miletus, and Egypt combined. On the other hand, either

a & (A) or a 40 (M) might very easily fall out in favour of the 44 of Phocaea:

and we shall presently see that there is a good deal to be said for a very
short sea-power for Lesbos.

But how did Jerome's 68 get into the vacant place ? Two conjectures

N.H. v. 31. 39.
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may perhaps be permitted. (1) Written in Latin minuscule the numeral

Ixviii, with the long flourish to the v, differs only by a couple of strokes from

minuscule lesbii; and we have seen already, from the examples of Pliny and of

Syncellus, how easily confusions arose from the intermixture of alphabetic and
numerical groups in a document. Jerome certainly dictated his Canon

;
and

if he found a numeral missing, hesitation and repetition of the word Lesbii are

only too probable.

(2) Or the corruption may have arisen in the Greek text of the List

itself, as follows. The Milesian numeral IH (
= 18) followed by the Carian

numeral ZA (
= 61) and preceded by the lost Egyptian numeral which I

hope to show, in the sequel, to have been Z (
= 60) orZA (

= 61) can hardly
have failed to lead sooner or later to the intrusion of the combination

ZH (
= 68), when once the true numeral had been absorbed, as Pliny's

mistake shows, into the Phocaean numeral below it. Or again, if at some

stage or other of transcription the numerals were in words, the sequence
ti) k%r)KovTa-eva is no less provocative of the blunder

But what of the external evidence for the duration of Lesbian sea-

power ? That there was such a sea-power is indicated, apart from the

passage of Pliny, by several authors of late date
;
and though Herodotus does

not mention a sea-power explicitly, he notes Lesbos, twice over, at a later

date, as a state with ships to spare j

60 and he also describes, without precise
note of date, a state of things in which Sigeum, which had belonged to

Mytilene, was captured, after a long war, by the Athenians, and secured to

them by the arbitration of Periander. There was, however, further fighting
even in the days of Peisistratus' son and lieutenant, Hegesistratus. Now this

participation of Peisistratus in the affair shows that Herodotus fixed the

Athenian capture of Sigeum, and the arbitration of Periander not very much
earlier than 570 ;

and Athenian operations in the Troad could hardly have

been possible till after the annihilation of a Lesbian sea-power, if such ever

existed. On the other hand, supposing such a sea-power to have existed

and to have been destroyed, as the List suggests, by the Phocaeans about 578,
the opportunity of its downfall was a good one for the Athenians to seize

a half-way house to those new markets in Pontus which the policy of Solon

had secured to them. Note also, as evidence of the view which contempo-

rary thalassocrats and others took of Athenian enterprise in Hellespont, the

troubles which befell Miltiades the elder from Lampsacus, the colony and

local agency of Phocaea; and the vigorous counterstroke of Croesus of

Lydia, whom Herodotus depicts, as in the cases of Solon and Alcmaeon, as

thoroughly phil-Athenian in policy.
61

In all this we have a fifth-century version of the same set of events as

in Eusebius. Periander, Alcaeus, and the rest play their parts in trie

40 Hdt. v. 26, vi. 26-28. Note that in the the Delian League.
fifth century also Mytilene ranked with Samos 61 Hdt. i. 29, vi. 37, 125.

and Naxos as a contributor of nctual squadrons to
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struggle between Athens and Lesbos in both
;
but the fifth-century version

pins the whole sequence down to the first half of the sixth century, and to

the generation of Peisistratus and the elder Miltiades, instead of allowing
it to stray up into the sevrntli.

On the question of the upward limit of Lesbian sea-power, indeed.

Herodotus has nothing to say ;
for the story of Arion of Lesbos,

62 so far as it

is pertinent at all, belongs to the cycle of Periander, and gives no fresh

evidence about Lesbos, except in so far as Periander, in this context, is

reckoned a contemporary of Thrasybulus of Miletus, and of Alyattes of

Lydia, whose period we shall have to define in 14. There is, however, one

Herodotean statement outstanding, which makes strongly for the later dates

for Lesbian sea-power. Pittacus of Lesbos probably stands in the same rela-

tion to the Lesbian sea-power as Polycrates to that of Samos, and Thrasybulus
to that of Miletus

;
and Pittacus is introduced by Herodotus m as a contempo-

rary and adviser of Croesus. As to their relative ages, the passage tells as

much, or as little, as the analogous passage about Solon
;
and it can hardly

refer to any point within the period of Pittacus' administration of Lesbos, for

he is not described as tyrant, only as rov MvTtXrjvaiov. It is, however, note-

worthy that, just as Solon is the sage whom Croesus consults as to internal

prosperity, it is to Pittacus that he turns for advice about his projected navy.
' Once bitten, twice shy.' If the List is correct, and it was the Phocaeans who
had wrested naval supremacy from Lesbos, and were holding it all the days
of Croesus, Pittacus was of all men the most proper to bid Croesus ' beware

of the sea.'
6*

13. The Sea-poiver of the Carians.

In place X the Excerpt has a lacuna in both columns
;
and Syncellus is

silent. But the Armenian version of the Canon gives the Carians, with the

numeral 61 and an interval of 59 years, from 730-671 : while Jerome,

reckoning backwards from the same terminal date, gives an interval of 49

years (720-671) and no numeral.

Even the smallest of these intervals (49) is too large to ,01ow the

Egyptian thalassocracy to come down lower than 637 '

at latest ', even

ignoring Lesbos and Miletus altogether : while, allowing 4 years for Lesbos

and Jerome's 18 for Miletus, it gives to Egypt the terminal date 659. Clearly
there is something wrong here also : no amount of reduction of the Lesbian

numeral alone will make the List conform to the conditions imposed by the

known history of Egypt.
This is not the place to go into the Carian question at any length ;

but

the summary, which follows, of the principal Greek theories about the

Carians, may perhaps clear the ground somewhat.

n Hdt. i. 23. these dates suit very well the terminal date
81 Hdt. i. 29. 578 '

at latest,' which is indicated by the
64 The later writers incline to put the Phocaean evidence.

lyrannif of Pittacus between 590 and 580, and
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Herodotus 65 and Thucydides
66

agree as to a Carian sea-power, or occu-

pation of the Aegean islands, in pre-Minoan times. Opinions differed r

however, in the fifth century as to whether the Carians were originally

islanders or mainlanders : the Greeks knew that they had completed the

expulsion of Carians from the islands in historic times and confined them to

the mainland of Caria
;
the latter-day Carians of Caria claimed autochthony

where they actually lived, and ignored (or had forgotten) their insular

expansion.
67

But two other items of Hellenic belief are clear. One is that, in spite of

Minos, a Carian occupation of certain islands went on still after the Trojan
War. This is best illustrated by certain passages of Diodorus

;

^ but is

presumed by Herodotus' statement that it was lonians and Dorians who-

expelled the Carians from them finally.
69 The statement of Diodorus more-

over is repeated and precise, that it was after the Trojan War and before the

Hellenic colonization (and therefore immediately after the Trojan War) that

the Carians exercised sea-power, and occupied, or reoccupied the islands. It

is therefore surprising that the List, as given on the authority of Diodorus in

the Excerpt, begins not with the Carians but with the Lydians and

Maeonians.

The other Hellenic belief is that in the days of Psammetichus the
' bronze men from the sea

'

were conjointly lonians and Carians. Now these

Carians can hardly have been insular Carians, for the colonization of the

islands by lonians and Dorians had by this time been complete for some
centuries.70

They must therefore have been the Carians of Caria, the

immediate ancestors of those more or less Hellehized Carians who figure
as the allies of the lonians in the revolts of Pactyas and Aristagoras.

How do these two items of belief affect our interpretation of the List ?

First, it is clear that Diodorus believed that any possible List beginning 'post-

bellum Troianum mare tcnuerunt' must have begun with the Carians; and

that this belief is implied in the statement of Herodotus as to the colonization

of the islands. Second, if we add up the numerals given in the List for places-

I-VII inclusive, we reach the total of 382 years : and this total if reckoned

back from the earliest possible year for the beginning of an Egyptian sea-

power, namely 664, only carries us back to 1046, more than a century short of

the Eusebian date for the Fall of Troy (1184), and almost exactly contem-

porary i-with 'the foundation of Miletus and the older Ionian and Dorian

M Hdt. i. 171. passage about Syme (v. 53). yuTck 8 TOI/S

* Time. i. 4. TptaiKOvs XP VOVS narf<r\ov rfyv vrjffov Ktipts, icaO'

67 For Carian autochthony compare also ttv xptvov 46a\aTTOKpdTow. In both cases the

Diod. v. 60, Paus. 7. 2-4 passim, and Conon events are earlier than the Hellenic coloniza-

Narr. 47. Strabo 661 is explicit as to the tion. Compare also v. 51, 54, 60.

discrepancy of current theories, and attempts
" Hdt. i. 171. /tret 8^ TOI/J Ktipas xp""t>

to harmonize them. vffrtpov * o \ \ f Awpitts T teal "itavts t-
58

Especially Diod. V. 84. ^tra 8c T^V OLVtati\aav IK ruv vi\a<av, /caJ OUTU it r^v tfirttpor

Tpoi'os S.\wffiv Kapts aiiriO(VTts tirl irAtioj/ 40a- airiKOvro. Compare Strabo 661.

\aTroKp<irovv Kal TUV K.vn\d$tav vi\ffuv. tcparij-
70 See also Goodwin, I.e. pp. 53-4, and Dio-

oatnts rtvas pfv t6io Ka-rtaxov K.T.\., and the dorus, i. 66.
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colonies in the islands and Asia Minor.71 It follows from this, that the List as

\\c have it, is incomplete at the top ;
and on the evidence before us we can

hardly doubt how the lacuna at the top is to be filled, namely by the

insertion of the Carians in place O, of the diagram on p. 88.

But it is very unlikely that any one people was inserted twice over in a

systematic list of this kind, unless there was some very good reason for it.

Goodwin, indeed, supposed that the insertion of the Carians in place X was an

attempt to make use of the mention of Ionian and Carian adventurers in

the days of Psamraetichus. But he argued on the assumption that the whole

List was a late compilation by Diodorus or Castor
;
and we have already seen

what reason there is to ascribe to it a much earlier and more authoritative

origin. But Goodwin's suggestion is very nearly right, all the same.72 We have

already one instance, in the List, of a sea-power, in place I, which bears a

double title Lydi gui et Maeones. Just such a double title is used by
Herodotus to describe the auxiliaries of Psammetichus

;
and we shall see in

the next section how strong the evidence is for the belief that the ringleaders
of all this Levantine adventure were the men of Miletus, the one great
4 Ionian

'

city which was also on the sea-board of Caria. I venture therefore to

suggest that the original designation for the sea-power in place IX was
Milesii et Cares

;
and that the separation of the Carians from the Milesians

is the work mainly of a damaged text for it is just here that the lacuna is

at its worst
;
but also partly of a generation which had forgotten its

Herodotus, and argued from later circumstances the Miletus of Aristagoras,
the Caria of Artemisia and Maussollus, and the general confusion of thought
about the Carians, first, that Miletus must have stood alone, and second, that

room must be found in the List for the Carians independently.
We have still to deal with the Eusebian numeral 61, of which the

Eusebian interval 59 is an obvious accommodation, and Jerome's interval 49 a

further modification which affects all Jerome's dates from 671 back to 893 or

earlier (p. 93). But we have seen already that we are here in the heart of

the lacuna; we may note the probability of confusion between the Greek .^A

and the Latin XI which marks the succeeding place in the List: and we
shall see presently that the historic duration of the Egyptian sea-power,

reckoning from the establishment of Psammetichus in 665-4 to the defeat of

Necho by Nebuchadnezzar in 605-4, gives us exactly the figure 60-61 which,

if, as appears, it got separated from its context in place VIII, was available

for annexation to the Carian name, when this latter broke away from

place IX.

71 The fifth-century evidence for this is the sixteenth generation ; and this is actually the

genealogy of Hecataeus of Miletus, as given by initial year of the generation of the 'pilgrim-
Herodotus ii. 143. This genealogy 'went up fathers

' who colonized Miletus,

to a god' (i.e. human ancestry failed) in the n Goodwin's own solution was (I.e. p. 51) to

sixteenth generation : and Hecataeus was a insert the Carians between the Tliracians and

grown man in 500 B.C. Supposing Hecataeus the Rhodians, accepting the hint of Syncellus
to have been born in 530 at latest, and allow- that the latter were Atarek 54 rtriit wt/jLwroi. But

ing three generations to a century, we arrive at see below p. 125, as to the significance of this

.530 + 533 = 1063 as the initial year of the variant.
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14. The Sea-power of Miletus.

Jerome alone gives a numeral (18) to the sea-power of Miletus. He
dates it from 748 to 720, giving an interval of 28 years, ten of which may be

due to his discount of 10 years in place X. Allowing for this, as in the case

of the Eretrian interval in place XVI, Jerome's Canon-reckoning accords

with his numeral 18, and to this extent confirms it. The Armenian version

of the Canon gives 730 as the initial year of the Carians, but no direct

information about Miletus. Syncellus is silent.

We have seen already that a Milesian sea-power in the eighth century,

though not in itself incredible, is rendered unlikely by the circumstance that

Miletus succeeds Egypt in the List, and that an Egyptian sea-power at this

period is out of the question. We have also seen that the Carian sea-power
must probably disappear, as a separate item, altogether ;

and that the sea-

power of Lesbos is to be correlated closely with the rupavvts of Pittacus and

the generation between Solon and Peisistratus. We should therefore look

for the sea-power of Miletus in the opening years of the sixth century, arid

the closing years of the seventh.

Now Herodotus has to treat the early history of Miletus rather fully :

for Miletus is the -npoa^^a 'lcovir)<; in more senses tlian one. Its earlier

wars with Lydia do not concern us here
; but the great war, of which the

last five years fell in the reign of Alyattes, comes just at the beginning of

the period now under review. Alyattes came to the throne according to

Herodotus in 617,
73 and according to later authority in or about 610.74

Whatever the precise date of the formal accession of Alyattes, the war with

Miletus would seem to have been over in the fifth year of his sole-reign,

that is in 605
;
and from that time onwards, until the Ionic Revolt, Miletus

enjoyed a peculiarly secure and privileged position landwards : neither Croesus

nor Cyrus, as lords of Sardis, ventured to try conclusions again with the

mistress of the Maeander exit.

The year 605 was a critical year in the history of the Nearer East : for

it stands on the eve of Nebuchadnezzar's advance against Egypt, and of the

collapse of the ' bruised reed,' even Necho. It marks therefore the point at

which Alyattes, like Gyges before him, and Croesus after him, found himself

face to face with a political crisis in the Levant, which directly affected his

own prospects in Asia Minor. It was no time to be harrying the territory

of the metropolis of Naucratis, when the only result would be to withhold

from his natural ally in Egypt those ' Ionian and Carian
'

mercenaries on

73 I.e. 57 years before the accession of took the field, as King of Lydia ;
but left

Croesus (Hdt. i. 25), and 72 before the fall of Alyattes behind in Sardis, as itrirpovos and

Sardis. co-regent. Alyattes reckoned the years of his

74 The divergence of the dates probably reign (as given by Hdt. i. 25) from this co-

stands iu direct relation to the statement of regency ; but did not become commander-in-

Herodotus (i. 15, 18) as to participation of chief, irapaSe^d/Mfvos itapa rov xarpbs -rbv *6\t-

Sadyattes and Alyattes in this war. Probably JJLOV, till the death of Sadyattes in 610.

the war broke out in 617 or 616 ; Sadyattes
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whose aid the Saite dynasty was based. The year 605 therefore is in

every way a probable date for the great peace between Alyattes and

Miletus.

But the pretext given by Herodotus 75 for this reconciliation is quite

different, and much more closely connected with our story. Here, it is the

discovery that, do what he would, he could not starve out Miletus, which

changed the policy of Alyattes ;
and this is as much as to say that then, as

afterwards, Lydia was powerless against an Ionian state, if that state had

command of the sea.

Now it was the tyrant Thrasybulus, not unaided by his friend and ally

Periander of Corinth, who brought this conviction home
;
and Periander's

share in the matter is emphasized a few chapters further on, in thoroughly
Herodotean fashion. The familiar tale of Anon and the Dolphin is retold by
Herodotus in i. 23-4 ;

but it is Periander who is in the part of the hero. It

is Periander who is repressing piracy, even among his own shipmen ;
and we

have nob to read very far between the lines to see the same Periander active,

as the ally of Thrasybulus, in keeping the sea-ways open, while Miletus is

pre-occupied landwards. The loyal support of the Chians, moreover, when
all the rest of Ionia held jealously aloof, is further evidence of the complete-
ness of Thrasybulus' commissariat, as well as of Miletus' influence seawards

;

for Chios is not only the one great Ionian city (besides Samos, the ancient

rival) which was inaccessible to Alyattes and at the mercy of an Ionian

sea-power ;
but it commands that

'

inside course' between the mainland and

itself, which in all ages makes just the difference on the voyage from the

Hellespont southwards.76

At the moment of the treaty with Alyattes, therefore, we can see Miletus

well supported at sea, and furnished with a powerful ally in European Greece.

How did Miletus turn these advantages to account, on the cessation of the

landward trouble ? Two other circumstances recorded by Herodotus go far

to complete an outline history for the remainder of the reign of Alyattes. In

\ . 'J.s, he describes Miletus at the time of the Ionic Revolt as avrr) re e&>fT//S

/MiXuTTa ST) rore atcpdvaa-a, /cat Bf) /cat rfjs 'Icoi/t'i;? TJV -rrpoff^rj^a,
77 Ka6 ''TrepQe

Be TovT(ov eTri Bvo yevti<; di/Spwi' voaricraaa e? ra fj,d\icna CTTU<TI, ftexpi ov

fjuv Tldptoi tcaTtjpTio-av. Now we do not know the date of this Parian
'

reconciliation,' but we do learn that the Tvpawk of Histiaeus and Aristagoras
had been preceded by two generations or say 60 years of divisions and

disorder. But Histiaeus was already tyrant at the time of the Scythian Expe-
dition

;
not later, that is, than 510, and probably somewhat earlier. Some

interval also, though not necessarily a long one, must be allowed for the

74 Hdt. i. 20-22. moment when Aristagoras was planning under
78 For an early instance see Odijsvry iii. 170- the protectorate of Persia to wrest from the

175. It was only after
'

the god showed them Naxians the hegemony over the Cyclades,
a si^n

'

that they ventured across from Lesbos which since the revolution of 505 n.c. (p. 98)

to Kuhoea KaOv*tp6t Kioto instead of going and the fall of Chalcis, they were no longer in a

inside.' position to defend.
77

This, it should bo noted, was at the
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'Parian' constitution a kind of 'ministry of affairs' to fall into disorder

and give place to the tyrannis; and before this come the two generations of

stasis. The beginning therefore of this period of distress cannot be put much

later than 575, and may be considerably earlier. But what government was

it, the fall of which inaugurated the period of distress
;
and what changes of

economic conditions or external politics brought about the fall of this

government ?

The regime under which Miletus became once more the 777300-^77/ta

I<wWr?<? was, as we have seen, a tyrannis, though the foundations of material

prosperity may well have been laid by the Parian reconciliation. The same

was the case both in Samos and in Lesbos, at tho period of their several sea-

powers ;
and at Miletus also the great compact with Alyattes was the work

of another tyrannis. But in Greek states the effects of a tyrannis were as a rule

transient, not permanent, the happier fate of Athens was the exception,

not the rule
;

and in the case of Miletus it is clear that after a while the

strong government of Thrasybulus collapsed. We may also conjecture, in

default of further information, that it was this collapse which inaugurated

the two generations of discord. So important an event is clearly worth fixing

if possible ;
and all the more so, because, if the analogy of Samos and Lesbos

is worth anything, the fall of Thrasybulus should be closely connected

with the fall of the Milesian sea-power, just as the first appearance of Thra-

sybulus coincides closely with the first symptoms of its rise. Now we have

seen already that the Milesian sea-power probably began about 605
;

and Jerome's Canon indicates that it lasted 18 years. It should therefore

have ended not earlier than 587. But we have already seen reason to believe

that it ended not later than 575
;
and we reached this latter date only by the

most rigid compression of a long and vague series of events : the phrase
' two

generations
'

for example is quite as likely to have meant 65 or even 70 years

as the 60 years which we allowed to it. But can we not fix the date of this

loss of sea-power more accurately ?

The other occurrence recorded by Herodotus, which concerns Miletus at

all, is the war between Alyattes and Kyaxares.
78 It lasted five years, and was

terminated by the
'

Battle of the Eclipse
'

in May 585. Here at all events we

have a date astronomically determined, and generally accepted as certain.

This struggle also, like the siege of Miletus by Alyattes, marks the close of a

period, and must be studied in its context. Nearly a generation had passed
since the fall of Nineveh

;
and the bipartition of the Assyrian Empire had

resulted in a delicate balance of power. The Media of Kyaxares and the

Babylonia of Nebuchadnezzar (the AO/SUJ/T/TO? of Herodotus i. 74) stood face

to face, armed rivals
;
each hampered by a western enemy, Media by Alyattes

and the Lydian hegemony rwv eVro?
r/

AX,uo9, Babylon by Saite Egypt ;

each conscious, too, that the western enemies were united, now as ever, in

concerted resistance to Oriental aggression. Wedged between each pair of

antagonists lay the cockpit states, Cilicia and Judaea, each leaning on its own

73 Hdt, i. 74.
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' bruised reed
'

for fear of the probable aggressor. Behind all, linking together
the two western land-powers, and furnishing, to both, the skill and courage
which made the struggle so nearly even as it was, lay, as we now can see, the

Milesian sea-power ; supreme, probably, on the water, between Naucratis and

Sinope, and reinforced in its turn by a network of alliances: Periander's

Corinth, Solon's Athens, and Sybaris and its friends in the far West : for the

days of Democedes and Polycrates were not yet. The only cloud in the

Milesian sky is the recent apparition of a new rvpavvos in Mytilene.
This roughly represents the situation in the Nearer East, in and about

590. But in the next five years the scene is changed. First, some time in 591,

Kyaxares found a sufficiently plausible excuse for declaring war on Lydia,
78*

incidentally putting the Cilicians on his left flank ev a-tceny rov </>o/8ov. Next,

Nebuchadnezzar seized the opportunity of his rival's preoccupation north-

westward, and of some provocation from Apries, who became king of Egypt in

589,
70 to make a final end in 587 of the Egyptian outpost at Jerusalem ; and

in 585-4 he was once more victor over Egypt. Kyaxares had been less

fortunate
;
the Lydian war dragged on ambiguously, and in 585 Nebuchad-

nezzar, who had now got all he wanted in the south-west, is found associated

with the king of Cilicia in putting pressure on both Kyaxares and Alyattes
to leave their quarrel undecided. If events went further in that quarter,

Kyaxares might even win
;
and meanwhile the ' Battle of the Eclipse

'

had

given both sides a scare : TTJ<; /ta^r;? re e-rrava-avTo, ical fia\\6v TI ea-rreva-av

Kal a/j,(f>OTpoi elpijvrjv ewvToiari yevea-Qai. The sun which really was darkened

was that of Pharaoh Necho
;
the king of Babylon was now unhampered by

anxieties south-westward
;
and from peace the northern powers went on to

friendship and alliance. The Halys frontier was accepted as an obvious com-

promise ; Astyages son of Kyaxares married the daughter of Alyattes, and

the friendship thus inaugurated endured until the coming of Cyrus.
How did all this effect the position of Miletus ? Badly at all points.

The recovery of Egypt by the East, even momentarily, dealt a severe blow to

Naucratis and Milesian interests generally : it also deprived of a profitable

livelihood those Ionian freelances who formed the backbone of the Egyptian

army. The sudden peace between Media and Lydia had the same result
;
in

addition it set Sardis free to attend to more lucrative business than

Cappadocian warfare
;
and this was bad for the tcrtiiLS gaudcns who had been

working the route of the Maeander, and the exit of Sinope, during the war.

Miletus, moreover, if, as our List suggests, it had assumed in 604 the role

which Egypt was forced to resign, and if, as we may probably assume (for its

interests compelled), it had aided Egypt in the campaign of 585-4, was in

no good odour in Babylon, if not positively excluded from the ports of

Nebuchadnezzar's sea-front. It would, moreover, have been a little sudden for a

Milesian to enlist, as] a Lesbian was free to do, in the service of the king of

Babylon ;
and the king of Babylon, on his part, having attained his objects,

was more probably paying off, than enrolling. It was clearly a period of

* Hdt. i. 74. Fetrie, Bist. Eg. iii. 314.

H.S. VOL. XXVI. I
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sudden, and probably acute, distress
;
and nothing is more likely than that we

should assign to this fateful year 585-4 the deposition of Thrasybulus, and

the opening of the long stasis of Herodotus v. 28.

There is a further piece of evidence, the discovery of which we owe to

Dr. Winckler, though, writing briefly, he has not, I think, developed its full

significance. The statesman who rescued Lydia from Kyaxares, while annexing
Judaea and Egypt to himself, was not likely to leave out of his reckoning the

third principal partner among the western powers ;
and it would be most

instructive to find Nebuchadnezzar, in the same year 587 which saw the

first move in his south-western war, taking note of an ally of Egypt
'

far away
in the rnidst of the sea/ Such a mention of an oversea ally of Egypt appears
to occur in a well-known but fragmentary inscription of Nebuchadnezzar.79*

On the strength of a descriptive geographical term Puthu javan, and of a

mutilated personal name ending inku-u, Dr. Winckler identifies this state with

the Lesbos of Pittacus, though the context is wanting, and we have merely
the probability that communications of some kind were passing between it

and Babylon. But the evidence is not convincing. Puthu javan is not

strictly sonst nicht lekannt as he says ;
the termination ku-u hardly proves

more than that some Greek name in -teas is meant; the syllables, on which

Dr. Winckler relies, are not for certain parts of proper names at all
; they are

separated by a whole line of lacuna from the description of the country to

which he assigns them
;
and in any case the inscription itself refers to a

campaign not earlier than the 37th year of Nebuchadnezzar. Now Nebuchad-
nezzar's 37th year fell in 508; and this inscription consequently has no

bearing whatever on the events of 587, or on any part of the political career

of Pittacus.

It is however of some importance to find, first, that Nebuchadnezzar had
his eye even later on some western sea-power which was supporting Egypt ;

second, that another inscription
80 of Nebuchadnezzar mentions again a '

far

region in the midst of the sea,' as sending contributions to a temple-
restoration in Babylon.

It is here, I think, that we come nearest to Pittacus of Lesbos, though
not so near as Dr. Winckler would have us believe. From Nebuchadnezzar's

first inscription we are led to suspect that Amasis of Egypt had Greek allies.

From his second we gather that Nebuchadnezzar himself had an oversea

tributary at some period or other of his reign. From Alcaeus we know that

about the period of the rise of Pittacus, the natural refuge of an exiled

Lesbian was to enlist under the king of Babylon ;
and from the Thalassocracy-

List we learn that Lesbos succeeded Miletus in the command of the sea. If we
ever have direct evidence of tributary behaviour of Lesbos or of Pittacus

79(1 This inscription, of which Dr. Winckler owe these references to the courtesy of Mr.

only gives a brief mention, is published in full L. W. King, of the Department of Egyptian

by Dr. Pinches in T.R.B.A. vii. (1882), pp. and Assyrian Antiquities.

210 ff., and again by Strassmaier Inschriftcn
80

Quoted by Dr. Winckler, I.e. p. 31, from

von Ndbuchodonosor (1889), p. 194, No. 329. A. 0. v. 4, p. 22.

The original is in the British Museum, and I
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towards Nebuchadnezzar, it will only confirm what seems already probable,
that Lesbian ambitions found encouragement and opportunity from Babylon
and gave the last shock to the tottering sea-power of Miletus.

Now under these circumstances the following conclusions seem to be

justified : first, that the numeral 18 for the Milesian sea-power is approxi-

mately correct
; second, that this sea-power began shortly after Nebuchad-

nezzar's attack on Egypt in 604, and ended about the time of the '

Battle of

the Eclipse
'

in 585
; third, that the rise of the Lesbian sea-power, if it

occurred as early as 58G, justifies the numeral 8 which we have seen to be

one of the components of the corrupt series (60) 18, 61, 68 in the List
;

while if it occurred as late as 584 it justifies the numeral 6, which comes thrice

over in its compound e^Kovra ; fourth, that it is only by accepting, as in

10, the 'latest possible' date for the fall of Phocaea, that we arrive at an
interval of as many as eight years at all, and that consequently, if the fall of

Phocaea should for any reason be transferred as far back as 538, there would
be only 4 years to spare for Lesbos between our earliest date for the fall of

Miletus and the resultant date for the rise of Phocaea
;
and we have already

seen (p. 105) that there is some probability that 4 was the lost Lesbian

numeral.

15. The Sea-power of Egypt. 664-604 B.C.

No numeral for the Egyptian sea-power is preserved directly at all

Syncellus and the Armenian version are silent
;
and Jerome gives only the

dates 783 and 748, with an interval of 35 years.

We have seen already
81 that Jerome's dates are out of the question ;

that the only period within which an Egyptian sea-power is conceivable at

present begins with the establishment of Psammetichus in 664 ; and that

only on the hypothesis that Egyptian sea-power ended soon after the defeat

of Necho by Nebuchadnezzar in 605-4 can the sea-powers in places IX XI
of the List be restored to an intelligible form. We have now to collect the

evidence for an Egyptian sea-power during this period, and establish "0 far a

may be the hypothesis on which we have been working hitherto.82

The account given by Herodotus 83 of the establishment of Psammetichus

as king of Egypt states definitely, first, that ' Ionian and Carian
'

adventurers

had then recently begun to harry the Delta
; second, that Psammetichus

took these, adventurers into his own service, and founded a camp-town for

them between Bubastis and the sea
;
third and here Herodotus appeals to

archaeological evidence still extant in his own time, that this settlement

included a naval establishment. 84 If the question be raised, of what use

H P. 103, above. to indicate the sequence of the reasoning.
88 Aa a matter of logical argument, this 8J Hdt. ii. 152-154.

Egyptian section should have preceded 12-14;
"* Hdt. ii. 154. ^{ 5>r 8 i^avtaTi\ffav xwpw

but it seems more convenient to preserve the (iu Atnnsis' reign), iv TOVTOUTI 8 ot rt i\Kl

chronological Order and discuss the sea-powers ru>y vtiav xal TO. Iptim* -rmv olm\pa.T<a>> T&

itivoly, while trusting to cross-references fy0 ijtraf.

I 2
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was a naval force of this kind to Psammetichus, the answer is obvious. On
the one hand, not all the

' Ionian and Carian
'

adventurers who came to Egypt
came as his vassals, any more than the first who came and harried the Delta

ooast
;
in face of an aggressive Aegean, an organized coast-guard was indis-

pensable. On the other, the success of Assurbanipal's invasion of Egypt in

668 had been largely due to the circumstance that the land army was escorted

and protected in flank by a sea-force from Phoenicia, which had apparently

recently come to a settled understanding with Assyria ;
and if Assyria were

>ever to threaten Egypt again, it would be by a similar combination of forces.

On this ground also, therefore, Psammetichus had urgent need of a navy.

Further, as soon as Psammetichus advanced, as he shortly did, beyond his

own frontier eastward, a war-fleet and oversea transport became just as

essential for offensive ends as they had been during the Syrian protectorate

of the XVIIIth Dynasty, when the 'King's ships' are mentioned not in-

frequently. Of the actual exploits of the Egyptian sea-power, however, we

have no direct statement in Greek literature, seeing that they did not concern

the Greek world till we come to the reign of Necho
;
but here we have the

great circumnavigation of Africa,
85 the opening of the canal between the Nile

and Red Sea,
86 wide enough, as Herodotus says, for two men-of-war to sail

abreast, i.e. a good deal larger than merely mercantile needs required ;
and

an express account of concerted expeditions, with fleets of triremes, issuing

from regular arsenals,
87 and taking part in his Syrian war.

The references to Egyptian naval expeditions in Herodotus do not cease

even with the death of Necho
;
and the invasion of Nebuchadnezzar is not

even mentioned by him at all. Apries for example evavfjid^rjae rta Tvpiy
**

and Amasis conquered Cyprus.
89 But by this time, as the re-foundation of

Naucratis, and other symptoms show, the relations between Egypt and its

Greek allies, and between Egypt and its eastern neighbours, are very different
;

the Syrian policy of Psammetichus and Necho is abandoned, and even for

coast-defence we hear nothing of a regular navy. The evidence is of course

very meagre throughout, but there is enough, I think, to support the general
thesis that from the accession of Psammetichus to the defeat of Necho Egypt
was a strong naval power, practically predominant in the Levant, phil-

Hellenic, and anti-Phoenician to begin with, but eventually in Necho's time

exercising some sort of overlordship over Phoenician seamen, as the story of

the African voyage shows.

Now the interval from 664 to 604 is 60 years ;
and we have seen that if

we can assume the numeral 60 at this point in the List we are able to

explain the whole series of corruptions which occupy the lacuna between the

sea-power of Phoenicia, and that of Phocaea. Still better should we be able

to explain them if we could date the collapse of Necho's fleet to the year 603 :

for this would give us first the numeral 61, which is the exact numeral

85 Hdt. iv, 42. The actual navigators are 87 Hdt. ii. 159. ruv In of &\KO\ MSri\oi.
here Phoenicians in the Egyptian sen-ice. 8S Hdt. ii. 161.

86 Hdt. ii. 158. <*> Hdt. ii. 182.
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assigned wrongly by the Canon to the Carians, and second the exact date 585

instead of the approximation 586 for the close of the eighteen years' sea- ,

power of Miletus. And fortunately the details of Nebuchadnezzar's

are still sufficiently obscure for the date 603 to be quite a possibly alterna{.ive.

Dr. Winckler's theory, to whicli further allusion must be made in the

next section, assumes that formal '

sea-power
'

only passed from Phoenicia to

Egypt somewhere about the time of the accession of Necho in 631
;
but he

gives no reasons at all, either for ignoring the reign of Psammetichus, or for

rejecting the 35 years' interval given by Jerome, in favour of his own interval

of 26 years, which neither helps to explain the dates in the lacuna, nor

conforms to any external evidence. And we shall see, when we come to the

sea-power of Phoenicia, which precedes that of Egypt in the List, that it is

only by reckoning backwards from the year 664 that we can reach any sure

equivalents for the dates which the List assigns either for Egyptian sea-power
or for the sea-powers next above it.

16. The Sea-power of Phoenicia. 709-664 B.C.

We are now at last clear of the lacuna. The List gives 45 years to the

Phoenician sea-power in place VI : the Armenian version is defective
;
and

Syncellus is silent
;
but Jerome gives the same numeral 45, with the dates

836 and 783, and consequently an interval of 52 years. As similar evidence

is available for the sea-power of Cyprus in place VI, and as the Armenian

version becomes available, in addition, for that of Phrygia in place V, we are

in a position to test the reconstruction which we have attempted by a quite

different line of argument. Hellenic evidence had already begun to fail us,

in dealing with Miletus and Egypt, and fails us altogether in regard to

Phoenicia and Cyprus ;
but we have now got back into the century of the

great Assyrian chronicles, and into a geographical region which comes well

within their ken
;
and the next step in the argument is obvious. If on com-

paring the dates in the List with these contemporary records of the early

history of the Levant, we discover no correspondence whatever between the

two series of dates, things will look bad for the authenticity of the upper

part of the List, in a section where the text is unquestioned. If, on the other

hand, we are able to point to a series of Levantine crises, involving, or

indicating, transference of sea-power from one people to another, and

separated from each other by just that series of intervals which the numerals

in the List assign to successive
'

thalassocracies
'

of these same peoples, then

we shall be in a very strong position for claiming real historical value for

this section of the list
;
and a crucial verification of our hypothesis as to the

Egyptian dates, and for the reconstruction of the corrupt section of the List,

which we have based on it.

I luive already explained that it is to Dr. Hugo Winckler of Berlin, and

his recent use of the List of Thalassocracies in relation to Euphratean

politics, that the appearance of the present essay is due. In discussing the
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successive phases of the dealings of Assyria with Tyre, he points out that

though in earlier times the Phoenicians had shown themselves not unfavour-

able to Assyrian ambitions, the capture of Damascus by Tiglath-pileser in

732 inaugurates a period of misunderstanding and opposition, which lasts

intermittently from 732 to a little before 668, and is ended by the annexation

to Assyria of the whole of Tyre's dependencies on the mainland. Tyre itself>

however, retained its independence, became the firm friend of Assyria, and

co-operated with Assurbanipal in his Egyptian campaign.

Why did not Tyre itself surrender, and why did Assyria desist at this

point from attempts to capture it ? Clearly, according to Dr. Winckler,

because Tyre like Miletus in its war with Alyattes could count on help

from some other quarter than the mainland
;
and because Assyria at last

discovered that further violence was useless.

It is at this point that Dr. Winckler brings in the data of the List of

Thalassocracies, which gives 45 years to the Phoenicians, preceded by 33

years of Cyprian sea-power, and this in turn by 25 years of Phrygian

thalassocracy. He recognizes, as the counterpart of the Phrygian Midas of

Greek tradition, a prince known to Sargon II. as Mita of Muski (Midas of

the Moschi), who apparently succeeded to the hegemony of the Khatti in

Asia Minor in the latter part of the eighth century, reasserted its ancient

claim to Syria, and attacked Sargon in Little Armenia and Cilicia, but was

repelled by Sargon, and accepted his overlordship in 710.

Dr. Winckler assumes that among the rights ceded by Mita to Sargou
was the headship of a Mediterranean sea-league, the centre of which was an

Apollo cult, somewhere out west : perhaps at Delphi, seeing that Midas of

Phrygia was famous as a benefactor of that shrine.90 He suggests, further,

that the reason why certain kings of Cyprus came and did homage to Sargon.

about the same time as the surrender of Mita, was to secure from Sargon the

title of thalassocrat, and recognition as head of this same Mediterranean

league. A well-known stele of Sargon himself, found at Larnaka, and now in

Berlin, shows that the allegiance of Cyprus to Assyria at this time was some-

thing more than nominal
;
and Dr. Winckler is certainly right in regarding

the year 710, or more probably 709, as a critical date in the history of

Cyprus.

If, as Dr. Winckler supposes, the year 709 marks the beginning of the

sea-power of Cyprus recorded in the List, the close of this sea-power and the

rise of that of Phoenicia ought to fall 33 years later, that is, in 676
;
or if

Jerome's numeral 23 is preferred, in 686. Dr. Winckler contents himself

with an approximation, 680-670, and points out that it was about this period
that Tyre, after suffering a five years' siege, surrendered to Assyria its main-

land possessions. He thinks that, if Tyre had received no compensation for

this, it must have sunk into insignificance, and that the only compensation

possible was the transfer to it by the king of Assyria of the privileges

90 Hdt. i. 14.
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granted by Sargon to Cyprus in 709. A number of circumstances in the pre-
vious history of Phoenicia, and particularly of Tyre, seem to him to suggest
that Tyre had expected such a grant, as the reward of its support of Tiglath-

pileser in his Syrian War; that, disappointed then, Tyre 'would not be

happy till it got it'; and that this was the cause of the long period of

fractiousness which followed. Other indications, such as the asylum offered

to Tyrian malcontents by some '

island
'

in 701, suggest that the Cyprian
4 thalassocrats

'

had misused their privileges, and deserved to have them
withdrawn by the paramount power ;

and there was certainly an open revolt

of one king in Cyprus in 675.

Somewhere about 675, then, Dr. Winckler dates the beginning of Phoeni-

cian (i.e. Syrian) sea-power : and the numeral 45 in the List leads him to

assign its close to the year 630.91 Certainly both Tyre and Sidon, and also

certain kings from Cyprus, took part in Assurbanipal's Egyptian war in 668
;

but Dr. Winckler gives no explanation of the transfer of sea-power from

Phoenicia to Egypt ;
and neglects altogether the complete revolution in the

relations between Assyria and Egypt which took place, as we have seen, in

664. He takes, however, the same view as is proposed in 15 above, as to

the circumstances under which sea-power passed from Egypt to Miletus in

or about 605. The Carians he merely omits to notice
;
and his treatment

of the Lesbian sea-power has been briefly mentioned already in 14.

Such in outline is Dr. Winckler's interpretation of this part of the list.

Its cardinal points, as we have seen, are as follows : first, the hypothesis that

a state counted as a '

thalassocrat
'

only because^ (and so long as) it held a

titular office or licence conferred by the Great King, and was a sort of comes

litoris Scixonici charged with the maintenance of order on the Mediterranean

sea-front of an Assyrian empire ; second, that Egypt did not acquire sea-

power till somewhere about 630
; third, that the transference to Phoenicia

coincides with the surrender of Tyre's mainland possessions to Assyria some-

where about 675 ; fourth, that the embassies of Mita and the kings of

Cyprus in 710, or soon after, mark the transference of this title from Phrygia
to Cyprus.

With all respect to so distinguished an Orientalist as Dr. Winckler, I

do not see that any one of these four points is established by his arguments.
His hypothesis as to the nature of

'

thalassocracy
'

is not implied by anything
in the extant evidence : it breaks down at once when applied to the earlier

part of the List, to Rhodians, Thracians, and Pelasgians ;
and it fails to give

any explanation of the transfer from Phoenicia to Egypt. For Necho, liKe his

father Psammetichus, was in a state of open rebellion against his formal

suzerain, and it is difficult to see why the Tyrians, who were now ex hypo-

thesi loyal to Assyria, should be stripped of their long-coveted dignity to

decorate an impenitent usurper. The case of Egypt in fact is the clearest

91 The date which ho actually gives is again Tyre, and partly also to his respect for Jerome's

an approximation 635-625. This is due to the variant numeral 23 for Cyj>ru-.

vagueness of his dating for the submission of
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evidence that the epithet
'

thalassocrat
'

was purely descriptive of the actual

situation, and was applied to the ruler of the waves because he did rule them,

and only so long as he continued to do so. Least of all was it dependent
on the whim or the policy of a land-power somewhere in Mesopotamia.
The hypothesis also explains nothing. Even supposing such a title to

have existed at the Assyrian court, the Great King was most unlikely to

endanger his own prestige by conferring it on anyone but the de facto ruler

of the sea. Formal investiture, at best, only followed, and legitimized, the

attainment of the substance of sea-power.

Dr. Winckler's second point, his treatment of Egyptian sea-power, has

been already discussed in 15. Its fundamental defect is that it ignores

altogether the reign of Psammetichus, and assigns sea-power to Phoenicia, the

vassal of Assyria, all through the period when Psammetichus was engaged (for

example) in the great siege of Ashdod, which would hardly have been prac-

ticable without command of the sea. It is clear also that it is to the reign

of Psammetichus that we are to ascribe the opening of Egypt to Hellenic

enterprise, and the very remarkable spread of Egyptian style and manufac-

tures among the sites and tombs of Cyprus ; yet both of these movements

would hardly have been possible, if the Phoenicians had dominated the

Levant.

His third point, the interpretation of the Phoenician phase, is hardly

more satisfactory. At best it gives only approximate dates, whereas the

numerals in the list are precise. It is also not quite clear why Tyre should

be less likely to be an annoyance to Assyria, if it had sea-power de iure
;
nor

is continuous revolt the easiest way to obtain titular concessions from an

overwhelmingly powerful suzerain. On the other hand, if we reckon back

the 45 years of Phoenician sea-power from the crucial date 664, when in

spite of the Phoenician contingents Egypt somehow shook itself free from

Assyrian rule, and if we consequently assign to Phoenicia a sea-power de

facto for the period indicated in 'the List, we perceive at once an excellent

reason why Tyre was able to make itself such a troublesome neighbour to

Assyria; and also why, in the last ten years of its sea-power, it changed its

mind and played for Assyrian support against new competitors at sea. Most

important of all, if we reckon exactly the 45 years of the List backwards

from 664, we arrive at the very year 709 which is the probable date for

the submission of Cyprus to Sargon.

17. The Sea-power of Cyprus. 742 (732)-709 B.C.

The List gives 33 years to the sea-power of Cyprus ; Syncellus is silent ;

the Armenian version is defective
;
the manuscripts of Jerome give 32 or 23

for the numeral
;
and an interval of 28 years, from 893 to 864. Both XXIII

and XXXII are easy corruptions of XXXIII, and we have had no occasion

yet to question a numeral from the Excerpt ;
while Jerome's figures are

obviously of the most haphazard kind.
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There is no reason to doubt the fact of the Cyprian embassy to Sargon,

on which Dr. Winckler bases the fourth main point of his theory ;
and its

date seems to be most probably 709. But we do not know, from Sargon's

account of it, what it came to do. The only outstanding evidence is

that of the stele of Sargon from Larnaka, and the evidence which it supplies of

a real submission of Cyprus about that time. On Dr. Winckler's theory this

marks the beginning of the sea-power of Cyprus ;
but I venture to suggest

that it is just as likely to signify its close. Phoenicia, as Dr. Winckler

says, had been markedly aggressive landwards since the fall of Damascus

in 732, and, from the occurrence of Phoenician names in the lists of kings
from Cyprus, it is clear that it had been aggressive seawards too. Cyprus,

however, was not by any means wholly Phoenician : a majority of the names

of Sargon's visitors in 709 are clearly Hellenic, and in the next generation it

is plain, from the scattered references which survive, that the island presented
much the same spectacle of social and cultural feud as it did two centuries

later at the time of the Ionic Revolt.92
Meanwhile, all this corner of the

Levant was infested in this generation by sea-raiders, such as those who

had harried Sargon's seaward flank in Cilicia during his war with Mita of

Muski,
93 and those who had held Ashdod against him in 711. Some of these

are even specifically named as fauna
;
and they are regarded by Dr. Winckler

as representatives of the Phrygian sea-power. It is, however, at least

equally possible that they may have represented a sea-power with its head-

quarters in Cyprus; and in any case the surrender of Mita, and Sargon's

pacification of Cilicia about 710, left Cyprus exposed to attack from the

north as well as from the Syrian coast, whenever it should please Sargou
to move. Under these circumstances, and especially if Phoenicia was

preparing to recoup itself for losses on the mainland by intervention in

Cyprus oversea, it may well have been good policy for the Greek kings

of Cyprus
9i to make terms with the remoter enemy, and, like Gyges in

the next generation, to accept an Assyrian protectorate when they found

their sea- power slipping from them. Sargon was in fact already much too

powerful for Tyre to attack even an oversea vassal with impunh v
;
and

his long war with Tyre in the years following 708 has all the appearance of

the sequel to the Cyprian embassy in 709.

Now if the sea-power of Cyprus ended thus in 709, it should have begun,

according to the List, in 742; and this is precisely the moment of the reappear-

ance of Assyria, under Tiglathpileser, as an aggressive power on the Syrian

coast. Tiglath-pileser's war with the federated Aramaean states, between the

Euphrates and the sea, lasted from 743 to 740, and ended with the submission of

Arpad, Damascus, and the Phoenician states. It forms therefore just such a

crisis in the affairs of the adjacent mainland as would be an opportunity for

an anti-Phoenician faction in Cyprus to assert itself seawards, with the help of

n Hdt. v. 104, 108-115. .K-1'iitation to Sargon included the king of

93 Winckler, I.e. p. 24. Kition, and Kition was usually a stronghold of

w It should be noted however that the the Phoenician party in Cyprus.
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the forerunners of those
' launa' who troubled Sargon, and of the ' lonians

and Carians' of Psammetichus. For we may safely assume that the generation
which saw the foundation of Syracuse and Naxos in the West was quite

competent to interfere in the Levant, if a favourable moment should occur.95

IS. The Sea-power of Phrygia. 767-742 B.C.

But what had been the political position of Cyprus in the years

preceding 742 ? Assyrian chronicles and Greek tradition are alike silent
;

and our only hope of information is from the archaeological record. Cultural

changes, of course, though they may prove close intercourse between adjacent

areas, cannot prove political conquest of the
'

provincial
'

region by its

cultural '

metropolis
'

;
but political conquest is one of the commonest ways

by which a dominant culture is propagated ;
and long-continued political

dependence almost always leaves traces of itself in the culture of the

subject-area.

Now the problem in the archaeology of Cyprus, which led me in the first

instance to the study of the List of Thalassocracies, is this. After the

collapse of Mycenaean or Late Minoan conditions in the Aegean, Cyprus,

though it seems to have enjoyed a Mycenaean twilight longer and brighter
than that of most other parts of the Levant, passes over in due course into

an Early Iron Age culture in which the characteristic features are by no

means wholly those which would be expected in an area so closely adjacent
to Phoenicia, Palestine, and Egypt. In particular, the supersession of

cylindrical and scaraboid seal-stones by a series of hemispherical, cubical, and

conical forms like those of similar age in Asia Minor and North Syria, the

peculiar technique of the painted pottery, and certain very marked types
of iron weapons, seem to connect Cyprus much more closely with the

Cilician coast and its hinterland than with the Syrian coast and

Assyria. This phase of the culture of Cyprus is to all appearance
a long one; and it is immediately succeeded by a phase of which the

characteristic novelties are imitations of the later geometrical styles of

95 If for any reason Jerome's alternative Kummukh, and the frontier members of the

numeral 23 should become more probable, it Anatolian group of states. It consequently
would be necessary to assign the beginning of marks even more clearly than 742 a definite

the sea-power of Cyprus to 732 ;
and in this opportunity for Cyprus to separate itself from

case also Assyrian history provides a striking this Anatolian (or, as the Greeks called it,

analogy. For the year 732 is actually the year
'

Phrygian ') connexion, always supposing that

of the final fall of Damascus, the ringleader of it had not already done so in the former year,

all that Assyrian group with which Tiglath- as indicated in the text. The year 732 is in

pileser began his struggle ten years earlier
; and fact the only possible alternative date to 742,

this fall of Damascus is not only the event and it is remarkable that Jerome's variant

which wns regarded at the time as the crowning numeral should point so definitely towards it.

achievement of the Assyrians west of the In column J of tlie table on p. 88 I have

Euphrates, but also that which set Tiglath- accordingly reckoned all the dates above this

pileser free to deal directly both with the coast point from both starting-points collaterally,

towns of Phoenicia, and also with Cilicia,
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Rhodes arid Crete, and the resumption of intercourse with Egypt, indicated

by importation of amulets and scarabs of glazed ware. This latter phase can

be approximately dated, by the occurrence of
'

proto-Corinthian
'

imports, as

contemporary with the first Hellenic settlements in Sicily ;
and these were

ascribed by Greek tradition to the latter halt of the eighth century, and

particularly to the years between 740 and 730.

In view of this aspect of the archaeological evidence, it is certainly

noteworthy to find that Cyprus is preceded in the List of Thalassocracies by
the Phrygians ;

that the dates, so far as we can reconstruct them, assign the

transference either to 742 or to 732
;
that the same period is signalized by the

first renewal of hostilities between the new Assyria of Tiglath-pileser, and
the state or confederacy or group of powers which held the Taurus frontier,

and its fortress outposts in Northern Syria ;
and that these hostilities lead

straight to the collapse and surrender of Mita of Muski, and immediately
afterwards to the submission of Cyprus to Sargon. I venture therefore to

propose the following reconstruction, in outline, of the last half of the eighth

century, so far as Anatolia and the Levant are concerned.

(i) The Phrygian conquest of Phrygia represents a prolongation south-

eastward of the Thracian and Phrygian irruption across the Hellespontine

region of which we have repeated hints in Greek tradition, from Herodotus

onwards ; and results in the establishment, in the interior of Asia Minor, first,

of a confederacy or hegemony rwv evrbs"A\vo<; and next, of the Cappadocia and

Cilicia which the Mermuad Kings were twice prevented from annexing.
Such a power, expanding eastwards during the period of Assyrian collapse in

the early part of the eighth century, would find nothing to oppose its claims

to the old
'

Hittite' provinces south and east of Taurus, as far as Carchemish

and the Euphrates. Its access to the Cilician coast, perhaps also to that of

Pamphylia and the Eurymedon, would give it the same ports and the same mari-

time forests which later on permitted the pirate regime of the second and first

centuries
;
and the co-operation of land-power and sea-power finds again its

historic counterpart in the understanding between those pirates and Mithra-

dates. In the north, we have already seen (p. 85, n. 12) that Greek tradition

preserved the memory of a local
'

thalassocracy of Sinope' in Pontus, which again

finds close analogy in the Mithradatic age. In the west, the Greek legends

of Midas, the preservation of his reputed offerings at Delphi, and the parallel

which Herodotus evidently felt between his political position and that of

Gyges, suggest that the same '

Phrygian
'

power extended seawards also here,

and made touch with the infancy of Ionia. It is not to be expected that, in

face of an Anatolian power of this kind, Cyprus, so rich in copper and timber,

so defenceless strategically, and so close to Cilicia, would be able to hold out

long: and we have seen how clearly its culture betrays its temporary in-

debtedness to the mainland.

(ii) On the other hand, no sooner did Assyria revive, from 745 onwards,

And reconquer for the East the cis-Taurine districts, than the seaward parts of

the
{

Phrygian
'

regime broke loose from the rest, and formed, round their island

citadel, the '

sea-power of Cyprus
'

; reinforced, in due course, if Sargon's ter-
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minology may be pressed a little, by
' Ionian

'

adventurers from the west coast,

who foreshadow that independent Ionia with which Gyges came into conflict so

soon as Lydia too broke loose from the rest of Anatolia a generation later.96

19. The Upper Part of the List.

We have seen in the preceding sections ( 16-18) that the numerals

which are preserved by our List for places V, VI, VII offer a series of striking

coincidences with actual crises in the Levant, as soon as they are dissociated

from their Eusebian context, and reckoned backward from the earliest

possible year for an Egyptian sea-power. Now this verification of the

hypothesis with which we began not merely confirms our assumption as to the

probable date and duration of that sea-power, but justifies us in accepting as

probable the restoration which we have attempted of the numerals within

the lacuna, in places VIII, IX, XI, and in concluding that the List, whatever

its date, not merely agrees with the testimony of Herodotus, so far as that

testimony extends, but goes back with accuracy into a period of history for

which Greek tradition has hitherto yielded no systematic chronology of early

date at all.

In the light of these considerations, it is clear that the numerals in

places I-IV deserve much more respectful consideration than they have

usually received hitherto
;
not because either Greek or Oriental records throw

direct light upon them, but because, unless it can be shown that the List

suddenly changes its character between place IV and place VI, the presump-
tion is that it gives us, here also, a genuine record, in outline, of a very obscure

period of history.

The dates given by the List, if its numerals be adjusted to the date

742 suggested above for the rise of the sea-power of Cyprus, are as

follows :

Sea-power of Lydians 1056-964 B.C. Eusebius 1168 - 1088 Jerome 1174-1056.

,, Pelasgians 964-879 B.C. 1088 -[1004] 1056-1007.

,, Thracians 879-800 B.C. ,, [1003 - 925] 1007- 915.

Rhodians 800-767 B.C. [ 925]- 903 ,, 915- 893.

,, Phrygians 767-742 B.C. ,, 903 -[ ] ,, 893-864.

The dates given in brackets fall within a period where the Armenian

version is defective; but they can be supplied, within a year, through the

96 How far the Herodotean designation of It is worth noting, however, that Agron's date,

the predecessors of Gyges as 'Heracleids' may as given by Herodotus (505 years before Gyges),
be taken to indicate a reputed kinship with the when reckoned from 686, the probable date for

Heracleids of European Greece, who are of the Gyges' establishment in Sardis, brings the

same ultimately Northern extraction as the Heracleid conquest of Lydia into the third year
Thraco-Phrygian intruders, is a further ques- of the Trojan War (1191); just a generation
tion : for RS early as the time of Herodotus after the great campaign of the Phrygians on

the Heracles who is ancestor of Agron is also the Sangarius which Priam recalls in Iliad iii.

ancestor of Belus and Ninus, and has obviously 184 ff.

become identified with the Oriental Heracles.
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circumstance that the sum of the numerals in places II, III, IV (85 -f 70 + 23

= 187) is within two units of the difference between the initial date of place

II and the terminal date of place IV (1088 B.C. -903 B.C. = 185).

In the absence of detailed evidence there is little to say about these

dates ; but a few detached points should be noted.

20. The Sca-pmccr of Rhodes. 800-767 B.C.

The variant, noted by Syncellus, which placed the Rhodians in place

V, may have either transposed them with the Phrygians, or taken account of

the lost place O which we have seen reason in 13 to assign to the Carians.

The former alternative, though it would have the advantage of grouping four

states of the Thraco-Phrygian group together at the head of the list, does

not seem to me probable, for the reasons already stated as to the connexion

between Cyprus and the Anatolian region. The latter, on the other hand,

supplies one further bit of evidence in favour of the initial Carian sea-power
which we have been already led to suspect. In either event, Rhodes was well

situated to play, as occasion arose during the Thraco-Phrygian domination,

the same part as afterwards during the period of Galatian inroads.

The dates 800-767 fit very well the phrase of Strabo, to the effect that

Rhodes had sea-power
' even for some years before the Foundation of

the Olympia
'

;
for the Olympic era would fall within the last ten years of this

period.
97 The phrase

'

far from their own country
'

refers clearly to the

reputed colonies of Massilia,
98

Parthenope, Elpias," Sybaris, and the Balearic

Islands
;

10 and the words eVi a-wTijpia TWV dvOpwTrwv acquire a new mean-

ing, in the present state of our knowledge of the disturbed condition both of the

Aegean and of Western Asia Minor during the period of the Thraco-Phrygian

irruption. For such a movement must be regarded as supplying much the

same stimulus to emigration from the Asiatic coasts, as the 'Dorian

Invasion' had supplied in the case of European Greece.

21. The Sca-poiver of the Thracians. 879-800 B.C.

Herodotus knows of a great migration of Teucrians and Mysians into

Europe in prehistoric times, and also of the Thracian origin of the Phrygians
of Asia, but he gives no date for either. The later writers give much detail

as to the Thracian raids on both sides of the Aegean, reaching as far as the

97
Strabo, 654. laropovai. 8e *a.\ ravra -irtpl Goodwin's reference (I.e. p. 24) of the 'OA.

TWV 'Po&itav, 8-ri 06 fj.6vov i<f>' ol xpdvov avv$Kiaav Offfts to the year 884 becomes unnecessary.

r^)v vvv WAiv fur v \ovv te arek 0aA.OTT at>,
"

Strabo, I.e.

iAAa ical vpb rfjj 'OAi/^wiKTJy Oifftwt a\>xvol^
w

Steph. Byz. s.vv.

trtffiv tf\tov f&ppu TTJJ oiKti'at ^1 ffamipia t*v 10
Diodorus, V. 53. 54.

a6p<iiruv. With this revised chronology,
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Maeander,
101

Naxos,
102

Attica,
103

Boeotia,
104 Phocis. 105 The mention of

Naxos is particularly instructive, as it shows that, like the Pelasgians before

them (in Lemnos and Imbros), they were not confined to the mainland.

Diodorus' statement that these Thracians held Naxos for 200 years does not

affect the authority of the numeral 79 in the List : for it is much easier to

get into an island than to get out again.
Some of these Thracian raids are given in a context which connects

them with the '

Coming of the Heracleidae,' i.e. about 1030
;
but on the

Asiatic side the Thracian invasion of Bebrycia (i.e. Bithynia), which is an
event known to Herodotus, is associated by Jerome with the dates for the

Thracian '

sea-power.' But the most graphic description, and also the most

probable perspective for this whole phase of irruption is that of Orosius.106

Horum praeterea temporum medio interiacent exsilia naufragiaque Graecorum ;

and then he goes on : -fatorum ignari Thraces, nova in ~bdla surgentes, et

generalis tune per totam Asiam Graeciamque commotio.

22. The Sea-power of the Pelasgians. 964-879 B.C.

I do not propose in this context to enter on an examination of the mass

of traditions about the Pelasgians : only to point out that whereas in

Homer 107 Lemnos is still in the power of the descendants of its Argonautic

conquerors, Greek tradition is unanimous in regarding its occupants as in

some specific sense
'

Pelasgian
'

from the dawn of Greek history down to the

Athenian conquest of the island in the sixth century.
108 It follows from this

that the Pelasgic conquest is post-Trojan,
109 and in all probability also

post-Homeric.
On the other hand, Herodotus seems to assign the expulsion of the

Argonautic or Minyan lords of Lemnos to the generation of the '

Coming of

the Dorians
'

;
and the description of Pelasgians in Crete, along with Dorians,

in the Odyssey,
110 would seem to throw back the date of such '

Pelasgian
'

sea-power as was requisite to reach the South Aegean, at least into Homeric

time, if not as far back as the generation of the Trojan War. Indications

such as these, coupled with the geographical hints supplied by the Trojan

Catalogue as to the habitat of the Pelasgian allies of Priam, suggest that the

conception of this people which underlies the inclusion of their name in our

List at this point
111 is that of a specific and well-localized people, of

101
Diodorus, v. 50. through Diodorus, 19. 53. 7, of a Pelasgian

102
Strabo, 321. raid on Boeotia while the Boeotian army was

103
Strabo, 401. Note that this is partly a away in the Troad with Agamemnon.

'

Pelasgian
'

inroad.
"

Odyssey xix. 177.

101
Thucydides, ii. 29.

m
I hope before long to find occasion to

108
Strabo, 410, 423. discuss at greater length the results of an

K*
j is. enquiry into the historical development of the

197 Iliad vii. 467 ff. Greek conception of '

Pelasgians
'
as presented

108 Hdt. v. 26, vi. 136 ff. to us in the texts of successive periods.

109
Compare the tradition which comes to us
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Thraco-Phrygian antecedents, settled in the time of the Trojan War iu

South-eastern Thrace, but expanding (or extruded) thence into the Helles-

pontine regions and the islands of the North Aegean, and as far as Crete and

Attica in Homeric and immediately post-Homeric time. Thus, if 'Homeric

time
'

may be interpreted, in the fifth-century sense, as a period ending about

950, this conception of a Pelasgian sea-power lasting from 964 to 879 would

fit very closely. We have therefore, here, if not an indication of the historic

truth of the List, at all events an additional proof of its conformity to fifth-

century tradition, and of its independence of the main current of speculation,

on this subject, in the fourth century and later.

23. The Sea-power of the Lydians (Maeonians). 1056-964 B.C.

Here the List, and the Armenian Version, give a duration of 92 years :

Syncellus is silent
;
the Armenian Version allows an interval of only 80 years

(1168-1088 B.C.); and Jerome an interval of 118 years (1174-1056 B.C.).

External evidence almost fails us
;
but our revised date, 1056 B.C., for

the beginning of a Lydian or Maeonian sea-power is supported, as against
either of the Eusebian dates (which are more than a century earlier), by the

consideration already noted in discussing the true position of the Carians in

the List, that this date falls in the early part of the generation to which

belonged the founders of Miletus and other principal cities of Ionia
;
and

that these foundations, in their turn, were regarded in antiquity as marking
the close of the Carian domination over the islands. Of the relations which

existed between these new foundations and contemporary Lydia, we know

nothing directly. But we may fairly infer that they stood, to begin with, in

much the same relation as the ' Ionian and Carian
'

adventures of a later age-

maintained with Saite Egypt : and in that case a loosely organized coalition

of sea-rovers hostile to the Carians, and banded together under the hegemony
of a king of Sardis, may very well have passed for a

'

sea-power of Lydia.'

Any theory of a Lydian sea-power ought clearly to take account of the-

Herodotean story of the Lydian origin of the Etruscans.112 Herodotus gives
no precise date, but puts the whole episode back into the period before the

coming of the Lydian Heracleids
;
and this, as we shall sec presently, involves

a date not later on his reckoning than 1217, and apparently much earlier.

Other fifth-century authorities adopted a similar 113
estimate, and dated the

Tyrrhenian arrival in Italy eighty years before the Trojan War (
= 1274-

1264). Thucydides, however,
114

brings the period of tumult in Italy much

lower, placing the expulsion of the Sikels from Italy into Sicily, which is one

of its later phases, as low as 1030
('
about 300 years before the Greeks came

to Sicily).' This would fall within the period of the Pelasgian sea-power, on

Jerome's reckoning, and would agree with the data in Herodotus as to the

Pelasgian occupation of Lemnos, which so many later writers describe as

"-
IK-rcMotus, i. 94. Hal. 1. 28.

113 Philistus ami IMlunicus : see Dionys.
m

vi. 2.
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Tyrrhenian. For Hellanicus,"meanwhile, all this sequence of events seems to

have been prior to the coming of the Tyrrhenians into Italy; and, con-

sequently, not later than about 1280, if Hellanicus was consistent in his

dating. Clearly therefore there were in the fifth century two distinct theories

about the Tyrrhenians in Italy. One, represented by the statements of

Herodotus, Hellanicus, and Philistus, placed their arrival in Italy considerably

earlier than the Trojan War, and connected it with the series of movements

which we know as the Great Sea Raid of Merenptah ; the other, represented

by Thucydides, regarded its sequel as still in progress as late as 1030, or

about the period of the Pelasgian sea-power : and it is curious to note here

that Hellanicus, though he indicated the earlier date, seems to have adopted a

Thessalian and Pelasgian, not a Lydian, origin for the Aegean emigrants.

He has in fact adopted the date of the one version, and the content of the

other.

Were there then two views current in antiquity as to the date of the

Lydian sea-power also ? I think there probably were. On the one hand we
have the statement of our List, assigning this sea-power to a post-Trojan date,

1056-961
;
and to this we must add the curious statement of Eusebius that

Sardis was captured by the Cimmerians 'for the first time' in 1078. On
Jerome's dating of the Lydian sea-power, 1174-1056, this event falls right

in the middle of it; but on the dating in the Armenian version, 1168-1088,
it falls ^ten years after its close

;
and if, as we have already seen to be

probable, one of the elements which go to make up the discrepancy between

the earlier dates in the two Eusebian Lists is the interval of ten years
which is apparent in places IV and IX, it is not improbable that the true

Eusebian dates for the Lydian sea-power may be ten years later; and, if so,

its close will fall not in 1088 but in 1078, the very year of the Cimmerian

raid. Here therefore we seem to have an indication of the actual event

which cost the Lydians their sea-power ;
arid an indication of the quarter

from which their successors the Pelasgians were imminent, which is entirely

in accord with the evidence of Homer and Herodotus as to the earlier seats

of that people.

There is, on the other hand, more than one piece of evidence which

suggests that a Lydian sea-power of some kind was believed to have existed

considerably earlier. Stephanus
115

quotes Xanthus the Lydian for the state-

ment that Ascalon in Palestine was founded by Ascalus, son of Hymenaeus,
and brother of Tantalus, and ascribes the initiative of this colonization to a

Lydian king Aciamus. Athenaeus 11G also quotes, from the same Xanthus, a

story that Derketo, who plays a considerable part in the early mythology of

Western Asia Minor,
117 was drowned in the lake of Ascalon by the Lydian

115
s.v. 'AffKd,\uv. together look almost like a Levantine couuter-

116
8. 37, p. 346 D. part of an Arethusa-legend ; and in view of the

117 See Stark, Oaza (Jena, 1852), pp. 41 ff., and current probability of a very early Cretan (or

Nicolas of Damascus, fr. 24-26 (Miiller, F.H.G. at any rate South Aegean) settlement ou this

iii. pp. 371-2). In E.M., s.v. Kdvtrrpos Derketo coast, one should perhaps compare also the

marries the river-god Kayster. The two stories Cretan legends of Britomartis.
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Mopsus or Moxus. The former of these legends would date the foundation

of Ascalon about three generations before the Trojan War, or about 1300 ;

for Tantalus is father of Pelops, and great-grandfather of Agamemnon ;
and

this interval, reckoned back from the date 1194-1184 would bring the

foundation of Ascalon right into the middle of the great Sea-Raids of Ramessid
time (1319-1 2(58). The latter legend brings Ascalon into connexion with

the very obscure cycle of Mopsus-legends, which cluster mainly round certain

early Aegean colonies in Cilicia, and round the generations of the Argonautic

Expedition and the Trojan War.118 Now this period of sea-raiding in its turn

just covers the period from the great Sea-Raid of Merenptah's time to that

of Rameses III., which falls immediately before the date of the Trojan War. 119

Another corollary follows from a comparison of the Herodotean evidence.

The Trojan War fell, according to Eusebius, between 1194 and 1184; but

according to Herodotus 120 at least 800 years before his own time; not

later that is than about 1230, and possibly a decade or two earlier.

This is not the place to discuss this important date in detail
; but we should

perhaps note, as bearing on the chronological limits for a Lydian sea-power,
that the Herodotean date for the establishment of the Heracleids in Lydia

(505 years before Gyges) works out, when calculated from the Herodotean

date for the accession of Gyges (712 B.C.) so as to fall in the year 1217 B.C.

Herodotus therefore clearly regarded the coming of the Heracleids in Lydia
as a crisis not earlier than the Trojan War, and apparently, on his own

chronology, nearly a generation later.

Now it is not likely that a Lydian sea-power would survive a crisis of

this kind, involving a change of masters, without grave peril ;
and we are

probably justified in regarding the date 1217 as one which must fall quite

outside the limits of this sea-power, either above or below. Herodotus' sketch

of the Tyrrhenian emigration suggests, as we have seen, that he regards thC

coming of the Heracleids to Lydia as a subsequent event, and the Lydo-

Tyrrhenian emigration as pre-Trojan ;
and we are left therefore without any

fifth-century evidence for such a theory of Lydian sea-power as our list

suggests except the phrase of Thucydides already quoted, which points some-

what in the direction of a date not long before 1030.

24. The Pre-Lydian Sea-power. 1184-1056 B.C.

Even the Eusebian dates (1168 and 1174) do not carry up the Lydian

sea-power to the Eusebian date for the Fall of Troy, in 1184: and in pro-

118 See references in Stark, Gaza, p. 43, n. a
. was a genuine variant for Lesbii would look

119
Bochart, commenting on this passage like a reminiscence of the top of our List in

(Phaleg (ed. 1651), p. 98) notes that the the un-decapitated form which I propose to

Lydians acquired maria imperium Crelensibus restore. But here too Bochart giv*'s no an-

ereplum, but gives no authority for the state- thority ; and the contemporary confusion of

nient beyond a reference to the Eusebian the Scriptural Lubim and Ludiir, makes it only
' 'lirvnicon. too likely to have been a recent emendation or a

In his version of the Eusebiau Canon, how- blunder. Compare for example Bochart's own

\T. under the year of Abraham 1341, he read index, s.r.

Post Carat mare oblinuerunt Lydi, which, if it iao
ii. 145.

M.S. Vol.. XXVI. K
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portion as we bring down the Lydian dates, this hiatus expands. We have

seen, however, already in 13, that Greek tradition, at least as far back as the

fifth century, assigned a Carian, not a Lydian sea-power, to the period which

immediately succeeds the Trojan War; and we have stated there the case for

inferring that the List, in the form in which it has come down, is imperfect at the

top, an'd should be completed by prefixing this Carian sea-power in '

place 0.'

25. Conclusion.

All these earlier
'

sea- powers,' however, add very little either to our

understanding of the List, or to our knowledge of the period of history to

which they must be referred. The essential point is the support which

they give to the general view of these centuries as a time of violent aggres-
sion on the part of new peoples in the North-Eastern half of the Aegean,
from Thrace to Caria

;
and to the interpretation which they permit, first

of the sea-raids, in the Egyptian record, as an earlier phase of the same move-

ment, and second, of Ascalon and the other Philistine settlements in South

Syria, as one of its more permanent results.

My main object, however, is gained, if I have established the conclusion,

first, that the lower part of the Thalassocracy List, as we have it now, corres-

ponds in general, and never positively conflicts with the data of our only

large fifth-century authority for early Greece, Herodotus : second, that its data

as to the sequence of Cyprus, Phoenicia, and Egypt may be taken as literally

exact; third, that the allusion to the Carians in Diodorus v. 84 supplies the clue

to the original heading of the List, and also to the corrupt numerals which

intervene between Phoenicia and Lacedaemon
;
and fourth, that, as the

upshot of the whole enquiry, the Thalassocracy List is a mutilated but genuine
document of approximately Periclean date, and embodies data which can be

shown to be historically accurate far back into the latter half of the eighth

century B.C.

JOHN L. MYRES.



THE ORIGIN OF THE TYRANNIS.

Introduction.

IT is a commonplace that the age of the early tyrants was an age of

extraordinary commercial development. The invention of coinage, the most

important invention in the history of commerce, dates from that age. In

what personal relationship did the tyrants stand to this commercial

development? They are often assumed to have been merely one of its

passive products.
1 Is it not possible that the founder of the tyranny was the

man who turned to greatest advantage for political purposes the unique
commercial conditions of the age in which he lived ? Thucydides

2 connects

the rise of tyrannies with money making. Does not the saying ^ijfiar avijp,

which dates from this time, suggest that the tyrants were the leading
members of this new class of nouveaux riches, and that they owed their

political supremacy to their previous commercial predominance ? The
indications are of course exceedingly slight. Only in two cases, those of

Samos and Athens, where the tyranny arose unusually late, is there any solid

material for our investigation. It will be best to consider in detail these two

cases only, merely indicating in the barest outline how the seventh century

legends and traditions may be severally brought into immediate connexion

with the commercial theory.

Samos.

The Samians had from early times been great sailors 3 and shipbuilders,
4

their ships being engaged mainly in the carrying trade.6 From early times

too they had enjoyed a great reputation as workers in metal, especially
the

fine metals, and they were no less famous for their woollen manufactures.7

1 For the generally received view concerning
4 Thuc. i. 13 ; Pliny vii. ch. 57.

the genesis of the tyrannis see Beloch, G.G. i.
5 Hdt iv. 152.

312, 313 ; Plass, Die Tyrannis, i. 120, 121 ; Collignon, La sculpture grecque, i. p. 151.

Guiraud, La main-d'mirre iniustrielle dan* The Samian voyage to Tarshish (620 B.C.

I'ancicnne Grice, 29 ; Radet, La Lydie, ch. iv. Macan, Hdt. 4, 5, 6, i. p. 106) gives the latest

'-'

i. 13. date for the beginning of this, industry ; Apul.
3 Hdt. ii. 17S ;

iii. 47, 48, 59 ; v. 99 ; Et. Florid, ii. 15.

2a/uo0p$*j ; ib. 'Hpatov Tix ; Athen. vi. 7 Theocr. xv. 125.

267 A ;
Plut. De Mai. Hdt. 22

; Q. Gr. liv.

K 2
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The island was not, however, exclusively commercial. There was a

powerful landed aristocracy called yecofj-opoi,
8 who doubtless owned the rich

Samian oliveyards.
9 The power of the yeto/uopoi explains the late date of the

tyranny in Samos.

When at last the tyranny was established by Polycrates, the tyrant is

found controlling the commercial activities of his state. All through
his reign Polycrates was a great sailor and ship-owner.

10 He built

the famous irepl \ipeva ^topa,
11 and was even credited with the invention of

a new type of boat, called the Sa/juaivr).
12 The general conception of the

Samian tyrant is indeed that he used his ships in naval and piratical opera-
tions rather than for any peaceful purpose. Thucydides

13
says of him vavriKq>

la-^ywv, a\\a? re TWV vrjcrwv VTTIJKOOVS CTroujcraTO Kal 'Pijveiav eXcbv avedrj/ce

T&5 'ATroXAam ro3 A^Xi'ft). But even the capture of Rheneia, which

Thucydides seems to regard as the principal warlike achievement of

Polycrates' fleet, was one that may have had most important commercial

consequences. By capturing Rheneia Polycrates became practically master

of Delos. He celebrated the Delian games.
14

Considering the unrivalled

situation of Delos, it is not unlikely that the festival was even in the sixth

century the efnroptKov Trpdy/na
15 that it was in later ages.

16 The

tyrant's war with Sparta was in all probability a commercial struggle
started by Corinth.17

Systematic piracy again was probably Polycrates'

only way of maintaining the unequal struggle with Persia. In any case

Polycrates 'employed his fleet for commercial purposes as well as warlike.

He traded with Egypt,
18 which was the one Eastern country that was

during most of his reign independent of Persia and open therefore to Samian
trade. The statement of Clytus the Aristotelian TLoXuKparrj rbv a/uW
rvpavvov VTTO rpv<j)r]<t ra iravra-^oOev <rvvdyeiv

w shows that Polycrates
had a personal interest in the transport trade of the people who fj,eyia-ra

$r) 'Ei\\ijva)v etc <f>opTiwv etcepSrja-av /tera 76 "SdxrrpaTov AlyivrJTrjv?

There is unfortunately nothing to show that he employed his own vessels in

8 Pint. Q. Gr. 57. *coi nv8ia Ka.1 A^Am,' &ov\oiJ.evriv $ri\ovi> Srt

9
Apul. Florid, ii. 15 ; Aesch. Pers. 883. fffxafa- JUT' b\iyov yap xp^vov *VT}>V oiroAtVflai

10 Thuc. i. 13 ; Hdt. iii: 39 ;
cf. also Euseb. awifa.

Chrori. Armenian version, mare obtinuerunt 1S Sir. x. 486.

Samii, just after the notice of Polycrates
16 Is it conceivable that the repeated purifi-

becoming tyrant. Latin version Dicearchiam cations of Delos in the sixth and fifth centuries

Samii condiderunt, just after the notice of may not only have had a religious signification,

Polycrates' accession. but may also have meant the repeated restric-

11 Hdt. iii. 60. tion of a commercial element that was con-
12

Hesych. 2a^(aJj rp6xos ; Phot. Sojua^Tj ; stautly reasserting itself ?

Pint. Pericles xxvi. ; Athen. xii. 540 e.
17 Hdt. iii. 47 and 48, where observe the

13
i. 13. causes to which Herodotus attributes the Avar.

14 Phot, and Suid., Ui>6ia Kal A^Aa' <paa\
18 Cf. Hdt. iii. 39 with Diod. i. 95 and 98.

no\uKpdrri rbv ~2.au.ov rvpavvov, Tlv6ta Kal AijAio
I9 Ath. 540 c.

iroiTjaavTO fi/ia iv ArjAa' Tre'jui^ai (is Otov XP7?**"^'
20 Hdt. iv. 152.

fj.(vov K.r.\. ;-^v 5e TlvQinv u.vt\fiv VaOra aoi
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It is difficult again with the evidence at our disposal completely to

identity the tyrant with Samian industry. There is no direct evidence that

Polycrates was engaged in the metal industry during his reign,
21 but he

seems to have patronised and developed the Samian manufacture of woollen

goods. Among the things which Athenaeus (540 c, quoting Clytus, cf. supra)
declares that Polycrates when tyrant introduced into Samos are etc Mt\ijrov
7rpoj3aTa.

z-

Polycrates the tyrant has therefore been shown to have taken some part
in the commercial and industrial activities of the city that he ruled. 28

There is strong evidence that he was engaged in the leading branches of

Samian industry before he became tyrant, and that his political power was
the direct result of these activities. Athenaeus, in the passage above

quoted, still speaking of Polycrates, says Trpo Se TOV rvpavvrjaat Karaaxeva-

<ra/iei>05 <npaifiva<j TroXureXet? teal iror^pia eVe'r/jeTre -^pr]CfQai rot? fj yd/iov r\

/Woz/a<? uTroSo^a? Troiovfievot?. It could scarcely be more definitely stated

that Polycrates owed his throne to his wealth in o-rpw/ni/at and -jroTijpia. The
(TTptofival are surely the manufactured article for which he introduced the
Milesian and Attic irpo^ara. The word is apparently technical. Theocritus
uses another form of it (eo-rpwrat) in the passage where he refers to the
famous wools of Miletus and Samos.24

1 Note however that he was the patron of

Theodoras, who was famous not only as a

jeweller but also as a maker of metal vases

(Hdt. i. 51, Ath. xii. 514f). It will be shown

immediately that Polycrates owed his throne to

the Karaffxurf) of iror-fipta. The -xorripia were
almost certainly of metal, Kor^pia xtpafita are

only once mentioned in the passages quoted by
Liddell and Scott (Ath. 464 a), whereas there

are numerous passages in which iror-fipta are

specifically stated to be of metal (x<*Aa Hdt. ii.

37 ; kpyvpa, xpvaa. C.I. 138 7, 19, 27 et alibi.

Hdt. iii. 148). The fact of their being lent for

H*i{ovas viroSoxaris most decisive of all.

It may well be the case therefore that Theodorus
was something more to Polycrates than merely
his crown jeweller and silversmith. Some
ancient authorities held that Theodonis

flourished 150 years before Polycrates, Plin.

N.H. xxxv. 43 (152). Theodorus is always
associated with Rhoecus, and the two

names may have been borne in alternate

generations by one family of artists. This

would not require the Khoeci to have flourished

longer in Samos than the Wedgwoods have in

Staffordshire. Whether or no this explanation

holds, the divergence in dates points to the

industry having flourished for a long time in

the island. If one date for Theodorus be

insisted on, '.that of Herodotus (i. 51), which

makes the artist the elder contemporary ef

Polycrates, must of course be chosen (see Frazer,

Paus. iv. p. 237).
82 Ibid. 540 D (from Alexis) -rp60ara i*

MiX^rov Kol TTJJ 'ATTIKTJJ. Cf. also Hdt. iv. 164.

Polycrates' support of Arcesilaus, the banished

tyrant of Gyrene, \n'ni)\<rrp6<j>o^Ai0vii (Hdt. iv.

155, cf. the oracle in iv. 159 where reference

is made to Cyrenean fleeces).
50 One reported act of Polycrates seems quite

out of keeping with his character as a great
merchant. He is said to have debased the

coinage (Hdt. iii. 56). But Herodotus mentions

this report only to reject it as /uireulrcpor.

In any case it was only a desperate expedient
for getting rid of an invader.

24 It seems probable that Polycrates' brother

and partner at first in the tyranny was also

originally a merchant or manufacturer of

woollen goods. At any rate after his banish-

ment we find Darius wanting to buy a x^a*'*

from him. According to Herodotus (iii. 189) it

was the one that Syloson was at the' moment

wearing. The incident took place in Egypt.

Syloson was one of the Greeks who had followed

Cambyses there. Some of these had come

tear' iproplriv, some ffrpmfv6/j.fvoi, some as

mere sightseers. Syloson, who iiy^paft iv rp

Mt/jLtpt at the moment of Darius' request, replied

iyta rouTTjr vu\ttt (t.fl> oitStvbs XP^M*1
"01

' SfJwui

8f &A.A&.T. The incident suggests that Syloson

was in Memphis xar' invop'w as a merchant in
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Polycrates probably had a connexion, direct or indirect, with Samian

shipping before his accession, for the Samian silversmiths got their silver from

Spain.
26 There is however no evidence that Polycrates procured his silver

in his own ships.

The two references in Athenaeus, the one to Polycrates' importa-

tions as tyrant, the other to his bribes irpo rov rvpavvfjcrai, though from the

same passage, are not from the same source. The first is explicitly from

KX.VT05 o
'

Api<TTOT\itc6<i. The second is presumably from Alexis, who has

been definitely quoted as the authority for the previous sentence. Even if

Athenaeus is no longer quoting Alexis, there is not the least reason for

thinking that he is quoting Clytus again,

In his domestic policy Polycrates won great fame as the promoter of

great public works. The sums that he spent and the number of hands that

he employed on the epya n.o\vKpdreia must have been very large.
26 He

maintained his power by means of mercenaries, native, it should be noticed,

as well as foreign.
27 These mercenaries were undoubtedly a development

of the TrevTefcatSetca oTrXtrat 28 with which he had seized supreme

power.
It is natural to ask at this point how far the labour employed by seventh

and sixth century capitalists was free labour. Free labour must of course

have been employed to a different extent in different occupations, and the

question must be decided in detail for the different industries with which the

tyrant will be found connected. In Samos, after the fall of the tyranny, a

large number of slaves purchased the citizenship.
29 This might seem a

reason for assuming that Polycrates had relied on highly trained servile

labour, which the city had not known how to deal with after the fall of the

tyranny. There is however a simpler explanation. Syloson, when restored

by Persia, had almost annihilated the free population.
30 As regards shipping

in particular the evidence points to the general use of free labour. Thucy-
dides 31 states that the eperai of the Corinthian fleet of 433 B.C., when slaves

were much easier to procure than in the sixth century, were nevertheless

free men working for pay. Polycrates' Tzyylrai were free men engaged eVt

Speaking generally, free labour was much more employed in

in the seventh and sixth than in the succeeding centuries.33 Biichsenschutz 34

in a most instructive passage points out that in early times the re^i/at were

The unronmntic commercial aspect
^

Suidas,2a,uf &

of the transaction between Syloson and Darius,
30

Strabo, xiv. 638 *CTJTI 2v\o<r>i>Tos fvpv
which is already obscured in Herodotus' account, XUP^ Phot, and Suid. loc. cit. ativfi TUV
has quite [disappeared in that of Strabo (xiv. ito\iTfvoniv<av.

638), who makes no mention of Darius' offer to S1
i. 31 nurOif -nddovrts.

purchase. & Ath. 540 D ; cf. Hdt. iii. 131.
15 Hdt. iv. 152. 33 Hdt. ii. 167 M M 4> K a a t 5' S>v rovro
6 Ar. Pol. viii. 11, p. 1313 b ; Athen. 540 D. (contempt of x^porexvat) irdvrfs ol"E\\-nv(s.

27 Hdt. iii. 39 and 45. Besilz und Erwcrb, S. 321.
23 Hdt. iii. 120.
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in the hands of freemen,
86 but each man was his own master, there being no

factories or division of labour. In classical times there was considerable

division of labour, and there were businesses employing a large number of

hands,
80 but citizens took small part in them.37 The age of the tyrants was

therefore the age in Greek history when apart from all details of evidence

there is the greatest a priori possibility of an individual having secured the

political power which falls naturally to the employer of organised free labour

on a large scale. The employment of servile labour in commercial enterprises
was the result, not the cause, of the commercial expansion and development
of the seventh and sixth centuries.

Athens.

The chief early industry of Athens was pottery : the large finds of

Dipylon ware show that from an early time Attic pottery had a character of its

own.39 But Athens was not exclusively commercial like Corinth and Aegina.
Her large territory made her, like Samos, partly agricultural. To this fact

may be due her failure 40 to compete commercially with Aegina and Corinth

in the seventh century. Hence too, as in Samos, the late rise of the tyranny.

There was of course the attempt of Cylou, but Cylon failed because, though

wealthy (oXv^TrioviK-rj^ and influential (Swaro?), he could not possibly, in the

Athens of his day, be the leader of any dominant organised commercial activity.

He was merely a progressive member of the aristocracy (rwv TraXat evyevijs}

connected with the great band of merchant princes only by marriage.
41 The

attempt and its result are both what might have been expected from the

position of Athens at the time. Athens never became the ideal home for a

tyranny. Soon after CyIon's attempt she did indeed begin to supplant

Corinth in the pottery trade,
42 and the influence of the rich city merchants

and exporters must have greatly increased, but Solon's measures for en-

couraging the growth of olives and the exportation of olive-oil belong also to

this period,
43 and the importance of the evyeveis who owned the oliveyards

must have increased almost equally. No merchant therefore attempted to

secure all the ^labour of the town and seize the tyranny. The country

aristocracy employed labour too. Tyranny was almost impossible.
44 But

83 Hes. Op. 309 fpyov ovtiv tvt&os and 41 Thuc. i. 126.

Homer, passim-, cf. Plat. Sol. xxii. wpits raj * B.M. Vases, vol. ii. Introduction p. 2.

rt'xvas trptil/t TOVS *o\iras. a Pint. Sol. 24.

M Demosth. xar' 'A^flov, p. 816 ; Lysias,
" Another proof that Athens was at this

xii. 19 ; Xen. de Vect. 4. 14 (Nicios' mining time too backward commercially to have been

works). overcome by the wealth of a would-be despot
87 Ar. Pol. iv. 9, 1328, ofot 0<iav<rov 0io and to have '

stablished a tyrant, yielding to

otfr' iyopcuov 5i frjv TOVS *o\(Tat. gain
'

(Theog. ) is that the first Athenian colony
u

Pliny, vii. 57 (Delphin. p. 1425), Figlinas was not founded till between 560 and 555,

Corocbus inuenit Atheniensis. during the first reign of Peisistratus, Busolt, i.

Perrot, vii. p. 160. 2, 316
;
Anm. 3.

40 Hdt. v. 82-88.
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though the wealth and power of the land-owning aristocracy prevented

any Athenian merchant from making himself tyrant, the commercial develop-

ment of Athens must have made it daily more difficult for the Athenian

aristocracy to exclude the rich merchants from political power. Hence the

leading man at Athens at this time was not a mere millionaire, as in Corinth

and the other more exclusively trading states. Solon had indeed some

experience of trade,
45 but he was essentially a politician with a gift for finance,

not a financier with political ambitions. He became not a tyrant but a

lawgiver.

Solon tried to provide for the difficulties which he saw resulting from

the existence of two evenly-matched parties, the landowners of the plain and

the traders of the shore. The tyranny arose from the formation of a new

interest, that of the Aidxpioi, by Peisistratus.46 Of the means by which

Peisistratus gained the throne less is known than is often imagined. The

ruse by which he secured his club-bearers and the Acropolis is a detail.

Peisistratus was careful to observe the Solonian constitution, especially before

his third restoration. It is therefore not to be expected that the means that

he took originally to secure his power would have been patent to every-

body. But after his second restoration he threw off the mask more.

eppifoa-e rrjv rvpavviSa eTn/covpoHTi re TroXXotut teal %pr)/j,dT(0v a-vv6Soi<ri,

r&v fj,ev avroOev, rfav Be cnro ^rpvfiovo^ TTOTajjiov a-vviovTwv.47 So Aristotle,
48

Trapf)\0ev el? Toi>9 Trepl Hdyyaiov TOTTOVS. o0ev ^prj/maTia-dfievo^ KOI arpa-

;, e\0(av et? 'E/jer/stai/ evBefcdra) 7rd\iv erei TO irpwrov

$ia rrjv dp^ijv eTre^eipei. . . . Karelyev 77817 rrjv rvpavvtSa

/3ey3at'a>9. That is to say, Peisistratus used money gained in business (^prjfj.a.

7-407*69) to compass his second restoration. The question arises, did Peisi-

stratus use similar means, only less openly, to secure his original dpxn ?

in other words, was Peisistratus a merchant and financier before he

became tyrant? What evidence there is leads to the conclusion that

lie was.

Peisistratus became tyrant originally as leader of the Am/cpiot.
49 Now

M. Guirand in his interesting but sober account of La main-d'cvuvre dans

Vancienne Grtce (pp. 30, 31), sees from the words of Herodotus ^prj^drcav

T(OV pels avroBev K.T.\. that Peisistratus worked the mines at Laureium. Can

the kicLKpioi be the mining population of Attica, almost exclusively in the

employment of the great mine owner Peisistratus, who carried on operations

in Thrace as well as Attica, and was in close commercial connexion with the

famous mining industries of Euboea ?
5fl

48 Plut. Sol. 2. fr. EWoiKbv >oi ; Strabo, x. 447 9 and
44 Hdt. i. 59 <rTa.ffia.6vr<av ruv napa.\<av Kal name Chalcis. Hesychius says that there were

TUV IK TOV ntStov, tfytipe rpirijv aniffif. AiaKpitls in Euboea as well as in Attica.

47 Hdt. i. 64. Apo is a literal translation of Bergleuten,
48

Resp. Ath. 15 of Peisistratus' second the German for miners. The mining popula-

banishment. tion of South Wales is always spoken of in

49 Ar. Resp. Ath. 13, 14. Cardiff as the people up (in) the hills.

80 Cf. Alcaeus fr. Xa\KtSiKu\ oWflai ; Aesch.
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There are two arguments against this conjecture.

(1) The Aiu/tpioi were a political faction, i.e. citizens. Could citizens

work in mines ?

(2) The Am/vpt'a was a district. The orthodox view places this district

away from the mines.

(1) In classical times the mines were worked almost entirely by slaves.51

Only very occasionally poor citizens worked their own allotments.62 There is

not a single instance of a citizen working in a mine for wages.
63 This does

not however prove that citizens did not work for wages in the mines in

Peisistratus' time, when, as has been pointed out in dealing with Samos, the

conditions of labour were unlike anything seen in Greek history before or

after. In fact the words of Solon M show that it was quite usual for citizens to

work in mines with their own hands, though whether for pay or on their own

account is not stated.55 Plutarch describes the Bidtcptoi as #77x4*09

From this fact Cauer 56
reasonably conjectures that they were

(Lohnarbeiter).

(2) It is generally assumed that the triple division of Attic territory into

TreoYov, TrapaXo?, and Biaxpia is definite and absolute, and that it is for instance

out of the question that coast land north of Brauron was ever called TrapaXo?,

or mountain land south of Brauron Btatcpia. The evidence for the triple

division is in fact of the weakest possible. It consists of a passage in Thucy-
dides57 which suggests that the tongue of Attica running out into the Aegean
was called par excellence the coast land, and one from Hesychius, which by a

clever but not certain emendation is made to tell us that rj Ata/tpm stretched

from Parnes to Brauron.58 Now it was very natural that the name Mountain

should be given to the part of Attica where there were most mountains, and

the name coast land to that which had in fact a larger proportion of coast to

Hinterland than any other portion of Attica. But in regard to the evidence

of Thucydides,
5a we cannot assume that the Peloponnesians ravaged the whole

of the apex of the triangle. They may well have marched down one coast

and up the other. In fact this is just what Thucydides in the very next

sentence says they did, real trpdrov jj-ev erefiov ravTtjv $ Trpo? HeXoTT VVTJGOV

opa, eTreira Be TTJV Trpo? Etvfioidv re teal "AvBpov TerpafjLfievrjv. In regard

again to Hesychius' evidence, it would only be valid for the purpose of the

argument if his definitions were mutually exclusive. As a matter of fact

he never mentions TO TreBiov at all, and describes 17 TrapaXta as 17 'ATTIKTJ,

v6ev teal fj vavs TropaXo?. Can it be claimed, in view of the fact that Strabo

81
Hyp. fr. 33 Blass ; Xen. dc Vect. 4. 14 and *dpa\ov yw ita\ovnivi)v t

which suggests that

15 and pasrim ; Thuc. vii. 27. the word v<ipa\os is conventional. But by this

81 Dein. xlii. 20. expression Thucydides surely only means that

81
Ardaillon, Lts Mines de Laurium, p. 91. this was the Attic word for the Attic coast

84
Bergk 12 (4). 49, 50. His own word for the Peloponnesian shore

63
Pythes of Phrygia is reported to have in the very next sentence is ri lir0aA<i<r<rt.

used citizen labour in his mines a generation
M

Aieucpfo xf> i) & ndprqOot lt

after Polycrates (Plut. de Mul. Virt. ii. 262). vot (editors * Bpavpuvot).
M Parteien in Afegara u. Atlun, p. 85. 89

ii. 55.

Thucydides does indeed speak of TV
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uses the word irdpa\os of all the coast as distinguished from the Hinterland

mentioning 17 irapa\ia 77 Kara SaXajuva and the -irapaXia from Sunium to

Oropus and that an inscription of about 320 B.C. (I.G. ii. 1059) mentions

irapa\ia as part of the land of the &rjfio<; Heipaievs that the evidence for

the conventional view is sufficient ?

It is far more probable that mountainous country, wherever it occurred

in sufficient bulk to distinguish it in character from that of the sea-faring

population, would be included under the name Biaxpi'a, and that sailors, even

if they did happen to live north of Brauron, sympathised with the views of

the '

shore.' Doubtless it would be difficult in some cases to determine where

the line should be drawn, but it is against all reason to include in the sea-

faring population the miners who inhabited the mountainous Hinterland of

the apex of the Attic triangle. It is worth remarking that the mines which

Peisistratus worked were not those nearest the sea, but were well inland at

Maronea, a place where the ground varies from 170 m. to 370 m. in height

(Bursian Gr. Geogr. i. 254).
60 If once it be admitted^that the mining popula-

tion of the yovvbs 2oiwa/co<? formed part of the Aidtcpiot, it can hardly be

disputed that they must have been politically more important than the

scattered inhabitants of the Northern Uplands.
When once established Peisistratus took care to control the labour of the

city by legislation.
61 There is no mention of his having regulated the coinage,

but his son Hippias, who appears to have followed closely in his father's

steps, declared the coinage out of currency, called in all the coins at a reduced

price and then et'8a>/ce TO avro dpyvpiov.
2 Numismatists are agreed that

what Hippias did was to issue not the same coins again, but the same silver

recoined with a more refined type. Hippias doubtless made some immediate

profits himself from this recall and re-issue of the coinage, but he may well

have had the design of improving the reputation abroad of the Athenian

mintage. Beloch(i. 329) well insists upon the acute commercial instinct of

Peisistratus in getting a footing on the coast of the Hellespont by seizing

60 The Attic JU'TO\XO first appear in history in for silver caused by the introduction of a silver

484 B.C. (Hdt. vii. 144; Pint. Them, iv
;
Ar. coinage. The poorness of the veins which

Resp. Ath. 22), when TO. fj.tra\\a TO iv Mapuvtia Peisistratus worked^ is confirmed by the fact

^avjj. But this does not show that they had that to root his tyranny firmly he had to start

not previously influenced Attic history. fresh workings in Thrace. For Thracian silver

They had certainly been worked ages earlier. mines see Strabo Z 331 fr. 34 ical avrb rb
' La disposition des gisements

'

(at Maronea), ndyyaiov opos x?vfff^a KC^ * P 7 " P * ' a ^X fi

says Ardaillon (Les Mines de Laurium ntra\\a (cf. Resp. Ath. 15 sup. ) and Hdt. v. 17

pp. 132, 133),
'
est telle que les plus riches ne near lake Prasias on the Strymon (cf. Hdt. i. 64

sont pas ceux qui pouvaient etre atteints les sup.).

premiers.' A technical explanation of the i Plut. Sol. 31 rbv 8e TTJS apyias v&^ov ov

veins follows.
'
II fallut done des siecles de 2,6\wv tOquef a\\a nfialff-rparos. Cf. Periander,

recherche et d'efforts [Cf. Xen. de Vtct. iv. 2, Nic. Dam. fr. 58 (Bus. i. 1. 646 Anm. 2),

ov5e irtiparai \iyeiv oirb iroiov \p6vov ^Kia\vf rovs iro\iras Sov\ovs icraffOat Kdl <rxo*V

(ret apyvpfia)] pour en soup90nner &yett>, dei rtva. aiirois epya f^evpiffKcav. Her.

1'existence et en atteindre le niveau' (i.e. of the Pont. fr. 5. "Wilisch Die Altkorinthisclic

rich vein ' discovered
'

in 484). Athens was Thonindiistrif, p. 15.

tempted to work the somewhat poor upper
62 Aristot. Occon. ii. 4.

veins in the sixth century by the great demand
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Sigeum.
63 His unsuccessful rival Miltiades had already established a rvpavvi's

on the opposite coast. It is important for our purpose to emphasise the fact

that the policies of the several tyrant dynasties were from first to last coherent

in themselves and analogous to one another. Hippias not only kept his hold

on Sigeum to the last and eventually retired thither, but actively developed
his father's line of policy by forming a close personal connexion with the

tyrant of Lampsacus,
64 and effecting a reconciliation with the Philaids on

the European side of the strait.65 That his reformation of the coinage was
intended to further his foreign and colonial commercial policy is made the

more probable by extant coins, some found in the Thracian Chersonese with

the Hippias Athena type on one side and the Milesian lion on the other,"
others with the same Athena head, and on the reverse the type of Lampsacus.
Lermann 67

argues that the Thracian coins must have been struck when the

Chersonese was independent of Athens, because when dependent it would not

have been allowed to strike coins. But though this may be true, the use

of the Athena type points to some close connexion with the mother city. The

analogy of the coins ofthe Corinthian colonies makes this practically certain, and

the Lampsacus coins are a parallel still more to the point. Lampsacus could

only have used the Hippias Athena consciously as an ally of the Athenian

tyrant. It is therefore to be inferred that Hippias' monetary reforms were

not a mere isolated speculation, but part of the broad and widely extending
commercial policy on which his power was based. In carrying out these

schemes Hippias was but following in the path of his father, who had himself

laid the foundations of them, and who probably owed his position to the fact

that he was enabled, through his large mining interests, to take the lead in

the commercial development which Solon had inaugurated with his financial

reforms.

It is more than a coincidence that as the Peisistratids secured their apxn

by a mixture of commercial enterprise and political intrigue, so it was by a

mixture of political intrigue and commercial enterprise that they were

driven out, through the Alcmaeonidae undertaking the contract for rebuilding

the temple at Delphi.

The Seventh Century Tyrannies.

Lydia. Gyges, the first ruler to be called tyrant,
03 was famous for his

wealth.69 He possessed gold mines,
70 and was probably the first to coin in

Lydia. Can the legend
71 of the magic gold ring point to a tradition that

Gyges possessed gold mines before his accession and owed his throne to

a Hdt. v. 94 KpaT-iiaras Sf aiirov (HtKriffrparot
"

Atlienatypcn, pp. 20-21.

Ziytiov) KOL-riaritat -rvpavvov clfai Ta?5o itavTov M F.H.O. iii. p. 72 fr. 1 ; Et. Mag. rvpavrot.

v6Bov. Cf. Periander and Corcyra.
* Archil. Bergk, 19 (2) ; Str. xiii. 626, xiv.

w Thuc. vi. 59. 680.

Hdt. vi. 39. 70 Cf. Str. xiii. 1. 22 and 23 with Radet,
86 Cardia and Limnae in the Thracian La Lydie, pp. 172-3.

Chersonese were Milesian colonies (Str. xiv. 71 PL Rep. ii. 359 D.

635, vii. 331, fr. 52).
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them ? For the financial basis of the power of even the later Mermnadae cf.

Nic. Dam. ed. Tauchn. p. 270 (based on Xanthus of Lydia, see Bus. i. 2. 451-2).

Miletus. We only know that the tyranny was preceded by a struggle

between two parties called Ploutis and Cheiromache,72 names which sound

remarkably like capital and labour. The accession of Histiaeus, the later

tyrant, seems to have synchronised with a revival of the commercial prosperity

of Miletus.73 Histiaeus showed great eagerness to secure a commercial

settlement in Thrace, which was regarded by his enemies as the proposed

basis of a new political power.
74

o> /3ao-t\e, KOIOV n %prjfj,a eVot'^o-a?, avBpl
r/

E\,\r)vi 8etv<p re KCU o-o<&> Sot"? . . .
ijro\t,v ; . . iva . . . ecrn p.era\\a apyvpea,

o/uXo? re TroXXo? Trepiouceei.

. Ephesus. Radet 75 makes out a good case for believing that the Ephesian

tyrants shared with the Mermnadae the monopoly of the great trade route

that ran through Sardis to Ephesus. It is impossible positively to prove or

disprove that the basis of the power of the Ephesian tyrants was commercial,

but it appears to have been at any rate financial, cf. Suid. HvOayopas TO>

BijfJ,o) Kal Tc3 Tr\r)0vi rjv re Kal e'S6/cet xe^apio-fjLevo^, apa ra fiev avrovs

VTTe\Tri^wv V7ro<r%ea-(nv, ra Be VTroa-iretpcov aurot? o\iya tcepSr).'
6

Argos. It was surely Pheidon's invention of fierpa for the Pelopon-
nesians rather than his vfipt? or impiety that caused him to be regarded as

a different kind of ruler from his forefathers, as a rvpavvos instead of a

Corinth. Corinth had long been a great emporium,
77 but a great com-

mercial development took place about 700 B.C. in (1) pottery
78 and (2) ship

building and trade by sea.79 The activity of the Cypselids in this new

marine commerce is beyond dispute. Wilisch 80 attributes to the Cypselids
the development of the Corinthian export trade in pottery. Cypselus was a

metic 81 and therefore probably originally a trader.82

Megara. Theagenes
83 secured his power rwv evtropuv ra Krtjvrj

7roer$aa9. The preservation of this statement becomes more compre-
hensible if Theagenes' coup was a simple but effective way of securing the

monopoly of the famous Megarean woollen industry.
84

Conclusion.

The commercial origin of the tyrant's power seems fairly certain in the

case of Samos and very probable in that of Athens. In the case of the

72 Pint. Q. Or. 32. tinniffytvTuv, and the account of Ameinocles'
73 Hdt. v. 28. invention in the same chapter.
74 Ib. v. 23. 80

Op. cit. p. 151.

78 La Lydie, pp. 134 and 148. ,

81 From Gonussa, Pans. v. 18. 7.

76 Cf. Sol. 2 (13) 6 xMM<n tttM^voi ;

82 Can the story of the infant Cypaelus being

Theogn. 823 Ktpfaaiv tlxuv. concealed in a kypsele mean that the future

77 Thuc. i. 13 ; Str. viii. 378. tyrant spent his earlier days in the obscurity of

78
Wilisch, Die Altkorintiiisclie Thonin- a pottery ?

dustrie,]). 151. . Ar. Pol. viiL 1305 A.

79 Thuc. L 13, Ttav 'EAX^fwf rb iraAoi Kara yriv
8I Xen. Mem. ii. 7. 6

;
Bus. G.G. i. 1. 471.
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seventh century tyrannies it is more conjectural, but the legends that have

been preserved about the early careers of Gyges, Pheidon, Cypselus, and

Theagenes give some support to the conjecture. Further, the careers of the

seventh century tyrants bear such a remarkable resemblance to those of

Polycratcs and Peisistratus, that it is reasonable to infer that the origin of

tlio tyrannies was the same in both centuries, especially as it has been shown
that Athens and Samos became predominantly commercial somewhat later

than Corinth, Me^uru, ami the other cities where tyrants arose in the seventh

century. Neither the accumulation of probabilities nor the argument from

analogy is quite convincing in itself, but each gives additional weight to the

other. If once the commercial origin of the tyrant's power is admitted, the

various facts recorded about the tyrants certainly gain in meaning and co-

herence. The mercenaries, the monetary innovations and reforms, the public
works and labour legislation and the foreign alliances which are so repeatedly
found associated with the early tyrants and which give the preserved accounts

of them such a distinct stamp, become far more significant if the tyrant's

power was based on his control of the labour and trade of his city. It is

scarcely conceivable under any other theory, that there should not have been
at least occasional cases of commercial retrogression or stagnation under the

rvpavvfa. The fact that the commercial theory gives the most coherent

explanation of the policy of the typical early tyrant is again no proof
that the theory is true, but it is a further perfectly sound reason for

accepting it on a less amount of direct evidence than would otherwise be

required.

But perhaps the best test of the truth of any theory upon the origin of

the early tyrannis is the evidence afforded by contemporary literature, espe-

cially the political poems of Solon and Theognis. Has the commercial theory
the support of this contemporary evidence ?

The political aim of Theognis was to prevent a recurrence of tyranny
in Megara. What does the poet bid his townsmen beware of ? Not of

eloquence, not of violence, not of rashly appointing a vofioOer^ or alvvfAviJTrjs.

All his warnings are directed against wealth. The whole town of Megara
had become commercial.85 Birth had lost its prestige,

80 and wealth acquired

unprecedented power.
87

It was the wealth of the would-be tyrant that Solon too feared.88

Solon and Theognis wrote with the examples of Gyges, Pheidon, Ortha-

goras, Cypselus, and Theagenes before them.89 If they constantly feared that

some TrXouo-to? <f>oprrjy6<; would make himself tyrant, it must surely have

i4
117, 449, 499, 1105, 1164 g.h. (money) ; 4. 3 and 2. 5 (Bergk) ; cf. Theog. 44 f.,

576, 619, 671 f., 691, 856, 1202 (shipping), 823.

and note the large number of similes and 89 la it possible to see in Solon 12, 29-32

metaphors in the oligarchic Theoguis drawn a reference to the fates of the various tyrant
from money and shippm:,'. families of the seventh centurv .'

M
679, 318, 523-6, 683. Theog. 679.

87
621, 679, 699, 1157.
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been because the tyrants of the seventh century had sprung from the new

class of 7T\ov<rioi <f>opTr)<yoi. If the poems of Solon and Theognis are care-

fully read through, they will, I think, be found throughout to dwell specially

upon the danger of the TrXovo-ios making himself tyrant by means of his

TrXoOro?.

PERCY URE.

University College, Cardiff.



THE TOPOGRAPHY OF PELION AND MAGNESIA.

THIS paper gives the results of a journey of exploration undertaken in

April, 1905, in the Magnesian peninsula by Mr. A. W. Van Buren of the

American School at Rome and myself. The observations are in many cases

incomplete, but every effort has been made to make them as perfect as time

and means allowed. I would like to point out to archaeologists who are too

often content only with a tour to Larissa, Tempe, the Mete"ora, and Phersala,

that Thessaly is in many respects a terra incognita. That it amply repays

exploration and excavation is shewn by the results obtained by Dr. Tsountas

and Dr. Stais at Dhimini, Sesklo, and Marmariani. It is to be hoped that in

future archaeologists will visit Thessaly more frequently and not be

content with mere sight-seeing. I myself hope to return this year to study
the Ossa district

;
and it is possible that the British School at Athens will, if

circumstances permit, excavate the temple site at Kato Georgi.
In preparing this paper I have received much kind help from Dr.

Wilhelm, Dr. Fredrich, Dr. Svoronos, Mr. G. F. Hill, and Mr. Wroth. To
these and to Mr. Van Buren I wish to express my hearty thanks. I am also

much indebted to two local gentlemen eoSwpo? Zypydvos
1 and XaptXaos

ratp<f>i)<i of Argelaste who accompanied me for two days, to the Demarch of

Neochori, and many others.

1. Introduction.

The principal modern authorities who have dealt with the topography
and archaeology of the district are :

Leake, Northern Greece, iv. pp. 368-399, 426-433 [Leake].
2

Me*zieres, Memoire sur le Pttion et I'Ossa (Archives des Missions Scientijiques,

1854, pp. 149 seqq.) [Mdzieres].

Bursian, Geographie von Griechenland, i. pp. 96 sqq. [Bursian].

1 He published in the nar0r<raAiK4 of April Rerum Magntsiarum Specimen; Tozer, High-
21st and 22nd (May 3rd and 4th), 1905, a brief lands of Turkey ii. ; Ussing, Gritchischc Reiscn

account of part of our journey. und Studien. For an account of the Magnesian
* In the square brackets are given the names Confederation see Daremberg-Saglio, v. pp. 837

by which the works will be cited below. Other w??.
works of less importance are, Kretschmann,
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(first edition 1880), second edition, 189-iGeorgiades,

[Georgiades].
The most important passages in classical authors dealing with the

geography of Magnesia are to be found in Scylax and Pliny. Scylax
3
says :

l Mayvijrav irapa 6d\arrav teal TroXet? aiiSe 'Ia>X/eo9,

,7rd\av6pa, 'O\ia>v, "Icrai \i/j,)jv. e <u 8e rov K6\7rou

Haya<Tr)TiKov MeXi'/Sota, 'Pt^of)?, Evpvfievai, Mvpai.

THE MAGNESIAN PENINSULA05 !0 M/LES

in/.~ , w

vyv\^ VOLOKASTRQo -EPISKOPE
.VOLO

GULF OF VOLO

Pliny tells us :

4

Thessaliae adnexa, Magnesia est, cuius gens Libethra, oppida lolcus,

Ormenium, Pyrrha, Methone, Olizon, promunturium Sepias oppida Castana,

3
Pcriplus, 65.

4 Xat. Hi*t. iv. c. 9, 16.
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Spalathra, promunturiuin Afantiuin, oppida Meliboea, Rhizus, Erymnae,
ostium Penii, oppida Homolium, Oithe, Iresiae, Pelinna, Thaumacie, Gyrton,

Crannon, Acharne, Dotion, Melite, Phylace, Potniae.

Other important information is given us by Strabo, Ptolemy, and

Pomponius Mela. The towns or places which previous writers have assigned
to the Magnesian peninsula are Sepias, Aphetae,

6
Olizon, Spalathra,

Kopatcat, Methone, Neleia,
6

Demetrias, lolcus, Orminion, Pagasae,

Glaphyrae,
7
Boebe, Myrae. Of all these sites not one is actually identified

by epigraphical evidence. The position of Demetrias is certain, since Strabo

tells us it was built between Pagasae and Neleia. The site of Pagasae is

fixed because Strabo also says it was in his day the port of Pherae.

Therefore Pagasae must be identified with the ruined city to the west of the

harbour of Volo. On the east of this same harbour in a very strong natural

position is another city site : this must be Demetrias. Thus we must assume

Neleia to have been to the south of Demetrias. lolcus we know from Strabo

was only seven stades from Demetrias
;
therefore it must be looked for quite

close to that city. Scylax in enumerating the towns within the Gulf of

Pagasae heads his list with lolcus, and then mentions four or five more sites.

Similarly in his list of those outside the gulf he begins with Meliboea, which

we know from Livy
s to have lain at the foot of Ossa between it and Pelion.

Therefore we may follow Georgiades in placing it in the neighbourhood of

Thanatu,
9 which identification has been confirmed by epigraphic evidence.10

Thus it is legitimate to assume that Scylax' list of towns begins with the

most northern. In this paper then it is proposed to take the towns in

the reverse order from south to north, and to identify them as far as

possible with the ancient sites of the peninsula. A brief description of

each site is given with additional notes on any features of interest in its

neighbourhood.

2. Sepias
u and Aphetae.

1
'2

This town was situated on or near a promontory which bore the same

name. Hitherto it has been universally assumed that Cape Sepias is the

promontory at the heel of Magnesia opposite Skiathos. Our most important

authority for its position is Herodotus. In describing the movements

of the Persian fleet before Artemisium, he says three of the Persian scouts

advanced to the sunken rock between Skiathos and Magnesia. This rock,

8
Herodotus, vii. 193. Atheiiaeus, i. 30 D ; Pliny, Joe. cit. ; Apol-

8
Strabo, ix. 436. lonius Rhodius, i. 580 ; Ptolemy, iii. 13, 16 ;

7
Iliad, ii. 712; Stephanas, ... Pomponius Mela, ii. 3. 580; Georgiades, p.

8 xliv. 13. 137 ; Bursiau, p. 100 ; Mezieres, p. 210.

P. 144.
"

Herodotus, vii. 193, viii. 8 ; Strabo, ix.

10 AfAr/ov, 1889, p. 92 ; Inscr. at Thanatu 436 ; Apollonius Rhodius, i. 591 ; Stephanus,

Hap/if viffKa MtvavSpov Mf\t06tffffa. s.n. ; Leake, p. 243; Buraian, p. 101; Gcor-

11
Herodotus, vii. 113, 188, 191 ; Strabo, ^iad-s, p. 114.

vii. 330, ix. 443; Pausanias, viii. 27. 14;

H.S. VOL. XXVI. L
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then called Myrmex and now Eleutheri, lies just awash in the channel between

the heel of Magnesia and Skiathos, rather nearer the mainland than the

island. He then says the whole fleet made one day's voyage from Therma to

the coast between Casthanaea and Cape Sepias. Casthanaea is identified with

great probability with a site by Keramidi 13 on the northern coast below

Pelion. Later in describing the storm he says that some Persian ships were

wrecked at Hipnoi at the foot of Pelion (a place identified by Georgiades with

the cave-eaten cliffs by Vene'to), others at Cape Sepias, others near Meliboea

and Casthanaea. A glance at the map shews all these places near together

except Sepias, if we identify it with the heel of Magnesia. Finally Herodotus,
in describing the last movement of the fleet before Artemisiurn, says the

Persians rounded the extreme point of Magnesia and sailed straight into the

bay leading to Pagasae. There they anchored at a place called Aphetae,
said to take its name from the abandonment of Heracles by the Argonauts.

Georgiades identifies Aphetae with Aphesos, a little modern village right

inside the Gulf of Pagasae. This view is clearly absurd. If the Persians

could enter the Gulf of Pagasae they would have passed the Greeks at

Artemisium and have outflanked Leonidas at Thermopylae. Besides it

would make nonsense of Herodotus' statement that Aphetae and Artemi-

sium were opposite one another. Leake places Aphetae at Trikeri at

the mouth of the gulf, a very unsuitable place and open to the same

strategic objections. Grundy,
14 who seems to accept the orthodox view as to

the position of Sepias, says that Aphetae must have been somewhere in the

south of Magnesia at the entrance to the Gulf of Pagasae. Now in the

south of the Magnesian peninsula there are only two harbours, one at Platania

not far round the corner of the peninsula, and another by the Palaeokastro

identified as Olizon. The latter cannot be Aphetae, since at Aphetae there

was no town. The one remaining site is Platania, which is directly opposite

Artemisium and is to-day marked as a harbour on the Admiralty chart.

Further there is a place near Platania still called 'A^erarre?. Platania bay
is quite sheltered from the north-east, so that when the second gale arose the

Persian fleet would be quite safe. Herodotus' words lOelav eTrXeoi/ e? rov

KO\TTOV rov eVi Haycurewv fyepovra must not be taken too literally. He may
mean the gulf that leads to the Gulf of Pagasae ;

or may easily have regarded
the channel north of Euboea and the Gulf of Pagasae as one. As regards

Sepias it will easily be seen that it cannot have been at the heel of Magnesia

opposite Skiathos. Otherwise it is hard to understand why the Persians did

not put to sea and run round the comer, between Euboea and Magnesia, where

they would have been safe from the Hellespontias, obviously a north-easter. 15

Also Apollonius Rhodius, although his geography is not very accurate, would

hardly say ilBvve 8e %rjTria<; atcpr), (fraivero 8* elvaXii) 2,tcia6os, if Sepias was

directly opposite Skiathos. Therefore Sepias must be near Casthanaea, and

must be identified with the very prominent cape below Pelion, now called Pori.

13
Georgiades, p. 142. 15 The Greeks for instance ran from Artenii-

14 Great Persian War, pp. 323 scqq. slum towards Clialkis during the stonn.
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This is much more of a cape than the rounded corner at Kato Georgi opposite

Skiathos. Another point in favour of placing Sepias at Pori is that north of

Kato Georgi as far at least as Zagora there is no beach at all to accommodate

a fleet. The coast is very rocky, and most inhospitable. The transference of

Sepias from Kato Georgi to Pori leaves us without a name for the site at

(he former place.

It also necessitates some consideration of the topography of the eastern

side of Ossa against the sea. As I am not qualified to speak of this district

from personal experience, I will briefly summarize the possibilities in a table.

The places mentioned are arranged from North to South.

Hellenic

Sites.
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ruins grow some stunted wild olives : all incline towards the south-west and

shew the prevalence of north-east winds in this region. I was told that
' walls without mortar

'

had fallen in the sea. Careful search down the side

of the hill eaten away by the sea revealed below the Byzantine level the

existence of walls built of small unworked stones and no mortar. Amongst
these walls are fragments of ordinary black glazed ware. Towards the foot of

the hill to the west are some big, roughly-worked blockst these probably are

the remains of the wall of the town. Below the hill to the north-west, close

to the shore of a little cove where a small stream runs into the sea, is a

chapel dedicated to the Virgin. It is principally built of squared blocks of

poros. Round it in the ground are long oblong blocks of limestone. To the

west of the church there are obvious remains of a Doric temple. Five longish

column drums with twenty flutes lie on the ground. Sticking up from the

ground are the ends of three more similar drums, two close together and one

a little distance away from them. These seem to be the lowest drums of

columns still in position on the stylobate. They are of poros, coated with

stucco, and measure '55 m. in diameter. Apparently the temple was

peripteral. I was told that the statue of a boy was once found here. If we

may identify the whole of the mountainous extremity of the Magnesian

peninsula as Mount Tisaeum,25 this temple might be that dedicated to

Artemis mentioned by Valerius Flaccus.26

Close to the shore of the cove of Kato Georgi, twenty minutes to south

of the temple, some round and square tiles have been found in a kind of

cellar under a modern house. Probably in antiquity as now there were a

few fishermen's houses here. This small settlement serves as a ferry station

for those wishing to go to Skiathos.

At Aphetae (Platania) there are no ruins. I was given a coarse, black,

glazed kylix that was recently found in a tomb a little above the harbour.

This is now in the Volo Museum.

S.Olizon.

This is the most southern according to our interpretation of Scylax of the

towns within the gulf. It is placed by all authorities at the Palaeokastro which

stands on the narrow isthmus uniting the peninsula of Trikeri to the main-

land. This is on a steep, isolated hill completely guarding the passage of

the isthmus, and the two harbours to the north and the south. On the north-

west of the hill are traces of the lower courses of a wall built of big blocks in

irregular courses. Local information says that the wall went all round the

hill, but was recently destroyed to form cultivation terraces. On the south-

west are some Byzantine ruins. Towards the same side is a deep natural

fissure in the rock said to communicate with the sea to the south
;

the

28
Polybius, x. 42= Livy, xxviii. 5. Stephanus, s.n. ; Strabo, ix. 436 ; Leake,

28
ii. 7. p. 384 ; Mezifcres, p. 163 ; Bursian, p. 101 ;

27
Iliad, ii. 717 ; Plutarch, Themist. 8 ; Georgiades, p. 110.
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natives say that in winter it smokes like a steamer. Near here I was shewn

a statue base '41 in. and '25 in. wide, with dowel holes in its top ;
it bears

this inscription :

TONHPAKAH
MGNANAPOC

Below the stone is broken
;

it probably ended with the one word

ANGOHK. It is not earlier than the first century A.D. On a bluff to the

south of the Palae<5kastro and near the shore are two rock-cut graves. On a

low hill to the south-east are remains of a small building of local marble.

No plan can be made out
;
but it was perhaps a small prostyle temple. I

was told there were some Corinthian capitals here some years ago.

4. Tisaeum^ and Aeantium.

I have above conjectured that perhaps the mountain at the end of the

main peninsula above Platania and Kato Georgi is Tisaeum. Our principal

authorities for its position are Polybius and Livy. They state that Philip V. in

the campaign of 207 B.C. against Sulpicius and Attalus I. established a signal

station in connexion with others in Phocis, Euboea, and Peparethus, to signal

to Demetrias the news of any movement of the enemy who had just been

ravaging Peparethus and soon attacked Oreus. The two highest points
in the south of the peninsula are a peak in the isthmus just west of Olizon,

and another somewhat lower a little north of Platania. Both are equally

favourably placed to signal to Phocis, Euboea, and Demetrias. The latter

however better commands the open sea towards Peparethus. This peak then

is perhaps Tisaeum. The Aeantium promunturium we must then identify

with the peninsula of Trikeri and in its north-eastern angle place the'Io-at

Xtfijjv of Scylax.

5. Spalathra.
30

The next site north of Olizon is a hill called Chortokastro, just

at Chortos the skala of the prosperous village of Argelaste, which lies in

an upland plain about an hour from the shore. The kastro is a steep, isolated

hill standing close by the shore. Nothing is now visible, as the site is

cultivated, except fragments of ordinary coarse pottery. The natives

however say that here have been found a mosaic floor, tiles, marble slabs,

statues, and other things. Tombs are found in the neighbourhood. The

Demarch shewed me a bronze strainer-like ladle, and an iron knife from

a tomb, and also two vases. One of these is of red-figure style and shews

w
Polybius, x. 42 = Livy, xxviii. 5 ; Apol- Leake, p. 897 ; Bursian, p. 101 ; Georgiades,

lonius Rhodius, i. 568 ; Valerius Flaccus, loc. p. 22.

cit. Leake, p. 397 ; Bursiuu, p. 100 ; Georgia-
*

Stephanus, s.n. ; Pliny, loc. cit. ; Leake,

dcs, p. 22. p. 384 ; Mtfzieres, p. 169 ; Bursiaii, p. 101 ;

Pliny, loc. cit. ; Ptolemy, iii. 13, 16 ; Georgiades, p. 113.
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a Satyr and a nymph ;
the other is of ordinary black-glazed ware, but both

are of good style. At Chortos I was shewn this inscription :

(f>IAOKPATHZ
OPAZHNIAOYOAZIOZ

on a plain gable-topped stele : the lettering is good and points to the third

century B.C. The name Thrasonides is a genuine Thasian name.31

At Argelaste I was shewn two inscriptions. Each side of the door of the

church of the "Ayiot 'Avdpyvpoi.

Rosette. Rosette.

Right HTEZ Left ATA
MEN OY

COIP EKDE

EniJlP CKDY
AYXA

HTEZ[lZTP]ATA

MEN[inn]OY

Cni)]P[ONl]CKOC

Cnij]P[ONl]cKOY
? AYXAflOC] ?

The stele seems to have been used twice
;
in the first two rows the

lettering is good : in the others bad.

In the same church, stele with anthemion top.

ZIMIAZ

It is broken below this name and shews traces of other letters.

In the Museum at Volo (No. 82) with several other 32
inscriptions

chiefly funereal from this neighbourhood is the remarkable stele here

illustrated (Fig. 1). It shews a relief field enclosed by two square pilasters

supporting a plain architrave ornamented at its ends and in the centre with

acroteria. Placed obliquely in the field from right to left and flying

downwards is a winged thunderbolt. On the architrave is inscribed :

EPHAZAIONYZIOYYTTEPTOYAAEA

(t>OYEYANAPOYONTOZAIXMAAftT(OY)
and below

[EY]ZAMENOZ

Before eufa/uei/o? we should supply the name of the god to whom this relief

31 Ath. Mitth. 1903, p. 438, 1. 22. p. 64, Nos. 81. 84, 108 (Dedication to Hera-
32

E.g. Nos. 105, 107 = Afore. Ant. Line. viii. cles), and two unpublished inscriptions.
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was dedicate!, probably TOIAII or AIIAKPAini, if we are to assume that the

thunderbolt is the symbol of the god invoked on behalf of the prisoner.
Near Argelaste, but to the east of the village, two celts have been found

which are now in the Volo Museum.33
They are made of oval-shaped stones, of

which one end has been ground down to form a blade. They are about '10 m.

long.

Georgiades places Spalathra on a hill called Mpaou, a little to the ixnth

of Chortos. On this hill there is a monastery of St. Nicholas and the ruins

of a Byzantine church in which are some squared blocks, and Georgiades says
others have been found near by as well as tombs. But the hill of Mpaou
though higher than that of Chortos is not of sufficient natural strength to be

a city site, since it is united to the main range by a narrow neck. At all

events if Spalathra was not at Chortos or at Mpaou, it must have been, to

judge from the quantity of Hellenic remains, somewhere in this neighbour-
hood. Leake places at Chortos the hypothetical city of Magnesia, whose

very existence is extremely doubtful.34

No. 125.

84
Demosthenes, Olynth. i. 12, 15, ii. 20 ;

Philip, ii. 71; Scholiast on Apollonius Rhodius,
i. 580 ; Pausanias, vii. 7, 6 ; Demosthenes

(f. Ntueram, 1382) speaks of Magnesia as a

district with Thessaly, Ionia, etc. Pausanias

obviously means Ucinetrias. Perhaps Deme-

trias as the capital of the autonomous Mag-
netes had its name changed to Magnesia.
Demosthenes clearly always considers Magnesia
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6. Leiphokastro.
35

About an hour and a half north of Chortos and an hour west of

Argelaste is Leiphokastro. Here is a mill by the sea at the end of a small

ravine, and on a low hill by the shore and on a narrow peninsula are many
Byzantine ruins. There are remains of the following churches, Panagia,

Hagia Euphemia, Hagios Panteleimon, Hagios Nikolaos, and Hagioi Apostoloi.

Amongst these one can see a few Byzantine capitals of poor style and two

columns of verde antico. There are no traces of walls nor of any Hellenic

remains.

It seems however to have been an important Byzantine site. The

natives informed us that there are traces of an ancient road running east-

ward from Leiphokastro, which lies on a narrow strip of flattish land

between the hills and the sea, amongst the hills towards Neochori. This

probably led to a place called Lai near Neochori, close to the eastern

coast of the peninsula. Here there was a large settlement, also purely

Byzantine. There are four churches all in ruins, Hagios Georgios, Hagios

loannes, Hagios Elias, and Pauagia. The latter, of which only the founda-

tions are left, has recently been excavated
; why I do- not know. The plan is

somewhat interesting.
36 The church, which is seventeen metres long, has a

nave and two aisles. There is only one apse at the end of the nave. There is

a narthex with three doors leading into the nave and aisles, and into the

narthex itself there is only one door. At the east end of the southern aisle

is a grave ;
and at the west end of the northern one a cemented basin. In

plan and size this church is much more pretentious than the others. All are

badly built of brick, small stones, and mortar. About an hour to the east is

a small harbour on the coast, and a little Kastro Hagios Demetrios. We
seem to have here a settlement of the later imperial period with a harbour on

each coast. The earliest coins from the site I saw were of Marcus Aurelius.

Third-century coins seem common here, and also Byzantine coins, the latter

unfortunately very illegible. The most distinguishable of them were the

usual types attributed to John Zimisces, and some of Justinian. A little

further north of Hagios Demetrios there is another Byzantine Palae6kastro :

this however I did not visit.

7. Kopa/cgi.
37

Georgiades places this town at Leiphokastro, which is not very probable,
since as we have seen there are no Hellenic remains there. Mezieres puts it

as a district. The scholiast on Apollonius has shewn by the fourth church at Bin bir kiiisse,

no authority : he is only a commentator ; cf. Strzygowski, Kleinasien, p. 58, Fig. 46.

Kretschmann, op. cit. p. 15
; Mezieres, p. 173 ;

w
Scylax, loc. cit. ; Stephanos, s.n. Kop6irrj ;

Bursian, p. 102. Me'zieres, p. 178 ; Bursian, p. 101 ; Georgiades,
85

Mezieres, p. 177 ; Georgiades, p. 112. p. 114.
88 For the plan compare the Basilica type
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at a place some distance north of Leiphokastro called KopatcoTrvpyos or

HaXatoTTvpyos. Here where a ruined square tower stands on a low isolated

hill close to the sea, there are no Hellenic remains, save late graves. This

hill is on the south side of a wide, fertile, well-watered valley. On the north

of the valley at the foot of the hill is an isolated hill called Petrdlona. Near
here were found the two fragments of the famous Apollo Koropaios inscrip-
tion.38 Probably in Scylax we should read KopoTrrj instead of Kopatcai. At
Petralona there is nothing to be seen

;
the hill is terraced, and though big

stones lie all about there are no traces of walls. However, since it is hardly

likely that the big slabs of the inscription could have been taken far, we
must assume KopoTrrj to have lain here.

8. -Methone*9

This town was placed by Mezieres at Lechonia. This as Bursian points
out is unsuitable, since the Lechonia site is necessary for Neleia, which was

also Leake's view. Georgiades follows Bursian's view. Close to Kalanera the

skala of Milies (M^Xeat?) some remains of antiquity have been found, in

particular two busts which were stolen and sold in Smyrna in 1827. An
inscription of the Magnesian confederacy was also found here. Lack of time

prevented me from visiting the site, but I was assured by natives that

nothing is to be seen there. Near Milies itself several inscriptions have been

found, especially of the archaic Thessalian type.

9.

This town, as shewn above, must have lain to the south of Demetrias.

Close to the modern village Lechonia, which lies at the south end of the fertile

plain of Agria, is a hill called NeySeartVt. Round this hill on the south and

west sides runs a Pelasgian wall. This wall is built of rough blocks of

various sizes with no regard to courses or jointing (Fig. 2). Some of the

blocks are very big : in places the wall is as much as two metres high ;
it now

serves as a terrace wall On top of the hill ordinary black-glazed potsherds
are visible. On a steep hill the east side of a ravine from NeeoTt*t is a

ruined Byzantine castle. At Neleia we must place the seat of the worship
of Aphrodite Neleia which we know of from an inscription.

41 To judge by

Ath. MiUh. 1882, p. 69 seqq. = D\tton- Ath. Mitth. 1890, p. 303, No. 12. Per-

berger, SylL- 790. haps we should read iv rif itp<? TTJJ 'A.<f>po-
**

Iliad, ii. 716; Stephanus, s.n. ; Strabo, 8tr y s ftri\t la s in the Kleitor inscription

ix. 436 ; Pliny, loc. tit. ; Scylax, loc. tit. ; (Ath Mitth. 1881, p. 304 B, 1. 25). Probably

Solinus, ted. Mommsen (1895), c. 8, 7; the coin with the inscription 'A^poSiTTj M*jAfa

Mezieres, pp. 184, 187 ; Bursian, p. 102 ; Geor- published by Imhoof-Blumer and attributed to

giades, p. 116. Magnesia ad Maeaudrum should read 'A<ppo8tTij
40

Strabo, ix. 436 ; Leake, p. 379 ; Mezieres, N^\m and belong to the Maguetes (r. Imhoof-

p. 188 ; Bursian, p. 102 ; Georgiades, p. 118. Bluiner, Monn. Grecqitet, p. 292, 91).
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the character of its wall, Neleia was probably one of the older towns of the

Magnetes.

10. Demetrias, and lolcus.

Fredrich has recently published a full account of Demetrias 42 with a

plan of the site, to which I added a few notes. To this account I have as yet

nothing further to add. lolcus 43 was already even in Strabo's time only a TOTTO?,

and the shore north of Demetrias was called lolcus. Leake identified it with

the hill of Episkope which stands close to the village called Vlachomachala,

or Allemeria, one of the many small villages at the foot of Pelion on the edge

FIG. 2.

of the plain of Volo (Fig. 3). This identification has been adopted by

Mezieres, Bursian, and Georgiades. There seems no reason for rejecting it,

even though no remains of antiquity are now visible on the site.
44 The hill

is crowned by a church also called Episkope. In this church are many
marble blocks, and a fragment of a large Ionic capital. Leake states

however that large squared blocks of stone forming part of a wall once lay

near the bottom of the hill. In the walls of the church are many interesting

Byzantine reliefs. On the north and east walls are reliefs shewing peacocks

42 Ath. Mitlh. 1905, pp. 221-244, PI. IX.
43

Iliad, ii. 712 ; Odyssey, xi. 256 ; Apollo-

dorus, i. 9, 11 ; Pindar, Nem. iv. 88 ;
Hero-

dotus, v. 94; Livy, xliv. 12, 13; Pliny, loc.

cit. ; Scylax, loc. cit. ; Strabo, ix. 436, 438
;

Leake, p. 379 ; Mezieres, p. 160 ; Ussing, op.

cit. p. 97 ; Bursian, p. 103 ; Georgiades, pp.

124, 125.

44 Its distance from Demetrias agrees with

Strabo's estimate of seven stades. In recent

rebuilding operations within the Kastro at Volo,

the only hill on a level and marshy coast, much
bronze age and Mycenaean pottery has been

found. This site was probably the port of

lolcus and Episkope its citadel.

I
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and the double eagle, and another of the Archangel Michael inscribed with

hN name. Over the north door is the inscription :

o Ar)f4TjTptdo<; tcd\itrT ?

Kal KTtjrop TT)<f KK\r)(ria<; IT. t^CpM^?-
45*

In the east end is another largish relief. On the right is a bearded figure in

a long robe on an elaborate throne in profile to the left. In the centre is

the Virgin en face wearing a nimbus : she is clad in a girt chiton with a

Initiation round her shoulders. Christ is on the left crowned with a nimbus

containing a cross and clad in a short chiton
;
he advances to the right.

MiikryiiltM
Ano Vnli. 1'orturia Pelion

Episkope Vl.u-li"iii.u-li.iU

Ki<;. 3. VIEW OF N.W. SIDB or PKLION FROM DBMETRIAS.

The Virgin holds his left wrist with her right hand. Over the figures of

Christ and the Virgin is inscribed :

H MAKPIH MP OY
RT X TICCA

and between them :

A6H
CIC6V

TGA5C
A60N
TIOVMO
NAXOV

1 These letters conceal the date, which is, if one may venture a gueas, 7146, that is 1638 A.D.
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and over the bearded fiure :

cKetic

Part of the~sense of the inscription is quite clear, but the rest, even if copied

correctly, is unintelligible. The prominent position assigned to the Virgin
in this relief is noticeable. And in any case this relief and that of St. Michael

FIG. 4.

are remarkable owing to the great rarity of Byzantine figure sculptures of

sacred subjects.

In a small wayside shrine by a spring close to the Church is a gable-

topped marble slab. It is most wonderfully decorated with a finely carved

pattern of scrolls and circles. I do not know what style of art it represents.

It seems much too good for Byzantine, and is not Greek (Fig. 4).
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11. (hininion.4*

Strabo, who says that this place was a Ka>fj,rj under Pelion against the

gulf, identifies it with the Homeric Ormenion, and thus says it must have

been near Lake Boebeis. Georgiades points out the incorrectness of this

identification. If Orminion were really Ormenion, why should the forces of

FIG. 5.

the latter in Homer be led by Eurypylus rather than by Eumelus or Philoc-

tetes? Ormenion according to Homer was in Northern Thessaly, since it

occurs between the districts of Tricca and Oloosson (Elassona). Strabo says
Orminion was only twenty stades from lolcus. Me"zieres tries to compromise

44
Strtbo, ix. 436, 433, xi. 503, 530 ; cf.

Iliad, ii. 734 ; Leake, p. 433 ; Metres, p. 193 ;

Bnrsian, p. 103 ; Georgiades, p. 127.
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with Strabo's account and places the site at Kaprena. This village is how-

ever much more than twenty stades from lolcus. Kiepert recognizing the

faultiness of this view places Orminion at Dhimini, a village about twenty
stades to the west of Volo, and famous for its tholos tombs and bronze age
and Mycenaean site.

Georgiades suggests that Orminion may have been at Portaria (Fig. 3),

a large village on Pelion two hours above lolcus (Episkope). Here some graves

have been found, and some grave reliefs also. Three of the latter are now in

the Volo Museum. Two of these,
47 of which one shews a man rowing a boat to

the left, and the other shews a woman wearing a long chiton, were once in the

walls of Hagios Nikolaos, and are of late work, not earlier than the second

century A.D. A third relief 48
is earlier and of better style (Fig. 5). The

relief field is bordered by two Corinthian pilasters supporting an architrave

FIG. 6.

carrying a pediment. In the pediment is a rosette, below which two birds

support a garland. In the field there are a girl and a boy standing en face :

she is clad in chiton and himation, and he has only a chlamys over his

shoulders. Her left hand rests on his right shoulder : he holds a bird in his

arms. At his feet is a dog, and by her right side is a birdcage. The girl is

obviously older than the boy. It is a pleasing and naturally rendered subject.
On the architrave is inscribed :

EYnPA[Zl]C////AP!CTOBOYAOC

At the place called d\o>vi where graves have been found there is nothing
to be seen.

Nos. 68, 69. No. 67.
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In th" (lunch of the Uavayia is a late grave relief; and iti

Nikolaos is some Byzantine sculptured decoration. In the now deserted

monastery of St. John the Baptist is a late relief of the
'

funeral feast' type
ami many fragments of Byzantine reliefs. Most interesting is a Christian

relief (Fig. 6) over a spring in the court. It is TOO m. long by '20 m. high.

In the centre is a bearded figure with a nimbus, seated on a throne with

hands upraised. On either side are bearded men standing and reading books

at desks. Beyond them are three other bearded figures seated at a table

eating (?) : one sits at the head and the other two sit at the side. In style the

relief is not bad, and does not appear to be .very late. I cannot find mention

of any similar reliefs, nor have I ever seen anything like it in Greece. It

seems to represent a scene of monastery life
;
one of the novices or junior

monks reads a passage of Scripture to the others while at their evening meal.

On the whole from a consideration of the extant remains, there is no decisive

reason for placing Orminion at Portaria, but it is a possible site.

12. Pagawe.

There is fortunately no doubt about the site of Pagasae. It stood on the

rocky promontory opposite to Demetrias, on the other side of Volo harbour.

Fi(i. 7. (From Photograph by Dr. Freilrich.)

Leake was the first to identify the site, and his view has been accepted by
Mi'zieres, Bursian, and Georgiades. The site divides itself into two parts, the

lower town on the low hills near the seashore round the lighthouse, and the

acropolis on a steep and rocky hill inland to the north-west whose eastern-

most precipitous face touches the north-western corner of the Volo harbour.

*
Pliny, iv. 8, 15 ; Pomponius Mela, ii. 3, lonius Rhodius, i. 403 ; Hyginus, Jslro*. ii.

6 ; Propertius, i. 20, 17 ; Demosthenes, 01. 37 ; Leake, p. 369 ; Ussiug, op: tit. p. 103 ;

i. 11, 13; Diodorus, xvi. 3. 1; Scylax, 64; Bursian, p. 69; Georgiades, p. 149; Dodwell,
Strabo, ix. 436 ; Hesiod, Sent. //</-. 70 ; Apol- Tour through Greece, ii. p. 87.
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All round the lighthouse promontory the circuit of the wall may be

traced. Only the foundations are visible : they are built of square blocks laid

in fairly regular courses. The south-western and north-eastern walls may be

followed across the narrow valley through which passes the Volo-Almyro road.

As one follows the south-western wall where it mounts the low hills to

the west before reaching the steep hill already mentioned, there are portions

of the wall in a fairly good state of preservation. In places it is well over a

metre high. Its construction is fairly archaic : it is built of rough blocks with-

out much care as regards jointing or regular courses (Fig. 7). It shews a kind

of construction midway between true polygonal and regular ashlar masonry.
Further where the wall crosses a narrow saddle between the low hills and the

steep hill, the site of the west gate is clearly visible. The approach is narrow

and enters obliquely between a projecting tower on the right and the wall on

the left. This plan of gate-building is characteristic of Hellenistic fortifica-

Fio. 8. (From Photograph by Dr. Fredrich.)

tion, for example at Pergamum and Demetrias. But from before this gate

and after it the character of the wall changes. It is built with regular courses

of rather small well-squared blocks (Fig. 8). Towers are frequent and rather

square in plan : they are on the average 7'25 metres deep and 9'30 metres long.

The wall is about 2'85 m. thick. The acropolis is at the eastern end of this

rocky hill, where it falls precipitously to the harbour of Volo. The acropolis

is formed as at Demetrias by the splitting of the wall into two branches.

These walls spread out, enclosing a large space on the highest part of the hill,

and then rejoin. Here the use of unbaked brick for the superstructure of the

walls and towers is clearly discernible. It also seems to have been used for

some of the towers in the stretch of wall between the west gate and the

acropolis. We can perhaps distinguish three periods in the wall : (1) Archaic

period, wall below west gate ; (2) Fourth century, wall between west gate and

acropolis ; (3) Late Hellenistic, acropolis and towers to wall between west gate
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ami acropolis. The use of unbaked brick here seems to denote a late period,

us also at Demetrias. The towers clearly are not contemporaneous with

those of Demetrias : at the latter city they usually measure 6*10 in. x 2'40 m.,

here on the contrary 7'25 m. x9'30 m. Pagasae was one of the cities

depopulated to create Demetrias, therefore this acropolis can hardly be early
Hellenistic. It probably dates from the second or first century BC. when

Pagasae became once more prosperous as the port of Pherae. A tower, at

the eastern end of the acropolis where the walls reunite, is built of fine

ashlar masonry (Fig. 9), and still stands to a height of over three metres.

The wall is built in the usual manner elsewhere
; only the facings are

properly constructed with occasional bonding courses to tie them together.
Between the facings there is a packing of earth and stones. Where the

acropolis walls are close together, the wall is only 1*80 2*10 m. thick and

consists of the two facings bonded together, the inner one being less well

Fin. 9. (From Photograph by Dr. Frcdrich.)

built. The course of the wall down the precipitous end of this steep hill

is not to be traced. But it is to be found again crossing the plain when the

Volo-Almyro road passes, to the lighthouse promontory. Here are traces of

a gate, inside which the ruined piers of a late Roman aqueduct are visible,

and also the remains of some late building. At the foot of the rocky hill

close to the shore, where the salt springs supposed to give the city its name
bubble up, is a small flight of steps cut in the rock. They lead to a small

terrace : here are many fragments of marble and pottery. It was possibly

the site of a shrine. By the lighthouse there is a quay whose antiquity

is doubtful. The site of the theatre mentioned by Leake is no longer

distinguishable. According to Georgiades the inscribed stelae now walled up
in the church of Hagios Nikolaos at Volo were found somewhere in the eastern

part of Pagasae. It is to be hoped that the site of Pagasae will some time

soon be properly planned and described.

II.S Vol.. XXVI. M
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13.Glaphyrae.
M

About two hours north of Volo, amongst the hills separating the plain of

Volo from lake Boebeis, is the village of Kaprena. On a peak, a little north

of the village 'and falling steeply to the lake, is the enceinte of some ancient

city, surrounding the church of Prophetes Elias. The hill is oval in shape
and all round it runs a wall more or less well preserved. It is in places as

much as 3'15 rn. high, and T20 m.-T50 m. thick. In style it may be called

polygonal : the blocks are roughly worked according to their natural shapes
and packed together. But as the local stone splits naturally into slabs,

slabs are commoner than blocks in the wall (Fig. 10). Red potsherds are

FIG. 10.

common on the site, but black-glazed sherds rare. In a field on the west

some graves have been found. At Kanalia I was shewn a terracotta from

this site. It is a male head '08 m. high, hollow moulded. The hair is

arranged in one row of tight, formal curls over the forehead. The nose and

mouth are firm and strong ;
the face narrow and the eyes placed obliquely.

It seemed good early fifth century work. There are also in the Demarcheion

in the same village two inscriptions from Kaprena.

(1) Grave stele : plain pilasters and gable : '77 in. x '58 m.

On architrave, good lettering :

SAIAPOS E(?)inOY HPHZ =

80
Iliad, ii. 712 ; Stej-hanus, s.n. ; Leakc, Georgiades, \t.

129.

p. 432 ; Meziferes, p. 193 ; Bursian, p. 103 ;
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Below in field, rough lettering :

AYCIMAXAMAPKOY
HPCOCXPHCTHXePe
MAPKOCAlCXPONNOC

This stele was clearly used twice over.

(2) Pointed gable top, *95 m. x '24 m. Letters '02 m. high : good period.

EPMHNEYIA
MENOSAIONY
ZnTHNAE
ANE0HKE

AIPAPMEN[IZ]?

l[<]OZKAINl[K]
ANAPOZ

Leake identifies this site at Kaprena with Glaphyrae, a city whose

inhabitants occur in the Homeric Catalogue with those of Boebe under the

command of Eumelus. Mdzieres wished to call it Ormenion. Bursiau and

Georgiades both accept. Leake's identification, which is the most probable.

14.

From Kaprena a steep path leads down a difficult ravine, in which there

are to be found traces of a rock-cut road, to the shores of the lake. A little

over an hour from Kaprena and more than half-way to Kanalia (Boebe)
stands the church of Hagios Nikolaos. This, as stated by'Leake, is all that is

left of the village of Karla which gave the lake its modern name. In this

church are many architectural fragments. The altar is an Attic-Ionic column

base '68 m. square and T20 m. in circumference. The walls contain many
squared blocks of poros and of marble. There are also two column drums with

twenty flutes and *52 m. in diameter. In all probability a temple once stood

on this spot. Near the village of Kanalia the centre of the modern deme of

Boebe, there are three Palaiokastra. The northernmost is a very small hill

surmounted by remains of some late fort built of small rough stones and

mortar. The second a little further to the south is steeper and its crest is

surrounded by a 'Pelasgian' wall of rough stones loosely packed together

(Fig. 11). It is now not more than a metre high : it resembles a little the

wall of Glaphyrae. At the foot of this hill to the north is a very good spring.

81
Iliad, ii. 712; Strabo, ix. 436; Herod- 2. 11 ; Leake, p. 428; Mczieres, p. 197; Bur-

otus, vii. 129; Euripides, Ale. 590; Pindar, sian, p. 63; Georgiades, pp. 129 stqq.

Pyth. iii. 34 ; Lucun, vii. 176 ; Propertius, ii.

M 2
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Near this spring is the monastery of Hagios Athanasios where Leake says

he saw large masses of stone. There are some squared blocks here now, and

lute column drums. Leake also saw quadrangular blocks of stone on the

second Palaiokastro which apparently no longer exist, and at the back of it

graves built of slabs. The third Palaiokastro is a low hill, lying a little

further south. This is covered with traces of mortar and tiles, and does not

seem to have been an Hellenic site. At its foot to the west was the peculiar

building described fully by Leake: this as stated by Georgiades has since

been destroyed by treasure seekers. If Leake was right in stating that ' a

small quantity of cement mixed with broken tiles has been employed in this

FIG 11.

masonry,' it canuot have been Hellenic. In the vineyards below this third

Palaiokastro, slab-built graves are often found. Over two of these the

following inscriptions have been recently found :

(1) Stele, stone, '72 m. x '41 m. : reads downwards.

TENNAIA

Good fifth century lettering. The name occurs in an inscription in

Volo Museum, No. 7, Tevvaia
\ Tet/u,a|ei/ou | Sijfiat'a. Letters are '06 m.

high.

(2) Stele : rough slab : broken at top : reads downwards : '85 m. x '30 in.
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Letters '07 in. high. Dr. \Vilhclm suggests that this inscription should

!. i. Micil as follows :

[EVAAMOTOAEZAjMAKEKAES
[ETAIHVIOSEVjANTA

From one of these graves I was shewn the bows of two bronze fibulae

n."> in. and -07 in. long. They are of a rather unusual type, being made of

a solid rod ornamented with circular bosses and sharp ridges. For their type

compare the geometric fibula from Thebes figured by Ridgeway.
53 We may

thus perhaps say that this type of fibula was still being used in Thessaly in

the sixth century.

Kaualia, which lies just at the foot of the northern Palaiokastro, between

the hills and the lake, is quite a modern village dependent on the lake

fishery which is strictly preserved and managed by a company. Carp is the

principal fish.

A tedious climb of an hour to a place called 6 ret^o? on the steep hills

above the village, brought us to a cliff'. Thus we found our informant was

justified in stating that 6 rei^o? was so well built that it resembled living

rock.

ALAN J. B. WACE.

APPENDIX.

The Imperial Coinage of the Magnetes.

During my journey down the Magnesian peninsula I saw many coins.

Amongst those I obtained myself are two imperial coins of the Magnetes of

Severus Alexander and Gallienus. Amongst my notes I find mention of

several others. The information as to the provenauce being certain, -ve are

enabled to attribute to the Magnetes a series of bronze coins hitherto classed

under Magnesia ad Maeandrum. The reverse types shew a centaur, the

Argo, or a deity identifiable from the legend as Zeus Akraios who as we
know was worshipped on the summit of Pelion.54 The catalogue of known

types and varieties is as follows:

1. Augustus (?): beardless head tor.; dot border ;
. . . CCEBACT.

Rev. centaur to r.

[Athens, Magnetes.] Fig. 12, 3.

"The name EC8nM* is of course arbitrary, Solmsen, Rhein. Aftis. Iviii. p. 611 (hi*i($s).

n>oK\i8as would suit as well : for the type of For Ewfira cf. EvarrKas, I'ausanias, x. 9. 10.

the inscription and the name compare Kaihel,
M

Early Aye of Greece, p. 566, Fig. 119.

182 = 7.0. ix. 1, 521 ; Solmsen, Rhein. Mtu. Dicaearchus apud F.H.G. ii. 262; Ath.

lix. p. 495 ; and also Ath. Mitth. 1896, p. 248 ; Mitlh. 1882, p. 69 stqq. ; ibid. 1882, p. 335, 3 ;

K.TH, Inscr. Thts?. Antiquing. Still, p. 6; ibid. 1889, p. 53 = 5. C.H. 1889, p. '271.
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2. Nero: head to r., laur.; dot border
;
C6BAC TOC.

Rev. centaur to r., r. hand outstretched, 1. holds branch on

shoulder; MAT NH, beneath M (?).

[Brit. Museum, Magnetes.
55

] Fig. 12, 4.

3. Marcus Aurelius : head to r., laur.
; AVTMAVP[ANTnNl]NOC.

Rev Aphrodite clad in chiton standing to r., r. hand holds sceptre, 1. a

pomegranate; behindher Eros to r.;NCOTHN 1AM A 1 9AHNOS4) A.

Imhoof-Blumcr reads MHA6IA : this I think should be NHA8IA.

Aphrodite Neleia was a goddess of the Magnetes, and the

reverse legend agrees in type with the other coins reading

MATNHTWNAKPAIOC, etc.
553

[Berlin, Magnesia ad Maeandrum.]

4. Septimius Severus : head to r., dot border
;
C6 . . . HPOC.

Rev. Zeus Akraios nude standing three-quarter profile to left,

5
Wroth, Num. Chron. 1900, p. 8, PI. II. 1. 91 ; for Aphrodite Neleia, cf. Atii. Mitth. 1890,

"
Inihoot-Blumer, Afonn. .jGrccqucs, p. 292, p. 303, 12, v. above, p. 153.
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r. hand liolds sceptre, 1. a thunderbolt; MATNHTtUN
AKPAIOC.

[Athens, Magnetes.] Fig. 12, 5.

5. Geta: head to r.; HOY AO C6|TTT fETAC.
Rev. same type and inscription as 4.

[Imhoof-Blumer, Magnesia ad Maeandrum.67
]

6. Severus Alexander: head to r., dot border
;

. . . P AAEZANAPOC.
/,'M-. Argo with rowers tol.;...HTCJNAP... Fig. 12, 6.

[Brit. Mus. Magnesia ad Maeandruni, 66
;
A. J. B. W.]

7. Severus Alexander: head to r., dot border
;

. . . AAEZANAPOC.
Rev. same type and inscription as 4.

[Seen at Argelaste by A. J B. W.]

8. Maximinus: head to r., laur., TAIOYAKS MAZIMEINOC.
Rev. same type (apparently) as 6

;
MATNHTGJN APTO).

[Mionnet, Suppl. vi. p. 249, 1095, Magnesia ad Maeandrum.]

9. Gordianus Pius : head to r,, laur.
;
MA AN COPAIANOC.

Rev. same type and inscription as 8 : in field B.

[Mionnet,
58

Siqypl. vi. p. 253, 1122, Magnesia ad Maeandrum.]

10. Trebouianus Gallus : bust to r., laur.; TPEB TAAAOC.
Rev. same type and inscription as 8.

[Brit. Mus. Magnesia ad Maeandrum, 103.] Fig. 12, 7.

11. Gallienus: head to r.
;

. . . OYB TAAA .....
Rev. Argo with rowers to r.

; [MArNHJTWN AfPTO)].

[A. J. B. W. ; Mionnet, Suppl. vi. p. 250, 1141, Magnesia ad

M;ieandrum.] Fig. 12, 8.

Those of these coins that I have seen all correspond in style and fabric,

and therefore with the new evidence as regards provenance their reattribu-

tion to the Magnetes seems certain. To the list of the autonomous coins of

the Magnetes I would add the following :

A. Bearded head to r., dot border; MArN|HTWN.
Rev. Asclepius enthroned to r., r. hand holds sceptre, 1. a snake.

[Athens, Magnetes ;
Brit. Mus. Magnetes ;

A. J. B. W.]

Fig. 12, 2.

B. Similar head to r.

Rev. Asclepius enthroned as on A ;
MATNH . . .

;
star counter-

mark.

[Brit. Mus. Magnetes.] Fig. 12, 1.

sr
Imhoof-Blumer, 6 p. mfdnille avail tte autre/ois attribute d la Mag-

1:20, 312 (Abhand. nay. Aknd. 1888-1890, n&ie dc Thessalie ; tile eft ici a sa veritable

p. 644).

Mionnct remarks on this coin, cette
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Of these two B is of better style than A, but both are of bad style.

They cannot be earlier than the first century before Christ. My notes also

contain mention of the following two types as seen in the peninsula : they

are probably of the same date.

C. Male figure in boat, illegible inscription.

Rev. centaur; MATNHTCON

D. Apollo (?) head.

Rev. satyr with torch
;
MA T N H T CO N .

Since this was first written Dr. Imhoof-Blumer informs me that another

specimen in the Lobbecke collection of No. 3 of the list above has been

published. It is inscribed on the obverse AYKMAYKOMANTWNINOC,
and on the reverse NCOTHN~IAMAI9AHNO<l(j>A.

: '9 This shews that the

coin is of Commodus and not Marcus Aurelius. Also it confirms my opinion
that N;\eta and not M^Xa'a should be read, thus making it certain that the

coin belongs to the Magnetes and not to Magnesia ad Maeandrum.

A. J. B. W.

89
Lobbecke, Z.f. N. xii. p. 319, PI. XIII. 6 p. 119; I am also informed that Mr. Talbot

(Lobbecke reads MrjA./a, but in the plate NriAeia Ready had not long since a coin in good con-

is quite clear); Imhoof-Blunier, Griech. Munzen, dition with a similar reverse inscription.



THE ATALANTA OF TEGEA.

THE scanty remains of the pediments of the temple of Athena Alea

at Tegea were for many years the basis of all constructive criticism of

the style of Scopas ;
their attribution to him has met with such universal

acceptance that I need not here discuss it
;

in view especially of their

extraordinary vigour arid originality it seems to me indisputable. The news

that the excavation on the site of the temple was to be continued by
M. Mendel, of the French School at Athens, was therefore received with the

greatest interest, and his publication of his results fully justifies these

anticipations. I wish to acknowledge the courtesy with which M. Holleaux,
the Director of the French School at Athens, has allowed me to reproduce the

illustrations from the Bulletin dc Corrc.*pon<lance HclUnique ;
for the use I have

made of them in the case of the Atalanta I must accept the responsibility.
1 It

is not, however, possible, from the publication alone, to appreciate all the

evidence that has to be taken into account. I had an opportunity, in April

1904, of studying carefully the statues in the local museum at Tegea, in

company with Mr. D. L. Richmond, of King's College, Cambridge. I think it

will conduce to clearness if I say at once that a study of the originals enabled

us to make two observations which offer new data for artistic criticism :

firstly, that the torso identified by M. Mendel as the torso of Atalanta from

the E. pediment is in Parian marble, not in the local Doliana marl'e, like

the rest of the pedimental figures ;
and secondly, that the head in Parian

marble, which M. Mendel suggested nii_jlit perhaps belong to a statue by

Scopas placed within the temple, almost certainly belongs to this t>i-"

of Atalanta. I have not made public these observations at an earlier

date, partly because I believe we were not the first to make them
; they

would, indeed, be likely to occur to any visitor to Tegea; but, so far as

I know, they have not yet been published and discussed. The lapse of

1 In tin- remit edition of my Handbook f>f the figure appear too large in proportion to the

Greek Sculpture, Fig. 140, I have joined the upper paits. I havr tried to remedy this

head and body together to scale, using the defect in the accompanying illustration, pre-

photographic plates in the Bulletin dc Con: pared for me by Mr. Ander.MMi. by sloping the

Hell, xxv, iv and vi. Hut the original photo- lower part of the photograph reproduced away

graph was evidently taken with the torso from the lens at a similar an.

sloping backward, and so the lower parts of
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time has also given an opportunity for weighing more carefully evidence

which seems at variance with much that we have before learnt about Scopas.

Before considering this question of the Atalanta in more detail a brief

recapitulation 'of the rest of our evidence as to Scopas at Tegea may
seem desirable.

,
THE ATALANTA OF TEGEA.

We are told by Pausanias that the temple of Athena Alea at Tegea was

by far the finest in the Peloponnese. Within it had Ionic columns, and the

external order was Doric
;
there were also Corinthian columns in the inner

row at front and back. Tt was rebuilt after its destruction by fire in 395 B.C.

Scopas was the architect; the front pediment contained the hunt of the

Calydonian boar. This pediment is described by Pausanias with sufficient
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detail to give us some notion of its composition. In the centre was the

boar, facing to the left, attacked by the three leading hunters, Atalanta,

Meleager, and Theseus
;
on either side of this central group was a half-fallen

figure supported by a comrade, tin- wminded Ancaeus, and Telamon, who had

stumbled, supported by Peleus; beyond these were the Dioscuri, one on each

side, and behind them three other heroes
;
we cannot tell how the angles of

the pediment were filled. On the back pediment was the fight between

Achilles and Telephus on the plain of the Caicus, but Pausanias unfortun-

ately tells us nothing of its composition. Within the temple there were

statues of Pentelic marble by Scopas, set up beside the statue of Athena, on

one side Asclepius, on the other Hygieia.

Fragments of sculpture belonging to the pediments of the temple have

been known for some time
;
the more important of them, which are now in

the National Museum at Athens, are two heads of heroes, one bare and one

helmeted and the head of a boar. The recent excavations by M. Mendel

have led to the discovery of more fragments from the pediments, some of

them of a most interesting character. Two more heads, one of them bare, and

one of them covered with a lion's scalp, some dogs' heads, and various frag-

ments of limbs, are of the same material as the fragments previously dis-

covered marble from Doliana near Tegea, which, unfortunately, has little

power of resisting exposure to weather and damp. Consequently all are in a

poor state of preservation. The most important of the new discoveries is a

female torso in Amazonian dress, which can hardly belong to any other figure

than Atalanta, and a head which almost certainly belongs to this torso.2

Both head and torso are of Parian marble, and one arm and a foot of the same

material doubtless belong also to this figure. Though the Parian marble

has resisted the decomposing force of the damp ground in which it was

buried better than the Dolianii marble, and so has preserved its form almost

intact, the surface has been almost entirely corroded, so that the effect of the

final polish of the surface is lost. In spite of this the head retains a

wonderful amount of vigour and freshness of effect, and great individuality

of character, and deserves to be ranked, even apart from the circumstances

of its discovery, among the finest fourth-century heads that we possess.

The difference of material naturally gives rise to the question whether the

Parian marble figure belongs to one of the pediments of the temple, and, if

so, whether it belongs to the same pediment as the other figures in inferior

local marble.

The appropriateness of this Amazonian torso for the huntress Atalanta

has already been noticed
;
and the absence of finish at the back goes to prove

that it was a pediment ;il figure. M. Mendel, who conducted the excavations

and published the sculptures that were found in them, had no doubt that it

-
I -tatc tln^ opinion after a careful study of continued on the upper. The head, when

the originals in tlie Museum at 'IV-^ea. The placed in its proper position on the torso, has

1'ractuirs <!<> nt exactly lit
; but the line ot a u most harmonious elFect ;

scale and material

cut appau-ntly a blow from some >li;u
[.
iustru- alone suffice to make the connexion probable.

t- -appears ou the lower surface and is
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belonged to the same group as the other figures; and it is not difficult to

find a reason for the use of Parian marble in the case of Atalanta. She was
the only female figure in the two pediments, so far as we can judge from the

description of Pausanias, and in order to render with due effect the colour

and texture of her skin on face, arms, and legs, the sculptor may well have

chosen to substitute, in the case of this one figure, Parian marble for Dolianii,

The other figures, being male, were very probably coloured all over. In fact

the case is almost analogous to the marble insertions in the later metopes
of Selinus, which are also used only in the case of female figures ;

the main

difference is that in that case only the nude parts of female figures face

and arms and feet are made of marble, the rest being of the same local

material that sufficed for the male figures. The inferior material at Selinus

is, indeed, not marble at all, but limestone; but we have an excellent example
of the use of a superior and an inferior marble, under somewhat similar

conditions, in the Demeter of Ciiidus
;
there the local marble is considered

good enough for the draped body of the statue
;
but Parian marble is used for

the head, and to it is due, in no small degree, the extraordinary beauty of the

effect
;

and it is worth noticing, especially in this connexion, that the

charioteer frieze of the Mausoleum the part of the sculpture by general
consent associated with Scopas is in Parian marble, and owes something of

its beauty to that material, while the rest of the sculpture and architecture

is in inferior local marbles. There is, therefore, nothing impossible or even

improbable in the use of Parian marble for the only female figure in a pedi-
ment of which the rest was made of local marble

;
the scale and subject are

suitable
;
the only question that remains is that of style, and this must now

be considered.

It will be best to take the male heads first, partly because two of them
have long been familiar, and are generally recognized as the typical examples
of the work of Scopas, partly because their attribution to the pediments can-

not be doubted. All of them alike are characterized by an intensity of expres-
sion such as is hardly to be found in any other heads that have survived from

ancient times. The subjects of the two pediments, the hunt of the Calydonian
boar and the battle of Achilles and Telephtis, supplied the artist with themes

which enabled him to represent all the heroes in the excitement of action

and of danger; and he has used the opportunity to the full. Of the two

heads that have been known for some time, one is that of a helmeted warrior

with his gaze directed upwards not that he is looking up at an antagonist
on a higher level, but that his body was evidently leaning forward, and his

head consequently bent back, as is shown by the strained muscles of the neck.

The intensity of the expression is, however, enhanced by this position of the

head; the eyes are set very deep in their sockets, and heavily overshadowed,

at their inner corners, by the strong projection of the brow, which does not,

however, as in some later examples of a similar intention on the part of the

artist, meet the line of the nose at an acute angle, but arches away from it in

a bold curve. At the outer corners the eyes are also heavily overshadowed,

here by a projecting mass of flesh or muscle which overhangs and actually
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hiil.-s in part the upper eyelid. The eyes are very wide-open with a

dilation which comes from fixing the eyes upon a distant object and there-

fore suggest the far-away look iMoeiated with a passionate nature. A
similar impression is conveyed by the dilated nostril and the half-open mouth,

the teeth clearly showing between the parted lips. The whole structure of

the head is also suitable to the character pourtrayed ;
it is of a broad and

massive type, and seems to imply that Scopas followed the traditions of

Peloponnesian rather than of Attic art. This general description will apply
almost equally well to the rest of the male heads from the Tegean pediments.
It is true that the other head in Athens, the unhelmcted one, has not the

same upward direction of the gaze, nor the same strain on the muscles of the

neck, caused by the fact that the figure is bent forward
;
but it has in a still

higher degree the earnest intensity of expression ;
and this expression is

obtained by a similar treatment of the eyes and the surrounding muscles, and

is associated with a similar physical type. The same may be said of the

recently discovered head of Heracles now at Tegea. This head is characterised

by a lion's scalp worn as a helmet, the face of the hero fitting into the open

jaws of the beast
;
the teeth are seen above his forehead, and the mane, finely

worked, on the back of his head. Though the face is badly damaged, it is

still possible to appreciate, both in full face and in profile, the passionate

expression of the deep-set eyes, and to notice the means by which that

expression is again rendered. The other newly found male head, which is

also in poor preservation, and is somewhat sketchily finished, is similar in

character to the rest.

But the interest of the new discoveries centres in the head and torso in

Parian marble, which, as we have seen, probably belong to each other, and are

to be assigned to the Atalanta of the pediment. She is clad in a chiton which

is fastened upon the left shoulder only, leaving the right breast bare. The

folds of its drapery are indicated with a flow and vigour which at first siulit

suggest a comparison with the Attic work of the latter part of the fifth

century, and the work under the same influence which we find at Epidaurus
and elsewhere in the early part of the fourth century. But a closer

examination reveals features which rather recall the characteristics of

Hellenistic art, in the restlessness of detail, and the minute touches of

realism
;
this is especially noticeable in the folds just beneath the girdle,

which are-like those in the torso of Apollo Citharredus from the Mausoleum.

another work of the School of Scopas. Such an anticipation of the character-

istics of a later age is fully in accord with the style of the male heads

from the Tegean pediments ; but, when we come to consider the head which,

as we have seen reason to believe, almost certainly belongs to this figure

of Atalanta, we are at once confronted with a remarkable difference. The

expression is, indeed, no less full of life and vigour than in the male

ln.uls, and the execution excels theirs in freshness and delicacy. But we can

find in the Atalanta nothing of that passionate intensity of .gaze which

distinguishes the male heads of Tegea beyond all others that have survived

from ancient times. The eyes are not set in deep below the brow, nor
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have they the wide-open, dilated pupils that we have noticed in the

other heads by Scopas ;
instead of this they are rather long and narrow, and

symmetrical in shape. Nor are they overhung at the outer sides by a heavy
mass of flesh. This, perhaps, in a youthful female head was hardly to

be expected. But, instead of it, we notice a curious characteristic which

is not dissimilar in character; this is a clearly marked, though delicately

rounded, roll of flesh between the brow and the upper eyelid, which is

continued right round above the inner corner of the eye, to join the swelling

at the side of the nose, which itself passes on into the cheek. I do

not know any head in which this curious characteristic is so clearly indicated,

but several of the heads usually regarded as either attributable to Scopas
himself or shewing his influence shew it in some degree ;

3 and it can be traced

back, in a rudimentary form, to the heads often associated with Cresilas.4

Though the lower part of the face has a longer, more Attic oval than

the male heads, we can still see, in the distended nostril and half-open lips,

a temperament akin to those of the warriors, though less violent and

unrestrained ;
the general form and character of the face reminds us of

the Artemis from the great Lycosura group by Damophon.
We need, then, feel no insuperable objection to attributing this figure of

Atalanta also to Scopas ;
but the contrast in expression between Atalanta

and the heroes who surround her in the hunt certainly calls for some explana-

tion. The contrast between the calm of Apollo and the excitement of the

Lapiths who join in the combat on the Olympian pediment suggests itself

as an analogy ;
but there is no reason to suppose that Atalanta was present

only as a spectator ;
the action of her torso certainly belies it

;
nor have we

any grounds for doubting the identification as given us by Pausanias,
5 and

supposing the figure to be a goddess say Artemis. It seems more probable

that the explanation may be found partly in the sex and the youthfulness

of the maiden huntress
;
and even in the fourth century there may still

have remained a half conscious tradition that Atalanta was no mere heroine

but originally a goddess herself. She should not, then, show the stress and

passion of combat that have left their trace on the faces of the heroes. For

the contrast between calm and passion in the faces of those engaged in the

same contest we may compare also the Lapiths and Centaurs of the

Parthenon metopes ;
there it distinguishes the human from the bestial

combatants ; here, perhaps, the heroine goddess from her human companions.

We must remember also that this extreme of expression was a new experi-

ment, and that Scopas might not improbably have shrunk from applying

it to female heads as well as to male heads at once, in this early piece of his

work. Later we see something of the same tendency in his female heads also,

though never in so extreme a form. For an analogous contrast between the

3
E.g. The Apollo from the Mausoleum, Brit. Museum, and the Nelson Athlete, J.H.S. xviii.

Mus. Catalogue, vol. 2, PI. XX. 2. J.H.S. PI. XI.

xxiii. p. 122. We may also see it in the Demeter 6 Some support may be gained for this sng-

of Cnidus. gestion by quoting Pausanias' similar mistake

4
E.g. The Head of Pericles- in the British at Olympia, when he took Apollo for Pirithous.
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male and female types used by the same artist, we need go no further than

to Praxiteles. There is hardly more contrast between the Heracles and the

Atalantu of Tegea, than between the Hermes of Olympia and the Aphrodite
of Cnidus.

Among female heads that have been associated with Scopas, and that

therefore offer themselves here for comparison, is the well-known head from

the S. of the Acropolis at Athens
; though this has certain points of resem-

blance with the Atalanta, it also shows points of difference
;

it is broader and

more mature in type. But as its association with Scopas is purely upon

grounds of style, it does not afford a very safe criterion for accepting or

rejecting such association in a case where the external evidence is strong. It is

otherwise with the copy of the maenad of Scopas published by Prof. Treu in

the Melanges Ferret.1 Here the head is similar in character to the male heads

from Tegea, and so far tells against an attribution to Scopas of the head of

the Atalanta
;
but we may well imagine that he may later have applied to

his treatment of a female head, in the ecstasy of passion, the same devices

which he had restricted to the male heads at Tegea, but had refrained from

using for his maiden heroine. On the other hand, the drapery of the maenad
in its realistic touches, especially in the folds beneath the girdle, reminds us

strongly of the Tegean Atalanta.

If the conclusion here laid down be accepted, we shall have a new criterion

to apply to the identification of works to be associated with Scopas or to be

regarded as showing his influence. We have already noted the resemblance

to the Atalanta of the head of Artemis from Lycosura, and the consequent
confirmation of the fourth century date of Damophon. But it would lead us

too far afield if we were to pursue this investigation at present.
The more we study the character of the art of Scopas, the wider and

deeper we find his influence to have been, and it can hardly be doubted that

new data for comparison will lead to this influence being traced into new
channels and recognized in new developments.

ERNEST GARDNER.

E. A. Gardiier, Handbook of Sculpture,
7

Fig. V. pp. 31 7 sqq.

Fig. 101.



THE PYRAMID OF MOERIS.

IN my paper on ' the Two Labyrinths
'

(J.H.S. xxv. p. 320) I have

throughout spoken of the Pyramid of Hawara, in front of which the Egyptian

Labyrinth was. erected, as the pyramid of Arnenemhat III (Lamaris or

Moeris) and have described it as his tomb. Now the southern brick pyramid
of Dashur, excavated by MM. de Morgan and Legrain some years ago, also

belonged to Amenemhat III, and is claimed by its excavators as the tomb of

the king, the old identification, adopted by Lepsius and Petrie, of the

Hawara pyramid as his tomb, being considered to be erroneous. As this fact

was not mentioned in my former paper I add a short postscript on the

subject.

M. de Morgan forgot that many Egyptian kings were provided with two

tombs, one of which was a secondary sepulchre built in another part of the

country from his real tomb either in order to delude would-be tomb-robbers

or as a memorial in some specially sacred place, such as Abydos. Aha, perhaps
the earliest King of Egypt, had two tombs, one at Abydos, the other at Nakiida.

Tjeser Khetneter, of the Illrd Dynasty, also had two tombs, one (the Step

Pyramid) at Sakljara, the necropolis of Memphis, the other a great mastdba at

Bet Khallaf, not far north at Abydos.
1 Seneferu the last king of the same

dynasty, had two great stone pyramids, one at Medum, the other at Dashur,

both of which are still among the most important ancient monuments of

Egypt. Usertsen (Senusret) III (Lachares), the predecessor of Amenemhat III,

had, like the latter, a pyramid in the Memphite necropolis (the Northern brick

pyramid of Dashur), and also a rock-cut lab or gallery-tomb in the southern

cliffs of Abydos, excavated by Mesrs Weigall and Currelly. Aahmes I had a

curious and roughly-excavated secondary tomb at Abydos, and without doubt

a gallery-tomb in the Dra' Abu '1-Negga at Thebes. Queen Teta-shera, the

grandmother of Aahmes, had her real tomb in the Dra 1 Abu '1-Negga, and a

mock-tomb (a pyramid) built as a memorial to her by Aahmes at Abydos.
All the Abydene tombs were probably mere memorials '

in the sacred land
'

of Osiris and the reason why no trace of the burials of Aahmes or Usertsen

III have been found in the tombs at Abydos is, perhaps, because they

were never buried there, their real tombs being in the Dra' Abu '1-Negga

(whence the body of Aahmes was removed to the Deir el-Bahari pit and

1 Fouillcs d Dahshour, 1894-5 (Vienna, 1903), p. 106.
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thence to Bulak Museum in 1881) and at Dashur.2 In the same way
Amenemhat III had two tombs, the pyramid of Hawara and the southern

brick pyramid of Dashur. If his predecessor's real tomb was the northern

brick pyramid, it might be supposed that the Dashur tomb is the real burial-

place of King Moeris, the Hawara pyramid being a monument put up in the

sacred Lake-land of the Fayyum which owed so much to the king and to

whose crocodile-god he was so devoted, just as other kings had secondary
tombs in the holy land of Osiris at Abydos. This may be, though there

seems to be no particular reason why the reverse should not be the correct

explanation. We simply do not know. In any case M. de Morgan was right

in saying that the southern brick pyramid of Dashur belonged to Amenem-
hat III but was wrong in saying that the Hawara pyramid did not. Both it

and the Labyrinth adjoining were built by him. Whether king Moeris was

actually buried at Hawara or at Dashur, later generations regarded the

pyramid adjoining the Labyrinth as his actual tomb, and as such I treated it

in my paper on ' the Two Labyrinths.'
H. R. HALL.

2 It might be objected that the great sarco-

phagus in the Usertsen tomb would hardly have

been dragged down to such a depth had it not

been originally intended that the royal body
should rest in it, and that a mere memorial

tomb at Abydos would hardly have been carried

out with lull realistic detail, everything being
there except the body itself. I do not know,

however, that this is impossible, given the

idea of making a secondary tomb at all. The

two pyramids of Amenemhat III at Dashur

and Hawara are equally elaborately built,

though one of them was not the actual resting-

place of the king. It iias occurred to me that

perhaps the royal tombs of the First and Second

Dynasties at Umin el-Ga'ab in the necropolis of

Abydos may not be in reality the actual tombs of

the early kings at all, but simply secondary
tombs built as memorials in the holy land of

Osiris, the actual sepulchres being elsewhere ;

Aha certainly had two tombs, one at Umni el-

Ga'ab, the other at Xakada, and it maybe that

the latter was his real tomb. Now these early

secondary (?) tombs were furnished as com-

pletely as if the kings had actually b^cn buried

in them. The mock or imitation tombs, as the

pyramid of Teta-shera, were more or less care-

lessly made of rubble, like the mock pyramid of

Mentuhetep at Deir el-Bahari. They are not

secondary tombs, properly speaking.

H.8. -vol. \\vj.



INSCRIPTIONS FROM ASTYPALAEA.

1. FOUND in the ground of Michael Palatianos at Martezana
;
now in

a lime-store at Peragialos (the local name for the port or Skala) : on the left

side of a piece of marble which served as the lintel of a tomb, carved with a

simple cornice. 1*27 X 0'31 X O17 : letters 0'015 regular and carefully cut,

equal in size except that A and
<J) project beyond the lines.

MHMOinEIN(|>EPEenAEMATHNriEriOTAirAPOTEZnN sic for TAP

MHAE(j>ArEINAPKEI(t>AHNAc|>OSESTITAAE
ElAENEKENMNHMHITlKAinNEBinSAIYNYMEIN

HKPOKONHAIBANOYSAnPA((>EPEZeE(j>IAOI
TOIZMYnoAEZAMENOIZANTAZIATAYTAAlAONTEZ
TAYTENEP^NZriNTftNAOYAENEXOYZINEKPOl

Beneath the lintel, placed so as to be read under the doorway by those

issuing out, i.e. in the reverse of the epitaph, in large letters 0'02o.

KAEYMATPAZ

fiij fioi Treiv (frepeB* wSe pd-r^v' TreVoTat yap or' e

/j.rj&6 (f>ayii>' apicet' <f>\r)va<f>6<; ecrrt rd8e.

1 8' VKV fJLVtjfJ,r)S
Tl KOI S)V /3lCO(Ta CTVV V/J,IV

YI KpoKov fj Xifldvov? Swpa <f>epe(rde, <f>i\ot,

rot? yu,' L7To8e^a/iei/ot5 avrd^ta ravTa SiSovre?'
'

evepw ^wvrwv 8' ovBev e%ovcri vetcpoi.

2. Above a window in the church of MeydXrj Havayia (near the inscr.

given in I.G.I, iii. 211). Large letters, upside down.

KAITHAAMHI

In the inscription I.G I. iii. 168, the reading in line 6 should be

TEIMAZMA reifjLacrfj.a not Te'\ecr/ia.

W. H. D. ROUSE.



THE ROCK-CUT STATUE NEAR MANISSA.

WITH reference to the controversy as to whether the rock-cut figure

known as the Buyuk Tash (or Surat Tash) on Mount Sipylus is to be identi-

fied with the statue of the Mother of the Gods, or the weeping fltone Niobe

which are mentioned by Pausanias, I think the following might be worth

recording.

Mons. M. G. Weber in his Le Sipyhw et Les Monuments (1830, p. 117)
has remarked that the statement of Pausanias (viii. 2.), that it was asserted

that the Niobe wept in Summer, furnishes an argument against the identifi-

cation of the Niobe with the Tash Souret, since in summer there is no water

on that part of the mountain, and even in winter the figure
' ne recjoit que

les eaux immediates de la piuie. II faut decide'ment chercher Niobe dans

1'intdrieur du massif qui cache certainement encore plus d'uii monument

prdhistorique.'

This conclusion was adopted and enlarged upon by Messrs. Perrot and

Chipiez in their History of Art in Sardinia, Judcca, Syria, and Asia Minor

(English translation, ii. 23C), and other writers.

When I visited Manissa last January (1905) and climbed up to the

figure over the frost-bound track, I found that two icicles, each perhaps three

feet long, hung from the brow and chin, giving to the figure a realistic

appearance of
'

being immersed in grief and dissolved in tears.' A few

travellers visit this place in winter, I doubt if this remarkable effect has

been noted.

H. S. COWPER.



NOTICES OF BOOKS.

Bacchylides : the Poems and Fragments. Edited with introduction, notes, and prose

Irans'ation, by SIR RICHARD C. JEBB. Pp. xviii + 524. Three plates. Cambridge:

University Press, 1905. 15s. net.

Sir Richard Jebb's edition of Bacchylides, published only a few weeks before his unexpected
and lamented death, though not so great a monument of interpretative scholarship as his

Sophocles, is yet a characteristic example of his fine and thorough workmanship. The

present notice can only describe its contents, without attempting to criticise. The Intro-

duction, of 146 pages, deals with (i) the life of Bacchylides, (ii) his place in the .history

of Greek lyric poetry, (iii) his characteristics as a poet, (iv) his dialect and grammar, (v)

his metres, and (vi) the papyrus. A seventh chapter gives an exact transcript of the

papyrus in uncial characters. This is followed by introductions to the odes. Then
comes the text of the poems, with full critical and explanatory notes, and a prose
translation en face, the whole occupying 166 pages. The fragments of Bacchylides not

contained in the papyrus are placed next, and the volume concludes with appendices dealing
with certain passages which require longer treatment than could be given in the notes,

and with a vocabulary and index. Three autotype plates contain specimens of the writing
of the papyrus, and some selected portions of it in which special doubt attaches to the

reading. The commentary notices very fully the work of other scholars, and the alterna-

tive readings and interpretations which have at any time been put forward, so that the

student has all the materials for forming his own judgement, in addition to the advantage
of Jebb's guidance. It is satisfactory to know that the volume was in all respects finished

before Sir R. Jebb started on the journey to South Africa which ended so fatally.

Bucolici Graeci : recensuit et emendavit UDALRICUS DE WILAMOWITZ-MOELLENDORKK

[Jcriptorum Classicorum Bibllotheca Oxoniensis]. Pp. xv + 170. Oxford: University

Press, 1906. 3s.

Die Textgeschichte der Griechischen Bukoliker. By the same.

The edition of the poems which pass under the names of Theocritus, Bion, and Moschus,
contributed by Prof. U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff to the Oxford series of classical texts,

involves more novelty of treatment, and is a more important contribution to the criticism

of the authors concerned, than is usually possible in such editions. The common order

of the poems is abandoned (though the old numbers are retained in brackets) ; following

the example of Ahrens, Wilamowitz prints first the poems which he regards as genuine,

substantially in the order in which they stand in the best MS. K (1, 7, 3-6, 8-14, 2, 15,

17, 16, 18, with the addition of 24, 22, 28-30, and 24 epigrams, which are not in K), while

an appendix contains the Epitaphium Bionis, the two poems (Theocr. 25 and Mosch. 4)

contained in MSS. of both the families in which these Addenda are preserved, two (Theocr.
26 and 27) found in MSS. of the n family, eight (Theocr. 20, 21, Mosch. 2 Theocr. l:.
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Biou 1, the In Adonhi Murtmi,,^ Theocr. 23, Bion 2) found in MSS. of the *
family, and the Kuropa of Moschus, which is found separately. To these nre added

tin- fragments of Bion and Moschus, the Technopaeynia, and Latin arguments to all

tin- j)Dems. The arguments for this arrangement, and the textual history of the poems,
are set forth in the (n-riu.m tivati.se which has appeared as a companion to the Oxford

volume ; a brief summary of them is given in the preface to the latter. The textual

apparatus is on the scale usual in this series ;
more extended discussions of some of the

readings will be found in the dissertation.

Qriechische Papyri medizinischen und naturwissenschaftlichen Inhalts. Bearbeitet

von K. KALBFLEISCH und H. SCH&NE. (Berlin* / Klamrikei-te-cte, Heft III.) Pp. 40.

9 Plates. Berlin : Weidmann, 1905.

The third part of the Berlin series of classical texts from Greek papyri includes a number
of medical and literary fragments, as follows: (1) fragments of the pseudo-Hippocratic

epistles, from two -papyri, containing portions of Ep. 3, 4 (shorter form), 5 (both forms),

and 11 ; (2) several fragments of a physiological treatise, dealing with the nerves, by an

unknown writer of later date than Herophilus ; (3) small fragment on the treatment of

constipation ; (4) medical treatise, including an extract from Archibius on the subject of

medical education ; (5) fragment, perhaps on natural history, including a reference to a

commentary of Apollonius Rhodius on Antimachus ; (6) small fragment on medicine,

apparently of the empirical school ; (7) instructions for the preparation of lard ; (8)

and (9) medical receipts. An index of words is appended, and photographs of the

original MSS.

Melanges Nicole : Recueil de memo! res de philologie classique et d'archdologie, offerts

a JULES NICOLE, Professeur a 1'Universite de Geneve, aFoccasion du xxx c anniversaire

de son proftssorat. Pp. 671. Portrait and 20 plates. Geneve : W. Kiindig et fils,

19ii5. Price 30 f.

The handsome volume published in honour of Prof. Jules Nicole contains contributions

from no less than sixty scholars of all countries, including Blass, Cavvadias, Dorpfeld,
Duchesne, Furtwa'ngler, Herwerden, Mahaffy, Maspero, S.^Reinach, Robert, Tyrrell, Vitelli,

and Weil. As is natural in a volume offered to an eminent editor of Greek papyri, many
of the articles publish or comment on papyrus texts : such are the contributions c "' Com-

paretti, Crusius and Gerhard, Gaodspeed, Gnulenwitz, Schubart and Vitelli, Grenfell and

Hunt, Jouguet and Lefebvre, Mahaffy, Mitteis, T. Reinach, Wessely, and Wilcken. Prof.

Naville describes (with a photograph) the Xlth Dynasty temple discovered by himself and
.Mi. Hall at Deir-el-Bahari, unfortunately too soon to be able to mention the remarkable

Hathor-shrine, with the intact statue of the cow-g.^Mess, which has been the sensation of

this season's work. Archaeological articles are contributed by Cagnat, Cavvadias, Dorpfeld

(on cremation and burial in ancient Greece), Furtwa'ngler (a Messapian vase), Lowy, Milliet,

Georges Nicole, Pettier (the Naples bronze of Alexander on horseback), S. Reinach (a

Ganymede of the school of Praxiteles), Tsountas, and Zenghelis. Prof, van Herwerden
makes some additions to his Lesicon (rraecttm auppletorium. The remaining articles are

mostly of a literary character. Two graceful Greek poems, by Tyrrell and Mahaffy, are

prefixed. The contents of such a volume are too varied and extensive to admit of review,

but it is evident that there is material for classical students of all kinds, and that some of

the first scholars and archaeologists of Europe have joined to do honour to their Swiss

colleague.
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A Chapter in the History of Annotation, being Scholia Aristophanica,
Vol. III. By W. G. RUTHERFORD, formerly Head-Master of Westminster. Pp. xi + 494.

London : Macmillan & Co. 25s. net.

The third volume of Dr. Rutherford's edition of the Scholia in the Codex Ravennas of

Aristophanes has an independent title and an independent right to existence as a contri-

bution to the history of scholarship. In substance it is a classification of the scholia under

several heads, according as they relate to textual criticism or interpretation, and according

as the interpretation deals with the manner in which the verses should be spoken, or the

explanation of their form or meaning. Under this last category come the scholia which

interpret the poet's phrases as examples of the various tropes or figures (such as /ra$opu,

TTtptypao-is, aTToa-iami/o-t?, and the like), those which explain unfamiliar words or matters of

fact, and those which pass critical judgement on the poems. Unfortunately these two last

sections form the least part of the scholiasts' industry, and in many cases give nothing
more than can be readily extracted from the text itself. Dr. Rutherford ends with the

meanest possible opinion of the scholia and the scholiasts, but his book is enlivened

and enriched by a series of forcible pictures of the conditions under which they came into

being. He does not attempt to assign known authors to the scholia, regarding them rather

as mere schoolmasters' annotations, but he tries to depict the circumstances under which

they arose, and he scatters hints which have an obvious bearing upon the educational

questions of our own time.

Handbook of Homeric Study. By HENRY BROWNE, S.J., M.A., New College,

Oxford; Professor of Greek at University College, Dublin. Pp. xvi + 333.

22 Plates. London : Longmans. 6s. net.

This is a handbook to the Homeric poems, intended for somewhat advanced students of

the subject. As compared with Sir R. Jebb's well-known Introduction, it deals somewhat

less fully with the literary side of the subject, but much more fully with the archaeological

side, on which so much light has been thrown by recent discoveries. With regard to the

composition of the Iliad, Prof. Browne follows Geddes' views in the main
;
on the ethno-

logical question, he is not disposed to accept Prof. Ridgeway's theories to their full extent.

The value of the book, however, consists less in the actual conclusions at which the author

somewhat tentatively arrives than in his fair and careful statements of the views held by
the leading scholars on the chief points of controversy. M. Victor Board's elucidations

of the Odyssey, Mr. Arthur Evans' discoveries at Knossos, the British School's excavations

at Phylakopi, Prof. Ridgeway's Celto-Achaean theory in short, all the most recent contri-

butions to the literary and archaeological study of the poems are dispassionately stated

and considered ; and, in addition, Prof. Browne has the advantage of using unpublished
materials of Mr. Myres, whose command of the whole field of Homeric and Mycenaean

archaeology it would be hard to rival.

An Introduction to Greek Epigraphy. Part II. The Inscriptions of Attica.

Edited by E. S. ROBERTS and E. A. GARDNER. Cambridge : University Press, 1905.

Pp. xxiv + 601.

This volume, which carries out for Attic inscriptions the plan proposed in its predecessor,

is, it would appear from the preface, not to be followed by others covering the inscriptions

of other parts of Greece. This is to be regretted, because the non-Attic side of history and

archaeology always runs a risk of being neglected. Possibly, however, as the editors hope,

others may be induced to carry on the plan of the book ;
meanwhile we must be content

with what we have. In method, the work is more or less intermediate between those of

Dittenberger and Hicks. The object of Dittenberger's invaluable work seems to be to
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produce not an epigraphiat proper i.e. one who works from the stone but a book-

epigraphist, a scholar who having the extant letters before him can make the most of

tin-in from the historical and philological point of view. The object of Hicks is not to

produce an epigraphist at all, but merely to supply epigraphic illustrations of Greek

history. Messrs. Roberts and Gardner, while they deal within certain limits with all sorts

of inscriptions, do not aim at giving a definitive publication of each inscription, but

merely take it as typical of a class and attempt to make it the foundation of a study of the

others. In a text-book, given a certain modicum of sound matter, arrangement is every thing.
The matter here is of course good and plentiful (we have 410 inscriptions divided into

thirteen classes). There is, however, some lack of clearness in the arrangement : the way in

which the 'Remarks' are scattered about the various sections, instead of being collected

at the beginning of each, is disturbing. As regards the method of printing the inscrip-

tions, a good feature is the disposing of the lines according to the original ; but a some-

what unnecessary complication is introduced by printing restorations in Clarendon type as

well as brackets. A special form should have been adopted for the rough breathing ;
the

plan followed here'to indicate the existence of the sign of the breathing on the original does

not work for words which are printed with a capital initial, such as 'AXucapi/ajo-ijr. And
we can see no reason why </>o- and \<r should not be preserved in the transliteration when
the double letters are so written on the stone. When a book has been twice the iloratian

period of years in preparation for we presume that it was taken in hand after the publica-
tion of Vol. I. and delayed for various reasons it is inevitable that faults of detail should

creep in : we note, for instance, that the debt of the people of Syros (No. 122 113
)
is given

as 4800 drachms, whereas other editors all give 4900 (they may be wrong, but the point
should have been noted) ;

that in No. 359 the words 'Ev Alyinrrta TXVi<op paws are stated

to be part of the later addition to the stone, which does not seem to be the case
;
that in

No. 9T23 the weight of the 'gold tetradrachm' is wrongly said to be too high in proportion
for a gold cast of a silver tetradrachm, whereas it is as nearly as possible right ;

that

(iroifio-avTo is read instead of tnoriaavro in 133 and in the restored passage in 12 2
. These are of

course minutiae, but they are the kind of points in which the epigraphist of the new school

prides himself on being correct. One or two inscriptions are omitted which we should have

liked to see included : such are the commercial treaty with Phaselis(Dittenberger
2
72) ; the

fragment of the confiscation list relating to Alcibiades (which is mentioned in the notes) ;

and the inscription relating to the return of the democrats from Phyle ; the last is also

interesting because it contains the names of professions, which, as the editors note on No.

222, are too rare in Attic epigraphy. It is easy, however, to find fault with a book which

deals with a subject of this kind
;

it would be ungrateful to disguise the fact that as a

summary of the portion of the Corpus relating to Attic inscriptions it will be invaluable

to teachers and students of all degrees.

A Handbook of Greek Sculpture. By E. A. GARDNER. Revised Edition.

Pp.xxxii + 590. London : Macmillan & Co., 1905. 10*.

In the revised edition of Mr. E. A. Gardner's well-known handbook, the former first and

second parts have been combined into a single volume. The changes in the text are

restricted to the insertion or mollification of occasional sentences, a discussion of the most

important discoveries of the last ten years being reserved for an appendix of 35 pages. This

can also be purchased separately, by those who possess the former edition, which, it should

be noted, is greatly to be preferred as far as regards the illustration?.
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Studies in Ancient Furniture. By CAROLINE L. RANSOM. 12 in. x 9 in. Pp. 128 +
30 plates. Chicago : The University Press, 1905. $4.50n.

The sub-title of this work Couches and Beds of the Greeks, Etruscans, and Romans accu-

rately describes its scope and contents. Miss Ransom has made an exhaustive study of

her subject, giving a chronological
'

Survey of Forms,' a discussion on '

Styles,' and a

description of the materials used in making and furnishing the beds ;
she has also added a

glossary of technical terms and very complete bibliography and indices. The volume is

copiously illustrated and should be useful to students, but it may be well to note for their

guidance that the bronze fulcrum ornament figured on Plate XIV. D has been withdrawn

from exhibition by the authorities of the British Museum.

Supplementary Papers of the American School of Classical Studies in

Rome. Vol. i. Pp. viii+ 220. With 18 plates and 76 blocks in text. New York :

Macmillan Company, 1905.

This is the first volume of an occasional publication, which is designed to receive papers of

the American School at Rome, which are deemed unsuitable, for one reason or another, for

the American Journal of Archaeology, the usual organ of the Archaeological Institute of

America.

The volume opens with an elaborate study by Messrs. Pfeifl'er, Van Buren, and

Armstrong, of the brick stamps, found in a short length of the Aurelian Wall at Romer

which collapsed after a storm of rain, in the Autumn of 1902. Other papers deal with

questions of topography of the Campagna, Greek and Christian sculpture, the text of

Columella, and the chronology of the reign of Julian. A paper on the mounds and other

remains of Turkestan by the Director, Mr. Richard Norton, is also included, but its-

appropriateness is open to question.

Catalogue of Greek Coins in the Hunterian Collection, University of

Glasgow. Vol. iii. Further Asia, Northern Africa, Western Europe. By GEORGE
MACDONALD. Glasgow : Maclehose, 1905. Pp. viii + 800. With 30 plates.

This great work great not merely in bulk and weight has been brought to a conclusion,
and we should have only congratulations for the author, the publisher, and the University
of Glasgow, were it not that Mr. James Stevenson, by whose munificence the undertaking
was made possible, has not lived to see its completion. In every way this volume is an

improvement on its predecessors ; carefully compiled as they were, they" contained fewer

additions to the science of the subject, apart from the publication of fresh material, than

are to be found in this third volume. A careful study of the Seleucid series has enabled

Mr. Macdonald to improve considerably on the classification
;
in the same way he has

made somewhat clearer the arrangement of the Alexandrian, Cyrenaic, and Carthaginian

coins. It is unfortunate that the Bactrian series was unrepresented in Hunter's cabinet,

for Mr. Macdonald would perhaps have been able to diffuse some light in this dark corner

of numismatics. The fine Roman collection at Glasgow will, we fear, remain uncatalogued,

unless the University can be induced to fill the gap created by Mr. Macdonald's removal

to another sphere of work, and unless another Mr. Stevenson can be found to subsidize the

publication.
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Coin-Types, their Origin and Development. By GEORGE MACDONALD.

Glasgow : Maclehose, 1905. Pp. x-(-275. With 10 plates.

This volume represents a course of Rhiiul lectures which were delivered by Mr. Macdonald
to a popular audience

; but although they are so written as to l>e intelligible and interesting to

anyone having a slight acquaintance with the Classics, they are entirely free from the

slovenliness which characterizes most popular books dealing in the archaeological subjects.

There is not a little in the book which the most experienced and learned numismatist will

find useful and enlightening ; while, as for the bi.'ginnrr in classical archaeology not merely
in numismatics we can conceive of no better book to put into his hands. The title

expresses the contents of the book very well. The author finds the origin of the coin-type
in the badge or arms of the issuing authority ; the theory, though not quite new, will

doubtless be associated with his name in future, for he is the first t<> adopt it whole-

heartedly, and he has proved it as completely as a theory dealing with such a question can

be proved. He is to l>e congratulated on the moderation and fairness with wliich he has

conducted the necessary controversy. The rest of the volume deals with the subsequent

development df the coin-type, notably with the intrusion and gradual domination of the

religious element. Some space as much a* is necessary, from the point of view of the

book is devoted to Roman coins ; and in the last lecture something is said of mediaeval

money, enough to indicate the lines on which the study of their types might be conducted.

The plates and index are good.

Der Blitz in der orientalischen und griechischen Kunst. Ein form-

geschichtlicher Versuch von PAUL JACOBSTHAL. Mit4Tafeln. Pp. vi + 60. Berlin:

Weidmann, 1906. Price 3 ni. 60.

A very careful and full analysis of the origin and development of the form of the thunderbolt

(1) in Oriental (2) in Greek art. The author's thesis is that the lightning was represented
in Babylonian and Assyrian art by the same means, or a modification of the same means, as

were used to represent ordinary fire, i.e. two, then three zigzag or wavy lines. The Greeks took

over this idea and transformed it, conceiving the lightning as a flower, in harmony with a

widely prevalent conception of fire and light as a flower. An Ionic and a Helladic form of

the thunderbolt are distinguished, and the parts played in the development by the addition-

of wings and the conception of the thunderbolt as a weapon are discussed. The thesis may
be true, but its weak point is in the difficulty of proving that the representation of the

thunderbolt by flower-like forms corresponded to a conscious idea of flame as flower ;
how

far may it not have been due to a purely decorative instinct ?

Phe"niciens et Grecs en Italie d'apres I'Odyss^e. By P. CUAMPAULT. Pp. 602.

With Map. Paris : E. Leroux, 1906.

This is a work written in opposition to M. Berard, to show that Phaeacia was Ischia,

and the Phaeacians a mixture of Phoenicians and Euboean Greeks. It is described

by its author as a 'Geographical, historical and social study, on a New Method '

; but the

method is a very old one. It consists in taking the text of the Odyssey and ratiocinating

upon it l>y the light of nature, without admitting any non-literary evidence. Of the

archaeology of the Homeric and pre-Homeric ages the author makes no mention whatever.

His lucubration is often highly iniri-nious. He explains the portents, which marked

Odysseus' arrival in Phaeacia, by volcanic phenomena of the most startling kind : he

works Ischian topography into the Homeric by the aid of geology and seismology : he finds

a matriarchate of Phoenician type in full force in Phaeacia: he brings the 'divine

Homer' himself to Ischia. one fine day in the ninth century, 'dans les bagages d'un convoi
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grec,' and persuades himself that Ischia and Scheria are identical names. Of course

everything in the careful topographical work, which the poet proceeded to write on the spot
in order to curry favour with the Phaeacian-Phoenicians, fits M. Champault's theories

il merceille, and there are no discrepancies at all a result eminently satisfactory to

M. Champault.

Greece ; from the Coming of the Hellenes to A.D. 14. [The Story of the

Nations.] By E. S. SHOCKBURGH. Pp. xix + 416. Illustrated. London : T. Fisher

Unwin, 1905.

By way of apology for the appearance of another short history of Greece, the author of

this book points out that it is necessary to the completion of ' The Story of the Nations '

Series, to which it belongs, and further, that it serves as an introduction to a future volume
on The History of Greece subsequent to A.D. 14. The work has, however, a distinct value

of its own, being an excellent and up-to-date summary of Greek History, Art, and Literature,
written by an experienced scholar. It should be a boon to those who have not the leisure

for prolonged study, and yet wish to know something of the results of recent research. The
illustrations are good and, as a rule, well chosen. The least satisfactory feature of the book
is the number of misprints, which ought not to be nearly so frequent as they are.

Beitrage zur Griechischen Bechtsgeschichte. Von HEINRICH SWOBODA.
Weimar : Hermann Bohlaus Nachfolger, 1905.

It is no easy matter to disengage what is new in Prof. Swoboda's first essay (pp. 1-42,

Krltisches zur Achtung), a development of his article on the case of Arthmius of Zeleia in

A rchciol.-epigraph. Mitteilungen aus Osterreich- Ungarn xvi. 1893, pp. 49 sqq., and at the

same time a criticism of a recent work by P. Usteri (Achtung wul Verbannung im griech-

ischen Rechte. Berlin, Weidmann, 1903). In the Greek world outlawry seems to have gone
out of use after the fourth century B.C., and no tolerable history of the early stages of the

practice can be made out, not even at Athens. With regard to legal terminology
Prof. Swoboda argues that originally, i.e. in the pre-Solonian epoch, the Athenian formula

was (tripos ?OTO>, er soil ungebusst (unvergolteri) sein, equivalent in sense to aripos T(6vdr<t>, er

soil chne Bttsse, ohne Ersatz, sterben, which occurred in Dracon's laws, but, that, when

arifiia acquired its later meaning of whole or partial loss of civic rights, capitis deminutio,

other phrases became necessary, e.g. first nn/xor icai noXtfJuos eo-rw, and at last simply TroXe'/itos

eorw. The sentence aycoyt/xos ora> was a special form introduced in the Athenian empire
in the fifth century, under which the person outlawed had to be surrendered for punishment
to the authorities of the State which had outlawed him. The nature and conditions of the

punishment are examined with reference to the ancient laws of Germany and Scandinavia,
the principal difference noted being that in Greece the penalty was not inflicted for

offences against private individuals, but only for what we should call political crimes, in

particular attempts to overthrow the constitution and various forms of high treason.

Sentence of outlawry was passed in democracies by the Assembly, among the Macedonians

by the army. An appendix discusses among other things the fate of Themistocles, and of

Demosthenes and the other orators in 322 B.C. It is maintained that they were not out-

lawed but condemned to death by the Assembly in contumaciam on an ela-ayytXia. The

second and longer essay (pp. 42-132, Ueber die altgriechische Schuldknechtechaft) deals

principally with the social and economic conditions of Attica in the age of Solon, and will

encounter lively opposition. Starting from the code of Gortyn, and making free use of

dubious analogies drawn from early Roman' history the author contrasts the condition of

the KaroKfifjifvoi, nexi, debtors who had voluntarily pledged their persons, with the condi-

tion of the vtviKapfvot, iudicati, judgment-debtors, whom creditors had the right to sell into

slavery outside Attica. In the next place he distinguishes both these classes from the
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who are compared with Roman clientex and defined us serfs hound to the soil

and paying to their lords annually one-sixth of the gross produce of the land which they

cultivated. Solon is made out a violent revolutionary, who not only abolished the ancient

law of debt, but cancelled all existing debts indiscriminately, not only swept away the

status of serfdom, but gave to the former serfs the freehold of the ground which they

tilled. That this view of Solon is diametrically opposed to the opinion of anti<iuity is not

considered a fatal objection by Prof. Swoboda. He thinks the evidence bad and treats

with especial severity the account given in Aristotle's Constitution of Athens.

Geschichte der lateinischen Kaiserreiches von Konstantinopel. By ERNST

GERLAND. Part I. 8vo. Pp. 264. Homburg v. d. Hohe : Gerland. 1905. 6 m. 50.

This volume contains the first portion of a history of the Latin Empire of Constantinople,

which is itself to form part of a general history of the Frank dominion in the Greek world.

The story begins just after the capture of Constantinople by the Crusaders (A.D. 1204), and

we have a detailed account of the reigns (A.D. 1240-1216) of the first two Latin Emperors,
Baldwin I., Count of Flanders, and his brother Henry. Gerland is already favourably

known for his writings connected with the Franks in Greece, and the present instalment of

his work will be welcome to all who are interested in mediaeval Greece and in the general

interplay of influence between Eastern and Western civilization. The narrative is clear

and graphic, and the references to authorities are much fuller and more exhaustive than

in any previous book on the same topics. The statesmanlike character of Henry has not,

says Gerland, been hitherto sufficiently recognized :

'

seine Institutionen haben die Grund-

lage gegeben, auf der sich die Frankenberrschaft in Griechenland weiter entwickelt hat.'

The author no doubt reserves for the conclusion of his history of the Latin Emperors
some general summing-up of the world-wide consequences of this startling irruption of

Feudal lord, Venetian trader, and Latin ecclesiastic into the ancient domain of the

Eastern Empire.

Macedonia : its Races and their Future. By H. N. BRAILSFORD. Pp. xx +340.

Maps and illustrations. London : Methuen & Co., 1906.

This is an account of Macedonia as it is since the insurrectionary movements of 1903-4,

written by a leading member of the Committee, who superintended the distribution of relief

on the spot. Mr. Brailsford had had intimate relations with Greeks previously, both

during the war of 1897 and the latter stages of the Cretan rising ; but in spite of that

(perhaps, even, because of it), he makes short work of Greek pretensions to Central

Macedonia. He shows himself well equipped so far as knowledge goes both of the

ancient and the modern history of the region, and, on the whole, fair-minded. In fact it

takes either ignorance or prejudice to find a peasant people, which has a claim to be

called Greek in any but an official ecclesiastical sense, north of the Monastir railway. Mr.

Brailsford has little difficulty in demonstrating that the Central Macedonians were not

Greek in the time either of the Macedonian Kings or the Greek Emperors of Constantinople
the only two epochs in which it is any use to prove their national unity with Hellas. The

author's essay-like treatment of the divers races and churches inevitably suggests com-

parison with another book, that of '

Odysseus' ; but he handles his subjects well, and will

reach an audience that has never read Turkey in Europe. He tries hard to give the Turk
his due and often succeeds, and his personal knowledge of affairs, like that of Smerdesh,
makes him a valuable witness : but he might bear in mind more constantly that the

programmes of reform, communicated by sophisticated Komit'ijis to interested Europeans,
are always suspect, and that the desire of place and salary plays a large part in Balkan

patriotism.
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The Dioscuri in the Christian Legends. By J. RENDEL HARRIS. Pp. 64.

8vo. London : C. J. Clay and Sons, 1903.

An interesting and ingenious little study of certain twin-saints of the Greek Calendar who
seem to be connected with the Dioscuri. These saints are chiefly Florus and Laurus,
Protasius and Gervasius, Kastoulos and Polyeuctes, and their festivals generally fall on or

near the 18th or 19th of the month. It is also suggested that the writer of the Acts ofJudas

Thomas (i.e. the Apostle St. Thomas of Edessa, the twin-brother of the Lord) worked upon
the legends of the Great Twin Brethren. The argument as to the star and crescent on the

regal tiara on coins of Edessa is perhaps pressed too far, as a star or crescent are common
ornaments on the tiaras (shewn on coins) of the Kings of Armenia, Persis, and Parthia.

It may be added that apart from the evidence of identification in the particular cases

examined by Rendel Harris, he is able to adduce the general testimony of Dion Chrysostom
as to the long surviving belief in the Dioscuri : Kd'o-rwp K<H no\v8fVKrjs ol Atos 7raI8fs

a-av xal 8eol ^XP 1 v^v ^cri &OKOVCTI 8ta rr]v 8vvap,iv TJV rare fa\ov. (Orat. Ixi. 11).

Die Antike und Wir. Lectures by TH. ZIKLINSKI. Translated from the Russian into

German by E. SCHOELER. 8vo. Pp. 126. Leipsic : Dieterich, 1905. 2 m. 40.

A course of eight lectures delivered to the senior boys of the schools of St. Petersburg, on
the relations of classical study to modern education and culture. The first four lecture*

deal with the educational value of Greek and Latin. The second four deal with the

importance of antiquity as an element in modern religion, philosophy, literature, and art.

The book is chiefly interesting to an English reader as treating of a familiar subject viewed
from a distinctively Russian standpoint.

The following recently published book*, among others, have also been received :

The Museums and Ruins of Rome. By W. AMELUNG and H. HOLTZINGER.

English ed., revised by the authors and Mrs. S. A. STRONG. Vol. I. Pp. xxiv + 326,

with 170 illustrations ; Vol. II. Pp. xii+ 183, with 96 illustrations and map. London :

Duckworth, 1906.

Anaximenes von Lampsakos. Studien zur altesten Geschichte der Rhetorik.

[Festschr. f. d. xlviii. Versamml. deutsch. Philol. u. Schulm. in Hamburg.] By
PAUL WENDLANU. Pp. 104. Berlin : Weidmann, 1905. 2 m. 80.

Aristotle's Theory of Conduct. By THOMAS MARSHALL. Pp. xxi+ 578. London:

Fisher Unwin, 1906.

Greek Theories of Elementary Cognition, from Alcmaeon to Aristotle. By J.

I. BEARE. Pp. vii+ 354. Oxford : University Press, 1906. 12s. 6d. net.

Los Pheniciens et 1'Odyssee. By VICTOR BERARD. Tome II. Pp. 630. 144 maps
and illustrations. Paris : Colin, 1903. 25 f.

Recent Excavations in the Roman Forum. By E. BURTON BROWN. Second ed.

Pp. xvi + 227. Illustrations and Plans. London: Murray, 1905.

Heinrich Brunn's Kleine Schriften, gesammelt von HERMANN BRUNN und HEINRICB

BULLE. Vol. I. Pp. xi + 277, with portrait and 65 illustrations ; Vol. II. Pp. 532 r

with plate and 69 illustrations. Vol. III. Pp. viii + 356, with portrait and 53 illus-

trations. Berlin and Leipzig : Teubner, 1905, 1906.

Comptes rendus du Congres International d'Archeologie. Pp. 398. With

Frontispiece and 33 illustrations. Athens : Meissner & Kargadouris, 1905.
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A Catalogue of Zodiacs and Planispheres, originals and copies, ancient and

modem, extant and non-extant, from B.C. 1320 to A.D. 1900. By A. B. QRIMALDI.

Pp. viii + 176. London : Gall & Inglis, 1905.

The Temple of Deir el Bahari. Part V. By E. N.WII.I.K.
I'i>.

vii + 12. Plates

cxix-cl. London : Egypt Exploration Fund, 1'JUfi.

Platonis Opera. Recogn. J. BDRNET. Insunt Clitopho, Timaeu?, Critias seorsum

impressi e Tomo Quarto. [Script. Class. Bibl. Oxon.] Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1905.

Index Verborum Propertianus. By J. S. PHILLIMORE. Pp.111. Oxford: Claren-

don Press, 1906. 4s. 6d. net.

Architecture East and West. By R. PHKX SPIERS. Pp. xviii + 269. 116 illus-

trations. London : Batsfoni, 1905.

Primitive Athens as described by Thucydides. ByJ. E.HARRISON. Pp. xii + 168.

With Frontispiece and 4'J Illustrations. Cambridge : University Press, 1906.

A Catalogue of the Sparta Museum. By M. N. TODD and A. J. B. WA- E.

Pp. viii + 249. With 85 illustrations. Oxfor.i : Clarendon Press, 1906.

Die griechische Literatur des Altertums. By U. vox \VII.\M >\VITZ-MOKI.LKX-

DORFF. [Die Kulturder Gegenwart, herau*g. von Hinneherg.] Pp. 236. Berlin and
Le ;

pzig : Teubner, li'Oo.

Xenophontis Bespublica Lacedaemoniorum. Ed. Gixus PIERLEOXI. Pp. v + 62.

Berlin . Weidnmnn, 1905. 1 m. 80.
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THE MODERN CARNIVAL IN THRACE AND THE CULT OF
DIONYSUS.

MY attention was called recently to an account by G. M. Vizyenos
l of a

Carnival festival celebrated in the district about Viza (ancient BtfuT?) in

Thrace so remarkable that it seemed worth while to verify the author's

account by a personal visit. This I was able to do at the Carnival of 190C,

and the account below has been drawn up from my notes, supplemented by
this article, from which I quote everything of value.

Of the writer's good faith there is no doubt, and of almost all the points

he mentions I had ocular confirmation. He was a native, not of Haghios

Gheorghios, the village whose festival he describes, but of Viza itself, the

chief place in the district, lying some two hours to the west. He left his

iiative place while still a boy, and died at Athens in 189G, aged forty-two.

The middle part of his life he spent in Germany, and he does not seem ever

to have returned to Thrace.2 His account is therefore probably a description

of the festival as it was in his youth some forty years ago, when modern

conditions had affected the district even less than at present. He calls it

Ot KdXoyepoi, real
ij \arpeia rov kiovvcrov ev Spatcy, and makes as many

classical comparisons as possible. All these I have omitted, and drawn upon
him only for matters of fact.

The town of Viza lies on and around the Acropolis of the ancient city.

and some eight hours by road north of the station of Tcherkesskeui cu the

railway between Constantinople and Adrianople, and nine hours from

Midheia (Salmydessus) on the Black Sea. It is built on the last slopes of the

low hills that shut oft' the view of the sea, where these rise from the wide

plain of Thrace. This is watered by the tributary streams of the Teams,
saitl to be exactly the thirty-eight reckoned by Herodotus.and is studded with

conspicuous tumuli, of the same shape but generally rather larger than

those on the English downs. They are said to contain the bones of men
and horses, and the iron and bronze fittings of a chariot have been found in

1 In the first ami only number published of Mr. F. W. Hasluck.

the BpaKucii 'Eircrnpis, irijatov trmofftfufia TTJJ
'-' Details of his life are given in a book <>a

i 'AO^caif Bpa<n.-TJf '\Sf\<f>arrjros. Athens, the district. 'IffTopta TTJI BifvTjs *al rfji MrjSfia*,

1897, to which my attention was first called by 6irb 2a/3.8 6. AaxtSov, Constantinople, 1899.

ll.s. -VOL, XXVI. "
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sucli a tumulus, and are now in the Museum at Sofia.-' In date they hardly
seem to be earlier than the beginning of our era, and many of them are a

good deal later. A fair number of inscriptions are preserved in the modern

town, four of which record names of kings and dynasts of Thrace, whose

palace was at Viza.4 The most conspicuous remains of this period are the

fine walls (Fig. 1) that still stand on the western and southern sides of the

Acropolis, now the Turkish quarter, and testify to its former strength. A
gate, flanked by a pair of towers and surmounted by a quadriga, is

represented on two coins of Hadrian. A Roman altar, a base sculptured

with cupids supporting garlands and heads of animals, and two early

FIG. 1. THE WALLS OF VIXA.

Christian gravestones carry us further down, and the imposing church of

Haghia Sophia (Fig. 2), now a mosque, shews that the place was of some

importance in Byzantine times. Not far from Haghia Sophia is a conspicuous
domed Byzantine building, also formerly a church, and within the Acropolis

area (Kalcli) are other less important ancient and Byzantine remains, the

most interesting of which are numerous blocks which once formed the seats

of a theatre, and a large vaulted structure of the Byzantine age, to which

also belong several fine military towers. Viza is now a town of 3,500

inhabitants, of whom 2,500 are Greeks and 1,000 Turks, and the seat of a

bishop and a Kaimakatn.

3 B.C.H. xxv. 1901, j.p. 156 220. 4 To be published in U.S.A. xii.
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Iii all tin- knot of Christian villages, of which Viza is the centre, the

festival in question is celebrated annually on Cheese Monday (Tvpivrj

Aei/re'/ja). This day begins the last week of Carnival, which culminates on

the following Sunday (Kvpiatcr) rov Ivpofydyov}. Lent then begins with

Pure Monday (KaOapa Aevrepa), when not only meat, as during Carnival,

but also all kinds of animal food except bloodless molluscs are forbidden.

The masquerade of this day was, even when Vizyenos saw it, no longer

kept up in its fulness at Viza itself, but only in the neighbouring villages, of

which he takes Haghios Gheorghios (Turkish, Evrenlu) as an example. At
this village I also spent Cheese Monday, and during my stay of a week in

FIG. 2. CIIUEUH OF HAGHIA SOPHIA, VIZA, FROM SOUTH-EAST.

the district was able to supplement my notes by enquiries about the

observances in other places.

The list of masqueraders is as follows :

I. Two KaXoytpot (Figs. 6, 7 and 8), who play the principal parts. Their

disguise consists of a headdress formed of an entire goatskin without the

horns, stuffed out with hay so as to rise like a great shako at least a foot or

eighteen inches above the head, and adorned at the top with a piece of red

ribbon. The skin falls over the face and neck, forming thus a mask, with

holes cut for the eyes and mouth. Round the waist three or four sheep-bells

are tied, and their hands are blackened. Their shoulders are monstrously
o 2
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padded with hay to protect them from blows, which, from Vizyenos' account,

they used to receive more freely than at present. He adds that the head-

dress may be made of the skin of a fox or wolf, and that fawnskins were
worn on the shoulders, and upon the legs goatskins. The essential and

FIG. 3. A KALOGHEKOS AT VIZA.

indispensable elements, he says, are the mask and bells. It would seem
from this that the resemblance of the actor to an animal was formerly
a good deal more marked than at present. A little boy whom I saw on the

Tuesday at Viza acting as kaloghcros (Fig. 3), the only part there surviving,
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irore a tall conical fur rap and ln-lls at his waist. He had no mask, but his

face as well as his hands was blackened. In one of the villages the

li cro'i do not wear skins at all on their heads, but beehives. One of the

- Haghios Gheorghios carries a wooden phallus (Fig. 4c), and the

other a mock bow (Fig. 4 I}.

This bow (oopt) is in general appearance rather like a crossbow, but

is made only to scatter ashes or powder, which are placed in a cow's horn

fastened to the end of the moveable piece that takes the place of the arrow.

Vizyenos adds that the carrier of the bow is the leader of the two, and the

other his servant and follower. I could observe no difference in their

importance, though I shall bring reasons below for believing that his

6 c

FIG. 4. a PUPPET, b Bow. c PHALLUS.

statement that one plays only a secondary part is correct, and represents a

less corrupt version of the play. In the drama with which the day closes, it

is the carrier of the bow who shoots the other, and in this point Vizyenos

agrees with my observations
; as, however, he says that the second actor is the

slayer, he seems to be in self-contradictory error in assigning the bow to

the leader.

II. Two boy.s dressed as girls (KopiVo-ta), called also in some other

villages, according to Vizyenos, i/u0e<?, brides (Figs. 7 and 8). These wear a

white skirt and apron, a peasant woman's bodice open in front, and kerchiefs

binding the chin and brow. A third kerchief hangs down behind, and from

beneath it escapes a corded black fringe like finely plaited hair/' They

5 The fringe of a kind of woman's scarf i> us<--l for this pui
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check any liberties with knotted handkerchiefs weighted with a few

bullets.

It is to be noted that the kalogheroi at Haghios Gheorghios must be

married men, and the koritsia unmarried. Vizyenos tells us also that these

four actors are chosen for periods of four years and that during this time a

koritsi may be betrothed, but must remain unmarried, a father being able to

refuse to allow his son to take this part on the ground that he is thinking of

getting married (TravSpoXoyitrai). Of this I could learn nothing; the

kalogheroi for 1906 had acted for more than four years, and the period seems

quite unsettled. But the rule about marriage remains clearly fixed.

III. Next comes a third female character, the Babo, a word in general
local use meaning an old Avomau. This character Avas not represented in the

play I saAV, but her place Avas taken by another female personage described

below, the KaT<rij3e\a. The Babo herself still appears at other villages and

until quite recently Avas seen at Viza, Avhere she has noAv been forbidden by
the authorities. She is described by Vizyenos as a man dressed as an old

Avoman carrying on her arm a basket containing
' some absurd object or piece

of Avood swaddled in rags,' Avhich she treats as a baby. Of this child she is

the Ka-^rofidva, and the child (Xiftvirrjs') is a seven-months child (<f)Tafj,rjviTiKo

Tratol) born out of lawful Avedlock of a father Avhose name she does not knoAv.

This account there is no reason to doubt. The Babo's child, I Avas told at

Viza, Avas always regarded as bastard. Ka-^ro/jLciva I understood to mean
'

nurse' or
'

foster-mother,' but Vizyenos says that the Babo regards the child

as her OAvn, and kindred words make it almost certain that the real meaning
is

' unmarried mother, mother of an illegitimate child.' 7 The Avord \IKVI

survives in the district, especially at Sammakov and Midheia, meaning
a cradle, made as usual of Avood and shaped like a trough. Further evidence

for it at Viza is supplied by its use in a local version of the song of the
'

Bridge
of Arta,' printed by Lakidhia, 'Icrropia T% Bffu?;?, p. 126.

The lines are :

<i>f)Ka TO onrfjri JJL
avoiKTO icai ra i|r&)/ua 'oro (j>ovpvo,

teal TO cra\o 8
pav TO TratBl '<TTO \LKVI teal

I have left my house open, and the bread in the oven, and my innocent child

in the cradle sleeping, spoken by the mother Avho must leave her home to be

killed and buried beneath the bridge that it may be firmly founded. Ajuevifa
means to rock the cradle, but \IKVITI]<; Avas explained to me as meaning, not

the baby, as Vizyenos gives it, but the person Avho rocks the cradle. For

this latter meaning the Avord should, hoAvever.be oxytone, and it is likely that

my informant read the Avord Avrongly, and that Vizyenos is making no error

e
Capsedda

'

Miidchen, from Uova (G. Meyer, mother, mother who is not a wife' are not

Neugr. Studien, iii. p. 29 and /ca^oXws & so far apart but that the word may bear both

Ka.fj.viav TtKvov IK K\f\f/iya/j.ias, from Karpathos senses.

(ZtaypcKftflot 'Ayuv, I. p. 328).
8 Lakidhis explains <ra\6 as meaning pupA,

7 The meanings 'nurse' and 'unmarried 'innocent.'
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in recording \IKVITIJS t nn- local \vonl for a baby in :i cradle. In any
case tli.- us.- of derivatives of \IKVOV in the sense of cradle is certain. It is

only at this festival that a basket is use* I as a i.nll.-, and even then not

invariably. The Babo at Vi/a used to carry a piece of tile for this purpose.

AIKVI^U) has also its iiMial meaning of winnowing, and \utvupi means a

winnowing fork. Nowhere else in Greece have I found any evidence for these

words used of baskets or cradles."

IV. The KdTvifteXoi, or Gipsies, dressed like the Babo in miserable rags.
< >1 these Vizyenos says there are three or four, all apparently male, though
elsewhere he incidentally mentions the female KarfftfteXa. I saw two only,

man and wife. /carai'^eXo? and KaraifteXa. (Figs. 5-H.) They carried saplings
some ten or twelve feet long, and their faces and hands were blackened.

The k<(tsiuelo& had no other disguise, but his wife wore a woman's coat and on

the head a kerchief and a little false hair. When the actors were dressing I

was told that it would be the katsirela who would carry the basket (tca\fi0i)

and the baby, and on my asking where the basket was, he ran off and got a

rough basket with a little wool in it to make a bed, and, breaking off apiece of

stick, put it into the basket and nursed it, and played with it as if with a baby.
When the actors began to perambulate the village, this was quickly dropped,
and the carrying of the baby seems just dying out at Haghios Gheorghios,

where the katsicelu has partly taken the place of the Babo, and, as being also

an old woman, occasionally her name as well. The doll shown in Fig. 4i<t

was made for me at Viza to be exactly like the figure that the Babo there

used to carry.

V. The last characters are the Policemen. These are two or three

young men carrying swords and whips, with embroidered kerchiefs tied round

their fezzes. One of them carried also a length of chain, for making

captures. The name I heard for them was gavrapfjidSes, i.e. gendarmes, but

Vizyenos calls them a7rne8e?, Kovpovr^Be^, or <f>v\aK<i.

Lastly a man accompanies the others, playing on a bagpipe

The masqueraders get ready in the morning and spend the day in

visiting each house in the village, receiving everywhere bread, eggs, or money.
The two kaloglieroi lead the crowd, knocking loudly at the doors with the bow

and phallus, and with the koritsia generally dance a little hand-in-hand,

before the housewife brings out her contribution. They are followed by the

katsivclos and katsivelti, who are especially privileged to scare fowls and rob

nests. In general anything lying about may be seized as a pledge to be

redeemed, and the koritsia especially carry off babies with this object, and

occasionally capture a man with their handkerchiefs. A recurring feature is

' I am uuci-rtain whether the modern pro- tho neighbouring district ol S.iniinU Kk'.

nunciatiou dt!s not as commonly demand x in (VaAi-jji. 8/>?itita, p. 43\

.id of *. It certainly does in
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an obscene pantomime between the katsivclos and his wife on the straw-heaps

in front of the houses.

By the afternoon no house was left unvisited. and everybody, men and

women, gathered round the open space in front of the church at the top of

the village. Here the drama proper is enacted. It began with a hand-in-

hand dance of all the characters, the zandarmddkes brandishing their drawn

swords. The kalogheroi then withdrew, leaving the field to the gipsy smiths,

the katsivelos and his wife. These sat on the ground facing each other, and

the katsivelos pounded on the ground with a stone, whilst the katsivela lifted

her skirts up and down. This is understood to be a pantomimic representation

of the forging of a ploughshare, the man hammering like a blacksmith,

whilst the fanning with the skirts represents the action of a pair of bellows,

FIG. 5. THE KA.TSIVELOI MAKING THE

and is represented in Fig. 5, in which the katsivela is seen pretending to work

the bellows on the left, and her husband opposite. At this point, according
to Vizyenos, the Babo's child begins to grow up, and she finds that TO fiwpo
Sev XwP i 7r\ov et's TO ica\d6i, The baby is getting too big for the basket, and,

together with a huge appetite for meat and drink, he begins to demand a wife.

This, according to Vizyenos, is followed by the chief kalogheros pursuing one

of the konritsia and the celebration between them of a mock marriage, parody-

ing the Greek rite of crowning the bride and bridegroom. The part of

tcovfiTrdpos, or best man, is taken by the second kalogheros. I saw none of

this, but it was understood that the koritsia were the wives of the kcdogh* i-nl,

and I was informed that in the adjacent village of Dzakle such a \nck
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marriage is perfornu-d with old baskets instead of crowns and the burning of

dirt for incense. But both there and also at Haghios Gheorghios
Ltiloiili,ml are married, otherwise, indeed, the presence of the second

except perhaps as a bridesmaid, is hard to explain. But the account of

Vi/.yenos, as the comparison made below with the Skyros and Kosti festivals

indicates, represents a clearly more primitive tradition.

Presently the first latlogkerot was seen sauntering about, or standing the

phallus upright on the ground and sitting upon it. Meanwhile his comrade

was stalking him from behind and at last shot him with the bow, at which

he fell down on his face as if dead. After making sure that he was really

dead, the slayer traced a line round the body, as if to mark the size of the

needed. He then pretended to flay (y8epvo>) the dead body, using for

Km. 6. THE FLAYING OF THE DEAD KAU><.IIKI:<>>.

the purpose a kind of pick (chdounji)
10 and also making a show of sharpening

a stick, as if it had been a knife. A wooden knife is sometimes used. Of
this flaying Vizyenos says nothing. It is represented in Fig. C, in which the

bow and phallus are lying on the ground on the left, and in the background
on the right the katsirclos and his wife appear with their long wands. The

padded back of the dead masker should be noted. Whilst the bilogheros is

thus lying dead, one of tin- koritma in the character of his wife laments for

him with loud cries, throwing herself across the prostrate body, as is shewn

in Fig. 7. The katsivelos and his wife also form part of the group. In tins

lamentation Vizyenos says that the slayer and the rest of the actors join.

A grecizi-il form ol the Turkish
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making a regular parody of a Christian funeral, burning dung as incense and

pretending to sing the service, and finally lifting up the corpse to carry it

away. After the lamentation of the koritsi the dead man suddenly came
alive again and got up, thus ending this part of the play.

Then the l-utsicelo* and his wife repeated the forging of the ploughshare,
this time hammering on a real share. At some time in the play the

katsivelos usually rides on a donkey, but this was omitted owing to the bad

weather. Snow had been falling all day, and perhaps the extreme cold

tended to curtail the details of the performance. Vizyenos also mentions

some rough play with a donkey, but puts it down to the kalogheroi. At about

this point all the implements used were thrown high into the air with cries,
' Kal TOV yjpovov]

' Next year also !

'

FIG. 7. THE DEAD KALOGHEKOS LAMENTED BY HIS BP.IDE.

The share being supposed to be finished, a real plough was brought
forward, and the mockery seemed to cease. Instead of oxen, the koritsia

were yoked and dragged it round the village square twice contrary to the

way of the sun. One of the kalogheroi was at the tail of the plough and the

other guided it in front, whilst a man walked behind scattering seed from a

basket. This is shewn in Fig. 8, with the katsivelos and his wife walking in

front. The man with the seed was not included in the photograph from which

the drawing was made. The katsicclo* and katsivcla were then yoked and

made a third circuit, the kahyheroi still guiding. Vizyenos says that the

kalogheroi draw the plough, in which he seems to be thinking of the practice

at Viza, where until recently this custom was still kept up and it was so
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lru\vn. But at Haghios Glicorghios it seems always to have been drawn by
'/</.;/</. fora native now rrsi.l.-nt at Vi/.a. wh<> had not seen the festival

for ten years or more, corrected Vizyenos' report on this point. The cries

whilst the plough is being drawn I take from Vixyenos : Na yelvrj^i (sic) Setea

ypoffia TO KOI\O TO trndpi ! TTeWe ypo&ta TO KOI\O 77 aUaXrj ! Tpia ypoaia
TO tcoi\b TO xpiddpi ! 'Afjitjv, See pov, yta ret tpav ol <pT(o^oi ! Not, See

fAov, yia va ^opTaa-ij 1} <f>T(i)%o\oyia ! J/"// n'hcat be ten
y//'.-.//y.$

tJie bushel !

Rye Jicc piastres the Inshcl ! Barley three piastre* tkt >>ushcl ! Amen, God,

tliat the poor may cat ! Yea, God, that poor folk be filled !

This was the end of the play, and the evening was spent in feasting on

the presents collected during the day.

Fi:. 8. TIIK PLOUGHING.

Such is the festival celebrated every spring by the Greek community in

these villages. Before examining it more closely it will be convenient to

notice some other similar customs.

A kindred festival is observed on the same day at Kosti, in the very
north of Thrace, near the Black Sea and the Roumanian frontier. I take

an account of it from a pamphlet published at Constantinople.
11 A man,

called the ^W^WO-TO? or tcovKtfpo?,*
3* dressed in sheep or goat skins, wearing a

mask and with bells round his neck, and in his hand a broom of the kind

used for sweeping out ovens, goes round collecting food and presents. He is

addressed as king and escorted with music. With him is a boy carrying a

wooden bottle and a cup, who gives wine to each householder, receiving in

return a gift. They are accompanied by boys dressed as girls. The king

Tltpl TVV avaffTtvapluv KUI &\\<vv rtvwv

lOifjuav xa.\ wpo\r)\^t.-v vwb 'A. Xovp-

, Constantinople, 1873, p. >.

11:1
KovKtpot,

xd, ]>.
183.

&pa-
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then mounts a two-wheeled cart and is drawn to the church. Here two

bands are formed of married and unmarried men respectively, and each tries

to make the king throw upon themselves the seed which he holds in his

hands. This he finally casts on the ground in front of the church. He is

then thrown into the river, stripped of his skin clothes (6x671741/09), and then

resumes his usual dress. The throwing into the river is clearlv a rain charm.

FIG. 9. MASQUEKADEU FIIOM SKYKOS.

(From B.S.A. xi.)

The custom at the Skyros Carnival described by Mr. Lawson,
1 - and again

by the present writer,
1:{

is closely allied, though much less of it is left.

There is no drama, but only the going about the town of sets of three

masqueraders, the Old Man (yepos) (Fig. 9)
u with bells and skin mask and,

12 U.S.A. vi. p. 125.
13 B.S.A. xi. p. 72.

14
Reproduced from U.S.A. xi.

\>. 73,

Fig. 1.
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according to Mr. Lawson, with skin cupe also, who answers to the leading

knl(/h>-r(>* ..t Thrace, the Frank ((^pay/cos), not Pressed in skins and probably

corresponding to the second kalogheros, and the koritsi, a boy dressed as a

girl. Tlif staii-iM>nt of Yizyenos that only the first /.[<>r//'r<>$ is married

and the single skinclad 'king' at Kosti, and the single Old Man with his

bride at Skyros, make it likely that this represents a clearer tradition, and

that the marriage of the second kalogheros is a comparative innovation. A
passage in Fiedler, who observed the custom, shows that the phallic

element was formerly present at Skyros also. He says :

'

Einige kamen als

Frauen verkleidet und Maenner hntten einen Flaschenkuerbiss mit langetn

Halse, von welchem sie eiuen sehr obscoenen Gebrauch machten zum

allgemeinen Gelaechter der Zuschauer.' ' '

These observances fall into line with the numerous spring festivals of

the spirit of vegetation, of which Dr. Frazer has written at length in the

Golden Bough. The king and the rain charm by wetting at Kosti, and the

marriage, death, and resurrection at Viza, are unmistakable marks of this

almost worldwide group of customs. The prayers during the ploughing

ceremony for an abundant harvest show that this is, or was, regarded as a

magic rite to make the crops grow, as in the cases collected by Dr. Frazer,
ll!

where it is especially the work of women. The dancing and leaping of the

principal actors, so conspicuous at Skyros, fall, like the jumping of the Salii

at Rome, under the same head,
17 and the protective padding of the back

seems to point to a custom of beating the victim to be slain, and if, as seems

probable, the beating of the Roman scapegoat Mamurius Vetulus was inflicted

by the Salii. an interesting parallel is suggested by the padded backs of the

kaloghcroi and the long wands carried by the katsiveloi.

But such a custom in Thrace suggests also a survival of the worship of

Dionysus, upon which recent researches have thrown so much light. The

circumstances are favourable to such a survival in a Greek community

occupying the old city of the kings of Thrace, and surrounded and isolated by
later elements of population, Bulgarian and Circassian.

The first striking point is the old nurse Babo carrying the child in a

\IKVI. The survival of this word in the sense of a cradle, coupled witn the

strange use of a basket for the Babo's child, can hardly, under the circumstances,

be anything else than a direct descendant of the classical use of the liknon

in the worship of Dionysus. Then, as now, a basket was not a usual form of

cradle, and when it was used it was with the idea of magically bringing good
luck and fertility. The Babo, if ica^fo^ava can moan foster-mother, will thus

represent the nursing nymphs, and in any case the tradition that the child is

bastard and his epithet e^Ta/^i/t-n/to, a seven-months child, are appropriate to

the premature birth of Dionysus, the love child of Semele, son of a mysterious
father. The complaint of the Babo, that the child is growing too big for his

cradle and wants a wife, suggests his identification with the leading kalogJwros,

18
Fiedler, Jiei- durch, alle Tliriledes A'<* " Golden Bough, i. p. 99.

reichea Qrieehenland, 1841, ii. p. 83. " Ibid. i. p. 30.
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who is at that point of the play just about to take one of the koritsia as his

wife. A marriage is known to have been a part of the cult in Crete and at

Athens, where it took place in the boukoleion, a place connected with the

solemn ploughing ceremonies of Athenian religion.
18 That a pkallopJwria

formed part of the worship of Dionysus has been clearly shown.19 The death

and the mimetic flaying and resurrection follow in due order. But what is to

be said of the katsiveloi, the gipsy smiths who make the plough, and of the

almost indistinguishable actor who kills the Dionysus ? The classical

Dionysus was killed by his worshippers and attendants the Titans, who also

were smiths, so it may be hazarded that the second actor and the katsiveloi

represent characters originally the same, and these simply the worshippers of

the god. The identification of the Satyrs with the Satrae of Thrace, and

of the Titans with the worshippers, who first killed and then lamented the god,
shows that the second actor and the katsiveloi have this common origin

and are to be compared with the Kouretes and Salii. The significance of

their rods in the light of the beating of the Roman scapegoat by the Salii

has been alluded to above, and whilst Vizyenos asserts that the kalogheroi

beat one another, it may be suspected that originally a beating was inflicted

upon the first kalogheros by the second and the rod-bearing hitsiveloi. In

later times, when the gipsies came to be regarded as the typical smiths, the

making of the ploughshare, the special task of the god's typical devotees,

was assigned to them, whilst the part of the slayer has by an odd confusion

been given to a duplicate of Dionysus, whose later origin is indicated by the

parallels at Kosti and Skyros, where it is possible that once the Frank killed

the masked actor.
20 The obscene gestures of the gipsies seem likely to be

a survival of the marriage of the principal character. The use of such acts

as a fertility charm, whether the connexion with the straw-heaps be accidental

or not, is noticed by Dr. Frazer.21

The disguise as an animal and, although all sorts of skins are used,

presumably from his drawing the plough, as a bull, fits with the tauromorphic
form of the Thracian Dionysus. The death and flaying of the kalogheros thus

appears as the descendant of the practice of killing and eating the bull-god of

vegetation, possibly once as a human victim.

The giving of wine by the king at Kosti is an act worthy of the wine

god, the more remarkable as such masqueraders are generally more apt to

take than to give. It reminds us of tfre miracle of St. George of Skyros, who
on his festival multiplies the wine poured into ajar sunk in the earth in front

of his church.22

18 The Boukoleion and the Bouzygion, the kills his predecessor, just as at Nemi each king
field of the sacred ox-ploughing, were in close was killed by his successor. But the single

connexion. Harrison and Verrall, Mythology actors in the parallel Greek observances make
and Monuments, p. 166. the view followed in the text, that the second

19 J. E. Harrison,
'

Mystica vannus lacchi,' kiloghcros is later, more likely.

J.H.S. xxiii. p. 322. - 1 Golden Bougfi, ii. p. 205 sqg.
20 It is possible that the second kaloghcros

yi U.S.A. xi. p. 75.

is the divine king of the coming year, who
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< 'uinnum to all these festivals is the use of bells, \vhu-r prophylactic
nature has been shown by Mr. A. B. Cook.*' Especially to the point here

are the clashing shields of the Salii, compared by Dionysius (II. 70) with the

Curetes, of which Warde Fowler says :

' The old Latins believed that the

spirit which was beginning to make the crops grow must at this time

(March 1st) be protected from hostile demons in order that he might be free

to perform his friendly functions for the community.'
24

In view of the resemblance of these festivals to one another, the history of

the populations of Skyros and of this part of Thrace is of importance. The

subject is obscure and I am indebted to Dr. Clon Stephanos for a reference to a

contemporary authority
2;> from which we learn that in 1645 the Venetian

Foscolo transported the inhabitants of Skyros to Corfou. Thus it appears
that the present inhabitants have hardly been there more than two hundred

years.

If the island was thus depopulated, there are some indications whence
the new inhabitants came. A study of the modern dialect of the town of

Saninda Ekklisies, about nine hours north-west of Viza, has recently been

published,
2" in which the writer points out that it varies from the norm of the

Northern Greek dialects as laid down by Hatzidhakis,
27 that in unaccented

syllables c and o change to i and ou, whilst i and ou disappear, in only being

subject to the latter change. I noted the same peculiarity in the almost

exactly similar dialect of Viza. From this, and from certain points of resem-

blance to southern dialects, the writer suggests that the population of this

part of Thrace has come from some southern region since the fifteenth century,
Hatzidhakis assigning the beginning of the differentiation of the Northern

and Southern dialects to that period. But the resemblances on which he

relies are very slight, and the point that seems really remarkable is that as

regards this vowel-weakening, the dialect of Skyros stands in exactly the

same position as these Thracian idioms.28 Before drawing any certain

conclusions, it would be necessary to have a more extended knowledge of the

modern dialects than the material at present available admits. But it

seems at least a plausible view that the vacancy created in Skyros by
Foscolo was filled by emigrants from Thrace, bringing with them this

festival.

It may also be noted that the native embroidery of Skyros has nothing
in common with that of the southern islands, whilst it is almost indistinguish-

able from that of the northern regions to which the dealers give the general

23 'The Clung at Dodonu,' J.H.S. xxii.
'a

STOJUJTI'OV B. YaAroi;, 0p?<tiKa, jroi

p. 5. t/[ * \ tr ij ir t pi r o v y \<a ff <r i K ov I & t w-

'* Hoiiniii Fi .sV/cc/.v, p. 41. parosTT)tirdAci>? "S. a. p a. v r a. 'E <c * A ?)-

-' The red riMic e is t a poem on Cretan ffiHif, Athens, 1905.

history of which an analy>i.- is given in To up-
'"

Kiiiltitung in die Nfu-jritch. Grammatik;
KOK par ovpi vrj 'EAAas, inru Kiava. N. p. 342.

2a0o, Athens, 1>6! pp. '2
f

25-'295. This '* This and some other points in the dialect

deportation of the Skyrians is nanatt-1 ..n of Skvros I noted during a visit in 1905.

p. 265.
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name of Jannina. It thus appears that whatever evidence we have tends to

connect Skyros with the north, and thus to bind together this closely allied

group of Carnival observances.

R. M. DAVVKIXS.

I owe to Mr. Bosanquet the following note on a custom which he

witnessed at Tripolitza in the Peloponnese. He writes that it is an old

custom in this place for the boys to run round the town at"sunset on the last

day of February, clashing bells, and with especial vigour round any lame person

they may meet. He saw the troop of boys brandishing bells, or with

bells round their waists, headed by a lame boy, who carried no bell, but

swung himself along at a great pace Avith the help of a stick. Asked what

they were doing, they said, Byd\\o/jiev TO <j>\e/3apo,' or
'

TO KovT(ro(}>\ef3apo
'

(Lame February), or
'

tuwKvo/Jiev TO KOVT<ro<f>\e/3apo.' Lame people are

treated as personifications of the lame month. Mr. Bosanquet suggests that

contact with some such custom may have helped in Skyros to obliterate the

other features of the Carnival play, and to generalise and emphasize the bell-

ringing element.

Note in addition to Note 7, p. 19C.

With the Bdbo compare the ancient Baulo (Clem. Alex. Protrept. ii. 20).

With the derivation of the meaning
' mother of an illegitimate child

'

from
' maiden-mother

'

compare the Lacedaemonian partkcnioi.

In Zagori in Epeirus ica-^o- is used as a prefix to the names of unlucky

persons, Kat/raXe^?, Kai|ro%/3^o-TO5, etc. See Kretschmer, Der hcutigc

I/esliscJie Dialekt, p. 387.

R. M. D.



NOTES ON A RECENTLY EXCAVATED HOUSE AT GIRGENTI.

THIS house, known locally as the Casa Greca, was partially excavated
about two years ago at the private expense of the owner of the land : it lies

on a level site to the east of the road leading from modern Girgenti to the

temples, directly opposite the church and gardens of S. Nicola, and a short

distance north of the Temple of Concord.

For the most part, the ground has here risen about four feet since the
Greek period, and the existing remains present a complete horizontal section

of the house up to that height, formed by the lowest drum of the columns and
from two to four courses of masonry in the walls.

It is unfortunate for the elucidation of the plan that the excavation has

not been carried further north, as this would obviously have disclosed

additional parts of the building and might have rendered it possible to

define its full extent.

At present the house is entered from the west side of the peristyle,

where, owing to a fall in the ground level, no indications of a boundary wall

now remain.

I. The Peristyle. With one exception the columns. are all in situ, with

drums of slightly varying height : they are polygonal on plan, with twenty
flat sides corresponding to the flutes of the Doric column.

Like the rest of the masonry throughout, they are cut from blocks of the

brown porous Girgenti stone, which in the case of the temples was inva iablv

coated with marble cement.

Between the columns ran a course of flat stones forming a kind of plinth,

and the square holes cut in the shafts indicate that a railing or balustrade

separated the central area from the peristyle proper. A few of these plinth

stones are still in position, and on the west side there is a small section of

rough tesselated p.-iv.
-im-nt with a lozenge-design in white spots on a red

background.
The boundary wall on the east side contains some large blocks of stone,

one measuring 6 ft. 2 in. X 2 ft. 5 in. x 1 ft. 10 in. : the masonry is not very

well finished, and as a rule is laid in courses of fair regularity about 18 in.

high.

In this wall is embedded a capital belonging to the columns in Room

VIII., but unfortunately there are n< remains of the order of the |M-ns\]r

except tin- drums of the columns.

1UB VOL \\vi. P
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/.Should j)erhaps be more properly regarded as a covered recess

attached to tin-
|><-i istylf. The opening is too wide for a door, and there is

nothing in the pavement to point to the removal of any part of the front

wall which might have formed a doorway.
In the centre of the floor there is a square opening 3 ft. 10 in. across

edged with a narrow stone curb and now tilled in with earth. It was not

I-
.^sible to ascertain whether this covered a stone pavement at a lower level,

but in any case it was obviously the hearth.

The rest of the floor is covered with a white tesselated pavement laid in

plain lines.

Room II. Communicates only with IV. The floor is of beaten earth,

raised several inches above the general level, over a low basement, possibly
some kind of hypocaust.

Room III. The entrances from the peristyle and Room I. are very
narrow (only 2 ft. 9 in. across) and show no provision for doors: a wider

opening leads to IV.

The floor is the most elaborate of the whole series, and consists of an outer

border of white tesselation as in I., and a centre formed of pink and blue slabs

of veined marble, of which one corner remains intact.

Room IV. Contains a bath. This is sunk about 1 ft. 10 in. below the

general level and lined with \\ in. of cement smoothly finished on the outer

face, and rounded off at the angles.

It communicates with the basement under II. through an opening
covered by a stone slab, and faced with red

'

tegulae
'

about 9 in. square laid

with very thick mortar joints according to the Roman method.

The rest of the room has a white tesselated pavement.

Room V. Has a wide opening to the peristyle. In the S.W. comer two

large slabs of blue veined marble are let into the floor, which is otherwise

roughly tesselated in red, with a slight fall to three shallow gutters meeting
in a circular drain carried down through the floor. Unless the room was open
to the sky, this is evidently not a rainwater outlet and might point to the use

of the room as a kitchen.

Room VI. Has four doorways, and a tesselated pavement of rather

more elaboration with a white design on a red background.

Room VII. Has the only example of a doorway with '

reveals
'

on the

jambs for the reception of a door : the opening is also of greater width than

most of those leading from room to room.

The floor is of beaten earth, and the dividing wall at the end has now

disappeared, but its existence may be traced in the foundations.

The wall between V. and VII. curves downwards to the centre in a way
which recalls the curving walls of the Egyptians, variously explained by

and others. The curve is here so pronounced that it cannot be due

p 2
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merely to settlement, but must have been taken into account when the courses

of masonry were set out.

Room VIIT. A portion of the Atrium. As the excavations have here

ceased, the extent of the colonnade cannot at present be determined. The
three columns exposed are considerably smaller in diameter than those of the

peristyle, and have twenty flutes, properly executed. A capital belonging to

one of these columns is embedded in the eastern wall of the peristyle and

shows considerable refinement of outline, allowing for the fact that the final

surfaces would be worked on the marble cement facing. The echinus is thoroughly
Greek in its curve, and below the annulets occurs the typical Sicilian hypotra-

chelium, in this case a flat surface, but more usually cut back into a deep
hollow as in some of the Selinus capitals.

The lower part of the last column to the west is covered with stucco in

such a way as to fill in the flutes and bring the outer surface of the shaft to

a plain cylinder, and this was painted a reddish crimson of the tone familiar

in Roman domestic work.

This column iu itself is enough to prove that the house was occupied
at two distinct periods, in the second of which architectural detail was

sacrificed in order to obtain a flat surface for painting.
On the south side a recess in the wall contains a well or cistern : the

cover stands about two feet above the floor and has a circular opening.
1

The general. disposition of the house shows only the most rudimentary

system of planning. The rooms are mainly en suite and there is an entire

absence of passages. The peristyle could only be reached by passing through
at least one pair of rooms, and the extension on the west side, as shown by

existing fragments of wall, would evidently consist of two more rooms.

A comparison of the plan with that of Dorpfeld's
' house at the Peiraeus

'
-

shows several points of similarity, notably the cistern in the Atrium and the

paved recess opening from the peristyle, in this case, however, without the

hearth.

RONALD P. JONES.

NOTE.

At Mr. Ronald Jones's request I add a note on the archaeological aspects
of the house, of which he gives an architectural description.

Since he does not venture on any definite estimate of the date of the

house, it would be very rash for me to do so, merely from his drawings ;
but

it. seems clear that he is justified in his inference that the house shows two

different periods of construction, the one Roman and the other pre-Roman.
It is not easy, from the present data, to distinguish what belongs to each

period respectively, though the bath, for instance, and the later coating of the

1 I was informed that this cistern commuui- it was not possible to verify this at the time,

cates directly with the Bath in Room IV., but 2 Ath. Mitth. is. PI. XIII.
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( 'luimis in Koom VIII., clearly <1ate from Roman times. The general plan of

tin- whole docs not seem to have undergone any essential alterations.

The only satisfactory evidence for the date of the earlier period of con-

struction is offered by the Doric capital from the columns in Room VIII.

Mr. Jones's drawings show that the profile of this capital is of a refined and

delicate curve, worthy of the best period of Greek architecture. Such a

profile would probably, in Greece, imply a date not later than the fourth

century; but it is possible that the best artistic traditions may have been

j.ivs.-rvrd in Sicily to a later date. The type of the capital, with the Hat

band round the head of the shaft, occurs in Italy ; examples quoted by
Mr. Jones in a letter are those in the Forum at Pompeii and in the temple at

(
1

ora. In the latter, the band is much broader, the echinus appears to be

quite fiat, and the proportions are less satisfactory ;
the temple is assigned by

Spiers and Anderson 3 to the time of Sulla. The capitals from the earlier

portion of the colonnade of the Forum at Pompeii have more resemblance to

the one in the house at Girgenti ;
these were erected by the quaestor Popidius,

and are pre-Roman ; according to Man 4

they probably belong to the second

half of the second century B.C. In the Pompeian colonnade, as in the large

peristyle at Girgenti, the lower parts of the columns have flat flutings ;
the com-

plete fluting in Room VIII. is of course earlier in character.

We seem then to be justified in assuming that the house at Girgenti is at

least pre-Roman in its earlier construction
;
and therefore that any comment

on its plan must be based on a comparison, not with Pompeian houses, but

with Greek houses such as those of Priene or Delos, or with the somewhat

confusing example from the Piraeus in which Mr. Jones finds the nearest

analogy. I think therefore that it would be wiser to avoid the term atrium,

as applied to Room VIII., at least so far as concerns the earlier period. It

is of course unfortunate that the excavation has not been carried further, and

the incompleteness of the plan makes it all the more difficult to explain.

The relation of the two courts, for example, is tar from obvious. In the only
known houses of Greek type that have two courts, these have been produced
either by joining together two houses originally separate,

5 or by building

another court on to an earlier and simpler house. It is possible that one of

these two explanations may apply in this case also, but we must remember
that Vitruvius describes the Greek or rather the Hellenistic house as

having normally two courts, one for family life and one for entertainments;

and this Sicilian example may represent the type he describes. The most

interesting feature is the deep recess opening out of the north side of the peri-

style, numbered as Room I., and containing a hearth in the middle of the

Hour. Such recesses, in a more or less corresponding position, are common in

the Delian houses, ami may be a survival of the original pastas, but in no case

I't this is a hearth preserved in one
;
the matter is of considerable import-

;l J/v,' Hume, i>.
ll.">.

*
e.g. 1'omprii, th- II--UM- l .villu-t, Man-

4
Pi'injKii, rr. Kelvy, p. .'">. KrNry, i>.

-~,~.

6
i.g. 1'riene, housr, xxxiii, \>. '297.
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ance, as the presence of the hearth is a strong confirmation of the identity of this

recess with the exedra mentioned by Galen
"

in the primitive house as facing

the door of the court and containing the hearth. A hearth is found in one

instance at Priene in the corner of the porch of the chief room, in a similar

position in the house. 8

There is ample material for speculation in other matters connected with

the house at Girgenti ;
but in the present state of our knowledge it is perhaps

wiser to go no further.

E. A. OAUDNKI;.

fc Antidotis i. a. 8
Piienc, \\. 295.



GREEK BOXING.

[PLATES XII., XIII.]

THE boxing of the Hellenic world even in the fifth century B.C. could

boast an antiquity and renown to which modern pugilism can offer no

parallel. The ' noble art
' was associated with some of the most famous names

of the heroic age, including even kings and demigods, so that the opprobrium
which has become attached, perhaps unjustly, to the term '

prize-fighter
'

was

precluded from the titles of the Greek champions. The antiquity of the

sport is shown by the vivid descriptions of Homer and the place assigned to

it in the Funeral Games, while a fragment of a relief showing a boxer armed
with ipdvre'i discovered by Dr. Evans at Gnossus carries us back to a remoter

past.
1 In historic times especially in the earlier period we find the lonians

were the chief boxers and supplied most of the champions.'- The Dorians,

especially the Spartans, do not seem to have looked upon pugilism with

much favour, although some victors are known to have come from the

Peloponnesus. In the fifth century, however, Rhodes, Aegina, Arcadia, and

Elis secured the greatest number of victories at Olympia
:? in boxing and

pancratium. This antiquity of boxing must have given the fighting men of

the classical period the advantage of a rich store of accumulated experience
and ringcraft, a fact which has great practical importance when we rt member
the different theories and tactics from which modern boxing has been evolved.

The style of a well-trained pugilist is no more that which naturally suggests

itself than the lunge of the modern fencer is the mode of attack instinctively

employed by a novice. The Greek method of boxing, however, seems to

have been surprisingly conservative : during historical times it changed in

detail, especially in matters of equipment, but the Greeks having once chosen

their style seem to have adhered to the same principles throughout and to

have carried them to their logical conclusion. The reason of this is probably
to be found in the fact that when the Greeks were first confronted with the

practical difficulties of attack and defence in the ring they resorted to arti-

1 Anmml t,J iSriiinh School of Athens, 1900- See Oxyrhynchus papyrus, 11.222; C.

1901, p. 95. Ro1>eit in Hcrmc*, Vol. xxxv. Part I. pp. 141

ii. :;;. iw.
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ficial remedies instead of learning how to use their fists. In the earliest

contests of which we have any evidence strips of leather were wound round

the knuckles and forearms of the combatants to prevent the fists from

puffing and the arm from being broken, as it easily might be in round or

downward strokes. These thongs, called simply ipdvres in Homer, and

subsequently named fieiXi^ai to distinguish them from the weapons of later

days, can scarcely be regarded in the same light as modern boxing-gloves.
It is true that they seemed mild in comparison with /tup/z^/ce? or even the

later //u-ai/re?, but we cannot accept the assumption of Dr. Krause and others

that they actually deadened the blow of the fist. Professional pugilists seem
to agree that fights of the present day in which very light gloves are used

are more severe than if bare fists were allowed : the gloves have not enough

padding to make any appreciable difference, while they prevent the knuckles

from swelling and deadening the blows. This must have been the case to an

even greater extent when strips of leather were employed.
When once the ^etXi^ai were officially adopted the practice of round

hitting was confirmed and subsequent developments tended to make the

thongs harder and heavier, till we find the aifraipai and //.yp/^/et?, and finally

the disgusting cestus of the Roman amphitheatre. But the development
was gradual. The Boxing contest was first held at Olympia in the 23rd

Olympiad (G88 B.C.) and the Boys' Boxing was added in the 41st.4
Through-

out the classical period it was an important event in all the chief athletic

meetings.
The brutal o-^aipat

5 were known in the fourth century and Plato

recommends them as a means for discovering rov re ev-fyw%ov icai rov pij,

and even makes provision for freeing the combatants from responsibility in

cases of death which roust sometimes occur ! But such instruments as these

were apparently not used in the great national festivals. At any rate

the vases do not show them. The ju,i\ixat seem to have been used

in early historic times, and certainly were worn in the fight between Creugas
and Damoxenus at the Nemean Games. 7

During the fifth and fourth

centuries the thongs were made harder and heavier, and towards the end

of the fourth century and in Hellenistic times we find the type which
is shown in the Pariathenaic vase in the British Museum dated 336 B.C.,

and which is worn by the well-known bronze statue in Rome of a seated

Boxer belonging to the Hellenistic period. Further than this we need not go
in the evolution of the cestus, for nothing is gained from the contemplation
of Roman methods of amusement: while it is unlikely that the gauntlets of

the Roman poets were ever used in genuine Greek competitions. The Greek

anthology, however, contains many epigrams on the terrible wounds inflicted

by the /iy/9/*;/ce9.
8

The foregoing sketch shows that the conditions of Greek boxing seem

4
1'aus. v. 8. 9. ]>aus. viii. 40. 3.

5
Pollux, iii. 150. s

'|'h,. MihjiTt is fully woiked out in Antike
*

Lau-s, viii. 830. Tnr,t,j<',-alhc l.y .1. .liuhiu-r.
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to liave remained much the same from the beginning of the sixth century
t.> the end of the fourth, and that although the tendency was to make the

fist-covering more severe yet nothing was introduced that necessitated a

style of fighting different from that described by Homer. This alone

would be enough to show that, boxing had already passed through several

stages before it reached the one that commended itself to the Greek

mind, and boxing pre-supposes a fairly advanced stage of civilisation, to

ensure fair play, and considerable experience to learn how to finish a

man off by sheer hitting unassisted by kicking or strangling. It is difficult

to account otherwise for the conservatism of Greek boxing, and in this con-

nexion it is interesting to glance at the frequent and radical changes made

in our own Prize-Ring, the number and importance of which are not perhaps

generally realised. The father of English prize-fighting was Figg, whose

portrait was painted by Hogarth, and whose name stands first on the roll of

recognised champions.'-' His date is 1719. The period between that date

and the Sayers-Heenan fight in 1860 covers the whole history of the

genuine P.R. during which the science of fist-fighting was evolved and

was brought as near perfection as is humanly possible. The attitudes and

tactics of the Belchers were very different from those of Figg. During this

period throwing was allowed as well as hitting, and a fall would often have

more effect on the issue of a fight than a blow which might seem more

effective to a spectator. A round came to an end as soon as either com-

batant went down, so that they varied greatly in length. In all these fights

bare fists were used, which Englishmen feel to be the only true and correct

style of boxing ;

'

all the rest are mere imitations mere travesties of

the original : to excel in them one has to abandon some of the elementary
rules of the orthodox art.'

10 When, however, the exalted morality of the

Victorian age had declared fist-fighting to be not only illegal but unde-

sirable, boxing with gloves was introduced under a new set of rules in

which wrestling was forbidden : a change which enables some men to win

fame who formerly would have stood no chance of first-class honours. At the

present time the abuse of the
' knock-out

'

with the right on the jaw, and the

exigencies of glove-fighting are vitiating the style of all but the best boxers,

professional and amateur. Thus in England much has happened in ;i

comparatively short time. We must now find what were the Greek tactics

and how far we can recover the regulations in force in different epochs and

especially during the best days of Greece.

Unfortunately the evidence is mostly of a conventional nature, and so

must be treated with caution. The literary accounts are either very early
or very late, and most of the latter seem to be echoes of Homer. The vases

on the other hand do not help us nearly as much as might be expected. The
scenes on vases of a good period which are of any practical value are

'"'Imintoii Labraiy, /' .<iiy,'iinl
'"

I! ulmiuton. J-\,i,-iii>j, p. 114.

>. 135.
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very few, and even in these allowance must be made for the conventions

of the vase painters.

Let us take the literary evidence first. We have the well-known

descriptions of boxing-matches in Homer and Vergil,
11 which are ad-

mirably discussed in the Badminton Library,
12

though the account of the

Homeric contest seems to include some misunderstanding of the Greek. 13

We also have the account by Theocritus 14 and one by Apollonius Rhodius. 15

Quintus Smyrnaeus and Statins also follow the established epic tradition.

We need consider only those matches which were fought with t/zai/re?. In

the later accounts the gloves were of such size and weight as to dominate the

whole character of boxing and to make it more like fighting with clubs : accord-

ingly the post-Alexandrine stories are of little intrinsic value as evidence for

Greek boxing, though they occasionally throw a sidelight on earlier narratives.

Even the fieiXi^ai, however, make comparison with English boxing difficult,

so we must be particularly thankful that Homer has described the fight with

bare fists between Irus and Odysseus with a clearness and moderation very
rare in the annals of the ring. It is clear that such encounters were of

common occurrence from the readiness with which the challenge was given
and taken, the easy but strictly orthodox manner in which the preliminaries

were arranged, and the sporting spirit of the nobles, who evidently loved a

fair fight for its own sake whoever the combatants might be. The two

competitors presented a very different appearance. Irus was much the taller

and heavier 1(i and had also the advantage in age. Odysseus on the other

hand was ofmedium height but broad-shouldered, deep-chested and muscular: 17

evidently a typical middle-weight : ten years earlier he had been one of the

best runners and wrestlers in the Greek army, so that he had possessed that

quickness on which a middle-weight must rely when pitted against a man
heavier than himself.

The tactics he adopted were exactly those which a modern professor

would employ against a heavier but unskilled opponent, namely, drawing
and countering. His success was complete. Irus was much dismayed when

he saw how big his opponent stripped and was probably more so when he met

the eyes of the king. Anyhow he seems to have made a half-hearted lead

off more as a feeler than a blow, as beginners often do when starting a round

with an opponent with whom they are afraid to close at once. This blow

contrary to the usual custom must have been delivered with the left for it hit

the right shoulder of Odysseus. It may have merely fallen short, but when

we remember the advantage in height and reach possessed by Irus, it is more

likely that Odysseus saw the blow coming, ducked his head and raised his

shoulder to guard the chin and then cross-countered heavily with a hook-hit :

11
Jliad, xxiii. 651-699. Acntid, v. 362 worn till 15th Olymp. see Pans. i. 44. 1. The

484. belt proper =f<rH)/>. iv. 132.

13
Fencing, So.vi'ny, Wrestling, pp. 125-131. 14 xxii. 107 IT.

13
E.g. ivl 5' &pwro Kos 'Evti6s is not 15

Argonautica, ii. 67 ft.

'Epeus made a rush at him,' but 'rose on tip-
1B Od. xviii. 4 ; also f.0-100.

coo,' see below. C,u =
irtp'ifapa. which was ir //. iii. 193 4.
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otherwise it is difficult to understand tin- tiviiu-iidnus crtirt of this knock-out,

especially as Odysseus purposely refrained from putting forth his full strength.

This fight finds a close parallel in the description by Apollonius Rhodius of

the fight between Amycus and Polydeuces.
15

Apollonius it is true often imitates

Homer and is here describing a combat of the Heroic age, but late writers show

no hesitation in ascribing to an earlier period the customs of their own time,

.so that the account may be regarded as a fairly trustworthy description of a

Hellenistic encounter. The fight is much more stubbornly contested than

that of the Odyssey, but the opening for the decisive blow is made in just

the same fashion and the same knock-out is administered, except that the

blow lands above instead of under the ear, probably because the men were

more evenly matched in height.

Another account of great interest is the racy and graphic description in

the XXII Idyll of Theocritus of the match between Amycus and Polydeuces,

which contains all the essential features of a thoroughly sporting fight under

recognised rules and familiar conditions.

First the spectators arrive and form a ring, and the principals bind on

their thongs over fists and forearms, such as are shown on the Panathenaic vase

No. B 607 (AT. </. /. x. 4e, 2) in the British Museum. On entering the ring

the two champions at once began to spar for position. He who could so place

himself that the light fell in his opponent's eyes would naturally score a

great advantage. The round, therefore, opened briskiy and it was only after a

hard struggle that Polydeuces gained the coveted place. Amycus, however,

determined to turn the tables by a sudden onslaught and made a furious rush,

always a risky proceeding against a strong opponent on guard. He received

a blow on the jaw, which, had it been better aimed or Amycus less tough,

might easily have ended the fight then and there. As it was it merely
checked him for the moment, and in a short time he came on harder than

before. Then there was much in-fighting and the spectators shouted in their

excitement. Polydeuces watched his opportunity and at last knocked Amycus
down with a blow between the eyes. This ended the first round, unless we

count separately the preliminary struggle for position. There was of course

no fixed time limit, but they wait to see if Amycus is capable of continuing
the fight within a reasonable time, and after a little while he rises. In the

next round there was some more quick work at close quarters, in the course of

which Amycus played on his opponent's body while Polydeuces aimed more

at the face. Finally, Amycus, who seems to have done most of the attacking
but was having rather the worst of the encounter, tried to finish the fight by a

device which would not have been allowed at Olympia. With his own left, that

i> with his guarding hand, he seized his adversary's guard, pulled it down and

delivered a swinging round hit. Polydeuces ducked and countered just below

the left temple with a similar blow which Amycus was not quick enough to

avoid, and which knocked him out so completely that he was nearly killed.19

18
Argonuutica, ii. i? ."/'/. Tlirucritus (Clarendon Press) gives a ruthcr

w Mr. R. ,1. Cholmely in his edition of lUffm-nt version, and translates upy as 'straight
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There is no need to describe the other fights in detail. They all tell the

same story : two men take a firm stand and swing blows at each other's heads

and flanks armed either with simple thongs or with the cestus. It is strange
that the Greeks never learned to rely on straight hitting, for the principles of

fist-fighting can be applied equally to fists covered with the thongs they used

before Hellenistic times. The reason is probably two-fold : First they never

realised the paramount importance of foot-work. Even Vergil makes
Entellus the famous champion miss his footing in a manner which judged by

any standard is absurd. Accurate and quick use of the feet is necessary for the

delivery of a really telling straight blow : if both men are standing still round

hits are undoubtedly more severe, and it may be worth while to run some risk

in order to bring off a knock-out sooner or later. This is in fact often done at

the present time. Secondly they spoiled their chances of success in the infancy
of the sport by invoking mechanical aid instead of studying its scientific

principles ;
and so to compensate for their lack of skill, they condemned their

-

fighters to wear i/MtivTes, the swaddling clothes of boxing, which prevented its

proper growth. The same spirit which evolved the Macedonian phalanx
instead of the equally formidable but more mobile legion developed the cestus

instead of the knuckle-duster. It took the British pugilist less than a century
to find that a boxer should trust mainly to his left for the attack. In this lead-

off the left fist is driven straight from the shoulder intoithe face or body of an

opponent by a lunge forward with the left foot and a strong drive from the

floor with the right leg; the feet whether in advance or retreat must never be

crossed or even in a straight line, nor must the right foot ever be in advance

of the left. Thus speed both in advancing and retreat is secured, while a firm

basis is given against a blow from any quarter : when on guard the weight is

distributed evenly on both feet so that it can be thrown in a moment on to

one or the other.

Leads may be made with the right and hook-hits can be delivered by
either arm as time and occasion require ;

but the underlying principle must

always be observed that the blows travel by the shortest route possible and

that especially in long range hits they should be driven home by all the

weight of the body and force of leg-drive. At the same time firmness of

position as well as speed of movement should be insured by the proper use

of the feet. To the last the Greeks seem to have ignored both these facts,

to have stood with the feet about level but well apart and then to have

swung their bodies round from the hips to give impetus to the blow, often

rising on the toes of one foot to increase the swing. This can be judged
from their guards as well as from their hits as shown on vases : it agrees with

the descriptions of all fights and explains the frequent references in literature

to blows on the side of the head and body. Fortunately just where the

from the shoulder, lit. with the weight of his to have executed an unusual manoeuvre by
shoulder.' The literal meaning makes excellent advancing his left side instead of standing

sense, while the derived interpretation seems to squarely (5oxM^s """^ /o)3oXf}r K\n>6eis) shows

me to read into the account an entirely modern how different was the orthodox Greek position

idea. The very fact that Amycus is considered from that of the English Ring.
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literary evidence is weak, that is to say in the fifth and fourth centuries, the

vases are helpful. The number of those which throw any light on the

subject is limited : there are far fewer representations of boxing matches

than of almost any other sport, which is strange considering the familiarity

of the subject. The best series is in the British Museum. The first is No.

I'. _"!"). a well-known amphora signed by Nicosthenes and dating from about

">20 B.C. Not very much information is to be gained from it
;

the pose is

conventional .and the figures are ungainly ;
however it confirms the foregoing

remarks in some important points. First, the impetus is gained not by a lunge
but by swinging round from the hips; for in the larger group though the legs

are in exactly the same position we see the back of one man and the chest of

the other. The legs seem at first sight to indicate a lunge, but this is at

variance with the rest of the composition, and Prof. E. A. Gardner considers

this treatment to be a convention intended to represent the feet at about the

same level but widely separated. Similar stylistic devices may explain why
the combatants seem to be on different planes. The left fist and foot of the

right-hand man are behind the right of his opponent. To make the scene

more realistic the latter is bleeding profusely at the nose. Both wear light

thongs woven closely round the entire hand but not above the wrist.

Next comes the Panathenaic vase B 140, on which one of the combat-

ants is bearded and seems to be pressing the attack. It is difficult to under-

stand the position of the feet unless they are intended to be approximately
level : otherwise the elder rnan has thrust his right foot forward and the

younger his left. The elder guards with his left hand, the fingers of which

;ire extended, while his right arm is raised and bent to deliver a blow. The

younger is also guarding with his left and the fist is closed to meet the blow :

his right is contracted but lowered and he evidently intends to meet his

opponent's attack with an upper-cut. The head is drawn back as though

getting out of reach, instead of being sunk on one side, another sign of

round hitting.'-" It is evident that the men are engaged in in-fighting, short

arm and contracted blows are the only ones employed and there is no sign of

a real lunge, or any attempt to employ the weight of the body or drive of

the legs by a step forward. The ifMiivres are of a light description and are

indicated merely by lines drawn across the knuckles and wrist. The forearm

is scarcely protected at all. To the left of the group is a referee with a

large stick, and to the right an ephedros holding his thongs.
We are fortunate in possessing a fine kylix, B. M. Vases E 39, (PI. XII.)-

1

in the style of Duris (B.C. 480-4-50) showing four pairs of boxers. Three

of these pairs represent Ephebi actually engaged, and one shows boys

preparing for the contest. The same position of the feet is shown in a much
more natural and pleasing manner by letting one of the competitors be

seen partly from behind. The motive of most of the figures is the same : the

left arm extended for guarding, the right contracted for hitting. Here,

10 Cf. Aen. v. 427 : Their heads held high are drawn back.

Abduxere retro longe capita ardua ab ictu. S1 Wiener Vorlegeblotter viii. 1.
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liowever, the band is not raised, but the elbow is drawn back in a horizontal

line, so that the fist is on a level with the shoulder. At first it seems as

though a straight hit were contemplated, but it is more likely to be a truer and

less conventional method of showing a round hit, just as the feet are more

artistically treated. This impression is strengthened by the position of one

figure who is pressing the attack. He has raised his right foot almost off the

ground and has swung his right arm back to gain impetus for the blow, thus

leaving himself quite exposed to a straight hit. The central group is of great

interest as it shows a knock-out. The blow landed probably on the

jaw or the side of the head, for the man has fallen on his left knee in a

position very different from that of one who had been knocked backwards.

His opponent has swung his right back to give a final hit, but the vanquished
holds up one finger to acknowledge his defeat.

The thongs shown on this kylix reach about a third of the way up the

forearm.

Two more fine groups of boxers are shown on B. M. Vases E 78, (Pi. XIII.)

a kylix of the best red-figured period, showing various athletic scenes. The

first group is a good example of a familiar design. One combatant has

swung back his right hand and raised himself on the toes of the right foot,

while his left arm is raised and bent to ward off a counter stroke. His

opponent, a heavier man whose face seems to have suffered, extends his left and

contracts his right for a counter. At the same time he tries to get out of

reach not by
'

retreating in good order
'

but by thrusting back his right leg,

bending his knee and leaning back, a most dangerous proceeding, should

the attack be well followed up. The group seems to show sparring for

practice only. The hands are open and the fingers separated. The attacker

has thrust both hands forward but is not using the weight of his body. The

other is guarding in the manner shown on the last kylix. The thongs in

these groups reach about halfway up the forearm.

The large Panathenaic vase in the British Museum (No. B 607, Mon. <L I.

x. 48e 2) supplies some valuable evidence as to the form of the cestus and

the physical type which were most in favour at the great boxing matches at

the end of the fourth century. In both respects there is a close resemblance

to the well-known seated bronze boxer of the Museo delle Terme. The men
are very powerful and thickset and the gloves are formed of heavy thongs
which reach nearly to the elbow. Their tactics seem much the same as those

on the previous vases. One is stopping an attack by thrusting out his left

arm and at the same time drawing back his head. At first it seems as though
he were making a forward lunge in the most approved modem style, but on

closer inspection one sees that the left foot is not meant to be stepping
forward but to be set apart from the other according to the usual conven-

tion
;
while the fact that instead of throwing the body weight into the blow

the boxer is drawing his head and body back shows that defence and not

attack is represented.

Another well-known Panathenaic vase (B 612) shows two boxers on

guard wearing yaetXt'xat. Both figures have the feet planted well apart, the
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left arm extended with tlie fingers open, the right fist shut and the ami bent

and drawn back and held on a level with the chest. The vase belongs to a

late period and the drawing is poor, but it gives a good illustration of a recog-
nised position.

Thus all the evidence shows that the Greek boxers of all periods relied

mainly on a swinging blow with the right, and that they never appreciated
the smashing force of a quick left lead driven straight from the shoulder,

though left-hand blows were sometimes delivered. Some vase-paintings have,

however, been considered to show that even if modern methods were not

much in favour with the Greeks they were at least recognised. It is there-

fore necessary to examine the most important of them. The first (Stephani
C.R. 1876, 109) shows a pair of boxers, one of whom has hit his opponent in

FIG. 1. FROM A PANATHEXAIC VASE. (Stephuni, O.K. 1876, 109.)

the face with his left hand. The blow, however, in no way resembles a

straight hit : the arm is not straight but ' hooked
'

;
it has not been shot out

but it has been swung round or down. The fist is not even clenched, only
the flat of the hand is used. Again, the forward position of the left leg need

not indicate a lunge, for the position of the legs of both combatants is exactly

the same. If this be not a mere schematic device it may represent no more

than that the feet are planted wide apart. Finally, though a blow has been

scored with the left hand, the main attack is just about to be delivered with

the right. Clearly, what has happened is this : Both men were in the

orthodox position with right fists drawn back and ready to strike, and left

arms with the hands open extended to guard. Then A swung his right arm
back and downwards to deliver a swinging blow, but at the same time left his

head unguarded though within range: whereupon B without even shutting
his tist has given him with his left or guarding hand a quick hit in the face
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and is about to deal a decisive blow with the right before A can recover from

the shock or regain his position.

There are other illustrations also, of doubtful value, such as Benndorf,
Gr. u. Sic. Vascnl. xxxi. 2. a, and a kylix of Pamphaeus (Mon. d. I. xi. 24).

Much more important is a vase in the Louvre

(Fig. 2; Pettier, Vases antiques du Lourre, vol.

ii. PI. 82) where it really does seem as if a knock-

out blow on the jaw had been delivered by a

straight left lead. This impression is confirmed

if we contrast the position of the falling man
with that on the Duris vase quoted above. But
from the usual position of the hands it is prob-
able that 'chopping,' or a tendency to strike

downwards prevailed even in comparatively

F.G. 2.-FROM A PAN-ATIIF.NAIC straight hitting. Thus, though it is clear that,

VASE. (Louvre, F 278.) the left hand was sometimes used for attack, it

is equally clear that the method of using it

differed radically from that employed in the English ring. Nothing

proves this more conclusively than the way in which on all vases the body
both in attack and defence is left exposed to straight hits. Contrast such

positions with popular prints of prize-fighters on guard, or with the illus-

trations in any good book on boxing, and the difference will be seen at once.

It is natural that hits should be given with the lelt as well as the riht,O O
when an opportunity occurs; but if the pride of the English ring, the

straight left, is to be made really effective it must dominate the whole scheme

both of attack and defence. It can be confidently stated that this was never

the case with the Greeks.

The foregoing sketch shows that the evidence of the vases agrees with

the literary tradition so closely that although some questions of procedure
remain doubtful yet the main /eatures of a boxing match at Olympia in

classical times can be reproduced with tolerable certainty. Let. us endeavour

then to picture the probable course of such a contest in the fifth century.

According to Dr. C. Robert22 the boxing came in the middle of the third

day, that is to say exactly in the middle of the whole festival, and when we

remember that the severer contests were held in the middle of the day with

the express purpose of increasing the distress we may well wonder at the

fortitude of the Greek athletes. Even for spectators the noonday sun at

Olympia in July is a trying ordeal, while the languor caused by the heat in

the valley of the Alpheus seems to preclude the possibility of such violent

exertion. Especially would this be the case in boxing, which Homer truly

calls dXeyetvij,
'

causing distress,' a word which probably implies not so much
the pain from the blows as that distress which causes the loss of most fights

not decided by a knock-out. However, the competitors had passed through
nine months of training on the spot and represented the survival of tin-

22 Loc. cit. Diagram of the events.
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fittest. When the pairs and byes had been decided by lot, the first pair

entered the arena. We have no evidence that the size of the ring was

defined exactly and there were certainly no ropes : thus some of the most

familiar devices of the English ring such as cornering and slipping, which

are due to the presence of a barrier, would be unknown. It seems rather that

the science of advancing and retreating had not been encouraged and that

the combatants were expected to stand their ground as far as was possible.

Each was accompanied by his second, either a relative or a professional, whose

first duty was to bind the ip-avres round the fist and forearm but leaving the

thumb free. 23 Apparently the seconds, contrary to modern custom, were

allowed to advise the principals during the actual progress of the struggle as

well as between the rounds.24 This is shown by the well-known tale of

Glaucus the Carystian, one of the most redoubtable athletes of antiquity.

When a boy he re-set a ploughshare which had become loose, using his

fist as a hammer, whereupon his father, admiring his strength and hardihood,

entered him at Olympia for the boys' boxing match. Then, when he was

being hard pressed in the fight by his more skilful opponent, his father (who

was, we may suppose, acting as his second) shouted '

<a TTOI, TTJV cnr'

aporpov' whereat with a mighty effort Glaucus felled his antagonist. It is

interesting to note that this same Glaucus was one of the few who won at

Olympia both as boys and men. He was also a TreptoSoviKT)? having won

at Isthmian, Pythian, and Nemean games as well. When the two com-

petitors entered the ring there was no preliminary hand-shake
; indeed, there

seems to have been little of that mutual goodwill which forms an important

part of what we call sporting feeling. On the contrary it was much more in

accordance with Greek traditions to advance Seivov Septcofievoi looking

daggers and meaning mischief though it is most unlikely that they wasted

their breath in the murderous boasts of Epic heroes. The first struggle was

to obtain a good position,
25 which seems to show that there was not much

idea of working round, although it is not necessary to suppose that a position

once taken was rigidly adhered to throughout the contest. Then, when the

men had determined their respective places, a firm stand against round hits

was secured by planting the feet well apart and nearly on a level, with the

body square so as to lead off with either hand after the manner of the

earliest school of English boxing. The Greeks, however, differed from the

worthies in the days of the early Georges by employing mainly round and

not straight hits. The natural corollary is that they relied chiefly on a

knock-out with the swinging right.

After the preliminary manoeuvring for position and sparring for an

81 Schol. Plato, Rep. i. 338 c, d iri'xp ci> ivt&a\t, Stb KO! tv(<a\atv.

ffv\\auBdvft TOII Saicrv\oij -rb irArjKTiKoV.
* Aristid. xiii. ; Panath. 160, quoted by

94 Schol. to Piud. 01. xi. 19, p. '243 B \iyti Krause, p. 509 fi<rwfp o5x oi vim-rat pl TTJI

olv TTIV 'Hpa\f'ou5 rpoirV ti'j trapauudiav 'Ayrj- crracreaij wpurov riyuviaarro. Also Aesch. in

<Ti8ojuou iJK^dffavros fjitv 4v r<f rrjs icvynr)* aycavi Cti's. 206 Bekk. Siffttp olv iv roit yvfunKolt

Kal ruv arrl-ra\ov kv irapa /xitpby VIICTJO-CU TOIT)- ayuai 6part rovs irvteras irtpl TTJJ ff-rdfffas

<rafTOj, (I /J? i 4\efTj|t airroii "TAai i'Soiv Odpffos Tpii oA.\T)Aot/s Stayuft^ofnii'ovs.

H.S. VOL. XXVI. Q
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opening the work would begin in earnest, and terrible work it would be.

Classifications according to weight would have been foreign to Greek ideas :

a man came to Olympia to win the all-comers championship or nothing,
and so the boxers were mostly heavy-weights. When two heavy-weights
armed with IpavTes box in the manner indicated, a slogging match of

the most barbarous description almost necessarily follows. On the other

hand wrestling, which played so important a part in the P.R., was not

allowed, neither was clinching ;

26 such devices were reserved for the

pankration. The bout might be ended very quickly then as now by a

knock-out from a lucky hit
;
but as a slow slogging hit is much more easily

guarded than a straight drive, and as Greek athletes appear to have been

capable of taking much punishment, the fights must often have been long-
drawn. Glaucus, of whom mention has been made already, was especially

famous for his skill in xeipovopia and was represented on guard in his statue

which Pausanias saw. In a protracted battle the length of the rounds was

determined much in the same manner as in our own P.R., that is to say, either

by one of the combatants being knocked down, or by a lull in the fray oc-

casioned by the simultaneous exhaustion of both.27 The fight was to a finish,
28

and if not decided by a knock-out was ended by one of the combatants

raising his finger in acknowledgment of defeat.29 If a draw seemed other-

wise inevitable it sometimes happened that an exchange of free hits would be

agreed upon, a practice which must have given the first striker a great

advantage.
30

Throughout the meeting order was maintained, the rules enforced, and

the awards made by the Hellanodikai. How far they tried to keep silence

does not appear, but apparently the spectators shouted when they became

unusually excited,
31 which must have embarrassed the seconds. If a modern

pugilist could witness a fight of this description he would condemn the style

of the Greeks on the ground that they wholly failed to recognise the two

great principles on which the whole science of boxing rests : good foot-

work and straight hitting. There is no reason to doubt that the Greek

boxers exhibited all the quickness of resource and power of endurance

essential to the fighting man, or that they had reduced to a fine art

the delicate operations of timing, countering, and getting out of reach.

They were also fully aware of the importance of utilising the weight of

the body to increase the force of the blow
;
but their style of hitting must

have been comparatively slow, like a sabre compared with a foil, and it is

difficult to believe that any Greek could have stood up for long against a

first-rate modern prize-fighter if both wore the l/j.dvre<; that were used in the

fifth century. It is to be regretted that the Greeks made the ipavTes more

26 rovs Sf irvKras ovtit irdvv /3ouAojueVouv tuaiv 40. 3.

ol$pa0(vralffvnir\fKfff6ai, Plutarch, Symp. ii. 4.
31

Plutarch, De prefect, in virt. c. 8. At the

27
Ap. Rhod. ii. 86 ffrdvrt 5t Baibv &iru8fv. Isthmian games Aeschylus remarked to Ion that

28
SiairvKTtvfiv, Paus. vi. 10. 1. while the spectators cried out whenever a blow

29 Plut. Lycurgus, c. 19 lv oil \t\p a.vartlvfrai, was struck, the man who received the blow was
30 See Krause, p. 522, cf. Pausanias, viii. silent.
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and more severe. Fist-fighting is a noble art and it secures a decisive result

without (as a rule) permanent injury to either combatant. But boxing
with loaded gloves is spurious sport, in which those only would engage who

made it their trade for the pleasure of a brutal populace. A sport which

unfits one for everything else defeats its own object and justifies the attacks

made on its devotees by Euripides
32 and Kipling. Both these authors, how-

ever, seem to have attacked the gentlemen athletes in a manner which

has called forth considerable protest. It is likely enough that when

actually in training the athletes, just as rowing men are fit for little

except the river when training, were virv(i>eis and easily upset, but it

does not follow that even in the fourth or third century the com-

petitors as a class devoted themselves to athletics exclusively, although
a certain proportion would naturally do so. On the other hand under

modern conditions all the competitors at Olympia would be considered

professionals. It is true that the wreath of olive or bay had no intrinsic

value, but we are apt to forget the substantial prizes that fell to the victor's

lot as well. Thus Solon decreed that 500 drachmae should be paid to each

Olympic victor,
33 and further that he should be maintained for life at the

Prytaneum, roughly equivalent to giving a University Blue the perpetual right

of dining at the High Table of his college : a very valuable privilege if he were

to live all his life in Oxford or Cambridge as the Athenian would in Athens.

Moreover the competitors at Olympia were necessarily the few who had

already fought before their way to the top of their profession, from local

athletic meetings upwards, and at these provincial competitions prizes

of value were offered. Even Heracles says quite naturally in Alcestis

that he competed for the prize because it was agiov irovov. This being the

case it is strange that Greek athletics suffered so little from the professional

spirit and that gentlemen competed throughout the best period.

Perhaps the chief reason was that the honour of winning at Olympia
outweighed any other inducement that could be offered, and this would be

a more powerful safeguard against collusion than the vigilance of the judges.
For although they had always a keen eye for material gain y*t the

spirit and environment of the Greeks in their own social intercourse and

especially in regard to athletics resembled that of our own Public Schools

and Universities more closely than any other institutions ancient or modern.

It must be acknowledged that the generosity and courtesy which

we consider essential to sport were often lacking, especially in the

treatment of the vanquished. But the fact remains that the Olympic festival

retained its reputation for fair play for centuries, in spite of professionalism
on the one hand and slavery on the other. No stronger proof could be

given of the honour and vitality of Greek athletics.

K. T. FROST.

32 KCIKUIV yap OVT-VV K.T.\. A then. x. 413. M Also 100 drachmae to a winner at the

The parallel between this and Kipling's tirade Isthmian and other games. Plutarch, Solon,

against flannelled fools is very close : one might c. 23. Krause, op. cit. ii. p. 765.

almost be a free translation of the other.
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A NOTE ON THE CACUS VASE OF THE ASHMOLEAN MUSEUM
(J.H.S. XIII. 70).

IN this Journal in 1893 I published a very interesting amphora
discovered by Mr. Arthur Evans in a tomb at Gela in Sicily,

1 which I

described as shewing on one side Cacus dragging the oxen of Geryon
backward into a cattle-shed, while a satyr above plays the flutes, and on the

other side Herakles singing to the lyre. This vase has been subjected to a

critical study by Dr. E. Pernice,
2 who has found some interesting facts which

I had not noted when I published the vase. I must begin by heartily con-

gratulating him on his keenness of eye and his ingenuity. But at the

same time I must express my regret that Dr. Pernice did not, before

Ashmolean Catalogue, No. 211, PI. I. A. 2 Jahrb. 1906, p. 45.
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publishing his paper, commission me or some other colleague to re-examine

the vase itself. Owing to this omission, the inferences which Dr. Pernice

has drawn from his observation are almost entirely misleading.
The fact which Dr. Pernice has observed is that the two legs which I

supposed to be those of Cacus (see the cut, repeated from J.H.S. 1893, p. 71)
are really quite different one from the other. One wears a high boot,

the thigh is bare, and a chiton appears below the waist with a sword in a

sheath hanging by it
;
the other is draped down to the ankle, and does

not look like a male leg at all. By comparison with an Attic lekythos
at Berlin3 which represents the Judgment of Paris, Dr. Pernice tries to

shew that the two legs belong originally the one to Hermes, the other to Paris,

in the scheme which represents Hermes seizing Paris to prevent him from

modestly trying to escape from the honour forced upon him. In fact, they do

closely correspond with the two limbs in question in the vase-painting cited.

When, however, Dr. Pernice goes on to find the end of the herald's staff of

Hermes in a curious knot among the horns of the oxen, he is mistaken.

Mr. Anderson's drawing of the Cacus vase is, I need scarcely say, excellent
;

but it is not perfect, and a close examination shews that he has been led into

a slight inaccuracy by a break on the surface. The horns of the oxen are

oxen's horns and nothing else.

The view of Dr. Pernice is that the painter of the lekythos had
in the first instance painted on his vase a group of Hermes struggling
with Paris, but he thinks the satyr also belongs to the original scheme

;

and he combines satyr and struggling group on p. 50 into a design
which he confesses to be almost unintelligible, but which he supposes
to have some relation to early scenic representations at Athens.

The supposed caduceus I have already stated to be an imagination.
And as this group of Hermes and Paris is allowed by all who have
discussed the Berlin vase von Duhn, Furtwiingler, Miss Harrison, and
Pernice himself to be nothing but a slavish copy of a group of Peleus 4

seizing Thetis, the latter subject, if any, would be part of the original

design of the vase, and Dr. Pernice's heading Ein Paris-Urtheil turns out to

have no justification. But on my carefully examining the vase in company
with Mr. Arthur Evans, it appears that nothing beyond the two legs of the

supposed group was ever painted upon the vase at all. There is no

sign whatever of repainting, no trace of any figures in silhouette beneath the

surface of the cattle-shed. In fact, what we see in the painting of the vase

is exactly what from the first the painter meant us to see. His composition
is curious, but nothing like so curious as the restoration of Dr. Pernice

would be.

A very simple explanation of the vase-painting suggests itself. The
vase painter, who had no imagination, but was of a very imitative turn

3
Figured in the Jahib. 1906, also in Arch. * The sword in particular is conclusive evi-

y.-it. 1883, PL XI. Cf. Furtwiingler, Cat. dence on this point.
Vases Berlin, No. 2005.
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of mind, was set to paint a subject new to him, and did not know how

to proceed. He had recourse to the barest eclecticism from subjects familiar

to him. The cattle-shed he copied from an altar, the reclining satyr from a

silenus lying on the back of an ass. Needing two human legs, he took them

from the group of Peleus seizing Thetis. For the oxen he had no prototype

at hand, so he composed them
;

and a very poor business he has made of

them !

I do not feel sure that the painting is intended to represent the

adventure of Cacus, and in fact I have always had doubts on that head.

But Dr. Pernice's observations do not detract anything from the probability

that this is the meaning, nor has he any other suggestion to offer as

to a possible interpretation. A shed with the heads of cattle protruding from

it at one end, and two human legs protruding at the other, what else can this

mean ? Possibly the theft of Apollo's cattle by Hermes might be suggested ;

but Hermes was an infant at the time, and then Herakles is depicted on the

other side of the vase. On the whole, until some better suggestion is made,
I stand by my interpretation. The satyr seems to shew some relation

to a satyric play, or a comic rendering of myth. Our vase and there I agree
with Dr. Pernice is more probably Attic than Sicilian

;
but it was found in

Sicily, and was very probably made for a Sicilian. The date of a vase so

conventional is not easy to fix, but it would probably be the sixth rather

than the fifth century. This is rather too early for Epicharmus, but not

for the kind of comedy in which he excelled.

P. GARDNER.



AN ATTIC GRAVE LEKYTHOS.

[PLATE XIV.]

PENTELIC marble. Total height, 113 cm. Height of body, 96 cm. Of

figured space, 47 cm. Circumference round the bottom of figured space,

116'5 cm.

The upper part of the neck and the whole of the handle are missing.

This beautiful marble grave lekythos, which I have received kind

permission to publish from Dr. Kastriotis and M. Stais, is now in the National

Museum of Athens (No. 2584). It was discovered in the year 1904 in the

house of Spiliotis near the a-<f>ayeia on the left bank of the Ilisos.

The vase itself is considerably broken, and the surface of the marble is

unfortunately a good deal damaged, but in spite of this, at the first glance,
one is struck by the beauty of the whole composition of the relief which

covers more than half of the body of the lekythos. This relief is interesting
also for its subject matter, which, as far as I am aware, has no exact parallel ;

a somewhat unusual fact, for on the whole there is not very much variation

in the scenes and motives represented on the Greek grave reliefs.

A technical point to be noticed is that the figures are not, as is generally
the case on these lekythoi, just in slightly raised relief from the surface, but

the whole relief is set back in a frame-work, so to speak, the feet of the

figures resting on the lower rim, so that the whole makes a very pleasing
finished effect.

1 We must imagine the addition of colour, of which no traces

are now visible, but which we know was considerably used to carry out

details and as a finish to works in relief as well as to sculpture in the round,
both in the early and later periods of Greek art. The hair of the figures

was almost certainly coloured, and in all probability the garments also and

the shoes. Some of the Attic grave reliefs are of special importance owing
to the fact that they are among the few original works preserved to us in

which traces of this colouring are still actually visible. Take, for example,
the stele of Aristonautes

;

2 in this we still see faint signs of red inside the

shield, blue on the background and green on the shoulder clasp of the mantle.

Also a small stele Ath. Nat. Mus. No. 892,
3 in which distinct traces of red are

to be observed on the hair of the little girl.

1 Other marble lekythoi with a similar * Ath. Nat. Mus. 738 Kavvadias, and Conze,

technique are No. 810 Ath. Nat. Mus. ; Conze, 1151.

AUische Grab-Reliefs, Taf. ccxiti. No. 1059; Conze, 840, and cf. Ath. Milih. 1885, p. 240,

also Conze, No. 294, Taf. Ixx. note 1.
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To return to the lekythos, we see that the lower part of the neck is

decorated with a painted design, and remains of the graceful palmette

pattern carried out in dark red are still visible. It is possible that the base

was ornamented in the same way. We must now study the human figures

and the scene depicted in this relief. There are four persons represented.

The left hand figure is that of an elderly bearded man (Plate XIV., Fig. 1),

turning towards the right, that is towards the centre. He is clad in a chiton,

and over this is a mantle covering only the lower limbs, and this seems to

have been held in place on the left side by the staff on which the man is

leaning. His legs are crossed and there is no doubt from the position of the

right hand that it was holding the staff, which must, however, have been

carried out in colour, as there is now no trace of it visible. He seems to

have a narrow fillet round the head. He is resting his chin on his left hand, an

attitude which we find constantly occurring on grave reliefs, and which is

probably expressive of grief. The corresponding figure on the right is that

of a woman (Plate XIV., Fig. 3), also turning towards the centre, and in the

same attitude as the man
;
she is resting her chin on the right hand. She

has a long chiton and over this a kind of mantle which falls in folds down the

left side from the left shoulder, but leaving the right shoulder free is taken

under the right arm and passes in folds across the waist
;
the end hangs over

the left arm, which is held against the side, the hand resting flat on the folds

in front. The woman's hair is cut almost short, reaching not quite to the

nape of the neck.

A figure which shows many points of resemblance to the one in

question is that of Mynno.
4 This latter stele belongs without doubt to the

same period as the lekythos, and there is so much similarity between these

two figures, that we might almost attribute them to the same artist. For

instance, the hair is very similarly treated to that of Mynno, being, like it, cut

short and without a parting. There is resemblance, too, in the expression and

in the shape of the faces. The garments also have points in common
notice for instance the treatment of the small folds of the chiton round

the neck in front, and the way in which the stuff clings to the body, shewing
the outlines of the breasts very distinctly.

Turning now to the two central figures of the group, we cannot

but be struck by the grace with which they are represented as well as

by the simple charm of the little scene enacted. On the left stands

a youth, hardly past the age of boyhood, the body shewing but slight

muscular development. The upper part of the body is nude, and round his

lower limbs is a mantle reaching almost to the ankles
;

it is caught up
on the left, and he seems to be holding it against his side with the fingers of

his right hand, in the palm of which sits a little hare, which he is grasping by
the ears with the left hand. On the right, turning towards the centre, towards

the youth, is a younger woman, evidently of an age about corresponding to

his. Her garments are exactly similar to those of the other woman standing

4 Berlin Catalogue, No. 737, and Furtwiingler, Coll. Sdbouroff, Bd. i. Taf. xix.
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behind her, whom I have already described. There is a difference, however,
in the way in which the younger woman's hair is dressed

;
it is not cut short,

but gathered up into a knot at the back, where it is held in place by a broad

band which passes round the head and is divided in front into three narrower

bands, one of which rests on the forehead, the others on the hair which

is shewn in between them. This seems to have been a very usual fashion

for younger women. Compare for example the stele of Hegeso,
5 where the

hair is very similarly treated, though a little more elaborate.

The two central figures of the lekythos seem to be advancing towards

each other, for each has one foot drawn back behind the other, with the heel

off the ground. The girl's right hand is slightly extended, perhaps with the

intention of taking the hare from the youth. Between the two is a stool,

one of the ordinary diphroi a very usual piece of household furniture which

answered the purpose either of a seat or a table. See, for instance, the

seats of the gods on the Parthenon Frieze, and numerous examples of painted
vases where the diphros is represented either as table or seat (see especially

on the white-ground grave lekythoi).

We now come to the interpretation of the whole scene represented. It

is doubtless capable of several explanations, but the one I would suggest

as the most likely is the following. The two figures in the centre are

probably brother and sister, both having died young, perhaps at the same

time, and the two persons on either side are the father and mother, mourning
their dead children. On many of these marble lekythoi,

6 as on other grave

stelai, we find the names of the persons inscribed above them or beside them,

but here we have no such identification. It is very usual on grave stelai

to find the survivors who erected the monument themselves portrayed, as

well as those in whose memory it was put up. It may be considered that the

woman on the right is more likely intended to be a servant or slave, owing to

the fact that her hair is short (a style very customary for servants) ;
but we

know that women frequently cut their hair as a sign of mourning,
7 and

probably this explanation holds good in this case, that the mother is repre-

sented with short hair, as significant of grief. Difference in age between

women is seldom, if ever, represented on these grave reliefs, so the fact that

here there is no distinction of the kind need be no reason against accepting
the theory that the woman on the right is the mother probably of both the

youth and the girl ;
and there can be little doubt that the elderly man is the

father.

The hare which the youth is holding needs some explanation. It is clear

from other reliefs as well as from various vase-paintings that a hare was one

of the favourite and most usual pets and playthings of the Greek youths, and

was evidently almost as much of a domestic animal as the dog or the cat.

On several grave reliefs erected to the memory of a youth, we find him

6
Conze, Bd. i. No. 68. Taf. xxx. and and many others.

Brunn-Bruckmann, Denkmaler, No. 436. 7 See Furtwangler, Coll. Sabotiroff, stele of

Cf. for example, Ath. Nat. Mus. No. 1064, Mynno, Taf. xix. and Text.

Lekythos of Metrodora, Philia, Mys and Meles,
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represented with a hare, evidently as one of his favourite playthings. For

instance in the Athens National Museum 8
is a youth leaning against a small

pillar on which sits a hare. Also in the Athens National Museum the stele of

Telesias.9 We find a hare constantly depicted on vases on which are painted

scenes from the palaestra. For example, an amphora,
10 on one side of which

is a youth, evidently a victorious athlete : attached to his wrist hangs a

hare. Also a red -figured kylix,
11
showing a scene in the palaestra, where one

group is composed of an elderly man handing a hare to one of the young
athletes.

On the other hand we know that the hare was one of the symbols of

love, and one of the animals sacred to Aphrodite,
12 and in this way connected

with Eros.13 There is a relief 14 in the Villa Albani, representing Aphrodite

throned, while under the throne crouches a hare. The animal under the throne

of Aphrodite on the coins of Nagidus is however not a hare, as it has been

called, but a mouse or rat.15

In vase-paintings the hare is constantly given as an attribute of Eros.

For example the well-known vase 10 in the British Museum : on one side we

have Odysseus and the Sirens, on the other side are three Erotes, one carry-

ing a hare. Also in the British Museum is a lekythos on which Eros is repre-

sented hovering over an altar, holding a hare in both hands. There are

many other instances, which it would take too much space to mention. I

merely quote these examples proving the connexion of the hare with Eros,

as this fact makes another explanation of the scene we are studying possible,

although I think not preferable to the one already suggested. The two

central figures might be regarded as being intended to represent two

persons either betrothed or perhaps lately married the young lover or

husband has died and is depicted as handing over a symbol of his love to

her from whom he has been parted.

It is possible that the girl is not going to take the hare from the youth
but that she also held some object in her right hand a flower or bird

perhaps, which, having been carried out in colour, is now no longer visible
;

but. judging from the attitude and general demeanour of the two, the other

theory seems the more likely one, and we probably have the brother and

sister represented as they were in their lifetime with the plaything they had

enjoyed in common.

Before considering the question of date there is one other interesting

point to notice about this lekythos. We have already observed that there are

no names inscribed as is very often the case, but on the lower part of the

8
Kavvadias, No. 794, and Conze, ii.

2 Taf. 13
Furtwiingler, Eros in der Vasenmalerei

clxxxvi. pp. 14 and 15.

9
Kavvadias, No. 898, and Conze, ii.

2
, Taf. 14 Miiller-Wieseler Denkmdler alter Kunst,

ccviii. Bd. ii. Taf. 24, note 257.
10

Gerhard, Qriechische Fasenbilder, Bd. ii.
15 Ibid, note 258a ; see B. M. Coins, Lycaonia,

Taf. cclxxv. etc. pp. xliii., and 113.
11

Gerhard, Bd. ii. Taf. cclxxviii. 18 Mon. d. I. i. 8 and B. M. Vases, iii. No.
12 See Furtwangler in Roscher's Lcxikon, Bd. 440.

i. p. 378.
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neck are two words inscribed, still quite legible. These words are OP Of.

MNHMATOC which translated literally must mean 'the boundary or

boundary stone of the monument,' in this case of the tomb. It is curious

to find this inscription
17

occurring on one of the actual grave monuments, and,

as far as I am aware at present, this is the only instance of its use in this

way. Only one explanation of this seems possible and in order to find it we

must consider briefly the known facts concerning the graves and burial

grounds of the Greeks. We know both from excavations and from literary

sources 18 that from very early times it was the custom, especially in Attica,

for the members of one family to be buried together in one piece of ground,

and a monument, in early times a tumulus, then later stelai, statues, etc., was

erected. In many parts of the country there are also rock-cut graves which

evidently must have served the same purpose. These family graves were

enclosed by a wall, and traces of these walls are still visible in different places,

especially in Brauron and Vari. 19

Until the law of Solon was passed forbidding the custom, people were

buried within the towns
;
the possessors of a plot of land would probably use

part of it as a family burial place.
20 After Solon's time the graves were

outside the city walls, generally along the sides of a much used highway,
as for instance along the Sacred Way leading from Athens to

Eleusis. The families rich enough to do so would buy a piece of ground,

usually make a slightly raised terrace surrounded by a wall, and within this

space set up a monument or more than one to the memory of the different

members of the family.
21 Traces of these walls may still be seen in the

Dipylon at Athens
;
for instance part of the polygonal wall in the shape of a

half-circle is still standing round the monument of Dexileos which was part

of a family tomb. There is no doubt that these tombs were often very

plentifully and richly decorated : stelai with or without a relief, lekythoi and

loutrophoroi, as well as life-size statues or a group in an aedicula all these

different forms of monument were possible, and probably sometimes within

one enclosed space there may have been an example of each
;
even the

slaves of the family were also sometimes represented as mourning their

masters. 22 So we must suppose that our lekythos was also a monument

belonging to one of the large family tombs either in Athens itself or in some
other place in Attica, and for some reason which we cannot definitely

explain the words opo? fjLvij(j,aTo<; were engraved on it to mark the boundary
of the particular tomb to which it belonged. Perhaps this family tomb was

not surrounded by a wall as was usual, and so in order to keep it distinct

from the next grave, these words were engraved on the lekythos which stood

at the edge, instead of on an ordinary boundary stone which we should expect
to find used for the purpose.

17 For the latest list of such inscriptions see Scene.

Tillyanl, in B.X.A. xi. pp. 67 f.
M See E. Curtius, Gesehichte der Stadt Athen,

18
E.g. Demosthenes, Jiubulid. 28 and 57. p. 204.

19 See Furtwangler, Introd. to Collection ** Sec Furtwiingler, Coll. Sabouroff, Text

Sabouroff, p. 29. and Plates, 15, 16, and 17.

^'e Becker's Chariklcs, iii. Excurs zur 9lcn
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In conclusion a few words as to the date ofthe work, a question which it

is not difficult to decide. The relief is in every respect characteristic of the

latter half of the fifth century B.C., of the school of Pheidias, and has many
traits in common with the Parthenon Frieze as well as with other grave
reliefs belonging to this period. For each figure on the lekythos we can find

a counterpart in the Parthenon Frieze : to the women with their garments

clinging almost as if damp to the body, we need but compare the seated

goddesses or the maidens carrying the stools on the east frieze. On the same
side we find an elderly man, a citizen leaning on his staff, and beside him a

youth, both of whom distinctly recall the father and son of the lekythos, and

indeed, throughout the whole frieze, there are numerous figures which afford

a comparison to these two.

We have already instanced the relief of Mynno as belonging to the same

period ;
another grave relief, although of much bigger dimensions, which

shows very similar workmanship is in the National Museum, Athens
;

23

there is great similarity in the way the persons are standing, in the folds of

the garments, and especially in the not very skilful treatment of the hands

and eyes. M. Kavvadias ascribes this relief to the middle of the fifth

century, and I should be inclined to date the lekythos a little later, probably
nearer the time of the Parthenon Frieze.

I may add that these marble lekythoi seem to have been a favourite

form of monument at this time, for on examination I think we find that nearly

all these lekythoi found in the various museums date from this period the

middle to the end of the fifth century, before the beautiful aedicula-shaped

monuments, which have come down to us as beautiful examples of

original work of the great art of the fourth century in Greece, came into

vogue.
SILVIA M. WELSH.

23
Kavvadias, No. 716 ; Conze, Bd. i. Taf. Ixix. No. 293.



SOME SCULPTURES AT TURIN.

[PLATES XV.-XVIL]

DURING a visit to Turin last autumn to photograph the so-called
'

Diadumenos,' which is here published, I believe for the first time, I took the

opportunity to photograph one or two other works which seemed to be

interesting. The photographs of these are published with the ' Diadumenos
'

in this paper. The discussions added to the descriptions of them are not

intended to be complete, nor are they, I fear, perfect. My excuse is my
desire to make interesting sculptures accessible to those better fitted to

criticize them. In preparing this paper I have received much kind help

from Dr. Amelung, who has most generously placed at my disposal many of

his notes, especially as regards the list of replicas of the Praxitelean Athena,
which is entirely his own.

1. Young male head of athlete.1
(PI. XV.). H. -285 m., depth of

head '24 m., distance between corners of eyes '125 m., length of face '195 m.,

of mouth '06 m. Greek marble. Restorations : tip of nose
; lips, chin, right

cheek and brow, and hair are all damaged.

The head is turned a little to its right, and looks downwards. Over the

brow is a slightly swelling bar. The lines of the eyes and mouth are firm

and hard. The cheeks are also very hard in modelling. The long, loose curls,

which fall over the forehead, are carefully parted in the centre. The loose

ends of the hair are worked with the drill. The hair in general is in long,

thin strands curling tight at the ends. At the back the hair is braided each

side into two plaits which are taken round the head on either side, and cross

one another in front above the parting. The ends pass along to above

the ears where they are then tucked under, and hang down over each ear.

From the drilling of the hair, and the incised treatment of its lines,

the surfaces of eyes, mouth and cheeks, this head is clearly a copy of a Greek

bronze original.

1
Diitschke, 52 (ho wrongly calls the head misunderstands the hair and says the head is a

female) ; Furtwangler, Meisterwerke, p. 448. Diadumenos) ; Amelung, Rev. Arch. 1904, ii.

Id. Masterpieces, \>. 247 (he calls it male, l>nt p. 844, 1.
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As regards the style and the date of the original it is not easy to

form an opinion. In connexion with it Furtwangler suggests the name of

Cresilas, thus dating it to the third quarter of the fifth century. Amelung
denies its relation to Cresilas and says it is a good example of the mixture of

Attic and Polycleitan art towards the end of the fifth century. These two

views, though apparently conflicting, both depend on the same idea, the

mixture of Attic and Polycleitan art in the later fifth century. This is clearly

stated by Amelung, and is the essential theory that underlies Furtwangler's

conception of Cresilas' artistic career. He says
2 Cresilas was a Cretan aitist,

who was first attracted to the brilliant Athens, and later, on the outbreak of the

Peloponnesian War, migrated to Argos. Thus the essential point of these two

opinions is the same, that in this head we find a union of the Attic and

Argive styles of the later fifth century.
A brief examination of some of the details of the head will show how

far this idea is correct. The first noticeable point is the careful parting of

the hair over the centre of the forehead. This occurs in the Doryphoros and

Diadumenos, and in all the other works attributed to the Polycleitan school.

In the free plastic handling of the hair it resembles the Diadumenos rather

than the Doryphoros, and therefore shows the influence of the later rather

than the earlier Polycleitan style. The parting of the hair, the mass of locks

over the ears, and the plaits wound round the head find analogies in statues

assigned to the Attic school. The Choiseul-Gouffier Apollo and the

charioteer of the Palazzo dei Conservatori 3 both show this to some extent.

These features recur in the Cassel 4
Apollo and the Apollo of the Museo

delle Terme.5 A somewhat similar rendering of the hair is seen in the

young male head or the double herm at Madrid, which Furtwangler calls an

Eros after Pheidias,
6 and in the heads, which are both the same, of a double

herm in the Barracco collection. 7 We can thus see that both Attic and

Argive influences are present in the Turin head. The arrangement of the

hair in the double plait, whether it be the krobylos or not, is Attic,
8 as are

also the thick masses of curls over the ears. The extremely careful parting
and the free plastic rendering of the hair, which, though handled as a mass,

yet shews each individual lock very clearly, are Polycleitan. The rough
surface of the plastic locks finds its parallel in the hair of the Diadumenos 9

rather than in the smoother style of the Doryphoros. Again in the

square, solid outline, the head is very similar to the Diadumenos. But the

heavy jaw, the decided lines of brows, nose, and mouth have no relation to

the soft beauty of the Polycleitan work. The face is strong and vigorous :

the texture is hard, but well rendered to indicate firm flesh over a strong

backing of bone. This is not Argive in character, but shows all the qualities

of Attic art which are noticeable in the later metopes of the Parthenon.

2
Masterpieces, pp. 116, 243. e Id. ibid. p. 67, Fig. 20.

3 Bull. Com. 1888, PI. XV., XVJ., Helbig
2

,

7
Helbig, Coll. Barracco, PL XXXV., XXXVa.

615. 8 v. Schreiber, Ath. Mitth. 1883, p. 246 w??.;
4
Furtwiingler, Masterpieces, p. 192, Fig. 80. Studniczka, Jahrbuch, 1896, p. 246 seqq.

6 Id. Ibid. p. 50, Fig. 8.
.

9 Cf. Furtwangler, op. cit. PL XI.
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Thus there seems to be rather more of Attic than Polycleitan in this

head, and we may attribute it to an Attic artist who fell under Argive

influence and who flourished in the last quarter of the fifth century. It was

just about that period that the various local styles were becoming merged to

produce the fine Greek style of the fourth century. No sculptor can be

mentioned as the probable artist of this head : nor can a name be given to

it. We only know that it is male, and may be an athlete or an Apollo.

2. Torso of Athena. 10
(PI. XVIF. 1) H. V25 m. Coarse grained white

marble (Parian ?). Head, right fore-arm, and left foot are broken off. The

right shoulder is reset.

The goddess stands on her right leg. The left leg, which is slightly

drawn back, is free. Tne left arm is bent, and the hand rests on the hips.

She is clad in a long chiton, a himation which is passed over the left shoulder

and wrapped tightly round the body. The aegis is worn crooked, inclining to

the left side.

In execution and style, this is a very good copy of a well-known type of

Athena. It is impossible to date the copy, but it is early, rather than late.

The drapery, though worked with the drill to some extent, is well and

naturally handled. The Gorgoneion on the aegis, which is, as far as can be

seen, of the pathetic Hellenistic type, has probably been modified by the

copyist.

This Athena type, of which the Turin statue is a replica, has been

attributed by Amelung
u to the Praxitelean school. The best example is

the famous bronze in the Museo Archeologico at Florence. 12 The full list of

replicas is as follows :

A. Castle Howard, Michaelis, Ancient Marbles, p. 326, 4
;

Reinach-

Clarac, p. 229, C.

B. Rome, Palazzo Giustiniani, Gall. Giustiniani, PI. V.
; Reinach-Clarac,

p. 232, 5.

C. St. Petersburg, Hermitage, Kieseritzky, Katolog. No. 155
;
Reinach-

Clarac, p. 235, 7.

D. Oxford, Reinach-Clarac, p. 236, 1.

E. Ince-Blundell Hall, Michaelis, Ancient Marbles, p. 338, 8
;
Reinach-

Clarac, p. 237, 4.

F. Oxford, Ashmolean Museum, Michaelis, op. cit., p. 546, 20
;
Reinach-

Clarac, p. 238, 4.

G. Rome, Coll. Pamphili ; Reinach-Clarac, p. 291, 6.

H. Rome, Palatine, fragment (breast and left arm) in substructures of

palace of Septimius Severus
; Matz-Duhn, 628.

/. Rome, Forum by Shrine of Juturna, found in 1900 by Temple of

Castor and Pollux; Not. d. Scavi, 1901, p. 114, Fig. 73; Rom. Mitth. 1902,

p. 80.

10
Dutschke, 53. 1-'

Amelung, Fnhrer d. d. Ant. in Florenz,
11 Basis des Praxiteles, p. 16 aeqq. 248.
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K. Fermo, found in theatre in 1853, lower part of body, Ann. Inst.

1858, p. 134, PI. I, 1
; Reinach, Rtpert. ii., p. 679, 7.

L. Benevento, headless statue
;
Not. d. Scavi, 1904, p. Ill, Fig. 4, p. 112

above, p. 128, No. 2.

M. Rome, lower part of good replica seen by Dr. Amelung in the hands

of the dealer Sangiorgi in 1905.

N. Paris, fecole des Beaux Arts, statuette, neck to knees, head and arms

were set in
; Reinach, Rtpert, ii. p. 292, 8.

0. Turin (the present replica).

The most noticeable point is that the marble replicas differ from the

bronze in wearing the aegis obliquely across the breast, while in the bronze it

is worn evenly and in the centre. On the general grounds of style the type

may be assigned to the fourth century. From its resemblance to one of the

Muses on the Praxitelean basis from Mantinea it is attributed to the

Praxitelean school. It is not, however, an absolutely original work. The

origin of the type is to be seen in the Athena Campana,
13 which is a copy of

a fifth-century work. A certain element of eclecticism is introduced, and the

type seems thus rather academic than inspired. Also it has a bronze

character, and the original was probably bronze. This is perhaps strange
for a Praxitelean work. But, though marmore felicior ideo et clarior fuit,

fecit tamen ex aere pulckerrima, opera. The number of replicas and the

excellent style incline us to assign it to a good school, and to consider it a well-

known work. The circumstantial evidence is in favour of its Praxitelean

origin, yet there are the above plausible reasons against it. It may thus be

attributed to a follower of the Praxitelean school, perhaps to one who came

under the master's influence rather than to a direct pupil.

3. Youthful male Torso. (PI. XVII. 3) H. 1'26 m. Greek marble.

The head, both arms from shoulders, and the right leg from the knee are lost.

The left shin is badly damaged, and there is a deep cut (modern) in the right

side of the stomach. Farther the drapery on the left side has been broken

away, and that on the right badly damaged. Part of the neck is left, and

has been reset.

The right leg seems to have been almost entirely free. The left leg

rests on the toes and ball of the foot, and forms the main support of the

figure. The head looked upwards to its left. The right arm was dropped
and the left raised. Over the shoulders is a chlamys, which flies out behind,

and hangs down in moving, wavy folds. The body is very flatly rendered
;

all the muscles are slurred, and blended together. Little or no detail is

distinguishable. The anatomy of the body is merely hinted at
;
and the

bones are entirely masked by the soft flesh. The body is long and narrow
;

and the chest is not very broad. The pose, however, is graceful, and well

treated. In comparison with the poor execution of the body, the drapery is

13 Now in St. Petersburg ; Amelung, op. cit. p. 18, Fig. 4.
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excellently handled. The texture is very well indicated, and the folds am!

movements are well rendered. Since the drapery is so good, and since the

figure is supported at the back by a tree-trunk, we may readily assume that

the statue is a copy of a bronze. The position of the figure and the

movement of the limbs all indicate that it is rising up into the air. This

immediately suggests the Ganymede of the Vatican,
14 attributed to Leochares.

There is some similarity in movement between them, but the position of the

limbs is not the same. So it is impossible for the two figures to be derived

from the same archetype, and the Turin figure cannot be a Ganymede since

the eagle is lacking.
1 -"1

Stylistically the Turin statue may be assigned to the later fourth

century. The excellent working of the drapery, the graceful movement, the

soft rendering of the slight form, all favour this date. The slurring of

detail in the muscles of the body and limbs is probably due to an unskilful

copyist. There does not seem to be any similar figure yet known and

consequently it is at present only possible to suggest rather than definitely

determine its place in the history of Greek art.

The nearest parallel to the treatment of the torso is the Apollo
Belvedere. There is in both the same rhythmical handling of the limbs, and

the same gliding motion. We have already compared the attitude of the

Turin figure to the Ganymede, and thus the three fall together into one

group. Bub Amelung,
10 the latest to examine the Apollo Belvedere closely,

believes that it has nothing to do with the Ganymede, whose artistic descent

as regards the head he traces from the Turin head discussed above. 17

Perhaps an even closer parallel to the Turin figure is to be seen in a dancing

Satyr at Naples, which has been assigned by Furtwiingler to Leochares 18

because of its likeness to the Ganymede. In both the body is slim and

graceful, the limbs have a gliding motion, and the whole figure rises into the

air. Consequently we should probably follow Amelung in separating the

Apollo Belvedere from the Ganymede, and group with the latter the Naples

Satyr, as already done by Furtwiingler, and this Turin figure.

4. Head of athlete.19
(PI. XVI.) H. '27 m.

; depth of head '20 m.;

distance between outside corners of eyes '10, from chin to forehead '175 m.

Greek marble. The top of the nose is restored. The head, which is

very square, was turned up to its left.

Theeyesare deep set, rather under the brow, which is well modelled, flatten-

ing out at the ends, but is heavy and fleshy. The mouth is short, and the

lips drawn in a little and very firm. The jaw is square ;
the chin is dimpled,

and prominent. The hair is in short, grained locks brushed flat a little

along the forehead, and in disorder over the rest of the head. There are

14
Helbig

3
, 387. l< Rev. Arch. 1904, ii. p. 325-*<w.

15 It might possibly ! a dancing figure : if u
Op. cit. p. 334 ; r. above p. 236.

so it cannot be a dancing satyr since the torso u
Satyr aiw Ptrgam-m, p. 14, PI. III. 2.

is not satyric in character. 19
Diitschke, 151.

H.S. VOL. XXVI. H
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short whiskers before the ears; aud the bar above the brow is strongly

marked. The work is fresh and clean, and has every appearance of being

either a second-rate original, or else a fair copy of a good marble original.

This head, though it in some respects resembles the Apoxyomenos, is far

more developed in style, especially as regards the hair. The nearest parallel

is perhaps the head of the so-called "Jason
"
or athlete fastening his sandal.20

To this, as represented by the Fagan head in the British Museum,21
it has

considerable likeness. This type shows the Lysippean style of the Apoxyo-
menos more developed, but not so far developed as the Borghese warrior.

Thus between the two extremes of the Apoxyomenos and the Borghese
warrior we may place the " Jason

"
and the Turin head. The latest date is

more or less fixed, since it is almost universally agreed that Agasias, the artist

of the Borghese warrior, flourished at the end of the second and beginning of

the first century B.C. If we follow the usual view and regard the Apoxyo-
menos as Lysippean, the Turin head would be dated to the later third

century. On the other hand, if we, with Percy Gardner,
22 believe the Apoxyo-

menos to be post-Lysippean, the date for the head under consideration would be

the first half of the second century.
23

5. Statuette of priestess of Isis. (PI. XVII. 2) H. '40 m. Greek

marble. The left forearm and the whole right arm are broken off; and

the whole figure is badly weathered. The back is unworked.

The priestess rests on her right leg, the left leg being free. She wears

sandals
;
and is clad in the usual long robe peculiar to the cult of Isis. This

seems to consist of a wide sheet-like robe wrapped round the body so that

the two upper are crossed at the back and drawn forward over the shoulders

to the breast. There they are knotted together in connexion with the upper

edge of the robe, which is drawn up to meet them. But it is not clear how
the two ends are knotted together with the edge. In this case the end over the

left shoulder has slipped free, and leaves the left breast bare. The left arm
is raised; perhaps it held a sistrum. The head is thrown back and the eyes
are closed, as though in intoxication or religious frenzy. The smooth grained
hair is parted in the centre, bound by a fillet, and hangs down all round in

corkscrew curls. In the centre of the fillet is a hole, probably for the

attachment of the badge of Isis. The cheeks are fat, and the eyes very

deeply set, but so softly rendered as to lose all definite form. The treatment

of the small mouth is similar. The figure is well built, well modelled, and
in a natural pose; and on the whole the statuette is a dainty aud life-like

work.

20
Michaelis, Ancient Marbles, p. 464, 85, Katalog, 287.

illustrated. ^ J.H.S. 1905, p. 234 scqq.
u A. H. Smith, Cut. iii. 1785, other replicas :

m To the same roup we can probably assign
head and torso, Athens, Acropolis Museum, two athlete statues in Berlin, Bcsdireibung tl.

Ath. Mitth. 1886, PI. IX., 1, E.-V. 733, 734 ; ant. Skulp. 469, 471 ;
r. Amelung, Rom. Mitth.

head, Jacobsen Coll. 1081o ; torso only, Louvre, 1905, p. 148, figs. 5-7.

Brunn-Bruckniann 67 ; Munich, Furlwiingler,
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The Egyptian type and the Greek rendering of the statuette im-

mediately suggest an Alexandrian origin, since it bears no relation to the

usual Roman statuettes of Isis and her priestesses. There is a small class of

somewhat similar Graeco-Egyptian statuettes that has been discussed by

Amelung.
24 There are a Hermaphrodite at Florence,

25 a priestess at Ince-

Blundell Hall,- and another priestess formerly at Catajo.
27 This group is

noticeable for the tine modelling of the figures and the natural treatment of

the drapery. The fine folds of the thin garments cling round the body,

emphasizing its beautiful forms, and, foiling naturally to the ground, add a

delicate grace to the statuettes. The three statuettes also show mwbidezza in

the treatment of face and nude portions. But in none of them is the morbidezza

so marked as in the Turin figure. In it the modelling of the face, especially

the eyes, is so soft that no decided lines are visible, and there is thus no

definite division between individual features in the face.

As also definitely Graeco-Egyptian in character, and therefore

Alexandrian in style, Amelung has grouped four heads, a female bust in the

Uffizi,
28 a head formerly in a dealer's hands in Rome,29 a basalt head at

Vienna,
30 and a less important head in Berlin.31 To these we may add one of

the two heads in the Magazzino Archeologico just published by him, the

head of an Egyptian princess wearing a cap made of a vulture's skin.32 These

five all seem to show an Egyptian character in a Greek rendering, like the

statuettes; still they do not possess the morbidezzfi so noticeable in the latter.

But a large number of small heads and statuettes of Egyptian provenance

possess this soft character.*5 Yet we must not assume, especially since

several of the Graeco-Egyptian works do not show it at all, that this morbi'l aa
is the essential and distinguishing characteristic of Alexandrian art. On the

contrary, it seems, as I have elsewhere tried to show,-'" to have been a feature

common to all Greek art of the later third century B.C. It is, as Amelung
:t:i

says, derived from the Praxitelean style, and we find it not only in these

Alexandrian works, but in sculpture from other parts of the Greek world.

The best example is the famous female head from Pergamum
:t';

;
we find it

also present in the Artemis from Tralles at Vienna,
37 the Aphrodite at

'4 Bull. i'om. 1897, IL UQseqq. PI. XIII.
-&

Uffizi, Sala dclle Ivcrizioni, Dtitschke,
3I

Bcschreibung d. ant. Skulp 331 ; Arndt,

275. Portrats, 217, 218.
'

Fnrtwunglrr, Statucn-kopuen, p. 33, 31,
3 - Bull. Com. 1897, PI. VIII. ; Helbig

2
,
735.

PI. V. ; Michaelis. Aacitnt MarMca, Xo. 24. M
E.g. those referred to by Aim-lung, Bull.

27 E.-V. 57, Amelung, op. eft. p. 122, 1 ; Com. loe. eit. ; cf. Botti, Mnttc d' Als.randric,

similar figur.- Vatican, Mus. Chi. 634 ; Amelung, i. 23, 30, 81, 33, 34, 36-39, xiv. 9. 12, 14.

Vat. Mus Cat. PI. 81. :14 Brit. School Annual, ix. p. 236 scqq.
18

Amelung, Fiihrcr d. <l. AM. i. Florc.r.. x> Bull. Com. 1897. p. 138.

157 ; replicas Louvre, Clarac, 1074, 3474,
M

Collignon, Pi-rgame. p. 204 ; cf. tin-

No. 62; Arndt, Portr&ta, 219, 220 ; Rome, Pal. Dionysus publish?! by Faniall, J.H.S. 1890,

<;iustinmni, Bull. Com. 1904, PI. III. p. 187.

E.-V. 179, 180. " von Schneider, op. cti. PI. VI.

30 von Schneider, Album d. Ant. Sammluny,
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Olympia;
58 the Warren head from Chios,

39 and to some extent in the

Aphrodite from Tralles at Smyrna.
40

And so, though we may assign the Turin statuette from its character as a

priestess of Isis to the Alexandrian school and date it from the later third

century, it should be remembered that its style, the tendency to softness which

it illustrates so well,
41 was common to all Greek art of that period.

ALAN J. B. WACE.

:ts

Olympia, iii. PI. LIV. *>
Furtwiingler, Masterpieces, 'p. 397, Fig. 174;

:!!l

Burlington Fine Arts Club, Cat. Eshib. E.-V. 1342, 1343.

Greek. Art, PI. XXXII. Cf. Pfnhl, RG,H. Mitth, 1904, p. 1 seqq.

'



THE MIDDLE MINOAN POTTERY OF KNOSSOS.

[PLATES VII.-XI.]

IN the sketch of the pottery of Knossos that appeared in the Journal f

Hellenic Studies for 1903, pp. 157-205, it was sought to give a general account

of Knossian ceramic development on the basis of such finds as were to hand

up to date.

Since then, however, further evidence has been accumulating such as

serves to bring into clearer outline particular phases in development. This

happens to be specially true of the Middle Period. The object, accordingly,

of the present paper, which I undertake by kind permission of Dr. Arthur

Evans, is to examine the new ceramic materials in so far as they are

illustrative of the successive phases of Middle Minoan ceramic development.

The results of a special examination of the pottery found in Early

Miuoan deposit up to date are to the effect that the two kinds of ground,

respectively light and dark, coexist from the very beginning of the use of

paint in Cretan ceramics. 1 Thus it can no longer be a question of the one kind

of ground supervening upon the other at any later stage but only the problem of

the relation to each other, throughout the course of their collateral development,

of two kinds of background which co-exist from the beginning and so co-exist

in virtue of a technical principle which is as old as any decorative art. This

principle is that any kind of design is itself possible only through a difference

in shade between the design and its background. The design, whatever its

colour, must appear lighter than its background or darker. And given a

certain set of media the difference of dark or light in the background
conditions the difference of light or dark in the design. Decoration with

one kind of ground may come into greater prominence at certain periods

than that with the other, but as a matter of design in its widest aspects

both kinds of ground will always be found in course of time to emerge
into co-existent use to some degree, because the architectonic alternation

of light and dark grounds is ;i primary necessity in the development of

decorative art.

B.S.A. -T. 21, -2-2. _';.
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From this point of view the Early Minoan Age may be regarded as the

era of the genesis of colour-technique itself and the two kinds of design emerge

alongside of each other and develop into their simplest difference from each

other, as monochrome design respectively on a light and on a dark ground. The
time of fusion which marks the first transition to polychrome effects of style has

not yet come and there is as yet no true synthesis of light on dark with dark

on light such as later formed the true achievement of Minoan decorative art.

When we come to the great days of the Middle Period we see that the

highest decorative synthesis is one in which light and dark grounds
alternate regularly with each other.

Before we enter at all on any discussion of Middle Minoan Ceramics we
must bear steadily in mind one result of a careful examination of Early
Minoan wares, which is to the following effect : There is no difference of

style corresponding to the difference between light and dark grounds, for the

style of ornament in any given phase of development is the same whether on

a light or on a dark ground.
This primary unity of style which is indifferently of the same simple

geometric character, whether it develops in the medium of light or of dark

grounds, is a traditional survival into the Middle Period on which every later

phase of development is founded.

1. In the early part of the Middle Minoan Age the elements of ornament

are found to be still largely derived from the repertory of the previous era,

and like these they are prevailingly geometric in character. Alongside of

these, however, other elements begin to emerge which are indicative of a new

tendency, that towards curvilinear variation in the designs. This double fact

of partial identity with and difference from the prevailing manner of the

earlier period as a whole becomes clear at once if we glance at PI. VII. The

fragments were found in the Basement with Monolithic Pillars, U.S.A. ix. 18,

Fig. 7, in the same deposit in which in 1900 was found the Dove-Vase,
J.ff.S. xxi. 79, Fig. 1, which accordingly also belongs to the early part of the

Middle Minoan Age. The deposit underlay the floor-deposits with fine

polychrome ware, to which belong the fragments in J.H.S. xxiii. PI. VII.,

as also the fine cup, il>. PI. VI. 4.
2

Here many of the fragments present hardly more than adaptations of a

geometric repertory that itself goes back to Neolithic times, and has survived

continuously throughout the Early Minoan Age. In this connexion fragments
1-5 and 14-16 are particularly instructive. There is not a combination here

that does not repeat well-known Neolithic motives
;

for example, the sets of

parallel bands forming zigzag angles in No. 1, the triangles filled out with

white in imitation of Neolithic white-filled punctuations in Nos. 3 and 4.

It is important to note that next to the dull cream-white the colour that

most prevails in these early polychrome fragments is a red pigment that

varies between vermilion and terracotta, and which is itself an element in

- Our Pis. VII. and VIII., like 1'K V., VI., VII. in J.H.S. xxiii., are after drawings by
Mr. Halvor Bagge.
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colour-design that is seen already, if sparingly, in use in the Neolithic Age.
In tin- Early Minoan Period it is seen as a rare variant for white in light-on-

dark design in deposits of the same era as that of Hagins Onoupliri<>>.

Fragment 2 shows us this red combined in one scheme with white in a

geometric design that is itself of Neolithic origin. The geometric motives in

the same colour in 3, 4, and 5 are equally primitive in manner and in origin.

The orange variants in 7, 8, 11, 12-15, 17, 18, with their growing tendency
towards a purer yellow are later in origin than the primitive reds with which

they are seen here in contemporaneous use. The earlier elements in the colour

repertory are not superseded by their later variants and rivals, but tend

to survive alongside of these. And the variants derive their interest in the

design from the difference* of tone they introduce in colour-schemes whose

polychrome character is essentially the outcome of a natural combination of

later with earlier elements of colour. When once a colour has come into use

it tends to survive in all combinations in which it has ever formed an element.

The elements only die out with the disintegration of the polychrome com-

binations themselves of which they have formed a part, and this itself is but

n organic process in which the process of the integration of the colour-

elements is reversed.

In the process of combination of later with earlier elements of colour

with which we have here to do, it is curious to note that the elements of

geometric design that preserve the earlier Neolithic traditions are apt to

survive in their original colours. Thus, for example, the simple Neolithic

motive of fragment 1, the dotted triangular fields of fragments 3 and 4, and

the lattices of fragments 4, 7, 11 are all elements from the Neolithic repertory
that have survived continuously in their original white. The early motives

in red and black present us with a similar story of survival. Thus red next

to white tends to reproduce in their original character the greatest number of

motives from the Neolithic repertory of ornament as seen, for example, in the

red parts of fragments 3 and 4. Black-glaze design in its original genesis

has involved a transformation, in its development of light grounds, which

tends to reproduce the geometric elements of ornament in a guise which is

more frankly Early Minoan. In this case, even when the motives themselves

are actually Neolithic, the treatment of them tends towards a freedom in

which the rigidity of Neolithic tradition is seen in process of gradual

disintegration through translation into media which, in their colour-effect

of dark design on a light ground, were a transformation into the opposites
of what they were in Neolithic technique.

The beginnings of curvilinear design, as compared with the geometric

tradition, represent a recent element which is entirely lacking in the

Neolithic Era, and which so far has only been observed in Early Minoan

deposit of the maturest period. In the beginnings of the Middle Minoan

Period the use of simple curvilinear motives appears already to have become

traditional, though in strict subordination to the still dominant geometric

style. Among these curvilinear motives the wavy bands in dull cream-

white, in fragments 5 and 19, form a very early element in design, and there
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are analogies for it in the pottery of Egypt of the prehistoric age.
3 The

cable chain of fragment 20 appears advanced in comparison, and yet it

occurs on geometric pottery from Gourntd, belonging to the close of the

Early Minoan Age.
From the point of view of polychrome development, however, iu its

relation to traditional survival the most interesting fragments are Nos. 17

and 18 from the neck and shoulder of jug-vases of the same shape as those

from Knossos in the B.S.A. ix. 95 Fig. 65, p, and 97 Fig. 66, b, d,f, q. The
decoration on the neck is the same for our fragments and for the vases, that

is, sets of parallel rim- and neck- bands in a lustrous brown-to-black glaze on a

highly polished buff clay slip on terracotta red clay, hand-made. But,

instead of the plain dark-on-light
'

butterHy
'

motive on the body of the vases,

our fragments have the elaborate light-on-dark polychrome geometric design
illustrated in the plate.

4 Another similar fragment from Knossos, PI. IX. 6,

shows for the body a conservative style of light-on-dark polychrome geometric
decoration with a traditional survival of time-honoured Neolithic and

Early Minoan motives closely approaching that on fragments 3 and 4.

At first sight it might seem as if the vases represented by the frag-

ments with the polychrome design on the body must necessarily be later

iu date than the plain vases with the simple dark-on-light
'

butterfly
'

motive and that our fragments represented the process by which light-on-dark

polychrome design gradually displaced the simple dark-on-light. That this

is not so becomes clear on consideration of the fragments shown in PI. IX.

1-5, which are from the same deposit as the fragments on PI. VII. The second

fragment here is the neck and shoulder of a vase with '

butterfly
'

motive

dark-on-light which in its lustrous brown-to-black glaze, polished buff clay

slip, and terracotta clay, is exactly similar to the polychrome fragments.
With the Dove-Vase again came out the interesting fragment of a jug with

polychrome body of PI. IX. 6 referred to above as of one class with PI. VII.

17, 18. It was only in 1903, however, on complete excavation of the Base-

ment with Monolithic Pillars, with the discovery of the floor-deposit with

the ware of PI. VII. underlying a later floor with fine polychrome M. M. II.

pottery, that the true context to which belongs the ware of PI. VII. was

realized. Then also the complete similarity between PI. VII. 17, 18 and

PL IX. 6 made it clear that this fragment and with it the Dove-Vase from

the trial-pit of 1900 really belonged to the same deposit and so to the

same M. M. I. context as the ware on PL VII. The vases represented by
our fragments as well as the Dove-Vase are, however, besides so similar

in clay, glaze, and general technique, as to have been probably from the

:1 The spiral repeated as a unit but not as a Middle Minoan Age.
<:hain also occurs in the prehistoric pottery of 4 The M. M. 1.

'

butterfly
'

motive itself is

Egypt and it is possible that it is from here it the direct descendant of the hatched triangles

drifted into the Aegean. It recurs in the early in pairs joined at the apex so common in the

geometric pottery of Palaikastro and Gouruia. previous Third Early Minoan Period. Sec

The chain of connected spirals occurs apparently B.S.A. x. 198 and 199. Fig. '2. >>. i.

first in the Aegean at some time early in the
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same workshop, if not by the same hand. And this again would only show

that the s-mie potter worked simultaneously in light and in dark grounds.
The interesting and curious set of fragments fitted together as No. 3

on PI. IX. belonging to a jug like No. '2 but larger, from the same deposit
ami probably also from the same workshop, with similar lustrous

dark glaze design on a polished buff clay slip and clay, may of itself

serve to show how popular was the light-ground style at the period t.

which the dark -ground polychrome fragments on PI. VII. belong, and how far

we are from any real transition from the one style to the other. The subject
of the design in its naturalistic character is so advanced that were it

not for the company in which the fragments occur we should be tempted
to assign it to a much later age. To the right appear the heads (in

one case the upper part of the body as well) of three Cretan wild goats with

curving horns moving in profile to the right.
5 Behind them also moving

to the right is a curious beetle-like creature with tail. The figures of the

goats are in silhouette with incised outlines filled in entirely with lustrous

black glaze in a manner that recurs in the black-figured style of archaic

Greek vase-painting. The '

beetle' is painted in a very free manner without

outlines. The glaze, the polished buff clay slip and the clay are exactly
like those of the polychrome fragments which combine a dark with a light

ground. The painted hatched bands of the two fitted lid-fragments of No. 4

in matt cream-white on a brown glazy surface and the incised hatched bands

of fragment 1 seem at first sight much too primitive for such company as No. 3

with the Cretan goats. Yet there is no doubt that they belong to the same

context, though on the other hand each of them in a different medium preserves
into this period a favourite Early Minoan design which itself has its origin in

the Neolithic Age. The survival of such early elements alongside of new
factors in the development of design is very characteristic

;
and fragment 1

has above and apparently also below the incised band a double pair of

parallel bands with a meander band between them, in the dull-coloured

early matt cream-white, which is a new combination. Here again, if we
take fragments 1 and 4 together, we have an illustration of the law already
referred to, that the elements of design that preserve the earlier traditions

tend to survive in the earlier media. In the Neolithic Age the white

pigment is never found disjoined from the incision. This process of dis-

integration and separation takes place in the Early Minoan Age. But
the separated elements do not die out. In accordance with the organic
law of survival, each of the elements gets a new lease of life on its own
account in a new environment. In the early part of the Middle Minoan

Age the examples in question show us such separated elements still

surviving each on its own account, and entering into ever new combinations

in which each again, in accordance with the primitive law of organic survival,

: '

Compare the seal impression, U.S.A. ix. already in common with the original seal the

20, Fig. 9, for a wild goat with somewhat profile movement to the right which is so popu-
similar curving horns. Our curlier pirture has lar in Minoan Art.
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continues in the tendency to preserve its own identity in tlie midst of all the

growing diversity of a polychrome age.
6 The white lattices of PI. VII.

4, 7, 11 furnish a striking illustration of this tendency.

The principal shapes presupposed by the fragments on PI. VII. can best be

understood by reference to PI. IX. 6-15. Here the two-handled spouted

jugs 13, 14, illustrate the shapes presupposed by the fragments 1-7, 9, 10 on

PI. VII. The cups 9-12 on PI. IX. give the general shape presupposed by
the fragments 11-16 though the latter are of much finer quality. Spout 6

with a light ground presupposes a vase with a polychrome body and dark ground
like the fragments 17 and 18 on PL VII. The shape of vase presupposed by
all these spouts is figured in B.S.A. ix. 95, Fig. 65,^, Fig. 66, b, d, k,f, q.

The vases shown in PI. IX. 6-15, which are from the same deposit as the

fragments on PI. VII., once more illustrate the general phenomenon, on which

we have been insisting, of the complete parallelism in time of light and dark

grounds in the Middle as in the Early Minoan Age. Vase 14 here has a dark

ground, but vase 13, of similar shape and in precisely similar glaze and clay,

has light-on-dark panel bands all on a light ground. This panel arrangement
of vase 13 with the light ground dominant is as near a synthesis of alternating

light and dark grounds as we ever come to at this early stage of the Middle

Minoan Age. The light neck with dark polychrome body presupposed by

fragment 1 on the same plate is not a synthesis but a compromise. The

fragmentary cup 7 from the same basket looks distinctly advanced

for the context in which it occurs. It is decorated with crescents

arranged in horizontal rows alternating cream-white and vermilion-red,

all on a very lustrous black glaze slip on terracotta-red clay, which is hand-

made. The crescent design is the same as that of the cups, J.H.S. xxiii. 176,

Fig. 3, 1-3. But whereas the crescents in the case of these cups, in

accordance with their later character, seem to have been stamped, the

crescents on our cup betray certain irregularities in the design which show

that they were painted on by hand. The combination of vermilion and white

is also an early characteristic.

One of the outstanding features of Middle Minoan ceramics is the large

use made of relief-work of different kinds to enhance the richness of the

grounds in polychrome decoration through the added play of light and

shadow. It is accordingly only an accident that on PI. VII. we have only one

specimen representing this tendency, fragment No. 13. This is part of the

rim of a cup probably with a foot, like fragment 16. The cup, which is

hand-made, has two parallel orange rim-bands on a lustrous purple-black glaze

slip forming a broad rim-band on the inside of the cup on finely sifted dull

buff clay. Below the orange rim-bands appears a series of serrated ridges

going obliquely up right in very fine buff clay paste which has been laid on

over the glaze. From the North Quarter of the City comes a t \vo-handled

" The pyxis found along with the jugs with this period of the original Neolithic white-filled

'butterfly
'

motive shown in U.S. A. ix. Fig. 65, b incisions alongside and independently of their

affords the curious spectacle of a survival into differentiated element-.
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spouted hole-mouthed jug, which is of great importance in this connexion on

account of the context in which it occurred. This vase has its shoulder

decorated with an elaborate system of parallel ridges going obliquely down

left, then right, thru left again on the fine buft' surface of the clay. The

ridged zone has going along it at intervals groups of three parallel bands

going down left then right in herring-bone fashion, in a thin purple-
brown semi-lustrous glaze like that which covers the rest of the vase

inside and out.7 This jug belongs to the same company as the very char-

acteristic series of vases shown in PI. X. In this connexion has to

be mentioned the rich deposit of vases with blistered surfaces
'

a la barbotine
'

found by the Italians at Hagia Triada in the chambers of a building just

outside and above an important tholos-tomb with Early Minoan remains.8

These vases like the building in which they were found are later than the

tholos and its vases, while their special affinities show them to belong to the

same early part of the Middle Minoan Period to which we have assigned
the series of vases shown in PJ. X. from the North Quarter of the City at

Knossos. Thus item 7 here represents a vase which in type and general

style of decoration comes very close to the vases of the barbotine style

referred to. The sets of oblique parallel panel bands are common to our vase

arid to many of the barbotine vases of Hagia Triada. On the Early Minoan

prototypes of these vases, the panel bands in question are arranged vertically

as in B.S.A. x. 201, Fig. 3, b. The relief-decoration of our vase in the form

of knobs is, however, much simpler than the blistered surfaces of the Hagia
Triada vases, and the knobs indeed survive into a period when the barbotine

style itself was no longer in vogue. This fact of survival comes out very

clearly when we find the same motive so copiously used on the character-

istic knobbed pithoi of the Third Middle Minoan Period both from Knossos

and from Phaestos. In this connexion PI. X. vase 1, is of special interest.

This jug shows us the knobs combined with the
'

trickle' motive in the First

Middle Minoan Period in a manner which is intrinsically the same as that

illustrated by the knobbed pithoi which themselves again "belong to the end

of the Middle Minoan Era. The large white dots of items 5 and'7-cecur

alternately with red and black ones on the blistered ware of Hagia Triada

and both in white and more rarely in red and black represent a favourite

motive in the Second Middle Minoan Era. The rope band in incised relief

of items 3 and 4 is a very favourite collar motive in the early part of the

Middle Minoan Age, but it does not seem to have had any later history,

7 .I/on. Attf. xiv. 699, Fig. 9 shows the Istituto Lombardo, xxi. 248-252. The tholos-

liMU'iu' in ufii vase in the same barbotine style vases, Tav. ix. Figs. 21, 22. The barbotiue

as our PI. VII. 13 and the vase from the North vases, Tav. vii. Fij<. 16. Compare also for

(Jiiai t-T of the City ut Knossos referred toabovc. Knossos the two cups with blistered surfaces iu

Tin' ripplr.1 iippi-araiiiv of this particular style
'

J.H.S. xxiii. 167, Fi#. 1, items 5, 6, which

suggests an earlier phase in tin- process ofdevelop- appear in a similar M. M. I. context.

in- ut. which lat.-r Wain.- stereotype I in tli. Sec B.S.A. \. 10 12. Fij;. 3; XI. 218,

paint. 'd rippled surl'ac'-s of M. M. III. and note 2
; Am. 1st. Loml. loc. cif. Tav. xi.

I -M.l.
Fig. 29.

8 Fur this tholos-tomb see Slcmorie del r.
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while in origin it can have had no real connexion with the elaborate rope-

decoration of the knobbed pithoi of a later time just referred to. The vases

of PI. X. illustrate very well the alternation of light and dark grounds so

characteristic of the Middle Period as a whole.

The survival into this era of the tradition of incision apart from its

earlier white filling is in itself a very interesting phenomenon, and reference

has already been made to the tendency of such surviving elements to

persevere in their own identity in the midst of all the change and diversi-

fication of phenomena which are so characteristic of the Middle Minoan Age.
The extreme of the tendency of such separated elements of decoration to

preserve their own identity is well represented, so far as the technique of

incision is concerned, by the one-handled jug shown in PI. X. 8, which

has no other ornament than the systems of hatched incised bands on the

brown-red surface of the clay. The context to which the vase belongs is

shown not only by the characteristics of its companions in the second and

third rows below it, but by the recurrence of such knobbed specimens as

Nos. 9 and 10 next it, which again are but common variants of the knobbed

vases of PI. X. 1, 7. The vases of PI. X are all from the same North

Quarter of the City.

On PI. XI. 1-20 are represented vases and fragments of vases found

(1905) on an important floor of a house to west of the Palace belonging to the

same early part of the Middle Minoan Period as the floor-deposit to which

belong the fragments on PI. VII. Adjacent on the north side was a house with

the rich deposits of M. M. II. ware illustrated in the Report, B.8.A. x. Fig. 4.

This M. M. II. house had cut into the area occupied by the earlier house,

obliterating its deposits yet without touching the parts outside its limits to

the south occupied by the vases of PI. XI. 1-20. Several of the types from

the floor-deposit of the Basement with Monolithic Pillars recur here and do

not call for special remark. The 'fruit-stand
'

vase, dark-on-light, No. 12> is,

however, a new shape for this period at Knossos, and is interesting as

representing in an intermediate phase of development the prototype of the

tall fruit-stand vases which are so frequent in the immediately following
era (M. M. II.).

10 The undulating band which finishes the decoration of the

bowl below is frequent, both light and dark, in the Middle Period and

recurs as the base-decoration of many vases of the Palace Style in the Late

Minoan Age.

Decoratively the most interesting vase from the deposit is the handsome

jug PI. XI. 1, which is reproduced in colour in B.S.A. xi. PI. I. This jug is

essentially of the same type as those with the '

butterfly
'

motive and

their polychrome variants though considerably larger in size. The elaborate

polychrome design is concentrated on the upper half and particularly on

the shoulder of the vase.11 Just below the middle is a broad band in

10 See Hogarth-Welch, J.H.S. xxi. 87, D. 88, vases just cited in comparison which arc pro-

Figs. 15, 16; B.S.A. ix. 308, Fig. 8. supposed by the curious fragments shown in

11 It is possible now to conjecture that this PI. VII. 17, 18 and PI. IX. (5.

was probably also the case wiih the polychrome
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madder-red h.irdered above and below by a narrow band in matt cream-

white. Below this again halt'- way towards the base a very broad band i-

'

reserved' in the pale buff ground of the clay. Above and again below tin-

main design is a rather wide vermilion band. On the neck is a collar-

hand in madder-red bordered above and below by a narrow matt cream-whit

hand. Above this, on neck and rim respectively, is repeated the vermilion

bund motive of the body of the vase. On the spout is a band in matt

cream-white. The top of the handle has narrow oblique bands in matt

cream-white, going up right, in imitation of a twisted basket handle. On
the shoulder as fundamental element in the main design is a zigzag series

of double axe-like figures with the contour in madder-red bordered on

either side by a narrow cream-white band, and having the central field filled

out with dots in matt cream-white which are reminiscent of the Neolithic

white-filled punctuations.
12 The continuous interval between the units in

the zigzag series is filled out with a winding meander-band in vermilion.

All on a purple'tinted lustrous black glaze slip on terracotta-red clay
with red and black sand-like particles in it, hand-made. Height 28 c., base

diameter 10 c., shoulder diameter 22 c.

The kind of process of disintegration by which the stiff geometric or

quad-geometric motives of an earlier age were rendered fluent, and in

turn induced the tendency to further fluency of curvilinear treatment in

detail, is well illustrated by this vase. The double axe-like figures look like

imitations of metal or bone inlays, and of course the form and decorative

arrangement of such inlays were largely independent of the rigid geometric
tradition. 13

Thus, given the shapes of these and their serial oblique relation

to each other, the outcurving ends of one fit in with the incurving sides of

another in a way which conditions the curvilinear meander character of the

connecting vermilion band, at the same time that this meander seems to

condition their oblique relation to each other in a regular alternation of out-

curving ends with incurving sides.

The tendency to concentrate the main design on the shoulder, which

comes into prominence at this time, is one that grows with the elaboration of

the sense of architectonic principles, which themselves in the last instance are

conditioned by the inherent forms of vases themselves, these being dependent
in their turn on the kind of use to which the vessels are put. The upper

part of the vase as it swells outward to the shoulder is by its nature more im-

portnnt than the lower, and its visual prominence naturally marks it out for the

'-
Compare tin- white punctuations of PI. VII. to decorative finality once for all as rim-hand to

items 3 and 4, and of PI. IX. 6 and, for the con- the beautiful cup ib. PI. V. 2. Compare the

tinuity in tradition, Early Minoan examples like Neolithic fragments ib. PI. IV. 22, 26, 81. The

B.S.A. x. 199, Fig. 2, h, j, and Xeolithic lines of white punctuations in a single series

originals, such as J.H.X. xxiii. PI. IV. 15-17, of these fragments recur in the M. M. I. and

21, 25, 27, 80. The- cup, ib. PI. VI. 2, shows II. Periods, ns in PI. VII. 7,8, 10 and PI. VIII.

the white punctuated band motive of the 5-8, 11, 18, 20.

Neolithic fragments 15, 16 surviving into tin 13
Polychrome double axe -like fi^un- arranged

M. M. II. Period. The zigzag in white of the vertically occupy an analogous position on the

alternate bands on this cup looks equally beautiful M. M. II. bowl shown in J.H.X. xxiii.

early in origin, ami it seems at length to attain PI. VI. 3.
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main part of the design. Thus in the distribution of space the upper field

receives a greater portion of this than the lower, and the dividing line tends

to come below the middle rather than above. In this way the inartistic

impression which is invariably created by an exact bisection of the field

is avoided through the visual subordination of the lower to the upper part.

This architectonic distribution of horizontal zones on a vase may in its

origin be the result of influences that are largely adventitious and un-

intentional in their relation to the aesthetic result. Thus the horizontal zones

may very well owe their actual origin to the ease with which horizontal bands

are produced on a vessel revolving on a rotating disc in course of decoration

if not of actual manufacture. Later, as we know, the use of the wheel must

have given a powerful impetus to the use of this kind of zone-decoration
;

but the wheel as such cannot explain the origin of such design, if this origin
is traceable back beyond the first use of the wheel. However the result

may have been produced, yet the result itself when once achieved is one that

henceforth survives largely in virtue of its aesthetic fitness. It is thus not a

little remarkable that this system of decoration now fully inaugurated in this

earlier part of the Middle Minoan Age, though in apparent antagonism to

the opposing principles of vertical panelling and asymmetrical arrangements
that were so current in the great polychrome period, survives henceforth as a

guiding principle of ceramic decoration through all the later Minoan periods,

and after that into the Classic Age of Greece. This decorative principle has

indeed already attained to perfect balance in the beautiful and elegant
M. M. II. cup shown in J.ff.S. xxiii. PI. V. 2.

If the different sets of vases and fragments of vases described above be

taken together, the historical conclusion is possible that they all belong to

one period : the earlier part of the Middle Minoan Age (M. M. I.). This is

proved partly by their constant occurrence immediately underneath deposits
often floor- deposits of the Second Middle Minoan Period and sometimes

above deposits of the Early Minoan Period -in generc, partly by the constant

occurrence, along with the variants, in all the deposits, of typical vase-forms

such as (1) the ring-foot and footless cups with broad band below the rim

respectively light-on-dark or dark-on-light ; (2) hole-mouthed two-handled

spouted jugs dark-on-light and light-on-dark with characteristic geometrico-
curvilinear polychrome tendencies; (3) spouted one-handled jugs of the type
with 'butterfly' motive and its polychrome variants.

The principal deposits of this period identified up to date are :

(1) The deposit of the Dove-Vase in the Basement with Monolithic

Pillars (1900 and 1903) Pis. VII., IX.

(2) The deposit found in what we are now able to identify as the

M. M. I. Well underlying a basement of the East Wing of the Palace to west

of the Court of the Spout (1901 and 1902). The series shown in J.ff.S. xxiii.

167, Fig. 1 is from this well-deposit.

(3) The pit-deposit found in 1 903 under the floor of a passage opening
northwards off the East Pillar Room. See B.S.A. ix. pp. 94-8 and

Figs. 55, 56.
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(4) The important floor-deposit of houses belonging to the North Quarter

of the City of Knossos and affording a clue as to the great expansion of the

city in this direction in the early part of the Middle Minoan Age, PI. X.

(5) The important floor-deposits of a house on the west borders of the

West Square of the Palace which contained the vases of PI. XL 1-20 (1905).

(6) A set of vases and vase- fragments found (1005) in a pit-repository

immediately underlying the floors of the M. M. II. constructions in the

north-east region of the Palace in which in 1902 were found the fine

polychrome vases J.H.S. xxiii. PI. V. 1, 2, 3
;

PI. VI. 1, 2, 3.

All these deposits, with the exception of that of the well, are either floor-

or pit-deposits. As such they are indicative of the occurrence of a catastrophe

through which they got covered up before they could be removed. As the

vase-types are uniform with variants in the different deposits in which they

are found, and as the sudden arrest in development indicated by the aban-

doned floor-deposits is found to be exactly simultaneous in regions so far

apart as the Palace and the North Quarter of the City, we can conclude with

safety that the catastrophe was a universal one, and that the different

deposits simultaneously submerged by it represent the stage in development
arrived at in Minoan ceramics at the close of the period which ended with

this universal catastrophe.

With the 'reservation' of part of the light buff ground of a vase

towards making it serve as a colour-element in polychrome decoration, which

is exemplified by the broad horizontal buff band on the lower part of the

vase last described, we have an instance at this early period of a technical

finesse of ceramic decoration, which from this time onward is destined to

play a prominent role in the history of Minoan vase-painting. Henceforth

throughout the polychrome period the widest use is made of this curious

technical device, and in the Late Minoan Age the practice of '

reservation
'

becomes so wide-spread as at last entirely to supplant the use of light colour

on a dark ground. But it is not merely in such simple instances as this

band-motive that even in this early part of the Middle Minoan Age the

practice of this device is exemplified. We may not call the light-ground

necks of the polychrome vases represented by fragments 17 and IS on PI. VII.,

or the light panels alternating with dark ones of PL IX. 13, true instances of

such '

reservation
'

; yet in any instance in which the
'

reservation
'

has been

consciously designed by the potter to have its special colour effect as an

element in the polychrome scheme, the decorative function of the device is

manifest. Fragment 19 on PI. VII. is indeed in this and in other respects so

elaborate in its decorative treatment as to be a surprise in the context in

which it occurs. It presents a vertical panel combination of a light with a dark

ground in a manner which is no longer a compromise with earlier fashions, as

was the case with the style of vase to which belong fragments 17 and 18,

but a true synthesis of the two styles. In such a synthesis the dark ground

may be dominant or the light, or again the dark and the light parts of the

ground in relation to the more linear parts of the polychrome ornament may
appear in such balance as themselves to be integral functions in the scheme
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of decoration. This kind of synthesis was the highest achievement of the

succeeding era.

2. On PL VIII. we have a series of polychrome fragments with a light

ground from the
' North-West Pit.' In comparison with the earlier series of

fragments on PI. VII. several determinate differences emerge. (1) The

geometric elements of design appear subordinate or latent. Curvilinear

motives are dominant. (2) The colour-combinations are seen at a higher

organic stage of development in relation to light as to dark grounds,
whether these occur as separate unities or in synthesis. (3) This synthesis

itself presents the highest stage in achievement, and it reflects historically

the polychrome palace style of this period, in which light and dark grounds
must have appeared in regular synthetic alternation in the finest decorative

schemes in the wall-paintings as in the ceramic art of the period.

That we are a considerable way advanced beyond the manner of the

earlier period becomes clear by a mere glance at the fragments on PI. VIII.

This advance in style, however, is never at the expense of any violent break

with earlier fashions. Thus we need not be surprised to find in the wheel

and the latticed circle of fragment 3 a pair of old favourites that have

survived continuously from Early Minoan times and are trying to disguise

themselves now in the polychrome finery of the day. This has been

with only very partial success in the case of the prim-looking latticed

circle. It has not really changed colour at all, but has retained its original

dark hue alongside of a double in white that is also found putting in a very

early appearance in the Middle Period. 14 There is no doubt, however, that

the white lattice in itself has an older history and that it is truer to its

Neolithic connexions than the black lattice that begins to appear alongside
of it in the Early Minoan Age.

15

In the case of the greater number of the fragments on PI. VIII. it can be

said at once that the design is dark on a light ground. In the case of

others, as for example, Nos. 4, 11, 17, 18 light and dark grounds are so

equally balanced in one complex polychrome design as to be a true synthesis
of both kinds of ground. In others again, as 12, 16, the ground as a whole

may be regarded as dark with light ground appearing in details as part of the

design. The dark ground is also dominant in Nos. 14 and 15, though here

again the design itself may be regarded as a wide dark border on a light

ground. In any case we have to distinguish between grounds that are light

or dark as a whole and those that are light or dark in details. Grounds that

are light or dark in detail become themselves intrinsic elements in the design
and this new possibility leads to new combinations in the use and distribution

of the colour schemes.

Thus, to take light-ground details. In these the light buff intervals

alternating with dark ones, as in fragments 4, 12, 16, 17, 18, become ipso facto a

new colour-element in the design itself. Again, to take dark-ground elements.

14 For a white latticed circle of this kind at 15 For the lattice motive at the Early Minoau

the M. M. I. stage see B.S.A. ix. 95, Fig. 65, q. stage see B.S.A. x. 198-D, Fig. 2.
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In these correspondingly tin- (fork-ground intervals iltemating regularly with

the light ones become < ombined with the light design upon them in such a

way as to form one of the colour-elements in this design itself. Thus

fragments 4, ">, Id. 12, 14-, 1C, 17, 18, give us combinations of black with two

other colours for the design, if in these instances the ground is regarded as

light. In fragment 4 we have combinations of three design-colours in synthesis

whether the ground is regarded as dark or as li^ht.

In fragments 13 and 17 we have an entirely new finesse in colour-effect.

Both have boas-ornament in relief, the highest points of which allow the buff

of the clay to appear through in a manner which repeats the high metallic

points of light on bronze originals.

Finally the colour-schemes themselves have become richer in their

repertory of tones. As the fine creamy buff surfaces with or without slip,

polished or unpolished, emerge more and more as an element in the designs,

the dull cream pigments tend to transform to a paler white. The vermilion-

tinted orange has beside it a paler yellow, the vermilion-tinted reds subordi-

nate themselves to pale pink, terracotta-red, cherry-red, red-brown and purple-
brown. Paler or warmer tints of buff clay and variations towards purple-brown
or metallic purple-black glaze become consciously sought out in the grounds.
The imitation of metallic high lights in relief may appear as points of white

colour on dark glaze grounds, whether in the flat or in relief, or sometimes of

the pale buff of the clay itself allowed, as in the instances referred to above

(fragments 13 and 17), to appear through the lustrous black glaze of the

ground. This variety of resource in the use of colour, in combination with

the new variety introduced by means of the growing tendency towards

curvilinear design, is what distinguishes the ceramic art of this period

from the earlier manner illustrated by the fragments on PI. VII. The great

underlying fact that is common to both periods is the phenomenon of the co-

existence of light with dark grounds, and this regular co-existence of light

with dark grounds has been already traced continuously from the borders of

the Neolithic Era through the Early Minoan Period to the time of which we

speak. Of this continuous co-existence of light with dark grounds we have

an emphatic illustration on PI. VIII., the fragments on which with a light

ground have been on purpose selected out of a context in which light and dark

grounds regularly occurred together. We never have a period in which dark

grounds appear alone, though on the other hand light grounds never emerge
into emphatic predominance until the Late Minoan Age. Yet even at that

later time the dark grounds are seen surviving as a subordinate factor and

they never altogether die.

The greatest achievement of the Middle Period was undoubtedly the

synthesis of the two styles to which reference has been made, and if we knew

more of the wall-painting of this era we should probably find that this mature

polychrome ceramic style was but one phase of a movement towards the

synthesis in decorative art of light and dark grounds, which must have

received its highest expression on the walls of the Earlier Palace itself. It

is not likely that the alternation of light and dark-ground panels was an

H.S. VOL. xxvi. s
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invention of the potter alone, though it may very well have been one in which

he shared in one common movement of decorative art in which the wall-

painter took the lead. The invention was one that was inevitable when once

it was seen that the buff clay could equally with the black glaze become an

intrinsic element in polychrome design.

The principal ceramic finds of this period at Knossos identified up to

date are :

(1) The floor-deposits of the ' South-East Kamares Area' or area of the

Basement with Monolithic Pillars where this deposit was found (1902) super-

imposed upon the earlier floor-deposit, to which belongs the pottery of

Pis. VII., IX. J.H.S. xxiii. Pis. VI. 4, VII. are from this deposit. See

B.S.A. viii. PI. I.
'

Earlier Palace'
;

ix. 18, Fig. 7.

(2) The floor-deposits of the
' North-East Kamares Area

'

a system of

rooms, underlying the ground-floors of the North-east quarter of the Palace,

in which (1902) were found the fine polychrome vases J.H.S. ib. Pis. V., VI.

1, 2, 3. See B.S.A. viii. PI. I. 'Earlier Palace.'

(3) The floor-deposits from the early basements underlying the ground
-

floors in the area of the Room of the Olive Press. J.ffS. ib., Figs. 4, 5

(1902), and JI.S.A. ix. PI. IT. (1903).

(4) The floor-deposits ofthe ' North-West Kamares Area
'

(1901 and 1903)
and the ' North-West Pit

'

(1904). The pottery of our PI. VIII. is from the

latter deposit. See also B.S.A. ix. Fig. 75 ;
x. Figs. 5 (1), 6.

(5) The floor-deposits of the Middle Minoan House beneath the West

Square (1904), B.S.A. x. Figs. 4, 5 (2). This house in the southward direction

had partially cut into the pre-existing house to which belong the floor-deposits

of PI. XI. 1-20.

The simultaneous submergence of these floor-deposits was probably the

result of a general catastrophe. See B.S.A. x. 16.

3, The decline of the polychrome style and the gradual relapse towards

simple monochrome design on light and dark grounds is a tendency of the

later Middle Minoan Age, which succeeded the general catastrophe referred

to above.

The forces which tended to hasten this decline, and simultaneously
to inaugurate a new phase in the development of style, have not to be

conceived as influences acting from without but as integral moments in a

process of disintegration and reconstruction working from within towards

which the catastrophe referred to furnished only the occasional cause. This

catastrophe did not bring with it the elements of an entirely new style from

the outside: it simply acted as a precipitant to a process of development
from the inside which was already latently active when the catastrophe came.

The polychrome style in its intrinsic character had grown to its full

fruition as the mature outcome of a tendency in which differences of colour

were regarded in the light of their decorative effect in their relation to each

other. There was no more thought of imitating nature in this tendency than

there probably was in the case of the textile fabrics or the decorative

parts of the wall-paintings of the period. Colours have harmonies of effect in
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relation to each other, quite independently of the juxtapositions in which

they are found in nature, and the polychrome art of the Middle Minoan Age
is as practical an illustration in point as we have many ages later in the

similar principle underlying the polychrome decorative art of Greece. This

underlying principle is the same indeed, for that matter, over a much wider

field, and is as independent of the mere imitation of nature in a tapestry of

Ancient Egypt or a polychrome vase of Crete as in an old Persian carpet or

an antique glass of Venice.

Considering the relatively limited scale of colours at the disposal of the

Minoan ceramic artist, we have seen this principle of polychrome decoration

in the mature period of the Middle Minoan Age reach a high degree of

elaboration.

It is just towards the end of this era, however, that we see the begin-

nings of another tendency coming definitely into play, namely, that towards

the portrayal of natural objects. And, as is apt to happen when a growing

tendency comes into one sphere of action with one that has already reached

lull fruition, the new tendency as an evolutionary movement enters into

antagonism with the old and strives to oust it from its field of activity. There

is no doubt that the new tendency received great impetus through the

catastrophe to which reference has been made above, as having occurred at the

close of the great
'

polychrome
'

period. After that catastrophe we find poly-

chrome processes in ceramic technique in course of rapid dissolution, while we

see the new tendency in full swing, and by the time we again have floor-

deposits on a universal scale the new principle is so fully established in ceramic

art as almost to have ousted the other.

In decorative wall-painting, on the other hand, the new tendency could

effect a reconciliation with the old, for here the growing feeling for nature

was able to receive expression for itself only within the limits set by the poly-

chrome principle itself, which in the old-established usage of the time

conditioned the general effect of all wall-painting in its decorative function as

a whole and in detail.

That it was otherwise in ceramics was the outcome of special conditions

and limitations of the art which are absent in the case of wall-painting. (1)

Limits of space, which practically do not exist for the decorative wall-painter,

tend to compel the vase-painter, in his preoccupation with the portrayal of

motives from nature, to substitute such motives for the more purely decorative

ones on the more prominent parts of the vase, and to give these so much

scope as tend to reduce all deepiative free-play to minor details on neck and

base. Thus we find these more purely decorative motives surviving just

where they are not in the way. The extreme of this tendency is seen in the

vases with lily-design from the South-East Magazines shown in E.S.A. viii.

90, Fig. 51 (one of which again, ib. x. 7, Fig. 1) and J.H.S. xxiii. 189,

Fig. v

(2) Once we have the portrayal of natural objects, such as flowers,

which becomes so rife before the close of the Middle Minoan Age, it soon

becomes apparent that a scale of colours, which in their relation to each

s 2
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other were capable of producing polychrome effects of great beauty, was

quite inadequate towards the reproduction of the natural colours of objects.

Thus green, for example, which is the first necessity towards the rendering of

leaves and stems, and which we find in use with the wall-painter, did not

exist in the colour-repertory of the vase-painter. The ceramic artist must

thus have felt that with his limited scale of colours he could not produce the

same natural effects as the wall-painter with his. On the other hand he

must have been equally conscious that natural objects such as flowers did not

look natural in a polychrome guise which was not that of nature. The only

solution of the colour-difficulty in the circumstances was a compromise in the

shape of a convention. Thus the tendency came into being to make all

natural objects either simply light on a dark ground or dark on a light

ground. The beginnings of this process go back to an early period and we

have, for example, the Cretan goats of PI. IX. 3 already appearing as simple

black silhouettes on a light ground. Items 1 and 2 on PI. VIII. show us

graceful frond and leaf motives, with polychrome details, used with the fine

sense of decorative effect so characteristic of the Second Middle Minoan

Period. The fine panel jar from Phaestos again, Mon. Ant. Line, xiv., PI.

XXXV, a, showrs us an intermediate stage in the process, in which, on a vase

that is still polychrome, tall reeds appear on alternate panels monochrome

dark on a light ground. The twisted cable pattern in white on the stem, so

far removed from nature, only serves to show how much the vase-painter
was still under the influence of the decorative traditions of a polychrome

style that itself was in process of passing a\yay. The lily-vases referred

to above show us the full accomplishment of the process in a monochrome

design that is entirely light on a dark ground and yet entirely natural in its

treatment of forms.

The finest vases of the Temple Repositories show us the same stage in

development. Perhaps the most remarkable example from this series is a

two-handled piriform amphora, with plant and flower design light on the

usual semi-lustrous purple-black glaze ground. On either side, front and

back, in an oval panel is a plant-design with large spreading pointed heart-

like leaves. A very freely rendered design of graceful tulip-like flowers on

tall sinuous stems is fittingly adapted to suit the narrower interval left

below the handles on either side. The free breadth of treatment combined

with natural grace that characterizes the decorative style of vases like these

was hardly ever again attained to in the ceramic art of a later time, but

that the phenomenon was not an isolated one is shown by examples in

wall-painting like that of the Crocus Gatherer, and in the art of faience like

the crocus panels of the Votive Robes, and the rose- and fern-leaves of the

vases in the same material from the Temple Repositories themselves.

(3) In the course of such processes of change any latent weakness

inherent in the organic fibre of earlier tradition that is itself in course of

dissolution is found all at once to have come rapidly into full view. It lias

already been suggested that the general catastrophe, which occurred at the

beginning of this period, gave a forcible impetus to the processes of change
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and alt. i that catastrophe it is C(jually apparent that the old polychrome
decorative technique never again appears at the same high level of achieve-

ment as in the previous era. All the polychrome innovations of the finest

period vanish with such rapidity after the catastrophe, that we can hardly
account for the disappearance except on the hypothesis of a general decline

at this time in the methods of polychrome technique itself. A fixity in the

durableness of the colour-media, which is only of relative moment to the

wall-painter, was something of paramount importance in ceramic art. And

any falling off in the technical art of fixing the colours on the body of the

vase was in itself sure to lead to a rapid falling off in the regular use of

tlit-M.1

. Thus it probably is that the oranges, yellows, pinks, and crimsons of

the great 'polychrome' era are found so entirely to have vanished, and that

in the deposits belonging to the end of the new period we have still re-

presented only the original whites and reds, and alongside of these the

fundamental dark of the glaze and buff of the clay.

This double fact respectively of the disappearance of tin? more recent

elements and endurance of the earlier functions in the repertory of colours

is itself a curious phenomenon of survival. The elements from the old

colour repertory that survived into this period were those that had longest
established themselves in continual use. Thus white and red survive con-

tinuously till now from the Neolithic Period, while the buff surfaces and

black glaze ornament and ground are an equally continuous inheritance from

the Early Minoan Age.
Coincident with this survival of earlier elements in colour, at the

expense in ceramic art of colour-elements of later origin, is the survival in

these colours of certain ornamental motives of earlier origin, at the expense
of ornamental motives of later origin in later colours. Thus the spiral, itself

of Early Minoan origin, survives till now almost invariably in its original white,

and only very rarely in red or black. Similarly the Early Minoan cable-band

is still true to its original white, and if it is not that it is sure to be in red

or in black. lr> The vase from Phaestos referred to above has going down the

dark panels a chain of circles joined by transverse tangents that, in a

simplified form, has survived in its original white from the Early Minoan

Age.
17

Again the early white and red horizontal bands on the sub-

ordinate parts of vases are a commonplace survival into the ornamental

repertory of this period.

This coincidence in survival between certain functions of colour and of

ornament is one that rests upon the mutual relation in which they appear

together from the beginning. Otherwise it is not easy to account for the

survival of colours like white or red, that from the point of view of durability

have in themselves no distinct advantages over the colours that have vanished

from the repertory. Those colours survived with the ornamental motives in

18 For a veil uixl a lila.'k calil.- pattern of this ]r
(

'..inpaiv tin- l;ittie"l .-ircli-s joim-.l l>y

kiud at tin- M. M. II. stage see the jioIychMine transverse luinds of tha K. M. 111. IVri-i-l in

.ups in J.H.X. xxiii. I'l. V. :5 un.l I'l. VI. 4. li.x.A. x. 19!, Fig. 2, it. :,/, I:
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which they traditionally appeared on those parts of a vase, and under those

circumstances in which they were not in the way. Thus we have the time-

honoured horizontal bands, the spiral chains, and cable-bands on the upper
and lower parts of vases, whose main field may be engrossed with the bold

innovations of a recent time.

This phenomenon of survival of earlier elements at the expense of later

ones is itself, however, a process of disintegration that is at the same time a

process of readjustment to new conditions. The earlier elements in colour

as in ornament preserve their original characteristics, but once having through

disintegration become detached from their traditional environment they are

now able to enter into new connexions. Thus, for example, the large spiral

band in white on the shoulder of the jar J.H.S. xxiii. 177, Fig. 4, is a bold

decorative variant for the branch-wreaths of Fig. 5 on the next page. On
the Phaestos vase again the old-world chain of circles connected by trans-

verse tangents of Early Minoan origin in white on the dark panels performs
the same decorative function as the new-fangled plant motive in black on the

alternate panels with a light ground.

Colours, however, as media have a much greater capacity for entering
into new combinations than the ornamental motives that survive in them.

The traditional conservatism of ornament in its development is one that

always tends to persist in its original characteristics, while the colours that

have survived as media with the ornament, provided they are true to their

original shade, can easily disconnect themselves from the combinations in

which they have survived in order to enter into new ones. The large and

growing use at this period of white in the rendering of flower and plant

forms, at the entire expense of every other colour except the vanishing red

and the glaze-black whose use becomes so dominant in the next era, is fully

illustrative of this adaptability of a surviving colour-medium towards

entering into new combinations. On the vase from Phaestos and its inter-

esting companion we find this vanishing red still appearing, now in the

primitive cable pattern, now in graceful blossoms and blossom-sprays.
The tendency is already nascent in vases that are still polychrome, for

example the branch-bands of the jar already mentioned (J.H.S. xxiii. 178,

Fig. 5). At this stage, however, the horizontal arrangement of the white

branches as a band still betrays the influence of limits set by polychrome
architectonic traditions, and it is only the vertical panel that affords excuse

for an arrangement more in accordance with nature. In the vase from

Phaestos referred to above we have this panel arrangement, but the reed-

motive appearing black on the alternate light panels, the artist has fallen into

the curious temptation of further defining his stems, by means of a cable-

chain in white going up them which has nothing to do with nature though

decoratively it has its full justification in the touch of colour-variety it intro-

duces into the bare black of the stem. Indeed the panel arrangement,

alternately light and dark, of this vase has made possible a happy union of

time-honoured decorative schemes with the recent motives from, the world of

plants and flowers \vhich makes us entirely forget questions of origin and
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tendency for the sake of the fine polychrome breadth of treatment and

architectonic balance of the whole. The equally beautiful companion to this

vase (ibid. l>) shows hardly less mastery of architectonic treatment in the

decorative subordination of polychrome blossom-sprays and palm-like leaves

to a spiral system in white, in an oval panel on a dark ground, whose early

connexions are equally forgotten in the fitting grace of the general design.
At the end of the Middle Minoan Age, as represented, for example, in the

pottery of the Temple Repositories, we have still got the tradition of the

alternate vertical panels light and dark and of the oval panels on a dark

ground, but the rendering of plants and fiowers in white has become so

natural as at first sight to seem quite independent of all previous tradition in

ornament, and this is true to a still greater degree of the lily-vases already

mentioned.

There is, however, a further moment in colour-survival that requires
remark. We have seen white surviving with certain ornamental motives,

and then detaching itself from its connexion with these and entering into

new combinations in the rendering of flower and plant forms. But this is

not entirely at the expense of the original connexions. The old connexions

are not entirely given up because new ones are formed. The white in its

traditional connexion with the spiral, for example, survives alongside of the

new combinations in which it appears. The white spiral is of much earlier

origin than the white branch, but on the jars referred to above the spiral and

the branch in white already appear as decorative variants of each other. At

the end of the Middle Minoan Age the white spiral is still popular as the

main decoration of a vase, alongside of elaborate decorations in white from

nature, as on the outside of the 'candlestick' in J.H.S. xxiii. 181), Fig. 8, 2,

which occurs in the same context as the beautiful white lilies of the vases

ib. 7, 10.18 The black double of the spiral in white (ib. 3) oomes more and

more to the front at a time when the growing monochrome tendency makes

simple dark-on-light the one natural alternative to light-on-dark design. In

the Temple Repositories, again, the large spiral decoration in white on the

pitcher in Fig. 1, h, is so effective as to seem little out of place alongside of

the natural twigs in white on a dark panel ground which we have in

the same series, </. In these repositories the spirals in white continue

still to be more popular than the similar ones in black, but the same

deposit shows us a vase,/, in which a white spiral band on a dark ground
on the shoulder may be regarded as more than balanced by a black

spiral-band on a much wider light ground on the body of the vase. 19

This example, with its spiral systems indifferently light on a dark or

dark on a light ground, is of itself sufficient to illustrate at this stage a

18 For tin- 'candlestick' si-e also U.S.A. viii. va.sc from 1'hnestos referred to in previou-
'.'1. r'ig. 51, 2; 92. Fiy. .VJ. sages. Have we not here indeed tin- original

10 The spirals here appear as Mai-k discs of the spiral chain itself surviving on its own

joined by pairs of transverse tangents just a- a<-. unt alongside <>f thmt from the Karly Minoan

as if we had to do with the double in black ol Age?
the similar motive in white of the panelled
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universal law of the development of style in Minoan ceramics. The style of

decoration and the repertory of ornament at any given stage in development
are the same whether on a light or a dark ground. Beginning with the

Early Minoan Age there is never at any stage any real conflict of motives on

a light with those on a dark ground, but only of later motives with earlier

ones, whether the grounds are light or dark. In the period at which we

have now arrived, that conflict took the form of a struggle between the more

FIG. 1. MIDDLE MINOAN* POTTERY FIIOM Kxossos. TEMPLE REPOSITORIES : M. M. III.

(After U.S.A. ix. 50, Fig. 26.)

recent tendency towards portrayal of nature, and the earlier motives from the

rich traditional repertory of polychrome ornament, which we see in such

brilliant bloom in the ceramic art of the previous era. It is not a conflict of

styles disparate in historic origin, as if with the light grounds some influence

from without had come to be superinduced upon the native influences from

within; for the light grounds have been there from the very beginning of the

use of paints in ceramics, and the new influences, if anything, are more
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marked on the dark grounds than on the light ones, as the lily-vases have

taught us. The conflict is one of a later phase of style with an earlier one,

whether the grounds are light or dark
;
and that conflict in its full antithesis

was that between an earlier style of polychrome ornament, which has nothing
to do with nature though it has its own legitimate function in decorative art,

and a later natural style. This later style, in its convention of simple light

on dark or dark on light grounds, threatens the legitimate function in

ceramic art of a polychrome principle, which under more favourable con-

ditions still continued to play its usual role in the wall-painting of the period.

In this conflict it need not be surprising that many time-honoured

elements of ornament managed to survive into the new era, in an environ-

ment from which the polychrome colour-functions of more recent origin were

themselves in rapid process of elimination. This survival of decorative

uin.unent alongside of the growth of natural motives means no real or

intrinsic disparateness in style itself, since decorative ornament in its own

sphere is as essential to style as truth to nature in its particular province.

The unity of style that results, however manifold may be the moments that

make it up, is one whether the decoration is light or dark, and if in the next

age the light grounds ultimately triumph under particular and partly

accidental circumstances, in the natural course of development the style that

results is one that emerges out of conditions that previously were common to

light as to dark grounds. In the clash of the processes of change, the

conservative tendency of tradition in the development of ornament is apt to

receive an exaggerated expression of reaction in the work of individuate as of

particular schools, just at the moment when the new influences are winning
the day ;

but from this phenomenon to argue to disparateness of origin as

regards different phases of style, that may come into simultaneous contrast

at the same time that they are successively unfolding themselves into synthetic

moments of each other, is to ignore a principle of antithetic movement that

is the very life of all development. It is only a particular form of the same

fallacy to argue, from the special unity of style that is characteristic of a

certain given phase of ceramic art, against the multiplicity of tendency at an

earlier stage which has gone to shape that particular unity of style. And a

conception of the unity of style which excludes this manifoldness of tendency,

simply because we happen not to know all the successive phases in the

process of development, is simply an abstraction of our own making.
It is, however, a more serious hindrance to scientific progress when

long-established prejudice comes in to darken knowledge. Thus, for example,

it has been long assumed after Furtwiingler and Loeschke that what it has

been usual to call the Mycenaean style in ceramic art was the invention of

Achaean or Mycenaean Greeks. It seems labour in vain to insist on the

bearing of the Cretan evidence to the effect that the beginnings of the style

which is most characteristic of the ceramic art of the Mycenaean Age are

found in process of development in the Aegean, at an era preceding by many

ages the first appearance of any people of Hellenic ruct> ami speech on the

mainland of Greece.
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The underlying assumption, whether consciously acknowledged or not, is,

at bottom, to the effect that the supposed
' Achaean

'

racial movement which,

with reference to the mainland of Greece, is regarded as having originated
the Mycenaean Civilization, was an Aryan one from the north. And this

assumption has become one of those fixed ideas in archaeology for which

it is difficult, by the ordinary normal processes of reasoning, to come to

terms with conclusions from actual excavation. Such conclusions make it

ever more apparent that the racial movement which resulted in the Aegeo-

Myceriaean Civilization was a pre-Aryan one from the south, and that con-

sequently for such a movement the islands became early centres of racial

development, which gave them the natural antecedence and precedence in

influence over what for such a northward movement was the more outlying
littoral of Greece and Italy and Anatolia. The most recent results from

mainland Greek centres so far apart as Argos and Orchomenos are quite
in harmony with these conclusions. They reveal to us a matt technique
in ceramics, which is as wrongly instanced to argue a real disparity of race in

the earliest period which preceded all preponderating racial movements
from the north, as it is rightly used to strengthen the conclusions as to

the outlying tardative character on the continent of a ceramic art whose

great progressive centres were in the Aegean world under the growing

paramount influence of Crete.

The principal deposits of pottery that up to date have to be assigned to

the closing period of the Middle Minoan Age are the following :

(1) A group of vases including one with a graffito inscription found in

1901 in an earlier basement underneath the ground-floors in the south-west

region of the Palace. See B.S.A. vii. 10-11, Fig. 4.

(2) The ware found in 1901 in the second cist from the west end of

Magazine 4 in the West Wing of the Palace. See ib. 47, Fig. 14 and J.H.S.

xxiii. 185, 188, 190. This isolated find in the light of later discoveries has

now to be shifted back from the position assigned to it in these citations into

the same company as the other groups here enumerated. The two-handled

piriform jars of this cist are exactly like those of the Temple repositories.

(3) The pottery of the North-East Magazines from the excavations of

1901. See U.S.A. ib. 72-4, Fig. 24. From this deposit we have to exclude

the pottery found along with a steatite vase-stand (see ib. 74) outside the

existing west wall of the Magazine?, all which belonged to a later deposit

formed after the Magazines themselves had got covered up.
20 The ' trickle

'

decoration so common on many of the vases from these magazines is very

characteristic of the closing period of the Middle Minoan Age, though
its origin, as we have seen, goes back to an earlier time. See ib. Fig. 24,
'

streaked vases in heaps,' and our PL XI. 21-23. Into the same context

comes the pottery from the floor-deposits of the North-East Hall and

adjoining store-closet. In the store-closet was found a pithos with '

trickle'

20 The allocation to Magazine 5 in tin- passage and Figure cited in tin- text rests upon an

oversight
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d<r<>ratioii and rope pattern like those of the knobbed Pithoi of the East

Magazines. There is now conclusive evidence that this whole complex of

apartments inclusively of the North-East Hall or Light-well and its staircase

as far south as, though probably not including, the corridor going east-west to

north of the system to which belongs the Room of the Olive Press, had got
covered up before the beginning of the Late Minoan Age. See B.S.A. \'i. - 1 1

'.

(4) The ware found in 1902 in the deposits immediately underlying the

palace floors in the area of the Room of the Olive Press and superimposed on

floor-deposits with pottery of the finest polychrome class in the same area.

See J.II.S xxiii. 179, 180 with Fig. G, 181 and B.S.A. x. 6, 8.

(5) The important series of large knobbed pithoi with characteristic
'

trickle
'

decoration found in 1902 in a series of early magazines in the area

north of the Court of the Oil Spout in the East Wing of the Palace. See

B.S.A. viii. 10-11, Fig. 5
;
x. 10-12, Fig. 3. These magazines, whose founda-

tions were laid deep down, had cut into the south end of the older system
with rich floor-deposits of the finest polychrome ware such as that figured

J.H.S. xxiii. Pis. V. and VI. 1-3. See also B.S.A. viii. PI. I. MNO, 11-12,
'

Earlier Palace.' The frequency of the
'

trickle
'

decoration on these pithoi is

in chronological harmony with its frequency on the jars of the North-East

Magazines (above, group 3).

(6) The series of pithoi and other vases including those with lilies found

in 1902 in the South-East Magazines. See B.S.A. viii. 91, Fig. 51; J.H.S.

xxiii. 189, Fig. 8. Later ceramic discoveries justify the withdrawal of this

series from the company in which it appears in the above citations and the

bringing of it into one context with the groups enumerated here. See

B.S.A. x. 7, Fig. 1 and 8, 9, Fig. 2. The two-handled type of tall slender

jar with the lilies is essentially the same as that with the '

trickle
'

decoration

of the North-East Magazines. The only difference is that the jars of the

North-East Magazines still have their circular hole-spout with lip, whereas

this spout in the case of the lily-vases has dwindled to a flat button. This

difference in itself, however, does not compel us to put the lily-vases later

than the others in date, for, apart from the similar stratification, the continua-

tion of the real spout in those circumstances in which it is of practical use,

alongside of the mere ornamental reminiscence of a spout in those

other circumstances in which its practical use has disappeared, is one

of the commonplaces of ceramic traditional survival. The real spout
occurs in the same deposit alongside of still other instances in which

external appearances are kept up, though the spout itself when looked

into is false, as in the case of some of the pithoi. These two-handled

spouted pithoi indeed are probably themselves in origin derived from the

two-handled spouted hole-mouthed jug so characteristic of the Middle

Minoan Age in general. The mediating type probably was a larger kind of

two-handled, hole-mouthed jar like those of /.//>'. //'. Figs. 4, 5. The

spout, which was still of practical use in the case of a medium-sized jar,

could only have the function of an ornament for a pithos too large to be tilted

or raised from the ground for pouring purposes.
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(7) The ware from the deposit in the area of the Basement of the

Monolithic Pillars in which in 1902 were found the two vases with

inscriptions in ink described U.S.A. viii. 107, 108, Fig. 66. This deposit

belongs to a stratum superimposed upon that which contained the finest

polychrome ware, while adjacent at a higher level were the floor deposits of

the Palace. To the same deposit belonged a small pithos with '

trickle
'

decoration like that of the Knobbed Pithoi and of the jars of the North-East

Magazines.

(8) In the
' North-East Kamares Area '

('
Earlier Palace

'), above the

floor-deposits with fine polychrome egg-shell ware, occurred a later stratum,

again with clearly marked floor-deposits which contained, among other

characteristic pottery, a series of tall slender two-handled jars, lying on their

sides, of the same type as the tall graceful jars, with handles below the

shoulder, of the cists adjacent to the Temple Repositories, and the other

similar jar with graffito inscription from the South-West Basement. See

B.S.A. ib. 117, 118.

(9) The remains of a large knobbed pithos and vases found along with

it in the ' Walled Pit No. V.' in the region of the Palace north of the north-

west angle of the Central Court (1901 and 1903). See B.S.A. ix. 23,

Fig. 11, V.; 26, Fig. 13; 27, Fig. 14; x. 10. This knobbed pithos with its
'

trickle
'

decoration was of very similar character to the knobbed Pithoi of the

East Magazines.

(10) The important series of vases found in 1903 in the Temple
Repositories and in 1904 in the connected system of three cists which run

north from the Repositories towards the Antechamber of the Throne-room.

See Fig. 1 and B.S.A. ix. 48, Fig. 25
; 49, 50, Fig. 26

;
51

;
x. 13, 26-34,

PI. I. The vases of the Temple Repositories were rich in naturalistic motives

in the shape of plants and flowers, whose fine feeling for style faithfully

re-echoed that of the embroidered flowers on the panels and borders of the

dresses of the Snake Goddesses from the same deposit. There is further an

exact resemblance to the fine style of the lily-vases of the South-East

Magazines. The Temple Repositories and connected cists had spouted two-

handled jars with '

trickle
'

decoration, like those of the North-East Magazines
and other vases like the jar with graffito inscription and its companions from

the early basements in the south-west region of the Palace and like the tall

handsome jars from the ' North-East Kamares Area
'

referred to above

(group 8).

(11) The ware found in 1904 in the latest stratum underlying the

pavement of the West Court of the Palace and of the Corridor of the

Procession. See B.S.A. x. 6, 10, 11. The ware found underlying the

pavement of the West Court belonged to the floor-deposits of a house built

on the ruins of that which contained the fine polychrome ware represented
Hid. 15, Fig. 4. Here occurred types of vases, with a purple-black glaze

ground, resembling those with lilies from the South-East Magazines, a ucl with

a buff ground like those having
'

trickle
'

decoration from the North-East

Magazines. The pottery found underlying the Corridor of the Procession
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again contained the type of the jars with '

trickle
'

decoration from the

North-East Magazines, while their environment brings us back once more

to the similar deposit from the adjacent South-West Basement, which

yielded the vase with graffito inscription and its companions (above

deposit 1).

The general catastrophe indicated by the simultaneous submergence of

the floor-deposits just enumerated may be conveniently taken as marking at

the same time the end of the Middle Minoan Age.
DUNCAN MACKENZIE.



THE LAST SCENE OF THE EUMENIDES.

AT the end of the play, when the Eumenides are to be ushered to their

cave beneath the Areopagus, Athena joins to the procession a special escort

of her own temple-servants, and sets forth the procession with these words :

alvc!) re /nvBovf rwvBe rwv Karevy/jtarcav 1022

Tre/i^ft) re (f>tyyei \a/jLTrdS(ov cre\a(T^>opwv

et9 TOU9 evepOe teal Kara ^#01/09 TOTTOI/?

%vv TrpocTTroXotcriv aire <f>povpou(Tiv

rov/Jiov, SiKaiws- o/z/ia yap Trdcnj? ^
egiicoir' dv, evtc\er)<; Xo%09

, yvvaiKwv, teal o-ro\o<; rrpecrftvri&wv 1028

<f>oiviKofta7rroL<j evBvrois itrd^fUKft 1029

rifiare, icai TO ^67709 6p(J.d<r8a> 7rdpo<f,
1 1030

OTTO)? av evfypwv >;8' 6/itXt'a

TO \onrbv evdv8poi(ri

The unsolved questions in lines 1028-1030 are two: first, how to

punctuate them, that is, who are to be the wearers of the crimson cloaks, the

Escort or the Eumenides themselves : and second, what is the reason for the

crimson colour 1 Neither question, perhaps, may seem to be of great import-
ance

;
but Aeschylus is not a poet who does tilings at random

;
he is apt to

have more than superficial meanings ;
and enquiry may, I hope, reward us

with a new significance.

On the punctuation, which determines who the wearers are, I will say
this to begin with

;
that if the meaning were noble troop in crimson raiment,

Greek would require the addition of eV : e.g. Plut. Anton. 44 eV rfj a-rparijyiKfj

(froivitciSt Trpoe\6<t>v, Ar. Lys. 1140 Xa/i7r/>o9 ev <f>oiviKi8i, Soph. Track. 61 J>,

Eur. Hcc. 464, Bacch. 973, Aesch. Agam. 1270, Pers. 280 Tr\aytcroi<; ev

Snr\dK(r<Tiv.2 We should be obliged, if this were the meaning, to suppose
either the omission of a previous line containing ev, or an adjective

'

arrayed
in'

;
or else, with Hartung and others, to suppose that evSurols is a mistake

for evSvrwv. But upon either of these suppositions we shall be left with

ripare baldly by itself, 'do honour to them,' without any specification of the

1 As I would read instead of *vp6$ : but this '-'

I have explained this much-mistaken phrase
is immaterial hen-. in the Classical Rcricn; 1902, p. 435.
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which has been generally felt to be unlikely. Some therefore have

conjectured that the specific honour was contained in a passage lost before

,

' h<nwnr them' e.g.
' with ttw name Evfievt'8e<?

'

;
while Paley supposed

to be an error for trooftare
'

proceed.' But (though this reading is

adopted by Wecklein in his school-edition) it is most improbable that any

scribe, finding in the text of a tragedy irpoftare, should mistake it for

Ttfidre.

On the other hand, the words <poivt>co/3d7rToi<; cvSvTois eff0rjfia<ri

'honour them with crimson robes' hang naturally together, as e.g.

913 0ov$ roi roto-Se Ttfjia\<pe2i> XPe '^v (vr
'

1^ 1 tne purple broideries), and prima

facie therefore it would appear that that phrase is correct, and means that

the Eumenides themselves are to be arrayed in crimson.

Why then crimson 1 Their proper colour, as Chthonic Powers, is of course

that of mourning, ptXava or (paid, as opposed to white, which belongs to the

Divinities of Heaven, represented by Apollo : so much is certain, even if we

were not expressly told it in the play itself. This question was touched by
Karl Ottfried Miiller in 86 of his Dissertation on the Eumenidcs that

admirable work by a truly admirable critic. He has been showing ( 80)
that the Erinyes were not in the earliest ages independent deities. Their

function is a chthonic one, and was included originally among those of the

Earth-Mother, who in ancient times was widely worshipped under the title of

Demeter Erinys. When they disengaged themselves and became separate

personifications, it was natural that they should still retain some ritual

attributes in common
;
and among the common attributes that Miiller looks

upon as traces of original identity is this one of the crimson robe :

'

Again,
at Athens the Erinyes were clothed in blood-red garments (Eam. 1029),

3 and

so also at Syracuse Demeter and Cora, as Thesmophorian Goddesses, wore

purple robes, which were put on by persons about to take some dreadful

oath.' The passage he refers to is Plut. Dio 5(5 : Callippus was required by
the women to swear the Great Oath : at 8' rj^lovv avrbv ouo<rat rov

opKov. fjv & TOIOVTO*;- /taTa/3a<? et? TO rwv <ruo(p6p(0v refievo*; 6 BI&OVS

7rt<rrtv iepwv TII>(I>V yi>ofj,ei>(i)v Trepij3d\\Tai r
rj
v Troptpvpi&a T>;? 6 e o v,

real \aft(oi> BaBa KaiojjLevrjv dirofivvaL.

We may compare with this the robing in Achilles Tatius viii. 13 of a

girl who is to undergo an ordeal of virginity: eo-roX/o-ro 8'
77 \tvtfiTnni rfj

iepa <TTO\TJ' TroSijpr)*: XITWV, o0oi>7/<? 6 ;tT<wi/ (of course white linen), <o/'; Kara

fieffov TOV xnwva, raivia trepl TTJV K(f>a\T]v <f)OiviKo/3a<ptj<;, d<rdv8a\o<; 6 TTOUV.

And this again can hardly be distinguished from the raiment worn by those

who consulted the oracle of Trophonius : Maximus Tyrius xiv. 2 6 8eo/iei>o<?

TO> &aifj.oi>i(o eVo'/ceuacra/iei/o? odovrj Tro&ijpet

says Philostratus Apoll. viii. 19) /cat <pon>iKt8i etVSut

Kara aTopiov arevov. A crimson raivia was in some cases probably in

3 He supposes this to have been an estab- robes were designed, which were consecrated to

lishfd jiiece of ritual, 89 : 'In all probability them upon the institution of their cultus by
thiTv \\cic also carved woodt-n images of the Athena.'

Krinyrs In).'. For these images tin-
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many part of the dress worn by priests ;
the priests of Eleusis are one case,

and another may be seen in Die Is, Sibyllinisehe Blatter, p. 121. We are told

by the Scholiast on Apoll. Rhod. i. 917 about those initiated in the

Samothracian Mysteries that irepl TIJV KotXiav oi /j,efj,vri/j.ei>oi ratvia^ aTrrova-i

7rop(f>vpd<;:
a passage used by Lobeck Aglarvphamiis 371: ''lepocrToXixd et

KaTafaGTiKov, quae Suidas recenset, ad unum eundemque locum de vestitu

sacro sive iuitiatorum sive simulacrorum divinorum pertinere videntur, in quo

quantum studii posuerint veteres, indicio sunt Stolistae seu Hierostolistae,

qui a Plutarcho vocantur 'lepocrroXot de Is. c. III. 104, unde nomen

iepoa-roXiKii derivari commode potest. Karafaa-Tifcov fortasse a cinguli sacri

traditione nomen habet, quo recens initiati turn in Samothraciis mysteriis

turn in aliis ornari solebant ..." To this part of the 'OpQifcd belonged the

passage quoted by Macrob. Sat. 1. 18. 22: Item Orpheus Liberum atque
Solem unum esse deum eundemque demonstrans de ornatu vestituque eius in

sacris Liberalibus ita scribit :

ravrd re Trdvra re\iv iepfj crtcevf]

eov, pl^pa TrepiK\vrov

fiev ovv <f)\oyeais evaXiyxiov

Trvpl et/ceXoy dyu,^>t/3aXeV^t /ere.

At the Andania Mysteries however white seems to have been the only wear;

Troptyvpa is mentioned only to be expressly forbidden in the case of the

cushions on the seats of the lepai. (Michel, Recueil d'Inscr. 694, 11. 15 ff.)

These passages I leave to consideration, remarking just two points :

(1) Miiller assumes that a Troptfrvpisis identical with a <f>oiviKi<> : and the other

critics who have touched the subject do not seem ever to have suggested that

there is any distinction to be drawn between them. They may be right ;
but

it appears to me a little hazardous to assume that the colours were entirely

interchangeable for religious purposes: I should be inclined to regard

fyoiviKovv as the angrier colour of the two, and more appropriate therefore to

Infernal Deities
;

its use in lustral and magic ceremonies is well known.

(2)- A 7rop</>u/3t5 certainly must not be regarded as peculiar to Chthonic

powers : for example Strabo 648 tell us that the Magnesian city honoured

Anaxenor the Ki0apa>S6v, Troptyvpav ev&VGacra iepcopevov TOV

Diels, Sibyllinischc BUitter (1890) p. 70, holds that the original reason for

the use of red dye in lustral ceremonies was that it was blood-colour, and

served as a substitute for blood : Die Farbe des Blutes erkliirt die lustrale

Verwenduug der roten oder purpurnen Farbe (<poivo<;, <f>oivil; vgl. <f>6vo^.

Daher das flammeum der nupta (Schol. luvenal. VI 22.5 est enim sanguineum}
und der Flaminica Dialis (die auch ein purpurnes Kleid trug), sowie iiberhaupt
der purpureus amictus beim rb'mischen Opfer, wodurch die zu Entsiihnenden

als Substitute des blutigen Opfers bezeichnet werden. Vgl. Verg. Aen. Ill 405

u. A. Plin. Nat h. IX 127 (purpura) dis advocatur placandi*. Fur

4 See e.g. K. F. Hermann Altcrthiimer (1858) ii. pp. 139, 219, Lobeck Aglaojihamus \\ 702.
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griechischen Branch vgl. Aesch. Bum. 1029; [Lys.] 6, 51
;
Plut. Arist. 21.

Endlich geht aus der lustrale Bedeutung der purpurnen Welle und Wollfiiden

die apotropiiische Verwendung hervor. . . . And on p. 72 fin. he quotes
Varro's view as given by Servius III 07 ... quoniam sumptnosum erat et

crudele victimas vcl homines interjicere, .s/'//v>'i/f'i coloris >>
/if" est vesti*

mortuis inici.

In the J.H.S. 1H9H p. xliv, suggesting the same origin of the colour's use,

Mr. A. B. Cook ventures upon a narrower generalisation :

' " The cloaks of

crimson dye
"
worn during the solemn procession which is to escort the Furies,

are to be explained by the prophylactic significance of the colour red. . . .

Red or purple is in every case a prophylactic colour.' I should hesitate

myself to say that iropfyvpa wore never given to the Upper Gods as being royal
colour : and in the case of our fyoiviKoftaTna here I think we need not look

for any secondary prophylactic reason. Blood-red alone would be enough to

make the colour suitable to angry Powers. It is as a garment dyed in blood

that it is worn by 0X0*7 K?;p, the Spirit of Destruction, in the midst of battle,

Horn. 53H : el/j.a 8' e^' d/j,<p' W/AOKTI ScKpoivebv a'lfjtari tywriav. The Erinyes
are K^pe?

' Harms '

(Aesch. Theb. 1055). It is worn by Tisiphone, the Blood-

avenger, in Verg. A. vi. 555 Tisiphone palla succincta cruenta, and in Ov. Met.

iv. 4<S1 Titijthonemadefactam sanguine sumit importnna facem fluidoque cruor?

rubcntem induitur palla m .

Ami what is this but militai*y red ? a use which tradition has continued,

together with drums and trumpets, to the present day; partly no doubt

by reason of the splendour of it, but originally worn, one may suppose, not as

a prophylactic, but as threatening revenge and blood to others. In Homer K
133 Nestor, arming for battle, dons a x\aivav foun/coeo-o-av. It was the

regular uniform of the Laconian soldiers. Being a ^\a/*y? 7ro\fincij (Schol.

Ar. POJ: 303), it was worn by the young Knights, etprjfioi tV-Tret?, as at the

Thessalian festival described by Heliodorus iii. 3, in which at the same time

the girls fcainj(f)opova-iv. The Salii performed their war-dance <f>oivucov<i

evBeBvfjLevoi xiTtovia-tcovs (Plut. J\
r
inn. 13). Thus there is no apparent reason

to suppose a prophylactic use in the Plataean ceremony described by Plut.

Ai-ixtitl. '21, when the Archon puts on a crimson garment to sacrific-- to Zeus

and 'EP/KT;? ^#0/^09 and the fallen warriors, though never else does he wear

anything but white : it might be no more than symbolical of war and blood-

shed.
' The red habit,' says Burton on the 1001 Nights vol. v. p. 156 ed.

J894,
'

is a sign of wrath and vengeance, and the Persian Kings, like Fath Ali

Shah, used to wear it when about to order some horrid punishment. White
robes denoted peace and mercy as well as joy.' That surely was the meaning of

the red flag which was waved by the priests and priestesses at Athens when

pronouncing a solemn execration : Lysias
r> rMitra Andoc. p. 107. 52 : eVt

TOUTOK? iepetai teal lepets arai/xt? KaTijpdcravTO Trpbs eaTrepav, tcai (poivitciSa?

K. F. Herman .-///< it/turner (1858)ii. p. 219 Plut. Alcib. 22

35 note 16 associates this as chthonic ritual irctvras itp*is *al icpci'ar, Max. Tyr. xii. ijTjpa-
\\itb our

|<
i aav-To avrtf K^puKts *ai EuuoAwi'Sai.

U.S. -VOL. XXVI. T
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av<ri<rav Kara TO vofiipov TO iraXaibv teal ap^alov. It was like the black

cap which our judges still put on before pronouncing sentence of death.

The garb of the Erinyes was certainly not at all times /xe'Xav or (f>aiov

unrelieved : in Lucan \i. 654, when Erichtho is preparing for the exercise of

her Black Art, discolor ct vario furialis cultus amictus induitvr. We are told

by Diog. Laert. vi. 102 that Menedemus the Cynic assumed the guise of an

Erinys : 'Eipivvos dvaXa/Swv a"xfj/jia Trepirjer r)v Se avTw r) ecrOtjf avTrf %ITJI>V

(f>aio<f TroSijpijs, Trepl ai>T<n fovr) (froivitcfj /ere. This seems to imply that the

crimson girdle, like the sad-coloured robe, belonged to an Erinys.
The costume of one upon a vase figured by Millin Peintures II 68 is

thus described by Boettiger Die Furienmaslce (of which I possess only the

French translation) :

' L'habit retrousse ne descend que jusqu' aux genoux ;

elle est chaussee de cothurnes. Elle est ailee, et ses ailes sont attachees aux

e"paules avec un ruban de pourpre Tout son vetement est

garni de belles broderies en forme de meandres, et orne de bandes de pourpre,
et de paillettes d' or en forme de cercle.' Boettiger gives reason to suppose
that this costume, with the cothurns and purple ribbands, was designed to

represent the Erinyes as huntresses
;

it is just the costume that Artemis or

Diana, as the Huntress, is arrayed in (cf. Xenophon Ephes. i. 2) : though, as

I learn from Mr. G. F. Hill,
'

it is impossible to argue much from the colour

of the ribbands here, because on vases of this kind the only colours used are

black, white, purple, and the natural colour of the ware.'

Apart from this, however, the other evidence gives us, I think,

sufficient reason to conclude that the Eumenides might wear this colour

without ritual offence. And on this occasion, which is not, as usual,

, but v^p.ov white surplices indeed they cannot wear, but

a, which in some degree at least are proper to them, may be used to

robe them in for special honour, just as a\ovpyrj 7rop(f>vpd were used on festal

days to robe the statues of the Gods above.

But to the Athenian spectators of the play I think that this investiture

would have conveyed another and more definite significance. All the latter

part of the play is devoted to two inter-woven subjects to the glory of

Athena, who is shown abolishing the ancient Ordeal by Oath 7 and instituting

civilised Justice and Trial by Jury on the Areopagus; and to the establish-

ment of the Eumenides in their abode at Athens, where instead of being

regarded with disgust and hatred, they are henceforth to be looked on as

beneficent and salutary. The last quarter of the play is occupied with this

arrangement. At v. 807 Athena offers them a habitation in the righteous
land

;
at last prevails upon them to accept it

;
and the acceptance is

celebrated with songs of mutual congratulation. They are now to be

%vvoitcrjTope<i (837) among her citizens, %o>/>a9 /u.eT<zo-%etf TfjcrSe (871), Tij<r8e

ya/Mopoi X#oi/o9 (891): they become peToitcoi (1012), accepting their gvvoticiav

(917), fj,Totfciav (1019). It would be strange, under all the reiteration of the

7 This is the significance of rr. 432-436.
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words peToiKoi, acrroL, and iroXlraj., if tlie thoughts of the Athenian hearers

I i;ul not turned to the relations between Burgesses and human Denizens.

The greatest festival in the Athenian year, the National Feast, was the

HavaOijvaia, to the glory of Athena. And a most notable feature of that

great occasion was that the /JLCTOOCOI took part in the procession. To the mind

of Aeschylus the likeness of the situation could not help occurring ;
and it

would be like his way to use the parallel and keep suggesting it by elaborate

allusion. Thus, as I have pointed out elsewhere, in the Choephoroe one of

the main ideas is the change from Darkness into Light ;
and again the

usurpers in the palace are conceived as a pollution or disease to be expelled

by purges : with those two conceptions, Aeschylus could not but have

present to him the analogy of the Great Mysteries, in which those initiated

and made perfect after purifying ceremonies passed from profound darkness

suddenly into a great light ;
and I think that in the language of the last

chorus at any rate there are unmistakeable allusions to them.

If, then, we could only find that at the Panathenaea the /JLCTOIKOI were

endued with any corresponding honour, we might fairly think that

Aeschylus intended to suggest it. Crimson cloaks indeed we could hardly

expect that resident aliens should be allowed to wear; but we might be

content with something short of that. Yet crimson cloaks, and nothing

less, were actually worn by the resident aliens in that procession : Photius

]/ra<a< : ecpepov ol fifroiKoi, eV rfj Trofnrf) T&V Uava6rjvai(nv oi fj.v ^aX*a?
04 &e dpyvpas, Kijplwv KOI TTOTrdvwv TrXrfpeis, e v 8eSv KOT es <f>o tv t tc iov $

X4T<ui/a<?. OVTGJS MevavSpos* Bekker Anecd. 214. 3 (Suid., Et. Mag.)

do-Ko<f>opeiv : TO eV Tfu? Atoi/i/<naa4<? Trofiiral^ TOU<? ao-TOu<?, ea-drjra e^oi/ra?

rfv fiovXovrai, do-Kov<s Kara TWV wpcov fyepetv. Kal ol TOVTO iroiovvre*;

ao-Ko<popoi Ka\ovi>Tai. w<nrep voftos rov$ fAeroiKovs ^rwi/a? evoeSuo-Oai ^pco/j,a

(fjoivifcovv
Kal ra<; 0vra<a<? <pepeiv oBev Kal <rKa<f>i}<f)6poi KaXovvrai.

And we have a valuable record of the spirit in which this was done :

Hesvchius 2,Ka<f>r)<f>6poi : oi peroiKoi ovrcos e/ca\ot)i>TO t

<ra</>a<? >yap efapov ev

TO?? Havaffr)vaiois, tva w<f v v o i apidptavrai, /iere'^ovTe? TWI/ 6v<ri<av : 'in

order that, partaking in the sacrifices, they may be included as being of good

will.' Now let us recall the phrases used by Aeschylus :

rifuire, Kal TO (freyyos 6pfMao-0(i)

OTTO)? av e v
<f> p a) v 778' o/uXi'a

TO \onrbv eudv&poto~i o~vfji(popai<;

Deck them with robes of honour crimson-dyed,

And let the torch-light move, that so the land

M.iy find this company's good will henceforth

Marked in her manhood's excellence and worth.

Good will is the relation, friendliness and sympathy not love. UTOIKOI

usually were regarded with disfavour, at the most with tolerance. But on

8 This irol>ably n-IVrs to tin- proverb ffvaropvrtpov aKii(pris, Mcnaud. Evvovxos.

T 2
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this occasion all the inhabitants of Athens were united in a common senti-

ment peace and good will to all men that abode beneath the shadow of

Athena's wings. Not <f>i\o$, therefore, is the adjective, but evQpcov; v. 993

rda-Be yap ev<f)pova<; ev<f>pove<; alet peya Tt/iewvre?, 1035 VTT evfypovi Tro^ira,

1013 eirj &' dyaOwv dyadrj Btdvoia TroXt'rat? mutual goodwill.

The phrase evdvSpourt (rvp<f>opal<; has caused some stumbling : Paley
renders it

'

may henceforth be noted for (causing) circumstances favourable to

the life of men,' and Liddell and Scott in. the same way,
'

prosperous to men'
;

Mr. Sidgwick,
' "
may shine forth with prosperous blessings," rather emphatic

and unusual phraseology.' Wecklein understands it better,
' durch das Gliick.

dass das Land wackere Manner besitzt,' comparing ^aXXtVai? TTOT/XO? in

Again. 759. It means st.rictly
'

by results consisting in evavSpia or evavopia,'
'

by evavopiais resulting
'

or
'

befalling,' exhibitions of fine manhood :

Pindar Pyth. i. 40 edeXija-ais rtOe/nev evavSpov ^capav, 01. v. 20 alnja-wv

7TO\iv evavoptauri rdv&e K\vraif Sai8dX\eiv. It was the pride of Athens :

in Xen. Mem. iii. 3. 12 Socrates says 01)8' evavSpia ev a\\ij TroXet o^oia

rfj evOdSe crvvdyerai. The phrase, therefore, is apt and intelligible enough
without any further allusion. But with the Panathenaea once suggested to

him, what Athenian citizen could have failed to think of one 1 Among the

special ceremonies belonging to that feast, none was more familiar than the

evav&pta* which I may describe in Mr. Purser's words (Smith Did. Ant. Art.

Panathenaea) :

' The smaller Contests. (a) That called Enandria (evav&pia) was a nxeans

by which the leaders of the procession were chosen. It was a \eirovpyta,

[Andoc.] in Alcib. 42, and he who performed it chose out of his tribe a

certain number perhaps about twenty-four, the number of a chorus of the

tallest and best-looking members, and arrayed these with proper festal

garments.'
Then follows the procession with its flaming torches and its paean in

dactylic metre and its 6\o\vy/jLara, reminding us of the Panathenaic

with its torch-race, and its paeans (Heliodor. i. 10), and its

a of women (Heraclid. 777) :

6&bv, 5) fjieydXat (f)i\6ri/J>oi
l 1033

TraZSe?, VTT' ev<f>povi TTO/JLTTO,

March onward and come where good will shall estate you,
Dread Children of Night, in the pride of your dower

Let all the people refrain their voice !

Michaelis Parthenon p. 326 (where the B <\TNAOMW was a mistake for B&-
loci for the Panathenaea are quoted in full), Her- _. _ . _ .

,

mMnAUerthumer(18$8)ii. p. 358-67, August
T60AONCJ and that Aeschylus is using

Mommsen Feste der Stadt Athen pp. 66, 101-4. the s&me formula that Sophocles uses in setting
10

j3ar' lv 5<Sfji<ai fj.tyd\at <t>i\6Ti^ot MS. Wei- forward a procession to Athena 'Epydvrj (at the

lauer's reading, generally adopted, /3are Sd/xy, is Xa\Kt?a, also called 'Aflijvom, Mommsen Fcstf

not Greek. Aeschylus if he had tolerated P- 343) frag. 760 : 0ar' eJi 68ii/ &% iraj 6

such an ugly jumping rhythm would have xe'P*"a{ *ws-

said Pare S6/j.ov or S6fnovs. I believe that
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Where in Earth's immemorial dark caverns await you

Drink-offerings and burnt, adoration and power.

Let all the people refrain their voice !

Now in his Hcortoloyic (1864) p. 171 August Mommsen had already seen

reason to infer that these concluding ceremonies were designed witli

reference to the Panathenaic jravvv^if. He says on p. 171 : Wie <lem Tags
auf der Burg zu bringenden Opfer und dem Festzuge nachtliche Religions-

gebrauche vorangingen, so durften auch dergleichen auf dem Areopag

stattgefunden haben
;
deun auch hier fand ein Opfer (Rangabe* 814) am

Lichttage der Panathenaen engsten Sinnes statt, wie denn von einem

Festzuge fiir die Semnen die Rede ist, an dem kein Sclave theilnimint ;

Philo de praest. libert. p. 886 B
; G. A. 62, 37.'

With this note :

'Vielleicht bezieht sich der Schluss von Aeschylus Eumeniden zum Theil

auf Cultushandlungen der panathenaischen Pannychis. Die racherischen

Gottheiten ergreifen Besitz von den Tiefen der attischen Erde unter dem
Glanze von Fackeln, geleitet von dem VK\er)<; Xo^o9 TraiSow, yvvaiK&v Kal

crroXo? wp*r/3vr&nr. Der wiederholte Ruf des Eumeniden-Geleits

vvv e-rrl /ioXTreu? erinnert an die (panatheuaischen) o\o\vyp>ara und

an s Euripides. Orestes der Muttermbrder muss an einer <f)0tva<; dpepa,

vielleicht gerade an der rptrrj ^0/rorro?, vor den Schranken gestanden haben.

Das eigentlich religiose Hochfest der Panathenaen wird von der Hieropoen
verwaltet ;

unter Hieropoen giebt es auch fiir die Semnen
;
in Demosthenes'

Zeit freilich drei besondere fiir die Semnen (21, 115), wahrend man erwarten

mochte, dass die Hieropoen, welche eine zahlreiche Behorde waren, den

Dienst der Athena und der Eumeniden zugleich besorgten. Im Festjahr der

Athener ist nicht leicht eine passendere Stelle zu finden als die Panathenaen,

um den Semnen-Cultus einzuweisen. Derselbe wird damit nicht mit der

Athena-Religion in dem Maasse vereinerleit, dass er nicht an ein besonderes

Geschlecht gekniipft bliebe, welches mit der Religion der Athena nichts gemein
hatte. Dies besondere Geschlecht war das der Hesychiden, Polemon fragm.

ed. Preller p. 91.'

In the later work, the Fcste of 1898, this note is not repeated ;
after

saying on p. 106 :

' Die Juchzer der Madchen 6\o\vyfj.ara bei Euripides

[Heracl. 777] beruhten wohl auf sehr alter Sitte. Es mogen Worte des

Herbeirufs oder des Willkomraens gewesen sein, kurze Litaneien, die von der

Priesterin vorgesprochen wurden, dass die Miidchen sie nachkreischten,' he

a<l<ls in the note merely : 'Wohl unter Iristrnmentalbegleitung ; Aeschyl.

Eumenid. a. K oXoXu^are vvv eVi /AoXTra??.'

I was not aware of Mommsen's view when Photius' remark about the

crimson cloaks of the fieroiKoi set me on the track of the Panathenaea, and I

made acquainted with it by a mention in Mr. Purser's article. Here

then are two opinions, starting from quite different points, and converging

independently towards the same conclusion. What I think is that the whole

of this procession was designed by Aeschylus as a reflection of the great
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Panathenaic, which was held in honour of Athena, and in which both burgesses

and denizens took part in amity ;
and that the treatment of the Eumenides

is borrowed from the symbolic treatment of the fieroiicoi at that feast. It

was his way, when he had conceived a parallel, to work it out elaborately ;

and with this clue to start from there are other points where we may find a

purposed correspondence. Thus it is possible to see a double application

in v. 991 :

etc T<OV (poftepwv rwvBe Trpoaepirov
u

/cepSo? opSi ToiaSe

e yap fij<ppova<; evtypoves alei

rt/iwyre? KCU jrjv /cat iro\iv

opdoBtKaiov
TrdvT(a<i

How apt their wisdom is to learn

Good language ! In these Shapes of feat-

Much gain and vantage I discern

In store for all my Burghers here :

Yield them great honour, keep good will

Between you, and your land shall be

A star among the nations still

For just and righteous polity.

Athens, from the time of Solon, cultivated and encouraged the

a policy, as Grote shows (History of Greece, Part II c. xi), of capital advantage
to her,

'

since it determined not merely the extension of her trade, but also

the pre-eminence of her naval force.' Later Greek writers plainly recognise

the value of them as a source of wealth : Xen. de vcct. 4. 40 oo-a 8' av

<f>evpia-Kij (77 TroXt?) Bia rb eipijvrjv elvcu Kal 8ia TO Bepa-rrevea-Oat

KOI epTTopovs. . .

'

If we make peace,' says Isocrat. de pace p. 163 c, o-

TTJV 7ro\iv 8nr\acria<? /ACV rj vvv TO? 7rpo<r68ovs Xapftdvovcrav,

/cal %ev(ov KOI fteTOiKtov. Lysias in Andoc. p. 107. 31 :

evetca T^? /ATott'a9 w$>e\ovv Trjv TTO\IV etVayoi/re?.

It was a wise imperial statesmanship that Lysistrata, the Peace-maker,

displayed in Ar. Lys. 579: ^XP^V ^a^vtv c? ica\a0i<TKov KOIVTJT
evvoiav, airavTas KaTaiiiyvvvTas TOU? re /ierot/cou? rcct TIS %vo<? ?;

. . . Kal vrj At'a ra? ye TroXet?, oTrocrat Tijsyrjs Trja-B' elalv ajrotKOi,

11 My suspicion of the MS. irpoatairuv comes these dreadful creatures (<f>o$(pal K6pai tlicy arc

short of being certainty, but I am sure that my called in Orph. h, 68), rwvSf meaning the

irpofffpirov deserves more consideration than it Erinyes themselves, as in 993, 973, 931, 936.

has received. Latin, I know, often speaks of If that is so, irpoarfpirov is exactly the word

the Furiarum ora, but Greek here I feel should wanted, like Kal ao\ trpofffpitov roi>8' &p> in

say, not from these dreadful visages, Imt/rowi Aj. 1255: tpiru, vpoatpirta, tytprw were used

these dreadful- visagcd Ones, tit TUV tpo&tpuirwt' ^specially of time coming on, or what time lias

ruvSf or the like tpoftfpwirfs is an epithet of in store. A participle is not indeed necessary

theirs in Orph. hymn. 69, SfivSnrts 0.0. 84, rij with niptos 6pw, but Heyse had already dc-

vs Kal SpaKoi^ruStn n6pas Eur. Or. 256, sideratod one, suggesting that after &pu we
ruv (pofftpuv rwvSt therefore should be from should read irpoffairavrrj<Toi>.
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'

ay, and all the colonies as well, draw all these scattered strands together into

one great ball, and so T&> S/jfiro ^\alvav v<j>f)vai.'
1:

Applied to the human fieroiicovs, then, Athena's words would mean,

If you encourage /JLCTOIKOV^, and foster relations of )inUi'l yood will, you
itrill not only find in them a source of materialprofit, l>ut tlwy will make your
name renowned throughout the world for justice and protection of the ford'in> /

that Siica %evapKt']s for which Pindar so often praises Aegina, and which

Aeschylus had lauded in the Supplices (709). %atpeTe -^aiper ev aio-i/jLtaurt

TT\OVTOV is the reply of the Eumenides, Be ye glad in righteousness of wealth,

not gotten by oppression and extortion : those are terms in which the

peroucoi, recognising their just treatment, might well have returned thanks.

Athena then repeats her counsel :

TO

, TO Be

7Tl VIKTJ.

i<; o' rfyel

Kpavaov, raia&e

eirj 8' dyaffwv

dyaBrj Sidvoia

Keep all harm in durance penned,
And all gainful blessing send,

To give her victory.

Come then, Cranaus' ancient seed,

My Citizens, my Burghers, lead

And bring these Dwellers on their way,
Still keeping in your hearts, I pray,

Good will and charity !

There is so much insistence on the word Tt//,a?, the rights and honours

to be granted them in Athens (827, 858, 870, 885, 895, 1033), that if this

double application was intended, it would seem that the ^TOIKOI at this time

in Athens were a class enjoying civil rights, not those, of course, belonging
to full citizens, but more than those of wholly-unenfranchised eVoi.

Our interest in the Panathenaea hitherto has been owing mainly to

another work of art, the sculptures of Pheidias on the Parthenon. Hence-

forward, when we read this last scene of the Eumenides, we may find, I think,

a new occasion to recall that splendid pageant.
WALTER HEADLAM.

12 All thcbf references I owe to Mr. A. II. Took.-'s article M- 'o-i in Smith's Did. Ant.



A NEW REPLICA OF THE CHOISEUL-GOUFFIER TYPE.

THE central photograph shewn on p. 279 is of a fragment now in the court-

yard of the Terme Museum in Rome, but unpublished as yet in the catalogue.

The material is a white coarse-grained marble probably of Greek origin, and

the fragment represents the right leg (Standbeiii) of a standing male figure,

and the trunk of a tree which supports it. Against the trunk, and at the side

of the leg, is a quiver with conical lid, slung by a strap over a proj ecting branch.

The foot is missing from the centre of the ankle-bone, and the upper line of

breakage runs from the hip-bone inwards and downwards to the junction of

the legs. From this point to the ankle the fragment measures 67i centi-

metres, so that it is approximately life-size. There is a puntello in the middle

of the thigh on the outside.

The workmanship is excellent, and belongs in style unmistakeably to the

middle 5th century. Fortunately we have no difficulty in restoring the whole

statue, as the comparison with the legs of the Choiseul-Gouffier Apollo and

the 'Apollo on the Omphalos,' which are here shewn side by side with the

Terme leg, leaves no reasonable doubt that our fragment belongs to another,

and a very fine, replica of that well-known type. Compare the prominent
muscular swelling just above the knee-cap and the course of the same muscle

along the inner line of the thigh, the hard sinewy treatment of the leg and

the stiff rounded thigh, the profile of the knee and the broad groove which

separates calf and shin bone, and the identity of original becomes evident

at once.

I give here the measurements at the points indicated beside the photo-

graph of the Terme fragment, and at the corresponding points in the two

other statues.

LKG ix TERM?: MUSEUM LEGOFCHOISEUL-GOUFFIKH LEG OF ' APOLLO ON THK

IK ROME. APOLLO IN BRITISH OMPHALOS' ix CENTRAL
MUSEUM. MUSEUM, ATHKNS.

A A '365 m. . -36 in. '36 m.

B -25 in. -25 in. -24 m.
(circumference)

C C -67f. in. -665 m. '67 m.

Ahead 1 of the same type is also in the Terme Museum, but the material

is a finer closer-grained marble, and therefore it has probably no connexion

with the leg.

1 Mariani and Vaglieri, Guida*, p. 37, No. 408. The hi-ad was removed from the Magazines
of Sta Francesca Romana.
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This fragment is important for two reasons. With the possible exception
of the Athenian replica it is by far the finest in workmanship of the many
examples of this type the delicacy of the surface and the smooth modulation

of the muscles is apparent even in the photograph and, what is of especial

interest, it gives us an attribute, in the quiver, which provides valuable evi-

dence for the meaning of the statue, a point on which controversy still exists.-

In other replicas we have either the tree-trunk (Choiseul-Gouffier) or the

quiver (Torlonia); here we find the two conjoined, and thus the view that the

quiver was a merely fortuitous and unmeaning support is disposed of. In a

position where it is not needed for support it can only have a significant mean-

ing. It is hard to see that this meaning can have been other than to show
that Apollo was here to be recognized. There are now therefore four replicas
of the type with Apolline attributes, for, in addition to the quivers of the

Terme fragment and the Torlonia statue, the Ventnor head in the British

Museum possesses the long locks of the deity, and the Gyrene head, also in

the London collection, was found in a temple of Apollo.
As regards the connexion of a quiver attribute with Apollo it is necessary

to remember that the support of the Delian Diadumcnos in the Central

Museum at Athens has also a small quiver slung over a branch. Miss McDowall
in the J.ff.S. for 1904, p. 204, argued that this proved that there was no neces-

sary connexion between a quiver support and Apollo. Hauser on the other

hand in the Jahreshefte for 1905 (vol. viii. p. 42) maintained that it proved
that the statue of the Dindnmenos represented an Apollo. Lowy in the

following number of the same journal (vol. viii. p. 269) denied the necessity
of this connexion, but explained the presence of the quiver as a natural object
for representation in a Delian workshop. It is also of course possible to

contend that the use of a quiver in this statue implies an adaptation of the

athletic portrait to a divine type. Until the subject of copies and their attri-

butes is more fully treated we cannot hope to have full light on such

questions, but where we have no proof to the contrary, it will be very hazardous

to reject the evidence of the quiver in this Terme fragment and its replicas as

a deliberate device of the copyist for recognition of the deity.

In conclusion I wish to thank Mr. Wace of the British School at Rome,
who was kind enough to take the photograph of the leg here published, and

Dr. Rizzo, director of the Terme Museum, without whose ready co-operation
the photograph could not have been taken at all.

GUY DICKIXS.

2 Dr. AValdsteiu's view that the statue is an Sculpture, vol. i. p. 85, No. 209), Schreiber

athletic portrait (J.H.S. vol. i. p. 168) has (Ath. Miltk. ix. p. 248), and others, who main-

been answered by Furtwiingler (Roscher's Lc.fi- tain that it is a statue of Apollo.

con, i. p. 455), A. II. Smith ,B.M. Ct. of



TWO URoNZK PORTRAITS FROM E(JYPT,

[PLATE XVIII.]

THE bronze statuettes which are reproduced on PI. XVII T. form part of the

small collection of Greek and Roman antiquities in the Egyptian department
of

t
the British Museum. 1

They are practically entire, though the surface of

the bronze has suffered considerably from oxydization. I am much indebted

to the authorities of the Museum for allowing me to publish two such

interesting pieces.

The provenance of the two bronzes is indicated by their place in the

Museum : they come from Egypt. It is evident too that they have been

made as a pair. At first sight they might be taken for Olympian deities, but

looking more closely one sees that the heads are intended for portraits. They
must therefore represent a deified king and queen, and there can be little

doubt as to what royal couple they do represent. The male figure is

Ptolemy Philadelphia and the lady is his elder sister and second wife.

Arsinoe II.

The king stands in an easy attitude, his right hand resting on a long

sceptre or spear. In his left arm he holds the club of Herakles. He wears

cothurns, and his head is covered by a cap consisting of the skin of an

elephant's head. The features, the short whiskers and the hair round the

forehead are exactly the same as on the coins (cf. especially B.M. Cat., PI. VII.,

No. o). The elephant-cap is a significant attribute. It is the characteristic

headdress of Alexander the Great on the early coins of the Ptolemaic series,

and in later times it became the distinctive mark of the city-goddess of

Alexandria. For the ruler of the new state of which Alexander was the

founder it was therefore an appropriate symbol. And if the elephant-cap

means that Ptolemy claims to be the rightful successor of Alexander, the

club which he carries in his left arm reminds us that he counted descent

from Herakles. 2 In the eulogy of Theocritus, xvii, 13-33, it is with the

same pair of heroes, Alexander and Herakles, that his father Soter is

1 Nos. 38442, 38443. Mr. II. K. I hill kindly piece or several. The pupils of the eyes an-

supplies the following details: Height of Ptolemy incised. The object hanging from Ptolemy's

1 ft. 3J in. ; of Arsino. 1 ft. 2 in. They are arm mi^ht be either a lion's -skin or a cloak,

apparently hollow cast, but it is not possible
- the b^inning of the Adule inscription

to say whether each figure was mad*- in n>.' <-./. Mahatly. //.-'.->. "'" K<j. p. 105).
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associated. It is also possible that the cothurns are intended as a mark of

affiliation to Dionysos, a very popular deity in Alexandria and one with

whom the Ptolemaic family claimed some relationship.

The face of the queen is too much damaged to be used for comparison
with the coin-portraits. Her hair is arranged in the usual fashion (though
this is not quite apparent in the photograph), and is surmounted by a low

stephane. She wears shoes. The drapery, which consists of a sleeveless

chiton and a rather tightly drawn mantle, showing the contours of the body,
should be contrasted with that of the more matronly figure on the faience

vases.3 The sceptre which she held in her right hand was in all probability

not the papyrus-sceptre of Egyptian queens, but one of the same type as

those which appear on Ptolemaic coins. There is indeed nothing Egyptian
in either of the two statuettes. The double cornucopiae which rests in the

queen's left arm is a well-known emblem on her coins (B.M. Cat. PI. VIII.).

Athenaeus tells us that it was first invented as an attribute of the statues of

Arsinoe in allusion to her riches and generosity
4

;
her horn of blessings, as it

were, held double. The flattery is in much the same spirit as a passage of

Theocritus in the poem already referred to :

'

oi/Tt<? rocra (f>vei ova %#a/zaXa AIJVTTTOS . . .

ov pav dxpeios ye Soyueo evl TTIOVI ^pv<ro<; . . .

Portraits of the Ptolemies are by no means common, and any addition to

the list is welcome.5 But it is as whole-figure portraits in the round that the two

bronzes are chieHy interesting. Small as they are, they give us a good idea of the

character of Greek statues of the 6eol aSe\<f>oL, of the mixture of realism and

glorification which such works required. The stolid, human features of the

king in particular make an odd contrast with his heroic pose and the symbols
of divinity with which he is loaded. In this respect, as well as in mere style,

the bronze in question is very different from another work of the same order,

the Lysippic statuette of Alexander with the spear, a figure which is heroic

all over but which belongs to an earlier stage of art when faithful portraiture

was not one of the things demanded of the court-sculptor.

C. C. EDGAR.
Mansourah, July 20, 1906.

3
E.g. Wallis, Ey. Ceramic Art, p. 50, Fig. KO.\ rov TTJS

'

AjuaAfleias tyrlv i>\0iurtpov ri>

103. Kfpas TOVTO. /J.vrifj.ovfv(t avrov &fOK\*is li> 'lOv-

4
xi. 497. The context and the monuments <pd\\ois ovrtos

combine to show that it is the SiKtpas and not iBvffa^tv yap a-n/jLtpov ~S.un-4\pia.

the simple Kfpas of which he is speaking. iravrt s ol -re\v~iTtu-

SoK6i Se <r/cuowoi7j67}ra virb [or ^irl] irp<arov rov /jitO' aii> iriajf TO SiKfpas us rlv <pi\rtt,TOV

4><Aa8(A<pov TlTo\(fiaiov fiaffi\t<as <popii/j.cira /SacriAea irdpei/j.i.

yt vfffBai rwv 'Apcrivoi] s fiK&vwv. rfj yap fvwvvft.tf
r' A list, which might be considerably en-

%ttpl TOIOVTOV 4>opc? Sriuiovpyri/j.a iravTuv TUV lavged, is given by Mr. Wace in J.H.S., 1905,

wpaitav ir\ripfs, 4p.q>atv6vrtav riav Sriniovpyoiiv dij p. 90.



NOTE ON THE ATALANTA OF TEGEA.

WHEN writing about the Atalanta of Tegea in the earlier part of this

volume (pp. 169 sqq.), I stated my impression that I was not the first to have

made the observations which I there recorded
;
but I overlooked the fact that

Prof. Furtwangler's opinion, which in essential matters accords with mine,

had already been published in a footnote to an article by Dr. L. Curtius in the

Jahrbuch <Vs A'. l>> />/*//. lust. xix. p. 79.
1 There is, however, the less to regret

since my article has given occasion to some further notes on the subject by
Prof. Furtwiingler, which he has published in the SilbmngAerickU of the

K. Bayer. Akademie, 1H96, pp. 383 sqq. I have to thank him for a copy of

these notes, which give a fuller account than before of his observations and

the inferences to be drawn from them. His visit to Tegea, at which his notes

were made, was in March 1904; mine was in April of the same year; and so

his observations have the priority, though I had, of course, no knowledge of

them either when I examined the sculptures at Tegea, or when I wrote down

my results for publication ;
it is a matter for great satisfaction to find them

confirmed by so eminent an authority. As the Bavarian Sitzunysberichte may
not be accessible to all readers of the Hellenic Journal, it may interest them
to hear that Prof. Furtwiingler thinks the probability of the head belonging to

the torso depends not only on the similarity of marble, of weathering, and of

general appearance, but also on the extremely beautiful effect of their com-

bination. He would, however, explain the difference of material from the

heads already known, not as I have done, but by supposing that all the

figures of the eastern pediment, except the boar, were of large-crystalled

(Parian) marble, and that all the heads and other fragments in the inferior

local (Doliana) marble come from the western pediment. It is impossible
to decide this and other questions without a more systematic study and

publication of all the extant remains of the sculpture. Such a publication

by the French excavators will be awaited with eagerness, in view of the

extraordinary interest of these sculptures for the history of art. It is to be

hoped that they will include a photograph of the head and the torso of

Atalanta combined, if only as an experiment : the combination from the

published photographs which I have given in the Journal is of course only
to be taken as a provisional and in some ways unsatisfactory expedient.

E. A. GARDNER.

1 The head is also referred toby Dr. Amelung article with some more illustrations by M.

in the text to Brunn-Bruckmann's Denkmfiler, Arvanitopoullos has appeared in tin- 'E(f>. 'Apx-
Nos. 583-584, p. 7, t>. 16. More recently an 1900, pp. 37 sqq.



A STATUETTE FROM NORWAY.

THE British Museum has recently acquired a small bronze statuette,

which is of some interest, not for its artistic merit, but for the probable place
of its discovery. The statuette, 2 inches high, represents a woman, who is

dressed in a long chiton, which folds over so as to form a sort of cape and

has short sleeves, leaving the arms bare from above the elbows. She is

standing- with her feet close together and holds her skirt with her left hand

in the familiar
'

Spes
'

attitude. Part of the left foot and the right arm from

the elbow are broken away. Her hair falls in long tresses over her neck and

shoulders, and is indicated by incised lines. Another incised line seems to

represent a necklace.

The style of the figure is very rude, and it has been much injured, but

it seems to show considerable likeness to the art of Ionia, and may perhaps
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be the work of an Italian craftsman, working under Ionian influence. It

ran scarcely be later than the last quarter of the sixth century i:.c.

The statuette was found in the shop of Mr. Hammer, a dealer in old

silver, at Bergen in Norway. It lay neglected in a drawer among snuff-

boxes and other objects of recent date, but with it were three fibulae of the

leech-type, ornamented with incised chevrons and concentric circles and corre-

sponding to Moutelius, Italic Primitive, PI. VIII. No. 87. Fibulae of this type

might safely be assigned to about the same date as that given above to the

statuette. Mr. Hammer believed, though he was unfortunately not quite
certain on the point, that these four objects had been brought to him a few

years ago, and that they had been then recently excavated in the neighbour-
hood of Bergen. Their provenance is not therefore proved, but the homo-

geneity of the assumed find makes it at least not impossible.

If it be assumed that statuette and fibulae were found in Norway, some

interesting questions are suggested. Imports from Italy are fairly well known
in Western Europe, and a considerable list can be compiled of Italian fibulae,

which have been found in England.
1 But in the North such finds are rare,

and even products of the Bronze Age of Central Europe do not commonly
occur in Norway.

The only suggestion, which occurs to me, is that the four objects contained

in the assumed find drifted up to the neighbourhood of Bergen as the result

of the trade in amber.2 The trade with North Italy in amber began as

early as the period of the Lake Dwellings, and it was flourishing between the

eighth and the fifth century B.C. At that time the amber came from the

coasts of Jutland and not, as at a later date, from Pomerania, which is

now the centre of the traffic. From Jutland to the south of Norway is not an

incredible voyage for a sailor of the sixth century, and that may have been the

course followed by the statuette and the fibulae. The suggestion is a mere

conjecture. The find is an isolated find, and it is not certainly attested, but it-

seemed possible that the discovery in Norway of a work, however humble, of

archaic Greek Art might be of some interest to northern archaeologists.

A. H. S. YEAMES.

1 See a paper on this subject by Prof. Ridge- quarics.

way and Mr. Reginald Smith in the forthcoming
2 See Sophus Miiller, Nordischc Altcrtumt-

part of the Proceedings of tltc Society of Anti- kund>; i. p. 316 ff.



FRESH EVIDENCE FOR T.

SINCE the appearance of my article Tsade and Sampi in the preceding

issue of this journal, a discovery highly important for the history of 'Tsade
'

has been made in the course of excavations at Ephesus by Mr. D. G. Hogarth,

to whose kindness I owe the following information.

On a silver plate found in the primitive stratum of the Artemision,

below the Croesus temple, there is an inscription in which T occurs thrice,

in the words reT apes and re^apaQovra forming part of sentences in Ionic

Greek.

The position of the objects found in relation to the Croesus temple makes

550 B.C., the beginning of the reign of Croesus, the absolute terminus of date

on the lower side : there is, I understand, little doubt that the inscription

belongs to the latter part of the 1th century B.C.

Apart from the great value of so old a document to epigraphy and

archaeology in general, its importance for the history of T lies in the following
tacts :

1. It is the oldest occurrence of T as a sibilant.

2. It occurs in ordinary words of Ionic Greek (not in a place name,
nor in a foreign word in Greek characters) ;

and it is the only
extant instance of independent authority.

(See my article p. 344 et sqq.}

3. It is a quite reliable reading, confirming other readings hitherto

not quite sure (cp. ibid.}, viz. those of the Halicarnassian

inscription Brit. Mus. No. 886 (I.G.A. 500),
(

A\iKapvaT[e(a]v,

'OaTaTto?, HafuaTto?; and those of the Teos inscription

I.G.A. 497 B 22, 23, 6a\aV^ both inscriptions being of

the fifth century B.C.

4. It agrees with these and the MET A coins, B.M.C. Mesambria,

pp. 132, 133 (4th-2nd cent. B.C.), in making T = Ionic SZ ;
and

having a phonetic value which I take to be dental-sibilant,

perhaps= modern ts or ch (Ger. z or tsch). I have explained

(ibid. pp. 346, 347) some reasons for supposing that there was

a dental element as well as the sibilant in T
;
and the Ephesus

plate gives a fresh suggestion in the peculiar doubling of Tau
in each of its occurrences after K or%, even over the separation
of two words, thus EKTTHN and EKTTOAOPATOZ- I
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suspect a linguistic phenomenon resembling the Eurasian

chi-chi.

5. It agrees with the evidence already cited (ibid. pp. 347, 348)

to show that the area of provenance of the sibilant T is

confined to two districts associated by intercourse and coloni-

zation, both using T = 2S, viz, the Ionian sea-board of Mysia
and Lydia (in particular the towns Teos, Halicarnassns,

Ephesus, Miletus) and the Pontic coast of Thrace (Mesambria
and probably Apollonia, Istrus, Odessus). It still leaves

unanswered the important question whether this T was carried

to Ionia from Thrace, or whether it was brought back from

Thrace to Ionia.

As regards T the episemon, I am indebted to notes kindly sent me by
M. Svoronos and Freiherr Hi Her von Gaertringen for some additional

references.

M. Svoronos points out that in addition to the list given in my article

pp. 342 sqq.,
T occurs also on some bronze tesserae used as symbola of the

theatre of Dionysos at Athens, and datable 343-338 B.C. See his Joum.

Intern. d'Arch&l. numismatiquc (Athens), vol. i. p. 46, no. 9 a-& with plate f'

no. 9
; p. 46. no. 30 with pi. r' 32

; p. 52 no. 71 with pi. A' 32.

These are thus perhaps the oldest instances extant of the numeral T.

I do not readily agree with him in reading the E in pi. r
f
no. 1 also as a

T placed on its side by error in arranging the plate for photography. Its

shape is different, the inequality in the lengths of the three parallel bars

which usually distinguishes T being absent from this E- Plates A' 4 and

r' 17 show a character
>j(

which reminds one somewhat of the Rhodian

character "X (
= 900), to which Freiherr Hiller von Gaertringen calls my

attention as
' noch jiinger als Kern Inschr. Magn. 100.' This is of the first

century B.C. See I.G. xii. 1, 913 ( = /.. Insul. i. 1, 913) and p. 207 addenda.

M. Svoronos also gives an interesting reference to a note of his J. Intern.

d'Arch. num., p. 114, no. 1, which suggests that the true place of T in the

numerical alphabet may have been between and T, as agreeing with an

exceptional value of the episemon which he has found. Perhaps I do not

quite understand the application, but why TO <nr av i ov teal TT e p i e py ov

<TToi%iov T ? I note with agreement that he thinks T, the sibilant, is

equivalent either to double Sigma or to double Tau a sidelight on the question
of a dental phonetic value.

As regards the later Sampi, I find that Ulfilas in his adaptation of the

Greek alphabet for the writing of the Gothic language in the fourth

century A.D. took over T= 900 (in this form) along with the rest of the

numeration alphabet.
F. W. G. FOAT.

H.S. VOL. XXVI. U



SODOMA'S COLLECTION OF ANTIQUES.

WHILE the painter Sodoma was lying ill at Florence, in 1529, his pupil,

Girolarao Mag&gni, nefariously removed from his master's studio a number of

objects, a list of which is set forth in a document formerly in the Archivio

Notarile at Siena, but now lost. The document, which is an acknowledg-
ment of the return of these objects, was printed by Milanesi,

1 and is repeated

by Mr. R H. H. Gust in his exhaustive work on Sodoma. 2 But as it is never-

theless likely to escape the notice of the classical archaeologist, it seems

worth while to extract from the list the descriptions of those objects which

were certainly, or may possibly have been antiques. It is perhaps incorrect

to speak of the objects as a collection
; they were rather a few odd pieces

picked up as useful models by a painter who owed more of the qualities of his

style than is generally recognized to his appreciation of antique sculpture.

Of the objects enumerated below some of course may have been merely

contemporary reproductions of antiquities ; others, like the woman's foot,

neither antique nor copy of antique.

' Uno Appolline di bronzo di gitto . . .

Una tegola con impressioni di due animali senza gambe, di terra.

Uno pi& di femina intero, di marmo.

Un mezo pie di femina intero, dove sonno le dita.

Una testuccia di vechio senza naso, di marmo.

Una testa di lione ch' & manco una mascella.

Una testa col busto di donna sanza naso, di marmo . . .

Uno coipo di marmo senza braccia et gambe . . .

Una testa di puttino di terra in profilo.

Uno pie di marmo rialto che si pjsa con la puncta de le dita.

Un altro pie di marmo, qual posa tucto.

Due pezzi di vasi di terra cotta uno, et uno di gesso formati a

1'antiquo . . .

Uno ignudo di terra cotta senza testa antiquo con una coscia sola . . .

Una tegola di terra antiqua drentovi uno Mercole con uno toro et una

donna con polli in uno bastone . . .'

The Inventory of Goods left on Sodoma's decease (Gust, p. 337, No. 31)

merely mentions ' Piu teste et antichnglie
'

in his house and ' 30 pezi f ra

1 Documcnti per la Storia dell' Artc Scncsc,
- Giovanni Antonio Bazzi (London, 1906,

Tom. III. No. 56. pp. 304-306).
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ieste e piei ne lo studio,' some of which may have been identical with the

pieces above described. Of the former the most interesting is the last in the

list. Its nature is not at first sight obvious, thanks to the naivete" of the

description ;
but a reference to Campana, Ant. Opere in Plastica, PI. LXI.,

shows that it is one of the well-known terracotta wall-plaques ;
that the

' woman with chickens on a stick
'

is really Winter carrying a pedum from

which depend a hare and a couple of birds (in her right hand she carries a

boar); and that 'Mercole con uno toro' is Hercules carrying a bull. The

nature of the other objects it seems hopeless to attempt to ascertain, although
'

the tile with impressions of two legless animals
'

may possibly have been

a terracotta relief of the same class as that identified above. The nearest

approximation to such a design is furnished by the reliefs with satyrs riding
on panthers.

3 On these the panthers have, it is true, fore-legs, but their

bodies terminate in conventional floral ornaments, and the absence of himl-

logs would perhaps justify the description in the list.

G. F. HILL.

Campana, op. cit. PI. XL!.
;
Walt- is, 1J.M. Tcrracotttis, p. 392, Xos. D 561-563.

U '2
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The Hibeh Papyri. Part I. Edited, with Translations and Notes, by B. P. GRENFKLL
and A. S. HUXT. London : Egypt Exploration Fund, 1906. Pp. xiv+ 410. 10 plates.

45s.

The new publication of the Graeco-Roman Branch of the Egypt Exploration Fund (a double

volume, issued to subscribers for 1904-5 and 1905-6) contains a selection of the texts

recovered by Drs. Grenfell and Hunt from papyrus-cartonnages obtained by them in 1903

from Hibeh, a village on the east bank of the Nile, formerly in the southern part of the

Heracleopolite nome. A hundred and twenty-one texts are printed in full, of which twenty-
six are literary; and descriptions are given of fifty additional papyri, all documentary. All

belong to the third cent. B.C., and most to the first half of it. As is natural, considering
their origin, many of the papyri are fragmentary, and this is especially the case with the

literary texts, which are mostly small in extent. Of the eighteen hitherto unknown texts, the

longest is two broad columns of a treatise on music, which Blass assigns conjecturally to

Hippias of Elis. Among the others may be mentioned an introduction, in trochaic

tetrameters, to a collection of yvwpai, which names Epicharmus as its author
; fragments of

tragedies, conjectured by Blass to be the Tyro of Sophocles and the Oeneus of Euripides ;

and portions of the oration of Lysias against Theo/otides. The fragments of extant

classical authors include portions of four MSS. of the Iliad and one of the Odyssey, all

containing additional verses to those of the vulgate. This phenomenon, which appears in

all papyri of the third cent. B.C. hitherto discovered, is discussed at some length by the

editors. The longest literary MS. contains portions of eighteen columns of the Hhetonca ad

Alexandrum, and makes the fourth-century date of that treatise practically certain, thus

supporting its attribution to Anaximenes. The non-literary texts include an astronomical

calendar, compiled in the Saite nome, and a quantity of official and private documents, which

contain a considerable amount of economical and administrative data. Three valuable

appendices deal with (1) the Macedonian and Egyptian calendars, (2) the systems of dating

by the years of the king, and (3) the eponymous priesthoods from 301 to 221 B.C. Tlie

indices are on the usual full scale
; and the ten plates include representations of seventeen

literary MSS., the astronomical calendar, and six dated documents, ranging from 301 to 262
B.C. The editors acknowledge considerable assistance from Prof. Blass in respect of the

literary texts and Prof. Smyly'in the non-literary texts and the appendices.

Essays on Four Plays of Euripides. By A. W. VERRALL, Litt.D. Cambridge :

University Press, 1905. Pp. xii+292. Is. 6d. net.

The theses maintained in this volume by Dr. Verrall are : (1) that the apparent inconsist-

encies and incoherences of the Andromache are due to the fact that it is a sequel, and

that the spectators knew that the action of Menelaus and Orestes was part of a pre-

arranged plot to detach Hermione from Neoptolemus and force her into a marriage
with Orestes ; (2) that the Helen is a sort of mock tragedy, performed at a private theatre

belonging to a wealthy widow on the island of Helene, off Attica, and embodying at once

a half-serious palinode addressed to the female sex, and a parody of regular Attic tragedy
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(ii'.tnbly the J/Jiifjenin mTtU << ; (3) that in tin: //./>. /* tin- hero i- meant to be mad
IV.. MI his first entrance, that his supernatural birth ami adventure* are delusions which he
him-elf <>nly believes when insane, and that the appearance of Iris and Madness is a dream-
vision which appears only to the keeping leader of the Chorus

; (4) that in the Ortttf*,

Pylades is a wild fool, Orestes a maniac, and Electra a fiend, and that the play originally
ended in the conflagration of the palace and the death of all the principal characters, the

final scene of the tlftt* e.r mwlnnn being just tacked on superficially to satisfy the conven-
tion- of the Dionysiac drama. The O/vxtex ami Mr<l,<t, like the H< leu, Dr. Verrall regards
as having Imen originally written for private performance, without a chorus. The volume
conclude- with a number of notes on single passages in the four plays.

Die griechische Literatur des Altertums. Von U. vox WIL.\MO\VIT/-MOELLKN-
DORKF. Berlin and Leipzig: Teulmer, 190.">. Pp. :>3;.

Prof, von WUamowits-MoellendoriFl sketch of Greek Literature forms a section of the

combined work entitled Die Kultur der Gfgenirart, and unfortunately cannot be obtained

apart from the volume to which it belongs. Its most .striking characteristic at first sight
is the relatively large -pace devoted to the later literature. It is divided into five periods,
thus apportioned in time and space: (1) Hellenic Period, .c. 700-480 (pp. 4-35); (-2)

Attic Period, B.C. 480-320 (pp. 35-81) ; (3) Hellenistic Period, n.c. 320-30 (pp. 81-144) ; (4)

Roman Period, n.c. 30-.*.u. 300 (pp. 144-197) ; (5) East-Roman Period, A.D. 300-529, the

date of the closing of the Platonic Academy (pp. 198-229). In the last two periods
Christian as well as pagan literature is included. The history (which would well repay
translation for the benefit of English students) is written from the independent standpoint
characteristic of the author, and abounds in suggestive and stimulating tlirfn. Unfortun-

ately it has no index, a defect only partially made good by printing in the margins the names
and dates of authors noticed.

Lee Pheniciens et lOdyssee. By VICTOR BEHARD. Vol. II. Pp. vii + 030

Paris: Armand Colin, 1903.

We regret that we are so late in noticing M. Berard's final volume. It continues the

analysis of the different episodes of the Odyssey with chapters on the Pseudo-Cretan's tale ;

the Lotus-eaters and Cyclopes ; the Isle of Aeolus, and the Laestrygonians ; the Isle of Circe

and the Nekuia
; the Sirens, Charybdis, and Scylla ; the Island of the Sun

;
and finally

Ithaca. Each of these scenes is placed in a definite locality, the natural features of which

seem to the author to be conclusively and exclusively indicated by the poem. The hero's

wanderings frmn Thrace to Jerba, Jerba to the Phlegraean Fields, the Phlegraean Fields to

Stromboli, Stromboli to N.E. Sardinia, Sardinia to Terracina, Terracina to Lake Avernus

and back again, thence to the Straits of Messina, and lastly to the Isle of Peregil near

Gibraltar and back by Corfu to Ithaca (the real one, not Prof. Dorpfeld's Leucadiau Ithaca),

make a strange pattern on the map ! There is no particular reason why all these identifica-

tion should not be correct, but there is also seldom any particular reason why they should

be so. One cammt help feeling that with a little Ixnnie ro Ionic the whole Odyssey could be

localised equally well almost anywhere say, round the shores of the Black Sea. Finally

M. M.'-rard summarises his theory that (1) the Odyssey is based on a Phoenician /)//>/.. ;

(2) it is the work of one Homer; (3) it appeared in the ninth century and probably in Greek

Asia Minor. The book, whatever credit be given to its confident topography, contains a

vast amount of interesting comment on the Odyssey, and deals with a wide range of know-

ledge ; but if the Semitic philology, on which it largely rests, were vouched for by other

Semitic experts, and the Egyptology were based on less popular authorities, we should find

them more convincing.
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Aegina das Heiligtum der Aphaia. Unter Mitwirkung von EHXST R. FIECHTKR

und HERMANN THIERSCH, herausgegeben von ADOLF FI:HT\VAX<JLKH. -1 Vols. '!'(,

pp. ix + 504; 1 map, (i full-page illustrations, and 413 figures in the text; Tufeln,

pp. xx + 130 plates. Munich : 1906. 120 m.

These volumes contain in the first place a thorough and scientific record of the Bavarian

excavations of the well-known temple on Aegina in 1901 ; in the second, the results of a

detailed study of all the products of the earlier excavations l>y Cockerell and von Haller

in 1811, as now preserved in Munich, in the light of new data and of modern methods.

These results are startling and even revolutionary in character, but it is impossible to doubt

their correctness in the main
;
and they give the book a foremost place among the archaeo-

logical works of the present generation. The most general interest will be aroused by
Prof. Furtwangler's treatment of the sculpture from the pediments. The arrangement of

these groups, as restored by Thonvaldsen, in Munich, has become familiar from its repro-

duction in all histories of art, and has been regarded as typical of early pedimental compo-
sition

;
but it only represents one of Cockerell's various suggestions, and really rests on no

evidence at all. With the help, not only of the extant remains from Aegina, but also of

a study of other early pediments and their principles of composition, and of the treatment

of similar subjects on contemporary vases, Prof. Furtwangler has made a new reconstruc-

tion of the east and west pediments which, if not certain in all its details, must be accepted
in its general character. For the rigidly conventional arrangement of the older system we

find substituted a division into lively groups, and a motion from as well as to the centre

which give one a very different notion of pedimental composition. The existence of figures

from a third pedimental group of combatants seems well attested ;
and the suggestion that

it was the unsuccessful one in a competition, set up in front of the temple, is interesting.

The much disputed question of the dedication of the temple seems to be settled by
the discovery of inscriptions with the name of Aphaia ; the site of the temple of Zeus

Panhellenios has been found near the Oros. As to that of Athena, mentioned by Herodotus,

Furtwa'ngler now doubts its existence, and would accept Kurz' emendation of 'Atyairjs for

The architectural study of the temple, and of other buildings earlier and later, is

carried out very thoroughly by Dr. Fiechter. The chief problem is the curious arrange-

ment of the opisthodomus and the door, unsymmetrically placed, leading into it from the

back of the cella : this is explained as due to a change of plan, made during the building,
in order to accommodate some subsidiary shrines. The minor antiquities are carefully

treated by Prof. Thiersch. Perhaps the most interesting are some fragments of Naucratite

vases with inscriptions painted upon them, and so apparently made to order. It is, however,
incorrect to state that no other vases from Naucratis have been found on Greek soil, except
on the Athenian Acropolis : there are some among the pottery from Rheneia, buried there

when the Athenians purified Delos.

The illustrations are mostly excellent
;
the only fault to be found is with the some-

what crude colouring of the plates with coloured sculpture ; however satisfactory as

diagrams, their artistic effect is not good. The form is to be commended two moderate-

sized and uniform volumes, instead of an unwieldy folio atlas and a smaller text.

Architecture East and "West : a collection of essays written at various times

during the last sixteen years. By R. PHEN SPIERS, F.S.A., F.R.T.B.A. London :

Batsford, 1905. Pp. xvii + 269. With a portrait and 116 illustrations, 33 full-page

plates.

Strictly speaking, most of the essays in this book have no direct relation to Hellenic

studies, but some of them will interest all those who care to trace the development and
influence of Hellenic and Byzantine forms in east and west. The essays are placed in
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order of their publication : and, a- each i> independent and complete in il.-elf, thiH course

may be justified ; luit it might have been more instructive to U-gin with that on the influence

of Greek art on the Persian order, which corrects many current error* and misapprehension.-,
to follow it with the essay <n Sa.-.-anian ai- hitectmv, and so on. These two articles are

both helpful to the understanding "f tin- true relations bet\\ ti-n i-a-t and west ; they are

followed by most interesting studies of the relation and contrast of forms found in Syria,
in Byzantium, in X. Italy, and in the S. of France. The essays were mostly written for

architectural students, and some of them require special knowledge to be appreciated in

detail
; but this does not prevent their l>eing also useful to the layman who wishes to

obtain a notion of gome of the most interesting problems of architectural relations and

influences.

Primitive Athens, as described by Thucydides. By J. E. HARRISON. Pp.
xii + 16S, with a frontispiece and 49 illustrations, including several plans. Cambridge :

University Press, 1905. G*. net.

Miss Harrison, in her preface, expressly renounces the intention of issuing a second

edition of her '

Mythology and Monuments of Ancient Athens,' on the ground that the

needs it met are now supplied, in English at least, by other recent books. But these

recent books do not, in her opinion, do justice to Prof. Dorpfeld's theories upon some
crucial points of Athenian topography : .she has therefore restated these theories with

confident eloquence ;
and incidentally has taken the opportunity of giving a popular and

interesting account, not only of topographical questions, but also of such matters as the

most recent reconstructions of the early pediments on the Acropolis, and the mythological

investigations which she has made peculiarly her own. There lias been a good deal of

discovery and study within the last two or three years that is not controversial in

character, and of this also Miss Harrison gives the most recent summary. Her book well

fulfils its avowed intention of giving the scholar a vivid impression of primitive Athens.

As to the controversy from which it starts, those who wish to form an unbiassed judgment
would do well to supplement Miss Harrison's impassioned advocacy by a study of Mr.

Frazer's judicial summary of the evidence.

A History of Architectural Development. By F. M. Si.MI-SOX. Vol. I.

Ancient, Early Christian, and Byzantine. Pp. xvi + 272 ; 180 illustrations, many full-

page. London : Longmans, Green, and Co., 190"). H>. '/. net. [The Architect's

Library.]

This book in a brief summary, intended mainly for architects ; Greek architecture is dealt

with in only about fifty pages : it does not therefore supply the long-felt need of a

good popular work on Greek architecture. Even within these limits there are some curious

errors. Thus the early Ionic column from the temple of Apollo at Naueratis is classed

us Egypiian, if not Ptolemaic. It is certainly neither, but archaic Greek. Again, even on

this scale, the essential differences between the Attic Ionic of the Erechtheumand the more

ordinary type might have been emphasised. The small si/.e of the theatre of Dionysus at

Athens is dwelt upon, and it is said to be only 1<;:> feet across at the top : really it is more
than twice this, and the largest extant in Greece. On the other hand, Prof. Simpson has

an ink-resting theory a> to the alteration of the original plan of the Erechtheum, which i.s

more moderate than Dorpfeld's, and is made independently. In the chapters on

Byxantine architecture there is much matter ; but the students for whom the book is

intended would prol.aMy have been grateful for some clearer general exposition of the

various influence- and the theories held about them b\ modem critics.
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Geschichte der griechischen Kunst. By WILHELM KLEIN. Vol. i. Die griech-

ische Kuust bis Myron. Pp. 473. Vol. ii. Die griecliisehe Kunst von Myron bis

Lysipp. Pp. 407. Leipsic : Veit & Co., 1904, 1905. 13 in. and 11 in.

The author has undertaken the task of writing the general history of Greek art with a

running pen, but yet on a considerable scale. In the first volume he touches lightly on

the ethnographic questions which surround the beginnings of Greek art, and views the

.subject in successive chapters as Greek art ' before the reception of the Mythos,'
' between

the reception of the Mythos and the beginning of marble sculpture,' and 'at the courts

of the Tyrants.' For the periods before the Persian wars considerable use is made of the

remains of the lesser arts, and especially of vase paintings. After the Persian wars

attention is confined to the sculptors and greater painters. A third volume is announced,

which will deal with the Hellenistic period.

The work is a useful and exceedingly interesting survey of an enormously wide

field. It is open to question, however, whether the lines of the book are wisely drawn.

The treatment is too detailed for the purposes of a manual, but omits the formal state-

ment of facts demanded of a history. Illustrations are altogether wanting, and the book

can only be used satisfactorily by a reader who has c.ccess to an archaeological library.

Catalogue of the Sparta Museum. By M. N. TOD and A. J. B. WACE.

Pp. viii+249, with 85 figures. Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1906. 10s. 6rf.

This Catalogue was a necessary preliminary to the survey of Laconia which has been

undertaken by the British School at Athens. Though not in form an official publication

of the School, it is in fact a part of that enterprise. Mr. Tod is responsible for the inscrip-

tions, and Mr. Wace for the sculptures. The work consists of (1) an introduction to the

inscriptions ; (2) the text of the inscriptions (in cursive type only for the most part) with

such commentary as is required to justify the text, which is in all cases based on a careful

re-reading of the stones ; (3) full indices ; (4) an intioduction to the sculptures ; (5) the

catalogue of the sculptures, which is accompanied by a considerable number of blocks in

the text
; (6) a full index to the sculptures (it may be questioned whether any one will

profit by such an entry as '

Imperial period
'

followed by some 260 references) ; (7) an

account of the miscellaneous antiquities in the Museum, such as the votive lead figures from

the Menelaeum and elsewhere. The book is indispensable for the study of Sparta and

Laconia.

Musee National du Louvre. Catalogue des Vases Antiques de Terre
Cuite. Par E. POTTIER. 3me Partie : L'Ecole Attique. Pp. 534. Paris :

Librairies-Impriraeries Reunies, 1906. 3 f. 50 c.

A catalogue, even a catalogue raixonne, is not always to be regarded as a piece of literature,

or as entertaining reading for leisure moments ;
but M. Pottier's latest instalment of his

description of the Louvre vases is a notable exception, and the writer has with much satis-

faction ns well as profit devoted some idle holiday hours to its perusal. Strictly speaking,
it is not a catalogue but a treatise on Greek vases illustrated by, and serving as a guide

to, the Louvre collection; but this detracts neither from its merits nor its usefulness.

M. Pettier has now reached the period which to many students is the most interesting

in the history of Greek vases, that of the Attic Schools, or the black- figure and red-figure

periods. In his two previous vol nines he discussed the primitive and earlier Greek

fabrics, and the present one includes the Attic vases of the sixth and filth centuries found

on Italian soil, and therefore imported from Athens during the period when these products
found favour in Etruria. The volume opens with a sketch of the growth of the Athenian

potteries under Peisistratos, followed by a discussion of painting in the black-figure method
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and its place in the history of art ;
the author rightly emphasises the fact that this method

must have continued well into the fifth century, side by side with the red figures, by which

it was l>y no means entirely displaced. Next we have some illuminating remarks on

technical processes, ami on the conditions under which the Athenian potters worked. In

the latter connexion the author has done good service by the distinctions he draws

between potters and painters, a distinction often overlooked or confused hitherto. His

conclusion is this : In the case of the formulae 6 totlva tnni^vf KO\ typa^ft and 8fIi/

typay^e we are left in no doubt as to the artist's share in the production of the vase ;

but the more frequent o 8u/a iiroi^t is not so easy to interpret. Usually it may be

assumed to refer to the master and director of the pottery who himself designed the

vase and overlooked the work of his subordinates (see pp. 697 ff.).

Then follows a description of the black-figured vases (Salle F), carefully classified and

grouped, in a roughly chronological order. The red-figured vases (Salle G) are similarly

dealt with, the introduction to this part (pp. 817-879) being mainly concerned with the

style and products of the known artists, Euphronios, Duris, etc., as well as with such

matters as chronology, drawing, and subjects. Throughout, the theme is treated with

the breadth of knowledge, sanity of judgment, and charm of style which characterise all

M. Peltier's work. Our only regret is that space forbids to enlarge further on the merits

of this really delightful volume.

A Catalogue of the Greek Coins in the British Museum : Catalogue of the
Greek Coins of Phrygia. By Barclay V. Head. Map and 53 Plates. London :

Printed by Order of the Trustees, 1906. Pp. cvi + 492. 40*.

This volume is the twenty-fifth Greek Coin Catalogue issued by the British Museum. It

is also the last of the great series for which Mr. Head will be officially responsible. As such

it is a fitting crown to a long career of distinguished public service. The coinage of

Phrygia has little attraction for the ordinary collector. The district was not opened up to

civilization until the days of Alexander. Consequently no coins were struck till the art of

die-cutting had long passed its zenith. The mints were not numerous at first, and with two

or three conspicuous exceptions they were comparatively inactive until Roman times. Under

Imperial rule Phrygia awoke to an era of extraordinary prosperity. Mints multiplied and

coins were issued abundantly. Many of the issues were obviously made in connexion with

recurrent religious festivals, a circumstance that has led to the use of not a few interesting

mythological types. The inscriptions, too, for a similar reason are often important. A
careful study of them is calculated to throw a flood of light upon municipal organization
in the Eastern provinces. In his thorough and comprehensive Introduction Mr Head is

able to give us astonishingly long lists of names of individual magistrates, while his Index

of Remarkable Inscriptions contains material for investigation on several distinct lines I n

little more than thirty years the total number of Phrygian coins in the trays of the Museum
has more than trebled itself. Mr. Head's volume gives a detailed description of 2148

specimens. When it is mentioned that Mionnet was only able to record 1636 varieties in

all, it will be seen how rich our national collection has become, largely (be it added)

through Mr. Head's own fostering care. So far as the compiler's share is concerned, the

workmanship of the book touches the highest level of excellence. The plates are ^nod,

but not so good that one does not wish them better. The map is capital.

Historical Greek Coins. Described by G. F. Hill. 13 Plates. London: Constable,

1906. Pp. xx + 182. 10s.6rf.net.

This book is primarily intended for the general student of Greek history, who cannot

reasonably be expected to be also a specialist in ancient numismatics. Its purpose is
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to show by actual illustrations the kind of evidence that is to be looked for from coins, and

to bring home to its readers'the importance of asking, in any serious discussion of a historical

problem, Can we get help from the coins ?
' One hundred specimens in all are discussed.

Their selection has been determined by a desire to choose 'pieces which, either by the mere

fact that they were issued, or else by information conveyed through their fabric, types,

inscriptions, or standard, actually add their quantum to our knowledge of the period to

which they belong." Mr. Hill writes clearly and with fullness of knowledge. In each

discussion he brings us abreast of the most recent researches, and at the same time exercises

an independent judgment. The result is a stimulating and useful volume. How wide is

the range of interest can best be indicated by mentioning that such various personalities as

Croesus, Themistocles, Pharnabazus, Epaminondas, Timoleon, Flamininus, and Pompey

figure in the pages, while the historical events touched upon include the '

crowning mercy

of Himera, the Athenian disaster in Sicily, and the formation of an Anti-Spartan league

after the battle of Cnidtis. The book is admirably printed. The half-tone plates, though

naturally less effective than collotype, are remarkably good of their kind. A glossary and

an index are provided.

Die hellenische Kultur. Dargestellt von FRITZ BAUMGARTKX, FBAXZ POLAXH,

RICHARD WAGNER. Pp. x + 489. With 7 coloured plates, 2 maps, and about 400 illus-

trations. Leipzig and Berlin : 1905. 12 m.

This is an attempt to give in a single volume a comprehensive survey of Greek history,

art, and literature from the earliest times to the loss of Greek independence. The work is

divided into three great periods, viz. (1) The Early Age of Greece, comprising the remains

of Pre-Mycenaean and Mycenaean civilization
; (2) The Greek Middle Age roughly from

1000-500 B.C. ; (3) The Culminating Period (500-338 B.c). Each of the three authors

has taken charge of one of the three special sections into which the two last-named periods

have been divided. One deals with the development of the state and of religion, the second

with Art and Architecture, the third with Literature. Such an arrangement has the

advantage of giving iinity to the work. No pains have been spared in incorporating the

results of recent researches, and an excellent collection of illustrations has been got together.

The weak point is to be found in the arrangement of the latter. It is certainly discomposing
to find late red-figured vases, fourth-century coins, and Graeco-Roman jewellery joined with

a store-chamber of the Palace at Knossos to illustrate the Period 750-500 B.C. The book

is intended for use in the school and the home, and as a whole fulfils its aim with success.

The addition of bibliographies might have made it useful to the student and the scholar

also.

Melandra Castle. Report of the Manchester and District Branch of the Classical

Association for 1905. Edited by R. S. CONWAY. With an Introduction by the

Rev. E. L. HICKS. Manchester: University Press, 1906. Pp. xvi + 167. With

Map, Frontispiece, and numerous Illustrations. 5s.

This little book deserves a warm welcome. It is pleasant to find the younger universities

taking a serious interest in archaeology, and pleasant to acknowledge the first real fruit

that the Classical Association has brought forth. The site of Melandra a Roman castellum

in the uplands of Derbyshire was partially explored by Mr. John Garstang in 1899. Tin-

present Report gives an account of further excavations carried out by a Committee of the

Classical Association in 1905. One could have wished that the harvest had been richer. The
actual results were not very important. Such as they were, however, they are here set forth

with a fullness and an enthusiasm that merit high commendation. Apart from Canon

Hicks and the compiler of the excellent index, there are no fewer than seven contributors,

each of whom deals with one or more special aspects of the subject. These include such
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\v.ll-ku..\vn ixj.fit- as Prof. Boyd Hawkins and Dr. Huverfield. An incidc-utal dmwbftck
to the system adopted is that it entails a certain amount of repetition. The Mime fact is

frequently mentioned independently in two or three different articles. Mr. F. A. Bruton

gives a clear and careful account of the digging. The rampart is the structural feature to

which most interest attaches, and in regard to that the last word is still to say. Tin-

pottery is admimlily described by Mr. Hopkinson. This is one of the best portions of the

book. Its chief weakness is the writer's too great readiness to regard the latest theories as

final. Excellent as is the work done recently by Dragendorff and Dcchelette, their

inductions have still to be tested by observation over a wide area. We are told, for

instance, by Mr. Hopkinson that 'Bowls [of "fova xiyillata"] of shape 29 are found
in Britain as far north as York, but beyond York (i.e. in the parts of Britain occupied
later than 80 .v.n.) only bowls of shape 37' (pp. 81 f.). Fragments of shape 29 occur at

more than one site on Hadrian's Wall : if we mistake not, there are several in the

Blackgatc Museum at Newcastle. Others have been found recently at Newstead m-ai

Melrose. Seven or eight years ago quite a number were discovered at Camelon beyond
the Scottish 'Vallum.' These facts may not weaken the force of DragendorfFs inference.

Possibly they may strengthen it. But they are facts, and they should not be ignored.
The very interesting series of weights provides Prof. Conway (who is a singularly

competent editor) with material for ingenious speculation, and he also discusses the coine.

We confess to grave doubts about the 'Jewish' coin. If it were really Jewish, the fabric

should be unmistakable. Nor are we inclined to bow the knee to the British Museum in

regard to the Roman origin of the curious bronze plate from 'Pym's Parlour.' But these

are small points. The book is a most creditable piece of work. And the printing and the

general 'get-up' are all that could be desired.

Fur other Looks receicetl, *ce Li*t of Awesxionii to the Librar;/.
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I.-INDEX OF SUBJECTS.

ACHELOUS ami Heracles, 15 f.

Adonis statue, so-called, 3
Aeantium promontory, 149

Aegina, sea-power of, 95 f.

Aeschylus : Eumenidex, the last scene of,

268' ff. ; emendations in : (v. 991) 276 ;

(1030) 268 ; (1033) 274
Akraios : see Zeus

Aluxn, site of Poemanenum (?), 24 f.
; inscrip-

tions, 25 f., 28
Alexandrian : coin-types, sealing-tvpes

copied from, 39, 44
; statuettes, 241

Aliens : see Metoikoi

Alyattes, at war with Kyaxares, 112 f.

Amber- trade, 285
Amenemhat III., pyramids of, 176 f.

Ammon : see Zeus Ammon
Amycus and Polydeuces, contest of, 217

Animal-types on Fayum sealings, 36, 43

Antaeus, wrestling schemes, 10 f.

Antoninus Pius, hipparch at Cyzicus, 31

Anubis on Fayum sealing, 35, 42

Aphetae, site of, 146

Aphrodite Neleia, 153, 166

Apollo : Belvedere, 239 ; Clioiseul-Gouflier

and replicas, 278 f. ; on Fayum sealing, 35

Apollonia (Mysia), inscr. from, 29

Apollonius Khodius, An/, ii. 67 f., on

Amycus and Polydeuces, 217

Apoxyomenos, head at Turin resembling,
240

Argelaste, inscriptions at, 150

Argive-Attic sculpture, 2, 236

Argo on coins of Magueies, 167

Argos, the tyrannis in, 140
Arrhichion the pankratiast, 5, 7

Arsinoe II., portrait-statuette of, 281

Ascalon, foundation legends of, 128 f.

Assyria and the Phoenicians in the eighth
and seventh century, 118 f. ; relations

with Cyprus, 121

Astypalaea, inscriptions from, 178

AtalanU <>t T.-gi-a, 169 f., 283
Athena : Alfa, tempi.! at Tegea, sculptures

of, 169 f. ; Campana, -J.'is : t<>rso at Turin,
237 ; on Fax uni scalin;_-

Athens : origin of the tyrannis in, 135 f. :

\var with Ai^ina. !i~>

Athens Museum : Apollo on the Omphalos,
21* I.

;
hdian Diadum.-ii..-. :><> ; Attic

marble grave-lekythos (2584), 22'. f. :

coins of the Magnet e-, 165 f.

Athlete, head of, at Turin, 23!). See alo

Apollo Choi>eul-< ioiiflier

Attic grave-lekythos (Athens 2584), 229 f.

Attic-Polycleitan sculpture of late fifth

century, 236

Axe, double, ornament resembling, in Minoan

pottery, 251

B

BABO in Thracian carnival, 196

Baltimore, r. f. kylix with pankratia.-ts, 9 f.

Baubo, 206

Beating-ceremony in carnival, 194, 203 f.

Bells in Thracian carnival, 193 f., 201 ff.

Berlin Museum: r. f. kylix with pankratiastf,

8, 15 ;
coins of the Magnetes, 166 f.

Bizya : see Viza
Blood-red garments, ritual significance of,

269 tf.

Boebe (Thessaly), site of, 163 ; inscriptions
from near, 164

Boundary inscriptions on tombs, 233

Boxing, (Jreek, 4 f., 213 ff.

Boy leaning on pillar, statue of, 1 f.

British Museum, antiquities in :

Sculpture : Choiseul-Gouffier Apollo,
278 f. ;

Ventnor head of Apollo, 280 ;

head of Apollo from Gyrene, 280 ;

Fagan head, 240
Bronzes : archaic statuette from Norway,

2*4
;
statuettes of Ptolemy Philadelphia

and Arsinoe II., 281 f.

Vases : Panathenaic amphora- (B 140)

219; (B 604, 610), 9 ; (B 607, 612),
220

;
1>. f. amphorae (B 196), 10 ;

(B 205, Nicosthenes) 219
; (B 223) 15.

b. f. hydria (B 313), 17. r. f. kylikes
(E 39, Duris), 219 f. ; (E 78), G, 120.

r. f. stamnos (E 437), 16.

Gems with wrestling scenes, 10
Coins of the Magnetes, 166 f.

Bronze : statuette from Norway, 284 ; poi-
trait-statuettes of Ptolemy Philadelphia
and Arsinoe, 281

'
Butterfly

'

motive in early Cretan potterv,
24<;

Byzantines' House at Olympia, 69 f.

C (see also K)

- vase (Ashmoleun Mus.), 226 f

Cambyses' expedition to Egypt, !'. I.
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Capital, Doric, from house at Girgenti, 210 f.

Carians, sea-power of, 107 f.

Carnival in Thrace, 191 ff.

Castle Howard Athena, 237

Castor of Hhodes on the Thalassocracie?,

85 f.

Celts, stone, from Argelaste, 151

Chalcis, fall of, 96 f.

Chaoush Kcui (Mysia), inscriptions and stele

from, 26 f.

Choiseul-Gouffiei Apollo, 278 f.

Christ and the Virgin, Byzantine relief at

lolcus, 155

Christian reliefs in Thessaly, 154 f., 159

Coins of the Thessalian Magnetos, 165 f. ;

Egyptian signet types borrowed from
Alexandrian coins, 39, 44

Colour : in Cretan pottery, 244 ff . ; on

Attic grave-reliefs, 229
Commerce and the tyrannis, 131 f.

Constantinople : stele with funeral banquet
and hunting scene, from Tchaoush Keui,
26 f.

Corinth, basis of the tyrannis in, 140

Cornucopiae, double, attribute of Arsinoe

II., 282

Cresilas, head at Turin associated with, 236
Cretan pottery : .see Knossos
Crimson robes, ritual use of, 269 ff. ;

worn

by metoikoi at the Panathenaea, 273
Curvilinear designs in Minoan pottery, 244 ff.

Cylon's failure to establish tyrannis, 135

Cyprus, relations with Assyria in eighth

century, 118, 121 ; thalassocracy of, 120 f.
;

post
- Mycenaean culture of, connected

with Asia Minor, 122 f.

Cypselid tyrannis, commercial basis of, 140

Cyrenaeans' House at Olympia, 66 f.

J)

DARK on light decoration in pottery, 243 ff.

Delian Diadumenos, 280

Demetrias, site of, 154
Diadumenos : of Delos, 280

;
so-called head

of, at Turin, 235 f.

Dkkrians, Peisistratus and the, 136 f.

Diodorus' account of the Thalassocracies,
84 f.

Dionysos : dedication to, at Glaphyrae, 163 ;

worship surviving in modern carnival,
203

Dioscuri and Sarapis, on Fayum sealing, 33,
40 f.

Dove-vase from Knosso?, 244, 246

Duris, kylix by (B.M., E 39), 219 f.

: Cambyses attacks, 99 f. ; sea-power
of (664-604), 115 ; *<>e also Psammetichus

Elephant's head cap, worn by Alexander
and Ptolemy Philadelphia, 281

Ephesus : the tyrannis in, 140 ; inscribed

silver-plate from, with T, 286 f.

Epidamnians' House at Olympia, 73

Eretria, sea-power of, 96 f.

Erinyes, chthonic functions of, 269 ; garb of,

t'ft.,
272

Eski Manyas= Byzantine Poemanenum, 23

Etruscans, Lydian origin of, 127

Euandria at the Panathenaea, 274
Eumeindes at Athens, 268 If.

Eusebius' List of Thalassocracies, 84-130
Evrenlu : .see Hagios Gheorghios

FAYUM, clay-sealings from, 32 f.

'

February, Lame,' at Tripolitza, 206
Fermo : Praxitelean Athena, 238
Fibulae : of 6th century, from Thessaly,

165
; Italian, from western and northern

Europe, 285

Florence, antiquities at :

Mus. Arch. : bronze Athena, 237

Uffi/i : hermaphrodite statuette, 241;
wrestling group, 7 ff., 1!)

Flower-designs in Cretan ceramics, 258
'Fruit- stand

3

vase from Knossos, 250
Funeral banquet stele, Graeco- Persian, at

Constantinople, 26 f.

Furies : see Erinyes

Q

GANYMEDE of Leochares, 239
Geloans' House at Olympia, 46 f.

Geometric ornament in Minoan pottery,
244 ff.

Girgenti, ancient house at, 207 ff.

Glaphyrae, site and inscriptions, 162 f.

Glaucus the Carystian, boxer, 223
Gnostic Horus-types on Favum sealing.*.

41, 44

Goats, Cretan, on Minoan vase, 247

Gorgoneiou on Fayum sealing, 36
Graeco- Egyptian statuettes and heads, 241

Grave-lekythos, marble (Athens 2584), 229 J'.

Ground, Jight and dark, in Cretan potterv,
243 ff.

Gunen, supposed site of Poemanenum, 24

Gyges, tyrannis of, 139 f.

II

HAGI.V TRIADA, barbotine vases from, 249

Hugio-s Gheorghios (Thrace), carnival at,

193 ff.

Hair, treatment of, in Polycleitan statues,

236
Hare as pet, 231 ; symbol of Aphrodite, 232
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llaipokrates on hivum soalings, 34 f., 41 f.

ll.-liodorus, Actli x. 31, 32 (mi \\n-tling), 1!)

llelio- (.11 Fayum sealing*, 3ft

Hdios
Sarapis

on Fayum scaling, 33, 40
Heracles : l>ase of statue, at Olizon, 149 ;

head of, from Tegea pediment, 173 ; Ptol-

.in\ Philadelplms as, 281 ; ou Fayum
seal ings, 36, 42 ; as ideal

pankratiast,
12 :

. ontt-stwith Ache'ous, 15 f. ; with Antaeus,

10f.,20f.; with lion, 11 f.; with Triton, 17

ll.-reules carrying bull, on terracotta wall-

plaque, 289
llermanubis on Fayum soul ing, 35, 42

Hermaphrodite : statuette at Florence, 241

Hermes : *ce Paris

Herodotu>, li>t of thalassocracies unknown

to, 87

Hershef on Fayum sealing, 35, 42

Hipparchs at Cyzicus, 31

Hippias, monetary it-forms of, 138 f.

Histiaeus of Miletus, 140

Hitting in the pankration, 8

Holkham,
'

Meleager' at, 1

Horseman-reliefs, funeral, from Mysia, 27

Horus on Fayum sealing?, 34, 40 f., 44 f.

House, Greek, at Girgenti, 207 ff.

Hunting-scene on Graeco-Persian funeral

stele from Mysia, 27

Hyacinthus, so-called, 3

l\..].ikai, site of, 152 f.

Host i (Tin ace), carnival at, 201

Kya\arv-ut war with Alyait--, 112 f.

L.\i lii-Ai.Mox, sea-power of, 99 f.

Lambert :iiii]>liora, 8

Latticed circle ornament in Minoan pottery,
KM

Leda on Fayum sealing, 36, 42

Leiphokastro (Thessaly), Byzantine site, 152

Lekythos, marble funeral, 229 f.

liares, Ganymede of, 239 ; dancing
Satyr at Naph -, ///''</.

Lesbos, sea-power of, 104 f.

Light on dark decoration in pottery, 243 If.

Lohhecke Coll. (Berlin) coin of Magnates,
168

Louvre : statue of boy, 2 ; b. f. amphora
with Heracles and Achelous, 17 ; Panath-
enaic vases, 8, 222

Lucian, Ann< liai-six, 31, 18

Lydia : the tyrannis in, 139 f. ; thalassocrucy

of, 127

Lygdamis of Naxos, 98

Lysippus, Apoxyomenos attrib. to, 240

IMHOOF-BUJMER Collection (Berlin): coins

of Magnates, 167

Ince-Blundell Hall : Athena, 237 ; statuette

of priestess, 241

lolcus, site of, 154 ; By/antine reliefs at,

154 f.

Irus and Odysseus, boxing-match of, -\*\

Isis : priestess of, statuette at Turin, 240 :

fee also Sarapis

JKROME'S list of thalassocracies in version of

Eusebius, 92

K (see alto C)

KANDIA, Knossian pottery at, 243 ff.

Kaprena (Thessaly), iii--ripti"ns from,
162 f.

Kar.mi- (Fayum), clay-sealings from, 32 f.

Kirking in ]iaukration, 8

King, carnival, at Kosti, 201 f., 203 f.

Knobbed pit In. i, Minoan, 249 f., 265 f.

Knossos: the Middle Minoan pottery of,

2 13 267
K"in Ushim (Fayum), clay-sealings from,
32 f.

M

MAKONIANS, thalassocracy of, 127

Magnesia ad Maeandrum, coins wrongly
attributed to, 165 f.

Magnesian peninsula (Thessaly) topography
of, 143 f.

Manissa, the rock-cut statue near, 179

Marmara, inscr. from, 29 f.

Marriage, mock, in Visa carnival, 198

Megara : commercial l>asi* of tyrannis in,
140 ; Megarians' House at Olympia, 58 f.

Meleia, Aphrodite, really NeK-ia, l;i;

Moli-s.-us tin- wrestler, 12, 20

Metapontines' House at Olympia, 56 f.

Mi-thone (Thessaly), site of, 153
Metoikoi at the Panathenaea, 273 f.

Michael, Byzantine, relief of St., at lolcus,

Miletopolis, inscr. from near, 28
Miletus : sea-power of, 110 f.

;
the tyrannis

in, 140
Miners of Attica, 137
Minoan Age, pottery of, 243 ff.

Mita = Midas? 118

Moeris, the Pyramid of, 176
Morbidezza in art of later 3rd cent. B.C.,

241

Mother-godde>s, cult at Proconiifsii.s, 31

Mourning-figures on Attic grave-lekythos,
10 f.

Munich : statue of a boy at, 1 f.
; b. t'.

hydria with IK-radcs and Antaeu
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'

Mycenaean' ceramic art, origin of, 263 f.

Mynno, stele of, 230 234

Mysteries, use of reel in, 270 if.

N

NAPLES MUSEUM, Dancing Satyr, 239
'

Narcissus,' so-called Polycleitan, 2

Natural objects in Cretan vase-painting,
257 if.

Naxos, sea-power of, 97 f.

Nebuchadnezzar at war with Egypt, 109,
114

Necho, king of Egypt, 109, 115 f.

Neleia Aphrodite, 153, 166
Neleia (Thessaly), site of, 153

Nelson, Dr. Philip, statue formerly belong-
ing to, 1 f.

Neolithic origin of geometric designs in

Minoan pottery, 244 ff.

Nicosthenes amphora (B.M., B 205) with

boxing, 219

Niobe, weeping statue of, 179

Norway, bronze statuette from, 284

o

ODYSSEUS and Irus, boxing-match of, 216

Olizon, site of, 148
; inscr., 149

Olympia : the ' Treasuries
'

at, 46-83 ;

boxing at, 222 .

Orminion, site of, 157 ; Christian relief at,

159
Osiris on Fayurn sealing, 35

Oxford, antiquities at : Athena, Praxitelean
statues of, 237 ; Cactis vase (211), 226 f.

Oxyrhynchus, Athena at, 42

Oxyrhynchus Pap. iii. 466 (wrestling), 22

PAGASAE, site of, 159

Painting : see Wall-painting
Palaiokastro (near Kanalia, Thessaly), in-

scriptions from, 164 f.

Panathenaea, metoikoi at the, 273 ; referred

to 1>y Aeschylus, Eum. (1022 ff.), 268 if.

Panathenaic vases, with boxers, 8 f., 219 if.,

222
Panderma (Mysia), inscr. from, 28
Pankration and wrestling, 4 f.

Paris and Hermes struggling, on vases, 227

Paris, antiquities at :

Bibliotheque Nat. : kylix with pan-
kration, 7

Ecole des Beaux-Arts : Praxitelean

Athena, 238
See also Louvre

Parthenioi, Lacedaemonian, 206

Peisistratup, tyrannis of, 136 f.

Pelasgians, thalassocracy of, 126

Peleus and Thetis, motive of, adopted for

Cacus vases, 228
Pel ion and Magnesia, topography of, 143 f.

Periander and Miletus, 111
Persian influence on Mysian funeral stele,

27
Phallus in Viza carnival, 195, 197, 199
Pheidon of Argos, 140
Philostratus : fm. i. 6, 12 (wrestling Erotee)

18 ; ii. 6 (death of Arrhichion), 5, 19

Phocaea, sea-power of, 102 f.

Phoenicia, sea-power of (709-664), 117 f.

Phrygia, thalassocracy of, 1 22 f.

Pittacus of Lesbos, relations with Babylon,
114 f.

Plato Comicus, Prexb., 2, 18

Ploughing ceremony in carnival, 200 f.,

203

Ploughshare, forging of, in Viza carnival,

198, 200

Poemanenum, site and inscriptions, 23 f. ;

coins, 25, 28

Polychrome Cretan pottery, development of,
244 if.

Polycleitus : statues showing his influence,
2

; Polycleitan-Attic head at Turin, 236

Polycrates, commercial activity of, 132 f.

Polydeuces : see Amycus
Portraits on Fayurn sealings, 37, 44

Pottery : trade of Athens, 135
; Knossian,

243-267
Praxitelean Athena-torso at Turin, 237 ;

other replicas, ibid.

Priestess : statuette at Turin, 240 ;
at Ince-

Blundell Hall, 241 ; formerly at Catajo,
241

Prize-Ring, the English, 215

Proconnesus, inscr., 29 f.

Psammetichus and the Greeks, 109, 115 f.

Ptolemy Philadelphus, portrait-statuette as

Heracles, 281

Purple : see red

Pyramid of Moeris, 176 f. ; duplicate
pyramids of Egyptian kings, 176 f.

Pythocles, Polycleitan statue of, 2

Q

QUIVER attribute of Choiseul-Gouffier type,
280

R

RKD robes, ritual use of, 269 f.

Relief, ornament in, in Minoan ceramics,

248, 255
'

Reservation,' decoration by, in Minoan

vase-painting, 253

Rhodes, thalassocracy of, 125

Rome, antiquities at :

Forum : Athena, 237
Pal. Giustiniani : Athena, 237
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Home, iuiti(iuitifsnt (continued) :

I'alatiw: Atln-na, 237
Coll. Pamnhili

; Atlienii, 237
Tenne : fragment of Choi

type, 278 f. ;
head of same type, 278

Vatican: Apollo Belvedere, 23U; (Jany-

mede, 239
Dealer's : Athena, 238

Rossie Priory, statue at, 1

ST. PETERSBURG, Hermitage : Athena, 237
Saimans : House of, at Olympia, 76 ; sea-

power of, 101 f. ; Spartan expedition

against, 99 ; tyrannis in Sainos, 131 f.

Sampi, 286 f.

Sarapis and Isis on Fayuin sealings, 32 f.,

39 f.

Sargon and the Greek?, 118, 121

Satyr playing flutes on Cacus vase, 228

Scopas, work of, at Tegea, 170 f.

Sea-power : see Thalassocracies

Seals : impressions of, from the Fayum,
32 f. ; devices mentioned in Os. Pap., 38

Selinuntines' House at Olympia, 70 f.

Sepias, topography of, 145 f.

Sepulchral statue of young athlete (so-called

Narcissus), 3

Sicyonians' House at Olympia, 76 f.

Sipylus, Mt., statue of Niobe on, 179
Skins worn by carnival mas ineraders, 193 f.,

202 f.

Skyros : carnival at, 203 f. ;
Thracian origin

of present inhabitants, 205 ; dialect, ibid.
;

embroidery, ilt'uJ.

Sodoma's collection of antiques, 288
Solon on the tyrannis, 141

Sophocles, Trach., 497 f. (contest of Heracles

and Achelous), 15 f.

Sostratus, pankratiast, 7

Spalathr.-t, site of, 149 ; inscr., 150

Spiral decorations in Cretan ceramics, 246,

259, 261

Sybarites' House at Olympia, 68

Syncellus' list of thalassocra f

-ie., 90

Syracusans" House at Olympia, 76

Theocritus XXII ou Amycus and Poly-
deuces, 217

Theognis on the tyrannic, 141

Theseus as ideal wrestler, 1 -2

Thessalian topography, 143 f.

Thracian carnival, 191 ff. ; thalassocracy,
125

Tlirasybulus of Miletus, 111 f.

Thucydides' survey of history of sea-power,
86 f.

Tisaeum, Mt, 149
Tomb-boundaries in Attica, 233
Torlonia Apollo, 280
' Treasuries

'

at Olympia, 46-83
Trickle-decoration in Minoan vase, 264 f.

Tricoupi kylix (Heracles and Antaeus), 11

Tripolitxa, February ceremony at, 206
Triton and Heracles, 17

Tsade and Sampi, 286 f.

Turin, sculptures at, 235 ff.

Tyche on Fayum sealings, 36, 42

Tyrannis, the origin of, 131 f.

Tyre, relations with Assyria, 118

Tyrrhenians : nee Etruacani

VIRGIN with Christ, Byzantine relief of, at

lolcus, 155
Vi/a (Bizya), antiquities, 191 tf. ; carnival

at, ibid. ; dialect, 205
Volo Museum : stele with thunderbolt,

151 ; with boy and girl, 157

W

WAGE, A. J. B., coins of Magnetes belonging
to, 167

Wall-painting, Knossian, contrasted with

vase-painting, 257

Wall-plaque with Hercules and Winter,

belonging to Sodoma, 289
Winter carrying game, on terracotta wall-

plaque, 289

Wrestling and the pankration, 4 f.

TCHAOUSH KEDI (Mysia), inscriptions and
stele from, 26 f.

Tegea, Atnlanta of, 169 f., 283
Terracotta architectural decoration at

Olympia, 48 f.

Tesserae, bron/.e, with T, 287

Tlialassocracies, Eusebius' List of, 84-130

Theagenes of Megara, tyrannis -if, 140

VKNI MANYAS, stele fiom, 26 f.

Venije Keui, relief of Oriental horseman

from, 27

ZEUS AKRAIOS of the Magnetes, 166 f.

Zeus A in ni'm on Fayum sealings, 35

U.S. VOL. XXVI.
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i(iv, 21

vi(tii>, 22
in pankration, 7

AltONCAPACllC on Fayuin sealing, 33

oKpoxftpia-fjios, etc., 13 f.

d\iv8r)(ris in pankration, 9 f.

nnaytiv (wrestling term), 22

unnyoptvdv, 4

vi(ti>, 19

ytpos in Skyros carnival, 202

y(OfjL(>poi of Sainos, 132

yKfvra at Viza carnival, 197

yoKiTon', wrestling OTTO, 11

in'the pankration, 5

ifiVj 15

AtHKptOt, 136 f.

8oapi, 195

8paKovr6fjLop(f)os, 38, 43

274

in pankration, S

<rv[j.<f)npait (Aesch. Eum. 1032),

, 19

e'Sff, 197

,
85

ip.dt>Tes, 214 f.

Ka\oye'poi, 193 f.

/coT<7i/3e'Aa, Kara-t^fXoi, 196 if.

<ca^o-, prefix, 206

a\^o/xava, 196

K\ip.aKi(Tfji6s, etc., 15 f.

iTffia, 195 ff.

os in Kosti carnival, 201
at Viza carnival, 197

Kour<ro<2>Af/3a/)o, 206
KilXtmy in pankration, 9 f.

AtWi and derived words, 196 f., 203 f.

\iKvirrfs in Thracian carnival, 196, 203 f.

i'x<u, 214

,
214

w^fy in Tliracian carnival, 195

OPOZ MNHMATOZengravedonmarl.le
lekythos, 233

in the pankration, 5 f.

rrapciKpovfiv, 22
TTflv in Astypalaean inscr., 178

TrAayujfeii/. 22

irX/y/ia, 19

nopfpvpa, 7top(pvpis, ritual use of, 269 ff.

i^flV, 19

i',
14

oCj/, in pankration, 7

<r(p(upat, 214

in Astypalaean inscr., 178

T6Tap9oi/Ta, 28G

TT after K in Kphesiau inscr., 286

ts, ritual use of, 270

(pvAa/ces at Vixa carnival, 197

X<a\<i>Tros in Kosti carnival, 201

T= 0-0-, 286 f.



III.-BOOKS NOTICED.

American School in Runic,

Papers /., 1st

Aristufi/Kiiiii-a Mutlia, III. (Rutherford),
182

Bacchylides, cd. Jebb, 180

Bamngarten (F.), F. Poland and II. Wagner,
I>i<> hellenixclie Kid tin; -2'.\

B.Tanl (V.), Lex Phenicifux <'t

II., 291

Hrailsfoid (H. N.), Macedonia, 187
Browne (II.), Hatidlook of Homeric

18-2

/! urn/,', ', 1,'i-i'tri : see Wiluinowitx-Moellen-

dorff.

Ohampanlt (P.), Phtniciens et (,'recx en
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RU LES
OF THE

for % IJromotum 0f Hellenic

I. THE objects of this Society shall be as follows:

1. To advance the study of Greek language, literature, and art, and

to illustrate the history of the Greek race in the ancient, Byzantine,

and Neo-Hellenic periods, by the publication of memoirs and unedited

documents or monuments in a Journal to be issued periodically.

II. To collect drawings, facsimiles, transcripts, plans, and photographs

of Greek inscriptions, MSS., works of art, ancient sites and remains, and

with this view to invite travellers to communicate to the Society notes

or sketches of archaeological and topographical interest.

III. To organise means by which members of the Society may have

increased facilities for visiting ancient sites and pursuing archaeological

researches in countries which, at any time, have been the sites of Hellenic

civilization.

2. The Society shall consist of a President, Vice-Presidents, a Council

a Treasurer, one or more Secretaries, and Ordinary Members. All officers

of the Society shall be chosen from among its Members, and shall be

ex officio members of the Council.

3. The President shall preside at all General, Ordinary, or Special

Meetings of the Society, and of the Council or of any Committee at

which he is present. In case of the absence of the President, one of

the Vice-Presidents shall preside in his stead, and in the absence of

the Vice-Presidents the Treasurer. In the absence of the Treasurer

the Council or Committee shall appoint one of their Members to preside.

4. The funds and other property of the Society shall be administered

and applied by the Council in such manner as they shall consider most

conducive to the objects of the Society : in the Council shall also be

vested the control of all publications issued by the Society, and the

general management of all its affairs and concerns. The number of the

Council shall not exceed fifty.



5. The Treasurer shall receive, on account of the Society, all

subscriptions, donations, or other moneys accruing to the funds thereof,

and shall make all payments ordered by the Council. All cheques shall

be signed by the Treasurer and countersigned by the Secretary.

6. In the absence of the Treasurer the Council may direct that

cheques may be signed by two members of Council and countersigned

by the Secretary.

7. The Council shall meet as often as they may deem necessary for

the despatch of business.

8. Due notice of every such Meeting shall be sent to each Member

of the Council, by a summons signed by the Secretary.

9. Three Members of the Council, provided not more than one of

the three present be a permanent officer of the Society, shall be a

quorum.

10. All questions before the Council shall be determined by a

majority of votes. The Chairman to have a casting vote.

11. The Council shall prepare an Annual Report, to be submitted

to the Annual Meeting of the Society.

12. The Secretary shall give notice in writing to each Member of

the Council of the ordinary days of meeting of the Council, and shall

have authority to summon a Special and Extraordinary Meeting of the

Council on a requisition signed by at least four Members of the Council.

13. Two Auditors, not being Members of the Council, shall be

elected by the Society in each year.

14. A General Meeting of the Society shall be held in London in

June of each year, when the Reports of the Council and of the Auditors

shall be read, the Council, Officers, and Auditors for the ensuing year

elected, and any other business recommended by the Council discussed

and determined. Meetings of the Society for the reading of papers

may be held at such times as the Council may fix, due notice being

given to Members.

15. The President, Vice-Presidents, Treasurer, Secretaries, and

Council shall be elected by the Members of the Society at the Annual

Meeting.

1 6. The President shall be elected by the Members of the Society

at the Annual Meeting for a period of five years, and shall not be

immediately eligible for re-election.

17. The Vice-Presidents shall be elected by the Members of the

Society at the Annual Meeting for a period of one year, after which they

shall be eligible for re-election.
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1 8. One-third of the Council shall retire every year, but the Members
so retiring shall be eligible for re-election at the Annual Meeting.

19. The Treasurer and Secretaries shall hold their offices during the

pleasure of the Council.

20. The elections of the Officers, Council, and Auditors, at the

Annual Meeting, shall be by a majority of the votes of those present.
The Chairman of the Meeting shall have a casting vote. The mode in

which the vote shall be taken shall be determined by the President

and Council.

21. Every Member of the Society shall be summoned to the Annual

Meeting by notice issued at least one month before it is held.

22. All motions made at the Annual Meeting shall be in writing
and shall be signed by the mover and seconder. No motion shall be

submitted, unless notice of it has been given to the Secretary at least

three weeks before the Annual Meeting.

23. Upon any vacancy in the Presidency occurring between the

Annual Elections, one of the Vice-Presidents shall be elected by the

Council to officiate as President until the next Annual Meeting.

24. All vacancies among the other Officers of the Society occurring

between the same dates shall in like manner be provisionally filled up

by the Council until the next Annual Meeting.

25. The names of all candidates wishing to become Members of the

Society shall be submitted to a Meeting of the Council, and at their

next Meeting the Council shall proceed to the election of candidates

so proposed : no such election to be valid unless the candidate receives

the votes of the majority of those present.

26. The Annual Subscription of Members shall be one guinea, payable

and due on the 1st of January each year ;
this annual subscription may b

compounded for by a single payment of 15 15.$-., entitling compounders
to be Members of the Society for life, without further payment. All

Members elected on or after January i, 1905, shall pay on election an

entrance fee of two guineas.

27. The payment of the Annual Subscription, or of the Life

Composition, entitles each Member to receive a copy of the ordinary

publications of the Society.

28. When any Member of the Society shall be six months in arrear

of his Annual Subscription, the Secretary or Treasurer shall remind him

of the arrears due, and in case of non-payment thereof within six months

after date of such notice, such defaulting Member shall cease to be a

Member of the Society, unless the Council make an order to the contrary.

b 2
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29. Members intending to leave the Society must send a formal

notice of resignation to the Secretary on or before January I
;
otherwise

they will be held liable for the subscription for the current year.

30. If at any time there may appear cause for the expulsion of a

Member of the Society, a Special Meeting of the Council shall be held

to consider the case, and if at such Meeting at least two-thirds of the

Members present shall concur in a resolution for the expulsion of such

Member of the Society, the President shall submit the same for con-

firmation at a General Meeting of the Society specially summoned for

this purpose, and if the decision of the Council be confirmed by a

majority at the General Meeting, notice shall be given to that effect to

the Member in question, who shall thereupon cease to be a Member of

the Society.

31. The Council shall have power to nominate British or Foreign

Honorary Members. The number of British Honorary Members shall

not exceed ten.

32. The Council may, at their discretion, elect for a period not

exceeding five years Student-Associates, who shall be admitted to certain

privileges of the Society.

33. The names of Candidates wishing to become Student-Associates

shall be submitted to the Council in the manner prescribed for the

Election of Members. Every Candidate shall also satisfy the Council

by means of a certificate from his teacher, who must be a person occupying
a recognised position in an educational body and be a Member of the

Society, that he is a bond fide Student in subjects germane to the

purposes of the Society.

34. The Annual Subscription of a Student-Associate shall be

one guinea, payable and due on the 1st of January in each year. In

case of non-payment the procedure prescribed for the case of a defaulting

Ordinary Member shall be followed.

35. Student-Associates shall receive the Society's ordinary publications,

and shall be entitled to attend the General and Ordinary Meetings, and

to read in the Library. They shall not be entitled to borrow books from

the Library, or to make use of the Loan Collection of Lantern Slides,

or to vote at the Society's Meetings.

36. A Student-Associate may at any time pay the Member's entrance

fee of two guineas, and shall forthwith become an Ordinary Member.

37. Ladies shall be eligible as Ordinary Members or Student-

Associates of the Society, and when elected shall be entitled to the same

privileges as other Ordinary Members or Student-Associates.

38. No change shall be made in the Rules of the Society unless

at least a fortnight before the Annual Meeting specific notice be given

to every Member of the Society of the changes proposed.
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RULES FOR THE USE OF THE LIBRARY

AT 22, ALBEMARLE STREET.

I. THAT the Library be administered by the Library Committee,
which shall be composed of not less than four members, two of whom shall

form a quorum.

II. That the custody and arrangement of the Library be in the hands

of the Hon. Librarian and Librarian, subject to the control of the

Committee, and in accordance with Regulations drawn up by the said

Committee and approved by the Council.

III. That all books, periodicals, plans, photographs, &c., be received

by the Hon. Librarian, Librarian or Secretary and reported to the

Council at their next meeting.

IV. That every book or periodical sent to the Society be at once

stamped with the Society's name.

V. That all the Society's books be entered in a Catalogue to be kept

by the Librarian, and that in this Catalogue such books, &c., as are not to

be lent out be specified.

VI. That, except on Christmas Day, Good Friday, and on Bank

Holidays, the Library be accessible to Members on all week days from

eleven A.M. to six P.M. (Saturdays, 1 1 A.M. to 2 P.M.), when either the

Librarian, or in his absence some responsible person, shall be in

attendance. Until further notice, however, the Library shall be closed for

the vacation from July 20 to August 31 (inclusive).

VII. That the Society's books (with exceptions hereinafter to be

specified) be lent to Members under the following conditions :

(1) That the number of volumes lent at any one time to each

Member shall not exceed three.

(2) That the time during which such book or books may be kept
shall not exceed one month.

(3) That no books be sent beyond the limits of the United Kingdom.

VIII. That the manner in which books are lent shall be as follows:

(1) That all requests for the loan of books be addressed to the

Librarian.

(2) That the Librarian shall record all such requests, and lend out

the books in the order of application.

^3) That in each case the name of the book and of the borrower be

inscribed, with the date, in a special register to be kept by
the Librarian.

(4) Should a book not be returned within the period specified, the

Librarian may reclaim it.
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(5) All expenses of carriage to and fro shall be borne by the

borrower,

(b) All books are due for return to the Library before the summer
vacation.

IX. That no book falling under the following categories be lent out

under any circumstances :

(1) Unbound books.

(2) Detached plates, plans, photographs, and the like.

(3) Books considered too valuable for transmission.

(4) New books within one month of their coming into the

Library.

X. That new books may be borrowed for one week only, if they have

been more than one month and less than three months in the Library.

XI. That in the case of a book being kept beyond the stated time the

borrower be liable to a fine of one shilling for each week after application

has been made by the Librarian for its return, and if a book is lost the

borrower be bound to replace it.

The Library Committee.

MR. J. G. C. ANDERSON.
PROF. W. C. F. ANDERSON.
MR. TALFOURD ELY, D.Lit.

PROF. ERNEST A. GARDNER.
MR. F. G. KENYON, D.Litt

MR. GEORGE MACMILLAN, D.Litt. (Hon. Sec.}.

MR. ARTHUR HAMILTON SMITH (Hon. Librarian).
MRS. S. ARTHUR STRONG, LL.D.

Applications for books and letters relating to the Photographic
Collections, and Lantern Slides, should be addressed to the Librarian

(Mr. J. ff. Baker-Penoyre), at 22, Albemarle Street, W.
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Judge, Max, 7, Pall Mall, S. W.
Karo, George, Akademisches Kunstmuseum, Bonn am Rncin.

Keene, Prof. Charles H., University Club, Dublin.

Keith, A. Berriedale, Colonial Office, Downing Street, S.I I'.

Kelly, Charles Arthur, 30, C/teync ll'atlc, Chelsea, S.W.
Keltic, J. S., LL.D., i, St. John's \\'ood Park, N.ll'.

Kennedy, J., 12, Frognal Lane, Finchley Road, N.W.
Kensington, Miss Frances, 145, Gloucester Terrace, Hyde Park. II'.

Kenyon, F. G., D.Litt. (Council), British Museum, W.C.
Ker, Prof. W. P., 0.5, Goiter Street, W.C.

Kerr, Prof. Alexander, Madison, Wisconsin, U.S.A.

Keser, Dr. J., Colatal, Chemin Vinet, Ltzusanne,

Kettlewell, Rev. P. \V. H., I, Albert Road, Clifton, Bristol.

Kieffer, Prof. John B., College Avenue, iMncaster, Pa., C.S.A.

King, J. K., Grammar School, Bedford.

King, Rev. Canon J. R., St. Peter's Vicarage, Oxford.
tKing, Mrs. Wilson, 19, Highfield Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham.



Knovvles, Sir James, K.C.V.O., Queen Anne's Lodge, St. James' Park, S.W.

Kohler, Olivia C., 39, Kingswood Avenue, Queen's Park, W.

Lane, Mrs. Charles T., Dangstein, Petersfield.

Lang, Andrew, LL.D., D.Litt., i, Marloes Road, Kensington, W.

*Lang, Sir R. Hamilton, K.C.M.G., The Grove, Dedham, Essex.

Langdpn-Davies, B. N., Copthill, Burgh Heath, Surrey.

Langton, Neville, 20, Bentinck Street, Cavendish Square, W.

tLansdowne, The Most Hon. the Marquess of, K.G., G.C.S.I., G.C.I. E., G.C.M.G.,
Bowood, Calne, Wilts.

Lantour, Miss de, Oak Leigh, Eastbourne.

La Touche, C. D., 53, Raglan Road, Dublin.

Lawson, L. M., University Club, Fifth Avenue and Fifty-fourth Street, New York, U.S.A.

Leaf, Herbert, The Green, Marlborough.

tJLeaf, Walter, Litt.D., D.Litt. (V.P.), 6, Sussex Place, Regent's Park, N. W.

Lecky, Mrs., 38 Onslow Gardens, S. W.

Leeper, Alexander, Warden of Trinity College, Melbourne.

Lee-Warner, Miss Evelyn, Lynwode, Godalming.

Legge, F., 6, Gray's Inn Square, W.C.

Leigh, W. Austen, Hartfield, Roehampton, S. W.

Letts, T., Malcolm, 34, Canonbury Park South, N.

Lewis, Harry R., 5, Argyll Road, Kensington, W.

Lewis, Miss M. B., 42, Shrewsbury Road, Oxton, Birkenhead.

tLewis, Mrs. S. S., Castle-brae, Chesterton Road, Cambridge.

Leycester, Mrs. Rafe, 6, Cheyne Walk, S. W.

Lindley, Miss Julia, 74, Shooter's Hill Road, Blackheath, S.E.

Lingeh, Lady, 13, Wetherby Gardens, S.W.

Lister, Hon. Reginald, British Embassy, Paris.

Livingstone, R. W., Christ Church, Oxford.

Lloyd, Miss A. M., Caythorpe Hall, Grantham.

tLock, Rev. W., D.D., Warden of Keble College, Oxford.

tLoeb, James, 37, East 38/// Street, New York.

f Longman, Miss Mary, 27, Norfolk Square, Hyde Park, W.

Lorimer, Miss H. L., Somerville College, Oxford.

tLoring, William (Council), Goldsmiths' College, New Cross, S.F.

Lucas, Bernard J., Southdown, Bramber, Sussex.

Lumsden, Miss, 10, St. Thomas Mansions, Westminster.

Lunn, Henry S., M.D., OldfieldHouse, Harrow-on-the-Hill.

Lunn, W. Holdsworth, 5, Endsleigh Gardens, N. W.

Lyttelton, Hon. and Rev. E., Eton College, Windsor.

*Macan, R. W., Master of University College, Oxford.

McArthur, A. G., 28, Linden Gardens, W.

McClymont, Rev. J. A., D.D., 5, Queen's Gardens, Aberdeen.

Macdonald, George, LL.D. (Council), 17, Learmonth Gardens, Edinburgh.
Macdonald, Miss Louisa, Women's College, Sydney University, Sydney, N.S. W.
Macdonell, W. R., LL.D., Bridgefield, Bridge ofDon, Aberdeenshire.

McDougall, Miss Eleanor, Westfield College, Hampstead, N.W.
McDowall, Miss Katherine Ada, 166, Holland Road, Kensington, W.

MacEwen, Rev. Prof. Alex. Robertson, 5, Doune Terrace, Edinburgh.

Mclntyre, P. S., The University, St. Andrews.

Maclver, D. Randall, Wolverton House, Clifton, Bristol,

McKerrow, Miss, 7, Barnes Street, Ayr, N.B.

Mackenzie, Lady, 53, Cadogan Square, S. W.

Mackenzie, Duncan, 18, Via del Mascherino, Rome.

Mackenzie R. }.. 12. Great Stuart Street, Edinburgh.
MacLehose, James J., 61, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow.
Macmillan, Mrs. Alexander, 32, Grosvenor Road, S. W.

+*Macmillan, George A., D.Litt. (Hon. Sec.), St. Martin's Street, W.C.

Macmillan, Mrs. George A., 27, Queen's Gate Gardens, S.ll'.



Macinillan, Maurice, 52, Cadogan I'lace, S.\\'.

( Macmillan, \V. K. F.. 27, Queen's Gate Gardens, S.W.
1

M.I. naghten. Hugh, Eton College, ll'indsor.

Macnaghten, The Right Hon. Lord, 198, Queen's Gate, S.H>.

tMagrath, Rev. J. R., Provost of Queen's College, Oxford.

*MahafTy. Rev. J. P., D.I)., D.C.L., C.V.c.. Trinity College, Dublin.

Mair, Prof. A. W., The University, Edinburgh.

tMalim, K. 1}. Marlborough CoiUgt, Wilts.

Mallet, P. W., 25, Highbury NtW Park, N.

Manatt, Prof. Irving, Bnmm University, Providence, R.I., U.S.A.
"

'Marindin, (i. K. (Council), Hammonds-wood, Frenshatn, I'arnham.

t.Marquand, Prof. Allan, Princeton College, New Jersey, U.S.A.

Marsh, E.,

Marshall, Miss, Fur Cross, Woore, Newcastle, Staffs.

Marshall, Frederick (Council), British Museum, W.C.

Marshall, John, I^ewes House, Leu>es.

Marshall, J. H., Benmore, Simla, India.

Marshall, Prof. J. W., University College of Wales, Aberystiuyth.

Marshall, R., 31, The Waldrons, Croydon.
Marshall, T., Highfield Chapel, Allerton, Leeds.

Martin, Charles B., The College, Oberlin, Ohio, U.S.A.

tMartin, Sir R. B., Hart., 10, Hill Street, Mayfair, W.

tMartyn, Edward, Tillyra Castle, Ardrahan, County Galwtiy.

Massy, Licut.-Colonel P. H. H., H.M. V. Consulate, Varna, Hulgaria.

Mathcson, P. E., New College, Oxford.

Mavrogordato, J., 34, Gloucester Gardens, Hyde Park, W.

Mavrogordato, J. M., 62, IVestbourne Terrace, Hyde Park, W.

-Mavrogordato, Pandcli A., 74, U'estbourne Terrace, Hyde Park, W.

Mayor, H. B., Clifton College, Bristol.

Mayor, Rev. Prof. Joseph 15.; Qitcensgate House, Kingston Hill, Surrey.

Mayor, R. J. G. (Council), Board of Education, \Vhitehall, S.W.

Measures, A. E., King l-ldisard VI. School, Birmingham.
Merk, F. H., Chrisfs Hospital, West Horsham.

Merry, Rev. W. W., Rector of Lincoln College, Oxford.

Mctaxas, D., Greek Legation, i, Stanhope Gardens, S. W.
tMiers, Prof. H. A., F.R.S., Magdalen College, Oxford.

Michel, Prof. Ch., 42, Avenue Blonden, Lit'gc, Belgium.
Miller, William, 2, Via San Martino <?/ Macao, Rome, Italy.

Millict, P., 95, Routo'ard St. Michel, Paris.

Millingen, Prof. Alexander van, Robert College, Constantinople.

Millington, Miss M. V., 47, Peak Hill, Sydenham, S.E.

Milne, J. Grafton, Duncroft, Linden Gardens, Leather/lead, Surrey.

M ilner, Viscount, G.C.B., Brook's Club, St. James Street, S.W.
Miner, Miss Julia, 18, Sussex Square, Hyde Park, W,

Minns, Ellis H., Pembroke College, Cambridge.
Minturn, Miss E. T., 14, Chelsea Embankment, S. II'.

Mitchell, Mrs. C. \\..Jesmond Towers, Newcastle-on-Tync.

Moline, Miss I. P., 172, Church Street, Stoke Neisington, N.

tMond, Mrs. Frida, The Poplars, 20, Avenue Road, Regent's Park, N.H'.

Monson, Right Hon. Sir E. J., Bart., G.C.B., G.C.M.C,., Richmond Park.

Morgan, Miss, 64, Scarsdale Villas, Kensington, W.
tMorshead, E. D. A., 29, Trinity Square, Southwark, S.l:..

Moss, The Rev. H. W., The School House, Shrewsbury.
Mount, Rev. C. B., 14, Norham Road, Oxford.

Moxon, Rev. T. Allen, 2, So/to Square, W.

Mozley, H. W., 77/6' White House, Haslcmere.

*Munro, J. A. R., Lincoln College, Oxford.

Murray. < ). (',. A. (Council*, 131, Banditry Road, Oxford.
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Musson, Miss Caroline, 29, Beech Hill Road, Sheffield.

t*Myers, Ernest (Council), Brackenside, Chislehurst.

tMyres, J. Linton, Christ Church, Oxford.

tNairn, Rev. J. Arbuthnot, Merchant Taylors School, E.G.

Nash, Mrs. Vaughan, 42, Well Walk, Hampstcad.

Newman, W. L., Litt.D., D.Litt., Pittville Lawn, Cheltenham.

Newton, The Lord, 6, Belgrade Square, S. W.

Nichols, Morton C, Metropolitan Club, Fifth Avenue, New York, U.S.A.

Noack, Prof. Ferdinand, Feldstrasse 140, Kiel.

Northampton, The Most Hon. the Marquis of, 51, Lennox Gardens, S.W.

Oakesmith, John, D.Litt,

Odgers, Rev. J. Edwin, D.D., 145, Woodstock Road, Oxford.

Ogilvy, Miss Alison, 12, Prince Edward's Mansions, Pembridge Square, W.

Oppe", A. P., Board of Education, Whitehall, S.W.

Orpen, Rev. T. H., Ivy Cottage, Little Shelford, Cambridge.

Osier, Prof. W., 13 Norham Gardens, Oxford.

Owen, A. S., Keble College, Oxford.

Owen, Rev. E. C. Everard, The Knoll, Harrow-on-ihe-Hill.

Page, T. E., Charterhouse, Godalming.

Pallis, Alexander, Tatoi, Aigburgh Drive, Liverpool.

Palmer, Rev. J., Balliol College, Oxford.

Parker, Miss M. E., Princess Helena College, Ealing, W.
f Parry, Rev. O. H., Inglehope, Cranmer Road, Cambridge.

Parry, Rev. R. St. J., Trinity College, Cambridge.

Paton, J. Lewis, Grammar School, Manchester.

Paton, James Morton, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A.

Paton, W. R., Maison Camus, Place Marc, Viroflay, Seine-et-Oise, France.

Payne-Smith, Rev. W. H., Moultrie Road, Rugby.

Pears, Edwin, 2, Rue de la Banque, Constantinople..

Peckover, Alexander, LL.D., Wisbech, Cambs.

fPeckover, Miss Alcxandrina, Bank House, Wisbech.

Peers, C. R., 96, Grosvenor Road, S. W.

Peile, John, Litt.D., Master of Chrisfs College, Cambridge.

Peile, Rev. J. F., University College, Oxford.

Pelham, Hon. Mrs. Arthur, 1 5, Duke Street, Manchester Square, W.
Pelham, Professor H. F. (V.P.), President of Trinity College, Oxford.

Pember, E. H., K.C., Vicar's Hill, near Lymington, Hants.

Penrose, Miss Emily (Council), Royal Holloway College, Englefield Green, S.O. Surrey.

*tPercival, F. W., i, Chesham Street, S.W.

Perkins, O. T., Wellington College, Berks.

Perry, Prof. Edward Delavan, Columbia University, New York City, U.S.A.

Pesel, Miss Laura, Oak House, Bradford.

Petrocokino, Ambrose, Thames Cottage, Pangbourne.

Philips, Mrs. Herbert, Sutton Oaks, Macclesfield.

Phillimore, Prof. J. S., The University, Glasgow.

Philpot, Hamlet S., The Country School, Baltimore, Maryland, U.S.A.

Picard, George, 2 bis, Rue Benouville, Paris.

Pipe, Miss Hannah E., Limpsfield, Surrey.

Pinckney, A. B., The Orchard, Bathford, Somerset.

Plater, Rev. Charles, S.J., St. Mary's Hall, Stonyhurst, Blackburn.

tPlatt, Prof. Arthur, 5, Chester Terrace, N. W.

Pollard, A. T., 24, Harley Street, W.
Pollock Sir Frederick, Bart., 21, Hyde Park Place, W.

tPope, Mrs. G. H., 60, Banbury Road, Oxford.

Pope, Rev. J. O. Fallen, S.J., Pope's Hall, Oxford.

Porter, Mrs., 1 1, West Cromwell Road, S. W.

tPostgate, Prof. J. P., Litt.D., Trinity College, Cambridge.

Powell, C. M., Eastfield, Caversham, Reading.
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Powell, Sir F. S., Bart., M.P., i, Cambridge Square, Hyde Park, 11'.

Powell, John U., St.Johris College, Oxford.

Poynter, Sir Kdward J., Bart., Litt.D., D.C.L., P.R.A., 70, Addison Road, S. /r.

Preece, Sir William H., Gothic Lodge, Wimbledon Common, S. W.

Pretor, A., 2, Camden Place, Wyke, Weymouth.
Price, Miss Mabel, Charlton, Headington, Oxford.

Prickard, A. O., Hollymount, Fleet R.S.O., Hants.

Proctor, Mrs. A., The Lodge, Waltham Cross.

Prothero, Henry, 13, Promenade, Cheltenham.

tPryor, Francis R., Woodfield, Hatfield, Herts.

Pyddoke, Miss Mary, 6, Templeton Place, Earls Court, S. W.

Quaritch, Miss, 34, Belsize Grove, Hampstead, N. II'.

Quibell, Mrs. Annie A., Gizeh Museum, Egypt.

fRackham, H., 4, Grange Terrace, Cambridge.

Radcliffe, VV. W., Fonthill, East Grinstead, Sussex.

Raleigh, Sir Thomas, K.C.S.I., D.C.L., All Souls College, Oxford.

tRaleigh, Miss Katherine A., 8, Park Road, Uxbridge.

*Ralli, Pandeli, 17, Belgrave Square, S.W.

tRalli, Mrs. Stephen A., St. Catherine's Lodge, Hcn>e, Sussex.

Ramsay, A. B., Eton College, Windsor.

Ramsay, Prof. G. G., LL.D., Litt.D., Drumore, Blairgowrie, N.B.

tRamsay, Prof. Sir W. M., D.C.L., Litt.D. (V.P.), The University, Aberdeen.

Ransom, Miss C. L., Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Maiur, Penna, U.S.A.

Rawlins, F. H., Eton College, Windsor.

Rawnsley, W. F., The Manor House, Shamley Green, Guildford.

Reade, Essex E.

Reece, Miss Dora, 26, Bullingham Mansion, Pitt Street, Kensington, W.

Reid, Mrs. C. M., Langham Hotel, Portland Place, W.

Reid, Prof. J. S., Litt.D., Caius College, Cambridge.

tReinach, Salomon, 31, Rue de Berlin, Paris.

tRendall, Rev. G. H., Litt.D., Charterhouse, Godalming.

fRendall, Montague, The College, Winchester.

Rennie, W., The University, Glasgow.

Richards, Miss A. C'.. M., 23, Corbett Road, Cardiff.

Richards, Rev. G. C. (Council), Oriel College, Oxford.

Richards, F., Kingswood School, Bath.

Richards, H. P., Wadham College, Oxford.

Richmond, O. L., 64, Cornwall Gardens, S.W.

Richmond, Sir W. B., K.C.B., D.C.L., R.A., Bevor Lodge, West End, Hammersmith. U '.

Rider, Miss B. C., (23, Mercer's Road, Tufnell Park, N.) 6, Rue de la Sorbonnc, Paris

(till June 1907).

Ridgeway, Prof. VV. (Council), Fen Ditton, Cambridge.

Ridley, Sir Edward, 48, Lennox Gardens, S. W.

Rigg, Herbert A., 13, Queen's Gate Place, S.W.

Riley, W. E., County Hall, Spring Gardens, S. W.

Robb, Mrs., 46, Rutland Gate, S. W.

Roberts, Rev. E. S., Master of Caius College, Cambridge.
Roberts, J. Slingsby, 3, Powis Villas, Brighton.

Roberts, Principal T. F., Sherbome House, Aberystwyth.
Roberts, Professor W. Rhys, The University, Leeds.

Robinson, Charles Newton, \\,John Street, Mayfair, l\'.

Robinson, Edward, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, U.S.A.

Robinson, G. G., Beechcroft, Pevensey Road, St. Leonards-on-Sea.

Robinson, T. P. G., Ashfield, Rothsay Place, Bedford.

Robinson, W. S., Courtfield, West Hill, Putney Heath.

Rockwell, Miss Eliz. H., Winsted, Conn., U.S.A.

Rodd, Sir Rennell, K.C.M.G., 17, Stratford Place, W.
Rogers, Benjamin Bickley, Eastwood, Strawberry Hill, Twickenham.

Rome, W., Creeksea Place, Burnham-on-Crouch.
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tRosebcry, The Right Hon. the Earl of, K.G., 38, Berkeley Square, \V.

Rosenorn-Lehn, The Baroness, Palazzo Bindangoli, Assist, Italy.

Ross, W. D., Oriel College, Oxford.

Rotton, Sir J. F., Loriivood, Frith Hill, Godalming, Surrey.

Rons, Lieut.-Colonel, Wotstead House, Norwich.

+Rouse, W. H. D., Litt.D., 16, Brookside, Cambridge.

Routledge, Miss, Little Colstrope, Hambleden, Henley-on-Thames.

Rowland-Brown, H., Jun., Oxhey Grove, Harrow-Weald.

Ruben, Paul, Headington, Oxford.

Rubie, Rev. Alfred E., The Royal Naval School, Eltham, S.E.

Riicker, Miss S. C., 4, Vanbrugh Terrace, Blackheath, S.E.

Riicker, Principal Sir A. W., D.Sc., F.R.S., 19, Gledhow Gardens, S. Kensington, S.W.

Runtz, Ernest, u, Walbrook, E.C.

Rustafjaell, R. de, i, Down Street, Piccadilly, W.

Rutherford, Rev. W. Gunion, LL.D., Little Hallands, Bishopstone, Lewes.

Sachs, Mrs. Gustave, 26, Marlborough Hill, N. W.

Salisbury, F. S., Hulme Grammar School, Manchester.

Sampson, C. H., Brazenose College, Oxford.

Samuel, Miss Edith Sylvester, 80, Onslow Gardens, S. IV.

Sanborn, F. B., Concord, Mass., U.S.A.

Sanderson, F. W., The School, Oundle, Northamptonshire.

tSandys, J. E., Litt.D. (V.P.), Merton House, Cambridge.

fSandys, Mrs., Merton House, Cambridge.

Sargint, H. J. J., 12 St. James's Square, S.W.

Sawyer, Rev. H. A. P., School House, St. Bees, Cumberland.

t*Sayce, Rev. Prof. A. H., LL.D. (V.P.), 8, Chalmers Crescent, Edinburgh.

fScaramanga, A. P., 18, Barkston Gardens, Kensington, S.W.

Scholderer, J. V., British Museum, IV. C.

Schrader, Prof. H., Universitdt, Innsbruck, Tyrol.

Schultz, R. Weir, 6, Mandeville Place, W.

Schuster, Ernest, 1 2, Harrington Gardens, S. W.

Scouloudi, Stephanos, Athens, Greece.

Scull, Miss Sarah A., Smethport, McKean Co., Pa., U.S.A.

Seager, Richard B., c/o Baring Bros, and Co., 8, Bishopsgate Street Within, E.C.

Scale, Rev. E. G., School House, Highgate, N.

Seeker, W. H., Chapelthorpe Hall, Wakefield.

Seebohm, Hugh, Poynder's End, near Hitchin.

Seltman, E. J., Kinghoe, Great Berkhamsted, Herts.

fSelwyn, Rev. E. C., D.D., School House, Uppingham.
Shadwell, C. L., D.C.L., Provost of Oriel College, Oxford.

Sharpe, Miss Catharine, Stoneycroft, Elstree, Herts.

Shawyer, J. A., Clifton College, Bristol.

Sheppard, J. T., King's College, Cambridge.

Sherwell, John W., Sadlers1

Hall, Cheapside, E.C.

Shewan, Alexander, Seehof, St. Andrews. Fife.

Shipley, H. S., St. Helen's Cottage, Coalville, Leicester.

Shove, Miss E., 25, St. Mark's Crescent, Regenfs Park, N. W.

Sidgwick, Arthur, Corpus Christi College, Oxford.

Sikes, Edward Ernest (Council), St. John's College, Cambridge.

Silcox, Miss, High Schoolfor Girls, West Dulwich, S.E.

Sills, H. H., Bourton, West Road, Cambridge.

Simpson, Percy, St. Olave's Grammar School, Tower Bridge, S.E.

Simpson, Professor, 3, Brunswick Place, Regent's Park, N. W.

tSing, J. M., S. Edward's School, Oxford.

*Skrine, Rev. J. H., Itchen Stoke Rectory, Alresford, Hants.

Slater, E. V., Eton College, Windsor.

Slater, Howard, 10, The Crescent, Plymouth.

Sloane, Miss Eleanor, 13, Welford Road, Leicester.



tj Smith, A. Hamilton (Council), 22, Endsleigh Street, \\'.('.

Smith, A. L. F., .-/// Souls College, Oxford.

Smith, Cecil, LL.D. (V.P.), \%,Earfs Terrace, Kensington, \\'.

tSmith, Prof, Goldwin, The Grange, Toronto, Canada.

Smith, H. A., Hazelwood, The Park, Cheltenham.

Smith, H. Babington, C.B., C.S.I., 29, Hyde Park Gate, S. II'.

Smith, Nowell, Southgate Corner, Winchester.

Smith, R. Elsey, Rosegarth, Walden Road, Horsell, Wokin^.

Smith, Reginald J., K.C., n, Hyde Park Street, II'.

Smith- Pearse, Rev. T. N. H., The College, Epsom.
tSnow, T. C., St. John's College, Oxford.

^Somerset, Arthur, Castle Goring, Worthing.
Sonnenschein, Prof. E. A., 7, Barnsley Road, Birmingham.
Souter, Prof. Alex., 24, Chalfont Road, Oxford.

Sowels, F., The Rookery, Thetford, Norfolk.

Spiers, R. Phene*, 21, Bernard Street, Russell Square, W.C.

Spilsbury, A. J., City of London School, Victoria Embankment, E.C.

Spooner, Rev. W. A., Warden of New College, Oxford.

Stanford, C. Thomas, 3, Ennismore Gardens, S. 1 1 '.

Stannus, Hugh, 24, York House, Highbury Crescent, N.

Stanton, Charles H., Field Place, Stroud, Gloucestershire.

Statham, H. Heathcote, i, Camp View, Wimbledon Common, Surrey.

tStawell, Miss F. Melian, 44, Westbourne Park Villas, W.

Steel, Charles G., Rarby Road, Rugby.

tSteel-Maitland, A. D., Sauchiebum, Stirling, N.B.

Steele, D., 23, Homer Street, Athens.

Steele, Dr., 2, Via Pico della Mirandola, Florence.

Steele-Hutton, Miss E. P., 62, Clovelly Mansions, Gray's Inn Road, W.C.

Stephenson, Rev. F., Southwood House, Cheltenham.

Stevenson, Miss E. F., Eltham Court, Eltham, Kent.

Stewart, Mrs. H. F., The Malting House, Cambridge.

Stewart, Prof. J. A., Christ Church, Oxford.

Stogdon, Rev. Edgar, Harrow-on-the-Hill.

Stogdon, J., Harrow-on-the-Hill.

Stone, Rev. E. D., Abingdon.

Stone, E. W., Eton College, Windsor.

Storey-Maskelyne, N. H. W., F.R.S., Basset Down House, Wroughton, Swimton.

Storr, Rev. Vernon F., The Rectory, Headbourne- Worthy, Winchester.

Strachan-Davidson, J. L., Balliol College, Oxford.

Strong, Mrs. S. Arthur, LL.D. (Council), 58 New Cavendish Street, Portland Place, If.

Struthers, John, C.B., Dover House, Whitehall, S. W.

Sturgis, Russell, 307, East \'/th Street, New York.

SUIT, Watson, 57, Old Broad Street, E.C.

Sutton, Leonard. Hillside, Reading.

fSykes, Major P. Molesworth, Meshed, N.E. Persia, via Berlin an'd Askabad.

Tait, C. W. A., 79, Colinton Road, Edinburgh.
tTancock, Rev. C. C., D.D., The School House, Tonbridgt-.

Tarbell, Prof. F. H., Universitv of Chicago, Chicago, III., U.S.A.

Tarn, W. W., 2, New Square, Lincoln's Inn, W.C.

Tatham, H. . \V., Eton College, Wind. or.

ration, R. (i.,6o, Leinstcr Square, W.

Tayler, Miss Margaret, Royal Holloway College, Egham.
tTaylor, Rev. Charles, D.D., Master of St. John's College, Cambridge.

Taylor, Miss M. B., Astell House, Cheltenham.

Temple, W., 8, Keble Road, Oxford.

Thackeray, H. St. John, Board of Education, Whitehall, S. II'.

Thomas, W. H., The Ness, Roman Road, Linthorpe, Middlesborough.

tThompson, Miss Anna Boynton, Thayer Academy, South Braintret, Mass., L'.S.A.
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Thompson, F. E. (Council), 16, Primrose Hill Road, N. W.

Thompson, Sir Herbert, Bart., 9, Kensington Park Gardens, W.

Thomson, A. Douglas, Litt.D., Greystonebank, Dumfries.

Tiddy, R. J. E., University College, Oxford.

Tilley, Arthur, King's College, Cambridge.

tTod, Marcus N. (Council), Oriel College, Oxford.

Tolstoi, Count John (Junior), Vas. Ostr. 5 line, house 2, St. Petersburg, Russia.

Townsend, Rev. Charles, Maurera House, Roehampton, S. W.
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SESSION 1905-6.

Till-: First General Meeting of the Society was held on November /th,

when Mr. S. H. Butcher took the chair. Professor K. A. Gardner read a

paper on the Tegean pediments with particular reference to the figure of

At.ilanta, which appears in this volume.

Mr. G. F. Hill read a note on a bronze coin of Asinc, in Messenia,

representing the head of Apollo and the figure of his son Dryops, the

eponymous hero of the Dryopians. The Asinaeans were particularly proud
of their Dryopian descent ;

besides their temple of Apollo, they had,

Pausanias tells us, a shrine and an ancient agalma of Dryops. On the

coin the hero is represented enthroned, holding a kantharos
;
the type is

obviously copied from an archaic relief similar to the '

ancestor-reliefs,'

which are almost entirely of Laconian origin. The existence, proved by
this coin, of a Laconian style of relief on this Messcnian site is interesting

in view of the historical relations between Asinc an'd Sparta. The

Asinaeans, while still inhabiting Asinc, in Argolis, had given assistance to

Sparta against Argos ; expelled from their home by the Argivcs, they
received the Messcnian site from the Spartans. The paper was discussed

by Professor P. Gardner, Mr. A. H. Smith, and Professor E. Gardner.

The Second General Meeting of the Society was originally fixed for

December I2th, but was adjourned on that occasion as a mark of respect

to the late President, Sir Richard Jebb, whose death had occurred a few

days before. The meeting was ultimately held on January i6th, when the

chair was taken by Professor Percy Gardner, the newly elected President

of the Society, who delivered an address to the memory of his predecessor,

Sir Richard Jebb. Professor W. C. F. Anderson then read a paper on

Greek and Roman ships with multiple banks of oars. The problem of the

arrangement of oars in the Greek warship is old, and was first discussed

in the sixteenth century. Practical seamen held that the warships of the

ancients were similar to those of their own day a view which was never

accepted by scholars. For the last two centuries it has been generally

agreed that Scaliger and Palmerius had proved that the banks or benches were

superposed, giving horizontal rows of oars. There has, however, been much
difference of opinion as to the way in which this was done. Mr. Tarn's

attempt to revive Bayficld's theory that the thranitc, zugite, and thalamitc

were squads rowing in the stern, in the middle, and the bows is not justified
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by the passages he quotes, and can only succeed if we admit that dvw

means '

aft,' and KUTOJ,
' forward.' Similarly his explanation of SiicpoTos and

rpiKporof as referring to these squads is not borne out by their use in

classical authors. The literary evidence, both Greek and Latin, cannot be

reconciled with the theory that the oars were all on the same level. The

monumental evidence is also equally clear, although few representations

shew more than two banks. The linguistic evidence is also strong, as the

terms 'thranite,' &c., have a natural meaning if the banks are superposed.

Further, the Byzantine dromos had two rows of banks, one above the

other
;
and the Venetian galley, with several oars to one port, was an

attempt to secure a lower freeboard without loss of power. The sixteenth

century galley, with long sweeps and five to seven men pulling each, was

intended to provide a gun platform. It was not a new invention, but

merely the conversion of a lighter or barge into a warship, as the additional

weight made the use of short oars less effective. The objections to the

accepted theory have always been the length of oars in the upper banks :

but the use of long oars on vessels with a high freeboard was shown in the

tapestry in the old House of Lords, where two Spanish men-of-war were

depicted using sweeps from their upper deck. Even in the fifties of last

century lo-gun brigs, such as Darwin's Beagle, were aided by sweeps when

chasing slavers. A parallel to Greek and Roman ships is to be found in

Burmese vessels, which are very like them in structure, and represent about

the same stage of development. The paper was illustrated, and a photo-

graph of the Cataphract on the Ulubad relief was shown for the first time.

In the discussion which followed Mr. S. H. Butcher, Mr. Cecil Smith,

Dr. Edmond Warre, and Mr. A. B. Cook took part. Mr. Cook showed
a model (built by Messrs. Swan, Hunter and Richardson) of part of an

ancient trireme in elucidation of his views.

At the Third General Meeting held on February 2Oth, Mr. E. Norman
Gardiner read a paper on Heracles the Pancratiast, the substance of which

appears in this volume.

At the Fourth General Meeting, held on May 8th, Professor Percy
Gardner took the chair, when Mr. Cecil Smith, Keeper of the Depart-
ment of Greek and Roman Antiquities in the British Museum, gave the

first of his promised annual accounts of acquisitions in his department.
He had arranged that acquisitions should be on view in a separate case at

the Museum for a year before their incorporation in the collections, and this

departure was to be supplemented by an annual re'sum/ to be given at a

meeting of the Hellenic Society. The main difficulty with which his

department, in common with others, had to contend, was the inadequate

grant at their disposal for making purchases. Despite the increase in the

market price of antiquities, the funds at the disposal of the authorities were

decidedly less than was the case twenty years ago. The present account

comprised the more important acquisitions since his appointment in 1903.
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Among the more striking objects shown upon the screen were the following :

(1) On a polychrome Attic vase was a unique representation of the mystic

marriage of Dionysus with the wife of the Archon Basileus. This rite was

celebrated annually in the spring at Athens, at the festival of the Anthes-

teria, and was doubtless intended partly to symbolise, and partly, by a sort

of sympathetic magic, to secure, the fertility of the city for the coming year.

(2) The lesser arts of the goldsmith and jeweller were admirably illustrated

by two fine intaglios representing a girl dancing an Eros upon her foot, and

a female figure seated upon the prow of a trireme. Both these works of

art belonged to an earlier period than analogous types previously known.

A cloisonne ring showed the facade of the temple of Aphrodite at Paphos,
as depicted on coins from that site

;
and this section was supplemented by

an exquisite specimen of Greek gold granulated toreutic work, rivalling

the famous pieces of the Hermitage Museum from the Crimea. (3) Among
the terracottas, in addition to choice specimens of the so-called Tanagra
and Myrina figurines, special interest was aroused in the complete contents

of a maiden's tomb, comprising a seated figure of a girl with detachable

arms, nude, but probably intended to be draped with miniature garments ;

the marriage vase
;

the fTrimja-rpov for carding wool
;
and other feminine

attributes, all executed on a proportionate scale in terra-cotta. (4) Of

bronzes, the most remarkable were several fine examples recently exhibited

at the Burlington Fine Arts collection, including the Forman equestrian

figure ;
an ape represented as a quail-catcher, holding a quail basket such

as is used to-day and a lantern
;
a Graeco-Egyptian statuette from Spain,

one of a series of figurines belonging to that Graeco-Celt- Iberian art of

which the finest development is seen in the much-discussed Elche head in

the Louvre
;
and the magnificent relief from Paramythia from the Hawkins

collection, to the purchase of which Mrs. Hawkins had generously con-

tributed, besides presenting works of an analogous character. (5) Archi-

tecturally the most conspicuous addition to the collections were the columns

from the "
Treasury of Atreus

"
at Mycenae, large portions of which had

been recently presented by the Marquis of Sligo. With these, and with the

help of casts of the hitherto known fragments in London, Athens, and

Karlsruhe, a complete restoration of these remarkable columns and their

capitals in their original form has now been erected in the Archaic Room
of the Museum. In view of the nature of Mr. Cecil Smith's paper no

discussion followed, the Society, through the Chairman, expressing its

appreciation of the communication made to them, and of the debt all

students of ancient art owed to the department he represented.

The Fifth General Meeting was held on May 29th, when Mr. Horace
Sandars read a paper descriptive of a collection of pre-Roman bron/.c votive

objects from Despefiaperros, in Spain, Prof. Lewis Campbell occupying the

chair. The collection was on view, and, with its affinities, was also illus-

trated by lantern-slides. The objects comprised representations of the

human figure, in many instances of purely perfunctory workmanship, while

d
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in others the details were carefully elaborated ;
some equestrian statuettes

of considerable artistic merit
; portions of the human body dedicated in

accordance with a usage with which we are familiar in classical, mediaeval,

and modern times as thank-offerings for recovery from sickness
; and,

probably to be taken in connexion with these, a set of votive surgical

instruments. The ethnological bearing of these objects was interesting.

The influence of Greece had reached primitive Spain by two routes south-

wards from Massilia, and northwards, by the so-called Phoenician trade-

routes, from Gades. To a local school of art, modified by one or both of

these channels, and suited to what was then, as now, a mining population,

these bronze ex-votos should be attributed. But apart from their intrinsic

interest and their ethnological bearing, the collection from Despeftaperros
threw light on a work of first importance the remarkable head found at

Elche, the Iberian city of Ilici, now in the Louvre. This head, from the

extraordinary elaboration of the coiffure, with its huge ear-disks and pro-

fusion of necklaces dependent from it, produces a quite unfamiliar impres-
sion on the student of Greek art on Greek soil. But its unhesitating

acceptance by the Louvre authorities and by the savants who have done

most work in the field of early Iberian art MM. Pierre Paris and Heuzey
may be cited has received fresh confirmation by the little figures from

Despenaperros. These, which are themselves of undoubted antiquity,

unquestionably reproduce, when due allowance has been made for the

difference of material and an altogether lower standard of execution, the

details in the Louvre marble which have hitherto been regarded as unique.
In the subsequent discussion the Chairman and Mr. Cecil Smith took part.

The latter considered it doubtful whether the influence on Western Europe

generally called Phoenician might not really be more directly Ionian. He
congratulated Mr. Sandars on the side-light he had been able to throw on

the Paris head, though the genuineness of that work had never been, in his

judgment, matter of doubt.
% '

.

The Annual General Meeting was held at Burlington House on June

25th, Prof. Percy Gardner taking the chair. The Hon. Secretary (Mr.

George Macmillan) read the following report on behalf of the Council :

In the forefront of their Report the Council wish to place on

record their sense of the loss the Society has sustained by the death

of their honoured President, Sir Richard Claverhouse Jebb. His unique

position in the world of letters, the grace of style and clearness of

vision which lent persuasion to his public utterances, his championship
in political life of the cause of literae humaniores, his considered but

generous affection for Greece and the Greeks of to-day, gave a peculiar

appropriateness and dignity to his tenure of the Presidency of the

Society for the Promotion of Hellenic Studies. The Council nominated

Professor Percy Gardner, one of the Vice-Presidents, to fill the office
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of President until the Annual Meeting, and they will to-day submit his

name for election as President for the term of five years.

In November last His Majesty King George of Greece paid his first

state visit to this country, and graciously received an address of welcome

drawn up by the late President on behalf of the Council of the Society and

of the Committee of the School at Athens conjointly. It should also be

recorded that H.R.H. the Crown Prince of Greece has consented to fill the

vacancy on the list of the Society's honorary members.

An important departure in the constitution of the Society, the creation

of a class to be known as Student Associates, is now recommended by the

Council for adoption. They have long felt that there was a class of younger
students, specially interested in the objects of the Society, and likely, by
inclination and training, to be useful members, who were debarred by the

entrance fee from coming forward as candidates. They have endeavoured

to devise a scheme which should confer a boon on the class in question, and

inflict no injustice on those who have already assumed the full responsibilities

of membership. This could only be done by giving part privilege for a

part payment, and in the scheme now produced they believe that this

intention is achieved in the fairest manner possible to the largest number.

They regret that there will always remain individuals and classes for whom
it is not possible to provide in this manner, but they believe that the scheme

now laid down will, on a fair trial, prove a benefit to the class in question
and to the Society at large.

Another suggested modification in the rules, of which notice has

been sent to members, is that the office of President be in future tenable

for five years only. A resolution to this effect will be submitted to-day.

In the past session the Society has held more than its usual number of

meetings. On November 7th Professor Ernest Gardner read a paper on

the Atalanla of Tegea, and Mr. G. F. Hill communicated a note on Dryops,
the Hero of Asine. On January i6th Professor Percy Gardner, as Presi-

dent of the Society, delivered a short address in honour of the late Prcsi lent,

and Professor W. C. F. Anderson read a paper on Greek and Roman
Skips with multiple banks of oars, embodying a criticism of Mr. W. W.
Tarn's paper of the previous session. On February 2Oth Mr. E. N. Gardiner

gave the results of his further research in the sphere of Greek athletics in

a paper entitled Heracles the Pancratiast. On May 8th Mr. Cecil Smith

spoke on the Recent Acquisitions in the Department of Greek and Roman
Antiquities in the British Museum. His paper covered the principal

acquisitions in his department since his appointment in 1904, but it is hoped
that this resumt? may now become an annual event in the Society's Agenda.
This striking illustration of the good relations between the Society
and the Museum, which Mr. Cecil Smith emphasised in his speech at the

Commemorative Meeting of 1904, will certainly be highly appreciated

by members, and his valuable communications should also tend to the
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development of the intelligent study of the treasures of our national

museum.

On May 29th Mr. Horace Sandars kindly exhibited his collection of

Pre-Roman votive bronzes from Despeilaperros in Spain, including in his

paper some valuable evidence for the authenticity of the Elche bust in

the Louvre.

The annual grants of 100 to the School at Athens, and of 25 to the

School at Rome, have been renewed for a further period of three years.

The School at Athens has now transferred its operations from Crete to

Laconia, and Mr. Bosanquet is to be congratulated on the success which

has already attended the excavations on the site of ancient Sparta. The
Council wish to take this opportunity of offering their good wishes to

Mr. R. M. Dawkins, who succeeds Mr. Bosanquet at Athens, and to

Dr. Thomas Ashby, who has been recently elected Director by the

Managing Committee of the School at Rome.

The Library.

The urgent question of space in the Society's Library at Albemarle

Street has been met for the present by fitting with bookshelves the smaller

room, the acquisition of which was reported last year. The accommodation

for readers in the Library proper is sensibly improved, and it has been

possible to maintain the subject order of the books upon the shelves.

The promised subject catalogue of the sixty-six bound volumes of tracts

is now in use in the Library, and in it are incorporated the detailed

contents of some twenty othqr volumes of opuscula and in honorem works.

By this means a quantity of valuable material, not otherwise easily

accessible, is conveniently placed at the disposal of readers in the Library.

The records show that 372 visits were paid to the Library in the course

of the year, as against 375 for the year 1904-5, and 338 for the year

1903-4. In addition to the books consulted in the Library, 415 volumes

were borrowed, the figures for the preceding years being 401 and 312.

124 works (162 volumes) and 164 pamphlets have been added to the

Library. The total accessions for 1904-5 were 122 in number. Owing to the

unusual expenditure of last year the Council found it necessary to reduce

its normal grant for the Library from 75 to 65, but fortunately the

deficit was made good by a special donation of 10. Members are

reminded that it is always within their power to further any department
of the Society's work in which they are specially interested by
donations of this kind. Among accessions of interest are: The

Archaeological Survey of India (20 volumes), presented by the Secretary

of State for India
;

the large publication Aegina, das Heiligtum der

Aphaia, by Furtwangler, Fiechter, and Thiersch
;
and Duruy's History

of Greece (eight volumes).
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The Council desire to express their thanks to H.M. Government, the

Authorities of the University Presses at Oxford and Cambridge, the Trustees

of the British Museum, the Trustees of the Hunterian Collection in the

University of Glasgow, the Archaeological Institute of America, the

University of California, and the Committee of the Archaeological Society

of Athens, for valuable donations of books.

The following authors have presented copies of their works :

M. A. S. Arbanitopoulos, Professor Baldwin Brown, Mrs. E. Burton Brown,
M. P. Champault, Mr. B. F. Fletcher, Rev. A. B. Grimaldi, Mr. J. R. Harris,

Prof. Fr. Hauser, Mr. G. F. Hill, Mr. D. G. Hogarth, Mr. George Macdonald,

Signor P. Orsi, Rev. J. B. Pearson, Herr R. Pohl, Herr J. Poppelreuter,

Mr. C. S. Reid, Mr. R. Phene Spiers, and Professor U. von Wilamowitz-

Mdllendorflf. Miscellaneous gifts of books have been received from Mr. A.

E. Bernays, Sir John Evans, Mr. F. W. Hasluck, Mr. George Macmillan,

Mr. H. B. Walters, and the Librarian. The following publishers have

presented recent works : Messrs. Appleton, Bertelsmann, Black, Colin,

Dent, Duckworth, Gerland, Macmillan, Murray, Seeman, Sonnenschein,

Steup, Unwin, and Weidmann.

The Collection of Negatives, Slides, and Photographs.

Since the time of the reconstruction of the Collection three years

ago, the figures showing the work done in this department are as

follows: Sale of slides (1903-4) 512, (1904-5) 787, (1905-6) 1,247; sa 'e

of photographs for the same three years, 465, 366, 670; slides hired,

1,224, 3.053, and 2,941.

The statistics in this department show that it has fulfilled expecta-
tions by becoming a real and permanent part of the work of the Society.

The expenses of maintenance and development are considerable, and it

has been thought best to use any profits arising from sales or hire in

extending and improving the materials now at the disposal of members.

With the aid of a member of the Council, the Librarian has been able to

make good progress with the series of slides on Greek Epigraphy. These

will be catalogued in the second supplement, which is to appear in the

next part of the JOURNAL.

The thanks of the Society are due to the following for donations or

promises of negatives or prints : Mr. H. D. Acland, Miss F. Awdry,
Miss Bickersteth, Mr. Adam Brown, Dr. R. Caton, Mr. W. Catchpole,
Mr. J. Christie, Rev. W. Compton, Miss Dalmahoy, Mr. G. A. Floyd,
Mr. F. W. Hasluck, Mr. G. F. Hill, Mr. J. H. Hopkinson, Miss Hoste,

Mr. C. R. A. Howden, Mr. L. James, Miss Lloyd, Mr. A. L. Pearce-Gould,

Mr. Hugh M. Raven, Mr. S. G. Squire, Mr. P. A. Thomas, and the

Librarian.

Special acknowledgment is due to the Argonaut Camera Club for their
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kind co-operation in furthering the Society's work in this direction. It is

believed that similar help will be forthcoming from members of Professor

Ernest Gardner's party which visited Greek lands in the spring.

Finance.

An examination of the Statement of Accounts for the Session will

show a more satisfactory position than was the case in the Report for

the preceding year. Instead of a deficit on the year's working, the

Council is able to report a surplus of Income over Expenditure of

172, after writing off for depreciation the sum of 87 on the stocks of

Excavations at Phylakopi and the Facsimile of the Codex Venetus of

Aristophanes. This improvement is partly accounted for by the fact that the

cost of reprinting Vol. XXII of the JOURNAL, and of printing and dis-

tributing The History of the Society, made the expenses of the 1904-5
Session exceptionally heavy ;

and partly that, owing to the temporary

suspension of the excavations at Cnossus, the grant of 100 to the Cretan

Exploration Fund has not been called for this year. The cost of the two

Parts of the JOURNAL is also considerably less than last year, 526

against 618. In addition to this, a saving has been effected on the cost

of printing the JOURNAL and of its carriage to Members, while it is also

satisfactory to note that the sales have produced 30 more than last year,

mainly owing to the demand for back Volumes. The sales of the volume
on Phylakopi, though not so large as last year, have produced nearly 28.

The account for the Aristophanes Facsimile is less satisfactory, only
three copies having been disposed of two in America and one in

England. The Lantern Slides Account shows that this department

may be regarded as at least self-supporting, the figures showing a profit

of 1$ on the year's working.

The appeal on behalf of the Endowment Fund has resulted in the

receipt of 305 ios., to which has been added the bequest of 200 from

the late Canon Adam Farrar received during the year. This, it should

be noted, is the first legacy the Society has received, but the Council hope
that, as time goes on, the generous precedent now set may be followed by
other Members. They have invested ^500 of this amount in the purchase
of Calgary & Edmonton 4% Debentures, the interest on which will

increase the Society's income from investments by about 18 annually.
The Council hope that donations to this Fund from time to time will

be made so that the above sum may be considerably augmented and

permanently assist the work of the Society. It has already been suggested
that special Donations to the Library, or to any other department of the

Society's work, will always be welcome and will be turned to good
account. A list of Subscribers to the Endowment Fund will be included

in the second part of the JOURNAL for the current Year.
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The Balance Sheet shows a present surplus of Assets over Liabilities of

172. The debts payable, which include all outstanding Liabilities to the

end of the present financial year, stand at .293, a reduction of jioo on the

amount at the corresponding period last year. The Cash in Hand at the

present time (including .200 on Deposit Account at the Bank) amounts

to 376 as against 200 last year. No estimate for the arrears of

Subscriptions has been included in the Accounts owing to the uncertain

nature of the probable receipts. This amount stands on May 3 1st

at 136.

Conclusion.

Reference has been made above to the loss the Society has sustained

in the death of its President, Sir Richard Jebb. Among others lost by
death during the year special mention should be made of the late Provost

of Oriel, Dr. D. B. Monro, one of the oldest and most active of our

Vice-Presidents, of Professor A. S. Wilkins, who had served on the

Council ;
of Mr. G. L. Craik, who had filled the office of Auditor for

some years ;
of the Earl of Morley, one of the fast decreasing band of

original members
;

of Lord Lingen, Sir M. E. Grant Duff, Sir Clinton

Dawkins, Mr. A. E. Haigh, Sir C. A. Cookson, Mr. Octavius Valieri,

and Mr. J. A. Sharkey.

During the year 42 new members have been elected and 24 have been

lost by death or resignation. The number of members at present on the

list is 931, and there are in addition 170 subscribing Libraries and 40

honorary members.

On the whole the Society may look back on a successful year. Its

financial position has been strengthened, and considering the increase in

the entrance fee the number of accessions has been satisfactory. The

Council trust that in the coming year every effort will be made by members

to bring in new candidates in order that the Society may be in a position

to meet the increasing claims made upon its resources for the promotion of

Hellenic research in every department.

The Chairman then delivered an address, summarising the progress of

archaeological research for the previous twelve months. Having alluded to

the losses the Society had sustained during the the year by death, he

selected two or three points in the year's work for special note. Among
these were the excavations at Sparta conducted by the British School at

Athens, and the reconstruction and restoration of ancient buildings in Greece,

notably of the Erechtheion at Athens. In the sphere of publication the

most important work that had appeared was the monumental book on the

temple of Aphaia at Aegina by Prof. Furtwangler and his colleagues, Dr.

Fiechter and Dr. Thiersch. The waste products of the earlier excavations

had been made use of, and, by the combination of the newly found fragments
with those already at Munich, an entirely novel arrangement of the pedi-

mental sculptures had been attained. In this the stiff and mechanical
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balance of figure against figure had been replaced by fighting groups on

cither side of the central figure of Athena. From this it would seem that

the rigid symmetry, which for a century has passed for an essential

characteristic of Aeginetan art, is due rather to Cockerell and Thorwaldsen

than to the school of Onatas.

The Chairman concluded by moving the adoption of the Report, which

was seconded by Mr. E. Pears and carried unanimously.
The Hon. Secretary (Mr. George Macmillan) proposed

' that the

President of the Society be elected for a term of five years and be not

immediately eligible for re-election.' The motion was seconded by Dr.

Kenyon and carried unanimously.
Prof. Ernest Gardner proposed that the Council be authorised to admit

to certain privileges of the Society without payment of entrance fee a class

to be known as Student Associates. The Rev. G. C. Richards seconded

the motion, which was carried unanimously.
Mr. Cecil Smith then gave an illustrated communication on the arrange-

ment of the Parthenon pediments. The so-called Victory of the eastern

pediment should now be transferred to the western, as recently discovered

documentry evidence proved that this torso was found at the western end

of the Parthenon, and the figure appears in Carrey's drawings of the western

gable. If, as seems likely, she is there to be identified as Eris, the pedi-
ments would be left without any representation of attendant Victories a

most unlikely contingency, whether we consider the place which Victory
took in Greek mythology, or the tendency of the Greek artist to make his

composition clear by the introduction of subsidiary figures like these, or the

analogies supplied by painters of contemporary vases. Mr. Cecil Smith
considered that the small figures of Victory did once exist in both the pedi-
ments. In the eastern gable a Victory would fill the empty apex admir-

ably : in the western she might appear to emerge from the sacred olive,

which would give her the necessary support.
The officers and members of Council as nominated were then declared

unanimously elected or re-elected. Mr. E. Norman Gardiner and Mr. F.

Marshall were elected to vacancies on the Council. In declaring the ballot

Prof. Gardner acknowledged the honour conferred upon him by his election

as President of the Society.
The proceedings terminated with a vote of thanks to the auditors, Sir

F. Pollock and Mr. A. J. Butler, moved by Mr. L. Dyer and carried

unanimously.



A comparison with the receipts and expenditure of the last ten years

is furnished by the following tables:

ANALYSIS OF RECEIPTS FOR THE YEARS ENDING :
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S>ortft)j for tijr promotion of Hellenic

ENDOWMENT FUND.

LIST OF CONTRIBUTORS TO MAY 31, 1906.

L * d

Anderson, J. R. i i o

Baker- Penoyre, Rev. Slade ... 500
Barker, E. Phillips ... I i o

Barlow, Lady ...200
Bevan, E. R. ... 220
Bikelas, Demetrius, LL.D ... 220
Bosanquet, R. Carr (Council) ......... i i o

Brooks, E. W.... I I o

Brown, James ... ... ... ... 10 o o

Bull, Rev. Herbert i i o

Butcher, S. H., Litt.D., LL.D., D.Litt, M.P. ... 500
Butler, The Very Rev. H. M., D.D. 220
Clay & Sons, Richard ... ... 10 10 o

Carey, Miss ... ...220
Carpenter, Rev. J. Estlin ... i i o

Cart, Henry (Annual) ... ... i I o

Caton, Richard, M.D. 55
Chambers, Charles, D. i i o

Cobham, C. Delaval ... 200
Cobden- Sanderson, T. J ... 220
Cookson, C. ... ... ... ... i i o

Corbet, His Honour Eustace K., C.M.G. ... ... ... 200
Corgialegno, M ... 500
Cowper, H. Swainson ... ... ... I i o

David, Rev. A. A i i o

Dawkins, Sir Clinton, K.C.B 500
Dobson, Miss ... ... .. ... 300
Edgar, C. C i i o

Edmonds, J. Maxwell ... o 10 6

Elliot, Sir Francis E. H., K.C.M.G 500
Eumorfopoulos, N 500
Fowler, W. Warde i i o

Carried forward ... ... ... ... 89 8 6
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Brought forward 89 8 6

Frazer, J. G., LL.D., D.Litt., D.C.L 220
Fumeaux, L. R I o

Gosford, The Countess of ... ... ... i o

Hawes, Miss E. P 220
Hill, George F. (Council) ... ... ... ... ... ... i o

Hodgkin, Thomas, D.C.L., Litt.D i o
Holland, Miss Emily ... ... ... i o
Huddart, Rev. G. A. W 220
Hutchinson, Sir J. T., Chief Justice of Ceylon ... 500
Joachim, Miss M.

Joseph, H. W. B. ...

Judge, Max
Keene, Prof. Charles H
Kelly, Charles Arthur

Kensington, Miss Frances 3 3 o

Keser, Dr. J 220
Lang, Sir R./Hamilton, K.C.M.G i i o
La Touche, C. D 200
Lewis, Harry R ... o 10 6

Lindley, Miss Julia 10 10 o
Lock, Rev. W., D.D. i i o
Lunn, Henry S., M.D i i o
Macdonald, George, LL.D i I o
L. L 220
Maclver, D. Randall 3 3 o
Mackenzie, Duncan 220
Macmillan, George A., D.Litt. (Hon. Sec.) ... ... 15 15 o

(Annual) i i o

Matheson, P. E i i o

Miers, Prof. H. A., F.R.S. ... ... 200
Millingen, Prof. Alexander van 220
Milner, Viscount, G.C.B ... ... 500
Morshead, E. D. A. ... i i o

Moss, The Rev. H. W .. 500
Mount, Rev. C. B ... i i o

Murray, G. G. A. (Council) ... 220
Myers, Ernest (Council) 5 5 o
Peckover, Alexander, LL.D. ... 200
Percival, F. W 220
Philips, Mrs. Herbert 10 o o

Pope, Mrs. G. H. ... ... 220
Pope, Rev. J. O. Fallon, SJ.
Pretor, A
Prickard, A. O
Quaritch, Miss

Raleigh, Miss Katherine A.

Rawnsley, W. F
Reid, Prof. J. S., Litt.D

Ridley, Sir Edward .

Rigg, Herbert A. ... >

Carried forward ... ... ... 210 4
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Brought forward ...2104
Ruben, Paul



FOURTH LIST OF

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS
ADDED TO THE

LIBRARY OF THE SOCIETY
SINCE THE PUBLICATION OF THE CATALOGUE.

19051906.

Abbott (E.) History of Greece. Vol. III. 8vo. 1900.

- Editor. See Hellenica.

Abbott (G. F.) Tale of a Tour in Macedonia. 8vo. 1903.

AdamantinUS. Ilepi avcfjuav ytv<ros.
See Rose (V.) Anecdota Graeca.

Aeschylus. Anon. The Orestea of Aeschylus. [Quarterly.]

8vo. 1842.

- Modern Criticism of Aeschylus. [Quarterly.]
8vo. 1839.

Agathemerus. Geographia. See Geographi Graei-i Minores II.

Ahmed (Bey Kamal). Steles Ptolemaiques et Romaines. 2 vols.

See Cairo, Catalogue du Musee du Caire.

Amelung' (W.) and Holtzinger (H.) The Museums and Ruins of

Rome. 2 vols. 12mo. 1906.

Anaximenes. See Wendlaiul (P.).

See Spengel, Rhetores Graeci.

Annales de la Faculte des Lettres de Bordeaux. Revue des

Etudes Anciennes. Bulletin Hispanique. Bulletin

Italien. 8vo. Bmle.uix. From 1906. In progress.

Anthimus Kpistula ad Mendericum.

See Rose (V.) Anecdota Graeca.

Apollonius TyanensiS. See Philostrati (Ed. C. L. Kayser).

See Spengel, Rhetores Graeci.
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Apuleius. Physioguomonia.
See Rose (V.) Anecdota Graeca.-- Anon. The Metamorphoses of Apuleius. [Edinburgh.]

8vo. 1851.

ArbanitOpOlllOS (A. S.) Tov AiOK\7/Ttaveiou Siaypa/x/xaros viov IK

Tcye'as uTrdo-Traoy/a. 8vo. Athens. 1905.

Archaeological Institute of America. American School at

Rome : Supplementary Papeis, Vol. I.

4to. New York. 1906.

ArchestratUS. See Brandt (P.) Parodiae epicae graecae.

Archiv fur Religionswissenschaft
8vo. Leipsic. From 1904. In progress.

-Stenographic. 8vo. Berlin. Fiora 1901. In progress.

Aristophanes. Frogs. Edd. D. G. Hogarth and A. D. Godley.
8vo. Oxford. 1892.

- Anon. Aristophanes. [Quarterly.] 8vo. 1884.
- The ' Possums '

of Aristophanes. [Fraser].

8vo. 1836.

Aristophanes ByzantiuS. Tu^ 'Apio-ToreAovs Tfpi aW 7riTop.^. See

Rose (V.) Anecdota Grae^a.

Aristotle. Aristotle's Theory of Conduct. See Marshall (T. M.)
Arnold (M.) Merope. See Collins (C.)

Athens. Anon. Athens. [Harper.] 8vo. 1881.

Auldjo (J.) Journal of a Visit to Constantinople and some of the

Greek Islands. 8vo. 1835.
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Recent Homeric criticism. [Macmillan.] 8vo. 1879.

-
Age of Homer. [Macmillan.] 8vo. 1879.

Mariti (Abbe). Travels through Cyprus, Syria, and Palestine.

2 vols. 8vo. 1791.

Marlborougll. Catalogue of the Marlborough Gems. 8vo. 1899.

Marshall (T.) Aristotle's Theory of Conduct. 8vo. 1906.

Martial (M. Valerius) Ed. J. D. Duff. See Corpus Poetarum (Ed.

Postgate) II.

Martialis (Gargilius). See Scriptores Rei Rusticae. (Ed.

Gesner.) ILL
- De oleribus. See Rose (V.) Anecdota Graeca.

Mason (W. H.) Homer and Dr. Schliemann [Macmillan.]
8vo. 1876.

Matro Pitanaeus. See Brandt (P.) Parodiae epicae Graecae.

Maurice (F. D.) The religions of the world. 8vo. 1848.

Melandra Castle. [Report of the Manchester and District Branch

of the Classical Association.] Ed. R. S. Conway.
8vo. Manchester. 1906.

*

Meleagfer.' Ancient Classical Novelists. 8vo. 1861.

Menasce. Antiquites egyptiennes. (Collection de M. le Baron de

Meuasce".) 8vo. Paris. 1891.

Meredith (G.) Merivale's Homer's Iliad. 8vo. [N.D.]

Merrill (W. A.) On the influence of Lucretius on Horace. [Univ.
Californ. Class. Phil. I. 4.]

8vo. Berkeley, California. 1905.

MichaeliS (A.) Arx Athenarum. See Jahn (O.)
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Milne (J. G.) Greek Inscriptions. See Cairo, Catalogue du Musee

du Caire.

Minucianus. 'Ejrixipi//AuTa. See Spengel, Rhetores Graeci.

Moorehead (W. K.) The so-called 'Gorgets.' See Peabody (C.).

Moschus. See Bucolici Graeci.

Mueller (C. 0.) History and Antiquities of the Doric Race. Trans-

lated by IF. Tufnell and G. C. LewiH. 2 vols.

8vo. Oxford. 1830.

Mllkherjl (P. C.) Report on Exploration in the Nepal Tnrai. See

India, Archaeological Survey of.

Naville (E.) Temple of Deir el Bahari. Part V. [Eg. E<p. Fund.]
Fo'. 1906.

Nemesianus (M, Aurelius.) Edd. H. Schenkl and J. P. Postgat*.

See Corpus Poetarum (Ed. Postgate) II.

Neuwirth (J.) Geschichte der iJaukunst. See Borrman (R.).

Newberry (P. E.) The Tomb of Tbutm6sis IV. See Cairo,

Catalogue du Musee du Caire.

New PalaeogTaphical Society. Facsimiles of Ancient Manu-

scripts, etc. Fol. From 1903. In Progress.

NicephOPUS. Geographia. See Geographi Graeci Minores, II.

Nicetas. Deorumcognomina. See Mythographi (E I. Westermann).

Northampton (Marquis Of). A Greek Vase discovered in Etruiia.

[Archaeologia, XXX II.] 4to. 1848.

OratOPS. Anon. Jebb's Attic Orators. [Edinburgh.] 8vo. 1877.

- Jebb's Attic Orators. [Quarterly.] 8vo. 1881.

Panegyrical Oratory of Greece. [Quarterly.]
8vo. 1822.

OrSl (P.) Camarina. 4to. Rome. 1899.

Di una antichissima . . . Necropoli scoperta pie>so Bassano

Veneto. 4to. Rome. 1894.

- Nuove Esplorazioni nella Necropoli di Hybla Heraea.

4to. Home. 1900.

-
Ripostiglio di Vittoriati scoperto in Caltrano Vicentino.

4to. Rome. 1894.

Sacri Spechi con Inscrizioni Greche. 4to. Rome. 1900.

Oxford, Tercentenary of the Bodleian Library. Record of

Proceedings. 4to. Oxford. 1903.

Paley (F. A.) J. P. Mahaffy on the Age of Homer. [Macmillan.]
8vo. 1879.

Palmer (J.) Travels in the Levant. See Pearson (J.).

Paoli(P. H.) Rovine della Citta di Pesto. Fol. Rome. 1784.

Paspates (A. G.) Bt^curivai /AeXcrat. 4to. Constantinople. 1877.

Pastoral Poets. The Greek Pastoral Poets. Bion. [Fraser.]

8vo. 1835, 6.

Paton (W. R.) Editor. See Inscriptiones Graecae.

Peabody (C.) and Moorehead (W. K.) The so-called 'Gorgets.'

[Phillips Acad. Dept. of Archaeol. Bulletin II.]

8vo. Andover, Mass. 1906.
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Pearson (J. B.) Abstract of the Diary of John Palmer (Travels in

the Levant, 1805-7). 8vo. Cambridge. 1899.

Petersen C. Der Niobidenmythus. 8vo. Hamburg. 1859.

Petrie (W. M. Flinders) Abydos II. [Eg. Ex. Fund, 24th Memoir.]
4to. 1903.

PhiliOS (D.) Eleusis. Translated by H. Gadliff. 8vo. 1906.

Philip. Antiquites egyptiennes, grecques, et romaines. (Collection

P. Philip et collections diverses.) 8vo. Paris. 1905.

Phillimore (J. S.) Index Verborum Propertianus.
8vo. Oxford. 1906.

Philo. De ingeniis spiritualibus. See Hose (V.) Anecdota Graeca.

PhilOStrati (MajOP et Minor). Flavii Philostrati opera . . accedunt

Apollonii Epistolae, Eusebius adversus Hieroclem, Philo-

strati Junioris Imagines, Callistrati Descriptiones. 2 vols.

Ed. C. L. Kayter. 8vo. Leipsic. 1870-1.

PierlCOni (G.) Editor. See Xenophon.

Pindar. Anon. Translations of Pindar. [Quarterly.]

8vo. 1834.

PlatO. Platonis opera. Ed. J. Burnet. Vol. IV. (part). [Script.

Class. Bibl. Oxon.] 8vo. 1905.

- Euthyphro Apology and Crito. Ed. F. M. Stawell.

8vo. 1906.

-Anon. The Study of Plato. [Macmillan.] 8vo. 1871.
- The Platonic Dialogues. [Quarterly.] 8vo. 1862.

- Plato his Physics and Metaphysics. 8vo. 1861.

-
Campbell's Theaetetus of Plato. 8vo. [N. D.]
Jowett's Dialogues of Plato. [Edinburgh.]

8vo. 1871.

- Grote's Plato. [Edinburgh.] 8vo. 1866.

Plutarch. Selections from Plutarch's Life of Caesar. Ed. JR. L. A.

Du Pontet. 8vo. Oxford. 1906.

- Coriolanus. 8vo. Oxford. 1906.

Pseudo-Plutarchus. Liber de fluviis. See Geogiaphi
Graeci Minores, II.

Anon. Plutarch and his Times. [Westminster.]
8vo. 1860.

- Plutarch. [Quarterly.] 8vo. 1861.

Poland (F.) Die Hellenische Kultur. See Baumgarten (F.).

Pollux. Onomasticon. Ed. I. Bekker. 8vo. Berlin. 1846.

PoppelreuteP (J.) De comoediae atticae primordiis particulae duae.

8vo. Berlin. 1893.

Pouqueville (F. C. H. L.) Travels in Greece and Turkey. 4to. 1820.

Prickard (A. 0.) Editor. See Longinus.

PropertiuS. Index Verborum Propertianu?. See Phillimore (J. S.).

PtolemaCUS. De speculis. See Rose (V.) Anecdota Graeca.

Pulg"her (D.) Les anciennes Eglises Byzantines de Constantinople.

8vo. and Fol. Vitnna. 1878.

Quibell (J.) Archaic Objects. See Cairo, Catalogue du Musce du Caire.
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Randall-Madver (D.) and A. C. Mace. El Amrah and Abydo*.

[Kg. Kx. Fund, special extra publication.] 4to. 1902.

Rea (A.) South Indian Buddhist Antiquities.

Monumental Remains of the Dutch East India Company in the

Presidency of Madras.

Chalukyan Architecture.

See India, Archaeological Survey of.

Reid (C.) The Island of Ictis. [Archaeologia, LIX.] 4to. 1905.

Reinach (S.) Recueil de tCtes antiques ideales ou idealisees.

8vo. Pari-. 1903.

Revett (N.) Antiquities of Athens. See Stuait (J.)

Revue des Etudes Anciennes. See Annales de la Faculte des

Lettres de Bordeaux.

Rufus. TC\VT; prjTopiKr). See Spengel, Rhetores Graeci.

Sambon (A.) Les Fresques de Boscorealc. 4to. Paris. 1903.

Sandys (G.) Travailes : containing a history of the original and

present state of the Turkish Empire, etc. 4to. 1658.

Schaefer (H.) Grab- und Denksteine des Mittleren Reiches. See

Cairo, Catalogue du Musee du Cnire.

Schliemann (H.) Hios. 8vo. 1880.

-
Tioja. 8vo. 1884.

Schmalz (F. B.) The Playing Cards and the Great Pyramid.
12mo. Boston, Mas-. 1905.

Sheehan (J.) An evening with Theocritus. 8vo. 1874.

Shuckburgfh (E. S.) Greece: from the coming of the Hellenes to

A.D. 14. [The Story of the Nations.] 8vo. 1905.

Silius ItaliCUS. Ed. G. C. Soromers. See Corpus Poetarum (Ed.

Postgate II).

SimmondS (F.) Translator. See Gusman (P.) Pompeii.

Simpson (F. M.) A History of Architectural Development. Vol. I.

8vo. 1905.

Slater (J.) Architecture, Classic and Early Christian. See Smith
( it.).

Smith (E. W.) The Moghul Colour Decoration of Agra.
The Moghul Architecture of Fatehpur Sikri.

See India, Archaeological Surrey of.

Smith (R.) and Slater (J.) Architecture, Classic and Eai ly Christian.

8vo. 1882.

Smith (V. A.) The Jain Stupa and other Antiquities of Mathur.i.

See India, Archaeological Survey of.

Sonnini (C. S.) Travels in Greece and Turkey undertaken by order

of Louis XVI. 2 vols. [No plates.] Svo. 1801.

Sophocles. Electra. See Collins (C.).
- Anon. Sophocles' Antigone. [Fraser.] Svo. 1836.

Sparta. Catalogue of the Sparta Museum. By M. N. Tod and
A. J. B. Wace. Svo. Oxford. 1906

Spiegelberg" (W.) Die demotischen Denkwaler. See Cairo, Catalogue
du Musee du Caire.

Spiers (R. P.) Architecture East and West. 8vo. 1906.
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Spon (J.) and WheleP (G.) A Journey into Greece. 4to. 168 .

StatiUS (P. Papinius) Thebais et Achilleis. Ed. H. W. Garrod.

8vo. Oxford. 1906.

See Corpus Poetarum (Ed. Postgate) II.

Stawell (F. M.) Editor. See Plato.

Stillman (W. J.) On the Track of Ulysses. [Century.] 8vo. 1884.

StrzygfOWSki (J.) Hellenische u. Koptische Kunst in Alexandria.

[Bull. Soc. Arch. Alex.]. Vienna. 1902.

- Koptische Kunst. See Cairo, Catalogue du Musee du Cairo.

Strong" (E.) An Official Registration of Private Art Collections.

[Nineteenth Century.] 8vo. 1906.

Stuart (J.) and Revett (N.) The Antiquities of Athens. 4 Vols.

Fol. 1762-1816.
-

Antiquities of Athens and other places in Greece, Sicily, etc.,

supplementary to the Antiquities of Athens by J. S. and

N. R. Fol. 1830.
- the Antiquities of Athens. 8vo. 1841.

SymondS (J. A.) Aeschylus. [Cornhill.] 8vo. 1876,

-Helen of Troy. [Cornhill.] 8vo. 1875.
-
Penelope and other Women of Homer. [Cornhill.]

8vo. 1875.

Taylor (E. F.) Editor. See Virgil.

Theocritus. See Bucolici Graeci.

Anon. The Greek Pastoral Poets Theocritus. [Fraser.]

8vo. 1835.

Theocritus in Sicily. [Macmillan.] 8vo. 1887.

Thevenot (J. de) Travels into the Levant. Folio. 1686.

TMerSCh (H.) Aegina. See Furtwangler (A.).

Timon. See Sillographi Graeci.
'

TlepolemuS.' North on Homer. [Blackwood.] 8vo. 1857.

Tod (M. N.) Catalogue of the Sparta Museum. See Sparta Museum.
Tufnell (H.) Translator. See Mueller (0.) History and Antiqui-

ties of the Doric Race.

TyrtaeuS. Anon. The Martial Eclogues of Tyrtaeus. [Fraser.]
8vo. 1835.

Verrall (A. W.) Essays on Four Plays of Euripides.

8vo. Cambridge. 1905.

Editor. See Euripides, Ion.

Virgil. Aeneid. Ed. E. F. Taylor and E. M. Forster. 2 vols.

8vo. 1906.
- Anon. Conington's Aeneid. [North British.] 8vo. 1866.

Virgil and his Modern Critics. 8vo. 1859.
- Horae Virgilianae. 1863-4.

Virgil's Sea-descriptions. [Cornhill.] Svo. 1874.
- The English Translations of Virgil. [Quarterly.]

Svo. 1861.
- On a Translation of Virgil's Aeneid. [Macmillan.]

8vo. 1867.
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Virgil. Anon. Virgil in the Middle Ages. [Quarterly.]
8vo. 1875.

-
Virgil, TasRO, and Raphael. [Blackwood].

8vo. 1845.

Wace (A. J. B.) Catalogue of the Sparta Museum. See Sparta
Museum.

Wagner (R.) Die Hcllcnischc Kultur. See Baumgarten (F.).

Waldstein(C.) The Frieze of the Parthenon. [Century.] 8vo. 1883.

Waterlow (S.) Editor. See Euripides.

Wattenbach (W.) Nineve uud Babylon.
8vo. Heidelberg. 1868.

Way (A. S.) Translator. See Euripides, Alcestis.

WedgWOOd (J.) Virgil as a Link between the Ancient and Modern

World. [Contemporary.] 8vo. 1877.

Weil (H.) Ktudes de Litterature et Rythmique Grecques.
8vo. Paris. 1902.

Wendland (P.) Auaximenes von Lampsakos. 8vo. Berlin. 1905.

Wheler (G.) A Journey into Greece. See Spon (J.)

Whewell (W.) New Hexametric Translations of the Iliad.

8vo. 18fi2.

White (J. W.) The Manuscripts of Aristophanes. [Class. Phil. 1.]

8vo. Chicago. 1906.

Whittall. Catalogue of the Collection of Antique Gold Ornaments of

the late James Whittall. 8vo. 1884.

WilamOWitZ-Moellendorff (U. VOn) Die griechische und lateinische

Literatur und Sprache. 8vo. Berlin aud Leipsic. 1905.

Editor. See Bucolici Graeci.

Wilhelm (A.) Urkuuden dramatischer Auffiihrung in Athen

[Sonderschriften des Oest. Archaol Instituts in Wien.

Band VI.] 4to. Vienna. 1906.

Wilkins (W.) The Antiquities of Magna Graecia.

Fol. Cambridge. 1807.

Williams (A. M.) Lippen Wood Roman Villa. [Arch. Jourii.].

8vo. 1906.

Woolson (C. F.) Corfu and the Ionian Sea. [Harper's Mag.]
8vo. 1892.

Xenophanes. See Sillographi Graeci.

Xenophon. Re>publica Lacedaemoniorum. Ed. G. Pierleoni.

8vo. Berlin. 1905.

ZenobillS. Epitome proverbiorum Didymi et Tairhaei.

See Paroemiographi Graeci. (Ed. Gaisford.)

Zielinski (T.) Die Antike und Wir. 8vo. Leipsic. 1905.
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TOPOGRAPHY, ARCHITECTURE, AND EXCAVATIONS.

ASIA MINOR.

6167 Cuidos, view from the mainland shewing the two harbours.

6168 ,, the Odeum.

6160 Ephesus, general view from the theatre

6176 ,, the library.

6156 Pergamon, the altar of Zeus from above.

6540 Map of the Troad (Dbrpfeld, Troja, pi. 1).

SYRIA.

5751 Baalbek, smaller temple, detail of doorway.
5760 ,, ,, capitals.

CRETE.

6368 Cnossos. plan of the palace, 1904.

5847 Candia, interior of museum shewing Cnossian frescoes, stoue jars, etc.

5843 Hagia Triada, drainage system.
5845 ,, view of late Miuoan foundations appearing above middle Miuoan.

f>844 ,, palace-room.
5846 (lournia, Minoan street.

5854 Pachyainmos (near llu;rapytna) with distant view of sub-Mycenaean settlement of KavouM.
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ISLANDS.

6149 Cos, the second terrace.

617."> ,, passage to the spring.

5546 Delos, basis of the colossus.

6151 Lesbos, Mytilene from the site of the theatre.

6152 ,, ,, chair from the theat i..

6139 Rhodes, wall and moat.

6135 ,, St. Catherine's gate.

6143 ,, F, Indus, stoa.

6127 Tliera, stone bi-.mis.

6131 ,, excavations.

NORTHERN AND CENTRAL GREECE.

01 23 Delphi, heroon of Argive kings.

6124 ,, basis of the tripod dedicated after Plataca.

6652 ,, restoration of the tripod. (Jahrb. i, p. 189.)

5850 Orchoinenos, Treasury of Minyas, gate from without.

5849 ,, ,, ,, within.

5848 ,, ,, ,, door of side chamber.

6114 Parnassus, view from Chaeroneia.

ATHENS.

6369 Plan of Athens, central district. (Murray, Greece, p. 257.)

6371 View from 1'nyx towards Lycabettus.

6561 Acropolis restored. (Fletcher, Architecture, pi. 1.)

6101 ,, cave of Pan.

2812 ,, plan of excavations on the western slope.

1415 The Olympieum
6105 Stoa of the Giants.

6341 British School, Penrose Library, exterior.

6339 ,, ,, interior.

6340 ,, ,, ,, shewing inscription.

ATTICA.

19f>2 Piraeus and neighbourhood, distant view of Piraeus from the sea.

6393 ,. ,, Zea, Piraeus, Salamis.

7372 ,, ) Plans and elevations of arsenal. (Choisy, L'archtttcture

737? ,, ) grecguc, pi. 1, 2.)

592(, ,, ,, Munychia harbour.

PELOPONNESUS.

6543 Mycenae, Palace restored (Perrot ami Chipiz, vi, pi. 11).

6565 f> Treasury of Atreus, doorway, present state.

6566 ,, it M as reconstructed in B.M.

6567 .. ,i capital in 1'.. M.

6568 ,, ii M column formerly at Nauplia.

5853 ,, ,i interior.

6174 ,, shaft graves, entrance to the circle.

6183 Tiryns, restoration of citadel.

SICILY.
6172 Tuurmina, from the sea.
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PREHELLENIC ANTIQUITIES.

5842 TheSea, tomb of Sciimut, fresco of Keftiu, ca.1500 B.C.

6689 Fresco of Keftiu. (Hall, Oldest Civilisation of Greece, frontispiece.)

6345 Miscellanea from temple repositories at Cnossos. (B.S.A. ix, p. 46, fig. 24.)

6557 Designs from twelve Mycenaean gold diacs.

6541 Typical Mycenaean vases. (Walters, Pottery, pi. 15.)

GEOMETRIC AND ORIENTALISING PERIOD.

6650 Attica : Dipylon vase with early Attic inscription. (Ath. Mitth. vi, pi. 3.)

6529 Caere : orientalising vase. (cf. B.M. Guide, p. 171, fig. 58.)

5457 Naucnitis, selected fragments of pottery. (Naucralis, pi. 7.)

7566 Praesos : plate in orientalising style. (B.S.A. x, pi. 3.)

SCULPTURE.
* from original or from photographic reproduction of original.

t from cast.

EARLY PERIOD.

6538 Argivc Apollo.* (Dclphcs, iv, pi. 1.)

6539 ,, ,,
*
profile and back views, (id. pi. 2.)

tilSl Nike of Arclicrmusf restored.

6392 Relief of a charioteer.* Acrop. Mus.

5984 Fragment of a funerary relief, two female figures.*

529 Cyprus, archaic relief of Heracles and Geryon. (Cf. J.N.ti. xiii, p. 74.)

6S90 Selinus Metopes from first temple, with reconstructed architectural setting.

6367 ,, Metope from temple of Hera, dying giant.*
63S8 Aegina, E. pediment, standing warrior. 'Telamon.'*

6389 ,, ,, kneeling archer. 'Heracles.'*

FINE PERIOD.

6596 Sauer's drawings of the pediments of the Parthenon.

6598 East pediment, reconstruction with architectural setting.

6397 ,, S. end, Sauer's drawing.
6597 West pediment. Nointel anonymous drawing. (Antikc Dcnkmalcr, pi. 6. )

6182 Nike of Paeonius restored.*

6391 Selinus. Metope from later temple. Heracles and Amazon.*
6188 Young Satyr of Praxiteles,* torso in Louvre,
6189 Maenad, after Scopas.*
6190

,, ,, restored.*

7206 Votive relief to Asclepius, in form of a sandal.* (Cf. Arch, fur Rcligioiisiviss. viii, pi. 1.)

6043 Votive relief. Hermes, Orpheus, Eurydice.* Villa Albani.
5979 Alexander sarcophagus, views of the two ends.

5488
,, ,, S. end, the sculpture in the gable.

6033 Sarcophagus of mourning women, general view.

6681-2 ,, ,, ,, ,, views of the ends.

6683 Lycian sarcophagus, from Sidon, general view.

6684 ,, ,, ,, ,, first side.

6685 ,, ,, ,, ,, second side.

6686 ,, ,, ,, ,, both ends.

LATE PERIOD.

0570 Architistic relief of a warrior with funerary serpent.* B.M.

3572
' Miracle working

'

statuette, a goddess with pierced breasts.* B.M.
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BRONZES.

6577 Archaic Grnceo-Egy|>tiau bronze statuette
* from Badajos. B.M.

6583 Mirror case, Heracles wrestling with the lion.* B.M.

6580 Seated statuette of Hermes* from Paramythiu. 15. M.

6582 Head of Artemis (part of the decoration of a seat). Two grotesques.* B.M.

TERRACOTTAS.

690 Archaic relief representing a funeral procession.* (Rayct, Monuments. )

6575 Tanajrra statuettes. Two ladies.* B.M.

6574 '

Myrina
'

statuettes. Aphrodite.* B.M.

6573 Contents of a bride's grave : nude figure on throne, marriage Icbes, boots, tuinrrpov.* B.M.
6187 Genre rendering of the boy extracting a thorn.

VASES.
* = photographic view of whole vase from original.

[ = picture subject only from an adequate illustration.

BLACK FIGURED VASES.

6394 Birtli of Athena, figures of Zeus and Athena only.T
6396 Amphiaraus vase ( \Vien. Vor. 1889, pi. 10) sketch of scitod figure of Ilnlini 'ilos.^T

6520 Heracles and the Nemean lion. *". (Gerh. A. V. 192)
6531 ,, ,, Achelous.*: (Gazelle Archtologiquc, 1875, pi. 20. )

6589 Satyr and Maenad. *

6516 Wrestling match.* (J. 11. S. i. pi. 6.)

6185 A smith's shop.

6186 A shoemaker's shop.

RED-FIGURED VASES, &c.

6395 Interior of an Attic cylix : the Gorgoneion "I in transitional technique.

6378 Apollo, Artemis, and Leto.

6599 Zeus and Athena \
, ...

I for illustrating the composition of the E. pediment of the Parthenon.
6046 ,, . ,, )

6593 Athena and Poseidon. 1i Kertsch Museum.

6591 Dionysos, mystic marriage of. Polychrome vase on red ground.* B.M.

6590 id. the figure subject only.^1

6507 HeraclesandAchelous.il (Gerh. A. V. 115.)

6505 , , wrestling.

6502 Boys boxing, fragment. (Mcisterschnlfn, fig. 12.)

6592 Group of Attic funerary lekythoi.* B.M.

COINS.
6354 Asine, &., with figure of Dryopa.

6530 Rhodes, /R. (B.M. Guide, iii. A. 37.)

5434 Syracuse, /R. (Cf. Head. Ili.tt. Xum. p. 1.11, fig. 93.)

6553 Eucratides of Bactria, .V. I'm is Cabinet.
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INSCRIPTIONS.

IN this series the arrangement adopted in E. S. Roberts' Introduction to Greek Epigraphy Vol. i,

has been followed and the references throughout have been given to that work only. The slides

however have been made, where possible, from facsimile reproductions.

* = reproduced from a photograph of the original.

IT = reproduced from facsimile reproduction of the lettering.

Where no sign is added the slides have been made from the conventional type.

The main Catalogue affords abundance of material for supplementing this series by views and

other slides bearing on the inscriptions. A few such supplementary slides have been here

inserted.

ISLANDS.

6601 Roberts, la, c, I, n. Thera : ca. 650 B.C. Selection of short archaic inscriptions found

on rocks and tombs. IT

6602 Roberts, 7. Melos : first period, ca. 600-550 B.C. Metrical inscription on column of

Parian marble.

6603 Roberts, 8a, b, c, i. Melos : second period, ca. 550-500. Selection of tomb inscriptions. IT

Cf. also, for form and position of the 2, 4518, coin of Posidonia.

6604 Roberts, 8Z, m. Melos : third period, ca. 490-415. Selection of tomb inscriptions. IT

6605 Roberts, 8q, t. Melos : fourth period, shortly after the Peloponnesian war. Selection of

tomb inscriptions.il

6606 Roberts, 9g. (Jortyn : ca. 600. First discovered slab of the longest archaic inscrip-

tion yet found.* Louvre.

6607 Roberts, 13. Eremopolis (= ancient Itanos). Retrograde inscr. over the figure of a fish. IT

Fitzwilliam Mus., Cambridge.
6608 Roberts, 25. Naxos : probably before 600 B.C. Inscribed on the archaic image dedicated at

Delos by Nicandra to Artemis. IT

Cf. also 3614, view of the statue.

6609 Roberts, 27. Naxos : inscribed on the basis of an archaic colossus dedicated at Delos by the

Naxians to Apollo. II

Cf. also 5545, 4634, views of the upper half of the colossus in situ, and 5546,

view of the basis in situ.

ATTICA.

6610 Roberts, 34. Oldest extant Attic inscription, probably seventh century. Retrograde, on a

Dipylon Vase. IT

Cf. also 6650, view of this Vase. IT (Ath. MiUh. vi. pi. 3.)

6611 Roberts, 37. Ca. 600 B.C. Stele of Enialon.lT

6612 Roberts, 42. Sigeum marble, probably 600-575 B.C. Stele of Phanodicus : the lower

inscription only is Attic. B.M.1I
6613 Roberts, 45. Salaminian decree : 575-525 B.C., oldest extant Attic decree.*

6614 Roberts, 56. Altar dedicated by Pisistratus son of Hippias, 535-510 B.C. (Cf. Thucyd.
vi. 54, where the altar is mentioned.)

6615 Roberts, 63. Fragment of a marble base. Before 500 B.C. If

6616 Roberts, 66. List of the fallen in the Thasiau War. 465-463 B.C.

6617 Roberts, 69. Nointel marble, 460 B.C. (Roberts) or 459-8 B.C. (Busolt). Commemorates
members of tribe of Erechtheis fallen in Egypt, etc. Louvre.

6618 Roberts, 70. Portion of tribute list. 446 B.C. Attic alphabet in its latest settled

form.

6619 Roberts, 71. Dedication of Aiistocrates. Before the Peloponnesian war. (Cf. Aristoph.

Aves, 125, 6. Thucyd. viii. 89, 92.)
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ARQOS.

6620 Roberts, 75. Bronze helmet from Olympia commemorating Argive victory over Corinth.

Ca. 586 B.C. B.M
6621 Roberts, 81. Part of a basis of Parian marble belonging to a statue by Atoto*, from Olympia.

Before 450 B.C. IT

CORINTH AND ITS COLONIES.
6622 Roberts, 85. Tomb inscription of ' Dveinias.' 600-550 B.C. Boustrophedon.'
6623 Roberts, 9039 - 4S - m -

Inscriptions on fragmentary reliefs from Corinth. Berlin.H
Cf. also 983 for a general view of these tablets.

Cf. also for the form of the koppn, 5332, coin of Corinth nnd 5434, coin of Syracuse.
6624 Roberts, 111. Helmet of Hiero of Syracuse. 474 n.c. B.M. Commemorates victory

over Etruscans off Cumae.H

IONIAN ALPHABET.

6625 and /*. Roberts, 130. Abou Symbol. Probably 594-589 B.C. (Psammetichus II.) rather

than 654-617 B.C. (Psamm. I.) Inscriptions written by Greek mercenaries on

seated colossal figures.'

6626 Roberts, 133. Miletus. Boustrophedon inscription on a lion. B.M. f
I

6627 Roberts, 145. Halicarnassus. Ca. 453 B.C. The Lygdamis inscription. The Ionic

alphabet as legally adopted at Athens 403 B.C. B.M.1T

WESTERN GROUP.

6628 Roberts, 169,
8 - 98- 109- 118 a* MB.**,** Euboea. Selection from 400 leaden plates found

near Slyra.1T

6629 Roberts, 216, h, i. Boeotia.[

6630 Roberts, 232. Oeanthea. Temp. Peloponnesian war. Bronze tablet containing treaty

between Oeanthea and Chaleion. B.M.H
6631 Roberts, 248. Laconia. Stele of Glaukatia. Ath. Nat. Mus. IT

6632 Roberts, 255. Laconia. Dedication of Pleistiadas. Sparta Mus. Ca. 500 B.C.H

6633a and b Roberts, 257. Laconia. Ca. 475-450 B.C. Bronze plate from Tegea recording

a deposit of money by Xonthias.

6634 Roberts, 259. Laconia. Ca. 479 B.C. Serpent column dedicated after Plataca at Delphi :

now in Constantinople. IT

Cf. also 6124 Basis of the tripod in situ at Delphi.

6652 Restoration of the tripod. (Jahrb. i. p. 189.)

3335 View of Hippodrome at Constantinople shewing serpent column

in situ.

6635 Roberts, 264. Laconia. Ca. 400 B.C. Stele of Damonou. Sparta Mus. f

6636 Roberts, 263. Laconia. Gerouthrae. Ca. 418 B.C. an ^v oX^y inscription referring tc the

battle of M ;iu t i ni-iii . '.

6637 Roberts, 267. Laconia. Ca. 403-398 B.C. Part of a decree recording restoration of

liberty to Delians by Sparta after Aegospotami.'
6638 Roberts, 280. Arcadia. Marble base found at Olympia dedicated by Cyniscus. [

6639 Rolttrts, 285. Arcadia. 365 363 B.C. Bronze plate from Olympia dating probably
from the time when the 'Arcadians and Pisatans jointly adminstered the affairs of the

temple of Zeus.H

6640 Roberts, 291. Elis. Ca. 500 B.C. Bronze plate from Olympia recording 100 years'

alliance between Eleans and Heraeans. B.M.1T

6641 Roberts, -97. Elis. Bronze plate from Olympia recording alliance of fifty years between

two otherwise unknown communities, the Anaeti and Metapii.lT

6642 Roberts, 800. Elis. Bronze plate from Olympia. IT

6643. Roberts, 302. Achaea and colonies. Ca. 600 B.C. Sandstone block from Metapontiua.

Boustrophedon (partially).U
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ABECEDARIA.

6644 Roberts, p. 16. Formello : on a vase found in a tomb at Formello, near Veii. Greek

alphabet (given twice) of western group and Chalddian origin : also an Etruscan

inscription. 1T

6645 Roberts, p. 17. Caere: on a vase found in a tomb at Caere (Cervetri). Greek alphabet

of westeni group and Chalcidian origin.H
6646 Roberts, p. 18. Colic : painted on the wall of a tomb at Colle. Only decipherable as far

as 0. Western group and Chalcidian origin. II

6648 Roberts, p. 19. Corinth : painted on pottery fragment. BoOfttropbedon. E-T only

preserved. IT

MISCELLANEA.

6386 The vine as the origin of characteristic forms in Ionic architecture (from a sketch by Scharf).

6522 Acanthus growth. (Jahrb. xi. p. 122, fig. 4.)

6535 ,, (Kernerand Olivier, Nat. Hist. vi. p. 772, fig. 434.)

6587 Gold diadem : gold band with central knot. B.M.

6588 Intaglios in gold and silver. B.M.

7563 Jewellery from Praesos.

7561 Jewellery from Praesos.

7289 Skull ornamented with spiraliform discs, as excavated at Praesos.

6584 Bronze helmet from Olympia. B.M.

6586 Archaic ivory plaques. B.M.
6184 Ostrakon with name of Themistoclcs,
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NOTICE TO CONTRIBUTORS.

THE Council of the Hellenic Society having decided that it is desirable

tor a common system of transliteration of Greek words to be adopted in

the Jounuil of Hellenic Studies, the following scheme has been drawn up
by the Acting Editorial Committee in conjunction with the Consultative

Editorial Committee, and has received the approval of the Council.

In consideration of the literary traditions of English scholarship, the

scheme is of the nature of a compromise, and in most cases considerable

latitude of usage is to be allowed.

(1) All Greek proper names should be transliterated into the Latin

alphabet according to the practice of educated Romans of the Augustan age.
Thus K .should be represented by c, the vowels and diphthongs v, at, 01, ov

y !/> CM, oe, and u respectively, h'nal -09 and -ov by -us and -urn, and -po?

by -er.

But in the case of the diphthong et, it is felt that ei is more suitable

than c or i, although in names like Laodicca, Alexandria,

where they are consecrated by usage, c or i should be preserved,

also words ending in -eiov must be represented by -euin.

A certain amount of discretion must be allowed in using the

o terminations, especially where the Latin usage itself varies

or prefers the o form, as Delos. Similarly Latin usage should

be followed .is far as possible in -c and -u terminations,

e.g., Prienc, N//>///-//". In some of the more obscure nann >

ending in -po?, as Aeaypos, -er should be avoided, as likely

to lead to confusion. The Greek form -on is to be preferred
to -o for names like Dion, Hicron, except in a name so common
as Apollo, where it would be pedantic.

Names which have acquired a definite English form, such as

Coi'inth, Athens, should of course not be otherwise represented.
It is hardly nee.-ary tu point out that forms like 7/or//As.

Mi-,-i-iiry, Minerva, should not be used for lli-nn-l,-*, Ifmii .<. and

Alli'
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(2) Although names of the gods should be transliterated in the same

way as other proper names, names of personifications and epithets such as

Nike, Homwioia, Hyalcinthios, should fall under 4.

(3) In no case should accents, especially the circumflex, be written over

vowels to show quantity.

(4) In the case of Greek words other than proper names, used as names

of personifications or technical terms, the Greek form should be transliterated

letter for letter, /,; being used for K, ch for %, but y and u being substituted

for v and ov, which are misleading in English, e.g., Nike, apoxyomenos,

diadumenos, rhyton.

This rule should not be rigidly enforced in the case of Greek

words in common English use, such as aegis, symposium. It

is also necessary to preserve the use of ou for ov in a

certain number of words in which it has become almost

universal, such as boule, gerousia.

(5) The Acting Editorial Committee are authorised to correct all

MSS. and proofs in accordance with this scheme, except in the case of a

special protest from a contributor. All contributors, therefore, who object

on principle to the system approved by the Council, are requested to inform

the Editors of the fact when forwarding contributions to the Journal.

In addition to the above system of transliteration, contributors to the

Journal of Hellenic Studies are requested, so far as possible, to adhere to the

following conventions :

Quotationsfrom Ancient and Modern Authorities.

Names of authors should not be underlined
;
titles of books, articles,

periodicals, or other collective publications should be underlined (for italics).

If the title of an article is quoted as well as the publication in which it is

contained, the latter should be bracketed. Thus :

Six, Jahrb. xviii. 1903, p. 34,

or

Six, Protogenes (Jahrb. xviii. 1903), p. 34.

But as a rule the shorter form of citation is to be preferred.
The number of the edition, when necessary, should be indicated by a

small figure above the line
; e.g. Dittenb. Syll? 123.
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Titles of Periodical and Collective Publications.

The following abbreviations are suggested, as already in more or less

-. in ral us,. Inothercases.no abbreviation which is not readily identified

should be employed.
A.-E.M. = Archaologisch-epigraphische Mittheilungen.

Aim. i/. /. =Annali dell' Institute.

Arch. Am. = Archaologischer Anzeiger (Beiblatt zum Jahrbuch).

Arch. Zeit. = Archaologische Zeitung.

Ath. Mi tth.= Mittheilungen ties Deutschen Arch. Inst., Athenische Abtheilung.

Baumeister=Baumeister, Denkmaler des klassischen Altertums.

/{.( '.!!. = Bulletin de Correspondance Hellenique.
Jierl. Vus. = Furtwangler, Beschreibung der Vasensammlung zu Berlin.

/'..!/. Bronzes = British Museum Catalogue of Bronzes.

//. .17. C'= British Museum Catalogue of Greek Coins.

H.M. Inter. =Greek Inscriptions in the British Museum.
//..I/. I "ates= British Museum Catalogxie of Vases, 1893, etc.

H.X.A.= Annual of the British School at Athens.

Bull. d. /. = Bullettino dell' Institute.

Busolt= Busolt, Griechische Geschichte.

C.I.G.= Corpus Inscriptionum Grace-arum.

C. 1.L.= Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum.

67. Rev. = Classical Review.

C.R. Aatd. Inscr. = Comptes Rendus de 1'Academic des Inscriptions.

Dar.-Sagl.
= Daremberg-Saglio, Dictionnaire des Antiquites.

Dittenb. 0.(?./. = Dittenberger, Orientis Graeci Inscriptiones Selectae.

Uittenb. Syll.
= Dittenberger, Sylloge Inscriptionum Graecarum.

z, Sammlung der Griechischen Dialekt-Inschriften.

Gerh. A.V. = Gerhard, Auserlesene Vasenbilder.

6r.Gwl.=Gottingische Gelehrte Anzeigen.

Head, H.N. = Head, Historia Numorum.
/.(?. = Inscriptiones Graecae. 1

/.(r.i4.-=R6hl, Inscriptiones Graecae antiquissimae.
Jahrb. Jahrbuch des Deutschen Archaologischen Instituts.

J/tresh. = Jahreshefte des Oesterreichischen Archaologischen Institutes.

J.H.S. Journal of Hellenic Studies.

Le Bas-Wadd. = Le Bas-Waddington, Voyage Archeologique.
Michel Michel, Recueil d :

Inscriptions grecques.
.Won. d. I. = Monument! dell' Institute.

Miiller-Wies. = Muller-Wieseler, Denkmiiler der alten Kunst.

.}fus. Murbles= Collection of Ancient Marbles in the British Museum.
Xeue Jahrb. kl. A It. = Neue Jahrbiicher fiir das klassische Alterttun.

Xeue Jahrb. Phil. = Neue Jahrbiicher fiir Philologie.

1 The attention of contributors is called to the fact that the titles of the volumes of the second

issue of the Corpus of Greek Inscriptions, published by the Prussian Academy, hare now been

changed, as follows :

I.G. I. = Inscr. Atticne anno Enclidis vetustiores.

II. = ,, ,, aetatis quae est inter EucL ann. et Augusti tempera.
III. = . ,, attatis Romanae.

IV. = , Argolidis.

VII. =
IX. =
XII. =
XIV. =

Megaridis et Boeotiae.

Graeciae Septentrioualis.
insnl. Maris Aegaei praeter Delum.
li.ili.n- et Siciliae.
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Niese = Niese, Geschichte der griechisclien u. makt-donischen Staaten.

Num. Chr. = Numismatic Chronicle.

\HIII. Zeit. = Nuniismatische Zeitechrift.

Pauly-Wissowa Pauly-Wissowa, Real-Encyclopadie der cltissischeu Altertumswissen-

schaft.

Ramsay, C. Ii. = Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygiu.

Rev. A rch. = Revue Archeologique.

Rer. tit. (j>\ = Revue des fitudes Grecques.

Rev. Nuni.= Revue Numismatique.
Rer. Pliilol. = Revue de Philologie.

Rh. Mus. = Rlieinisches Museum.

Rom. Mitth. = Mittheilungen des Deutschen Archaologischen Institute, llumische Abtheil

ung.

Roscher=Roscher, Lexicon der Mythologie.
T.A.M. = Titn]i Asiae Minoris.

Z.f. N. = Zeitschrift fur Nutnismatik.

Transliteration of Inscriptions.

[ ] Square brackets to indicate additions, i.e. n lacuna filled by conjecture.

( ) Curved brackets to indicate alterations, i.e. (1) the resolution of an

abbreviation or symbol ; (2) letters misrepresented by the engraver ;

(3) letters wrongly omitted by the engraver ; (4) mistakes of the

copyist.

< > Angular brackets to indicate omissions, i.e. to enclose superfluous
letters appearing on the original.

. . Dots to represent an unfilled lacuna when the exact number of missing
letters is known.

--- Dashes for the same purpose, when the number of missing letters is

not known.

Uncertain letters should have dots under them.

Where the original has iota adscript, it should be reproduced in that form
;

otherwise it should be supplied as subscript.

The aspirate, if it appears in the original, should be represented by a

special sign,
h

.

Quotations from MSS. and Literary Texts.

The same conventions should be employed for this purpose as for inscrip-

tions, with the following important exceptions :

( ) Curved brackets to indicate only the resolution of an abbreviation or

symbol.

[[ ]] Double square brackets to enclose superfluous letters appearing on the

original.

< > Angular brackets to enclose letters supplying an omission in the

original.

The Editors desire to impress upon contributors the necessity of clearly

and accurately indicating accents and breathings, as the neglect of this

precaution adds very considerably to the cost of production of the Joyrnal
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Sttretary's Address

JOHN FF. BAKER- I'ENOYKE, M.A.

22, All>emarle Street, \V.

BRITISH ARCHAEOLOGICAL SCHOOLS AT
ATHENS AND ROME.

THE Managing Committees of the above Schools, availing themselves of the

kind permission accorded them, beg to lay before the Members of the Society for

the Promotion of Hellenic Studies the following brief statement of the work of the

Schools, as well for the benefit of intending students and of visitors to Rome and

Athens, as for the purpose of enlisting interest and support.

The British School at Athens. This School (founded in 1886) gives to British

Students of Greek Archaeology and Art the opportunity of pursuing their researches

in Greece itself, with command of the means which the recent great advances of the

science have rendered indispensable. Athens is now an archaeological centre of the

first rank. The concentration in the Athenian museums of numerous and most

important discoveries which have taken place on Greek soil in the last few years has

made a personal knowledge of those museums in the highest degree desirable for Hellenic

scholars, and nowhere else can the architecture of ancient Greece be studied to such

advantage. The excavations of the School in past years in Cyprus, in Crete, at Melos,

in the Peloponnesus, and elsewhere, are striking examples of what has been added to

our knowledge by British research.

The School is now entering on its second year's operations on the site of ancient

Sparta. The work already done in Laconia includes a Catalogue of the Sparta Museum,

surveys of the fortifications at Epidaurus Limera, Zarax, and Geronthrae, and trial

excavations at Thalamae, Geronthrae, and Angelona. Researches in the remains of

the Byzantine age have also been carried on at Monemvasia, Maina, and Passava

At Sparta itself, rich finds were made when work was begun on the site of the Temple
of Artemis Orthia. The whole of this site has recently been acquired by the School,

and its excavation, for which funds are greatly needed, will form the major part of the

coming season's work. A special illustrated appeal for 1,500 for this object has recently

been circulated.



Until to-day archaeologic research has done little or nothing to add to our know-

ledge of the state which vies with Athens herself for the commanding place in Hellenic

history, and it rests with us to see that the work thus happily inaugurated at Sparta is

adequately sustained.

The British School at Rome. The creation of this School was in a sense the

complement of the foundation of the School at Athens, the work of which had been mainly

devoted to the study of the civilisations antecedent to the civilisation of Rome. The con-

ditions of work, however, are necessarily different in a country where the national authorities

reserve to themselves the right of excavation, and the energies of the Roman School have

in consequence been mainly devoted to research and publication. The School is now

housed in the Palazzo Odescalchi, and its premises include a Library of upwards of 2,000

volumes. The Managing Committee have secured the services in succession of three

Directors with special qualifications in the respective spheres of mediaeval and classical

archaeology, and of competent Assistant Directors. Three volumes of the Papers of the

British School at Rome have appeared, and the fourth is now in preparation.

The prospects of the School, if it receives adequate support, are at this juncture most

promising. A scheme for a definite and substantial work, the cataloguing of the Municipal

Collections in Rome, has met with the sanction and cooperation of the Italian authorities,

and the first volume, dealing with the Capitoline Museum, is now in course of preparation.

In the second volume of the Papers of the School appeared the facsimile reproduction of

the Coner MSS. in the Soane Museum, and this publication may be looked on as the first

instalment of a comprehensive scheme for rendering accessible other treasures of this kind.

His Majesty the King has graciously given permission for the publication of the Dal

Pozzo drawings in his possession, and their appearance may be looked for in future

volumes of the Papers, The Director's exhaustive study of the topography of the Roman

Campagna, two sections of which have appeared, is proceeding ;
and plans are under

consideration for anthropometric and ethnographic research in Sardinia.

It is scarcely necessary to urge on students of history the debt which modern

civilisation owes to that of Rome. On no other single spot could the development of

religion, art, literature, and politics be similarly deduced from the irrefragable evidence of

monuments, and the story of this development from classical through mediaeval to

renaissance times has been from the outset the field of the School's work.

The student requires two auxiliaries when working in Athens or Rome. Firstly, the

command of an adequate library ;
and secondly, the advice and help of a trained

archaeologist, residing on the spot, occupying an official position recognised by the

local authorities, and following the rapid advances of the science, due partly to new

discovery and partly to the rearrangement of old materials. Both these advantages are

now secured to the students of either School. Students are admitted free of charge, the

principal conditions being that they shall pursue for three months some definite course of



study or research, and that they shall at the end of the Session write a report of the work

which they have done. By a recent rule an aggregate residence of four months at the two

Schools qualifies for studentship at both. The Committees also elect as Associates visitors

or residents engaged in study or exploration who do not qualify as regular students. All

students, associates, and subscribers have the right to attend the open meetings of the

Schools and to use the Libraries.

Both Schools receive from the State an annual grant of ^500, which has to be

renewed at the expiration of every term of five years. This recognition on the part of

H.M. Government gives permanence and stability to the work of the Schools, but for the

furtherance of the plans enumerated above they must ask the continued and liberal support

of the public, and, indeed, the renewal of the Government grant depends upon such

support being given.

Subscriptions will be gladly acknowledged by the Hon. Treasurers, Vincent W.

Yorke, Esq., M.A., The Farringdon Works, Shoe Lane, E.G. (for the School at Athens), and

A. H. Smith, Esq., M.A., 22, Endsleigh Street, W.C. (for the School at Rome.)

Full information of the work of the Schools may be obtained on application to the

Secretary at 22, Albemarle Street, W.

(Signed) GEORGE A. MACMILLAN,
Chairman of the Managing Cominiltte oj the British School at Athens.

HENRY F. PELHAM,
Chairman of the Managing Committee of the British Sthool at Rome.

JOHN ft BAKER-PENOYRE,
Secretary to the British Schools at Athens and Konu.

, 1906.
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